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Purpose  

1.1 Los Angeles Community College and Bond Program Mission 

The mission of the Los Angeles Community College District (LACCD, or District) is to 
provide students with an excellent education that prepares them to: 

 transfer to four-year institutions 
 successfully complete workforce development programs designed to meet local 

and statewide needs 
 pursue opportunities for lifelong learning and civic engagement 

 
LACCD’s sustainable building program (also referred to as the Bond Program) began in 
2001 and is funded through more than $6 billion in voter-approved bonds. The Bond 
Program mission is to modernize and renovate the nine colleges of the District and their 
satellites.  
 
The types of projects include new and renovated academic buildings and laboratories, 
libraries, sports facilities, arts complexes, administrative buildings, child development 
centers, parking structures, central energy plants and renewable energy projects. 
LACCD’s Bond Program is providing students, faculty, and staff with facilities that 
support excellence in education, preparing them to succeed in the 21st century 
economy, and providing an economic stimulus for the Los Angeles economy. 
 
The overall goals of the LACCD Bond Programs, pursuant to Proposition 39 detailed in 
section 1.3 of this Standard Operating Procedure (SOP), are to maximize bond 
revenues by implementing cost-saving measures that include:  

 Mechanisms designed to reduce the costs of site preparation and professional 
fees and to incorporate efficiencies in school site design 

 Recommendations regarding the joint use of core facilities  
 Recommendations regarding the use of cost-effective and efficient reusable 

facility plans 
 
After passage of Proposition A in April 2001, the District decided that the Bond Program 
would be managed by an LACCD Program Management Office (PMO) working from a 
location near the downtown offices of the District, with College Project Directors (CPDs) 
and College Project Teams (CPTs) working under PMO oversight at each of the nine 
colleges.  
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The organizational structure is designed to achieve not only “one team” uniformity in 
implementation of the Bond Program but also flexibility and attention to detail at each 
college. 
 
The LACCD Bond Program utilizes the SOPs to describe the organizational structure 
created to implement the Bond Program, the protocols and procedures established to 
achieve Bond Program goals, and the roles and responsibilities of Bond Program 
participants. 
 
AECOM developed the SOPs in 2013 when it was selected as the Program Manager.  
The SOPs replaced the Touchpoints manual developed by a previous program 
management team.  The PMO maintains and updates SOPs on a SharePoint site 
(http://pmo.build-laccd.org/Procedures/Pages/default.aspx).  
 

1.2 LACCD Overview  

The Los Angeles Community College District (LACCD, or District) is the largest 
community college district in the United States and one of the largest in the world, 
serving 40 cities and communities in an area encompassing 882 square miles. The 
District’s southern border encompasses the South Bay and extends as far as Harbor 
City and surrounding communities.   Its western border reaches to Agoura Hills in the 
western San Fernando Valley. The eastern border extends to East Los Angeles 
(Monterey Park). 
 
The nine college campuses and their satellites range in size from 22 acres to 450 acres. 
Facilities include recently constructed classroom buildings as well as structures older 
than 50 years.  

From 1931, when LACCD was established, until July 1, 1969, the District was governed 
by the Board of Education of the City of Los Angeles.  

On July 1, 1969, an LACCD Board of Trustees assumed governance of the District. 
Education Code Section 72031, passed by the 1967 Legislature, authorized separation 
from the Board of Education of the City of Los Angeles. Chapter 62 of the Statutes of 
1968 defined the manner of electing members of the governing Board of Trustees. 

The District prides itself in being both a first- and second-chance extended educational 
opportunity for its students, approximately 85% of whom represent ethnic minorities. 
The nine colleges currently educate more than 135,000 students a year, triple the 
number of Latinos and quadruple the number of African Americans in all University of 
California colleges combined. More than half of all District students are 25 or older, and 
16.8% are 35 or older. Approximately 19.2% of these students speak a native language 
other than English, and more than half have annual incomes below the established 
poverty line.  
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For updates on statistics (current at time of SOP posting), visit: 
https://www.laccd.edu/Departments/EPIE/Research/Pages/Fast-Facts.aspx  

1.3 Proposition 39 School Bond Programs  

Proposition 39 amended the California Constitution via Article XIIIA and the California 
Education Code, Part 10, School Bonds, to provide for general obligation bond issue by 
school districts, community college districts or county offices of education. Such bonds 
are designated for construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation or replacement of school 
facilities, including facilities furnishing and equipping or the acquisition or lease of real 
property. In addition, Proposition 39 reduced the legislative requirement for two-thirds 
voter approval to 55% voter approval. 

Proposition 39 specified that it is crucial to:  

 invest in education to prepare children for the 21st century 
 provide children access to such twenty-first century learning tools as computers 

and the internet 
 reduce class size by constructing new classrooms that facilitate basic skills 

learning, such reading and mathematics 
 repair or rebuild dilapidated schools to enhance environmental safety and 

security 
 empower local citizens and parents to decide what is best for its children in 

elections 

Each ballot measure for approval to issue such bonds requires accountability for 
prudent spending and must specify the following: 

 School district boards must evaluate safety, class size reduction and information 
technology (IT) needs and develop a list of specific school projects to present 
to the voters to be funded. 

 An independent annual performance audit must be conducted to verify that 
bond funds have been expended only on the specified projects.  

 The governing board must conduct an annual audit of expended funds against 
such project list. 

 The governing board must conduct an annual audit of all bond proceeds 
expended. 

1.3.1 Proposition A Bond Background 

On April 10, 2001 the voters of Los Angeles County authorized Proposition A to allow 
the District to issue $1.245 billion in general obligation bonds. Proposition A passed with 
a 67% majority (55% was required). The bond proceeds are to be used for construction, 
repair, improvement, and upgrade of District buildings, classrooms, and other facilities 
and equipment where appropriate.  
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1.3.2 Proposition AA Bond Background 

On May 20, 2003 Los Angeles County passed the second bond measure requested by 
the District to more completely fulfill its mission. Proposition AA authorized the District to 
issue an additional $980 million of general obligation bonds. The District’s 
responsibilities for Proposition AA are identical to those for Proposition A. The bond 
issues had a combined value of $2.225 billion.  

1.3.3 Measure J Background 

On November 4, 2008 the voters of Los Angeles County, with a 70.11% majority, 
authorized the District to issue $3.5 billion dollars in general obligation bonds. These 
funds are repaid by a property tax levied upon real property located in the District. The 
bond proceeds are to be used for specific projects certified by the Board of Trustees of 
the District. Funds received from the sale of the bonds may be used only for the specific 
projects certified by the District Board of Trustees. 

 

 

Scope 

The primary rules of conduct, policies and procedures for the District are defined in the 
Board of Trustee Rules, the Chancellor’s Directives, and the District’s adopted 
Administrative Regulations. Each Bond Program participant is directed to become 
familiar with these documents, all of which are located on the District public website: 

 Board of Trustees Rules (http://www.laccd.edu/Board/Pages/Board-Rules.aspx) 
address such business and fiscal issues as contracting (Chapter VII, Article 1) 
and  Meals (Chapter VII, Article 10), Conflict of Interest code (Chapter XIV), and 
Management of Propositions A/AA and Measure J Funds (Chapter XVII) 
  

 Chancellor’s Directive 152 also includes Conflict of Interest 
(http://www.laccd.edu/Chancellor/Pages/Chancellor-Directives.aspx) 

 
 Administrative Regulations (http://www.laccd.edu/About/Pages/Admin-

Regs.aspx) address such topics as: 

‒ B-19 Delegation 
‒ B-24 CEQA Guidelines for Master Plan & Environmental Impact 

Reports 
‒ B-25 Guidelines for Zoning Reviews 
‒ B-26 Fee Guidelines for Design Consultants & Specialty 

Consultants  
‒ B-30 Bond Program Cost Principles 
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‒ C-7 District Citizens’ Oversight Committee By Laws 
‒ C-8 Procedure for Review & Approval of College Citizens’ 

Committee By Laws 

 

Acronyms, Terms and Definitions 

3.11  

3.12  

1.1 Acronyms 

Acronyms are explained with their first use in this document.  Refer to the Titles, Terms 
and Acronyms Supplemental Procedure posted on pmo.build-laccd.org for a complete 
list of acronyms used in the Bond Program.   
 

1.2 Terms and Definitions  

Where possible the definitions in this document are taken directly from the General 
Conditions definitions in the Bond Program Contract Documents.  Frequently used 
terms are defined with their first use. 

 
 

Responsibilities 

 
Because taxpayers of the State of California and the County of Los Angeles are the 
source of all Proposition A/AA/Measure J Bond Program revenues, Bond Program 
participants are responsible for implementing the Bond Program wisely, efficiently and 
economically.  Responsibilities for Bond Program participants are introduced briefly in 
this section and described in more detail in this SOP’s section 5.0 Procedure and in 
specific standard operating procedures. 
 

4.1 LACCD Administration 

4.1.1 Board of Trustees and District Staff 

The 1967 California legislature authorized a Board of Trustees for the Los Angeles 
Community College District that is separate from the board of the City of Los Angeles 
school district, with authority defined by Education Code sections 70902 and 72000.  
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The Board of Trustees members are elected at large for terms of four years. Elections 
are held every two years, with either three members or four members chosen in 
alternating elections. The President and Vice President of the Board of Trustees are 
elected by the board for a one-year term at the annual organizational and regular 
meeting in July. A student trustee is elected annually with a term lasting June 1 through 
May 31 of the following year. 
 
The Board of Trustees generally meets twice a month on Wednesdays, with an open 
public session and a confidential closed session.  Special meetings of the board are 
sometimes called, however, to handle business that cannot be dealt with completely in 
a regular meeting. 

For additional information about the Board of Trustees, including a current list of elected 
Trustees and the Student Trustee, visit www.laccd.edu/Board/Pages/default.aspx. 

The policies of the Board of Trustees are implemented by District staff and complied 
with by the PMO for the Bond Program.  The Board of Trustees is the final approval 
authority for all Bond Program-related matters. The following District staff positions are 
particularly significant in relation to the Bond Program: 

 Chancellor 
 Deputy Chancellor 
 Chief Facilities Executive 
 Director, Facilities Planning and Development 
 Chief Financial Officer/Treasurer 
 General Counsel 
 Bond Counsel  
 Lead Construction Counsel 

 

4.1.2 Chancellor’s Cabinet 

The Chancellor’s Cabinet acts as an advisory body to the Chancellor. It consists of the 
Chancellor, Deputy Chancellor, Vice Chancellor for Educational Programs and 
Institutional Effectiveness, Vice Chancellor for Economic and Workforce Development, 
Chief Facilities Executive, General Counsel, and the college presidents.   

4.1.3 Bond Steering Committee 

A Bond Steering Committee has been created by the Chancellor to oversee specific 
Bond Program goals, policies and results, and to provide program guidance. This 
committee is selected by the Chancellor and includes District administrators, college 
presidents and faculty and union leaders, among others. Bond Program policies either 
originate in or pass through this committee before approval or ratification by the Board 
of Trustees. 

4.1.4 Citizen Oversight Committees 
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The District has authorized a District Citizens' Oversight Committee (DCOC) and nine 
local college committees, or College Citizens Committees (CCC), as well as a Facilities 
Master Planning and Oversight Committee, to provide public oversight for the 
expenditure of bond funds.  
 
Oversight committee members are a diverse group of leaders from the business, 
construction, and education communities. As provided by law, the DCOC provides 
verifies that bond revenues are expended only for purposes authorized by law. 
 
Upon confirmation by the Board of Trustees, members of the DCOC serve for a term of 
two years and for no more than two consecutive terms. A member may be reappointed 
to a third term if that member has attended at least two-thirds of the meetings during his 
or her two terms and has served in an exemplary manner. Meetings are generally 
convened bi-monthly. To qualify for an appointment, members are expected to 
represent (and have the support of) one of the public interest groups identified in the 
nomination material and have a strong commitment to community college education. 
 
4.1.4.1 DISTRICT CITIZENS’ OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE 

As provided in Education Code section 15278, the role of the District Citizens’ Oversight 
Committee (DCOC) is to inform the public concerning the District’s expenditure of 
revenues received from the sale of bonds authorized by the voters on April 10, 2001 
(Proposition A). This role has been extended by the Board of Trustees to include the 
District’s expenditure of revenues received from the sale of bonds authorized by the 
voters on May 20, 2003 (Proposition AA) as well revenues from the sale of bonds 
authorized on November 4, 2008 ( Measure J ). 

The DCOC consists of seven members, none of whom can be employee of the district, 
a vendor, contractor or consultant of the District, or an elected official, and who are 
confirmed by the Board of Trustees, plus three regional members selected from the 
CCCs. 

This Committee receives and reviews annual independent performance and financial 
audits, deferred maintenance proposals or plans and inspects college facilities and 
grounds and reviews efforts by the District to maximize bond revenues by implementing 
various cost savings measures. 

In particular, the Committee provides oversight verifying that: 

 Bond revenues are expended only for the construction, reconstruction, 
rehabilitation or replacement of college facilities, including the furnishing and 
equipping of college facilities or the acquisition or lease of real property for 
college facilities. 

 No bond revenues are expended for any teacher or administrative salaries or 
other college operating expense. 
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4.1.4.2 FACILITIES MASTER PLANNING AND OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE 

The Facilities Master Planning and Oversight Committee (FMP&OC) provides policy 
guidance and program oversight for the maintenance and review of physical 
infrastructure tied to educational master plans, as well as the BuildLACCD sustainable 
building program including, but not limited to, review and approval of college master 
plans, district energy and sustainability goals, bond program management including 
compliance with the California Constitution and District cost principles, and project 
design concepts. 

FMP&OC is one of four standing subcommittees made up solely of trustees of the 
board. The president of the board may appoint board members to designated standing 
committees, and to ad hoc committees as may be necessary, as determined by him or 
her and appoint a chairperson and two committee members to each committee. Matters 
may be referred and taken up in committees by assignment from the president of the 
board or in accordance with Robert’s Rules of Order. 

4.1.4.3  COLLEGE CITIZENS COMMITTEE  

To spend funds for the LACCD sustainable building program wisely, the Los Angeles 
Community College District established an independent College Citizens Committee 
(CCC) for each of the District's nine colleges. The panels comprise business, labor, 
education, student, senior and community leaders. 

Each college’s CCC advises the DCOC on the District’s expenditure of bond revenues 
for specific projects listed in the bond proposition and recommends a member of the 
committee to serve on the DCOC. 

Each CCC consists of at least seven, but no more than 15 members, from various 
organizations, recommended by the college president and appointed by the Board of 
Trustees. 

These committees verify that bond revenues are expended only for construction, 
reconstruction, rehabilitation or replacement of college facilities and that no bond 
revenues are expended for any teacher or administrative salaries or other college 
operating expenses. 

4.2 Bond Program Management   

4.2.1 Los Angeles Community College District 

The legal entity for purposes of Bond Program governance, finance and contracting is 
the Los Angeles Community College District. The District’s central office is located at 
770 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, 90071, and District personnel perform executive 
oversight of PMO functions.   
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The Chief Facilities Executive performs day-to-day oversight of the PMO and approves 
the PMO’s work product, after which the District Chancellor has approval authority. The 
Board of Trustees reviews contracts recommended by the PMO, with Chief Facilities 
Executive signature authority.  

The principal responsibilities of the central District office with respect to the Bond 
Program are: 

 Establish Board of Trustees Rules and District Administrative Regulations and 
adopt policies that allow for efficient and cost-effective implementation of the 
Bond Program 

 Assign qualified personnel and devote sufficient resources to the Bond Program 
as necessary for its efficient and cost-effective implementation  

 Make available to the PMO and CPTs such existing documents, reports, studies, 
as-built drawings and other data or information as necessary for Bond Program 
implementation  

 Expeditiously review and approve or disapprove all Bond Program expenditures 
proposed for the respective colleges 

 
District employees are not eligible to perform Bond Program work other than preparing 
proposed Board of Trustees actions which must be submitted to the Board of Trustees 
by the PMO for approval.  

4.2.2 Bond Program Auditor 

The Board of Trustees has appointed an independent accounting firm retained by the 
District to provide annual independent performance and financial audits of the Bond 
Program as mandated by the specific requirements of Proposition 39. Accounting firm 
staff attend various and multiple Bond Program meetings called by the District and (or) 
the PMO as participants and advisors and to ascertain all policy, procedure and 
responsibility determinations during audits.  

4.2.3 Colleges 

Each of the nine college presidents provide oversight for Bond Program funding and 
expenditures at their respective colleges. The college presidents work closely with the 
individual college’s administration and facilities personnel and with their CPT, with 
assistance from the PMO and the Regional Program Liaison (RPL), to ascertain scope 
and budget compliance with facilities master plans, the Strategic Execution Plan (SEP), 
and a sequenced master schedule to advance contracts for facility designs and 
construction.  

The SEP is an implementation plan listing budgets and schedule baselines for 
established project priorities at each college, defined in each college’s SEP by the 
college and the PMO staff.  PMO personnel perform regular, formal technical and cost 
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management reviews and make recommendations in the context of the SEP at monthly 
reporting milestones.  These reviews address budget and cost variances at each 
college, reports and updates to management information systems, and other issues as 
warranted.   

The phased scheduling of projects is carefully aligned with current facility structures in 
use and the remodeling or replacement of those structures and (or) campus placement 
of new structures —all scheduled to minimize impact on the ongoing educational 
processes or the timely completion of the Bond Program. 

Each college’s administration will specify that college’s non-Bond Program work 
coordination and reporting for the District and for the PMO regarding Bond Program 
work status. Colleges are additionally to assist the CPTs in the performance of their 
duties by communicating on a consistent basis with the CPTs and the RPLs and 
directing the timely implementation of all project aspects, including obtaining an 
approved environmental impact report (EIR), engaging in and reporting on college 
programming and facility master planning activities, and providing input on the selection 
of necessary design consultants and specialty consultants.   

4.2.4 Program Management Office 

The District retained AECOM in April 2013 to provide program management services for 
the Bond Program.  The principal responsibilities of AECOM acting as  PMO include: 

 Comprehensive decision management 
 Integrated process management 
 Contract management and administration 
 Planning and design management 
 Quality assurance and quality control 
 Program controls and reporting 
 Risk management 
 

The PMO organizational structure is comprised of key managers responsible and 
accountable for Bond Program work scope program management and execution, 
including college project management oversight.  
 
The District, the PMO and the on-site college teams work in a “one team” structure. 
Specific roles and responsibilities for PMO key management and departments are 
addressed in detail in the Standard Operating Procedures and the General Conditions 
section of Contract Documents. 
 
The following organization chart illustrates key LACCD and PMO management roles 
and departmental reporting structures for the Bond Program. 
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4.2.4.1 PROGRAM DIRECTOR  
	 	 	
The PMO’s Program Director leads, directs and manages every aspect of the execution 
of the Bond Program, assuring comprehensive decision management and integrating 
and overseeing processes. The Program Director reports directly to the District’s Chief 
Facilities Executive and is supported by a PMO Deputy Director. The Program Director 
directly oversees contract management and administration, planning and design 
management, quality assurance and quality control, program controls and reporting, 
and risk management activities. 
 
4.2.4.2 DEPUTY PROGRAM DIRECTOR  

The PMO’s Deputy Program Director is responsible for the day-to-day execution of 
program management activities, reporting to and supporting the PMO Program Director 
in assuring comprehensive decision management and integrating and overseeing 
processes and specific departments as assigned by the PMO Program Director.  The 
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PMO Deputy Director serves as the PMO Program Director (Acting) in his or her 
absence.  
 
4.2.4.3 PMO CONTRACTING OFFICER 

The PMO Contracting Officer is responsible for the overall management of the bid and 
award, procurement and purchase order processes, including but not limited to: 

 All contracts and agreements pertaining to obtaining a broad range of 
professional services including but not limited to design consulting, project 
inspection, laboratory of record, and hygienist  

 Construction contracting and master contract agreements including formal bid 
requests 

 Administering contracts, purchase orders and amendments 
 Adhering to all State of California and LACCD policies, statutes and regulations 
 Monitoring, managing, and releasing Master Agreement Task Order Contracts 

(MATOC) and subsequent task orders  
	 	
4.2.4.4 PMO DIRECTOR OF PROJECT DELIVERY (PLANNING AND DESIGN MANAGEMENT)  

The PMO’s Director of Project Delivery oversees District-wide Bond Program-funded 
design and construction activities, including: 

 Design and design standards  
 Design liaison with CPTs and DSA compliance 
 Energy systems optimization and design 
 Sustainability 
 Building and geographic modeling support 
 Furniture, fixtures and equipment  
 Asset management  
 Post-construction services and project closeout 
 Occupancy and move management 
 Construction management 
 CPD/CPT relations 
 Emergency situations (with Program Director and Safety Manager) 

The District, PMO Project Delivery, and CPTs share responsibility for all matters that 
come before the Division of State Architect (DSA). The DSA approves all designs within 
its jurisdiction prior to the start of construction. Various city and county building and 
safety agencies review non-DSA issues relative to construction within and alongside 
public streets and college demolition sites. 
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4.2.4.5  COLLEGE PROJECT DIRECTORS AND COLLEGE PROJECT TEAMS  

College Project Directors are persons with the authority to act on behalf of the District to 
the extent expressed in the Contract Documents assigned by each campus. College 
Project Teams (CPTs) are on-campus college project management teams under 
contract to the District, primarily responsible for management, oversight, and 
supervision of the implementation, progress and closeout of a Project; team members 
may be either employees of the District or consultants retained by District, performing 
services under the direction of the College Project Director. The CPT includes the 
College Project Director (CPD) unless the CPD acronym or name is specifically used. 
CPT and CPD replace CPM, or College Project Manager, a term used in past and still 
existing in LACCD contracts and other documents. 

 

4.2.4.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL TEAMS 
	
PROGRAM ASSESSMENT TEAM 
 
The PMO Program Assessment Team continually assesses overall performance on the 
Bond Program, identifying opportunities for improvements to core program processes 
while conducting routine and special assessments of operations.  The PMO has 
established actionable performance metrics for Bond Program operations as well as for 
CPT activities, with corrective actions required if performance does not meet 
expectations.         
   
PMO QUALITY MANAGER  

The PMO Quality Manager reports directly to the Program Director and works closely 
with the Director of Project Delivery to monitor and improve construction project site 
performance and verify that quality standards and objectives are achieved.  

 

4.2.4.6 PROGRAM CONTROLS AND REPORTING MANAGER 
 
The PMO Program Controls Manager has established and maintains a program controls 
system to be observed by all Bond Program participants for budget and cost 
management. The Program Controls Manager is actively engaged in:  

 Program controls oversight 
 Cost management 
 Schedule management 
 Contingency management 
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4.2.4.7 PMO RISK MANAGER  
 
The PMO Risk Manager identifies, manages, and mitigates risk across all areas of the 
Bond Program, reporting on risk issues regularly to the District.  The Risk Manager 
oversees insurance and bonding and leads in identification and treatment of risk issues 
through assistance for all other functional managers and monitoring and remaining 
closely involved with claims, arbitration, mediation and related matters. 
 
4.2.4.8 CONTRACTOR 
 
Contractor, or General Contractor, represents the person or entity identified in the 
Award as the Bidder/Proposer to receive Award of the Agreement. The District list of 
projects to be completed under the Bond Program consists of varying types of 
construction that must be completed by equally varying types of contractors. 
Contractors are required to comply with all Federal and State statues and the policies, 
rules and regulations as determined by the District. Contract amounts dictate certain 
contracting policies, but in general, the PMO and CPTs provide bid and award and 
contracting procedures that allow for fair and competitive practices, require a good 
safety record, proper licensing with bonding and insurance plus financial capital with 
acceptable experience within the allowances provided by the Public Contract Code. 
 
 

Procedure 

5.1 Bond Program Policy and Compliance 

5.1.1 Overview 

As Program Manager for the Bond Program, the PMO complies with a basic services 
agreement which defines broad areas of responsibility, detailed services, deliverables, 
technology usage, communications and reporting.  Departmental structure and the 
procedures described in this SOP section align with the specific contractual 
requirements listed: 

Contractual Requirements SOP Section 5.0  
Subsection and Title 

Comprehensive Decision Management 5.2 Comprehensive Decision Management 
Integrated Process Management 5.3 Integrated Process Management 
Contract Management and Administration 5.4 Contract Management and 

Administration 
Planning and Design Management 5.5 Planning and Design Management 
Quality Assurance/Quality Control 5.6 Quality Assurance and Quality Control 
Program Controls and Reporting 5.7 Program Controls and Reporting 
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Contractual Requirements SOP Section 5.0  
Subsection and Title 

Risk Management 5.8 Risk Management and Dispute 
Resolution Support 

Dispute Resolution Support 5.8 Risk Management and Dispute 
Resolution Support 

College Project Management  Oversight 5.9 College Project Management 
Oversight 

 
PMO Bond Program compliance management is a shared duty between the PMO 
Deputy Director and the PMO Risk Manager and includes 

 Serving as the “Subject Matter Expert” to the Program Director with respect to 
school bond regulations and requirements (cost principles) 

 Attending Bond Program meetings called by the District and or advisory 
committees 

 Participating as an advisor on policy and procedure determinations 

5.2.2 Policy Summary 

Based upon the guidelines herein, District policy applicable to the Bond Program and 
Project Management is summarized as follows: 

 All laws and regulations of the State of California, and all local ordinances and 
regulations applicable to the Bond Program are to be observed by all Bond 
Program participants. 

 Conflicts of interest are to be avoided by all Bond Program participants, and no 
Bond Program participant is to be in a position where he or she might supervise 
or assess his or her own work. 

 All Bond Program participants are obligated to dedicate their best efforts to 
communicate clearly, to know and follow Bond Program policies and procedures, 
and to work diligently for the efficient and economical implementation of the Bond 
Program. 

 All Bond Program participants having access to or control over Bond Program 
proceeds strictly observe the trust and confidence placed in them and conduct 
themselves as fiduciaries of such proceeds. 

 Responsibility for the formulation of program-wide policies for the Bond Program 
lies with the central District office acting through its Board of Trustees or, where 
appropriate, its senior District staff. 

 Responsibility for the successful implementation of the Bond Program at each 
District college lies with the college presidents who personally, or through his or 
her designee, approve all Bond Program expenditures. 
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 District contracts with the PMO and the CPDs require submission of their Staffing 
Plan to the District for approval each 90 days of the Bond Program.  

 Responsibility for managing individual projects are clearly established and 
observed by all Bond Program participants. Projects funded by more than 50% 
bond proceeds are actively managed by the CPT using Bond Program policies 
and procedures. Projects funded more than 50% from sources other than bond 
proceeds are actively managed by District staff using District policies and 
procedures. 

 Responsibility for the formulation and implementation of Bond Program-wide 
procedures lies with the PMO. Responsibility for implementing Bond Program 
procedures at each District college lies with the CPTs.   

 Standard Operating Procedures for program management administration, design, 
and construction are reviewed and updated on an ongoing basis and posted at 
http://pmo.build-laccd.org/Procedures/Pages/default.aspx .  The screenshot 
shows the landing page for the web site: 
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5.1.3 Project Labor Agreement 

The Los Angeles Community College District (LACCD) entered into a Project Labor 
Agreement (PLA), effective Dec 19, 2001 and subsequently amended, with the Los 
Angeles/Orange County Building and Trades Council and Southwest Regional Council 
of Carpenters.  The PLA establishes labor relations policies and procedures for the 
District, contractors and craft employees engaged in the Build-LACCD Bond Program.   
District policy requires that construction work covered by the PLA be contracted 
exclusively to contractors who agree to execute and be bound to the terms of the PLA 
for the purpose of such work.  (http://laccd.edu/Board/Documents/BoardRules)   
 
The Project Labor Agreement (PLA) is applicable to construction work projects and 
contracts financed by funds authorized pursuant to Proposition A/AA for the renovation, 
rehabilitation, development and expansion of the nine colleges that comprise the Los 
Angeles Community College District (LACCD, or District).The original PLA, its 
subsequent amendments, and related information and forms may be accessed at: 
http://www.buildlaccd.org/ced/labor-compliance  
 
The LACCD Program Management Office (PMO) Labor Compliance Department 
monitors projects and takes cognizance of prevailing wage violations.  

 

5.2 Comprehensive Decision Management 

The PMO leadership will continuously identify, assess, compare, evaluate, reconcile 
conflicts among, and provide realistic recommendations on ways to meet the 
expectations of the boards and committees that are the decision-makers and approval 
authorities for the Bond Program: the Board of Trustees, District, District Citizen 
Oversight Committee, Bond Steering Committee and other Bond Program leadership.  
The PMO Program Director establishes and implements a comprehensive reporting and 
communication plan to keep decision-makers apprised on a regular, on-going basis of 
Bond Program status, identifying issue needing attention, evaluation, resolution and 
decisions. Detailed services and deliverables are defined in the program management 
agreement between AECOM and the District. 
 

5.3 Integrated Process Management 

PMO leadership identifies, defines, combines, unifies and coordinates the actions of 
persons and departments (principally Facilities Planning and Development, Program 
Manager, and College Project Teams) responsible for managing the processes 
designed to achieve goals set by decision-makers [stakeholders].  The PMO Program 
Director will assess and make recommendations on revising and updating existing Bond 
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Program plans and procedures and the addition of policies and procedures related to 
ethics and process management. 
 

5.4  Contract Management and Administration 

In 2014 the PMO implemented a Multiple Award Task Order Contract (MATOC) strategy 
which altered the Bond Program structure to create a more centralized program format.  
Rather than a single firm being responsible for implementing the Bond Program at each 
college, the MATOC approach provides for multiple firms working together at the PMO 
and college levels. 

PMO contract management activities include document preparation, administration and 
management of all Bond Program procurement activities, including, without exception, 
requests for qualifications (RFQs), requests for contracts, requests for proposals 
(RFPs), prequalification processes, competitive negotiations, on-call services, purchase 
orders, bidding, lease-leasebacks, design-build competitions, award, post-award 
submittals, performance and payment bond reviews, contract approvals and execution, 
invoice and payment application review and approval, contract audit procedures, and 
related document control management.   

PMO finance and accounting activities include: 

 Accounting for certain Bond Program expenditures in a manner that conforms to 
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and Generally Accepted 
Government Accounting Standards (GAGAS). Note that The District also 
manages and pays certain Bond Program expenditures not facilitated or 
procured by the PMO. 

 Overseeing the management of Bond Program accounts payable including 
rreviewing, approving and paying properly submitted invoices and pay 
applications. 

 Developing and maintaining the General Ledger–Chart of Accounts and the 
financial records of the Bond Program, maintaining internal accounting controls 
over Bond Program expenditures  

 Facilitating funds drawdowns to Bond bank accounts for payment of vendor 
invoices 

 Processing and distributing vendor checks 
 Regularly assessing cash flow requirements of the Bond Program based on 

schedules and financial projections prepared by the CPT’s to prepare requests 
for funds from the County Treasurer monthly cash flow forecast 

 In coordination with the District accounting staff, facilitating preparation of Bond 
Program annual financial statements 

 Serving as point of contact for all external and internal financial audits of the 
Bond Program 
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5.5  Planning and Design Management 

The Director of Project Delivery comprehensively oversees, coordinates, establishes a 
comprehensive system for, and manages program-level activities related to planning 
and design for new and revised college projects, including existing facility and building 
systems assessments, building program evaluation, EIR assessment and tracking, DSA 
interface, constructability reviews, value engineering reviews, cost estimating, design 
standard enforcement, goal achievement for sustainability and LEED (Leadership in 
Energy Efficiency and Design) certifications and energy savings, acquisition and 
distribution of FF&E (furniture, fixtures, and equipment), technology requirements, 
phasing, operations and maintenance, pre-purchases, utilities relocation and expansion, 
temporary facilities, and related scheduling. 
 

5.6 Quality Assurance and Quality Control 

PMO Program Assessment Team members establish key performance indicators (KPIs) 
for PMO team and the Bond Program performance as a whole in four areas: innovation 
and growth, customer, operations, and financials.  Progress is reported semi-annually 
by the Program Assessment team in a Program Assessment Report Card (PARC) 
reporting process first established in January 2014. Performance is measured according 
to “Within Limits,” “Outside Limits – Small Variance,” and “Outside Limits – Large 
Variance,” with trending noted. 
 
The PMO works collaboratively with the District throughout the evaluation, reporting and 
corrective action process, as detailed in the KPI Management Plan. 
 
CPT KPIs (which assess performance of the College Project Teams) are captured for 
budget variance, invoice timing, safety, change orders, construction schedules, and risk.  
KPIs are modified, added, or removed as needed to best assess performance.   
 
KPIs are measured according to:  
  

Compliant 
 

Noted and reviewed for best practices; the minimum level at 
which the client expects  

   
Needs 

improvement  
Performing below standard; PMO will closely monitor 
identified issues 

   

Unsatisfactory 

 

Performing significantly below standard; PMO will assign 
corrective actions, deploy Tiger Teams, schedule additional 
internal audits, initiate corrective action or consider 
recommendation for termination(s) 
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5.7 Program Controls and Reporting 

PMO Program Controls departmental actions include but are not limited to:  

 Analyzing all scheduling and budgeting from the initial creation of the Master 
Baseline Schedule through continual trending of actual cost and time impact, a 
multi-tiered analysis ranging from the all-inclusive Bond Program Master Project 
list to the Master Schedule for each college and to the tracking of each project  

 Tracking revisions to schedule and cost reported by the CPTs to the offices of 
both the PMO and the District  

 Updating reported schedule/cost information and incorporating revisions into 
each college’s Coordinated Work Plan developed the respective CPT 

 Supervising all Bond Program schedulers, estimators and cost engineers  
 Providing estimator support  
 Maintaining budget-versus-actual-cost forecasting  
 Reporting estimates-to-complete status program wide  
 Monitoring all invoices and payment applications: 

‒ Compliance and validation related to the project schedule/budget  
‒ Contract and General Ledger numbering  
‒ Appropriate Conditional and Unconditional payment releases  

PMO cost estimators develop time-phased cost projections and: 

 Validate the alignment of cost and schedules 
 Develop time-phased cost projections 
 Provide parametric and detailed construction and construction change estimating 

in support of the CPTs and college presidents  
 Provide quarterly total college project cost estimates to the District and college 

presidents  

PMO scheduling staff develop, analyze and coordinate project and Bond Program 
schedules. 

 

5.8 Risk Management and Dispute Resolution 

The PMO Risk Manager contains risk by means of insurance and bonding (including but 
not limited to continuous maintenance of insurance coverages by consultants, 
contractors and vendors and a database of expiration dates for required in-place 
insurance).  In addition, the PMO Risk Manager creates and implements processes for 
continuously and proactively anticipating, identifying, tracking, assessing, monitoring 
and mitigating risk. 

The PMO Risk Manager’s approach incorporates not only general guidelines (such as, 
for example, alternate project delivery methods, joint use of core facilities, bid 
packaging, reuse of plans and specifications, and bulk purchasing) but also specific 
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approaches targeting particular risks.  Risk mitigation plans can address risk 
identification in individual contracts as well as to the Bond Program as a whole or steps 
taken to mitigate risks to quality, cost and schedule.   

Risk management activities are conducted in a collaborative approach with information 
and feedback developed from working sessions with CPTs, colleges, and the District’s 
Facilities Planning and Development department.   

Risk management reporting to the District occurs on a regular basis as defined in the 
program management contract and its attachments, as does dispute resolution support. 

Lead Construction Counsel for the Bond Program leads dispute resolution and works 
closely with Contracts and Administration, the Risk Manager, and others, as required, to 
resolve issues. 

 

5.9  College Project Management Oversight 

Section 4 of this SOP illustrates the levels of college program management oversight 
from the Board of Trustees, LACCD facilities personnel, and citizen oversight 
committees.  

 At the PMO level, the Program Director and Deputy Program Director have ultimate 
oversight authority, supported by the Director of Project Delivery (Planning and Design).  

A PMO Regional Program Liaison (RPL) is the team member who monitors and guides 
the CPD and the CPT to execute projects successfully through each phase of the 
project lifecycle.  As the principal coordinator between the PMO and the CPD, the RPL 
routinely interfaces with college presidents and facilities directors.  The RPL verifies that 
design intent, standards and policies are adhered to during construction and monitors 
such areas as budgets, schedules, change orders, environmental impact reports, and 
Division of State Architect submittals. 

The PMO Regional Design liaison monitors and guides CPD/CPTs and projects with 
regard to programming, design, DSA certification and closeout, and budget and 
schedule adherence. 

Additional oversight activities are described elsewhere in this SOP section 5.0 (program 
controls and reporting, risk management and dispute resolution oversight, quality 
assurance and quality control, etc.).  

 

5.10  Community Economic Development 

On Oct 17, 2001, the Los Angeles Community College District Board of Trustees 
established a Community Economic Development Program to maximize local economic 
benefits generated by the Los Angeles Community College District (LACCD, or District) 
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Bond Program. This was subsequently reaffirmed on June 25, 2003 and Jan 15, 2014.  
To further its commitment, on Jan 15, 2014, the Board also modified Board Rule 
7103.17 Opportunities for Local, Small and Emerging Businesses to increase the goal 
for minimum participation in facilities contracts by Local, Small, Emerging and Disabled 
Veteran (LSEDV) businesses. 
 
The PMO Community Economic Development Program includes four key elements: 

 Community Business Enterprise Program geared to encourage the use of local, 
small, emerging and disabled-veteran owned businesses (LSEDV) neighboring 
the colleges 

 Local Worker Hiring Program geared to involve local residents living in the areas 
neighboring the colleges in trade and non-trade opportunities 

 College Internship Program geared to involving District students at each college 
or in the PMO/Bond Program 

 Special Opportunities Program geared to involve the socio-economically 
disadvantaged and others in training and career opportunities 
 

5.11 Labor Compliance 

PMO Labor Compliance processes are defined and required by the California Labor 
Code Prevailing Wage Laws and the California Code of Regulations pertaining to Public 
Works projects. In addition to voluntarily complying with the legislation referenced, the 
Bond Program Labor Compliance Department supports the Program Management 
Office’s Community Economic Development (CED) team by verifying timely payroll 
submissions for CED reporting.  Labor Compliance activities include: 

 Reviewing Labor Compliance documents to verify compliance with prevailing 
wage and 

 labor compliance requirements 
 Conducting site visits, worker interviews and prevailing wage audits 
 Coordinating with contractors, College Project Teams (CPTs) and other PMO 

departments to expedite resolutions to labor compliance issues 
 Monitoring and reporting compliance with small and disadvantaged business 
 requirements in Federally funded contracts 

	

5.12 Document Controls 

Document Controls staff will develop and maintain systems used by all Bond Program 
participants. Activities will include but are not limited to: 

 Governing the management, filing, storage, release, maintenance and 
distribution of all technical and contractual documents in such a manner that the 
status and location of all documents are known at all times  
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 Maintaining current revisions of program documents available to key and 
appropriate personnel in a timely manner  

 

 

6.0  Records  
 

 Program Management Agreement 
 Project Management Agreement (College Project Director) 
 Bond Program Personnel List 
 PMO Organizational Chart 
 Posted Standard Operating Procedures 

 

  2.0

 Attachments 

Number Document Title 
Version / Revision 

Date 

   

   

   

 

 

8.0 Revision History 

This section records revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the procedure 
is changed, the nature of the change is noted under the description, including cases 
where extensive revisions occur throughout the document.  In cases where changes are 
less extensive, revision lines (“change bars”) may be added to identify places where 
changes are made. Previously published versions of SOPs are available for reference 
only at http://pmo.build-laccd.org/Procedures/Pages/default.aspx (see links at right side 
of page). 
 
Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are encouraged and may 
be sent via a change request form located on the SOP SharePoint site. See the link 
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entitled “Comments on the SOPs, Click Here” on the right side of the SOPs site to 
access the form. 
 
Procedure revision requests are reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis. 
 

Revision Revision  Date 
Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of Revision 

(Minor/Formatting 
and (or) 

Major/Procedural 

Required 
Reading? 

0 10-15-2013 All Original Issue Initial Issue Yes 

1 March 30, 2016 All Reorganized to reflect 
standard operating 
procedure system; 
updated template, titles 
and terminology, 
acronyms and usage 

Major and  
minor 
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1.0 Purpose 

This section of the LACCD Bond Program Standard Operating Procedures delineates 
the roles and responsibilities, overall design process and development requirements 
with the applicable LACCD design standards from inception of a project throughout 
project closeout, Board approval process and requirements,  expected level of 
performance as it applies to the project design, and design management requirements 
for the LACCD Bond Program (hereafter referred to as Bond Program).  

The goal of Bond Program is to deliver a high performance sustainable building with the 
integration of innovation, creativity, technology, durability,  energy efficiency, safety, and 
that’s maintainable and operational within the established OPA, project budget and 
project schedule.   

This section will describe aspects of the design process and design management as a 
guideline to develop and deliver a project from initiation through construction and 
closeout. This section, will reference sections in the PMO Vol 2 - Design including: 
Master Planning and Environmental Impact Report (EIR), LACCD Design Standards; 
Project Procurement Methods; Project Initiation, and Access to inform the Division of 
the State Architect (DSA); Facilities Master Planning and Oversight Committee 
(FMP&OC); and procurement and requirements for: Furniture, Fixture and Equipment 
(FF&E). 

2.0 Scope 

LACCD design process and management procedure applies to the nine LACCD 
colleges, satellite campuses and any project built under the Bond Program on any 
campus. 

3.0 Responsibilities  

3.1 College Project Managers (CPMs) 

The LACCD College Project Managers (CPMs) responsibilities: 

• Develop a staffing plan based on the applicable and relevant design/ 
management experiences for the project assignments and allocate sufficient 
schedule for project management.  
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• Select a CPM design manager who has the relevant project experience, 
familiarity with the DSA process and requirements, LACCD Board process and 
requirements, and the campus process and requirements to lead the project 
throughout program, criteria, and OPA design phases with the adequate 
supporting staff including: project engineer, cost estimator, project scheduler, and 
BIM/CADD manager.  

• Research the LACCD information archive and diligently investigate all project –
specific parameters, constraints and requirements to develop a comprehensive 
and project-specific scope of work. 

• CPM will manage the AE or program, criteria throughout the OPA, facilitate 
understanding and acceptance of the AE proposed resolutions with BUG before 
directing AE proceeding with the design effort. 

• Provide day-to-day management of the program and criteria development, A/E, 
and owner provided consultants in alignment with the established project budget 
and project schedule. 

• Select qualified Design Services Professionals following PMO Design Consultant 
Selection Process. These design services professionals include campus 
architect, campus master plan planner and EIR consultant, geotechnical 
engineer survey, commissioning agent, programming/Criteria architect (for 
Design-Build (DB) projects), A/E design consultants and consultants for Lease-
Leaseback (LLB) project and Design-Bid-Build (DBB) project, and other owner 
provided design services providers. 

• Submit the selected Design Services Professionals negotiated proposal for 
Board approval to initiate design professional services agreement. 

• Provide guidance to the project team including: A/E, Campus Shared 
Governance, and all other owner provided consultants concerning LACCD 
standards, policies, process and requirements.  

• Provide design management oversight to the design team to ensure the design 
development, design quality, design document submittal, construction changes 
submittal, and project closeout conform with requirements of all applicable codes, 
PMO, and LACCD policies. 

• Communicate project design issues with RDL and request the assistance of 
PMO Design Manager, if necessary. 

• Communicate with services providers and resolve all discrepancies in design 
services scope that result in additional services request in a timely manner.  

• Provide to RDL all DSA activities, submittal status updates, and reports on a bi-
weekly basis.   
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• Track approved design schedule milestones, and report to PMO on schedule 
recovery plans where there are schedule deviations. 

• Track and report on performance of AE Team and PIs to PMO on a bi-weekly 
basis. 

• Track and report on performance of construction services providers including AE 
team, PI, LOR, GEOR, and contractors to PMO on a bi-weekly basis. 

• Submit all potential design and construction related non-conformance issues at 
the start of the project to the PMO and monitor these issues for the duration of 
the project. 

• Provide risk mitigation plans to the PMO Risk Manager for all potential risks 
related to design and construction; submit and report the updates monthly to 
PMO Risk Manager.      

3.2 Programming/Criteria Architect 

Programming/Criteria Architect for a DB Project responsibilities: 

• Work with the CPM Manager and the BUG team to prepare and develop a 
comprehensive and accurate Building Programming Report representing the 
campus project requirements, Owner Project Requirements (OPR), and District 
expectations.  M & O requirements provided by Commissioning Agency. 

• Develop and deliver the Programming Report within the timeline.  Established by 
the CPM. 

• Report to the CPM programming and criteria issues, status and issues 
resolutions on a biweekly basis. 

• Validate that the Programming Report is in alignment with the established project 
budget. 

• Obtain Campus project stakeholders’ approval and sign-off on the Programming 
Report. 

• The approved Program and Criteria Report is the project information to be used 
during solicitation of the Request for Proposal for Design-Build Team (DBT).    

3.3 Design Professionals of Record (AOR and EORs) 

The Design Professionals of Record for the LLB and DBB Projects responsibilities:  

• Prepare and provide a comprehensive and accurate Building Programming 
Report representing the campus project requirements, Owner Project 
Requirements (OPR), campus requirements, budget – District requirement).  
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• Provide validation of as-built information request for destructive field investigation 
to CPM if required to ensure the as-built conditions accurately reflect in the 
available DSA approved document. 

• Develop design document and submit it to CPM for acceptance per milestones 
prescribed by the Design Document Submission Standard indicated in the 
professional services agreement. 

• Ensure that the project meets the code requirements for required structural 
rehabilitation or exempted by DSA; or if voluntary lateral force resisting system 
modifications are recommended. 

• Prepare a fully coordinated, code compliant, DSA approvable, buildable design 
document that meets the College Project Program and Criteria Requirements 
and Budget 

• Work with CPM to develop a list of design alternates and clearly delineate all 
campus approved design alternates on the plans and specifications for DSA 
review and approval. 

• Communicate all design issues, status and issue resolutions to the CPM. 

• Ensure the design schedules are met.  Track, and report schedule recovery 
plans when there are schedule deviations.  

• Prepare and submit to DSA 95% complete design documents, DSA forms and 
checklists, to ensure that DSA approval of design, construction and 
closeout/certification are in compliance with applicable codes, standards, design 
standards, requirements and procedures of DSA and LACCD along with 
established project budget and the schedule. 

3.3.1 Design Professionals of Record/Design Build Project (AOR and EORs)  

Design Professionals of Record for Design Build Project responsibilities: 

• Utilize the Program and Criteria Report to develop design documents in 
conjunction with Builder sub-consultants. AOR and EORs are in general 
responsible charge for the entire project design. 

• Provide through validation of as-built information provided by the CPM and 
submit a request for destructive field investigation to CPM if required to ensure 
the as-built conditions are accurately reflected in the available DSA approved 
document. 

• Reconcile with the Programming Report and update CPM regarding any variance 
for approval on the agreed timeline without impeding the progress of project 
development. 
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• For renovation and remodel projects, determine if the project meets the code 
requirements for required structural rehabilitation or exempted; or voluntary 
lateral force resisting system modifications are recommended. 

• Prepare a fully coordinated, code compliant, DSA approvable, buildable design 
document that meets the College Project Program OPR and Criteria 
Requirements. 

• Communicate of all design issues, status and issues resolution with the CPM 
through Builder’s representative.  

• Work with Builder’s sub-consultants or sub-contractors for value engineering 
validation throughout design development.  

• Prepare and submit all design document, DSA forms and checklists, construction 
changes at each phase of DSA related activities to ensure that DSA approval of 
design, construction and closeout/certification are in compliance with applicable 
codes, standards, design standards, requirements and procedures of DSA and 
LACCD and RFP and the Design Build Contract. 

3.4 Regional Design Liaison (RDLs)  

The PMO Regional Design Liaisons (RDLs) responsibilities: 

• Provide oversight to CPM to monitor that the projects are designed, constructed 
and completed with DSA closeout/certified within the established project budget 
and schedule.  

• Coordinate PMO resources to assist the CPM and the A/E; facilitate resolutions 
to outstanding project technical issues and agreement among the project 
stakeholders throughout design, construction and DSA closeout/certification 
phases within the established budget and schedule. 

• Coordinate PMO resources to assist the CPM and the A/E; facilitate resolutions 
to outstanding contractual changes and deliverable dispute within 30 days of the 
issues arise.    

• Coordinate with PMO’s QAQC Manager for monthly project progress review and 
evaluation, and provide feedback back to the CPM and AE for implementation. 

• Monitor, track, project “at risk” issues and mitigation plan, and report the progress 
to PMO Risk Manager throughout the life of the project. 

• Monitor, track and report on performance of the CPM, Design Professional of 
record, PI, LEA and all design and construction related services providers. 

• Report on performance of the CPMs in regards to design and construction in 
conjunction with the PMOs Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). 
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• Provide training and updates to CPM and AE of PMO design process and DSA 
project requirements monthly. 

3.5 Campus Shared Governance  

Campus Share Governance (includes Administration Group, Building User Group with a 
BUG representative lead if applicable, and the Facility Director) responsibilities: 

• Provide clarification and comments to design team and CPM on the functionality 
and uses of the spaces, work flow, and FF&E requirement, throughout the 
100%Design Development Phase. 

• Attend the pre-scheduled project design meetings with the design team and CPM 
to provide user feedback on the design issues throughout 100% Design 
Development Phase. 

• Participate in the project presentations prior to Facilities Master Planning and 
Oversight Committee submittal and indicate the attendance in the DES-012 
Form, Project Team Attendance Sheet. 

3.6 Facilities Master Planning and Oversight 
Committee (FMP&OC)  

The FMP&OC responsibilities: 

• Act as the public forum for presentations of the college master plans and 
environmental impact reports in preparation for formal approval of master plans, 
certification of environmental impact reports, and related, necessary actions. 

• Facilitate discussion on compliance with Board-established sustainability and 
energy goals to further advance sustainability and energy goals for the 
infrastructure and curriculum as new concepts and technologies are brought 
forward. 

• Receive reports on accomplishments and general policy compliance, hear policy 
issues, receive briefings on technical bonds matters such as insurance, labor 
compliance, tax law and project list compliance and any other matter related to 
the District’s sustainable building program. 

• Receive formal conceptual design presentations on each new building and 
remodeling project with budget in excess of $5million prior to approval of the 
design concept.  

• Consider and discuss other related matters as may be deemed appropriate by 
the Chair in consultation with the Chancellor and President of the Board. 
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3.7 Division of State Architect (DSA) 

DSA responsibilities: 

• Develop accessibility, fire and life safety and structural safety codes and 
standards for public schools in the State of California. 

• Review and approve applications for new construction, renovation, modernization 
and alteration, rehabilitation projects. 

• Review and approve post-approval changes including: Revisions, Addendum, 
Deferred Approval Items, Construction Change Document- Category A. 

• Certify the building construction. 

• Partner with LACCD to streamline project submittal, approval and certification 
process: consider LACCD’s input to develop or modify DSA policies and 
procedures.     

4.0 LACCD Design Standards, AE Bulletins, LACCD Memoranda and Checklists 

4.1 Introduction 

• LACCD Design Standards, Checklists, AE Bulletins, and Memoranda shall serve 
as a guideline to support the design and construction initiatives on the campuses 
and District wide. 

4.2 LACCD Design Standards (Refer to SOP- Vol. 2 DP 2.0) 

• Baseline Design Standards – the baseline standard for interior design of room 
uses and spaces of six (6) categories of spaces. These categories of spaces 
include: Classroom, Laboratory, Office Spaces, Library, Assembly Use Areas, 
and Sanitary Use Facilities. In this baseline design standard it also delineates the 
space and building system and FF&E considerations. (Refer to SOP- Vol. 2, DP 
2.0,  

http://standards.build-
laccd.org/projects/dcs/pub/Baseline%20Design%20Standards/released/content.h
tml) 

• Sustainable Design Standards – Establish mandatory measurements and 
recommended guidelines for all new buildings and major renovations on all 
LACCD campuses using USGBC LEED Rating. (Refer to SOP- Vol 2, DP. 3.0) 

• Energy Optimization Program (EOP) – Delineate various energy related program 
requirements and procedures. (Refer to SOP- Vol 2, DP 4.0) 

• ADA Standards mandate compliance with State and Federal requirements to 
provide access to programs; delineate LACCD policies, implementation 
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procedures and requirements, lessons learned/ design and specifications 
recommendations, and element design for FF&E. (Refer to SOP- Vol 2, DP 5.0,  

http://standards.build-
laccd.org/projects/dcs/pub/ADA%20Standards/released/content.html) 

• Building Information Modeling (BIM)/ CADD Standard + Project Wise (PW) – 
Delineate project BIM requirements, process and submission requirements. (Refer 
to SOP- Vol 2, DP 7.0, http://bimlaccd.blogspot.com/p/standards.html)  

• IT Standards – Establishes District-wide uniform standards for building system 
criteria required for IT Infrastructure. (Refer to http://standards.build-
laccd.org/projects/dcs/pub/IT%20Standards/released/content.html) 

• Campus Standards - Establishes campus-wide uniform design standards for 
consistent maintenance and operation. (Refer to http://www.build-
laccd.org/bidding_and_contracting/index.asp) 
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4.3 LACCD Memoranda (Refer to  
http://www.build-
laccd.org/bidding_and_contracting/index.asp?p
g=prr) 

• Designing for Accessibility at LACCD. 

• ADA Access Compliance 

• Designing for Accessibility in Employee or Staff Access 

• Facility Director Transition Plan M&O List Review 

• LACCD LEED Interactive Display Kiosks Funding 

• Open DSA Application Numbers 

• Occupancy of Bond Projects without Resolution of All Fire & Life Safety, 
Structural and Accessibility Issues  

4.4 AE Bulletins (Refer to http://www.build-
laccd.org/bidding_and_contracting/index.asp?pg
=prr) 

• 2008-001 35% Fly Ash 

• 2008-003 Waterless Urinals 

• 2009-001 LACCD LEED Interactive Display Kiosk 

• 2011-001 Concrete Master Procurement Agreement 

• 2011-002 Arc Flash Hazard Analysis and PPE Labeling 

• 2011-003 Activities Prior to DSA Approval of Plans 

• 2012-001 Flooring Implementation 

• 2012-002 Projectwise Requirements 

4.5 LACCD Checklists 

• Sustainable Checklist for Renovation Projects – To be used for non-LEED 
projects. It delineates the key sustainable design measures for consideration if 
feasible. (Form DES-007 B, Refer to SOP- Vol 2, DP 3.0)   

• Building Design Feature Checklist – General design features to be considered 
and implemented if feasible. (DES-013 Form) 
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• BuildLACCD DSA Submittal Checklist – Delineate the lessons learned, PMO 
requirements and the understanding with DSA on design and document 
submission for review and approval.  

• BuildLACCD CCD Policy and Submittal Checklist – Delineate the lessons 
learned and PMO CCD policy and submission requirements in conjunction with 
the DSA IR A-6 Construction Change Submittal and Approval Process.     

5.0 LACCD Bond Projects Delivery Methods 

5.1 Lease-Leaseback (Refer to SOP- Vol. 2, DP 7.0) 

5.2 Design-Build (Refer to SOP- Vol. 2, DP 8.0) 

5.3 Design-Bid-Build (Refer to SOP- Vol. 2, DP 9.0) 

6.0 Key Processes  

6.1 Introduction 

This section describes key processes and tools to identify  the Board policies and 
mandates,  the District processes, and the PMO design process requirements to 
provide consistency for project delivery and management.      

6.2 Innovations and Design Excellence 

• LACCD Board of Trustees is committed to create a high-performance learning 
environment to motivate and educate students and building users through the 
physical environment with design innovation, excellence, quality with respect to 
the existing campuses building fabric and aesthetic values.  

• The facilities shall be designed and constructed to support the long-term vision of 
the campus growth in accordance with LACCD’s sustainability requirements. 

• The design process uses Building Information Modeling (BIM) technology to 
inform the BUG and to further the understanding of building functions to develop 
a coordinated design and construction.   

6.3 Sustainable Building Design and Energy Initiatives 

• LACCD sustainable building design practices resulted from the Board’s policy 
adopting the USGBC LEED Rating System for new construction and major 
renovation projects that shall achieve LEED Certified rating. (Refer to the SOP- 
Vol. 2 DP 3.0- Sustainable Design Standard)  

• LACCD energy initiatives are also mandated by Board policy; stating that energy 
performance shall achieve 20% better than Title 24 for new construction and 
10% better for renovation projects. In addition, 15% of the building energy should 
be supplemented by renewable energy with 10% coming from on-site sources; 
and the remaining 5% may be augmented by purchasing “green Power”. Board 
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approval is required on a project by project basis (Refer to the SOP- Vol. 2 DP 
3.0- Sustainable Design Standard and SOP- Vol. 2 DP 4.0- Energy Optimization 
Program). 

• Projects that are exempted from the Board policy for LEED certification (Non-
LEED Projects) are still required to achieve energy performance 10% better than 
the Title 24 requirements.  

• Non-LEED projects shall review the key sustainable design measures identified 
in the LACCD Sustainable Checklist for Renovation Projects (Form DES-007), 
and consider them for incorporation in the project design if feasible   

• Sustainable design practices and the incorporation of LACCD energy initiatives 
shall be an integral to the design methodology and practices that will result in 
energy efficient, high performance, as well as ease of maintenance and 
operation based on the life cycle model building design. 

• CPM shall follow the process and requirements indicated in the SOP- Vol. 2 DP 
3.0- Sustainable Design Standard for LEED and Non-LEED project 
consideration, coordination and implementation.  

6.4 Facilities Master Planning and Oversight 
Committee (FMP&OC)  

• LACCD FMP&OC reviews and approves the design of any Bond project with a 
budget more than $5M at the completion of the 100% design development phase 
of a project. 

• Refer to the SOP- Vol. 2, DP 13.0- Facilities Master Planning and Oversight 
Committee (FMP&OC) for detailed process and requirements. 

6.5 DSA, Other Governmental Agencies and 
Jurisdictions 

• DSA is the governing agency for code-compliance of design and construction of 
Los Angeles Community College District projects in accordance with California 
Code of Regulations Title 24. 

• Other relevant governmental agencies include: City and County of Los Angeles 
Fire Department, City and County of Los Angeles Departments of Public Work, 
County Health Department, Los Angeles Department of Water and Power as well 
as Southern California Edison and other utilities providers.  

• AE shall submit the required design document at appropriate phases of 
development of the project to obtain agency approvals or coordination with the 
agencies for infrastructure connections requirements. 

• Refer to SOP- Vol. 2, DP 12.0- DSA for detailed process and requirements. 
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6.6 Design Consultant Selection  

• CPM Project Manager (PM) shall prepare a comprehensive “Request for 
Qualification” (RFQ) to solicit and select professional service consultant from the 
PMO pre-qualified consultant listing for various consulting services. 

• These consultants include all professional services providers such as: master 
planners, CEQA consultant, program and criteria consultants, cost estimators, 
project schedulers, geotechnical engineering consultants, commissioning agents, 
A/E design consultants, interior designers, landscape designers, food service 
consultants, fire protection consultants and other specialty consultants as 
required for individual projects.  

• The RFQ shall include detailed scope of work; required relevant project 
experiences of the firm and the proposed key personnel with references; required 
design services; LACCD Design Standards and Campus Design Standard; 
estimated construction budget and projected project schedule; required QAQC 
process; proposed compensation; evaluation criteria; selection process; and the 
standard RFQ submission requirements. 

• CPM PM shall develop the evaluation criteria emphasizing on relevant project 
experiences, project innovation strategies, past experiences on LACCD projects, 
local DSA office experiences, the ability to deliver a quality and sustainable 
project on budget.      

• CPM shall review the RFQ with PMO RDL to maintain the consistency of the 
PMO- Contract’s process and requirements prior to issue the RFQ. 

• CPM shall develop the project “Selection Committee” that consists of  PMO RDL, 
or RPL, Facility Director or representative, BUG representative and CPM PM 
and/or Project Engineer . 

• Within 3 days of receipt of the “Statement of Qualification” (SOQ) from the 
proposers, CPM shall invite the project Selection Committee to evaluate the 
SOQs. 

• After tabulation of the scores, CPM PM shall invite the high score teams for an 
interview presentation. 

• After interview presentations of shortlisted proposers, the project Selection 
Committee will score the final evaluation based on the presentation and the 
interaction with the proposer team. 

• CPM PM will inform the AE team with the combined highest score and start to 
negotiate with the team and come to a tentative agreement.  

• The proposed selection of the design consultants shall be submitted to the PMO 
for approval prior to submission to the Board approval for contract award. If the 
PMO disapproves the proposed selection, the PMO will provide CPM PM a list of 
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concerns and comments to CPM PM to address and resolve with the proposed 
selection to the satisfaction of the PMO. 

• If CPM PM cannot resolve the concerns and comments of the PMO on the 
proposed selection, CPM PM shall immediately engage with the second highest 
scored team with the same PMO expectations prior to submission to the Board 
approval for contract award.  

• CPM shall request the approval of PMO RDL in writing enumerating the merits 
and a face-to-face meeting, if necessary, to justify the need for voidance of this 
selection process prior to proceeding with a sole source contracting process. 

• PMO RDL will invite PMO Contract Manager and RPL to the sole-source 
contracting meeting with the CPM PM to discuss if the request can be considered 
due to the merits or rejected due to insufficient justification. After a decision is 
reached, RPL will inform PMO Risk Manager and QAQC Manager.  

6.7 Design Services Agreement, Design Related Task Order Master Agreement, 
Additional Design Services Requests and Amendments 

This section is to delineate the design related services agreement preparation and the 
approval process for LLB and DBB projects.  Design-Build team selection for design 
build project shall follow a separate process that is delineated in both SOP- Vol. 1, DP 
XXX and SOP- Vol. 2, DP. 7.0.  

• All design services related consultants for LLB and DBB projects and task order 
based projects shall be selected through the process indicated in the Section 6.2 
by CPM. 

• After selection of the design consultant is approved PMO, CPM shall prepare and 
submit the design consultant’s proposal with all the required contract preparation 
document as an agenda item to PMO for Board approval. CPM shall submit the 
contract preparation checklist along with the document to ensure a complete 
package is included. Without the complete package, PMO will not advance the 
agenda item for Board approval. 

• The Design-Related Task Order Master Agreement 

• CPM shall utilize the task order services contract on a limited scope of work 
that is applicable throughout the campus buildings. CPM shall follow the 
selection process for the conventional design consultants.  

• Prior to initiating the task order master agreement process, CPM shall 
prepare a detailed and itemized scope of work with a Rough Order of 
Magnitude (ROM) estimate.  

• CPM shall submit the scope of work of the task order master agreement to 
PMO RDL for approval. Upon receipt of approval, CPM shall submit the 
master agreement to PMO as an agenda item for Board approval with all 
the associated contract related documents along with the contract checklist 
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including PMO RDL’s signature. Without the complete package, PMO shall 
not advance the package for Board approval.        

• Upon Board approval, CPM will issue task order, according to the PMO 
approved itemized scope of work indicated in the master agreement, to the 
selected services providers.  

• CPM will maintain and update the task order master agreement report and 
submit it to PMO for monitoring and tracking. 

• The task order master agreement review shall be a part of CPM and PMO 
monthly project status update meeting. 

• CPM shall request PMO approval prior to deviate from the PMO approved 
scope of work of master agreement. 

• Additional Design Services and Amendments:  

Additional design services may occur during the development of the design and also 
during construction. This process applies to all additional design services and 
amendments.  

• Early in the development of the schematic design, BUG may request some 
design changes or added scope. CPM shall evaluate these requests and 
the impact on the project development in terms of additional ROM design 
services, project cost, and project schedule in real-time with the in-house 
CPM support.  

• CPM shall report these requests and the impacts to PMO RDL for approval. 
Within 5 days of receipt of the PMO approval, CPM shall initiate the process 
with the AE consultant to obtain an additional services proposal from the AE 
consultants. 

• Within 10 days of RFP, AE consultant shall submit a fair-value and good-
faith additional services proposal showing itemized activities, estimated 
hours with resource’s hourly rates, estimated work duration and completion. 
If AE consultant fails to provide this proposal within 10 days or CPM and AE 
fail to come to an agreement with the additional scope within 10 days of 
receipt of the AE proposal, CPM shall provide a fair-value and good-faith 
directive for PMO approval and, then, direct AE to proceed with the required 
changes.   

• Within 14 days CPM shall submit the negotiated proposal to PMO for 
approval before submitting this amendment as an agenda item to PMO for 
Board approval.  

• CPM shall submit to PMO an agenda item with a complete amendment 
documentation and the contract submission checklist and PMO RDL 
approval. PMO will not advance the agenda item without a complete 
package documentation. 
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• The additional services and amendment review shall be a part of CPM and 
PMO monthly project status update meeting. 

6.8 Project Cost Control    

This is the general concept for the project cost control. For detailed process, refer to 
SOP-Vol 1, DP XX 

Design-Bid-Build (DBB) Projects: 

• To maintain the consistency of the project budget throughout the program, PMO 
Cost Control Manager has established and published a project cost template 
defining how the project cost are to be developed including general conditions, 
overhead & profit, bonds, design and construction contingencies, and escalations 
along with the customary material and labor cost per CSI divisions. In addition, 
this template shall include the unit cost index for various types of facilities as a 
guideline. Semi-annually, PMO will evaluate and update the unit cost index 
based on the Bond Program historical data and the market trending analysis of 
the selected project delivery method.   

• Prior to initiate a RFP, CPM PM shall prepare a project-specific estimate for 
budgetary purposes using the PMO project cost template and make any 
necessary adjustments based on the unique project conditions; and this budget 
shall be used by AE consultants as the design budget.  

• Throughout the development of design, AE shall prepare and provide a real-time 
construction cost model using BIM technology and this cost model will be a part 
of the regular design review meeting discussion items.  

• At each design milestone submittal, CPM will validate AE’s cost model and 
provide comments to AE for incorporation. The validation effort shall be 3D 
model based and uploaded into Projectwise. 

• If a significant cost variance occurs (more than 3%) between CPM and AE’s cost 
models, AE will take actions to reconcile the cost model in alignment with the 
CPM’s cost model and Design-to-Budget upon receipt of CPM’s comments. AE 
will appraise CPM of the design strategies or options for the cost adjustment for 
approval.  

• The cost adjustment design strategies or options shall be presented to BUGs for 
review and approval prior to CPM’s approval. 

• CPM shall report the project cost control status to PMO RDL on a monthly basis. 
The real-time cost model shall be uploaded into Projectwise for monitoring and 
reporting purposes to ensure the project cost is in alignment with the Design-To-
Budget. 

• PMO will randomly audit the cost model to ensure the CPM’s validation effort is 
performed, complete, accurate and effective; and that the project cost is on 
target. If PMO’s audit shows a deficiency in CPM’s validation effort, PMO will 
immediately inform CPM to rectify the deficiency within 7 days. 
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• All design changes shall be incorporated in the cost model during design phase 
and DSA approval phase to ensure the project cost is on target.  

• AE shall inform and apprise the CPM if a significant change occurs that will result 
in the project cost exceeding the Design-to-Budget prior to implement the 
change. AE shall also provide the cost adjustment strategies or options for CPM 
to consider regardless if the change is due to owner’s request or design 
deficiency.  

• PMO RDL shall be in general familiarity with the project design development 
status to assist the PMO BIM team in auditing the project Cost Model and 
providing understanding of the project design. 

• Project cost review is a part of the CPM and PMO team monthly project status 
update meeting. 

Lease-Leaseback (LLB) projects:  

• To maintain the consistency of the project budget throughout the program, PMO 
Cost Control Manager has established and published a project cost template of 
how the project cost is to be developed including general conditions, overhead & 
profit, bonds, design and construction contingencies, and escalations along with 
the customary material and labor cost per CSI divisions. In addition, this template 
shall include the unit cost index for various types of facilities as a guideline. 
Semi-annually, PMO will evaluate and update the unit cost index based on the 
Bond Program historical data and the market trending analysis of the selected 
project delivery method.   

• Prior to initiate a RFP, CPM PM shall prepare a project-specific estimate for 
budgetary purposes using the PMO project cost template and make any 
necessary adjustment based on the unique project conditions; and this budget 
will be used to evaluate the pre-qualified LLB Contractors’ proposals. 

Design-Build (DB) projects 

• Project cost is established:  CPM shall verify that the design at key milestones 
are consistent with the contracted project in all respects and monitor, track, and 
report to the PMO any deviations. 

• To maintain the consistency of the project budget throughout the program, PMO 
Cost Control Manager has established and published a project cost template of 
how the project cost is to be developed including general condition, overhead & 
profit, bonds, design and construction contingencies, and escalations along with 
the customary material and labor cost per CSI divisions. In addition, this template 
shall include the unit cost index for various types of facilities as a guideline. 
Semi- annually, PMO will evaluate and update the unit cost index based on the 
Bond Program historical data and the market trending analysis of the selected 
project delivery method.   

• Prior to initiating a RFP, CPM PM shall prepare a project-specific estimate for 
budgetary purposes using the PMO project cost template and make any 
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necessary adjustment based on the unique project conditions; and this budget 
will be used to evaluate the Design-Builders’ proposals.  

• Within 30 days of contract award, DB shall provide CPM a reconciled 5D cost 
model for approval. CPM shall validate and approve the 5D cost Model and 
provide comments for DB to incorporate if any. This 5D cost model will be the 
basis for payapp and future change order if any.  

• DB shall maintain and submit the updated 5D cost model as a part of the 
milestone submissions.  

• Project cost review is a part of the CPM and PMO team monthly project status 
update meeting.   

• At the completion of construction, DB shall submit the final 5D cost model as a 
part of the Record Document. 

6.9 Project Schedule Control 

This is the general concept for the project schedule control. For detailed process, refer 
to SOP-Vol 1, DP XX. 

• During planning phase of the project, CPM shall provide a preliminary a project 
schedule that includes all the required processes, approvals, submittals, 
contracts, bidding, construction, commissioning, DSA certification, and project 
closeout with reasonable durations.  

• CPM will submit the project schedule for PMO RDL, RPL, and Project Control 
(PC) for review and approval. Upon receipt of PMO approval, CPM shall upload 
this target project schedule into the Program Management Information System 
(PMIS). 

• CPM will use this project schedule as the baseline of the total project 
development. 

• AE consultant will prepare and submit to CPM for review and approval a detailed 
work plan showing all design related activities along with resources and duration 
as a part of negotiated contract requirements. In this work plan, AE shall identify 
potential schedule related risks, impacts on the project, and critical path 
activities. AE shall maintain the work plan throughout the duration of the project 
development on a bi-weekly basis. 

• CPM will incorporate the AE proposed schedule changes and make the 
adjustments to the targeted project schedule. CPM shall submit this adjusted 
project schedule with a variance report and justifications to PMO for approval. 
Upon receipt of the PMO approval, this adjusted project schedule will be issued 
as the final project schedule and to be incorporated in the AE contract as a 
contract requirement.  

• CPM will manage, track and report to PMO, RDL, RPL and PC the status of 
project activities, issues and resolutions in real-time to ensure project 
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development is on schedule. In this report, CPM shall identify variances, issues 
with the causes and resolutions, and a recovery plan as a minimum on a monthly 
basis. 

• CPM will manage and report to PMO RDL, RPL and Risk manager any schedule 
related risks throughout the development of the project on a bi-weekly basis.  

• PMO RDL, RPL and the Risk Manager will monitor CPM project schedules and 
reports, and provide resources to assist CPM in developing strategies and 
resolving issues if requested by CPM.  

• Project schedule review is a part of the CPM and PMO team monthly project 
update meeting.   

6.10 Quality Assurance Quality Control (QAQC) 

• The success of the LACCD project delivery is a combination of (5) components. 

• It starts with the experienced CPM PM who leads, guides, and assists the AE 
and other design services providers by Owners throughout the project 
development process. 

• The selection of an experienced design professional team with commitment and 
accountability for the success of the program. 

• A built-in system to ensure the quality of the project delivery. The AE team’s in-
house QAQC process and the documentation demonstrating the implementation 
of the in-house QAQC process.  

• CPM’s QAQC effort shall be ongoing throughout the project development and 
especially at milestone review meetings with AE consultants and CPM’s quality 
review team that could be either from CPM’s in-house team or an outside review 
team. These reviews should be about show stoppers at a high level but not to 
impede the project progress. 

• All projects will be subject to a quality audit by the PMO QAQC team at the DSA-
ready phase.          

7.0 Procedures 

7.1 Facilities Master Plan/EIR Updates  

• Refer to SOP- Vol. 2, DP 10.0 – Facilities Master Planning/EIR Updates for 
detailed process, procedure and requirements. 

• The Facilities Master Plan is revised as the result of change of College Education 
Master Plan over the years. 
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• CPM will solicit and select a qualified master planner with the support of a 
California Environment Quality Act (CEQA) consultant to provide campus master 
plan update, EIR, and develop mitigation measures in accordance with regulatory 
procedures and requirements.  

• The revised college facilities master plan needs to be presented and adopted by 
and approved by the Board of Trustees concurrently with certification of the EIR.  

• With the Board approval, CPM can proceed with the proposed Bond projects in 
alignment with the approved Facilities Master Plan and EIR mitigation measures.    

7.2 Planning Phase 

• CPM shall identify a qualified Project Manager (CPM PM) with the relevant 
experiences to the new project and submit the qualification to PMO for approval.  

• CPM shall develop the scope of work based on the approved campus facilities 
master plan and the approved Bond project list.  

• CPM shall develop a campus-wide project strategy in terms of new construction, 
renovation, modernization, utilities infrastructure update, renewable energy,  
sustainable design performance, landscape and hardscape,  swing space and 
project execution sequence. From this campus-wide strategy, each project scope 
is developed.  

• CPM shall carefully consider and coordinate all aspects of the campus 
requirements and Board policies and expectations that would affect the 
development of the project scope. These considerations shall include, as a 
minimum, the new project needs based on the facilities master plan, Campus 
ADA Transition Plan, the existing facilities deficiencies and code non-compliance 
conditions, DSA’s building certification status and the outstanding issues, the 
building system upgrades to meet the current code requirements and the industry 
standards, the campus-wide utilities infrastructure support system available 
capacities and the need to expansions, building technology and security 
improvements, and campus-wide energy management and control system 
strategy.       

• Refer to the DSA-related scope of work consideration in SOP- Vol. 2, DP 12.0 – 
DSA.   

• CPM shall develop a campus-wide baseline cost model and project schedule 
using the developed project scopes and the customary associated project costs. 
CPM shall submit this campus-wide cost model and schedule to PMO for review 
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and approval. This campus-wide cost model and schedule shall be maintained 
and adjusted by CPM to reflect a new variable that is added into the 
consideration. This CPM updated cost model and the schedule shall be reported 
to PMO for review and approval on a monthly basis.    

• The CPM shall identify all potential design risks and report it with a mitigation 
plan to the PMO Risk Manager prior to the start of the design phase; maintain 
and update the mitigation plan through the completion of the design process to 
the PMO Risk Manager. The PMO shall work closely with the CPM and its 
subcontractors to develop mitigation strategies as well as tracking the close out 
of potential risks. 

• In the planning phase, CPM shall also develop and select the project delivery 
method. CPM shall submit the recommended project delivery method with 
justifications to PMO for review and concurrence. PMO shall review and provide 
comments to District CFE for consideration. A project delivery method selection 
meeting will take place including the District CFE, District Facility Director, PMO, 
CPM and Campus President’s representatives to discuss CPM’s 
recommendations, risk issues and concerns prior to finalizing the project delivery 
method. 

• Upon District CFE’s approval of the project delivery method, CPM will proceed 
with the project initiation based on the selected project delivery method, LLB or 
DB or DBB.     

7.3 Programming Phase 

• If design-build is the approved project delivery method, CPM shall select an 
experienced and qualified Programming/Criteria Architect to develop the 
Programming Report. 

• If either Lease-Leaseback (LLB) or Design-Bid-Build (DBB) is the selected 
project delivery method, CPM shall proceed to select an experienced and 
qualified AE design team to perform the building design and the space 
programming effort shall be a part of the design services. 

• The Programming and Criteria Report, in concept, is a document compilation of 
the prescribed functions and space requirements, adjacencies, system criteria, 
massings, contextual considerations of placement and orientation of the building, 
the confirmation of the project budget and project schedule. The deliverables of 
the Programming Report are described in SOP- Vol. 1, DP XXX. 
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• Concurrent with the selection of Programming/Criteria Architect, CPM shall select 
an experienced and qualified Commissioning Agent (CxA) who has the expertise 
in developing the Owner Project Requirements (OPR) with the understanding of 
LACCD Whole Building Commissioning requirements and the campus-wide 
building system requirements.  

• The OPR shall include the building system requirements, commissioning 
procedures throughout design and construction phases, and commissioning 
requirements. 

• CPM shall review and approve the Programming Report and OPR at increments 
of development. CPM shall submit the Programming report and the OPR to PMO 
RDL for review and approval.            

7.4 Project Initiation and As-Built Documents and Records Access 

• Refer to the detailed process in SOP- Vol. 2, DP 11.0 – Project Initiation and As-
built Documents and Records Access. 

7.5 Design Phase 

• Following the “PMO Design Consultant Selection Process”, CPM shall select a 
qualified design team with a successful history of working with the local DSA 
regional office on LACCD projects. 

• The proposed selection of the design consultant shall be submitted to the PMO 
for approval prior to contract award.  

• If the PMO disapproves the proposed design consultant, PMO will provide CPM 
a list of concerns to CPM to address and resolve. 

• Program Overview and Project Kick-off Meeting:  

• Within 2 days of receipt of executed Design Consultant Services 
Agreement, CPM shall coordinate with Program Architect, Commissioning 
Agent (CxA) AE, PMO team, Campus BUG, and Campus Facility Director to 
schedule a program overview meeting at PMO office to initiate the project 
design. CPM shall coordinate with RDL for PMO team availability. The 
meeting should be held within 5 days of CPM request. 
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• PMO team includes: RDL, RPL, QAQC Manager, Risk Manager, Program 
Control Engineer, Safety Manager, Contract Lead, and Accounting Lead. 

• Standard program overview and project kick-off meeting agenda: SOW, 
applicable LACCD standards (Sustainable design, BIM, ADA, WBCx), 
General Support (accounting, warranty, RPM, RPL, RDL, safety, QAQC, 
Risk), DSA and certification, and CCC.     

• This meeting is to provide all the stakeholder representatives an opportunity 
to understand the program standard operating  procedures, key personnel, 
requirements, issues, budgets and schedule controls, tracking and report 
requirements and timelines.   

• Project Report and Resolution Meeting 

• CPM shall coordinate with the same project team and schedule monthly or 
semi-monthly meetings, depending on the project complexity, to review all 
project related issues, report the project progress comparing to the project 
baseline for cost, schedule and deliverables, resolution of risk issues and 
project recovery plan, if any.  

• PMO RDL and RPL will provide project progress updates to PMO Senior 
Management in the monthly meeting and highlight the progress, issues and 
resolutions, and issues for assistance.       

• CPM shall provide the A/E the DSA Submittal Checklist to become familiar with 
lessons-learned and the understanding established between PMO and DSA 
throughout the collaborations. The CPM shall monitor the AE compliance with the 
checklist and report all non-conformance in conjunction with a plan of resolution. 
These non-conformities and associated resolutions shall be reported to PMO on 
a monthly basis.  

• DSA Process 

• During development of design, starting from 100% SD, AE with CPM shall 
engage DSA in either informal or formal Collaborative Process (CP) for 
consultation and clarification of design approaches, design issues, 
interpretation of code requirements, concurrence with the design 
parameters based on the understanding of the code requirements. Refer to 
SOP- Vol. 2, DP 12.0 – DSA) 
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• Facilities Mater Planning and Oversight Committee (FMP&OC) Process  

• At the completion of 50% Design Development Phase, AE, CPM, PMO and 
e7 Studio will be actively engaging in FMP&OC process. (Refer to SOP- 
Vol. 2, DP 13.0 – Facilities Mater Planning and Oversight Committee) 

• Throughout the design phase, A/E will use its established in-house QA/QC 
process to ensure the design development and milestone document submissions 
are in compliance to the project program, project budget and delivery schedule 
along with LACCD Project Document Submission Standards. The AE will submit 
the QA/QC red-mark sets to the CPM as a part of the milestone submission 
demonstrating internal reviews by each discipline. Notation shall be shown on the 
drawings demonstrating that all comments have been addressed and 
incorporated along with the names of the responsible parties. These redline sets 
shall be made available to the RDL and may be used for discussion as a part of 
the design review meetings. 

• CPM will assess and evaluate the design document submission at all milestones 
by either utilizing an in-house team or a 3rd party outside team who is qualified to 
evaluate the percent complete of the design document submittal and provide the 
evaluation to design team within 2 weeks of receipt of design document 
submission while the A/E continues the design effort. 

• In case that the design document is not at the scheduled level of completion to 
meet the design schedule, the CPM and the A/E shall develop and implement a 
schedule resolution plan. The RDL shall be made aware of the schedule 
discrepancy and the resolution plan, The CPM shall report on the execution of 
the plan until successful completion.  

• The A/E team will continue the design effort and incorporate the CPM’s 
assessment comments throughout the completion of 95% CD.  

• Upon finalizing 95%CD submission, the A/E will prepare the complete DSA-ready 
package to DSA for review and approval.  

• Refer to the detailed DSA process in SOP- Vol. 2, DP 12.0, section 4.3 – DSA 
Review and Approval.  

• The A/E shall identify potential design and construction risks to the CPM 
throughout the life the project. The CPM shall work with the A/E on all mitigation 
strategies. The CPM shall report all project risks and mitigation strategies to the 
PMO Risk Manager and the RDL; maintain and update on bi-weekly basis. The 
RDL shall assist the CPM and the A/E on the mitigation strategies upon request.    
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7.6 Post- DSA Approval 

• For LLB project, upon receipt of DSA approval, CPM shall submit a request to 
initiate the PMO Request for Qualification (RFQ) process to pre-qualify the 
General Contractors and follow with the PMO Request for Proposal (RFP) 
process to select the General Contractor. (Refer to SOP- Vol. 1, DP XXX- Pre-
qualification of GC for LLB) 

• For DBB project, upon receipt of DSA approval, CPM shall submit a request to 
initiate the PMO RFB process to award the construction contract to the 
responsive low bidder. (Refer to SOP- Vol. 1, DP XXX- RFB, Bid/Award Process 
for DBB) 

• For Design-Build Project, upon receipt of DSA approval, CPM shall issue a 
Notice-to-Proceed (NTP) for Construction to DBT if a NTP for construction was 
not previously issued.   (Refer to SOP- Vol. 1, DP XXX- NTP for construction and 
the follow on contract procedures) 

7.7 Construction Phase 

• Refer to the SOP- Vol. 3 – Construction Procedures 

• Refer to the detailed design related DSA process in SOP- Vol. 2, DP 12.0 – DSA. 

7.8 Final DSA Closeout/Certification 

• Refer to the detailed DSA process in SOP- Vol. 2, DP 12.0 – DSA. 

7.9 Project Closeout  

• Refer to the SOP- Vol. XXX – Project Closeout 

8.0 Terms and Definitions (This section will be edited pending final 
strategy if a master “Terms and Definitions” will be used for the entire SOP)  

Approved Construction Documents – Plans, specifications, addenda, deferred  
approvals, revisions, and construction change documents duly approved by DSA.  
Change – Revisions, deletions, additions, and substitutions to approved construction  
documents.  
Architect, Engineer– abbreviated use of the term Design Professional In  
General Responsible Charge 
Change Order – A document defining construction changes that result in changes to  
the contract.  
Clarification – A statement from the architect or engineer in general responsible  
charge of the project that clarifies (but does not change) the requirements of the  
approved construction documents.  
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Construction Change – Changes to the approved construction documents after a  
contract for the work has been awarded. 
Construction Change Documents (CCD) – The documentation of construction  
changes. 
Construction Oversight Process – Name of the process DSA calls Procedure PR 13-
01 - also known as Incremental Certification Process. 
Contract – A written agreement for facility construction, alteration, repair or other 
construction activities regulated by the DSA. 
Contractor –A licensed Company or individual that contracts for or is otherwise 
responsible for the construction of the project or portions of the project.  
DSA Approved Construction Documents – Portions of plans, specifications, 
Addenda, Deferred Submittals, Revisions, and Construction Change Documents (CCD) 
duly approved by the DSA that contain information related to and affecting Structural 
Safety, Fire/Life Safety, and Accessibility. While all portions of the construction 
documents may contain a DSA Identification stamp, this stamp is not the approval. The 
DSA approval is made by a letter to the district 
Design Professional In General Responsible Charge – The architect or engineer in 
general responsible charge of the project, as listed on Line 22 or 24 of form DSA 1. 
Drawing – An illustration on paper or electronic medium.  
Interpretation – A statement from the architect or engineer in general responsible  
charge of the project that interprets (but does not change) the requirements of the  
approved construction documents.  
Other Responsible Design Professionals – Architects or engineers with  
delegated responsibility for portions of the project as listed on Line 25 or 26 of form DSA 
1, such as architects, structural engineers, mechanical engineers, and electrical 
engineers. Also includes the geotechnical engineer of record. 
Project Inspector – An inspector who is certified by the DSA and specifically  
approved by the DSA to provide competent, adequate and continuous construction 
inspections for the project. 
Responsible Design Professional – The architect or engineer in general responsible  
charge of the project, as listed on Line 22 or 24 of form DSA-1 or architects or 
engineers with delegated responsibility for portions of the project as listed on Line 25 or 
26 of form DSA-1. 

9.0 Approvals 

Prepared By: 

                               Functional Lead – Daynard Tullis 

Date: 

Reviewed By: 

                               Quality Manager – Kathleen Copus  

Date: 
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Approved By: 

                               Program Director – Terri Mestas 

Date: 

 

10.0 Revision History 

This page is a record of all revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the 
procedure is changed, the nature of this change is noted under the description and/or 
by revision lines in the procedure. 
Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are welcome, and should 
be emailed to procedures-comments@build-laccd.org.  You must include the following 
in the body of your email: 

• Your Name/Firm/Contact Telephone Number 
• SOP Volume 
• Section Name and Number 
• Sub-section 
• Description of Concern/Comment 
• Reason/Suggested Resolution 

  
Procedure revision requests will be reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis.  

 
 

Revision 
Effective 
Date 

Pages 
Revised 

Description 

Type of 
Revision 
(Editorial/ 
Technical) 

Update 
Required 
Reading? 

0 10-15-2013 All Original Issue Initial Issue Yes 
      
      

11.0 Records 

• None 

https://mail.pacificaservices.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=995937f9c70049bc9e6b7084400ead87&URL=mailto%3aprocedures-comments%40build-laccd.org
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12.0 Attachments 

Attachment 
Number 

Title 
Attachment 
Identifier 

None   
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1.0  Purpose 

This Standard Operating Procedure provides direction for administering and managing 
Los Angeles Community College District Bond Program work by defining specific 
processes to manage construction in accordance with best practices, industry 
standards, the contracted scope of services, Bond Program requirements, and all 
applicable laws, codes, rules and regulations.  

2.0 Scope 

The LACCD Construction Methodology applies to the LACCD Program Management 
Office, College Project Directors, College Project Teams, Regional Project Liaisons, 
Regional Design Liaisons, College Project Directors and , College Project Teams, 
Architects and Engineers of Record (AOR or EOR), Project Inspectors, and Health and 
Safety personnel.These procedures do not modify or supplement any contract 
provisions, in whole or in part; they are intended to provide additional guidance for day-
to-day operations and clarification of important aspects of the construction management 
effort. 

3.0 Definitions, Terms and Acronyms 

Refer to the Titles, Terms and Acronyms Supplemental Procedure posted on pmo.build-
laccd.org for detail on the acronyms used in this document. 

4.0 Responsibilities 

4.1 Regional Program Liaisons 

The Regional Program Liaisons (RPLs) are an integral part of the program management 
team and are responsible for: 

• Review of 
‒ PBA (Proposed Board Action) items 
‒ Monthly project budgets 
‒ Monthly project schedules 
‒ CPT staffing plans 

• Approval of 
‒ Change Orders and Field Orders 
‒ Owner Initiated Scope Changes 
‒ Certificate of Substantial Completion 
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‒ Project Payment Applications 

• Facilitation of 
‒ Support to CPTs to resolve key issues on projects 
‒ The issue resolution process and mitigation of ongoing claims 
‒ Interaction between the Program Management Office (PMO) Design 

team Regional Design Liaisons and each assigned campus 
‒ District approval process for the Campus Facilities Master Plan 
‒ Sustainability reviews by the appropriate PMO team members and 

each assigned campus 
• Communication of 
• The Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), and dissemination of necessary 

revisions to the CPT 
• Oversight of 

‒ Key performance indicators for CPT performance and provide routine 
CPT performance assessments to the District  

‒ Corrective action of open CAR (Corrective Action Report) items 
‒ RFP’s and RFQs for Professional Services 
‒ Post construction activities between the PMO team and each assigned 

campus 
• Coordinate access of PMO resources including: 

‒ Purchasing 
‒ Project Controls 
‒ Accounting 
‒ Labor Compliance Specialists 
‒ Risk Management/Issue Resolution 
‒ Public Relations 
‒ Other Program resources 

• Meeting Attendance 
‒ CPT Round Table PBA meetings 
‒ President’s meetings (Optional) 
‒ CPT Staff meetings (Optional) 
‒ Special Project Meetings (as required) 
‒ Additional depending upon RPLs availability.   

 
4.2 Regional Design Liaisons 

4.3 Regional Design Liaison (RDLs)  

The PMO Regional Design Liaison  (RDLs) is responsible to: 

• Monitor and provide oversight to CPT so that projects are designed, constructed 
and completed with DSA closeout and certification within the established project 
budget and schedule.  

• Coordinate PMO resources to assist the CPT and the A/E; facilitate resolutions to 
outstanding project technical issues and agreement among the project 
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stakeholders throughout design, construction and DSA closeout/certification 
phases within the established budget and schedule. 

• Coordinate PMO resources to assist the CPT and the A/E; facilitate resolutions to 
outstanding contractual changes and deliverable dispute within 30 days of the 
issues arise.    

• Coordinate with PMO’s QAQC Manager for monthly project progress review and 
evaluation, and provide feedback back to the CPT and AE for implementation. 

• Monitor, track, project “at risk” issues and mitigation plan, and report the progress 
to PMO Risk Manager throughout the life of the project. 

• Monitor, track and report on performance of the CPT, Design Professional of 
record, PI, Laboratory of Record (LOR) certified by DSA Laboratory Evaluation 
and Acceptance Program (LEA) and all design and construction related services 
providers. 

• Report on performance of the CPTs in regards to design and construction in 
conjunction with the PMO's Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). 

• Provide training and updates to CPT and AE of PMO design process and DSA 
project requirements monthly. 

4.4 College Project Director 

The LACCD CPDs are responsible for: 

Managing and administering each project to be constructed through planning, design, 
construction and close-out.  This includes managing the Work as it pertains to each 
campus, including but not limited to : 

• Promoting the delivery of projects that meet campus needs, user expectations, 
and District requirements 

• Scheduling development and updates for campus master plans and individual 
project. 

• Coordinating with College President and Facilities Director regarding Master Plan 
development 

• Preparing and tracking College construction budget  
• Project budget preparation and tracking  
• Review, tracking and processing of project Request(s) for Clarification (RFCs), 

Request for Information (RFIs) and Submittals 
• Change Order review, negotiation and processing 
• Monitoring work for adherence to quality standards and specifications 
• Monitoring and upholding Project Safety compliance 
• Accurate and timely reporting of project status to the PMO, College and District 

Administration 
• Overseeing all personnel providing goods and services to the project 
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• Providing lien releases and Contactor waivers before payment requests are 

processed by the PMO  
• Facilitating the activities of the Project Inspector (PI or IOR). 
• Project closeout, including  

‒ Verifying that all building and system commissioning is completed in a 
proper and acceptable manner. 

‒ Recording, and tracking all associated warranties. 
‒ Gathering and presenting product and equipment manuals for use by 

the College Facilities staff. 
‒ Verifying that any specified training of College staff is provided as per 

contract requirements. 
‒ Fostering timely submission of DSA closeout certification materials. 
‒ Verifying accuracy and delivery of final as-builts and record 

documents. 
 

4.5 Architect of Record (AOR)  

The AOR is the Division of the State Architect (DSA)-recognized licensed design 
professional in general responsible charge. The AOR is responsible for preparing any 
Change Order Scope of Work technical drawings and specifications defining technical 
change to the original Contract Documents and affixing their signature and seal/stamp 
to the document(s) they prepare. All Change Orders on DSA projects that modify the 
original Contract Documents require DSA review and approval via the construction 
change directive (CCD) process (see CP SOP 12.0, section 4.4, for a description of the 
DSA CCD process).  The AOR will be responsible to: 

• Provide the Contractor with one set of full size “Bid Set” drawings, including 
specifications and addenda. 

• Provide a complete coordinated set of construction documents within the project 
schedule and cost parameters. 

• Provide the CPT with complete sets of design documents and specifications, 
including addenda as required by contract. 

• After the award of the Contract and prior to the Pre-Construction Conference, the 
Architect of Record (AOR) will provide the CPT with Computer Aided Drafting 
and Design (CADD) and Building Information Modeling (BIM) drawing files, as 
required by contract. 

The AOR is responsible for supporting the project closeout process as identified in SOP 
CP 2.0, Project Closeout. 

4.6 Project Inspector (also known as Inspector of Record) 

The assigned PI is required by the California Division of the State Architect (DSA) to 
inspect the work and to provide daily reports per DSA-approved construction 
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documents. These reports will record the general status and specific progress of 
construction. In addition, they will note the weather conditions at the site, meetings, 
incidents of significance, etc. and provide a history of the project. The PI’s Daily Reports 
are recognized by the courts as legitimate Contract recording documents and will be 
submitted for reference pursuant to any litigation. The CPT is required by Contract to 
review the PI’s Daily Reports and to respond appropriately to issues as they are 
discovered. The PI will assist the CPT in the resolution and clearing of all Notice of 
Correction and/or Notice of Non-Compliance. 

The PI works for the Owner and reports to and takes direction from the AOR.  

5.0 Safety 

5.1 Safety Program Policies and Procedures 

This section outlines general policies, principals, and procedures to be followed by all 
parties providing professional services in support of the LACCD Construction Bond 
Program (hereafter known as Bond Program), including LACCD employees, employees 
of the PMO and CPTs, and includes contractors and consultants associated with the 
Build-LACCD Program and associated projects.   It also includes the policy for the 
review and monitoring of the Contractor’s Safety Program. 

5.2 Program Management Office (PMO) Health and Safety Manager 
Responsibilities 

The PMO Health and Safety Manager is responsible to: 

• Provide general oversight and monitoring of district-wide construction safety 
programs. 

• Coordinate the orientation of all CPT safety staff. 
• Verify that Section 013150 (the Build-LACCD Health, Safety, and Environmental 

Requirements) is implemented and observed. 
 

5.3 CPT Safety Roles and Responsibilities 

5.3.1 Regional Safety Representatives 

Regional Safety Managers  manage site compliance by CPT team members, 
contractors, subcontractors and project team members regarding project safety issues 
in accordance with the LACCD policies, project General Conditions and applicable 
codes and regulations.   

Regional Safety Managers  also include review and approve the General Contractor’s 
Site Safety Representative.  The Regional Safety Manager is also responsible for 
obtaining approval from the PMO Health and Safety Manager. 
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In addition, it is also the Regional Safety Manager’s responsibility to monitor and 
continuously evaluate the impact of all construction activities to the respective campus 
and surrounding community.  This also includes responsibility to establish and maintain 
proper safe and secure ADA paths of travel for students, faculty staff, and other non-
construction related personnel.   

The Regional Safety Manager will also coordinate with the General Contractor 
regarding all construction paths of travel, including delivery routes, access and egress 
haul routes and verify that these routes are addressed in the Contractor’s Site Specific 
Health and Safety Plan.   

5.4 Contractor’s Safety Responsibilities 

This section is not meant to replace the General Conditions or the OCIP Insurance and 
Safety Standards.  CPTs are to refer to and be well versed with these documents. 

The Contractor will establish a safety program that (at a minimum) complies with all 
local, state, and federal safety standards and any safety standards established by 
LACCD for the project including, but not limited to, the Cal OSHA Construction Safety 
Standards.  This program is to be outlined in the Site Specific Project Health, Safety, 
and Environmental Plan (PHSEP).   

The General Contractor will also designate a full-time dedicated Health and Safety 
Representative who will meet qualifications and requirements for CPD and PMO 
approval as outlined in Section 1.4A (Submittals) in Section 01350 of LACCD Health, 
Safety, and Environmental Requirements.  The Contractor’s Safety Representative will 
be on site during any work activities, including off hours and weekend work regardless 
of the number of workers involved at any given time in accordance with the General 
Conditions (Section 013150 1.5C).     

The Contractor and Subcontractor(s) are responsible for compliance with insurance 
claim reporting and safety procedures as established in the Contract. 

The Contractor is responsible for reporting claims to OCIP Safety Representative and 
the CPD using the SAF-3 form (found in the Safety Standards) no later than 24 hours 
after knowledge of the incident or injury.  This requirement is in addition to notification 
for the insurance carrier. Contractor will report claims to the CPT LACCD Build-Safety 
Program and in compliance with their own internal safety program.  Both programs 
should work in accordance with the OCIP reference guide for additional reporting 
requirements. 

The General Contractor and the associated subcontractors bear primary responsibility 
for the protection of the project jobsite, the adjacent areas, as well as all site personnel 
and visitors.  This includes the means, methods for safe conduct of the work,. 

It is also the responsibility of the Contractor to verify that Subcontractors (and vendors 
when applicable) maintain training documentation and that it is available for review upon 
request.  For the purpose of verification, as required, the prime contractor should collect 
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weekly safety training signature sheets from all subcontractors confirming their foreman 
conducted appropriate safety training to the respective workers  

5.5 Minimum Safety Requirements for Jobsite Access (General 
Contractor’s PPE Requirements May Exceed LACCD Standards) 

All persons entering the jobsite will comply with the following requirements: 

• Any and all personnel that need to visit the jobsite are required to first view 
the LACCD safety video. 

• Minimum Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) as set forth by the Contractor. 
• LACCD Safety Jobsite Access Standard PPE ANSI Z789.1 hard hat, ANSI 

Z87.1 safety glasses, Class III safety vest shirt with a minimum 4” sleeve, 
long pants, and ANSI Z74.1 hard toe boots. 

• ANSI/SEA 107 Class II vests are required for all personnel near any 
motorized vehicles or motorized construction equipment including earth 
working equipment, forklifts, loaders, back-hoes, cranes, scissor/boom lifts, 
concrete trucks, delivery trucks, etc.). 

• OSHA 10 hour training is not required to access LACCD jobsites.  However, 
LACCD may require OSHA 10 hour training on an exception basis. 

5.5.1 Project Health, Safety, and Environmental Plan 

The CPD is to review and (when appropriate) approve the Contractor’s Project Health, 
Safety, and Environmental Plan (PHSEP).  The Contractor’s Draft PHSEP as required 
upon contract award should be sent to the PMO Health and Safety Manager for review 
prior to the issuance of the Notice to Proceed.  The Contractor’s Safety Program should 
be in full compliance with OSHA and other regulatory requirements including but not 
limited to: 

• Emergency Response Action Plan 
• Hazard Communication Plan 
• Emergency Action Evacuation Plan 
• Sub-Contractor PHSEP 
• Traffic Plans 
• Lead and Asbestos Sampling, Abatement, and Air Monitoring During 

Demolition 

5.5.2 Group Tours of Job Sites 

• The CPT will coordinate and conduct any/all group tours.  
• Persons under the age of 18 are not permitted on project tours. 
• All visitors must be escorted by CPT staff. 
• All visitors must sign a Hold Harmless Agreement as designated by the 

Contractor or LACCD.  
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5.6 Program Management Office Safety Orientation 

• All Program Management Office, District, and CPT personnel must view a 
LACCD safety orientation video prepared by the Program Manager. 

• Upon completion of the orientation, personnel are required to obtain a Bond 
Program ID badge prior to entering any jobsite. 

• All personnel will be issued a Bond Program Safety Handbook that contains 
contractor safety requirements. 

• All CPT personnel are required to review the safety procedures in  the 
LACCD Bond Program Standard Operating Procedures.   

5.7 Safety Orientation by Contractor 

• Contractors may designate required site specific orientation based on 
General Contractor’s safety standards. 

• All PMO and CPT staff will comply with the Contractor’s Site Specific Safety 
Orientation requirements.  

5.8 Project Hazard Analysis Form 

The Project Hazard analysis form is completed by general contractor in advance of 
planned work activities to identify potential Health and Safety concerns.  Form CPS-440 
is located on the www.build-laccd.org web site under Contracting & Bidding, Project 
Related Resources, Templates Forms and Checklists, Section 7.  A Build-safe Task 
Planner Booklet may also be used and is available from Field Safety Representatives 
upon request. 

5.9 Health and Safety Reporting Forms 

5.9.1 Project Health Safety and Environmental Inspection Report 

The Project Health, Safety, and Environmental Inspection Report form CPS-200 located 
on the pmo.build-laccd.org web site under the Contracting & Bidding link (Project 
Related Resources, Templates Forms & Checklists, 07 CPS Construction Phase 
Safety).  The forms in Section 07 are to be used by the LACCD Field Representative as 
a performance and compliance evaluation tool for Contractors and Subcontractors for 
all project-related work activities at the respective campuses. 

 

5.10 Incident Reporting Process 

It is the policy of the PMO that all near misses, incidents, accidents, or emergencies  
(collectively referred to here as “incidents”) will be immediately reported. In all cases it is 
the responsibility of all individuals who witness or are present at the scene of an incident 
to immediately render assistance and notify first responders—the Los Angeles County 
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Sheriff’s Department Office located at each respective campus, each of which is 
staffed 24 hours a day and 7 days per week.  

 

Figure A 

Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Offices by Campus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Respective Sheriff Departments are to be contacted only if fire, paramedic, and (or) law 
enforcement services are needed. 

Comprehensive incident reporting is a proactive measure to provide incident victims 
with appropriate care as rapidly as possible and to notify CPT, PMO, and District 
management staff. This systematic process established in this SOP facilitates reporting 
incidents properly and in a timely manner. This procedure applies to all PMO and all 
CPT employees and their subs. The PMO Health and Safety Manager is responsible for 
this procedure.  The Contractor will report claims to the CPT LACCD Build-Safety 
Program and in compliance with its own internal safety program.  Both programs should 
work in accordance with the OCIP as further defined in Section 4.11 of this SOP, Owner 
Controlled Insurance Policy (OCIP). 

Supervisors and Employees: PMO and CPT Department heads, managers, 
supervisors and staff are responsible for ensuring that all incidents are properly 
reported. Initial notification will be by telephone. E-mail notification alone is not 
considered sufficient.  

Immediately after notifying the first responders (if necessary), the CPT will contact by 
telephone the PMO Health and Safety Manager or alternate contact as identified in the 
LACCD Safety / Incident Telephone Notification Tree posted on the build-laccd.org 
website. The CPT will then generate and e-mail the initial report to the PMO Health and 
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Safety Manager using the Incident Notification Report form number CPS-0460, also 
located on the build-laccd.org website.  For easy reference, a comprehensive list of 
CPT contacts, Facilities Directors and RPLs by college campus are also located on the 
build-laccd.org website, and critical contact numbers are included on the Safety Tree. 

All incidents require immediate PMO notification, whether or not emergency response 
agencies are contacted for assistance. Examples include but are not limited to: 

 Flooding Minor Incidents 
 Recordable Incidents Property Damage 
 Non Recordable Incidents Hazardous Materials Discovery 
 Near Misses    (such as lead and asbestos) 
 Shooting Threats Accidents (involving vehicles) 
 Spills and Releases  

The sequential Build-LACCD Incident Response and Notification process has been 
outlined in the following summary; 

• Confirm that Incident Victim is stabilized.  Notify the Campus Sheriff’s 
Department for assistance if required prior to making reports. (See 4.10, 
Figure A) 

• Immediately report the incident via telephone to PMO Health and Safety 
Manager or alternate contact.  Email notification alone is not considered 
sufficient notification. 

• Report incident to the Primary Contact (or if unavailable, report to the 
Secondary or if necessary to the Tertiary Contact).   

• Complete and e-mail the Incident Notification Report form CPS-0460 to 
report: 

‒ Location of Incident     
‒ Name of Injured     
‒ Time of Report and Time of Injury   
‒ Who reported by      
‒ First Responders Notified (LA Sheriff)  
‒ Nature of Injuries  
‒ Medical Treatment Provided 
‒ Cause of injury  
‒ Current location of injured  
‒ Other information as required  
‒ Assistance Required if any 

 
• Prepare Project Incident Report Including Near Misses:  After the initial 

incident and notification by CPD to PMO including transmittal of the Incident 
Notification Report form CPS-0460, then the Contractor is required to prepare 
and submit the Project Incident Report Form CPS-0420  located in Section 7 
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of Templates, Forms, and Checklists on the BUILD-LACCD Website  to the 
CPD within 24 hours of an incident.  The CPD will forward the Project Incident 
Report to the OCIP carrier and the PMO Health and Safety Manager per the 
OCIP Manual as described in section 4.11 of this SOP.  Note these Bond 
Program level contacts and procedures do not circumvent the need for the 
Contractor to file a report to OSHA as required. 

5.11 Owner Controlled Insurance Policy (OCIP)  

The District has arranged for the Project to be insured under an Owner Controlled 
Insurance Program (OCIP).  

The OCIP coverages are “At Risk” policies meaning LACCD has a significant financial 
interest in reducing jobsite injuries and incidents. LACCD essentially pays a premium for 
each injury that result in a visit to the clinic and for each General Liability claim. Not only 
is excellent jobsite safety a moral responsibility but a significant financial responsibility 
as well. For this reason the CPD must be accountable for  excellent jobsite safety by 
ensuring the contractor has complete authority and responsibility for safety on the 
jobsite. 

The PMO has created Safety Program Policies and Procedures herein to support the 
CPD who is ultimately responsible for safety. 

“Subcontractor” as used in this Section includes all tiers of subcontractors on the 
project. In the event of conflict between contractor, LACCD, OCIP Manual & Safety 
Standards, and OSHA or CalOSHA Safety Regulations, the most stringent will apply. 

The CPD is accountable for verifying that the contractor is adhering to safety 
requirements referenced in the Contract and applicable references including the OCIP 
Manual and applicable OSHA Safety Regulations. 

The Contractor is solely responsible for safety as per the construction contract; 
however, all parties on a Project site are obligated to verifying and reinforcing safety 
procedures and safe work conditions. All parties include employees, supervision and 
management from LACCD and Contractors. 

6.0 Document Control 

Document Control includes processing, scanning, and tracking documents (non-large 
format) sent between the LACCD campuses and the PMO and the District.  Documents 
received by the PMO are scanned into DocView, an in-house only software program for 
viewing.  Select documents sent to the campuses from the PMO are scanned 
electronically onto Web DocView, which can be accessed by the CPT and authorized 
staff for viewing.   
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6.1 Responsibilities 

6.1.1 PMO Document Control Manager 
Responsibilities: 

• Log and scan the daily received documents.  
• Maintain project type, project number, document type, vendor name, and 

document title in DocView and Web DocView.   
• Distribute received documents to the appropriate PMO departments and their 

designated responsible person. 
• File and scan all returned executed documents to the campuses.   
• Create location systems for in-house documents and off-site storage 

documents. 
• Research, retrieve and upload documents as needed by the PMO team.   
• Train PMO staff to use DocView. 
• Train PMO staff in archiving and Document Control policies. 
• Provide and maintain Web DocView and DocView user names and passwords 

for the PMO and the CPT and their authorized staff. 
• Coordinate outside vendor scanning as required for the PMO. 

6.1.2 CPT Responsibilities: 

• Responsible for tracking and storing hardcopies of sent and received documents.  
• Always include a transmittal when sending or hand delivering documents. 
• Verify that sent documents are complete and accurate. 
• Notify the PMO immediately if received documents are missing information, or 

were not addressed to the receiver. 

6.2 General Procedures and Routing 

6.2.1 Document Routing From the Campus to the 
PMO 

• Routing options include hand delivering documents directly to the PMO 
Document Control Room and placing the documents on the inbox table, or, hand 
deliver the documents to a PMO representative in the field authorized to receive 
and deliver documents to the PMO Document Control Room. 

• The preferred routing option is for a designated CPT member to deliver 
documents to their campus mailroom and place in the designated “green bag” 
(courier pouch) for District Office delivery.   

• The District carrier will pick-up the green bag from the campus mailroom and 
deliver it to the District Office. CPT to contact the District carrier directly for 
scheduled campus drop-off and pick-up times if needed. 

• The PMO picks-up the green bag daily from the District Office at 3:00 p.m.   
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• Note:  Received documents are processed by the Document Control Manager 

between 5:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.   
• Documents are date stamped on the document package. 
• Documents are scanned in the P: drive for in-house viewing only and scan 

stamped. 

6.2.2 PMO Department Distribution (In-house) of 
Received Documents 

• All Contract Documents   
‒ Contract Inbox 

• Master Service Agreement and Task Orders  
‒ Bench Contracts Admin Inbox 

• Stop Notices, Certificate of Substantial Completion, Request for Notice of 
Completion and Notice of Completions, All Legal Invoices 
‒ Dispute Management Inbox 

• Proposed Board Action  
‒ Communications Inbox 

• Accounting Documents 
‒ Encumbrance basket (for Non Board PBA Encumbrance forms) 

• All Invoices  
‒ Invoice Inbox  

• Bank Statements and Special Insurance Notices  
‒ Document Controls Manager for scanning and storage 

• Labor Compliance, Letter of Assent, Certified Payroll Report and Core Employee 
Lists 
‒ Labor Compliance Inbox 

• Inspection Reports and other DSA Correspondence 
‒ Design Group Designated DSA Table 

• Change Orders and Field Orders 
‒ RPL Inboxes  

• Budget and New Project Documents 
‒ Cost Management Inbox 

• After the documents are processed and reviewed by the appropriate PMO 
department and individual(s), they are either kept in-house or returned to the PMO 
Document Control Manager to be forwarded to the designated campus. 

• Refer to the SOP for distribution within each specific PMO department. 
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6.2.3 Document Routing From the PMO to the 

Campus 

• A document, typically a fully executed document (i.e. Change Order, Field Order 
etc.), from a PMO department is placed in the PMO Document Control Manager’s in-
box and then scanned, titled, coded and a hard copy is filed. 

• Note:  Scanned documents will be accessible in Web DocView (to the public) after 24 
hours. 

• The PMO drops-off the green bag daily at the District Office at 3:00 p.m. (same time 
as pick-up).   

• The District carrier will pick up the green bag from the District Office and deliver it to 
the campus mailroom.   

• CPT to pick up the document delivery from their campus mailroom. 
• CPT to contact the District carrier directly for scheduled drop-off and pick-up times if 

necessary. 

6.2.4 Web DocView  

Web DocView provides the CPT and authorized staff access for viewing fully executed 
documents remotely via the internet.     

• To install the Web DocView software, contact the PMO IT Manager. 
• To set up or restore a user name and password, contact the PMO Document Control 

Manager.  

The following is a basic user guide for Web 
DocView:    Legend: 

A- Category 2: Select dropdown arrow for 
an alphabetical list of all vendors. 

B- Type: Select dropdown arrow for a list 
of all campuses. 

C- Category: Select dropdown arrow for a 
list of all types of document coding.  Most 
common will be Contracts and Accounting.  

D- Project/Dept: Select dropdown arrow 
for a list of all project numbers by Project 
Name.  If there is a sub project, use the 
adjacent Stage dropdown arrow. 

E- Contents: Use this to search all or selected documents for specific words or 
phrases within a document. 

F- Subject: Use this to find exact document titles, or contract numbers. 
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G- New Search: Activates search after criteria is selected above. 

H- Refine Search: when an additional search is needed, or when additional criteria 
are entered, the existing documents will be refined per the criteria selected.  The 
adjacent “Back” button will take you back to the original search. 

I- Subject: Click on the “Subject” bar to sort documents alphabetically. 

 

7.0 Procedures 

7.1 Meetings 

7.1.1 DSA Construction Kick-off Meeting 

This section is covered in PMA SOP 12.0, 4.4.2. 

7.1.2 Monthly Project Status Reports  

The CPT is required to input valid data to produce Monthly Project Status Report to the 
PMO for each project.  

7.1.3 Monthly Progress Photos  

CPTs will record progress of work including progress photos on at least a monthly 
basis. Collectively these photos from all construction sites represent the progress from 
beginning of construction through completion. At a minimum, different views will be 
required that orient the viewer to identical locations throughout the full construction 
process. A panoramic view of the total site, views showing individual building definition, 
specific photos of current active work areas, etc. may best depict the process.  Photos 
will be suitably labeled as to subject, location, date and time, at a minimum. 

7.1.4 Weekly Progress Meetings 

Construction progress meetings will be arranged by the CPD weekly to provide a forum 
for discussions among the CPT, PI, Architect of Record (AOR), Specialty Consultants  
and both prime and subcontractors as necessary. A Program Management 
representative and College Facilities Manager will attend as necessary. The CPD will be 
responsible for chairing the meeting and for preparing and distributing meeting minutes. 
Distribution will include all attendees. Minutes will be completed and issued no later 
than three business days after the meeting. 

The CPT will review the Contractor’s submitted four-week rolling schedule, as defined in 
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the General Conditions.  The CPT’s progress meeting topics will include, at minimum:  

• Review and approve, or correct, minutes of the previous progress meeting and 
discuss outstanding action items and other significant items affecting project 
progress. 

• Evaluate Contractor’s actual progress since the previous meeting and compare it 
to scheduled progress.  

• Agree on status of Work and mark up a schedule indicating progress to date. 
• Discuss the schedule and proposed plans and progress over the next week—

including sequence and coordination/interface of Work. 
• Discuss Recovery Plan and status—if applicable. 
• Discuss outstanding submittals, RFIs and projected date of response. 
• Discuss [DO NOT NEGOTIATE] status of outstanding Change Orders. 
• Discuss outstanding RFPs/COPs and identify anticipated date of submittal. 
• Discuss inspection issues, i.e., Defective Work/Deviation Notices, Inspection 

Request status, DSA Field Engineer’s FTNs, etc. 
• Discuss interfaces, critical items, and current and/or potential problems including 

a review of the Change Log and potential and pending disputes or claims. 
• Review safety issues, SWPPP, and EIR mitigation issues. 
• Discuss and review facilities concerns 

Discuss the following additional topics, as appropriate, to the status of the Project: 

• Off-site fabrication/deliveries 
• Site access 
• Site utilization 
• Temporary construction facilities and controls 
• Hours of work 
• Safety, security, hazards and risks 
• Housekeeping 
• Quality and workmanship 
• Unforeseen conditions 
• Testing 
• Construction Directives (CDs) 
• Application of Payment (status) 
• Other items as required or as brought forth 

7.1.5 Pre-Installation Conferences   

The Contractor will coordinate and conduct pre-installation conferences at the Project 
site as required by the Contract Documents. 

Meeting attendees will include CPD, AOR, PI, Contractor, subcontractors, 
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manufacturers and fabricators involved in or affected by the installation and its 
coordination or integration with other preceding and or subsequent installations of Work. 

The Contractor will coordinate the schedule of meeting dates with the CPD, PI, and 
Architect of Record (AOR) in order to allow for their attendance. 

The Contractor will review the progress of other construction activities and preparations 
for the particular activity under consideration at each pre-installation conference, 
including requirements for the following: 

• Contract documents 
• Options 
• Related construction directives and change orders 
• Purchases 
• Deliveries 
• Shop drawing, product data, and quality-control sample submittals 
• Review of mockups 
• Possible conflicts/compatibility problems 
• Time schedules 
• Weather limitations 
• Manufacturer’s recommendations 
• Warranty requirements 
• Compatibility of materials 
• Acceptability of substrates 
• Temporary facilities 
• Site space and access limitations 
• Governing regulations 
• Safety, security, hazards and risks/protection 
• Inspection and testing requirements 
• Recording requirements 

The Contractor will record the significant discussions and directives from each meeting. 
The Contractor will, within three business days after the meeting, distribute minutes of 
the meeting to all concerned parties including, but not limited to, the CPD, PI and 
Architect of Record (AOR). 

7.2 Submittals 

7.2.1 Submittal Schedules 

Within 10 calendar days of the start of construction (on Design/Build projects) or within 
30 days of the Notice to Proceed for construction (on Design-Bid-Build projects), the 
Contractor will prepare the Submittal and Delivery schedule using the approved PMIS 
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system, to include submittal activities and durations for all items on the approved 
submittal list as well as fabrication and delivery activities and durations for physical 
items needed for the work.  Critical Path submittals are to be clearly identified. 

Within 14 days of receipt, the CPD will review the Submittal schedule for completeness, 
sequence and reasonable durations and return to the Contractor with comments as 
appropriate. The Contractor will incorporate this revised schedule into its construction 
project schedule submitted to the CPD so that separate monitoring is readily 
accomplished. The CPD will maintain a separate log in the PMIS for monitoring and 
tracking the status of submittals. 

7.2.2 Shop Drawings/Samples/Catalog Cuts 

The Contractor will initiate the submittal process by transmitting the proper number of 
copies of each submittal (as defined in the General Conditions), as specified, to the 
CPD.  Please note that the design-build process will vary slightly in terms of the 
paperwork flow.  Refer to specific construction contracts for guidance. 

• The CPD will check each submittal to determine its completeness and 
compliance with the submittal procedures and, if proper, the submittal will be 
logged and forwarded to the Architect of Record (AOR) and Commissioning 
Agent for review. 

• The AOR will forward any submittal to other design EORs that requires their 
approval and will inform the CPD as to date of return. 

• AOR will review each technical submittal for compliance with the requirements of 
the contract documents and return it to the CPD noting whether the submittal is 
(a) reviewed without exceptions, (b) reviewed as noted, (c) revised and 
resubmitted, or (d) rejected. 

• For complex submittals, prior to rejecting an incomplete submittal, the AOR will 
alert the Contractor to supply any missing data. 

• Reviewed submittals will be returned to the CPT who will return the submittals to 
the Contractor. 

• The CPT will review and facilitate a reconciled review of comments between the 
Commissioning Agent and EOR, prior to CPT return of submittal to the 
Contractor. 

• Revised and Resubmitted or rejected submittals will be returned to the 
Contractor for correction and re-submittal to the CPT for additional review. Re-
submittals will retain the original submittal number but are modified by the letter 
“a” for a first re-submittal, ”b” for the second re-submittal, etc., and will be 
processed in the same manner as original submittals. 

• The CPT will maintain a submittal log that is updated weekly and reviewed with 
the Contractor during site progress meetings. The CPT will keep the PM and the 
AOR informed of the status of outstanding submittals. 

• The CPT will return each submittal and/or re-submittal to the Contractor within 14 
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calendar days of receipt from the Contractor unless the Contractor is advised 
within seven calendar days of the submittal date that additional time may be 
required for review. 

7.2.3 Four-week Rolling Schedule 

Refer to PMA SOP 6.0, Schedule Management, for detail on rolling schedules. 

7.3 Corrective Action Reports (CARs) 

Corrective Action Reports may be issued to the CPT by the PMO: 

• For resolution of negative findings from an external audit or as identified by a 
Bond Program Stakeholder (reference PMA SOP 9.0, Quality Management). 

• To address significant deficiencies regarding project procedures. 
• To address non-compliance on Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). 
• To address other areas of non-compliance with District policies or guidelines. 

7.4 Stop Work Notices  

The CPD is responsible to issue a Stop Work Notice to the Contractor in those 
instances where impending activities threaten negative impacts to project safety, 
budget, quality or schedule, using form CP-0230.  A Stop Work Notice or Limited Scope 
Stop Work Notices will be issued with the day/time noted, the itemized stop work scope 
and any follow-on work, the reason and justification for the notice and other pertinent 
information as necessary. 

The CPD will immediately notify the Regional Program Liaison, the Regional Design 
Liaison, the PI and the AOR of all Stop Work Notices issued.  The PI will inform DSA of 
any Stop Work Notices in compliance with Title 24 requirements. 

The Contractor will be responsible to immediately cease all Work indicated in any Stop 
Work Notice. The Contractor, in consultation with the CPD, may be required to secure 
the site and any other current work to the benefit of the District, the Contractor, and the 
public at large.  

The CPD is the sole entity permitted to release Stop Work Notice. The CPD will record 
the issuance and clearance of Stop Work Notices in a log designated for that purpose in 
the PMIS. 

7.5 CPD Review of Contractor’s Daily Report   

The Contractor will record daily work activities, daily sign in sheets, utilization of 
manpower and equipment, site visits, and current or potential problems using the Daily 
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Report Form available within the PMIS system. The report will include the status of 
planned activities in accordance with the Contractor’s approved Contract Schedule. The 
Contractor will transmit the report as defined in the General Conditions. The CPD will 
review the Contractor’s Daily Report for completeness and accuracy, and then index 
and file it for future reference. These reports are to be filed as an attachment to the CPD 
Monthly Report. 

7.6 Shutdown Requests   

The CPT will notify the Facilities Director of any planned utility interruptions, shutdowns 
and/or disruptions to campus operations at least 72 hours prior to said activity using the 
Shutdown Request Form. The CPT will assist the campus facilities staff in coordination 
of construction activities as per requirements contained in the Contract Documents. 

7.7 Requests for Information (RFIs) Design-Bid-Build and Lease-Lease-Back 

An RFI provides for the controlled identification, notification, and clarification of the 
intent of the Contract Documents. RFIs are questions generally initiated by the 
Contractor, but may be requested by any project participant regarding specific 
information in a construction package. RFIs are to be routed for distribution per the 
requirements of the construction contract.  The CPD will act as the gatekeeper for RFIs 
and will provide responses as appropriate. 

The CPD is responsible for ensuring that RFIs that may affect progress of the Work 
receive expedited responses. 

The CPD has one day to review the RFI prior to transmitting it to the AOR and PI. If an 
RFI is incomplete, the CPD will return it to the originator within one day for additional 
information. The CPD may respond to an RFI, if appropriate, i.e. schedule, construction 
or non-design issues. Within 24 hours of receipt of a response from AOR, the CPD will 
forward the response to the Contractor; if the response is related to access, fire/life 
safety, or structural-related changes, the AOR will note that this change will be 
submitted to DSA for review and approval via CCD.  If the contractor chooses to 
proceed with the work, it will be at its own risk of a DSA stop work notice. 

The CPD will maintain a tracking log of all RFIs in the Project Management Information 
System (PMIS). The CPT will use this log to identify all outstanding RFIs. The CPD will 
distribute the current week’s RFI report at the Weekly Progress Meeting. Outstanding 
RFI reports will include the number of days the RFI has been outstanding and the 
cause, categorized by the CPD. 

RFI categories are: 

• Design clarification 
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• Unforeseen field conditions 
• Potential design error 
• Potential design omission 
• Construction deficiency 
• Contractor fix 
• Benefit of Contractor 
• Responsibility of the Contractor 
• Answer in Contract Documents 
• Answered previously 
• Field/Site conditions 
• Other 

An RFI response only clarifies the intent of the Contract Documents and does not 
authorize changes in Contract Amount, Milestones and/or Contract time. An RFI may 
result in a Request for Proposal/Change Order (CO). The CPT will process these 
according to the Contract requirements. 

If the Contractor believes a response to an RFI establishes a basis for adjustment in the 
Contract Amount, Milestones and/or Contract Time.  The Contractor will, even in the 
absence of an RFP or FO, pursuant to GCs 10.7 through 10.17, submit a COP. 

RFIs constituting a change in the approved design/contract documents may initiate the 
Construction Change Directive (CCD) process. The CCD process is addressed in detail 
in PMA SOP 12.0, Section 4. 

7.8 Change Order  

The purpose of a Change Order is to communicate and record changes to the Contract 
Documents, Contract Amount, Milestones and/or Contract Time. In the event these 
procedures conflict with the project specific contract documents, the provisions of the 
contract documents will govern.  

The Program Management Office (PMO): 

• Provides oversight and assistance to the CPT on an as-needed basis to establish a 
clear understanding and interpretation of these procedures. 

• Obtains when needed the required District authorization and signature on fully 
reviewed and compliant change orders. 

The College Project Director (CPD): 

• The CPD has sole responsibility for implementing and complying with all aspects of 
these procedures, verifies compliance with these “Contract Change Order 
Procedures,” and evaluates the merit and appropriateness of the change order 
request. 
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• Obtains and/or prepares all documents required to support the requested change 

in accordance with these procedures. 
• Responsible for all negotiations with the contractor, the validation of merit and costs, 

and the approval by Architect in consultation with the Inspector of Record. 
• Provides fully executed change orders to contractor, AOR and PI upon receipt of the 

signatures from PMO and District Facilities Director as necessary. 
• Process contractor’s Change Order Proposals (COPs) in a timely and efficient 

manner (defined as within days of receipt of a COP). 
• Provides clear justification for the change and the origin of the change. 

7.8.1 General Procedures  

No changes to the contract are effective until a modification to the contract is agreed to 
and signed by applicable parties.  No work is to commence on a change in scope until 
specifically authorized IN WRITING by either a Field Order or an approved Change 
Order.  

7.8.1.1 Change Order Log 

It is the CPT’s responsibility to have all required information regarding requests for 
Change Order approval, Request(s) for Proposal and/or Construction Field Order(s), 
entered into the PMIS within two working days of their initiation.  Information to be input 
to the PMIS will, at a minimum, include the following: 

• Dates RFP or CFO issued and other action dates required by the Change 
Management data entry screens or Change Order log 

• Description of Change; Change Order number, CCD Number 
• Date COP received from Contractor 
• Dates CO sent to/returned from Architect or Engineer 
• Dates CO sent to/received from Contracts 
• CO status (e.g., new, pending, Chief Facilities Executive approved/rejected, 

Board of Trustees approved/rejected, DSA approved/rejected) 
• Type of Change (e.g., errors and omissions, field condition, scope change) 
• Projected/Approved changes to the Contract Amount, Milestones and (or)  

Contract Time 
• Cost or schedule impact estimates prepared by the CPT 
• Time for Approval: 

− The CFE is authorized to execute COs that do not exceed 10% of the 
original contract value.  This authority applies to contracts procured via 
Design-Bid-Build (DBB), Design-Build (DB) and Lease Leaseback (LLB) 
delivery methods. 

− All COs must be submitted to the PMO within 7 days of execution by the 
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CPD and must be accompanied by a “DRAFT” PBA for inclusion in the 
next Board agenda. 

− For all DBB, DB and LLB contracts that do not exceed 10% of the original 
contract amount, all COs must be ratified by the District Board of Trustees 
within 60 days of being fully executed and authorized by the Chief 
Facilities Executive. In order to facilitate this requirement all DBB COs 
must be accompanied by a "DRAFT" Proposed Board Action (PBA) at the 
time of their submittal to the PMO. No CO PBA will be placed on the 
Board agenda without the CO having been submitted to the PMO and 
accepted. 

− For DB projects, all COs must be authorized by the Board prior to being 
fully executed unless they are at or below 10% of the original contract 
value.  All amendment PBAs must be accompanied by a DRAFT version 
of the CO(s) or a copy of the project COP log clearly indicating the COP(s) 
which are to be included in the CO submitted to the PMO. DB COs will not 
be processed by the PMO until the Amendment has been authorized by 
the Board. All COs for DB contracts will be submitted to the PMO within 30 
days of authorization by the Board for execution. 

7.8.2 Division of the State Architect 

Refer to DO SOP 12.0, Section 4.4,  for DSA Construction Change Directives. 

7.8.3 Change Order Limits 

Any change order for all existing and new Design-Bid-Build, Design-Build, and Lease-
Leaseback projects: (1) cannot exceed 10% of the original contract amount; (2) must be 
needed to achieve the original scope of work for the project; and (3) must also comply 
with all applicable laws. This policy governs all references to change order practices in 
this standard operating procedure. For DBB Quoted Contracts less than or equal to 
$30K, the total cost of the contract including change orders may not exceed $45K.  
These limits are derived from the California Public Contract Code Section 20659. 

7.8.4 CO Reason Codes  

All CO proposals will be classified in one of four reason codes. Although all four change 
reason codes follow a similar process to becoming executed COs they must be tracked 
independently in the PMIS. Correct classification of these COPs is critical to the correct 
reporting of these changes. These codes are listed and defined below: 

• Owner-initiated Scope Change 
• Unforeseen Conditions 
• Agency-required Scope Change 
• Design-related Scope Change 
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Explanations of each of these types are detailed below. 

7.8.4.1 Owner-initiated Project Scope Changes 

The ability to control owner-initiated project scope changes during design and 
construction is critical for maintaining project budgets and schedules.    

Owner-initiated project scope change is defined as a specific addition or deletion to the 
scope of work that is requested by the owner or owner’s authorized representative. This 
includes all compensable acceleration costs or any compensable delay which directly 
results from an owner’s project scope change. It does not, however, include changes 
which are the result of unforeseen existing conditions or design changes related to 
unforeseen conditions, or the associated acceleration or compensable delay costs from 
such changes.  

This procedure defines the process for managing owner-initiated project scope changes 
as they relate to all projects managed by the PMO.   

Scope 
Owner-initiated Project Scope Change procedures apply to the PMO, to the College 
Project Team (CPT) and its reporting structures, and the College Building User Group 
(BUG) headed by the College’s President, Vice President of Administration, or Vice 
President of Academic Affairs.  

These procedures do not modify or supplement any contract provisions, in whole or in 
part. This SOP is intended to provide operational guidance for the management and 
implementation of owner-initiated scope change requests. 
 
Responsibilities 

• Program Management Office (PMO) 
The PMO provides oversight and assistance to the CPT on an as-needed basis to 
establish a clear understanding and interpretation of these procedures. The PMO is 
responsible for obtaining the required District authorization and signature on fully 
reviewed and compliant Project Scope Change Requests.  The PMO Director of 
Construction and PMO Deputy Program Director must approve by signature any 
owner-initiated Project Scope Change Requests over $2,500. 

• College Project Director  
 
‒ The CPD implements an owner-initiated project scope change and assures 

compliance with all aspects of the owner-initiated scope change procedures. 
This includes evaluating the merit and appropriateness of all such change 
order requests.  The CPD: 

‒ Obtains and (or) prepares all documentation required to support the owner-
initiated scope change in accordance with these procedures  
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‒ Provides clear justification for the change and the origin of the change  

‒ Processes owner-initiated Project Scope Change Requests and Owner 
Scope Change Forms within 14 calendar days of receipt of each  

‒ Is responsible for obtaining all signatures for authorizing the owner-initiated 
Project Scope Change Request form (CP-0252, see BuildLACCD Process:  
Owner-Initiated Project Scope Change Request in the attachment section 
following this SOP. 

‒ Provides fully executed change orders to the AOR, Contractor and other 
associated professional service providers upon receipt of the Project Scope 
Change Request signatures from PMO Facilities Director 

• Regional Project Liaison 

The RPL oversees and assists the CPD as needed to establish a clear 
understanding and interpretation of these procedures. The RPL must fully review 
Project Scope Change Requests over $2,500 and will approve compliant 
requests via signature. 

 
• Regional Design Liaison 

 
The RDL oversees and assists the CPD as needed to establish a clear 
understanding and interpretation of these procedures. The RDL must fully review 
Project Scope Change Requests over $2,500 and will approve compliant 
requests via signature. 
 

• Building User Group (BUG) 
 
The BUG is made up of various project stakeholders and may include academic 
staff, facility representatives, administrative staff, and other interested parties.  

 
• Chair of the Building User Group 

 
The BUG Chair is selected by the College President and may be either the Vice 
President of Administration or Vice President of Academic Affairs at any college 
in the District.  The BUG Chair routes owner-initiated scope change requests to 
the CPD for review and approvals. 

 
 

• Chief Facilities Executive  
 
The District’s Chief Facilities Executive provides input regarding the content and 
justification for Project Scope Change Requests and has final District approval authority 
for the CP-0252. 
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Procedure 

• Owner-initiated Project Scope Change  

Owner-initiated project scope change requests may begin with academic staff, facility 
representatives, administrative staff, or other project stakeholders.  All such project 
scope change requests must be properly substantiated as to their purpose and intent. 

• BUG Chair Review 

The BUG Chair reviews the scope change request, and on behalf of the requesting 
stakeholder(s) submits a written request to the CPD describing the including purpose 
and intent of the request. 

• Request Form Approval Process 

No work is to commence on an owner-initiated project scope change until specifically 
authorized in writing on an approved Project Scope Change Request form, CP-0252.   

The CPD will review the BUG Chair request, and upon review, the request will be: 
 

‒ Rejected by the CPD, with a written justification provided to the BUG Chair, 
who may opt to re-route the request with additional information for review and 
consideration, or 

‒ Expedited for implementation, if below $2,500, or 

‒ Approved and routed to the PMO for further approvals and routing, if above 
$2,500.  PMO Project Controls Cost Engineers review and validate 
document funding and budget completeness, with PMO approval from the 
Director of Project Delivery. 

Once the Project Scope Change Request Form CP-0252 is completed and approved by 
the CPD, it is routed through the PMO for the College President’s and District approval.  

 
Expedited requests (below $2,500) must be approved by the Chief Facilities Executive 
(“the District”) before any Request  for Proposal, Field Order, Change Order Proposal 
and (or) Change Order is executed.   

 
Requests exceeding $2,500 require approvals from: 
 

‒ CPD 
‒ College President 
‒ Regional Program Liaison and Regional Design Liaison 
‒ PMO Director of Project Delivery 
‒ PMO Deputy Program Director 
‒ Chief Facilities Executive 
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For owner-initiated project scope change requests exceeding $2,500, the PMO Cost 
Engineer will review the CP-0252 detail to confirm that all documents have been 
included and all signatures provided. The PMO Cost Engineer will advise the CPD to 
provide any missing forms, supporting material and (or) missing support documents. 
Cost or schedule data errors discovered in the change request representations, or 
issues with the appropriateness of the documentation, will require the CPD to correct or 
explain the information before the request can be further processed.   
 
The CPD is responsible for preparing documentation carefully and completely to avoid 
undue delay to approval. Questions to the CPD which are not answered in a timely 
manner or with sufficient detail will result in the PMO issuing a Notice of Rejection and 
returning the Project Scope Change Request to the CPD. 

Project Scope Change Requests under $2,500 which are expedited and approved by 
the CPD will be submitted to PMO for review and processing within 5 calendar days.  

• Change Order Tracking 

The CPD is responsible for entering all required information regarding owner-initiated 
project scope change requests and approvals into Form CP-0252.  When approved 
requests become a change order proposal, CPT will track this change in their Change 
Order Log. 

• Estimating Procedures 

CPDs must make every effort to develop accurate cost estimates for owner-initiated 
project scope change requests.  Cost estimates for labor, material and equipment can 
be solicited from suppliers, rental companies, and service companies, and RS Means 
data is also acceptable if the information is from the most current commercially available 
version. 
 

Project Scope Change Requests are to be reviewed in the full context of SOP CP 1.0, 
Revision 4, Section 7.8.11, Change Order Estimating Procedures. 

 

• Scheduling Procedures 

CPDs must make every effort to develop accurate schedule impact estimates for owner-
initiated project scope change requests.   

Owner-initiated project scope change requests are to be reviewed in the full context of 
PMA SOP 6.0 Revision 1, Schedule Management.   
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• Project Scope Change Request Approval 

Criteria 

All approved owner-initiated project scope changes are subject to re-evaluation 
and rejection if COP costs or schedules exceed the cost and schedule 
parameters of the original approved Project Scope Change Request. 

• Project Scope Change Request 
Contingency 

The Project Scope Change Request contingency is set at 2% of the total construction 
budget, with metrics tracking: 

‒ 25% through design completion 
‒ 75% held for 75% of construction 
 

7.8.4.2 Unforeseen Conditions/Differing Site Conditions 

 
Differing site conditions typically arise in two situations: 
 

• The conditions encountered differ materially from those indicated in the 
contract, or the condition encountered at the site differs materially from those 
normally encountered.  

 
These changes can be additions or deductions to the work  that are caused by site or 
building conditions which could not have been expected by an acceptable level of due 
diligence by the CPT and the Design Team prior to completion of the Contract 
Documents.  
 
Examples include pockets of expansive soil, unrecorded utility lines or unknown 
hazardous, any of which could not be reasonably verified prior to bid.    
 

7.8.4.3 Agency-Required Scope Changes 

 
Agency-required scope changes are defined as scope changes arising from a new 
regulation or requirement imposed by regulatory agencies such as DSA, Department of 
Health Services, Department of Public Works, local fire authority, South Coast Air 
Quality Management District (SCAQMD), CALOSHA, etc. This change code is limited 
to changes resulting from additional requirements which could not have been 
anticipated during the design phase of the project. 
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7.8.4.4 Design-Related Changes 

Design-related changes may be additive. Some examples of issues that could initiate 
this type of change include but are not limited to: 

• Errors and omissions from the contract documents. 
• Additional requirements by regulatory agency which should have been 

anticipated and included during design phase of project. 
• Specification of materials that are unavailable after award of contract, and that 

were out of production at the time of preparation of the construction documents. 
• Time extensions  

7.8.5 Delays 

7.8.5.1  Types of Delays 

If the Contractor receives any change initiating event from the CPD, as described in 
these procedures, that the Contractor believes impacts the contract time, either 
increasing or decreasing that time, the Contractor will submit a Notice of Delay to the 
CPD within seven days of receiving such documentation, per Article 8.2.2 of the 
General Conditions. Upon submitting the Notice of Delay to the CPD, the Contractor will 
submit a Request for Extension within 14 days thereafter. A time extension will only be 
allowed upon justification in accordance with the General Conditions Article 8 in its 
entirety. 

All time delays fall into one of three categories: 

• Excusable Delay: these are delays which are not attributable to the Contractor or 
the Owner and are therefore non-compensable such as Force Majeure events 
(rain, agency delays etc.) per General Conditions 0700 Article 1.1.88. 

• Unexcused Delay: this is a contractor caused delay which is non-compensable 
per General Conditions 0700 Article 1.1.1.77.  

• Compensable Delay: Owner driven delays due to errors and omissions or 
unforeseen conditions or owner requested scope changes for which the 
Contractor is due compensation in the form of reverse liquidated damages per 
General Conditions 0700 Article 1.1.43. 

Concurrent delays are those, for which there are multiple reasons for the delay, an 
example is an Inexcusable Contractor delay that occurs concurrently with a 
Compensable Owners Delay. The issue of compensation for concurrent delays is 
covered in the General Conditions Article 8.2.6. 
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7.8.5.2  Compensation for Delays 

All requests for time extension, shortening and prescribed calculations (General 
Conditions Article 8.2) are to be settled within the COP negotiations framework and 
included in the subsequent CO. The category and compensability of each request for 
time extension must be clearly identified in any CO for which delays are asserted in the 
CPD's CO Log. The original Contract Completion Date may be adjusted by the 
aggregate total of the delays granted in all categories and no payment to the contractor 
or deduction by the Owner will be allowed until the Original Contract Completion Date 
has been exceeded. 

• It is the CPD’s responsibility to negotiate and resolve all requests for time impact. 

7.8.6 Construction Field Orders (CFO) 

“Field Order” means a written instrument signed in accordance with the requirements 
of Article 7, below, that: (1) directs the performance of a Minor Change; (2) directs 
performance of Work or a Change with respect to which there exists a dispute or 
question regarding a Contract Adjustment; or (3) establishes a mutually agreed basis for 
compensation to Contractor for a Compensable Change under circumstances where 
performance of the Compensable Change needs to proceed in advance of complete 
substantiation and evaluation of the impact thereof on the Contract Sum Payable or 
Contract Time. 

A Field Order (Form CO-0330) is used to initiate a CO in urgent or emergency 
situations.  An emergency situation is defined as an immediate danger to people and/or 
property, or as an issue that would materially impact the construction schedule and/or 
project cost if not addressed promptly.   The CPD will evaluate whether or not a Field 
Order is required, or whether a conventional CO can be issued without a negative 
impact to the schedule due to CO processing time. If a Field Order is required, the Field 
Order will be based on either a negotiated value or a not-to-exceed value for cost and 
time based on a reasonable estimate. When issuing a Field Order, a Scope Change 
Reason Code Verification (Form CP-0253) is also required. If the subject change is 
owner directed, an Owner Initiated Scope Change Directive (Form CP-0252) must 
be submitted and approved by the District Facilities Executive before the Field 
Order can be issued.  

 A Field Order is to be used to initiate work in the following conditions: 
• To direct the performance of a change in scope that must be immediately 

implemented to maintain the project schedule. Such work will be directly related 
to the construction of the same project and will not significantly change the use, 
function or area of the approved design. 

• To direct performance of Work or a Change with respect to which there exists a 
dispute or question regarding the terms of the Contract Adjustment or whether 
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subject work is within the scope of the contract. The Field Order will indicate that 
the work is disputed and will direct the contractor to track the work on a T&M 
basis. Contractor daily T&M sheets will need to be validated and signed by the 
PI. The CPD will review and track the T&M charges for compliance with the 
terms of the contract and Field Order. The CPD, per General Conditions 
Subparagraphs 7.7.2.1 - .7, will direct the Contractor to track all work related to 
the subject field order on a 'Time and Materials" basis while the Contractor is 
developing a COP for the work. The CPD will review all T&M sheets and 
negotiate a CO with the Contractor. Note: If the subject change is an Owner 
Initiated Scope Change, a Field Order cannot be issued until the Owner Initiated 
Scope Change Directive (Form CP-0252) is routed through the PMO and 
approved by the District Facilities Executive. These forms require a precise and 
specific explanation as to the condition, circumstance or occasion which makes 
the change necessary; classification of the change as a specific reason code; the 
initiator of the change and an estimate of the cost which will include all hard and 
soft costs which could impact the project budget. 

7.8.7 Field Order Levels of Authorization 

Contract Adjustments by the use of a Field Order setting forth an agreement between 
the District and Contractor must be authorized as follows: 

• CPD, RPL and College President – Must review and sign all Field Orders and 
provide three wet copies for further review and approval.  

•  PMO Director of Construction  – Any Field Order above $50,000 and/or any 
Field Order that exceeds 5% of adjusted total contract value, must also be 
approved by the PMO Director of Construction. 

• Deputy Program Director –  Any Field Order above $100,00 and/or any Field 
order that exceeds 5% of adjusted total contract value, must also be 
approved by the Program Director or Deputy Program Director. 

• Chief Facilities Executive–Any Field Order that increases the total change order 
rate above 10% adjusted total contract value, or any single Field Order that 
exceeds $250,000, must also be approved by the Chief Facilities Executive. 

All Field Orders must be subsequently submitted as a CO for approval in accordance 
with the Change Order authorization levels. 

7.8.8 Change Order Proposal (COP)  

If the proposed change involves or requires a Contract Adjustment extending the 
Contract Time, Change Order Proposals (COPs) are used to present proposed 
change(s) in contract scope, requirements, or time. If approved, COPs then become 
Change Orders.  
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All Change Order Proposals (COPs) must be submitted on approved contract forms or 
industry-standard equivalents (see approved forms listed below). Regardless of delivery 
method, any COP submitted must include all documentation needed to support any 
addition, deletion or revision to the work described in the contract. Supporting 
documentation will include, at a minimum, the following: 

• Notice of Change (Form CP-0254): The Contractor will provide a Notice of Change 
to the CPD within 5 days of discovery of circumstances that constitutes a 
compensable change,  deleted work and compensable delay or other matter that 
may involve or require a contract adjustment (additive or deductive).  

• Notice of Change Validation with merit: The CPD, in conjunction with the Design 
Engineer/Architect will conduct a review of the contract documents to determine 
validity and that the change is necessary.  If it is found that the Notice of Change has 
merit the CPD will issue a Request for Proposal (RFP form CP-0250) or 
Construction Field Order if conditions listed above apply. The Contractor will prepare 
a COP (Form CP-0270) and CO Pricing Sheet Summary (Form CP-0280) and 
submit it to the CPD within the time frame specified in the Request for Proposal.  

• Notice of Change Validation without merit:  If the CPD rejects the Notice of 
Change as being without merit, or does not respond to the Notice of Change yet the 
Contractor still believes there is merit, the Contractor will then submit a COP (Form 
CP-0270). This COP is to be submitted within 14 days of the Notice of Change. 

7.8.8.1 Change Order Proposal (COP) Submittal:  

Upon receipt of the contractor's COP, the CPD will log time and date of receipt, 
determine reason code and record the amount and description in the COP Log in the 
PMIS. The CPD will evaluate the contractor's proposal to confirm the scope of work, to 
validate unit costs for labor and materials. The CPT will prepare a cost estimate using 
CO Estimate Summary Sheet: (Form CP-0290) and CO Estimate Pricing Sheet: 
(Form CP-0300).   

• During the COP negotiation, the CPD will complete the Record of CO 
Negotiation: (Form CP-0320) describing in detail the process completed to 
verify that the costs presented are correct. The CPD will describe efforts to 
reduce requested change to the lowest cost and least amount of time impact to 
the project. The form will indicate dates, locations and attendees of all 
negotiation discussions. 

• If the proposed change impacts the approved construction schedule, the 
contractor is required to complete a Notice of Delay within 7 days of the 
discovery day of such circumstance. The Contractor will create a fragnet to the 
schedule that clearly identifies the impact to the Critical Path and will be required 
to allow the CPT to develop a Schedule Impact Analysis based on the facts 
presented. The analysis will support time extensions; including extensions that 
are the result of inclement weather, acts of God and other delays. 
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7.8.9 Change Order  

Change Order Bundling: COP bundling is only acceptable if the following three 
circumstances are met:   

• COP scope must be the same Change Order Reason Code 
• Bundled COPs must contain similar scope:  multiple COPs for site concrete, 

elevator, mechanical ductwork may not be bundled but COPs for light fixtures 
and associated work located in multiple buildings may be bundled 

• Timely processing of COPs is achieved   

7.8.10 Unilateral Change Order 

A Change Order negotiation which does not conclude with a mutual agreement between 
the CPD and the contractor after all due diligence has been performed and the CPD’s 
best offer has been rejected, can be submitted as a Unilateral Change Order, without 
the Contractor’s signature.  

Procedures for a Unilateral Change Order are as follows: 

• Check the designated box in the header portion of the Change Order which 
indicates that the Change Order is being issued unilaterally pursuant to the 
General Conditions.   

• The Change Order No. must indicate “Unilateral” (for example, Change Order 
No. 10-Unilateral). 

• CPD to include a letter addressed to the PMO which describes the 
circumstances, terms of the Contract Documents, negotiation efforts, outstanding 
items of contention, and reasons that the contractor would not sign.   

• The CPD letter to the PMO will be attached to the PBA for ratification or 
amendment for design-build contracts. 

• Refer to the Change Order section for additional requirements. 

If the CPD and contractor renegotiate and agree to change the conditions of the 
submitted Unilateral Change Order after the PBA has been ratified by the Board and 
executed, the CPD must: 

• Revise and reissue the Unilateral Change Order to be executed  
• Include a letter memorializing the continued negotiations and final agreement    
• Provide a revised PBA for submittal to the Board for ratification or amendment for 

design-build contracts  
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7.8.11 Change Order Estimating Procedures 

7.8.11.1    Estimating Guidelines 

Every effort must be taken by the CPT to provide an accurate estimate of the proposed 
change order values.  These estimates will be prepared by an experienced estimator.  
Estimates of the costs for labor, material and equipment may be solicited from 
suppliers, rental companies/service companies. The use of RS Means is also 
acceptable if the information is from the most current version commercially available. 
These estimating methods are further described below.  

7.8.11.2  Time and Material Estimates   

If a T&M method is used for the CO, the cost will be based on actual costs tracked for 
the work that has taken place. These costs will be tracked by: 
 

• At the close of each work day, Contractor will submit a daily T&M record together 
with applicable delivery tickets, listing all labor, employee names, hours worked, 
wage classifications, materials, quantities, equipment size, type and ID number, 
and supplies involved for said work day, the location of the affected portion of the 
work, for services and expenditures 

• Contractor and CPD or PI will sign daily T&M record 
• Labor tickets (sign-in sheets, etc.) 
• Provided receipts for materials used 
• Provided receipts for rental equipment used 

  
There will be cost differentiation whether or not the equipment used is owner-operated 
or rented. This cost is based on a set percentage. 
 

• 75% of equipment cost if equipment is owned by the contractor/subcontractor 
(proof of owner ship is required) 

• 100% if equipment is rented (rental invoices will be required)  

7.8.11.3  Unit Pricing Estimates 

• Applicable where the work involved is covered by unit prices contained within the 
contract documents; 

• The estimated quantities of items of unit price work are not guaranteed solely for 
the purpose of comparison of bids and determining an initial contract amount. 

• Each unit price covers all overhead and profit 
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• Unit costs can be adjusted if quantity and scope differ materially and significantly 

from the estimated quantity and intended scope of such item indicated in the 
contract. 

7.8.11.4  Allowable Overhead and Profit (OH&P) 

The Contractors’ set OH&P of 15% is allowable only if the work performed was done 
directly by Contractor. When multiple tiers of Subcontractors are included in the change: 

• 15% for Subcontractor who directly performs or furnishes the work  
• 5% for any lower-tier subcontractor and contractor; 
• Allowable markups are not permitted on certain costs CPD will refer to the  

General conditions 

7.8.11.5  Labor Rates 

Contracted work performed for the District is considered a Public Works project. 
Therefore any work performed by the contractor will be required to pay prevailing wage 
for all labor provided on the project and will be required to follow all procedures set forth 
by the District’s Project Labor Agreement (PLA). It is a requirement that the CPD verify 
and confirm that all labor rates associated with the CO are calculated with the 
appropriate rates. 
 
Fully Burdened Prevailing Wages consist of basic hourly rate, fringe benefits and payroll 
taxes (Federal Insurance Contributions Act, State Unemployment Tax Authority, Federal 
Unemployment Tax Act, and Employment Training Tax). If the contractor request labor 
rates higher than the fully burdened prevailing wages, a Labor Rate Calculation Form is 
required. 
Prevailing wages (note: rates effective at the time of work will be paid; fully burdened 
prevailing wage table:  http://www.dir.ca.gov/OPRL/PWD/Southern.html  

• Basic hourly rate: Determined by Director of Industrial Relations using 
established union wages in accordance with craft classifications for 
journeyman and apprentice. 

• Journeyman rates are listed in fully burdened prevailing wage table. 
 https://www.dir.ca.gov/OPRL/dprewagedetermination.htm 
• Apprentice rates are a percentage of the Journeyman rates, which are 

based on periodic wage percentage progressions of individual craft 
classification. These rates can be viewed on DIR website.  

 http://www.dir.ca.gov/DAS/PWAppWage/PWAppWageStart.asp 
• Foreman rates are not determined by DIR.  Foreman rates vary among craft 

classifications; they are typically up to $4.00 higher than journeyman rates. 
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Fringe benefits: Determined using established union benefit for each craft 
classification, which typically includes Health and Welfare, Pension, Vacation/Holiday, 
Training and/or Other, etc. 

7.8.11.6  Payroll Tax Definitions: 

• FICA (Federal Insurance Contributions Act): FICA tax is a combination of 
a 6.2% social security tax and a 1.45% Medicare tax.  

• FUTA (Federal Unemployment Tax Act): The net effective FUTA rate for 
most employers is 0.8% on the first $7,000 of wages paid to each employee 
in a calendar year. Contractors will stop paying FUTA for each employee 
once his or her wages exceed $7,000 for the year. 

• SUTA (State Unemployment Tax Act): Generally, SUTA tax rate is based 
on the amount of unemployment claims that are filed by employees 
terminated by the company. When the business is new, the SUTA tax rate 
starts at the maximum and declines once the company builds a history of few 
claims. The rate varies from 1.5% to 6.2%.  The taxable wage limit remains at 
$7,000 per employee. For new employers the tax rate is 3.4% for up to three 
years.  

• ETT (Employment Training Tax): The ETT rate is 0.1%. The taxable wage 
limit remains at $7,000 per employee.                      

7.8.11.7  Workers’ Compensation Insurance:  

Applicable to non-OCIP projects (demolition and hazardous abatement projects are 
typically not covered under OCIP) 

• Base premium x Experience Modification Rate = Effective Rate 
• Base Premium (aka Interim Rate) = Pure premium established for each class 

code by the Insurance Commissioner plus the approved factor and multiplier 
• Experience Mod varies based on history of claims 
• Effective Rate is the rate paid  
• For verification of workers’ compensation rate, ask contractor to provide the 

Workers’ Compensation Insurance Payroll Report, which contains the Interim 
Rates and Experience Modification rate. 

7.8.11.8  Man Hours Determination: 

Man hours for actual work performed can be determined by the following methods: 
• Actual: Hours to be shown in daily time tickets and sign in sheets and can 

only be used if the hours are for the specific task. 
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• Historical data and experience: The historical date can be drawn from past 

approved CO. 
• For Electrical trades, NECA (National Electrical Contractors Association) can 

be used. 
• For HVAC trades MCAA (Mechanical Contractors of America) can be used. 
• R.S. Means   
• WinEst  

7.8.11.9  Materials Pricing Estimates 

Materials pricing can be verified by the following methods: 
• Review of invoices /quotations: The invoices and/or quotes must be current 

and the correct material cost must be selected.  
• Supplier quotes: The CPT/Estimator must provide copies to attach to the CO 

estimate.  
• Via online research of provider’s websites: CPT/Estimator must provide 

printed copies showing pricing of like materials. 
• Historical data from previous approved change orders. 

7.8.11.10 Equipment Rate Information 

Equipment rates can be determined by the following methods: 
• CalTrans data: Shows Labor Surcharge and Equipment Rental Rates which 

list hourly rates that consist of: 
‒ Cost of owning and operating the equipment (likely to be lower than rented 

equipment); 
‒  75% of equipment cost if equipment is owned by the 

contractor/subcontractor (proof of owner ship is required) 
‒ 100% if equipment is rented (rental invoices will be required)  

• Rental Rate Blue Book, the industry guide for determining equipment 
reimbursement rates, which consist of: 

‒ Ownership costs 

‒ Hourly operating costs 

‒ CPT/Estimator will cite source and edition of equipment rate data used to 
support the estimate.(www.equipmentwatch.com) 
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7.8.11.11 Bond Costs 

Bond Premiums can be determined by the following methods: 
• Premium % can be established upfront: premium of the Faithful Performance 

Bond of the contract divided by the contract amount.   
‒  ex. $319,811 ÷ $33,373,000 = 0.96% 

7.8.11.12 Insurance 

Insurance is provided by a District-wide OCIP Program: 
• All insurance not covered by OCIP is deemed to be part of Contractor’s 

contract with the District. 
• Insurance is not allowed in the cost of the work and is never to be paid as 

part of a change order. 
• An OCIP Reference Guide is provided with every contract. 

7.8.11.13 Cost Negotiation 

The CPD will schedule a negotiating meeting with the contractor to ascertain the proper 
costs prior to the start of work and keep on file a Record of Negotiations of each change 
and schedule impact. CPD and Contractor will meet to review and negotiate, as 
required, the COP’s proposed adjustments to the labor, material, and equipment costs 
(contract amount), milestones and/or contract time. CPD is responsible for negotiating 
all Change Order adjustments to contract amount, milestones and/or contract time 
before the work is started. 

Prior to the review meeting, CPD will study all pertinent documents relative to the 
change. Participation of another member of the District Project team along with CPD 
during any Contractor negotiations is strongly recommended for purposes of 
comparing/taking notes and avoiding misunderstandings and/or confusion. 

Upon entering into CO negotiations the contractor will have all COPs ready for review, 
this includes: 

• Contractor will use and submit COP forms referenced in section 4.12.5 with 
all supporting documents and data. 

• Contractors will verify that all tiers of subcontractor costs and time have been 
accounted for prior to any COP submission. 

• Contractors cannot use the Schedule of Values by itself to determine 
proposed adjustment. 

• The proposed adjustments will cover any and all costs including impact costs 
for delay and disruption, etc. 
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• All estimates, breakdowns, costs, data and/or information required for 

validation of the cost set forth in the COP. 
• The Contractor is not entitled to any adjustment for preparing a COP whether 

ultimately accepted of not. 

The following are part of Contractor’s overhead and profit and are not allowed in the 
cost of the work as per the General Conditions: 

• Contractor’s project manager, superintendents, project engineers, officers, 
executives, principals, owners, general managers, engineers, architects, 
estimators, attorneys, auditors, accountants, purchasing and contracting 
agents, expediters, timekeepers, clerks and other personnel employed 
whether at the Project site or in Contractor office for general administration of 
the work. 

• Contractor off-site and on-site trailer and storage rental. 
• Small tools, consumable materials, such as drill bits, abrasive discs, gloves, 

rags, rope, welding tips, etc.; with replacement value not exceeding $100. 
• Vehicles not dedicated solely to the performance of the work. 

Undisputed Changes: If Contractor and CPD/Estimator agree to all the proposed 
adjustments, CPD issues a CO for mutual execution.  
Unilateral Change Order: (see section 6.8.10) The purpose of the unilateral change 
order is to establish the District’s estimate of a disputed contract adjustment. Per 
General Conditions the Contractor is required to file a claim within 30 days of issuance 
of a Unilateral Change Order. 
CPD will document key discussion points of the negotiation in the Record of Change 
Order Negotiation (form CP-0320) and make note of all changes in contractor   
proposal and/or CPT analysis/estimate. The CPD/Estimator must negotiate a dollar 
amount that is in the best interest of the project and district; price and all other factors 
being considered. The price that is agreed upon must be fair and reasonable for the 
change order work. The CPD/Estimator will not attempt to underprice the work. 
The CPD/Estimator have the right to require the Contractor to revise and resubmit a 
COP. 

7.8.12   CO Submittal to PMO  

After obtaining agreement of the Contractor, AOR and PI that the subject CO is 
acceptable, the CPD will submit a minimum of three wet-signed copies of the CO form 
and one complete set of CO backup documents to the PMO. Each CO will be submitted 
with documentation in the order shown on the CO Processing Checklist. Documentation 
of multiple COPs will be grouped together in number sequence and separated by 
contrasting slips between the COPs for ease of location. Upon full execution of the CO, 
the PMO will return 2 wet-signed copies of the CO form to the CPD. The CPD in turn 
will provide one copy of the CO form only to the contractor for their records. 
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The CPT will maintain an accurate CO Log in the PMIS which includes all pertinent 
information associated with the proposed change. The CPD is required to verify all 
back-up information submitted by the Contractor. 

7.8.13   RPL Review 

Upon receipt of a CO submittal, the PMO will initially review the information to confirm 
that all documents have been included and all signatures provided. The CPD will be 
advised to provide any missing forms, supporting material and/or missing signed 
documents.  Errors discovered in the representation of cost or schedule data or the 
appropriateness of the documentation within a CO will be returned to the CPD for 
correction or explanation before the CO can be processed further. The CPD is urged to 
prepare documentation carefully and completely to avoid undue delay to approval. 
Questions to the CPD which are not responded to in a timely manner or with sufficient 
detail will require the PMO to issue a Notice of Rejection and return the CO to the CPD. 

7.8.14 Preparation and Approval of Change Orders 

Change Orders approved by the CPD will be submitted within five days to the PMO for 
Board approval or ratification and encumbrance. 

• Construction Field Order (if applicable): (Form CP-0330) is prepared by the 
CPD to direct the contractor to proceed with work which has been determined 
to constitute an emergency or require urgent work, as defined in below, in as 
much as it would have a substantial detrimental effect on the project if not 
started or completed prior to the completion of the normal CO process. The 
form will provide a Rough Order of Magnitude Estimate or Not-To-Exceed 
Value which has been agreed to by the CPD and contractor; and will require 
the contractor to provide a Notice of Change (CP-0254) and to track all time 
and materials used in the execution of the work until such time as a Lump 
Sum is agreed to by both parties. 

• AOR Supplemental Instructions: (Form CP-0480) is prepared by the project 
design team and issued by the Architect/Engineer of Record to provide 
direction to the contractor of minor changes, revisions or re-designs of the 
contract documents which may require an adjustment to the contract value. If 
the contractor feels that there is a cost or time impact due· to the work 
required he is obligated to provide a Notice of Change (Form CP-0254) within 
five days of receipt of the design teams' response to an RFI and prior to the 
commencement of any work. 

• Construction Change Directive (CCD) is a DSA Form which is prepared by 
the design team and issued to DSA for review and approval and the 
contractor for changes, revisions or re-designs to the contract documents 
which may require an adjustment to the original contract value and/or time. 
Refer to DP SOP 12.0, Division of State Architect, for detailed procedures. 
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• Field Observation Report: (Form CP-0490) is prepared by the design team 

and issued by the Design Professional to indicate corrections, improvements 
or revisions observed during a field inspection of the project. These are 
normally issued with observed deviations from the contract documents and 
are not subject to additional costs or time adjustments. However, if the 
contractor feels that there is a cost or time impact due to the work required, 
they are obligated to provide a Notice of Change (Form CP-0254) within five 
(5) days of receipt of the Field Report. 

• Request for Proposal: (Form CP-0250) is prepared by CPD to request a CO 
Proposal from the contractor that will require an adjustment of the contract 
value. The Owner Initiated Scope Change Directive (CP-0252) is an example 
of a basis for request for proposal to the contractor. 

• Notice of Non-Compliance/Correction: (Form CP-0210) the Inspector of 
Record can prepare and issue either a Notice of Non-Compliance or a Notice 
of Correction for any work that is not compliant with the code or the contract 
documents. If the contractor feels that there is a cost or time impact due to 
the work required, he is obligated to provide a Notice of Change (CP-0254) 
within five days of the issuance of such notices and prior to commencement 
of the work in accordance with the General Conditions. 

• Request for Information: (Form CP-0100) is prepared by the contractor to 
obtain clarifications and additional information necessary for the project 
construction from the Architect/Engineer of Record. Discovery of unforeseen 
conditions can also prompt a need for an RFI. If the contractor feels that there 
is a cost or time impact due to the work required they are obligated to provide 
a Notice of Change (Form CP-0254) within five days of receipt of the design 
teams' response to an RFI and prior to the commencement of any work. 

• Change Order Response Forms: The following forms are to be completed 
by the contractor in response to one of the initiating events above. 
− Notice of Change: (Form CP-0254) is used by the contractor to notify the 

CPD if any instruction, request, drawing, specification, action, condition, 
omission, default or other circumstance occurs that constitutes a 
Compensable Change, Deleted Work, Compensable Delay or other matter 
that may involve or require a change in the Work (additive or deductive). 
Such notice will be provided prior to the commencement of the 
performance of the Work and no later than five days after the discovery 
date or occurrence of a Request for Proposal (From CP-0250). 

− CO Request: (Form CP-0255) will be submitted by the contractor within 
14 days of the issuance of the Notice of Change. Submission of CO 
proposal form (CP-0270) submitted within 14 days satisfies this 
requirement. 

− CO Proposal (COP): (Form CP-0270) is prepared by the Contractor and 
submitted to the CPD with the Contractor’s estimate of cost and time for a 
proposed change in the Scope of Work. 

− CO Pricing Sheet Summary: (Form CP-0280) is prepared by the 
Contractor as supporting information from all subcontractors submitting 
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cost proposals and is submitted with the COP (Form CP-0270). 

• CO Processing Forms (as sequenced below): To obtain approval by the 
PMO and the District, the CPT will complete the following documents listed 
below with appropriate signatures for each CO/CO level: 

− CO Processing Check List: (Form CP-0325) is prepared and signed by 
the CPD to record that all documents necessary for approval of a CO have 
been prepared and are included in the CO package. 

− CO: (Forms CP-0260 or CP-0261) is prepared by the CPD to request a 
change to the contract cost and/or time and is signed by the CPD, and 
others dependent upon value. A CO may include multiple COPs. 

− CO Aggregate Justification: (Form CP-0262 or CP-0263) is completed 
and signed by the CPD to provide a project summary of all previous 
changes, the current change and any possible future changes to the 
project cost or time. 

− CO Encumbrance: (Form CP-0683) is required for all COs (Informal, 
Design-Bid-Build and Design-Build contracts) 

− CO Reconciliation: (Form CP-0265) is completed by the CPD to indicate 
the CO history of the project and the affect that the requested CO will 
have on the remaining budget and time. 

− CO Proposal Log: (Form CP-0275) current and completed to date. 
− Proposed Board Action (PBA): for CO ratification (DBB Contracts) or 

Amendment approval for (DB Contracts). 
− State Funded Project CO Certification: (Form CP-0328) is used to 

confirm that the scope of the project remains unchanged as approved by 
the State agency. This form is only used in conjunction with projects 
receiving State funding (if applicable). 

− Updated Project Schedule: applicable if any time impact is a part of the 
CO. 

− Proposed Board Action (PBA) for Contract Award. 

• Change Order Proposal (COP) Checklist: (Form CP-0326) is prepared and 
signed by the CPD to record that all documents necessary for approval of 
each COP have been prepared and included in the COP package, as 
sequenced below: 

− Scope Change Reason Code Verification: (Form: CP-0253) is 
completed by the CPD to explain the reason for the scope change. For 
Owner initiated changes in scope the Owner Initiated Scope Change 
Directive: (Form CP-0252) is to be used in lieu of the Scope Change 
Reason Code Verification: (Form: CP-0253). 

− Owner Initiated Scope Change Directive: (Form CP-0252) if 
appropriate. Required when owner or authorized representative has 
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initiated the change this form is used in lieu of the Scope Change Reason 
Code Verification: (Form: CP-0253) 

− Request for Information: (Form CP-0100) Include Design Teams 
response, if applicable. If the change was the initiated via this document, it 
must be included. 

− Construction Field Order: (Form CP-0330) if applicable. If work was 
directed to proceed prior to execution of a CO the fully executed Field 
Order must be included. 

− Architect of Record (AOR) Supplemental Instructions: (Form CP-
0480) if applicable. If the change was the initiated via this document, it 
must be included. 

− Construction Change Directive (CCD) (DSA Form) if applicable. If the 
change was the initiated via this document, it must be included. 

− Field Observation Report: (Form CP-0490) if applicable. If the change 
was the initiated via this document, it must be included. 

− Notice of Change: (Form CP0254) provided by the contractor to inform 
the CPD of a possible change. If this form was provided by the contractor, 
it must be included. 

− CO Request: (Form CP-0255) contractor to issue within 14 days of 
Notice of Change. If this form was provided by the contractor, it must be 
included. 

− Request for Proposal: (Form CP-0250) provided to contractor by CPD. If 
this form was issued to the contractor, it must be included. 

− CO Proposal: (Form CP-0270) including CO Pricing Sheet Summary: 
(Form CP-0280) 

− CO Estimate Summary Sheet: (Form CP-0290) including CO Estimating 
Pricing Sheet: (Form CP-0300) In the event that the work was completed 
on a Time and Materials basis. PI signed and CPD reviewed Contractor 
daily reports and material invoices will be substituted for a CPD or 
independent estimate. 

− Record of CO Proposal Negotiation: (Form CP-0320) is prepared by 
the CPD to document the negotiations with the Contractor for each COP; 
the form must list the negotiating parties and be signed by the CPD. The 
"Negotiation  Summary" section is to contain a narrative explaining the 
final negotiated cost and must be sufficient to explain the difference 
between the COP requested cost, the CPT estimate and the final, agreed-
upon costs. 

7.8.15 Program Management Signature Authority Levels (Design-Bid-Build and 
Design-Build) 

• Regional Program Liaison – Up to $50,000 and less than or equal to 5% gross 
aggregate of total contract value 

• Deputy Program Director – Over $100,000 
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• Director of Construction – $50,000 - $100,000 and/or any change order that 

exceeds 5% of total contract value 

• Chief Facilities Executive (DB, DBB, and LLB delivery methods) - Change orders 
that do not exceed 10% of the original contract value (to be ratified by the Board 
of Trustees within 60 days.  

7.8.16  Approval by Chancellor  

• Any single change order that exceeds $250,000 requires the approval of the 
District Chancellor. 

7.9 Retention Policy 

7.9.1 Design-Build  

Five percent for DSA stamp out for the Design Portion of the contract and 5% for 
Construction for general punch-list will be retained. 

7.9.2 Lease/Lease Back  

Ten percent retention will be set aside for all LLB projects. 

7.9.3 Design Bid Build   

Ten percent retention will be set aside for all DBB projects.   

7.10 Scheduling 

Schedule general requirements are to be reviewed in the full context of PMA SOP 6.0 
Revision 1, Schedule Management.   

8.0 Whole Building Commissioning  
(WBCx) 

8.1 Purpose  

This section covers the Whole Building Commissioning (WBCx) process and clarifies 
the CPT responsibilities and duties. Individual project requirements might vary 
depending on specification versions and other project-specific requirements. Please 
refer to the requirements of Specifications Divisions 15 and 16, and Sections 017500, 
017900, 017823, and 019113, Whole Building Commissioning Requirements. The CPT 
will be familiar with, and enforce all contractual requirements and California Public 
Contract Code in addition to this specific section. 
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All projects funded in whole or part with Measure J funds must comply with the District’s 
Whole Building Commissioning Standards.  Any project over $1 million requires WBCx.  
Some small, one-off projects such as a sidewalk improvement or a cabinets upgrade 
project may be ruled exempt by the PMO on a case-by-case basis.   

8.2  Scope 

WBCx is a quality control process that verifies the functionality of newly built facilities 
and compliance with all quality requirements of the contract documents. WBCx is 
initiated at the planning stage and continues until final completion.  

8.3 Responsibilities 

The Contractor is responsible for providing a QA/QC program that delivers a contract 
compliant end-product, and for conducting all required performance tests and 
adjustments. 
The LACCD CPT is responsible for planning, directing, overseeing and tracking the 
WBCx process. The CPT will meet and discuss open commissioning items and status of 
resolution with the Contractor.  
 
The WBCx Group within the PMO will assist and provide guidance to the CPD in 
regards to the commissioning process. WBCx will attend project kick-off meetings and 
other milestone design and construction meetings, will facilitate the issuance of District-
wide policies, will coordinate with the Commissioning Agent (CxA) and will track open 
issues for resolution. 
 
The AOR is responsible to see that completed construction conforms to plans and 
specifications approved by DSA, and for making observations of construction as 
required by Title 24, Part 1, Section 4-333(a).  

 
The CxA is contracted directly by the District to assist the CPT in verifying compliance 
with the commissioning requirements. The CxA actively supports the CPD in managing 
the commissioning process, from preparation of the commissioning plan to field 
observations, tracking of open deviations and closeout review.  
 
The PMO Contracts and Procurement Department is responsible for managing the 
overall WBCx procurement process, including approval of the CxA RFP participants 
from the approved vendors list. The WCBx group defines the scope of the project, 
selection and scoring criteria, and it participates in the selection process and final 
authorization of the recommended award.  
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8.4 Procedure 

8.4.1 Pre-design Phase 

• WBCx will assist the PMO Contracts and Procurement Department with 
preparing and managing the Task Order Request for Proposal (RFP) for a 
CxA. 

- The WBCx Coordinator will obtain, review and complete the draft Task 
Order RFP form.   

- WBCx Coordinator shall determine which systems are to be 
commissioned in compliance to the districts standards by using the 
WBCx scope matrix.  LEED Systems are required unless WBCx 
Manager approves a non-LEED project.  

‒ WBCx will include specifications in the exhibits, depending on the 
scope of the project. 

‒ WBCx will assist PMO Contracts and Procurement Department with 
finalizing  the CxA RFP, including  gathering supporting documents 
(drawings/specifications/owner program requirements/duration) for 
RFP release. The CPT will provide documents requested by WBCx. 

‒ The PMO WBCx Manager approves the RFP Task Order for the PMO 
Contracts and Procurement to issue the RFP and will participate in the 
selection process, including assistance with scoring criteria and 
negotiations. 

• The following selection criteria will be used: 

‒ Contracts will send the RFP Task Order Scope to a minimum of 3 
CxA vendors from the MATOC board-approved bench, via the 
electronic procurement system. Typically, all 9 MATOC vendors will 
be sent an invitation to provide a proposal, unless a valid reason to 
do otherwise is provided and approved by the Contracts and 
Procurement Department. 

‒ Typically, a scoring committee of 3 people, but no less than 2, will 
be selected with the WBCx Manager’s participation, and all 
involved stakeholders will sign a conflict of interest form provided 
by the Contracts and Procurement Department.  

‒ Applicable project experience is a key factor in determining the 
appropriate short list of proposed vendors, again, approved by the 
PMO Contracts and Procurement Department. 

‒ Vendor past performance and workload are factors in determining 
the final proposed vendors shortlist. 
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‒ Scoring uses the WBCx scoring form. Independent score totals are 

tallied by the Contracts and Procurement Department and provided 
to WBCx Manager for final review. 

‒ The PMO reserves the right to negotiate the final task order 
amount(s) with vendor(s). 

‒ WBCx coordinates the task order request form with CPT campus 
controls for accounting purposes. 

‒ The Contracts and Procurement Department finalizes and obtains 
PMO approvals. 

‒ Contracts and Procurement Department finalizes Task Order and 
issues to consultant. 

• The CxA, in conjunction with the CPT, Criteria/Program Architect, 
Facilities, WBCx Group and other stakeholders will develop the Owner’s 
Project Requirements (OPR) document.  

• The CxA WBCx group will prepare submittal, review and coordinate 
process and procedure requirements. 

• The CPT is responsible for inviting WBCx Group and CxA to kickoff 
meeting and other major coordination meetings.    

 

8.4.2 Design Phase 

• CPD will distribute milestone design submittal to the CxA and WBCx 
group for review and comment in compliance with OPR. 

• The CxA and WBCx group will verify AOR’s design is in compliance with 
OPA. 

• The CxA and WBCx group will prepare submittal, review and coordination, 
process and procedure during construction phase. 

• CxA and WBCx will work with CPD to develop a project-specific list of 
equipment, system and product to be commissioned. 

• CxA and WBCx will work with CPD to develop enhanced Cx requirements. 

• The CPD is responsible for inviting WBCx Group and CxA to kick off 
meeting and other major coordination meetings. 

• The WBCx group is primarily responsible for managing the CxA vendor 
and signing off on monthly invoices using schedule of values. 
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8.4.3 Construction Phase 

- The CPD will invite CxA and WBCx Group to the pre-construction meeting to 
briefly present the overall process and requirements of the commissioning 
program. 

- The CPD will review the builder’s schedule and verify that required 
commissioning activities are properly included.  

- The CPD will forward all applicable submittals to CxA and WBCx for review 
and comments.  All submittals will have EOR and Contractor approval prior to 
CxA review of the same. 

- The CPD  will issue CxA and WBCx review comments to the Contractors and 
EORs and facilitate the effort for reconciliation.   

- The CPD  will issue reconciled comments to the builder for resolution. 

- The CPD  will either discuss commissioning items at the weekly progress 
meetings, or set up separate periodic commissioning meetings. Attendees will 
include, at minimum: CPD , AOR, PI, CxA, WBCx, builder and all applicable 
subcontractors. 

- The CPD  will keep CxA and WBCx updated of project status by copying 
them on meeting minutes and providing copies of updated schedules 

- The CPD  will collect the final close-out package and review it for 
completeness and accuracy per contract documents  

- The CPD  will coordinate witnessing factory tests with the builder and Project 
Inspector (PI) and provide timely notice to all parties 

- The CPD  will coordinate and schedule required training sessions in 
conjunction with CxA and WBCx group at least 72 hours prior to the date of 
the training. 

- CxA and/or WBCx will develop all required forms and check-lists to assist the 
CPT in managing the commissioning process 

- CxA will issue observation lists and submittal review comments to CPT for 
proper distribution 

- CxA will observe the builder’s functional tests and startups and report findings 
as required by specifications 

- CxA will review and comment on the functional test reports. 

- CxA will perform additional functional tests or quality control review as 
necessary for confirming that all systems, hardware, products, and equipment 
are functioning properly and per contract documents.  

- CxA will review all applicable submittals and reports and note any 
discrepancies from contract documents  
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- CxA will track all open issues, inform the CPD when no outstanding issues 

remain, and issue the final commissioning report 

- The PMO’s WBCx group and the CxA will conduct a courtesy quality control 
review of the close-out package submitted by the CPD (refer to  CP 2.0, 
Project Closeout). 

- The PMO WBCx group is primarily responsible for managing the CxA vendor 
and signing off on monthly invoices using a schedule of values.   

8.4.4 Post-Construction Stage: 

During the post-construction phase: 

- CPD will distribute the enhanced Cx reports to CxA and WBCx for review and 
comment. 

- The CPD will invite the CxA and WBCx Group to the 10- or 11-month 
warranty walk and write up and provide copies of all open warranty issues 

- CxA and WBCx will assist the CPD in tracking open warranty issues 

- CxA and WBCx will assist the CPT in locating required documentation for 
LEED accreditation  

- The PMO WBCx group is responsible for oversight of the post-construction 
phase activities. 

9.0 Revision Process and History 

This section records revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the procedure 
is changed, the nature of the change is noted under the description and/or by revision 
lines in the procedure. 

Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are welcome.  E-mail 
comments to procedures-comments@build-laccd.org.  The SOP website has a link to 
the change request form. 

Procedure revision requests are reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis. 
 

Revision 
Effective 

Date 
Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of 
Revision 

(Minor/ 
Formatting 

and (or) 
Major/ 

Procedural 

Required 
Reading? 

0 10-15-2013 All Original Issue Initial Issue Yes 
1 11-11-2013 24 Gross Aggregate of 

Changes in Scope of Work Procedural Yes 
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Revision 
Effective 

Date 
Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of 
Revision 

(Minor/ 
Formatting 

and (or) 
Major/ 

Procedural 

Required 
Reading? 

2 01-28-2014 

10, 19, 27 

Added correct reference to 
section 4.11 of SOP and 
moved reference to an 
obsolete form (page 10); 
added correct reference to 
Quality SOP (page 19); 
added additional definition 
of ‘emergency situation’; 
minor grammatical 
corrections 

Minor and 
Major Yes 

 
3 

 
05-02-14 8-11 

Revised Safety/Incident 
Notification Tree, minor 
language revisions 

Minor and 
Major Yes 

4 8-8-2014 All 

Updated safety tree 
information; minor 
formatting revisions and 
changes to reflect 
organizational and 
template changes 
throughout the document; 
reflect updated signature 
authority for Chief 
Facilities Executive and 
June 13, 2014 policy for 
10%  change order; 
expand owner-initiated 
scope change section; 
deleted one sentence in 
6.8.6, page 29 of 63 that 
was incorrect regarding 
sequence of Field Orders 
and RFP issue; deleted 
attachments for forms 
available on website; 
added new workflow for 
Owner-Initiated Project 
Scope Change Request 
(New and Existing 
Projects); updated Whole 
Building Commissioning 
text. Deleted entire Issue 
Resolution section (to be 
completed revised and 
inserted into Rev 5).  
Updated ATT 6 and 
inserted new ATT 11 for 

Minor and 
Major Yes 
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Revision 
Effective 

Date 
Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of 
Revision 

(Minor/ 
Formatting 

and (or) 
Major/ 

Procedural 

Required 
Reading? 

Owner—initiated Project 
Scope Change Requests. 
In 7.8.8 stated that 
industry-standard forms 
may be used when 
equivalent to approved 
contract forms. 
 

5 May 1, 2015 

Various 
sections, see 
description 
comments 

Delete safety tree and 
insert reference to new 
location on www.build-
laccd.org; delete section 
7.10  and refer to updated 
PMA SOP 6.0 Schedule 
Management; minor edits 
to sections 7.1.4, 7.2.3, 
and 7.8.8  to conform with 
updated PMA SOP 6.0 
Rev.1; additional minor 
edits and formatting 
changes 

Minor and 
Major Yes 

10.0 Records 

• To be determined  

11.0 Attachments 

Forms referenced in this SOP are located on www.build-laccd.org (select Contract & 
Bidding Site/ Project Related Resources/Templates, Forms & Checklists). 
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Attachment 
Number 

Document Title 
Version / Revision 

Date 

1 BuildLACCD Process - Submittals—Design-Build V1 Insert Date 

2 BuildLACCD Process - Submittals—Lease/Lease Back 
& Design / Bid / Build 

V2 Insert Date 

3 BuildLACCD Process – Notice of Deviations/Resolution 
of Deviations (DSA-154) 

 

4 BuildLACCD Process – Utility Shutdown  

5 BuildLACCD Process – Change Orders  

6 BuildLACCD Process – Closeout Deliverables and 
Archiving 

 

7 BuildLACCD Process – Resolution Tracking Chart: 
Brief Description of Process 

 

8 BuildLACCD Process – Construction Schedule 
Management and Reporting Expectations 

 

9 BuildLACCD Process – Construction Schedule  

10 BuildLACCD Process – Building Commissioning  

11 BuildLACCD Process – Owner-Initiated Project Scope 
Change Request (New and Existing Projects) 
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BuildLACCD Process – Notice of Deviations/Resolution of Deviations (DSA-154)
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BuildLACCD Process:  Claims Resolution Tracking Chart: Brief Description of Process           
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claim remains in dispute, 

Binding Arbitration
 may be initiated

End of claim 
process
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Final Project Closeout and  Document Checklist 
 

 
 
 

Description 

 

 Electronic Hard Copy 

    
 
 
 
 
 

Notes 

         
A Project Financial Closeout 

 

 

1 
 

Final Payment, Routing Sheet and Checklist 
 

CPT       
 

2 
 

Financial Closeout Form 
 

CPT       

 

 
 

B Facilities  Start‐Up/Operational  Checklist 
 

 

3 
 

Contractors As‐Built Drawings (redlines/markups) 
 

CPT       
 

4 
 

Maintenance and Operations Manuals 
 

CPT       
 

5 
 

Warranty Manuals 
 

CPT       
 

6 
 

Training Videos and Materials 
 

WBCx       
 

7 
 

Substantial Completion WBCx Report 
 

WBCx       
 

8 
 

Fixed Asset SAP File Upload 
 

CPT      
 

PMO will be notified when files are available in Project Wise 

 

9 
 

Keys and Attic Stock 
 

CPT      
 

Copy of Submittal 

 

 

C DSA  Closeout/Certification 

Form 5 
 

 

10 Form 5 for the IOR filed and approved by DSA 
 

CPT      

               11         OPEN         

DSA 6 
 

 

12 
 

DSA 6 All Prime Contractors Submitted "Final Verified Reports" 
 

CPT      
 

13 
DSA  6 IOR Submitted "Final Verified Report"  

CPT      
 

14 
 

DSA 6 A/E: Architect Submitted "Final Verified Report" 
 

CPT      

 
 

15 
 

DSA Approved Agenda 
 

CPT      
 

16 
DSA 102 (IC)Filled by Architect for all Prime Contractors  

CPT      
 

17 
 

DSA 102(IC) Filled for VCM 
 

CPT      
 

18 
 

IOR filing of "Semi‐Monthly reports" 
 

CPT      
 

19 
 

"Field Trip Notes" by DSA; Resolution Matrix by A/E 
 

CPT      
 

20 
 

CO/CCDs approved by DSA 
 

CPT      
 

21 
 

DSA Form‐292: Special Inspections Finals (SIVRs) 
 

CPT      
 

22 
 

DSA Form‐293: Geotechnical Finals (GVRs) 
 

CPT      

 

23 
 

DSA Form‐291: Testing Lab submitted "Final Lab Affidavit" 
 

CPT      
 

24 
 

Weighmaster's Certification from Contractor 
 

CPT      
 

25 
 

Recorded Notice of Completion 
 

CPT      
 

26 
 

Final Certification Request by A/E 
 

CPT      
 

27 
 

Final Costs to District for Payment CPT      
 

28 
 

Receipt of "Final DSA Certification"  letter 
 

CPT      
 

29 
 

DSA Form‐168 "Statement of Final Actual Project Cost" 
 

CPT      
 

30 
 

Form CC‐0110 "Certificate of Substantial Completion" 
 

CPT      
 

31 
 

All Revisions 
 

CPT      
 

32 
 

All Deferred Approvals Approved 
 

CPT      
 

33 
 

All Deviation Notices Cleared 
 

CPT      

 

 

D Project Archive 
 

 

34 
 

Facilities Start‐up/Operational Checklist (Form CC‐0132) 
 

CPT      
 

35 
 

Project Closeout Checklist (Form CC‐0135) 
 

CPT      

 

36 
 

Closeout Doc Box Inventory List (Form CC‐0135A) 
 

CPT      
 

37 
All Documents indicated on Master File Index List (Form CC‐0135) ‐ Picked up by third 

party 

 

PMO      
 

38 
 

Record Documents (a) BIM Files (as applicable) 
 

CPT      
 

PMO will be notified when files are available in Project Wise 

 

39 
 

Record Documents (b) CAD Files 
 

CPT      
 

PMO will be notified when files are available in Project Wise 

 

40 
 

Record Documents (c) Hard Copy Dwgs and Specs 
 

CPT      
 

41 
 

Final Commissioning (Cx) Report 
 

WBCx      

 

42 
 

PLA & Labor Compliance Clearance Verification ( Form PLA&LCP‐001) LC/ 
PMO 
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BuildLACCD Workflow Process – Commissioning 
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BuildLACCD Process:  Owner-Initiated Project Scope Change Request (New and Existing Projects)
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1.0 Purpose 

The effective use of management resources and techniques, as reflected in the 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), requires that all Proposition A/AA and Measure 
J Bond Program team members work together in a coordinated and collaborative 
manner. Therefore, the need for clearly defined communication channels is paramount 
when considering the large number of individuals involved in Bond Program decision 

making.  The purpose of this section is to define the communications management 
processes on the Los Angeles Community College District (LACCD, or the District) 
Bond Program.  

2.0 Scope 

This Bond Program Communications Plan applies to the Program Management Office 
(PMO), College Project Teams (CPT), and subconsultants.  The Plan highlights and 
details the responsibilities of the PMO, describes the tools the PMO will use for external 
communications; and proposes a Program Partnering Plan and a Stakeholder 
Management Plan.  
 
Notwithstanding any other sections of this SOP, all PMO staff and firms and vendors 
under contract in the Bond Program and under the oversight of the PMO will use the 
appropriate communications protocols described in this Standard Operating Procedure 
on all Bond Program matters. This communications protocol includes directing all 
communications to the PMO.  Staff and the associated firms and vendors will not 
engage the District or Board of Trustee (BOT) members directly on bond related issues 
unless the staff, the associated firms or vendors believes the subject matter of such 
communication should be directed to the Whistleblower Hotline. 

3.0 Responsibilities 

3.1 Program Management Office (PMO) 

The PMO, under the direction of the Program Director, provides: 

 Varying types of traditional and electronic communication and information 
systems along with their policies and procedures to coordinate work and to share 
information among the Board of Trustees, District Administrators, Colleges and 

CPTs and community stakeholders.  
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 A Master File Index to assist in quickly finding Bond Program documents, 

references and information. 

 An external website for the use of internal and external Bond Program 
stakeholders.  

 Remote access to restricted intranet sites found at www.build-laccd.org and 
pmo.build-laccd.org that contain all Bond Program information, the SOPs, forms, 
flowcharts, bulletins, etc. The PMO will provide all necessary resources to 
support the Board of Trustees Policy and will provide all basic information 
regarding the Bond Program to interested parties through a public website and 

other methods as customarily used by the Board of Trustees.  

 Documented, demonstrated compliance with policies and procedures, including 
documentation of and background on decisions made during the life of the 
program, with clear communication to the designated stakeholders regarding all 

documentation and data. 

 Sufficient equipment and other resources to support and execute the 
Communications Plan. 

 Forwarding of the Plan to the Chief Facilities Executive. 

 Providing and maintaining a Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for 
communications that includes formatted and conformed forms, flowcharts, 
bulletins and reports for use by all Bond Program personnel for requests, 
approvals, notification, directives, etc. 

3.2 Communications Manager 

The Communications Manager, under the direction of the Program Director, is 
responsible for: 

 Annually developing an approved Communications Plan submitted for approval 
in July of each calendar year. 

 Supervising and executing the Communications Plan.  

 Developing and forwarding a monthly communications task and execution report. 

 Meeting with the designated CPT communications and college communications 
staff to obtain information regarding projects at each college and obtain 

information in order to answer requests for information.  

 Providing recommendations to the Program Director and the Chief Facilities 
Executive on improvement of communication procedures and policies that impact 
the performance of the Bond Program. 
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 Board of Trustee Communications 

‒ Oversee the submission and timeliness of requests for funding, contracts, 
agreements and other items related to the Bond Program from the CPT and 
others to the Board of Trustees for review and consideration. 

‒ Attend all Board of Trustee meetings in order to record and track Board 
requests for information (RFIs) and to memorialize comments that pertain to 
the execution of the program in order to communicate all of the requests 
accurately and appropriately. 

‒ Oversee and implement the Proposed Board Action (PBA) process. 

3.3 College Project Team Communications Liaison 

Each College Project Director (CPD) will designate a Communications Liaison to work 
with the Communications Manager.  This Communications Liaison will: 

 Serve as the point of contact for information gathering and reporting as 
requested by the PMO.   

 Be responsible for putting together a progress report of all current and 
programmed Bond-funded projects at his or her college.  

3.4 Regional Program Liaison 

 Reports issues and status of projects at college level. 

 Collects data at the college level. 

 Communicates emergency situations with PMO Safety Manager and Program 
Director. 

3.5 Management of External Communications Contractors 

In order to provide a uniform messaging protocol, the PMO will oversee the contracts for 
all consultants that provide external communications on behalf of the Bond Program.  
External communications include but are not limited to: website and social media 
communications and updates, press releases, media inquiries and requests for 
information.  In response to general requests for information from the media or in 
preparation for press related events, the PMO will also direct external communications 

contractors to research and compile briefing documents and background materials for 
BOT members, the Chancellor, the Chief Facilities Executive and Senior District staff.   

3.6 Communication with Outside Agencies 

The District, PMO, and CPTs share responsibility for all matters that come before these 
agencies listed here. 
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 Division of State Architect (DSA) is the plan check review agency for Community 
College projects and approves all designs within its jurisdiction for approval prior 
to the start of Design-Bid-Build, Lease-Lease Back, and Design-Build 
construction procedures. 

 Various city and county building and safety offices review non-DSA issues 
relative to construction within and alongside public streets and college demolition 
sites. 

‒ County Fire Marshall 

‒ County Health Department 

‒ City Fire Marshall 

‒ City Grading Department 

‒ City Engineering Department (B-Permit) 

‒ Department of Water and Power (DWP) / Southern California Edison (SCE) 

‒ Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) / Division of Oil, Gas 
Geothermal Resources (DOGGR) 

4.0 Procedure 

District Policy applicable to the PMO establishes the Bond Program Communications 
goals as: 

 Dissemination and collection of Bond Program information as it relates to 
management, policies and procedures for all Bond Program team members, as 

appropriate. 

 Facilitating communication with stakeholders in a manner that is intuitive and 

simple to use. 

 Encouraging information to be shared between team members in a focused and 
comprehensive manner. 

4.1 External Communications (Public/Non-Bond Participants)  

4.1.1 External Bond Program Website  

The PMO oversees the maintenance of two external websites 
(www.laccdbuildsgreen.org and www.build-laccd.org) dedicated to the Los Angeles 
Community College District’s Bond Program. The PMO is responsible for the 
management of website content and for monitoring the performance of the websites.   

http://www.laccdbuildsgreen.org/
http://www.build-laccd.org/
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 The www.laccdbuildsgreen.org site maintains general reference materials related 
to the Bond Program.  It also contains a listing of all projects by college and an 
archive of construction-related photos organized by college. 

 The www.build-laccd.org site serves as a direct conduit to contractor-related 
information regarding Request for Proposals, Doing Business with the District 
and Current Opportunities available under the Bond Program. 

 Each site has a hyperlink to the others. 

These sites are available to the public and all information provided will pertain only to 
the District Bond Program.  General Bond Program information provided includes: 

 Proposition A/AA and Measure J general information 

 Project Labor Agreement (PLA) 

 Community Economic Development forms 

 Sustainable Building Principles 

 District Citizens’ Oversight Committee minutes, reports and audits 

 Bond Program business opportunities/public notices 

 Bond Program business contact list 

 Key Performance Indicators 

 Special audits and reports 

 Links to each of the nine colleges with the following Bond Program information: 

‒ Master plans, budgets, schedules 

‒ New developments, budgets, schedules 

‒ Construction/bidding 

‒ Construction/pre-bid meeting attendee lists 

‒ Construction/bid results 

‒ Construction/Notices to Proceed 

‒ Construction alerts 

‒ Construction progress photos 

4.1.2 External District Website 

The Los Angeles Community College District has its own external website, located at 
www.laccd.edu. This site is available to the public at large and contains information 
relative to the District as a whole.  
 

http://www.laccd.edu/
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The PMO will maintain a hyperlink operational from the District website to the Bond 
Program website (www.laccdbuildsgreen.org) through a “button” entitled LACCD Builds 
Green. 

4.1.3 Communications with the Media 

There will be no direct communication of information, of any kind, regarding the Bond 
Program with any member of the media, including college student media, by the PMO 
or CPT staff.  All media requests will be referred to Mercury Communications to 
coordinate responses with the District and their communications consultant.  

After receiving the inquiry and information on who is requesting information on the bond 
program, Mercury Communications will: 

1. Confirm with CPD that information regarding the inquiry and point of contact for 

the press person is correct; 

2. Contact the College’s Public Information Officer or press point of contact if they 

don’t have all the information; 

3. Notify PMO Program Director or Communications Manager regarding the press 

inquiry and deadline; 

4. Obtain requested information from PMO.  The PMO reaches out to the Regional 

Program Liaison (RPL) and (or) Construction Manager to gather requested 

information.  

5. Put together a formal response and send to appropriate PMO staff to confirm 

information being provided is the most up-to- date. 

6. Present proposed response to PMO’s Program Director and confirm whether 

response should come from District’s Chief Facilities Executive, Mercury 

Communications or other District staff member. 

4.1.4 Communications from the Board of Trustees 

In order to facilitate the tracking of communications, any inquiries or requests made by a 
Board of Trustees member(s) to CPT or PMO staff, any such communications will be 
documented by the PMO or CPT and referred to the PMO’s Program Director.  The 
Program Director will coordinate a response with the Chief Facilities Executive.  The 
Chief Facilities Executive is the only agent authorized to provide a response to the 
Trustee(s). 

4.1.5 Emergency Communications 

PMO policy is to report immediately all accidents or incidents that result in either 
personal injury or death.  In all cases it is the responsibility of individuals who witness or 
are present at the scene of an incident to immediately render assistance and notify first 

file:///C:/Users/enrique.gasca/Downloads/www.laccdbuildsgreen.org
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responders: the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department offices located at each respective 
college, which are staffed 24 hours a day and seven days per week. 

 

The College Project Director will be the ranking representative physically on-site during 
a Bond Program-related crisis at an LACCD campus.  The CPD is also be in charge of 
making all immediate crisis-related decisions until an LACCD official arrives on campus, 
i.e., College President, Chancellor and (or) Chief Facilities Executive.  The CPD will 
work closely with the District, PMO and local authorities to address the crisis.   

Media relations will be coordinated between the PMO and the Bond Program’s public 
relations consultant, Mercury Communications.  The PMO, after relaying the emergency 
information to the Chief Facilities Executive, will contact the public relations consultant.  
The public relations consultant will be responsible for heading up the Crisis Response 
Team, which will handle media relations related to the crisis situation.  This team will 
include LACCD officials, the college president, PMO’s Program Director and (or) 
Communications Manager, the CPD, as well as support staff from Mercury and public 
safety personnel, such as the Sheriff’s Department, the appropriate fire and (or) police 
departments, and other law enforcement personnel involved. 

The Crisis Response Team will be composed of essential personnel only, to minimize 
confusion regarding chain of command, provide clear-cut communications to all team 
members, and ensure information is communicated in a timely fashion.  The Crisis 
Response Team may call upon outside resources for information (e.g., the contractor 
involved in an incident, the college administrator responsible for campus security, etc.), 
but those individuals ARE NOT authorized to speak to the media, interact with law 
enforcement, or make decisions during a crisis.  

A representative from the District and/or the college should serve as spokesperson for 
the media.  This spokesperson(s) will be established by the Crisis Response Team and 
the Team will guide the development of all appropriate messages and media 
statements.  District spokespersons will be provided with the most up to date 
information by the Crisis response Team prior to releasing that information to the media.  
If a District or college spokesperson is not available, a Crisis Response Team member 
will serve as spokespersons and deal directly with the media.   

Under no circumstances should anyone speak with the media without having 
prior approval from the District. 

For a detailed description and forms required for reporting emergency situations, refer 
to the Accident Reporting Standard Operating Procedure, located in the CM SOP 1.0, 
Construction Management and posted on pmo.build-laccd.org. 

4.1.6 Formal Public Records Act Requests 

All requests for information relative to the California Public Records Act are to be made 
in writing to the District’s Lead Construction Counsel, ATTN: LACCD Lead Construction 
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Counsel, Los Angeles Community College District, 770 Wilshire Boulevard, Los 
Angeles, California 90017. The PMO’s Dispute and Risk Manager will coordinate 
research and responses with the District’s Lead Construction Counsel.  

4.2 Internal Communications (Bond Program Participants) 

4.2.1 Bond Management and Coordination Meetings 

4.2.1.1 The PMO will initiate and lead numerous informational meetings and forums in 
support of the program. Documentation of these meetings will include meeting agendas, 
minutes and other supporting documents.  Documents will be distributed to 
stakeholders as appropriate.   

4.2.1.2 CPD Roundtable Meeting  

The CPD Roundtable meeting is held once a month, beginning three weeks in advance 
of the Board of Trustees meeting, to review the second draft of the BOT reports from 
Facilities Planning and Development (FPD).  Attendance at this meeting is required by 
all College Project Directors.  Attendance is also required for the PMO staff submitting 
Proposed Board Actions (“PBAs”) for inclusion onto the draft Board report.  The meeting 
is chaired by the Communications Director and is customarily attended by both the 
Chief Facilities Executive and the Director of Facilities, Facilities Planning & 
Development Department (FPD). 

4.2.1.3 PMO’s Quality Council 

The PMO hosts and conducts roundtable meetings with the CPDs after each CPD 
Roundtable Meeting, time allowing.  These meetings provide information and discussion 
concerning events within the Bond Program. The CPDs provide questions and topics 
they would like discussed and (or) clarified. The PMO uses this meeting to discuss 
basic policies and procedures, upcoming events, and changes, and enlist the CPDs’ 
involvement in ideas, concepts and CPD review.  Topics may include bidding, 
contracting, construction management and the SOPs. 

4.2.1.4 PMO Training Sessions 

On an as-needed basis, the PMO arranges and conducts training sessions for all Bond 
Program members on such subjects as Proliance, the SOPs, Costpoint, etc. 

4.2.1.5  CPT Meetings 

Individual College Project Teams will meet on a regular basis to conduct reviews of 
project budgets, project schedules, project scopes, overall construction planning and 
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phasing and to keep all College Project Team personnel informed and up to date on the 
College Master Baseline Plan. 

The College Project Director will: 

 Establish and implement procedures for communicating with design and 
construction teams. 

 Monitor design compliance to ensure adherence to established Bond Program 
guidelines. 

 Coordinate attendance of PMO, RPL, design, construction, college president 
and/or appropriate college staff. 

 Coordinate college meetings and agendas. 

 Prepare and distribute minutes of meetings under the jurisdiction of the CPT. 

 Track reported issues and be responsible for resolution in a timely manner. 

 Arrange for and conduct all meetings under the CPTs’ jurisdiction as noted 
above. 

 Communicate with the designer on addenda matters and direct addenda 
issuance to the PMO. 

 Provide daily construction reports and other necessary specialty reports in 
conjunction with the contractor and Inspector of Record (IOR). 

 Prepare and provide Monthly Progress Reports identifying an executive summary 
of college project progress, financial information, cash flow projections and 
project change order (CO) summaries, submittals status, RFIs status, narratives 
of work progress, progress photos, claims actions and identification of any and all 
major problems encountered and corrective actions taken. 

 Provide high-resolution project progress photos monthly. 

 Provide notification to the college, RPL and PMO of construction issues that may 
impact students, faculty, staff, visitors, traffic, access and safety. 

 Review, log and process all submittals, RFIs, CO Requests, CO Proposals, COs 
and claims. 

 Provide daily project oversight with the Project Inspector (PI) and contractor. 

 Provide all contract-required notices and completions. 

 Maintain punch lists and punch list tracking for all project completions. 

4.2.1.6  Design Review Meetings 

The CPD arranges and conducts design review meetings with each Design Consultant 
during all phases of a project’s design process. College staff attends these meetings as 
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determined by the design completion level. The PMO participates in meetings relative to 
Sustainable LEED™ projects to provide additional information and support to the 
design. PMO Design and Construction staff will be invited to attend these meetings. 

4.2.1.7  Pre-Bid Conference and Site Tour 

The PMO, with the CPD, arranges and conducts Pre-Bid Conferences for all projects to 
disseminate information necessary for bidders to determine the lowest fair and accurate 
Bid price. 

4.2.1.8  Pre-Job Conference 

The CPD arranges and conducts a Pre-Job Conference with union officials as required 

by the Project Labor Agreement (PLA) for all awarded contracts over $225,000 that are 
funded 50% or more with Bond proceeds. The RPL and other PMO staff will attend and 
assist in these meetings as required. 

4.2.1.9  Pre-Construction Conference 

The CPD arranges and conducts a Pre-Construction Conference when directed by the 
PMO that all pre-award submittals have been received and approved and prior to the 
start to any construction. This meeting fully informs the Contractor of all obligations 
relative to the contract and the project and determines a construction start date for 
issuance of the Notice to Proceed (NTP) by the PMO. 

4.2.1.10  Weekly Construction Project Meetings 

The CPD arranges and conducts weekly construction meetings with the Contractor and 
Design Consultant on each project under construction. The CPD determines, in 
coordination with the RPL, when and if these meetings are changed from weekly to 
another periodic schedule based upon the needs of the project and coordinates 
frequency and other meeting details with the RPL. 

4.2.1.11  District and College Meetings 

The PMO and CPDs attend such meetings of the District and colleges as necessary to 
inform, resolve issues, address current or potential conflicts and communicate the 
overall progress of the Bond Program. 

4.2.2 Electronic and Written, Hard-copy 
Communications 

With the total acceptance of e-mail as a means of communication, it is tempting to 
consider paper correspondence as an outdated method of communication. However, all 
Bond Program participants are cautioned that the contracts entered into with the District 
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by the PMO, the CPTs, and the professional consultants, including design consultants 
and construction contractors, require that formal notices are delivered by hardcopy 
correspondence, with proof of mailing in certain cases.  

 

For purposes of electronic communication, the PMO provides and implements a 
hardware system that uses personal computers (PCs) based on the Microsoft Windows 
operating system.  See PMA SOP 3.0 for the Information Technology hardware policy 
and a list of approved software applications. 

User IDs and passwords are provided on a need-to-know basis for access to necessary 
information for each entity. 

The PMO provides an Intranet website which provides District, PMO and CPT access to 
Bond Program information such as contact lists, forms, SOPs, and reports.  The PMO 
implements and maintains this system for all those connected, as previously described.  

The PMO also establishes within the Proliance system other separate accessible sites 
to those connected to Proliance. Access to these sites is granted by the PMO, as 
determined by the District. Those granted access are assigned user names and 
passwords with access available from any remote location.  Proliance further 
disseminates information via workflows.  

Standard Operating Procedures 

The PMO provides Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) to provide, explain and direct 
the procedures of the Bond Program as determined by the District.  

Altogether the SOP is the determining explanatory manual of how the goals of the Bond 
Program are to be executed on a day-to-day basis.  Refer to pmo.build-laccd.org  for 
details. 

4.3 Operational Excellence Program (Partnering Program) 

The Bond Program Partnering Plan process will help to ensure alignment, shared 
vision, a common path forward, and accountability that constitute an extraordinary 
success for all the stakeholders.  The goal is to take the various teams involved with the 
Bond Program, and through world-class teamwork, produce a measurable future that is 
successful for all involved. 

This success will be defined by the participants of the various workshops and will 
ensure: 

 Definition and measures of Program and project success, with forward momentum 
as a united Program team or project teams, through the creation of common goals 
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 Roles and responsibilities designated through development of specific action plans 
and backed up with personal commitment and accountability for accomplishing the 
common goals 

 Enrollment, engagement and commitment at all levels of leadership of the major 
stakeholder groups impacting the success of the Bond Program 

 Honest, open and direct communication  

 Enhanced long-term, lasting relationships based on high levels of trust with all 
stakeholders 

 Design and development of performance measures that acknowledge current 
restraints but move all towards clear breakthroughs, utilizing existing resources 

 Coordination of decision-making that supports increased efficiencies and expedites 
team goals 

 Identification, prevention and mitigation plans for potential issues, risks and 
challenges 

 Effective processes to manage ongoing improvements and implement lessons 
learned 

 A culture of world-class teamwork created by understanding and working with the 
key characteristics of successful teams and identifying what limits teams from 
consistently performing as a world-class team 

 

For full details, please refer to the Partnering Plan. 

 

5.0 Terms and Definitions 

World Class Team Tangible qualities:  clear vision, mission, strategy, roles, 
responsibilities, accountability and rewards, open lines of 
communication, handling conflict constructively, coordinating 
functions and aligning with goals   Intangible qualities:  eliminates 
the unwritten rules of conformity, and unspoken fears that inhibit 
direct communication, creativity, innovation and forward movement.  
Forthright communications.  Connectedness. Acknowledgment and 
appreciation for a job well done. Collective confidence and winning 
attitudes. 
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6. Revision Process 

This section records revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the procedure 
is changed, the nature of the change is noted under the description and/or by revision 
lines in the procedure. 

Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are welcome and may be 
e-mailed to procedures-comments@build-laccd.org.  The SOP website has a link to the 
change request form. 

Procedure revision requests are reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis. 

 

Revision 
Effective 

Date 

Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of 

Revision 

(Editorial/ 

Technical or 

Procedural) 

Required 

Reading? 

0 10-15-2013 All Original Issue Initial Issue Yes 

1 11-11-2013 7 Formal Public Records Act Processes Yes 

2 10-18-2014 All Minor edits to update 
terminology; clarification of 
processes for BOT contact 

Editorial and 
Procedural 

Yes 

 

6.0 Records 

(This section is undergoing review to determine what, if any, records need to be listed 
as final, approved DocView-required documents.) 

 

7.0 Attachments 

Attachment 

Number 
Title 

Attachment 

Identifier 

1 Stakeholder Management Plan (SMP)  

   

   

Attachment 1:  Stakeholder Management Plan  

The Stakeholder Management Plan (SMP) is integral to the PMO’s Communications 
Plan. An annual Stakeholders Management Plan will be drafted by the Communications 

mailto:procedures-comments@build-laccd.org
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Manager.  This plan will be forwarded for approval to the Chief Facilities Executive, 
Annually (July annually) for comment and approval.  The SMP is included in the SOP as 
an attachment to the Communications Plan.  

District Policy applicable to Bond Program Stakeholder communications directs that 
collection and dissemination of Bond Program information, as it relates to policies and 
procedures and execution of the Bond Program, be completed in a manner that: 

 Establishes communications paths and protocols that “push” information to 
stakeholders. 

 Facilitates communication in a manner that is natural, intuitive and simple to 
understand. 

 Establishes a forum in which information is available in a timely manner to 
facilitate decision making. 

 Integrates communications so that information from one source can be evaluated 
in conjunction with complementary information from all other Bond Program 
components. 

 Provides a traceable history of issues with decisions and processes throughout 
the planning, design and construction phases. 

 Provides a means to log, track and reproduce information. 

 Provides communications feedback mechanisms to capture, record and respond 
to stakeholder concerns. 

 Establishes a Partnering Program that is further detailed in the Bond in the Bond 
Program Partnering Plan. 

Community outreach and communications are particularly important to protect the 
safety of the public during active construction periods.  This plan provides a description 
of the planned construction process and measures to provide advance notification to 
students, faculty, property owners, and businesses of the extent and duration of major 
construction activities associated with construction. This plan will ensure the 
establishment of communications channels between the Los Angeles Community 
College District (District) and all parties that may be impacted during construction.  A 
well-executed communication and outreach plan will allow for quick response to issues 
and resolution of any impacts to businesses or residents.  

Implementing this plan will require a coordinated effort between the District and PMO.  
This plan is designed to integrate the Stakeholder Management plan and protocols 
developed between the District and the PMO as well as outline roles and responsibilities 
for each party.  

The purpose of this plan is to assist in managing and implementing the outreach efforts 
and budgeted resources for the Bond Program. The Plan is structured to meet the 
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Districts expectations, support program milestones and ensure timely completion of 
outreach tasks and deliverables (as described below under Task Descriptions). 

 
Outreach Coordination Milestones and Issues 
 
The major public outreach milestones in this plan include: 
 

1. Introductory meeting with the District Citizens’ Oversight Committee, Bond Steering 
Committee, Individual College Oversight Committees and the Board of Trustees 

2. Coordination of joint meetings between District, College Project Teams and  
government officials as required 

3. Coordination of one Community information meeting (Meet and Greets, Open 
Houses) per college per year 
 

Issues that will likely be of key interest to stakeholders include but are not limited to: 

 
1. Construction related impacts  
2. Impacts related to roadways and the impact the Project may have on existing 

traffic flows 
3. Impact on access/connectivity to patrons, businesses, and existing and future 

transit services in the project area 
4. Construction timeline and completion dates, Bond Program expenses and 

resource allocation 

 
Stakeholder Management Plan Goals and Objectives 
 
This plan addresses community relations objectives:  

 
1. Develop proactive outreach strategies to create and maintain a favorable 

public image of the Program  
2. Minimize and mitigate construction impacts by communicating construction 

timeline with stakeholders  
3. Improve Program transparency  
4. Maintain public trust in the execution of the program  
5. Create strong District positioning for future Bond programs  
6. Accurately represent the performance of the program to stakeholders  
7. Create an environment of collaboration with stakeholders by responding to 

complaints, conflicts, and suggestions in a timely manner   
 
Procedures and Responsibilities 
 
The Program Director provides:  
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1. All personnel, equipment and other resources necessary to support the 
annual SMP 

2. An annual SMP concurrent with the annual communications plan (July 
annually)  

3. Varying types of traditional and electronic communications and information 
systems along with their policies and procedures to share and manage 
information among the Board of Trustees, District Administrators, Colleges 
and College Project Teams (CPTs) and community stakeholders.  

4. Management of  the Bond Program internal and external web sites as 
identified in the Communications Plan 

5. A comprehensive list of key influencers to include a Stakeholder Engagement 
Plan for: 

a. Governing Bodies (Board of Trustees, college leadership, District   
committees) 

b. College Site Leaders (Presidents, Facilities Directors, Faculty Senate) 
c. Students Representatives 
d. Community Groups 
e. District Staff 
f. Construction Project Management 
g. Statutory Authorities 
h. General public 
i. Media 

6. Plan, manage and execute the annual SMP 
7. Draft and present for approval Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that 

measure the performance of the SMP 
8. An annual Bond Program Partnering Plan 
9. Schedule, organize, and host routine Bond Program informational meetings 
10. Coordinate responses for media inquiries with the District public information 

director. 
 
The Communications Manager, in coordination with the District, will research and 
provide information to respond to constituent concerns, questions and complaints, and 
to advise on the development of a mitigation program.  The PMO will have a full-time 
staff person devoted to community relations for the Project and responsible for 
communications with the public regarding construction activities.  The PMO staff will, in 
conjunction with the District, keep the community, agencies and elected officials 
informed and will work to accommodate their input, including:  

 
1. Development and electronic posting of construction notices   
2. Working with the community and CPTs to address or mitigate any traffic 

management or road closure issues   
3. Coordinating with utility owners to notify the public of temporary utility 

shutdowns   
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4. Working with CPTs to address or mitigate any community concerns regarding 
noise, air quality, dust control, traffic concerns, etc.   

5. Making recommendations to CPTs on adjustments to its construction 
operations necessary to alleviate these concerns. The PMO will support the 
District’s overall community relations program for the entire District’s program, 
providing reasonable levels of staff assistance, participation in events and 
public meetings if necessary, and providing limited cost items such as 
drawings, renderings, schematics etc. for the District’s use.  

 
The Communications Manager is responsible to the Program Director for: 
 

1. Managing all aspects of the SMP 
2. Drafting for approval the annual stakeholder management plan (annually in 

July)  
3. Submitting an annual SMP budget to the PMO for approval (July, annually) 
4. Coordinating the PMO’s Partnering Plan 
5. Drafting for approval SMP Key Performance Indicators and then tracking 

SMP performance 
6. Providing all SMP content to the website administrator 
7. Supporting the production of the PMO’s Annual Bond Program report 

 
Outreach Implementation Plan Elements 
 

1. Coordinate community meetings 
2. Project team and interagency  coordination meetings 
3. Materials development and information distribution 
4. Documentation 
5. Database development and maintenance 

 
Task Descriptions 
 
A. Coordinate Community Meetings  
 
Coordinate one community information meeting per college per year. Conduct all basic 
logistics necessary for meeting facilitation (venue selection, notifications, translation 
services as may be appropriate, etc.)  Identify stakeholders in and around each college.  
Use database to disseminate information about Community Meetings and provide 
coordination. Use meetings with District Citizens’ Oversight Committee, Bond Steering 
Committee, Individual College Oversight Committees and the Board of Trustees to 
identify stakeholders and concerns that are important to each committee and address 
those issues during Community Meetings. 
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Overall Expectations: Outreach Team is to advise District on meeting strategy, support 
project milestones and coordinate with the CPT; complete all meeting logistics and 
notify stakeholders and surrounding businesses of community meetings.   

 

Roles: 

District Approves meeting strategy, meeting logistics, drafts and finals of 
materials.  

PMO Develops meeting strategy and coordination of collateral materials, obtains 

approvals, and coordinates production and distribution of meeting notices.    

Conducts meeting coordination, logistics; electronic notice distribution; 

community meeting documentation. 

CPT Conducts technical analyses, studies and impacts of improvements; sets 

milestone schedule; designs and produces display boards. 

 
Implementation Strategy and Approach: 
 

1. Documentation: Written meeting summary which includes general 

themes or points of discussion and responses. 

2. Web text and postings: Information will be posted relating to upcoming 

meetings such as meeting notices, agenda and presentations. Web page text, 

Fact Sheets and other graphics (maps) are also prepared/posted. 

3. Community meeting dates and locations: To be coordinated with individual 

college presidents. 
4. Outreach team support at community meetings: Complete all 

meeting logistical set-up including sign-in table, signage, audio-

visual, information and displays. 

5. Simultaneous translation services: Translator and headset 

equipment will be procured and scheduled for each of the community 

meetings. 

 
B.  PMO and Interagency Coordination Meetings 
 
Participation in joint meetings between District, CPT and government 
agencies or elected officials, as required. 

 
Overall expectations: Meetings will be used to manage tasks, deliverables 
and discuss progress and issues among team and with project partners. 

 

Roles: 

District Sets agendas for both PMO and interagency coordination meetings. 
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PMO Participates in both meetings and updates team on current outreach 
efforts/issues and gathers input. 

 
 

C. Materials Development and Information Distribution 

 
Recommendations and development of content and scope for collateral 
materials for distribution to the public. Materials will be distributed by mail 
and electronically by PMO. 

. 
Overall Expectations: Use design templates for the Bond Program; writing 
style and content will be characteristic of other Bond Program literature.  

 
Roles: 

District District will approve all edited versions of informational materials 
before they go to production and distribution. Coordinate website 
postings. 

PMO Drafts informational materials, edits, distributes for comments, proofs and 
finalizes for District approval. Distributes information to stakeholders. 

 

Implementation Strategy and Approach: 

 

1.   Materials Needed for Outreach and Website: 

a. Community Meeting Invitations 

b. Updated Fact Sheet/Frequently Asked Questions 

c. Website: 

i. Project overview – introductory webpage 

ii. Upcoming and past meeting Information: meeting notices, 

presentations, agendas 

iii. Project descriptions and photographs 

2.   Distribution: 

a.   E-blast program updates to database and partner for distribution 
through their networks; mail to contacts for which PMO does not 
have email addresses 

b.   College information kiosks 

c.   Meeting invitation drop points: businesses/colleges 
 
D. Documentation 
 
Documentation of all community meetings including meeting content 
description and issue summaries. 
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Overall Expectations: Accurate and concise documentation of general 
discussion themes and responses.  
 

Roles: 

District Reviews all meeting summaries and approves for distribution/posting to website 

PMO Prepares Draft and Final Community Meeting Summaries for District approval. 
 
 
Implementation Strategy and Approach 
 
 
1.   Documentation: Written meeting summary which includes general 

themes or points of discussion and responses. Format to be approved by 
District. 

 
2.   Draft/final meeting Summaries due: Drafts within three days after 

meeting; finals within five days after comments 
 
E. Database Development and Maintenance 

 
Overall Expectations: Database should be standalone, project specific, 
comprehensive and categorized by stakeholder type. Database platform 
should be compatible with District software or easily convertible for District 
use. It will be important to include email addresses wherever possible to 
accommodate email blasts. 
 

Roles: 

District Supply database information; review and approve database deliverable. 

PMO Review/configure database information; research additional contacts; 

determine database platform and distribution application for e-blasts. 

 

Implementation Strategy and Approach 

 

1.   Database Content and Organization: 

a.   Contacts organized by category: 

 Business 

 Cultural Institutions 

 Educational Institutions 

 Entertainment/tourism 

 Government/elected officials 

 Healthcare 

 Homeowners’ Associations/Neighborhood Committees 

 Labor 
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 Nonprofit/community-based organizations 

 Recreations 

 Religious institutions 

 Senior centers 

 Transportation 

 Agencies/partners 
 

b.   Contacts Organized by College 

 
2.   Platform: Will be compatible with Microsoft database formats. 
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1.0 Purpose 

This section of the LACCD Standard Operating Procedures will define the design 
standards for the LACCD Bond Program (hereafter referred to as Bond Program). 

2.0 Scope 

This LACCD Design Standards apply to the nine LACCD colleges and the satellite 
campuses and any design documents prepared or revised in relation to them. 

3.0 Responsibilities 

3.1 College Project Managers (CPMs) 

The LACCD College Project Managers (CPMs) are responsible for: 

• Providing, in a timely manner, all design standards and documents to design 
teams in relation to upcoming projects.  

• Conducting reviews and proving review comments in relation to design standards 
compliance at each stage of project delivery.  

• Providing oversight and assistance in interpreting LACCD and campus design 
standards and confirm these are  are complied with for all projects. 

• Provide oversight and assistance in preparing campus standards, hiring the 
consultants to develop the standards. 

• Inform PMO RDL of any conflicts in District and Campus policy as applicable. 

3.2 Program Manager  

• Oversee compliance with design standards and procedures 

• Update standards and requirements as applicable 

3.3 Regional Design Liaisons (RDLs) 

• Oversee compliance with design standards and procedures.  
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• Participate in design management process to ensure incorporation of 
District,Campus standards and policies into the drawings. 

3.4 Regional Program Liaisons (RPLs) 

The LACCD Regional Program Liaisons (RPL) are responsible to provide oversite 
during construction to confirm that design intent, standards and policies are not 
invalidated by changes during construction. 

3.5 Design Teams 

Obtain all necessary standards and documentation related to a project from the 
Campus Project Manager. 

Prepare all design documents in compliance with LACCD and Campus design 
standards and policies from Complete design drawings. Bring up any conflicts between 
the two standards for review and resolution by CPM. 

4.0 Procedure 

4.1 Lease- Lease Back Design standards process 

4.1.1 Obtaining the standards 

 Standards shall be obtained from CPM 

 

4.1.2 Applicability and reviews 

Refer to the design management sub-process to determine the milestone for design 
review. The CPM is responsible to ensure that all LACCD district standards and 
procedures are incorporated into the design documents. The Review Checklist attached 
to this section should be used to document all review comments and track for 
compliance.   

4.2 Design Management Sub-Process 

Construction Documents shall be reviewed for compliance with the LACCD design 
standards.   

• The CPM and RDL are responsible for confirming the compliance.   

• CPM is responsible for 3rd party reviews. 

• The RDL is responsible to confirm that a proper discipline, inter-discipline 
(coordination) and constructability review have been performed and documented 
on the Design Coordination Checklist (DES003).   
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• Any comments by the CPM or RDL are to be documented on review comment 
record.   

 

Review the Design Flowchart ‘Design Management Sub-Process’ for more information 

 

• The review by the CPM and oversight by the RDL, or delegates, shall include: 

o Compliance with LACCD standards 

o Compliance with Sustainability standards 

o Compliance with Campus Facilities Master Plan 

o Campus Standards 

o Designing for Accessibility at LACCD standards 

o CAD/BIM Standard Compliance 

o Constructability  

4.3 Design Manuals and Standards  

The design policies, standards, procedures, and guidelines are are available online via 
the BuildLACCD website. Obtain all standards related to projects from the Campus 
Project Manager.  

4.3.1 District Standards 

These standards apply to the entire LACCD disctrict and projects within all campuses 
and satellites. District standards are updated by PMO. 

4.3.2 Campus Standards 

These standards are specific to the campus. Examples of campus standards are: 

A, B, C. Campus standards should be obtained from the CPM. Campus standards are 
updated by CPM.   

4.3.3  Baseline Design Guidelines and Standards 

Design Criteria and Standards Manual provides a framework that establishes a level of 
consistency and quality for the design of all Bond Program projects.  The manual will be 
reviewed and updated on a regular basis to confirm compliance with current regulations 
and to continuously improve the design process.  The reviews will be performed during 
the Quality Council process to reach a consistency across the District based on best 
practices.  
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4.3.4 Sustainable Design Standards 

Sustainable Design standards defines District’s commitment and requirements for 
sustainable development, green buildings, and energy efficiency.  Refer to DP 3.0 for 
sustainability design standard. 

4.3.5 Energy Optimization Program (EOP) 

The EOP delineates various energy related program requirements and procedures. 
(Refer to SOP- Vol 2, DP 4.0) 

 

4.3.6 BIM/CAD Standards 

BIM and CAD Standards provide a District-wide uniform and standardized construction 
document package in both hardcopy and electronic format. In addition the CADD 
Standards facilitate the electronic format of the construction documents being 
incorporated into the District’s Geographic Information System (GIS).  

The standards are located on the BuildLACCD internet site and shall be complied with 
be all design consultants. 

4.3.7 Designing for Accessibility at LACCD 

The Designing for Accessibility at LACCD standards can be found on the BuildLACCD 
program website and provide LACCD requirements for compliance with state and code 
requirements related to ADA compliance. 

 

4.3.8 Campus Standards 

Establishes campus-wide uniform design standards to allow for consistent maintenance 
and operation. (Refer to http://www.build-laccd.org/bidding_and_contracting/index.asp) 

5.0 Terms and Definitions 

As-Built Documents –  

6.0 Approvals 

Prepared By: 

                      Functional Lead – Daynard Tullis 

Date: 

http://standards.build-laccd.org/projects/dcs/pub/CAD%20Standards/released/content.html
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Reviewed By: 

                      Quality Manager – Kathleen Copus  

Date: 

Approved By: 

                      Program Director – Terri Mestas 

Date: 

 

7.0 Revision History 

This page is a record of all revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the 
procedure is changed, the nature of this change is noted under the description and/or 
by revision lines in the procedure. 
Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are welcome, and should 
be emailed to procedures-comments@build-laccd.org.  You must include the following 
in the body of your email: 

• Your Name/Firm/Contact Telephone Number 
• SOP Volume 
• Section Name and Number 
• Sub-section 
• Description of Concern/Comment 
• Reason/Suggested Resolution 

  
Procedure revision requests will be reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis.  

 
 

Revision 
Effective 

Date 
Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of 
Revision 
(Editorial/ 
Technical) 

Update 
Required 
Reading? 

0 10-15-2013 All Original Issue Initial Issue Yes 
      
      

8.0 Records 

• Addendum or Supplemental EIR, if prepared 

https://mail.pacificaservices.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=995937f9c70049bc9e6b7084400ead87&URL=mailto%3aprocedures-comments%40build-laccd.org
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9.0 Attachments 

Attachment 
Number 

Title 
Attachment 

Identifier 

 SOP Flow Charts  

      Design Build  

      Lease/ Lease Back  

DES003 Design Coordination Checklist  

 

Baseline Design Guidelines and Standards 
 

 

9.1.1  
Designing for Accessibility at LACCD 
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1.0 Purpose 

 
The Project Closeout Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) describes the activities and 
responsibilities for Los Angeles Community College District (LACCD, or District) Bond 
Program project construction and administrative closeout. In particular, this SOP defines 
the steps required to satisfy project deliverables based on Program Management Office 
(PMO) procedures related to: 

 Facilities/Operations start-up  
 Financial and Contractual closeout 
 Division of State Architect certification 
 Project Archiving and Records 

 
In the event of a conflict between this SOP and the Contract Documents for the project 
or government contracting code, the Contract Documents or government contract code 
will prevail. 
 
This SOP includes a Closeout Matrix checklist with procedures for archiving essential 
project documents. It also provides an overarching strategy that unifies references and 
relies on other program procedures, including: 

 CP 1.0 Construction Management  
 PMA 7.0 Finance/Accounting Management 
 DP 12.0 Division of the State Architect Certification Process 
 PMA 4.0 Document Control Management 
 PMA 8.0 Contract Management 
 PMA 12.0 Labor Compliance  

 
In addition to project closeout activities, the Bond Program Management Office (PMO) 
will conduct program-level closeout activities in accordance with District requirements at 
the end of the program, to include but not be limited to disposition of assets, equipment, 
information technology and archives.  
 

2.0 Scope 

This SOP applies to the nine LACCD colleges, satellite campuses and any projects built 
under the LACCD Bond Program. Project Closeout addresses the activities related to 
Substantial Completion, Occupancy, Warranty, Operations and Maintenance (O&M) 
Manuals, training and archiving. In addition, this SOP addresses archiving critical 
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correspondence and other project documentation deemed necessary by College 
Facilities, College Project Teams (CPTs), and the PMO. The processes discussed also 
address closing contracted fiscal obligations and closing all agreements and required 
certifications that involve LACCD and others related to the project.  
 
This SOP applies to the Architect of Record (AOR), Project Inspector, General 
Contractor (GC), PMO and CPT personnel. General responsibilities for PMO 
departments and positions are described in 4.0 Responsibilities, and detailed 
responsibilities for activities are described in 5.0 Procedures. 

3.0 Acronyms, Terms and Definitions 

3.1 Acronyms    

Refer to the Titles, Terms and Acronyms Supplemental Procedure posted on pmo.build-
laccd.org for a complete list of acronyms used in the Bond Program.  Acronyms are 
explained with their first use in this document. 

3.2 Terms and Definitions 

Beneficial Occupancy―Complete and ready for use. Building complies with all code 
and regulations including asset depreciation.   
 
CMMS—computerized maintenance management system software which maintains a 
database for maintenance operations (for example, determining which machines require 
maintenance and which storerooms contain the spare parts they need) and to help 
management make informed decisions (for example, calculating the cost of machine 
breakdown repair versus preventive maintenance for each machine, possibly leading to 
better allocation of resources). CMMS data may also be used to verify regulatory 
compliance. 
 
College ―the District’s community college that will occupy or use the Project to be 
constructed under the Construction Contract, acting by and through its College 
President or designee 
 
College Facilities―General term, used when applicable, applying to the various facility 
management groups within LACCD, used for simplicity because the names differ 
between District and College facilities groups (Department of Facilities and 
Development, Corporate Center Facility, Office of Plant Facilities, Office of Operations & 
Management, Plant, Facilities Office, etc.) 
 
Completion―see Substantial Completion definition 
 
Construction project closeout―procedures described in section 5.0 Procedures and 
Attachment 1, Final Project Closeout and Archiving Overview. 
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Construction closeout documents―all As-Built Documents, warranties, guarantees, 
technical information, operations manuals, replacement parts, excess and attic stock 
and other documents (including, without limitation, electronic versions and hard copies) 
and items required to be submitted by the General Contractor as a condition of Final 
Completion or Final Payment 
 
Contract Documents―the collection of documents described in the Contract General 
Conditions and any exhibits, appendices, attachments or riders to the specified Contract 
Documents 
 
Division of State Architect (DSA) closeout―as applicable, forms required to obtain 
certification from the Division of State Architect in the Department of General Services 
for the State of California (refer to DP SOP 12.0 Division of the State Architect 
Certification Process for details)  
 
DSA Certification―Project has been completed, all required DSA forms have been 
submitted, and DSA has issued a certificate 
 
Facilities/operations start-up closeout―collected warranty documents, keys, O&M 
manuals, test reports, contact information, extra material stock, training videotapes, 
Final Completion Punch List, computerized management maintenance system (CMMS) 
asset database, and redlined as-built drawings submitted to college and District facilities 
managers and to PMO Document Control 
 
Final Completion Punch List, Final Completion, Finally Complete―upon General 
Contractor achieving Substantial Completion, the Final Completion Punch List created 
at the substantial completion inspection must be completed within the duration 
established in the contract.  The Final Completion Punch List is a list of remaining items 
which can include without limitation minor or trivial items in the Work, the delivery of 
spare parts, delivery of owner operation manuals, final cleanup, etc.  A value estimated 
for each item thereon will be communicated to all members of the Project Team. “Final 
Completion” and “Finally Complete” mean the point at which the conditions described in 
the General Conditions have occurred with respect to the entirety of Work.   (Refer to 
General Conditions for a complete list of items) 
 
Final Payment―payment by District to Contractor of the entire unpaid balance of the 
Contract Sum Payable due to Contractor following Final Completion  

 

Final Project Closeout and Archival Records―the forms and document inventory, 
with corresponding archival records (hard copy and digital files) including records of 
financial closeout  
 
General Conditions―Contract document which sets forth the general terms and 
conditions governing performance of the Work 
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Liquidated damages―damages that the parties designate with amounts per calendar 
day during the formation of a contract for the injured party to collect as compensation 
upon a specific breach (e.g., late performance)   
 
Notice of Beneficial Occupancy - notification to the Contractor that the District will 
occupy a portion of the Work; the CPT facilitates document completion by Director of 
Facilities  
 
Notice of Completion ―notification as defined in California Civil Code §3093 
 
Notice of Final Completion―Written notice by College Project Director confirming the 
date of actual Final Completion by the Contractor  
 
Partial Use or Occupancy―Use or occupancy by Owner (District) of a partially 
completed portion, part, space or area of the Work, prior to Substantial Completion of 
the Work. Note that Partial Use or Occupancy is NOT generally acceptable  
 
Project Administrative Closeout―The duration immediately following Substantial 
Completion up to and including Final Completion allowed to Contractor to complete 
contractual requirements including, but not limited to, Final Completion Punch List 
items, submittal of final warranties, guaranties, and record documents; the CPT 
completes administrative closeout requirements including release of undisputed 
retention, change order processing, and project document archiving 
 
Punch list―see Final Completion Punch List 
 
Record Documents―Design consultants’ fully consolidated and coordinated final 
electronic set of drawings and documents ; final building information design (or BIM) 
model prepared in compliance with BIM and computer-aided design and drawing 
(CADD) standards showing the condition of the Work as actually built 
 
Record Drawings, Record Specifications―Drawings and specifications that are part 
of the Record Documents prepared by Design Consultant 
 
Retention―The monies withheld from a Contractor's progress payments, equal to a 
minimum of 5% of each progress payment to assure the timely and satisfactory 
completion of the Contract Work. Per Public Contract Code, amount of retention can 
never be less than 5% of the most-current approved Contract value.  Board of Trustees 
approval for special circumstances allows the retention to be established at 10%   
 
Substantial Completion, Substantially Complete– the point at which the following 
conditions have occurred with respect to the entire Work or a portion of the Work 
designated by District in writing to be Substantially Completed prior to Substantial 
Completion of the entire Work: 
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1. such Work is sufficiently and entirely complete in accordance with Contract 
Documents so that such Work can be fully enjoyed and beneficially occupied and 
utilized by District for its intended purpose (except for minor and/or trivial items 
which do not impair District's ability to so occupy, use, and/or enjoy, such Work); 

2. all permits, approvals and certificates by Governmental Authorities, such as, but 
not necessarily limited to, a permanent or temporary certificate of occupancy 
required to occupy and use such Work have been issued free of any conditions 
that are the result of an act or omission of Contractor or a Subcontractor, of any 
Tier, constituting negligence, willful misconduct, a violation of an Applicable Law 
or a failure by Contractor to comply with the Contract Documents; and 

3. all building systems included in such Work are operational as specified, all 
designated or required inspections and certifications by Governmental Authorities 
have been made and posted and instruction of District’s personnel in the 
operation of the systems has been completed. 
 

Withholds―Monies retained from Contractor payment pending resolution of an issue; 
District withholds monies for incomplete contractual requirements (Final Completion 
Punch List) and various statutory obligations regarding payment of subcontractors (Stop 
Notices) and Contractor workers (Labor Compliance).   
For a complete list of contract definitions, refer to Contract General Conditions 
 
3.3        Forms  
 
References to certain forms in this SOP occur repeatedly. For brevity the forms are 
listed here with the form’s prefix, number and complete name and afterward referred to 
by acronym and number only. Bond Program forms are located at: 
http://www.buildlaccd.org/contractors-bidders/forms-templates. 
 

Form Identification Form Title 

CP-0160 Invoice Payment Approval 

CP-0165 Invoice Payment Checklist 

CP-0380 Project Lessons Learned 

CP-0684 Professional Services Procurement  Financial 
Close-out Form 

CP-0685 Terminated Project Financial Closeout Form 

CP-0686 Construction Project Financial Closeout Form 

CP-0686-A Construction Contract Final Payment Checklist 
Contracts > $30K 

CP-0686-B Construction Contract Final Payment Checklist 
(Formal Contracts) 

CP-0687 Construction Project Substantial Completion 
Retention Release Form 
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Form Identification FormTitle 

CC-0010 Construction Punch List 

CC-0020 Notice of Beneficial Occupancy 

CC-0030 Warranty Request for Service Letter – Ten Day 
Notice 

CC-0040 Campus Warranty-Guarantee Instructions 

CC-0050 Warranty Service Sample Request Letter 

CC-0060 Design-Build Warranty Form 

CC-0060 Design-Bid-Build Warranty Form 

CC-0070 Warranty Management Log 

CC-0110 Certificate of Substantial Completion 

CC-0115 Request for Notice of Completion 

CC-0120 Consent of Surety/Final Payment  

CC-0132 Project Substantial Completion Phase I 
Closeout Checklist 

CC-0135 Final Project Closeout & Archiving Checklist 

CC-0135-A Closeout Doc Box Inventory List 

CC-0140 Master File Index 

CC-1140 DSA Closeout Checklist 

CC-1150 LACCD Occupancy and Safety Checklist 

 

4.0 Responsibilities 

This section of the SOP introduces the key personnel involved in project closeout.  
Refer to section 5.0, Procedure, for detailed descriptions of specific responsibilities for 
activities during various steps of the closeout process. 
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4.1 General Contractor (GC) 

The Contractor is the person or entity identified in the Contract Award as the 
Bidder/Proposer to receive Award of Site Lease, Facilities Lease and (or) the 
Construction Services Agreement. The GC completes all project Work at a level of 
quality in accordance with the Contract Documents.  

4.2 College Project Director (CPD) 

The College Project Director is the person with authority to act on behalf of the District 
to the extent expressed in the Contract Documents assigned by college. 

4.3 College Project Team (CPT) 

The College Project Team includes the College Project Director (CPD) and CPT Project 
Managers (CPT PMs) supported by positions such as project and cost engineers, 
project coordinators, schedulers, safety managers, relocation project managers, 
transportation and accessibility project managers, commissioning team members, and 
construction managers.   

4.4 Project Inspector (PI) 

The Project Inspector’s closeout role includes verifying that access, fire-life safety and 
structural items are completed, verifying that DSA inspection requirements and 
documentation are met, verifying that Final Completion Punch List items are completed 
and verifying that construction change documents (CCDs) are completed.  The PI must 
be DSA-certified but is hired by the PMO. 

4.5 Architect or Engineer of Record (AOR/EOR) 

During closeout activities, the AOR/EOR (also referred to as Design Professional of 
Record) is responsible for coordinating final punch list items with the CPT, College 
Facilities and PI, verifying construction change documents are complete, and verifying 
that project record documents (such as but not limited to redlined as-built documents) 
are completed and transferred to the CPT. 

4.6 PMO Facilities Closeout Team  

The PMO Facilities Closeout Team is comprised of technical personnel and a DSA 
Coordinator who make sure that digital deliverables for DSA-certified projects meet 
Bond Program requirements for transfer to College Facilities and to District 
Headquarters and are documented in approved program management software.  The 
team also facilitates CPT understanding of its document control responsibilities for Bond 
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Program projects that are not yet DSA-certified, and it coordinates all financial and 
contractual closeout activities for the PMO and field offices.  

4.7  PMO Contracts  

PMO Contracts conducts financial contract closeout for professional services and task 
orders, FF&E master contract and purchase orders, mover services master contracts 
and task orders, and performs final check-off on acceptance of project financial 
closeout. It communicates directly with the District’s contracts department to verify its 
requests for continuous services, and it provides PMO Finance and Accounting with 
financial closeout forms or deductive task orders to close, in order to update the 
accounting system and to transfer all residual funds to college reserves. 

4.8 PMO Program Controls 

PMO Program Controls monitors budget to verify that sufficient funds exist for payment 
and that payments are made from the correct budget line.  During closeout PMO 
Program Controls reviews and approves final payments for contracts. 

4.9 PMO Document Controls  

In support of project closeout, PMO Document Controls arranges for archiving, scans 
documents for archiving and serves as the final document repository. 

4.10 PMO Finance and Accounting  

PMO Finance and Accounting conducts and verifies contract closeout in the accounting 
system per PMO Contracts request.  With CPT, PMO Accounting verifies that 100% of 
the retention, less 150% of any amounts in dispute or which Owner otherwise has the 
right to withhold, is released to the GC within 60 days of Substantial Completion.  

4.11 PMO Building Information Modeling (BIM) Manager 

The BIM Manager confirms that computer-aided design (CAD) and BIM documentation 
comply with Bond Program standards as part of the project closeout process. 

4.12 PMO Whole Building Commissioning (WBCx)/Warranty Manager  

The WBCx Warranty Manager manages entire commissioning process from pre-design 
through post-construction including, but not limited to, the commissioning agent (CxA) 
vendor. The WBCx Warranty Manager conducts the final check-off to accept facilities 
startup and operations, verifies compliance with WBCx standards, reviews O&M training 
and manuals, extra stock, warranty submission and commissioning documents and 
transmits the completed package to CPT, PMO, College Facilities, and the District.  
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Refer to CP SOP 1.0 Construction Management for a full description of the 
WBCx/Warranty process. 
 

4.13 PMO Project Labor Agreement Administrator  

The PLA Administrator documents PLA activities according to contract terms during the 
project closeout process. 

4.14 PMO Labor Compliance Officer 

The PMO Labor Compliance Officer documents labor compliance activities according to 
contract terms and submits finalized project letter to DocView (refer to PMA SOP 12.0 
Labor Compliance). 

4.15 PMO Regional Program Liaison (RPL) 

The RPL is the primary communication conduit between the CPT and the PMO and 
plays an active part in approving and securing PMO and District approvals for 
occupancy.  RPLs monitor CPT closeout activities, verify that project closeout and 
archiving pre-conditions have been met, monitor progress of project warranty and 
WBCx closeout, facilitate resolution of outstanding closeout and archiving issues, and 
verify and execute CPT closeout forms.  

4.16 PMO Regional Design Liaison (RDL) 

RDLs support the CPTs during all phases of design and construction, including 
closeout, for which the RDL maintains final verified reports files, facilitates outstanding 
DSA certification issue resolution, performs final check-off on DSA compliance and 
certification acceptance, verifies final DSA certification submittal, and distributes DSA 
certification letters to appropriate parties. 

4.17 PMO Relocation Project Managers (Move Managers) 

During closeout Relocation Project Managers prepare financial closeout forms for 
purchase orders, professional services and task orders, as relevant, and deliver to the 
CPT associated FF&E reports demonstrating “zero” balances. 
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5.0 Procedures 

Project Closeout activity and work processes consist of four separate but related areas 
with District project closeout activities that are initiated by Substantial Completion.  
These areas are: 

 Facilities/Operations start-up  
 Financial and Contractual closeout 
 Division of State Architect certification 
 Project Archiving and Records 

 
Preliminary and (or) on-going activities related to the areas listed above can occur  
during earlier project lifecycle phases, but Substantial Completion achievement allows 
formal closeout initiation with the General Contractor and represents the beginning of 
final closeout activities.  
 
The sections that follow define Substantial Completion and Final Completion activities 
and broad areas of closeout procedural responsibilities, by position; these sections are 
followed by specific procedures and activities for the four major areas of project 
closeout activities.  
 

5.1 Substantial Completion (SC) and Final Completion 

5.1.1 Substantial Completion  

Substantial Completion is the stage in the progress of the Work (or portion thereof 
designated and approved by Owner) when construction is sufficiently complete, in 
accordance with the Contract Documents, that Owner has full and unrestricted use and 
benefit of the facilities (or portion thereof designated and approved by Owner) for the 
use for which it is intended.  This means that: 
 

 construction is substantially completed as per the contract definition in 
General Conditions  

 all relevant parties (such as College Facilities, end users, RPL, CPT, WBCx, 
AOR, IOR, for example)  have reviewed the Final Completion Punch List 

 Form CC-0110 Certificate of Substantial Completion has been submitted to 
the District for approval 

 
 
Prior to SC, the CPT is to verify that all access, fire and life safety and structural items 
are completed by the GC, documented and signed by the District’s DSA PI, and that the 
CPT is to verify that the GC has identified and negotiated  all outstanding change 
orders.  
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The CPT also: 
 Completes and obtains required signatures for Form CC-1150 
 Completes and obtains required signatures for Form CC-0020  
 Verifies that major punch-list items prepared by AOR/EOR/CPT are 

documented and that the Final Completion Punch List is complete; 
coordinates college and CPT prior approval for GC entry into an occupied 
area after SC  

 Verifies that all major WBCx items are complete and verified by the assigned 
building commissioner and project inspectors 

 Verifies that all LEED-required testing, balancing and (or) flush out is 
complete. 

 Assures facility, staff and student safety and verifies that GC observes job site 
safety protocols for open areas of construction 

 Assures that all items that affecting potential project Liquidated Damages 
(LDs) are completed  

 Prepares to release 100% of the balance of project retention less withholds at 
150% of disputed items or withhold (e.g. Final Completion Punch List, 
outstanding WBCx items, etc.) within 60 days of SC. CPT submits CP-0687 
within 30 days of SC, including preparing and reviewing GC retention and 
withholds.  If any project requires exceptions (a change order occurring at SC, 
for example), the CPT contacts PMO Finance and Accounting to address, 
resolve and document any special issues or needs related to the retention 
policy and process.  

 Verifies that all attic stock (per CC-1150) and extra materials as required by 
the contract documents have been delivered to Director of College Facilities  

 Verifies that all digital projects are filed in ProjectWise, including:  
- 100% final DSA-stamped approved drawings and specs 
- Redlined as-builts 
- Record drawings and specifications including BIM models 

 Completes Form CC-0132.  
 Has Form CC-0110 signed by all required parties.  
 Verifies that all DSA issue field trip notes are signed and approved 
 Verifies that all DSA project scorecards are signed by the PI 

 
The RPL manages communication between the CPTs and the PMO, with activities 
including but not limited to: 

 Coordinating with the College CPT to verify that all access, fire-life safety and 
structural items are completed to the project specifications and in conjunction 
with the Project Inspector’s reports 
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 Verifying that all items on Form CC-1150 are complete 
 Signing Form CC-0110 and coordinating with the CPT to verify that Form CC-

0132 addressing SC and startup documents and materials have been 
properly processed and transmitted to the Director of College Facilities 

 
AOR/EOR activities include: 

 Verifying that all items relating to access, fire/life safety and structural safety 
are completed prior to SC 

 Incorporating all changes into the final as-built documents, including BIM as-
builts 

 Verifying project-related record documents, including BIM models, O&M 
manuals, attic stock, and other items listed in Division 01 Section 017839 

 Validating completed Design Professional of Record Final Completion Punch 
List 

 Verifying that construction change documents (CCDs) are completed and 
signed 

 Completing and obtaining DSA approvals for any and all changes made to the 
construction documents 

 Approving and signing DSA-issued field trip notes 
 
The RDL reviews and verifies these as accurate or completed: 

 BIM and redline as-builts as submitted by both the GC and the AOR 
 Required digital files retained and uploaded to ProjectWise 

 
The DSA Closeout Coordinator reviews all DSA certification documents for 
completeness and accuracy and: 

 Facilitates resolution of any outstanding DSA certification issues 
 Performs final checkoff on acceptance of DSA compliance and certification 
 Distributes DSA certification letters to appropriate parties 

 
The Project Inspector verifies that: 

 Fire, life/safety, structural, and Americans with Disabilities Act - transportation 
and accessibility items are completed to the project specifications  

 Deviations and (or) non-compliance notices are approved by DSA (DSA Form 
154)  

 CCDs are complete and signed 
 DSA-issued field trip notes are signed and approved  
 DSA project inspection cards are completed and approved 

 

The PMO Closeout Team will: 
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 Lead facilities technical personnel to accomplish physical and digital archiving 
for DSA-certified Bond Program projects  

 Facilitate CPT understanding of document control responsibilities for Bond 
Program projects that are not yet DSA-certified (legacy projects with closed 
DSA “A” number) 

 Coordinate all financial and contractual closeout activities, including field 
offices and PMO office 

 
The LACCD Occupancy and Safety Checklist, Form CC-1150, outlines all construction-
related items that need to be completed prior to move in and (or) Substantial 
Completion. Form CC-1150 accommodates beneficial occupancy (or if authorized by 
CFE, partial occupancy).   
 
Each section of the checklist is to be checked and (or) signed by the responsible party.  
 
In addition, the CPD will notify the President, Vice President of Administration of the 
college, the Director of Facilities, and the PMO in writing of the intent to occupy a facility 
and of any unresolved items identified by the PI relating to access, fire-life safety and 
structural issues at least one month prior to date of proposed project occupancy. The 
CPT will facilitate the completion of Form CC-0020, Notice of Beneficial Occupancy by 
the Director of Facilities. This letter serves as notification to the GC that the District will 
occupy a portion of the Work.   
 
All Work other than incidental corrective and incidental Final Completion Punch List 
work will be completed. SC is achieved only if all systems and parts are functional, if all 
utilities are connected and operating normally, if all required occupancy permits have 
been issued, and if the Work is accessible by vehicular and pedestrian traffic routes.  
 
The Certificate of Substantial Completion, Form CC-0110, will be completed by the CPT 
and is routed to the AOR/EOR, GC, College President, and the Director of Facilities. 
The Final Completion Punch List must be attached to this form. This form does NOT 
release the GC from completing the project, and it does not relieve the GC from the duty 
to meet the requirements for Final Completion. It also does not constitute acceptance of 
work that is not in accordance with the contract documents. Owner’s occupancy of the 
site or designated portion thereof does not necessarily indicate that SC has been 
achieved. Partial occupancy is discouraged, and requires an additional letter from the 
GC with text supplied by Lead Construction Counsel with form CC-1150, completed and 
fully executed by both the College President and the District. 
 
Substantial completion is to be achieved before Final Completion/Notice of Completion 
and final project closeout occur. 
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5.1.2 Final Completion and Notice of Completion 

Final Completion means that there are no remaining items of work 
 Per contract General Conditions  
 Form CC-0115 Request for Notice of Completion has been submitted 
 PBA form Authorize Acceptance of Completion of Construction form has been 

submitted for approval by the Board of Trustees 
 All contract deliverables have been received 
 NOC has been issued and approved by BOT 

 
Final Completion follows Substantial Completion, when the GC prepares and submits 
request for final inspection and develops a Final Completion Punchlist of items of Work 
required to be completed or corrected for Final Completion of the Project. 
 
The GC is to expeditiously and diligently perform the Work after Substantial Completion, 
including, without limitation, all items of Work on the Final Completion Punchlist that 
accompanies the Notice of Substantial Completion, in order to achieve Final Completion 
within the requirements of the Contract Time for Final Completion. 
 
The CPD generates a Form CC-0115, gathers required signatures from the CPT, 
Design Consultant, GC, and College President, and submits form which may be 
accompanied by a draft electronic PBA to the PMO. The form is reviewed by the RPL 
and forwarded to the LACCD Director of Facilities. The PBA is submitted to the Board of 
Trustees (BOT) for final approval. Once approval of construction contract completion is 
obtained from the BOT, the PMO will record the NOC with the Los Angeles County 
Recorder’s office within 15 days of the BOT approval. 
 
Final payment to the GC cannot be processed until the NOC has been properly signed 
by the appropriate authorities and approved by the BOT, no items of work for which the 
GC is responsible remain, no outstanding stop notice or labor compliance withholds 
remain, and no pending claims or litigation remains. 
 
Final payment upon Termination for Convenience is governed by the relevant Contract 
provision(s). 
 
The CPT:    

 Verifies  that GC has requested an inspection of the incomplete Work items 
from the Substantial Completion Punchlist 

 Assures that all items of Work as of the Substantial Completion Punchlist will 
be required to be completed or corrected for Final Completion and becomes 
the Final Completion Punchlist 

 Assures that GC will proceed promptly and in accordance to the Contract 
Time to correct and complete the items on the Final Completion Punchlist 
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 Assures that the Punchlist, including without limitation, any disputed items, 
and all such items of Work will be completed by GC before the Work will be 
considered as Finally Complete  

 Verifies and documents Final Completion Punchlist on CC-0010 prior to Final 
Completion 

 Coordinates with PI for request for Final Inspection and verifies that required 
testing has been conducted and approved by the PI and the AOR or EOR, as 
appropriate 

 Verifies DSA certification submittal procedures are complete (refer to DP 12.0 
Division of State Architect SOP) 

 Processes all remaining field orders, change order proposals, and change 
orders 

 Verifies AOR and GC completion of all project-related Record Documents 
defined in Division 01 Section 017839 

 Updates schedule closeout milestones 
 Verifies WCBx commissioning compliance and equipment start-up, staff 

training, collection and transfer of attic stock, and LEED (Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design) certification 

 Verifies sign-off for Project Labor Agreement (PLA) and Labor Compliance 
Project Closeout Clearance Verification Form (Request for Approval of 
Forfeitures and Penalties after Notice of Completion, Labor Compliance 
Closeout Reports (refer to PMA 12.0 Labor Compliance SOP) 

 Verifies relevant document copies are submitted to College Facilities (CC-
1150) and to the PMO (cc-0135, with attachments) 

 Completes required financial closeout procedures using the approved 
program management software, including verifying with PMO Program 
Controls that project is fully funded and that residual funds are transferred to 
college reserve accounts as appropriate 

 
RPLs provide: 

 Verification that Final Completion Punchlist and all punchlist items have been 
completed 

 

5.2 Facilities/Operations Start-up Closeout  

This section addresses project deliverables required by the College Facilities teams and 
delivered by the project team at Closeout, to operate their completed and occupied 
buildings effectively.  These deliverables include but are not limited to warranty 
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documents, keys, O&M manuals, extra stock, training materials, and as-built models 
and plans. 
 
The Facilities/Operations Start-up Closeout process for college facilities begins during 
the planning, and extends to the Warranty Walk 10 months after construction is certified 
as complete (See Attachment 1, Final Project Closeout and Archiving Overview.) 
 
The following tasks related to Facilities/Operations Start-up Closeout are performed 
during design and construction: 

 
 Schematic Design Submittal Review:  CPT, with review from RDL and WBCx, 

will confirm that the design aligns with Owner Project Requirements (OPR) 
and Basis of Design (BOD) 
 

 Design Development Submittal Review: The CPT, with review from RDL and 
WBCx, will confirm that the design aligns with OPR and BOD.  College 
Facilities will review designs, documents and provide comments as 
necessary.  WBCx/Warranty Team will review Warranty and O&M drafts. The 
BIM Manager will review descriptions and performance asset data required in 
BIM fixed equipment objects by BIM standards.  
 

 Construction Documents – Pre-DSA Submittal: The CPT, with review from 
RDL and WBCx, will confirm that design aligns with the OPR and BOD. The 
WBCx/Warranty Team will review warranty and O&M drafts, training and 
submittal schedules.  
 

 Construction Documents – Final Submittal:  The CPT, with review from RDL 
and WBCx, will confirm that designs align with the OPR and BOD.  College 
Facilities will review designs and provide comments as necessary. The BIM 
Manager will confirm that model and drawing files comply with standards and 
reflect updates resulting from DSA comments.  The WBCx/Warranty team will 
confirm compliance with warranty form(s) per Section 017870 of the Contract.  
 

 The Whole Building Commission (WBCx) will coordinate with the CPT to 
schedule a Pre-Closeout Meeting with the GC, Facilities Closeout team, 
WBCx, Warranty, RPL and College Facilities to review submittals and all 
required deliverables at the Substantial Completion and Final Closeout 
stages.  
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 O&M and Warranty Submittals: CPT and WBCx will review draft O&M and 
Warranty Submittals during the construction process. College Facilities will 
review draft O&M and Warranty Submittals and provide comments as 
necessary.  WBCx will monitor CxA deliverables such as functional testing 
and training documentation and perform field observations.  The BIM 
Closeout team will review fixed assets in the Operations Manual against the 
BIM standards for accuracy. 
 

 Space Data Inventory: The Facilities Closeout team will publish project spatial 
data in the District GIS using the BIM/CAD files used to produce construction 
documents and will coordinate with the District on loading Functional Location 
(space) placeholders into the CMMS. 
 

 The CPT will archive approved submittals and the as-builts in ProjectWise.  
The Facilities Closeout team will verify ProjectWise has been updated and will 
update GIS and CMMS with spatial and fixed equipment asset data.  

 

5.2.1 Warranties and Guarantees 

The GC is required to provide warranties and guarantees which certify to the Owner that 
all Work (including materials and equipment) has been provided in accordance with the 
Contract Documents and will not be defective for the term required by the Contract. Any 
defective Work will be repaired or replaced at no additional cost to the PMO or the 
District.  A reinstatement Warranty Form will be executed for the component of defective 
work as applicable. 
 
The WBCx/Warranty Team is responsible for reviewing the warranty binder for 
compliance with the contract’s General Conditions including confirmation that: 

 All required warranties have been received 
 Warranty verbiage satisfies the specifications and includes an emergency 

contact number for reporting issues 
 Warranty start date and performance period are accurate 
 Warranty is signed by an authorized representative of the issuing entity 

 
The GC will complete and submit the warranty form for the warranted work to the CPT, 
Campus Facilities Maintenance and Operations, and the PMO.  As applicable, use 
Form CC-0060 Design-Bid-Build or Form CC-0060 Design- Build Warranty Form 
(provided in Specification Division 01, Section 01787).  
 
The term of all warranties and (or) guarantees starts on the date of Final Completion or 
Occupancy, whichever occurs first. The Contractor is not to modify the District warranty 
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form, which must be used in all cases. The Correction Period for the Work requires the 
Contractor to correct or replace defective work for a period of one year after the 
warranty commencement date, or such longer periods of time prescribed by any special 
guarantees or warranties established under the Contract Document. 
 
The Contractor is required to provide the CPT with two fully executed and signed copies 
of each required manufacturer's warranty/guarantee for these special guarantees or 
warranties on the manufacturer's pre-printed forms or letterhead in accordance with 
project specifications.  (In addition, the CPT will also assist in collecting information for 
the CMMS warranty spreadsheet, where possible.  BIM projects have this contract 
requirement however, non BIM projects will be requested to be filled out by the 
Contractor team on an excel type spreadsheet and submitted prior to Final Completion.) 
 
Upon receipt of the fully executed and signed copies of the warranties and guarantees, 
the CPT will immediately forward one copy with an attached transmittal form to the PMO 
WBCx/Warranty Team and the College Director of Facilities, then upload a copy to 
ProjectWise. 
 
The transmittal must identify the project, project number, contract number, list of 
warranties being sent, pending/remaining warranties to be sent, and CPT contact 
information.  Copies of all transmittals are to be placed in the project file. 

5.2.2 Warranty Calls 

The Director of College Facilities will report warranty issues to the PMO 
WBCx/Warranty Team and notify the CPT.  The WBCx/Warranty Team is primarily 
responsible for recording, tracking and resolving warranty claims with the assistance of 
the CPT as necessary. On each project, a Warranty binder is to be kept on file by the 
CPT and readily available which includes a list of contact names, phone numbers, and 
warranty forms as described in the Contract Documents for the purpose of validating 
and reporting warranty claims to the appropriate parties. 
 
As soon as the issue is reported, the WBCx/Warranty Team will assess that the issue is 
indeed a valid warranty issue, and not the result of a maintenance or design oversight. 
Any fire life safety hazard or other issue that is potentially disruptive to college 
operations is to be immediately addressed. 
 
The WBCx/Warranty Team will contact the responsible Contractor verbally and in 
writing and notify it that a resolution is required within the terms and timeline set forth by 
the construction contract. Copies of the written notice are to go out to: 

 Contractor  
 Director of College Facilities 
 PMO WBCx Warranty 
 Relevant subcontractors 
 Other interested parties as needed (i.e. AOR, PI, bonding company) 
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If the responsible Contractor is found non-responsive, the CPT will consider resolving 
the problem by other means as allowed by the construction contract. The CPT is to 
verify that warranties are reinstated for warranted work that is replaced, removed or 
substantially rebuilt per contract documents, in conjunction with the WBCx/Warranty 
Team. 
 
The PMO WBCx/Warranty Team will track all reported warranty issues and be available 
for assistance and guidance as needed. 

5.2.3 Warranty Walk 

The PMO WBCx/Warranty Team schedules, coordinates, prepares and conducts the 
10- or 11-month warranty walk prior to expiration of the project’s general one-year 
warranty.  
 
The PMO WBCx/Warranty Team will invite these parties to the warranty walk: 

 College Project Director or designated staff (attendance required)  
 Contractor (attendance required)  
 Director of College Facilities or designated staff (attendance required) 
 AOR (attendance optional)  
 CxA (attendance required)  
 Major subcontractors―mechanical, electrical plumbing (MEP), food 

services, and other interested parties as appropriate 
   

At least 10 days prior to the walk, the CPT will solicit from Director of College Facilities 
and building user group leads (as appropriate) a list of all reported and observed 
deficiencies. The list will be made available to all parties invited to the walk and be 
issued with the walk findings. 
 
The CPT is responsible for coordinating access to all areas with Director of College 
Facilities and academic programs. 
 
During the walk, in addition to looking for visible defects, the team will verify the proper 
functioning of MEP systems, elevators, doors and door hardware, and other systems. 
 
After the walk, the CPT is to document and issue findings to all attendees, with copies 
to PMO, Director of College Facilities and PMO WBCx/Warranty Manager. The CPT is 
responsible for following up with the Contractor(s) for resolution of open issues, with the 
assistance of the WBCx/Warranty Team. 
 
Although the PMO WBCx/Warranty Team will lead the Warranty process, the CPT will 
support all aspects of warranty claims including enforcement using financial or other 
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contract mechanisms to remedy the warranty claim as necessary and coordinate the 
same. 

 

5.2.4 O&M Manuals, Spare Parts, Commissioning, Testing and Balancing Reports  

The CPT performs these activities: 

 Reviewing deliverables for compliance with the contract’s general guidelines 
 Confirming that all O&M manuals required by the specifications have been 

received 
 Verifying that formatting/organization of the manuals complies with 

specifications  
 Verifying that manuals contain all the information required by the contract 

documents and that all copies are legible 
 Verifying that quantities of spare parts and extra material match specification 

requirements 
 Confirming that electronic copies and specific system as-builts are submitted 

as required by project specifications 
 Verifying that start-up and final test reports for applicable systems are 

submitted as required by specifications 
 

5.3 Financial and Contractual Closeout 

Financial  and Contractual closeout procedures verify that the consultant or vendor, or 
other contracted party agrees that all invoices have been billed and paid and that there 
are no outstanding invoices or payments due.  
 
Once a project reaches successful Substantial Completion and Building Occupancy/In-
use status, the CPT will commence the project contract and financial closeout, which 
entails closing each contract and moving residual funds to the College reserve 
accounts. Closeout and archiving processes are performed at the sub-project level and 
aggregate to the “parent” project level, which means that, in order to close a project, all 
sub-projects must be closed.   
 
Specific issues related to contract closeout are organized by project delivery methods, 
and procedural activities organized by position of responsibility for those activities are 
included afterward. 
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5.3.1     Professional Services Contract Closeout 

5.3.1.1   COLLEGE-SPECIFIC CONTRACTS CLOSEOUT 

 
The CPT is responsible for completing Form CP-0684 (specifically for professional 
service contracts) including obtaining the consultant’s signature. To obtain consultant 
execution of the CP-0684, the CPT will send the form with a letter to the consultant 
requesting verification of full payment. If the CPT does not receive the executed form 
from the consultant within 30 days, the CPT is to send a 10-day demand letter.  If the 
consultant still has not complied by executing the form CP-0684, the CPT will send 
verification of said non-compliance to the PMO Contracts group. Contracts will proceed 
with closing the contract. A CP-0684 is not required for amounts less than $25.00.  
 
PMO Contracts routes and tracks the completed CP-0684 form from the CPT through 
the PMO Finance and Accounting Department to obtain confirmation and required 
signatures.  PMO Finance and Accounting closes the contract in the accounting 
software and returns the CP-0684 to the PMO Contracts Department to record the 
contract closeout. PMO Contracts sends the processed CP-0684 to PMO Document 
Controls for archiving. 

5.3.1.2 TASK ORDER CLOSEOUT PROCESS 

For college-specific task orders contracts, the CPT will process a Form CP-0684 and 
submit it to PMO Contracts email address task.order@build-laccd.org for contract 
closeout.  
 
PMO Contracts tracks and routes the Form CP-0684 to PMO Finance and Accounting, 
which obtains confirmation and required signatures by closing the contract in the 
accounting software. The CP-0684 is then returned to PMO Contracts for recording of 
the contract closeout. The processed CP-0684 is forwarded to PMO Document Controls 
for archiving. 
 
For District-wide task orders, the CPT submits an email outlining the request to PMO 
Contracts Department email address task.order@build-laccd.org. This request is then 
forwarded to all impacted colleges to confirm that the contract may be closed. After 
confirmation is received from all the impacted colleges, PMO Contracts will prepare a 
CP-0684 form and send it to the consultant or vendor for signature. Once PMO 
Contracts receives the signed CP-0684, the form will be tracked and routed to PMO 
Finance and Accounting for processing, then sent to PMO Document Controls for 
archiving. 

5.3.1.3 PROJECT AND FF&E CONTRACTS CLOSEOUT 

Relocation Project Managers/Move Managers (RPM) will prepare:  
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 Financial closeout forms for all FF&E Purchase Orders with outstanding 
balances  

 Deductive Task Orders for all Move Services Task Orders with outstanding 
balances   
 

Once all FF&E Purchase Orders and Move Services Task Orders have a zero balance, 
the RPM will create an FF&E report demonstrating the zero balance.  The RPM will then 
complete a project CP-0684, attach the final zero-balance FF&E report, and submit it to 
the CPT.  
 
The CPT will verify the Form CP-0684 and its attachment for completeness and 
accuracy, sign it, and submit it to PMO Contracts for closeout.  PMO Contracts receives 
the CP-0684 and performs due diligence (notifying vendor with intent to close contract, 
verifying final invoice, etc.).  When all requirements are met, PMO Contracts will forward 
the CP-0684 to PMO Finance and Accounting. 
 
When all required signatures have been obtained, PMO Finance and Accounting will 
process the CP-0684 by closing the contract/task order/purchase order in the 
accounting software and recording the contract closeout. PMO Finance and Accounting 
then sends the processed CP-0684 to PMO Document Controls for archiving. 

5.3.1.4 DESIGN-BUILD, DESIGN-BID-BUILD AND OTHER CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS CLOSEOUT 

Financial closeout for Design-Build, Design-Bid-Build, and other construction contracts 
is a two-step process that involves:  

 Invoice approval and payment of contract final payment (Form CP-0160) 
 Approval of Form CP-0686 along with CP-0686-A (Contracts below $30,000) 

or CP-0686-B (Formal Contracts) 
 
The CPT will submit Form CP-0160 to the RPL as a precursor to construction contract 
financial closure. 
 
After the RPL approves final payment, the CPT will submit Form CP-0686 to the RPL.  
The RPL must perform due diligence on CP-0686 by making sure final payment was 
approved and by making sure there is no outstanding litigation or payment withheld, 
etc., as listed in CP-0686-A and CP-0686-B. After all requirements are met, the RPL 
forwards the CP-0686 to PMO Finance and Accounting for contract closeout in the 
accounting software. 
 
When the contract is closed, PMO Finance and Accounting will record a closeout date 
and send the processed form to PMO Document Controls for archiving. 

PMO Contracts closeout procedures include: 
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 Conducting financial contract closeout for professional services and task 
orders per CPT request 

 Conducting furniture, fixtures and equipment (FF&E) and other financial 
contract closeout (master contract and purchase orders) per CPT request 

 Completing mover services contract closeout (master contract and task 
orders) 

 Communicating directly with the District’s contracts department to verify 
continuous services, as desired by the college  

 Performing final check-off on acceptance of project financial closeout 
 Providing PMO Finance and Accounting with financial closeout forms or 

deductive task orders to close, in order to update the accounting system and 
to transfer all residual funds to college reserves 

 

5.3.1.5 FINAL PAYMENT (RELEASE OF WITHHOLD) / CONTRACT FINANCIAL CLOSEOUT 

Final Payment and Financial Closeout is the phase of the project when final payment is 
made to the GC after no items of work for which the GC is responsible remain, no 
outstanding stop notice or labor compliance withholds remain, and there are no pending 
claims or litigation.   Final payment procedures are listed according to the lead 
responsible for the activity:    

CPT final payment activities include: 

 After Notice of Final Completion has been processed and filed with Los 
Angeles County, processing CP-0686 (A or B, explained in section 3.3)  

 Verifying that all Conditions of Final Payment are completed or submitted as 
required by General Conditions of the Construction Contract Article 9.10.4  

 Completing CP-0165 and submitting this checklist with all required documents  
 Prior to release of final payment, verifying that all Warranty, Guarantee, O&M 

Manuals, Record Documents and BOT Authorization of Completion of 
Contract are completed  

 Completing and processing Form CC-0120 if applicable    
 Completing the Report to State of California Legislative Analyst’s Office 

(LAO), if applicable. 
 Archiving documents with Form CC-0135 and CC-0135-A. 

 
RPL closeout activities include: 

 Verifying that project closeout and archiving pre-conditions have been met, 
including but not limited to Building Occupancy/In-use notices to the District, 
Final Completion Punch List, Notice of Completion, and DSA certification 
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 Monitoring CPT closeout activities 
 Monitoring warranty and WBCx project closeout and archiving progress  
 Facilitating resolution of outstanding project closeout and archiving issues  
 Verifying and executing all closeout forms as completed by the CPT 
 Reviewing and approving Form CP-0160 and the invoice checklist forms CP-

0165 and CP-0686 
 Coordinating with PMO Design on approval for Application for Payment  
 Submitting approved CP-0160 to PMO Accounting for Final Payment 

 
RDL activities during contract and financial closeout include: 

 Maintaining final verified reports files 
 Facilitating resolution of any outstanding DSA certification issues  
 Performing final check-off on acceptance of DSA compliance and certification  
 Verifying final DSA certification submittal  
 Distributing DSA certification letters to appropriate parties 
 Review CP-0165 processing    
 Coordinate with CPT and RPL for the full execution of Form CP-0686 or CP-

0686-B as appropriate 
 
PMO Finance and Accounting conducts and verifies contract closeout in the 
accounting system per PMO Contracts request, including: 

 Verifying CP-0165 is complete 
 Coordinating with the RPL, RDL, and Project Controls to obtain reviews and 

approval of the CP-0165 
 Approving and processing CP-0686 

 
PMO Program Controls: 

 Confirms that there is sufficient budget to make payment 
 Confirms that the payment will be made from the correct budget line     
 Reviews  and signs Form CP-0686  

 

5.4 Division of State Architect (DSA) Certification 

DP 12.0 Division of the State Architect Certification Process SOP addresses DSA 
closeout and certification in detail.  In summary, the CPT is to maintain both digital and 
physical copies of every form and substantiating documentation required to obtain 
certification from the DSA for a given DSA application “A” number. There can be 
multiple DSA applications per project. 
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The CPT will deliver Form CC-1140 with sub-items for each DSA number in accordance 
with DP SOP 12.0 Division of the State Architect Certification Process and enter the 
submitted data in an approved web-based application. 
 
Upon DSA certification, the CPT will “actualize” the project schedule’s DSA closeout 
milestone in the scheduling program with corresponding quantity and location obtained 
from the final project BIM records. 

5.5 Project Archiving and Records 

Project archiving consists of collecting and organizing the various project records 
detailed in Form CC-0140.  Archiving organization follows the Master File Index format 
and consists of both hard and digital copies of the project records. See Form CC-0135 
for required file formats. Master File Index archiving is to begin with project initiation, 
and storage of hard documents (archiving take-away) is to occur after: 

 Forms CC-0135 Final Project Closeout & Archiving Checklist and CC-0135- 
Closeout Doc Box Inventory List have been submitted and approved by PMO  

 Form CC-1150 is completed 
 CPT has submitted all digital files to ProjectWise 
 No outstanding claims exist 
 Every relevant contract has been closed out  
 DSA certification has been obtained   

 
The CPT is to complete CC-0135 and CC-0135-A.  Upon completion, the CPT will 
submit the completed forms to the PMO Closeout Team for approval.  Once the CC-
0135 is approved, the CPT will notify the PMO Document Controls Manager that the 
boxes are ready for pickup. PMO Document Controls will arrange for document 
scanning and storage and serves as the final document repository.   

5.5.1   Record Drawings and Specifications 

The AOR (with the assistance of the CPT) is responsible for collecting clean and legible 
record drawings, redlines, as-builts and specifications per construction contract.  
 
Record drawings, redlines, as builts and specification have already been reviewed by 
the PI, AOR and the CPT during the course of the project to confirm accuracy. Because 
review of redlines and as-builts is also a requirement during the payment application 
review, the files must be up-to-date. Files are to be both physical and digital in form.  
As part of the closeout process, the BIM Manager is to confirm that computer-aided 
design (CAD) and BIM documentation comply with Bond Program standards. 
 
As required by the Contract, the GC will provide a set of Record Drawings and 
Specifications with markups reflecting any variance from the Construction Documents. 
These Record Drawings (both physical and digital) and any specification revisions are 
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to be submitted to (or requested by) the CPT immediately following issuance of the 
Certificate of Substantial Completion. 
 
The Record Drawings are to include: 

 Referenced dimensions of any and all changes 
 Indication of changes to the Specifications; where alternative products have 

been approved for use, Record Product Data sheets and Materials Data 
sheets are to be included 

 Markups updating the Record Drawings and Specifications and showing 
previous PI/AOR approvals and notations that they are accurate and 
complete prior to processing of each of the GC's monthly Pay Applications 

 Any additional files specified in the Contract as District Standards 
 All project-related closeout and record documents not specifically listed above 

but described in Division 01 Section 017839 
 
When the CPT obtains record drawings from the GC, the CPT will immediately forward 
the Record Drawings (both physical and digital, with an attached transmittal form), to 
the AOR for generation of the final as-builts.   The CPT will upload the digital files to 
ProjectWise upon receipt of the final as-builts.  
 
Upon final submittal of the as-builts from the AOR, the CPT will complete the final as-
built record submittals as required by District Standards. 
 
Final As-Built Record Submittal requires the CPT to verify that the PI or Design 
Professional of Record, depending on the specific DSA project requirements, has 
coordinated all submittals for the Division of the State Architect with the PMO DSA 
Closeout Coordinator, including but not limited to such reports as: 

 DSA 6AE  Architect/Engineer Verified Report  (from Architect or Structural 
Engineer in General Responsible Charge and those architects or engineers 
with delegated responsibility for observations of construction) 

 DSA 6C – Contractor Verified Report (from each contractor) 
 DSA 6-PI – Project Inspector Verified Report 

 
For more detail on DSA closeout submittals refer to section 5.4 of this SOP and to DP 
12.0 Division of the State Architect Certification Process SOP.  

5.5.2   Record Submittal Samples 

 
As required by the Contract Documents, the GC provides samples of products or 
materials for the CPT and AOR to review and approve prior to use or installation. 
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After the CPT has checked with College Facilities and College Administration regarding 
their preferences to retain samples, all samples―except information relating to paint 
colors―can be discarded following Substantial Completion; however, all documentation 
and transmittals relating to their submittal and (or) approval will be maintained in the 
project files, including all material data sheets, filed according to Form CC-0140. 

 

6.0 Performance Reviews 

The PMO will evaluate contractors, consultants and vendors on contract performance. 
On receipt of a BOT-approved NOC and as allowed by Contract provision, the CPD, 
CPT Project Manager, and RPL associated with the project will receive an electronic 
request via the PMO SharePoint system to conduct an evaluation using a standardized 
evaluation form.  The form contains 15 evaluation areas (criteria) graded on a 0–5 
scale.  Within two weeks of receiving the evaluation form, the CPD, CPT Project 
Manager, and RPL will each submit the completed evaluation form through the 
SharePoint system.  Performance Evaluations are then reviewed as a step in future 
procurements processes, if applicable. 
 
 

7.0  Lessons Learned 

Within 30 days of project completion, the CPT will submit project lessons learned (CP-
0380) to the RPL, RDL, PMO Closeout Manager and (or) PMO Quality. CPTs are 
encouraged to include additional back-up documents (pictures, incident logs, change 
order copies, e-mails, etc.), attached to the form to provide additional background 
information so that projects across the Bond Program can benefit from projects of 
similar size or scope. 
 
 

8.0 Records 

The forms listed below are a representative sampling from the SOP processes and 
represent potential audit records.  A complete list of forms used in project closeout is in 
section 3.3 of this SOP and form use is illustrated in Attachment 1, Final Project 
Closeout and Archiving Overview. 

 CC-0110 Certificate of Substantial Completion 
 CC-0115 Request for Notice of Completion 
 CC-0135 Final Project Closeout and Archiving Checklist 
 CC-1150 LACCD Occupancy and Safety Checklist 
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9.0 Revision History 

This section records revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the procedure 
is changed, the nature of the change is noted under the description, including cases 
where extensive revisions occur throughout the document.  In cases where changes are 
less extensive, revision lines (“change bars”) may be added to identify places where 
changes are made.  Previously published versions of SOPs are available for reference 
only at http://pmo.build-laccd.org/Procedures/Pages/default.aspx (see links at right side 
of page). 
 
Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are encouraged and may 
be sent via a change request form located on the SOP SharePoint site. See the link 
entitled “Comments on the SOPs, Click Here” on the right side of the SOPs site to 
access the form. 
 
Procedure revision requests are reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis. 
 

Revision Effective Date 
Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of Revision 

(Minor/Formatting 
and (or) 

Major/Procedural 

Required 
Reading? 

0 October 15, 2013 All Original Issue Initial Issue Yes 

1 May 16, 2016 All Combines and updates 
CP 2.0 Project Closeout 
Rev. 0 with CP 3.0 
Project Administrative 
Closeout Rev. 0 to 
create a comprehensive 
construction and 
administrative project 
closeout SOP. Clarified 
project lifecycle phases, 
definitions, and 
procedural text. Formats, 
references to forms, and 
responsibilities have 
been updated.  

            Major  Yes 
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10.0 Attachments 

Number Document Title 
Version / Revision 

Date 

ATT 1 Final Project Closeout and Archiving Overview  Rev. 1, 5/16/2016 

ATT 2 Closeout Matrix Rev. 1, 5/25/2015 

ATT 3 Project Status Terms and Definitions Rev. 1, 7/27/2015 
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Closeout Matrix

LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
DEPARTMENT OF FACILITIES PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

SUSTAINABLE BUILDING PROGRAM

Description

Notes

  A Project Financial Closeout

1 Final Payment, Routing Sheet and Checklist CPT 

2 Financial Closeout Form CPT 

  B Facilities Start-Up/Operational Checklist at Substantial Completion

3 Contractors As-Built Drawings (redlines/markups) CPT   

4 Maintenance and Operations Manuals CPT   

5 Warranty Manuals plus contact info CPT   

6 Training Videos and Materials WBCx   

7 Substantial Completion WBCx Report with test reports WBCx  

8 Fixed Asset Data Spreadsheet (SAP CMMS upload) CPT  

9 Keys and Attic Stock CPT  
10 Punch List from Substanial Completion Walk through CPT  

  C DSA Closeout/Certification

Form 5

10 Form 5 for the IOR filed and approved by DSA CPT  
DSA 6

11 DSA 6 All Prime Contractors Submitted "Final Verified Reports" CPT  

12 DSA 6 PI Submitted "Final Verified Report" CPT  

13 DSA 6 A/E: Architect Submitted "Final Verified Report" CPT  

14 DSA Approved Agenda CPT  

15 DSA 102 (IC) Filled by Architect for all Prime Contractors CPT  

16 DSA 102 (IC) Filled for VCM CPT  

17 IOR filing of "Semi-Monthly reports" CPT  

18 "Field Trip Notes" by DSA; Resolution Matrix by A/E CPT  

19 DSA approved final stamped plans CPT   

20 DSA approved final stamped specifications CPT   

21 CO/CCDs approved by DSA CPT   

22 DSA Form-292: Special Inspections Finals (SIVRs) CPT  

23 DSA Form-293: Geotechnical Finals (GVRs) CPT  

24 DSA Form-291: Testing Lab submitted "Final Lab Affidavit" CPT  

25 Weighmaster's Certification from Contractor CPT  

26 Recorded Notice of Completion CPT  

27 Final Certification Request by A/E CPT  

28 Final Costs to District for Payment CPT  

29 Receipt of "Final DSA Certification" Letter CPT  

30 DSA Form-168 "Statement of Final Actual Project Cost" CPT  

31 Form CC-0110 "Certificate of Substantial Completion" CPT  

32 All Revisions CPT  

33 All Deferred Approvals Approved CPT  

34 All Deviation Notices Cleared CPT  

  D Project Archive

35 Facilities Start-up/Operational Checklist (Form CC-1150) CPT  

36 Project Closeout Checklist (Form CC-0135) CPT  

37 Closeout Doc Box Inventory List (Form CC-0135A) CPT  

38
All Documents indicated on Master File Index List (Form CC-0135) - Picked up by 
third party PMO  

39 Record Documents (a) BIM Files (as applicable) CPT 

40 Record Documents (b) CAD Files CPT 

41 Record Documents (c) Hard Copy Dwgs and Specs CPT  

42 Final Commissioning (Cx) Report WBCx  

43 PLA & Labor Compliance Clearance Verification ( Form PLA&LCP-001) LC  

PMO will be notified when files are available in Project Wise

Copy of Executed Submittal

Developed at SC walkthrough

PMO will be notified when files are available in Project Wise

PMO will be notified when files are available in Project Wise

   Electronic          Hard Copy 



ATTACHMENT 3:  Project Status Terms and Definitions
updated July 27, 2015

DBB Page 1

Project Delivery: DBB

P6 Milestones Agreed Project Status Term Program Status Definition

Project Start (0010) Future
future project not yet reached planning stage but in approved SEP and 
funded - Use SEP approved date

Advertise RFQ (0030) - Programming A/E In Programming
Programming architect has been approved by BOT hired and contract 
issued.  Use contract  date

Advertise RFQ (0210) - Design AOR In Design
Official approval for the architect to start design of project (p6). Use either 
NTP in LL and DBB or contract date in DB

DSA Submission (0500) DSA submission
Division of State Architect (DSA) receives plans from architect (p6). Use 
transmittal date.

DSA Approval of Design (0600) DSA approval Construction plans are approved by DSA (p6) Use drawing set stamp date

Bid Advertise (0700) - DBB In Bid/ Award

a) Final construction bid documents are made public b) contract PBA is 
approved  by BOT (p6) c) Use bid date on Planet Bid and then the BOT 
approval date

NTP Construction (0800) -DBB In construction
Notice to Proceed (NTP) has been issued to the construction (p6) Use NTP 
date

Various Stages of Closeout

Substantial Completion (0900) Substantial Completion

a) construction is substantially completed as per the contract definition in 
General Conditions 1.1.168; b) all parties have approved the prepared 
punch list; c) Form CC-0110 Certificate of Substantial Completion has been 
submitted for approval by the District;  Use date of  CC-0110



ATTACHMENT 3:  Project Status Terms and Definitions
updated July 27, 2015

DBB Page 2

Project Delivery: DBB

P6 Milestones Agreed Project Status Term Program Status Definition

Bldg. Occupancy and in-Use (1200) Complete and Ready for Use

same as above along with a) Form CC-1150 LACCD Occupancy and Safety 
Checklist has been submitted and approved by District; b) Building complies 
with all codes and regulations including asset depreciation (District 
Milestone); Use date of executed CC-1150

Final Completion (1240) Final Completion

a) Per contract General Conditions 1.1.95 b) Form CC-0115 Request for
Notice of Completion (NOC) has been submitted;  c) PBA Authorize 
Acceptance of Completion of Construction form has been submitted for 
approval by the Board of Trustees; d) All Contract deliverables have been 
received e) NOC has been issued and approved by BOT; Use NOC final 
execution date

DSA Certification (1000) DSA Certification
Project has been completed, all required DSA forms have been submitted, 
and, DSA has issued a certificate (p6); Use DSA Certification Date

Final Project Closeout and Archival Records (1250) Final Project Closeout and Archival

a) Forms CC-0135 and CC-0135A have been submitted and approved by
PMO; b) CPT has submitted all digital files to Projectwise; c) all relevant 
contracts have been closed out per CP-0684; Use approved date on CC-
0135

Non Active Project Status 

Project Cancelled (0014) Cancelled

any project that was started, but was terminated without accomplishing the 
project's' objectives in whole or part. The costs of a cancelled project are 
costs for services or goods may have resulted in a tangible benefit to the 
District.  PMO Accounting shall determine said benefit. EAC will include all 
costs incurred as of the date of cancellation. NO Date



ATTACHMENT 3:  Project Status Terms and Definitions
updated July 27, 2015

DBB Page 3

Project Delivery: DBB

P6 Milestones Agreed Project Status Term Program Status Definition

Project Deferred (0012) Deferred

any project for which work has stopped in its entirety and no other work 
will progress while the status is listed as deferred. EAC will include all 
incurred costs (paid and unpaid) to the date of deferring the project. PMO 
acknowledges that a deferred project may remain in the deferred status for 
a maximum of 2 years; After this period, the PMO and the District and the 
College President must review the deferred status.   NO Date



Project Status Terms and Definitions
as of July 27, 2015

DB Page 4

Project Delivery: DB

P6 Milestones Agreed Project Status Term Program Status Definition

Project Start (0010) Future
future project not yet reached planning stage but in approved SEP and 
funded - Use SEP approved date

Advertise RFQ (0030) - Programming A/E In Programming
Programming architect has been approved by BOT hired and contract 
issued.  Use contract  date

Advertise DB RFQ (0200) In Design
Official approval for the architect to start design of project (p6). Use 
either NTP in LL and DBB or contract date in DB

DSA Submission (0500) DSA submission
Division of State Architect (DSA) receives plans from architect (p6). Use 
transmittal date.

DSA Approval of Design (0600) DSA approval
Construction plans are approved by DSA (p6) Use drawing set stamp 
date

N/A In Bid/ Award

a) Final construction bid documents are made public b) contract PBA is 
approved  by BOT (p6) c) Use bid date on Planet Bid and then the BOT 
approval date

NTP Construction (0750) -DB In construction
Notice to Proceed (NTP) has been issued to the construction (p6) Use 
NTP date

Various Stages of Closeout

Substantial Completion (0900) Substantial Completion

a) construction is substantially completed as per the contract definition 
in General Conditions 1.1.168; b) all parties have approved the prepared 
punch list; c) Form CC-0110 Certificate of Substantial Completion has 
been submitted for approval by the District;  Use date of  CC-0110



Project Status Terms and Definitions
as of July 27, 2015

DB Page 5

Project Delivery: DB

P6 Milestones Agreed Project Status Term Program Status Definition

Bldg. Occupancy and in-Use (1200) Complete and Ready for Use

same as above along with a) Form CC-1150 LACCD Occupancy and Safety 
Checklist has been submitted and approved by District; b) Building 
complies with all codes and regulations including asset depreciation 
(District Milestone); Use date of executed CC-1150

Final Completion (1240) Final Completion

a) Per contract General Conditions 1.1.95 b) Form CC-0115 Request for 
Notice of Completion (NOC) has been submitted;  c) PBA Authorize 
Acceptance of Completion of Construction form has been submitted for 
approval by the Board of Trustees; d) All Contract deliverables have been 
received e) NOC has been issued and approved by BOT; Use NOC final 
execution date

DSA Certification (1000) DSA Certification

Project has been completed, all required DSA forms have been 
submitted, and, DSA has issued a certificate (p6); Use DSA Certification 
Date

Final Project Closeout and Archival Records (1250) Final Project Closeout and Archival

a) Forms CC-0135 and CC-0135A have been submitted and approved by 
PMO; b) CPT has submitted all digital files to Projectwise; c) all relevant 
contracts have been closed out per CP-0684; Use approved date on CC-
0135

Non Active Project Status 

Project Cancelled (0014) Cancelled

any project that was started, but was terminated without accomplishing 
the project's' objectives in whole or part. The costs of a cancelled project 
are costs for services or goods may have resulted in a tangible benefit to 
the District.  PMO Accounting shall determine said benefit. EAC will 
include all costs incurred as of the date of cancellation. NO Date



Project Status Terms and Definitions
as of July 27, 2015

DB Page 6

Project Delivery: DB

P6 Milestones Agreed Project Status Term Program Status Definition

Project Deferred (0012) Deferred

any project for which work has stopped in its entirety and no other work 
will progress while the status is listed as deferred. EAC will include all 
incurred costs (paid and unpaid) to the date of deferring the project. 
PMO acknowledges that a deferred project may remain in the deferred 
status for a maximum of 2 years; After this period, the PMO and the 
District and the College President must review the deferred status.   NO 
Date



ATT 3 Project Status Definition v4.xlsx

LLB Page 7

Project Delivery: LLB

P6 Milestones Agreed Project Status Term Program Status Definition

Project Start (0010) Future
future project not yet reached planning stage but in approved SEP and 
funded - Use SEP approved date

Advertise RFQ (0030) - Programming A/E In Programming
Start date is the date the RFQ Programming architect has been issued.   Use 
advertisement date 

Advertise RFQ (0210) - Design AOR In Design
Start date is the date the RFQ design architect has been issued.   Use 
advertisement date 

DSA Submission (0500) DSA submission
Division of State Architect (DSA) receives plans from architect (p6). Use 
transmittal date.

DSA Approval of Design (0600) DSA approval Construction plans are approved by DSA (p6) Use drawing set stamp date

Start GMP Process (0430) - LLB In Bid/ Award

a) Final construction bid documents are made public b) contract PBA is 
approved  by BOT (p6) c) Use bid date on Planet Bid and then the BOT 
approval date

NTP Construction (0850) -LLB In construction
Notice to Proceed (NTP) has been issued to the construction (p6) Use NTP 
date

Various Stages of Closeout

Substantial Completion (0900) Substantial Completion

a) construction is substantially completed as per the contract definition in 
General Conditions 1.1.168; b) all parties have approved the prepared punch 
list; c) Form CC-0110 Certificate of Substantial Completion has been 
submitted for approval by the District;  Use date of  CC-0110
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LLB Page 8

Project Delivery: LLB

P6 Milestones Agreed Project Status Term Program Status Definition

Bldg. Occupancy and in-Use (1200) Complete and Ready for Use

same as above along with a) Form CC-1150 LACCD Occupancy and Safety 
Checklist has been submitted and approved by District; b) Building complies 
with all codes and regulations including asset depreciation (District 
Milestone); Use date of executed CC-1150

Final Completion (1240) Final Completion

a) Per contract General Conditions 1.1.95 b) Form CC-0115 Request for 
Notice of Completion (NOC) has been submitted;  c) PBA Authorize 
Acceptance of Completion of Construction form has been submitted for 
approval by the Board of Trustees; d) All Contract deliverables have been 
received e) NOC has been issued and approved by BOT; Use NOC final 
execution date

DSA Certification (1000) DSA Certification
Project has been completed, all required DSA forms have been submitted, 
and, DSA has issued a certificate (p6); Use DSA Certification Date

Final Project Closeout and Archival Records (1250) Final Project Closeout and Archival

a) Forms CC-0135 and CC-0135A have been submitted and approved by 
PMO; b) CPT has submitted all digital files to Projectwise; c) all relevant 
contracts have been closed out per CP-0684; Use approved date on CC-
0135

Non Active Project Status 

Project Cancelled (0014) Cancelled

any project that was started, but was terminated without accomplishing the 
project's' objectives in whole or part. The costs of a cancelled project are 
costs for services or goods may have resulted in a tangible benefit to the 
District.  PMO Accounting shall determine said benefit. EAC will include all 
costs incurred as of the date of cancellation. NO Date
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Project Delivery: LLB

P6 Milestones Agreed Project Status Term Program Status Definition

Project Deferred (0012) Deferred

any project for which work has stopped in its entirety and no other work will 
progress while the status is listed as deferred. EAC will include all incurred 
costs (paid and unpaid) to the date of deferring the project. PMO 
acknowledges that a deferred project may remain in the deferred status for 
a maximum of 2 years; After this period, the PMO and the District and the 
College President must review the deferred status.   NO Date
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1.0 Purpose 

This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) provides direction for administering and 
managing Los Angeles Community College District (LACCD) Bond Program work by 
defining specific processes to manage information technology services in accordance 
with best practices, industry standards, the contracted scope of services, Bond Program 
requirements, and all applicable laws, codes, rules and regulations.  

2.0 Scope 

The Standard Operating Procedure applies to the LACCD Bond Program’s Program 
Management Office (PMO). These procedures are intended to provide guidance for 
day-to-day operations and clarification of important aspects of information technology 
services. 
 

3.0  Acronyms, Terms and Definitions 

Refer to the Titles, Terms and Acronyms Supplemental Procedure posted on pmo.build-
laccd.org for a complete list of the acronyms used in Standard Operating Procedures 
and for frequently-used terms and definitions.  Acronyms are described with their first 
use in this document. 

Bond Program – Proposition A/AA/Measure J bond-funded construction program 

CI – Configuration item 

CPD  – College Project Director   

CPT – College Project Team 

DocView –  PMO document records and storage system 

HelpDesk – Supports requests for access and approved hardware/software  

IT – Information technology 

KPI - Key Performance Indicator 

LACCD – Los Angeles Community College District (also, the District) 

PMIS – PMO Project Management Information System 
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PMO – Program Management Office for LACCD Bond Program (Downtown Core Team 
and College Project Teams) 

SOP – Standard operating procedure 

VPN – Virtual Private Network 

4.0 Responsibilities 

4.1 PMO Information Technology Department 

The IT Department supports the PMO by facilitating information integration, 
collaboration and dissemination among District and college personnel, the PMO, 
College Project Directors (CPDs), designers and consultants, vendors, suppliers and 
subcontractors to the Bond Program, and the public at large.  

Shared information includes but is not limited to financials, project schedules, bidding 
and contract documents, drawings, and collaboration tools.  

The PMO IT Department is generally responsible for the IT network, software 
applications, and HelpDesk operations.  IT maintains the Bond Program website and 
manages an on-boarding/off-boarding process to verify that all Bond Program 
participants are properly engaged with IT assets and properly managed regarding IT 
needs. IT also provides procedures, documentation, and training for the Bond 
Program’s information technology and for specific software applications, as approved by 
the PMO. Refer to Attachment 1, Hardware and Software Policy, and Attachment 2, 
Approved List of Bond Program Software. 

IT Department business system analysts develop and implement standard reports for 
integrated project management systems; maintain existing project tracking and 
reporting systems; develop standard reports for internal and external stakeholders; 
development integrated Project Management Systems, including systems design, 
development, integration, testing, deployment and maintenance. 

4.1.1  IT HelpDesk Support 

The PMO provides an IT HelpDesk that supports all approved hardware/software and 
access requests.  Refer to Attachment 3, IT Asset Request Process.  In addition, see 
Attachment 4, IT Asset Return/Disposal Process.   

The HelpDesk is not intended to provide individualized training. The HelpDesk covers 
all normal PMO working days and hours.  

Attachment 5, Technical Support Guide describes support services and gives contact 
details for IT support requests.  
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Upon request, the IT Department will provide a Remote Access Request Form that 
includes the Remote Computing Access Policy with a request form and a defined 
process for submitting the request.  

The Remote Computing Access Policy requires individuals who work remotely or 
transport Bond Program data off-campus on electronic devices to use the Bond 
Program’s Virtual Private Network (VPN) to secure remote access to the PMO network. 

The Remote Access Request Form requires user and department or CPT identification 
and contact information, the purpose or circumstances requiring remote access, 
identification of resources needed, requested date for start of access, and management 
sponsorship and approval.   

Applicants will submit a scanned copy of the completed form with the required 
signatures, attached to an IT support request ticket.  The IT Department normally fulfills 
the request within three days and provides notification and instructions for remote 
access to the applicant.   

5.0 Procedures 

District policy applicable to Bond Program Information Technology IT functions is 
summarized as: 

• Utilize readily available computer hardware and software technology to meet the 
requirements of the Bond Program in the most efficient, cost-effective manner 
possible.  

• Maximize technology use through program management, project management, 
connection to the District and colleges, accounting, email, word processing, 
electronic storage of documents, and connectivity between locations.  

• Where necessary systems or tools are not currently available, provide a solution 
or work-around, including devising such tools with industry representatives. 
Configurable, off-the-shelf tools and applications are preferred over custom 
applications whenever possible. 

5.1 Computer Hardware 

5.1.1 PMO Responsibility 

The PMO is responsible for purchasing, renting, implementing and supporting the 
computing infrastructure, including servers, applications, software, networks, and other 
utilities for the Bond Program. The hardware infrastructure is standardized on various 
servers, workstations and laptops. (Refer to Attachment 1: Hardware and Software 
Policy.) 

The PMO is responsible for properly installing and maintaining all hardware to support 
the Bond Program and for working with the CPTs to verify that their systems interface 
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with required systems or to provide a reasonable workaround. The PMO will provide 
asset and inventory tracking for all IT equipment purchased with bond dollars and 
transfer all such equipment at the end of the Bond Program to the District property 
ledgers. Assets which, prior to the end of the Bond Program, reach the end of their 
usable lifespan or are no longer required by the Bond Program will be returned to the 
District following the appropriate District procedure. 

5.1.2 College Project Director (CPD) and College 
Project Team (CPT) Responsibility 

CPDs may select hardware and software only as specified by the PMO. All 
expenditures must be approved in advance by the PMO. CPDs are to notify the PMO in 
writing upon the termination or transfer of any CPT member with access to this 
infrastructure. CPTs will report issues with the computing infrastructure or applications 
to the IT HelpDesk. 

5.2 Computing Applications and Data 
Repositories 

The computing applications to be used in the Bond Program are documented on the 
approved list of software maintained by the PMO.  Use of any software not on this list is 
not supported by the PMO. This list will be updated from time to time, as needed. (Refer 
to Attachment 2, Approved List of Bond Program Software.) 

5.2.1 Project Management Information System 

The Project Management Information System (PMIS) is configured to meet the needs of 
the Bond Program. 

PMIS modules are used for Project Portfolio, Document Control, Budget and Cost 
Management, Scheduling, Collaboration, Reporting and Analysis, and Contract 
Management activities.   

PMIS access is granted following the submission and approval of a New User Setup 
Form.  The IT Department will make access to PMIS modules available upon approved 
requests.  

5.2.2 Bond Program Intranet Site 

The Bond Program SOP intranet site, http://pmo.build-laccd.org, is a password-
protected SharePoint site that allows designated members of the Bond Program to 
access and share reference and training documents and other information in a secure 
manner, including: 

• Bond Program reference documents  
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‒ SOPs  

‒ Risk Registers  

‒ LACCD Safety/Incident Notification Tree  

‒ Program/CPT Contact Lists  

‒ Training Documents  

‒ Board of Trustees Calendar  

‒ Titles, Terms and Acronym List  

‒ CPT Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)  

‒ Link to provide SOP and SharePoint site feedback 

• Links to Bond Program information 

‒ Bond Program website (www.build-laccd.org) 

• Additional relevant Bond Program documentation 

5.2.3 Approved Accounting System 

The official Bond Program Deltek Costpoint 7 financial system incorporates both project 
accounting and organizational accounting features. Applications currently in use include 
general ledger, accounts payable and purchasing modules.  See PMA SOP 7.0 
Finance/Accounting Management for additional detail. 

5.2.4 Approved Scheduling Application 

The PMO-approved scheduling application, Primavera P6, is used to create and track 
schedules.  Its use is detailed in PMA SOP 6.0, Schedule Management. Installation of 
this application will require Program Scheduler approval since the number of licenses is 
limited. 

5.3 Computer Care, Responsibility and Physical 
Security 

Equipment use is limited to Bond Program work, and equipment is not to be used for 
personal business or other work, without exception. 

Each user is responsible for providing a secure and safe environment for all computer 
equipment and software. Neither the District nor the PMO is responsible for any 
damaged or stolen equipment. This limitation of responsibility includes, but is not 
restricted to theft, power surges, and water damage. 
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At the end of each work day or any time users step away from their desks, they are 
encouraged either to lock or to log off their systems. This aids in maintaining a secure 
environment and facilitates system maintenance, which is often scheduled for evening 
hours. 

No user is permitted to share passwords or to record them in a visible location. 

The CPTs are strongly encouraged by the PMO to secure their project offices to limit 
the possibility of theft, including, but not limited to, computers, monitors, and printers. 

5.3.1 Data Backup and Restoration   

All servers operated by the PMO’s IT team will be backed up nightly.  

If a file on a Bond Program server requires restoration from the backup tapes, one 
business day is needed to respond with a time estimate for restoration and feasibility.  
Call or email the HelpDesk to initiate this procedure. Attachment 5 contains HelpDesk 
guidance for support services and contact information. 

5.3.2 Virus and Malware Protection 

The PMO IT Department is responsible for verifying that each Bond Program computer 
has the required virus-scanning software installed, configured, and maintained, and that 
computers and servers have virus and malware protection. Removal of anti-virus or 
similar applications is strictly prohibited. 

5.3.3 Inventory 

The PMO IT Department manages licenses obtained under District-vendor master 
agreements which allow the District to take advantage of educational licensing 
discounts.  The PMO IT team manages and maintains IT systems and hardware 
inventories, with inventory lists updated every time software or equipment is assigned to 
end users or returned by off-boarded users (see Attachments 3 and 4).  The inventory 
lists are maintained on an IT SharePoint site, and surplus assets are disposed of in 
accordance with LACCD policies and procedures. 

5.3.4 E-mail and IT Equipment 

Full-time and designated part-time PMO and CPT team members are assigned e-mail 
addresses and IT equipment; these are maintained by the PMO IT Department.  From 
time to time other resources may be assigned an address for a project. Bond Program 
and CPT team members are required to use the assigned e-mail account when 
conducting official Bond Program business.  The Bond Program e-mail account is not to 
be used to conduct personal business or for the benefit of other outside organizations, 
other enterprises or individuals. All e-mails sent to and received by the allocated e-mail 
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account are to be regarded as public information.  E-mail accounts are to have a 
standard Bond Program e-mail signature configured, as shown here:  

 
Firstname lastname 
Title 
  
Address 1 
Address 2 
City, State ZIP 
o.  213.111.1111 
m. 310.111.1111 
www.build-laccd.org 
  
This electronic communication, which includes any files or attachments thereto, contains proprietary or confidential information and may be privileged 
and otherwise protected under copyright or other applicable intellectual property laws. All information contained in this electronic communication is 
solely for the use of the individual(s) or entity to which it was addressed. If you are not the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that 
distributing, copying, or in any way disclosing any of the information in this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please 
notify the sender immediately, and destroy the communication and any files or attachments in their entirety, whether in electronic or hard copy format. 
Since data stored on electronic media can deteriorate, be translated or modified, AECOM, its subsidiaries, and/or affiliates will not be liable for the 
completeness, correctness or readability of the electronic data.  The electronic data should be verified against the hard copy. 
Please consider the environment before printing this page. 

 
 

The e-mail system is not to be treated as a filing cabinet, and total available storage is 
capped.  Attachments requiring storage are to be forwarded to the Document Controls 
Department or stored in the document management system. (Refer to PMA SOP 4.0, 
Document Control Management Plan, for additional guidance.) 

5.3.5 PMO Network Document Storage 

The PMO IT Department operates and maintains a file server with multiple file shares.  
This section of the IT SOP addresses the network shares, purposes, and uses.  

P Drive: the primary electronic filing location for PMO working files.  The P Drive is 
compartmentalized into functional areas with strict permissions established.  This share 
is available only to PMO staff. 

L Drive: the primary electronic filing location for many confidential files. Contracts, 
Accounting and Finance, and Labor Compliance departments use the L Drive to store 
electronic files.  This share is accessible only to designated PMO staff. 

R Drive: A “transitional storage location” for files shared between PMO and CPT staff.  
When PMO staff is working closely with CPTs, the R drive serves as a means to share 
files.  This share is accessible to both PMO and CPT staff. 

In addition to the network shares listed above, each CPT site maintains its own file 
server with the folder structure to store and maintain that site’s working electronic 
documents.  
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6.0 Revision Process 

This section records revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the procedure 
is changed, the nature of the change is noted under the description, including cases 
where extensive revisions occur throughout the document.  In cases where changes are 
less extensive, revision lines (“change bars”) will be added to identify places where 
changes are made. 

Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are encouraged and may 
be sent via a change request form located on the SOP SharePoint site. See the link 
entitled “Comments on the SOPs, Click Here” on the right side of the SOPs site to 
access the form. 

Procedure revision requests are reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis. 
 

Revision Effective 
Date 

Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of Revision 

Minor/Formatting 
and (or) 

Major/Procedural 

Required 
Reading? 

0 10-15-2013 All Original Issue Initial Issue Yes 
1 2-18-2015 

 
 

All Original sections and 
attachments were revised or 
deleted to reflect policy or 
procedural updates (change 
management process, mailbox 
retention, third party access 
forms, use of subcontractor 
logos, reimbursable expenses). 
 
 Additions include: 
• clarification of e-mail and 

asset eligibility and 
responsibility, including 
physical security 
responsibilities 

• defined process for new 
equipment requests, 
inventory maintenance, and 
equipment disposal 

•  license ownership 
• remote access policy and 

application form 
 
Minor formatting, reorganization 
and polishing throughout the 
document reflects annual 

Minor and Major Yes 
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refresh of document, including 
changes to SOP template and 
styles, updated terms, 
definitions, and acronyms, 
changes in use of BuildLACCD 
and Bond Program terminology  

7.0 Records  

• Remote Access Request Form 
• Inventory records 

8.0 Attachments 

Number Document Title 
Version / 

Revision Date 

ATT 1 PMA SOP 3.0, Rev. 1, Attachment  1 – Hardware and Software Policy Rev 0, 2/18/15 
ATT 2 PMA SOP 3.0, Rev. 1, Attachment  2 – Approved List of Bond Program 

Software 
Rev 0, 2/18/15 

ATT 3 PMA SOP 3.0, Rev. 1, Attachment  3 – IT Asset Request Process Rev 0, 2/18/15 
ATT 4  PMA SOP 3.0, Rev. 1, Attachment  4 – IT Asset Return/Disposal Process Rev 0, 2/18/15 
ATT 5 PMA SOP 3.0, Rev. 1, Attachment  5 –  Technical Support Guide Rev 0, 2/18/15 
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PMA SOP 3.0, REV. 1, ATTACHMENT 1 

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE POLICY 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 

To establish guidelines for the acceptable use of information technology assets, Bond Program 
policy considers all hardware and software company property to be used in the interests of the 
program’s requirements. This policy details hardware specifications, approved software, and 
software installation with lifecycle. 

HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS: 

The following are hardware and software specifications supported over time. Take note of those 
prior items that have been phased out to newer objects in 2014 (*): 

Operating System: Windows XP*, Windows 7 64-bit 

Processor: Intel P3 Xeon*, Intel Core 2 Duo*, i5, i7 

RAM: 4-16 GB based on need 

Storage: 500 GB 

Special Features: 

Webcam enabled, DVD Writer, Bluetooth, Intel Turbo Boost Technology, Smart Card Reader, 
Fingerprint Reader, USB charging port. 

Desktop Models: 

HP/dc7900 Small form factor* 
HP/Elitedesk 800 

Laptop Models: 

HP/EliteBook 8530p* 
HP/EliteBook 8560w* 
HP/EliteBook 8560w* 
HP/EliteBook 8540w* 
HP/EliteBook 8570p 
HP/Probook 650 G1 

LIFECYCLE 

To maintain the technological and operational efficiency of the program, lifespan for desktops 
and laptops is projected to extend three to five years. The IT Department will remain flexible and 
continue to monitor these systems and replace them on a rotational basis, based on need and 
cost savings. IT will determine which, if any hardware or software is outdated. Liable users and 
functional managers are held responsible for returning the equipment back to IT inventory once 
suitable replacements are deployed. 

Rev. 0, created 2/18/2015 



PMA SOP 3.0, REV. 1, ATTACHMENT 2  

APPROVED LIST OF BOND PROGRAM SOFTWARE 
 
PMO IT supports the software listed; the grouping includes default and optional software 
used on machines in the production environment. 
 
• Microsoft Office series (Word, Excel, Access, Outlook, PowerPoint, Infopath, OneNote, 

Publisher, SharePoint Workspace) 
• Microsoft Visio series 
• Microsoft Project series 
• Adobe Reader 
• Filezilla FTP client 
• Webdoc 
• Google Chrome 
• Mozilla Firefox 
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 
• Docview 
• Uii 
• Symantec Endpoint Protection 
 
This grouping is designed to support specific needs based on requirements of job description in 
performance of duties with prior approval (in writing) by functional manager.  

 
• Adobe Pro/Standard series 
• Adobe Photoshop 
• Bluebeam 
• EMC Captiva Quickscan Pro 
• Autodesk Design Suite: Autocad MEP, Revit Architecture, Revit MEP, Revit Structural, 

Navisworks Manage, Bentley Design Suite, Synchro, Project Wise 
• BIM 
• P6 
• Crystal Reports 
• Toad 
• CD Writing Software: Roxio and Nero 
• Badge Software: Asure, Fargo 
• Costpoint 
• Barracuda VPN client 

 

Rev. 0, created 2/18/2015 
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PMA SOP 3.0, Rev. 1, Attachment 5 

Technical Support Guide 

 

Contact PMO Support for all IT support issues by filing out a Support Ticket at 
support@gafcon.com 
 
This includes: 

• Network and connectivity 
• E-mail 
• Desktop, Windows, MS Office, or other applications required 
• Application Assistance (UII, DocView, Widget, Indigo) 
• Website updates 
• New hardware/asset requests 
• Printer issues 

 

In the event that you cannot email in a ticket due to the circumstance of your 
issue please call either 213.593.8409 or 310.422.9170, or come over to the IT 
Department and we will create a ticket on your behalf. 

If your ticket is considered an emergency by your functional lead, you may 
follow it up with an e-mail to IT Management.  Please make sure all contact with 
the IT Department is combined with a support ticket.   
 
If your ticket is left unanswered for more than 24 hours, please contact your 
functional lead for assistance. 
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1.0 Purpose 

This section describes the roles and responsibilities of the parties involved in the 
program in relation to sustainable design for the LACCD Bond Program (hereafter 
referred to as Bond Program). 

2.0 Scope 

This LACCD Sustainable design principles and standards applies to the nine LACCD 
colleges, satellite campuses and any design program documents prepared or revised in 
relation to: 

2.1 Sustainability (Building and site) 

2.2. Energy (Building and site as it relates to the board of Trustees mandate, including 
renewable energy) 

2.3 Green House Gas Emissions Inventory/Reduction (as related to the Bond Program) 

3.0 Responsibilities 

3.1 College Project Managers (CPMs) 

The LACCD Campus Project Managers (CPMs) are responsible to confirm the project 

LEED goal with the College President. 

 Monitor and confirm  sustainability goals are incorporated into the project scope, 
during project initiation.  

 Monitor and confirm  sustainability and energy goals and processes of the 

program have been incorporated into the design and construction documents.  

 Optimize sustainable strategies by ensuring policy and procedures outlined in 

this section have been followed by design and construction teams. 

 Track sustainability goals and status of LEED projects at the campus- Coordinate 
with Sustainability Program Liaison (SPL) for issues related to LEED project 

procedures  
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 Monitors design reviews with the appropriate stakeholders and documents 
stakeholder feedback, issue resolution and attendance at review meetings. All 
deviations from the requirements and OPR are required to be tracked and 
reported by the AE and MEP consultant. SPL should be copied on these 

deviation notices.  

 Oversee the design team in the data gathering related to Life Cycle Cost 
Analysis (LCCA) and Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) data to inform decisions to 
be presented to Building User Groups (BUG) on sustainability initiatives including 

system selection, material selection, M&O related issues. 

 Provide technical review of LCCA and TCO reports for new projects and 
technologies as required. Ensure safety and facilities input during various phases 
of sustainability review. 

 Gather submittal data for Facilities Master Planning and Oversight Committee 
(FMP&OC) reviews of LEED projects. Refer Chapter 13 on FMP&OC 
involvement. 

 Escalate the sustainability related issues to SPL/RDL for issue resolution. 

 Gather data to inform sustainability key performance indicators (KPI’s) 

dashboard tracking updates for college KPIs.  

 Monitor the Green Building Certification Institutue (GBCI) design and 
construction submittal process for progress and status for LEED projects. Report 
status to PMP SPL on Monthly basis. 

 For Lease/Leaseback and Design bid Build projects, coordinate between design 

and construction teams for LEED projects. 

 

3.2  Sustainability Program Liaison (SPL)  

The LACCD Sustainability Program Liaison (SPL) is responsible to: 

 Monitor the execution of district sustainability policies 

 Update and track performance of sustainability/energy standards and procedures 
to incorporate  

a) Changes in LEED rating system, as applicable  

b) Energy Optimization Program (EOP) goals and inititiatives into bond 
program contract documents.  

c) District and Campus KPI’s on sustainability 

 Monitor the CPM review of LCCA and TCO reports for new projects and 
technologies as required. 
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 Evaluate proposed new technologies or initiatives related to sustainable design 
when requested by CPM. 

 Conduct sustainability charrettes for LEED projects in design development. 

 Assign registration numbers for all LEED projects on LEED Online. 

 Participate in sustainability charrette and review program criteria during design 
development and beyond. 

 Provide tracking reports to District via sustainability KPI dashboard (to be 
developed). 

 Review and augment safety and facilities input during various phases of 
sustainability review. Facilitate ongoing changes in relation to sustainable 
maintenance and operations. 

 Coordinate with RPL and RDL for project-specific approvals and changes as 
required. 

 

3.3  LACCD 

The LACCD is responsible to: 

 Approve/ authorize all new policies and changes to existing policy  

 Authorize Green House Gas inventory and Climate Action Plan updates for the 
Bond program 

 

3.4 College President/ Shared Governance 

 Approve sustainable design thresholds for projects at the campus. 

 

4.0 Procedure 

4.1 Sustainable Building Principles and Standards  

4.1.1 Sustainability Policy: In 2002, the Board of Trustees adopted the 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED™) rating system to 
deliver new construction and major renovation projects. The policy requires that: 

a) All new buildings and major renovations over 7,500 sf and an occupied 
structure shall minimally be LEED ‘Certified’. Individual projects may 
stipulate LEED goals that exceed the minimum.  
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i) Design/Bid/Build and Lease/Leaseback- The campus Shared Governance 
approves the level of certification established by design team. The 
Facilities Master Planning & Oversight Committee (FMP&OC) approves 
sustainability features and level of LEED certification at 100% DD. 

ii) Design Build- the DB selection committee approves the LEED certification 
targeted by the best value DB proposal. The FMP&OC approves 
sustainability features and level of LEED certification at 100% DD.  

b) Minor renovations are exempt from LEED certification, but are required to 
exceed Title 24 by 10%. Individual projects are monitored using a 
‘sustainability checklist for renovation projects’ and energy performance 
through the Title 24 report. Review of documentation at various stages of 
design by CPM.  

c) Exceed Title 24 by 20% for all new construction. Energy performance is 
monitored through Title 24 reports.  

d) 15% of the project’s energy use to be supplemented by renewable energy, 
of which min 10% is to come from on-site sources (Photovoltaic panels). 
Remaining may be supplemented by utility provided “green power” 
Compliance and approval on a project by project basis. 

4.1.2 Sustainable Design Standards: The LACCD has developed a 
Sustainable Design Standards to provide direction to planning and design teams 
pursuing certification. This standard includes credit feasibility at the campus 
level. For all campus level credits, the design teams are urged to reach out to the 
campus project manager for direction and information on interpreting the 
document. 

4.1.3 Energy Optimization Program: Several energy efficiency projects are 
developed and managed directly through the Program Management Office 
(PMO) and are funded through the 40J Energy Fund. These will be coordinated 
with the Campus Project Manager for cost and schedule management in 
conjunction with other projects at the campus.  

These projects are: 

 Renewable Energy Projects  

 Measurement and Demand Response  

 Demand Side Management   

Refer to the Energy Optimization Program sub-section for more information on 
this. 

 

4.1.4 Climate Action Plan and Inventory: The District and the nine colleges 
are signatories of the American College & University Presidents Climate 
Commitment (ACUPCC).  The District also reports carbon emissions to The 
Climate Registry. Each Campus has a baseline carbon inventory and Climate 
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Action Plan (CAP) aimed at reducing the carbon footprint. These are 
managed by the Program Management Office.  
 
Green House Gas reductions are achieved through execution of the 
sustainable building program of the LACCD. Through efficient design, district 
central plants, renewable energy offsets, the LACCD colleges are on their way 
to achieve significant GHG reductions.  
 
The carbon inventory is performed in close cooperation of the all the 
Facility Directors of the Colleges. 

4.1.5 Bulk Procurement of Sustainable Technologies: 

LACCD Board actions ‘resolve’ use of master procurement agreements. 
Selection of these pre-negotiated vendors and products ensure sustainability 
criteria. Build-LACCD has written bulletins instructing use of the vendor/products, 
part of the RFP package that is given to all Design/ Design Build Teams.  The list 
of bulk procurement contracts related to sustainability products is as follows: 

-Flyash use 

-Photoluminescent Exit Signs 

- Carpet and carpet tiles 

-Bulk procurement of Concrete  

4.1.6     Sustainable Design Specifications:  

LACCD Division 1 General Conditions require the use of the Sustainable Design 
Specifications. PMO and CPM may change the Division 1 General Conditions 
through addition of a Supplemental Design Conditions document. These should 
be reviewed by the PMO for approval prior to including in a bid package. 

 

4.2 Application of the Sustainable Building Principles and Standards to 
Projects 

4.2.1 New Construction Projects 

New construction projects that incorporate the District’s Sustainable Building Principles 
and Standards meet all of the following criteria: 

 More than 50% of the funding is from Bond proceeds 

 Building area is over 7,500 square feet  

 Occupied structure 
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If the above three criterion are satisfied then the building is targeted to achieve a 
minimum of LEED Certified in the latest rating system by United States Green Building 
Council (USGBC). Depending of the delivery method selected at project initiation, a 
higher certification goal may be targeted at the discretion of the College President and 
shared governance.  

 

i) Design/Bid/Build and Lease/Leaseback- The campus Shared Governance 
approves the level of certification established by design team. The 
Facilities Master Planning & Oversight Committee (FMP&OC) approves 
sustainability features and level of LEED certification. 
 

ii) Design Build- the DB selection committee approves the LEED certification 
targeted by the best value DB proposal. The FMP&OC approves 
sustainability features and level of LEED certification at 100% DD.  

 

The LEED™ Green Building Rating System, developed by the United States Green 
Building Council (USGBC), is a consensus based national standardized process for 
delivering green buildings, providing third party verification for sustainability metrics 
developed for new construction.  

 

 
4.2.1.1 Design Build 

 
During design, the architect and LEED consultant on the design build team are 
responsible to confirm all the sustainable design deliverables and, coordination is 
incorporated into the design documents.  Once a design checklist is developed and as 
the design progresses, the LEED™ check list must be refined by the Design Consultant 
to ensure the LEED™ points pursued are achieved, at LEED Certified level at a 
minimum.   
 
Prior to commencement of construction, the LEED consultant on the design-build team 
provides the information that the design-build team will track for LEED certification. The 
construction team tracks the certification goals and credits and reports on the metrics 
related to LEED certification. The design- build team provides all the documents related 
to a sustainable building handover. 
 
The CPM is responsible to confirm that the design process is executed in compliance 
with the program procedures. The PMO SPL is responsible to assist with any 
clarifications on sustainable design criteria as related to each project and provide 
guidance as applicable. 
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Please refer to the Design Build project flowchart for sustainability process and 
approvals. 
 
4.2.1.2. Lease/ Lease Back 
 
During design, the architect and LEED consultant selected during design are 
responsible to confirm all the sustainable design deliverables and, coordination is 
incorporated into the design documents.  Once a design checklist is developed and as 
the design progresses, the LEED™ check list must be refined by the Design Consultant 
to ensure the LEED™ points pursued are achieved, at LEED Certified level at a 
minimum.  The driver for certification level should always be the program intent and 
LEED certification updates should reflect intent of sustainable features and criteria for 
the project. 
 
Prior to construction, the CPM will schedule a meeting with the contractor where LEED 
consultant on the design team provides the information that the construction team will 
track for LEED certification. The construction team tracks the certification goals and 
credits and reports on the metrics related to LEED certification. The design and 
construction team provides all the documents related to a sustainable building 
handover. 
 
Please refer to the Lease/ Lease back project flowchart for sustainability process and 
approvals. 
 

4.2.2 Major Renovation Projects 

Major renovation projects that incorporate the District’s Sustainable Building Principles 
and Standards include projects that meet the following criteria: 

 More than 50% of the exterior envelope is renovated. (Exterior envelope is 
defined as exterior walls, windows, door systems, or roof systems.) 

 Project scope includes upgrading major building systems, (mechanical, electrical 
and/or plumbing systems) 

 Occupied Structure 
 
These projects should follow LEED certification requirements, and all sustainability 
requirements similar to new construction projects. 

4.2.3   Non LEED Buildings  

If a building does not meet the District’s criteria for new construction projects or major 
renovation projects, it is then considered a non-LEED™ project, i.e. these projects will 
continue to incorporate sustainable features that compliment the program for the 
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project, however, will not pursue official LEED certification through GBCI nor be 
required to meet principles and standards policy criteria. Non LEED projects include 
projects that meet the following criteria: 

 Less than 50% of exterior envelop renovated. 

 Minor renovation of the building interior throughout the building. 
 
The LACCD Sustainable Checklist for Renovation Projects shall be completed in design 
development phase and receive approval of sustainable features incorporated.  
 
All non-LEED™ projects are to be listed on the FMP&OC Meeting Agenda where 
approval of the sustainable checklist will be provided. The LACCD Sustainable 
Checklist for Renovation Projects shall be completed in design development phase and 
receive approval of sustainable features incorporated.  

The CPM is to be at the FMP&OC meeting in the audience and available for questions 
for non-LEED™ projects on the FMP&OC Agenda; and attendance of the Design 
Consultant is also required. In addition, the CPM submits the LACCD Sustainable 
Checklist and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Renovation and Repairs 
Checklists for the Campus. 

4.2.4. Interior Renovation Projects- Non LEED  

Interior renovation projects include projects that meet the following criteria: 

 Less than 50% of exterior envelop renovated. 

 Renovations, improvements in a portion of the building, department specific. 
 

These projects will continue to incorporate sustainable features that compliment the 
program for the project, however, will not pursue official LEED certification through 
GBCI nor be required to meet sustainable principles and standards policy criteria.  
 
The LACCD Sustainable Checklist for Renovation Projects shall be completed in design 
development phase and receive approval of sustainable features incorporated.  
 

4.3 Sustainable Design Process  

Sustainable building design will be achieved through execution of the following:  

 Integrated design delivery, in coordination with Master planning, programming, 
BIM modeling, with the goal of facility management, Integrated Design Manual 
(IDM), Energy optimization program, Commissioning, Warranties and handover.  

 Balancing of programming requirements to available resources and funds,  

 During early stages of design, calibrating the cost model to choose sustainable 
design features in line with program requirements 
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 Understanding operations and maintenance requirements of the building systems 
considered 

 Complying with the LEED rating system requirements and process to deliver a 
LEED certified project 

 

Refer to the SOP design process workflow for sustainable design deliverables and 
coordination requirements for all delivery methods. These are outlined in this section in 
further detail. Compliance with this work flow is integral to delivery of a quality 
sustainable project. 

 

4.3.1 Critical Sustainable Design Coordination among various parties 

Timely coordination between various groups of the integrated design process will 
ensure a sustainable design delivery. Please refer to the Project life cycle work 
flow for a summary timeline of required meetings. Detailed below are details of 
the coordination meetings required, who they are chaired by, goals and 
outcomes of the meeting and each party’s responsibility.  

Procurement 

It is understood that a large part of the building 3D modeling can be completed 
by the design-build team during the RFP process. Outline of the BIM/Energy 
model requirements prior to this exercise will provide the competing teams with 
critical information that will enable them to set up their modeling requirements 
correctly from the beginning and substantially reduce their labor costs of 
remodeling the design if they were the winning design build team for any 
inaccuracy. 

Meeting #1-Energy Modeling IDM Overview 

This meeting is chaired by the PMO IDM and BIM Manager 

The participants should ideally include the 3D modeling specialist of the 
shortlisted teams for the design build proposal. 

Goals of the meeting are to provide a preview of the energy modeling and BIM 
requirements for asset tracking. 

 

Pre-Planning/ Planning 

Meeting #2- Project Initiation 

This meeting is chaired by the CPM Project manager. 
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Participants include: PMO RDL, SPL and EOP, Building user groups, campus 
facilities and the AE.  

As part of a larger meeting there are several goals of project initiation. This 
meeting shall confirm the sustainability and EOP scope of the project, central 
plant and metering requirements and concepts for achieving those goals.  

 

Programming 

Meeting #3 

USGBC Registration 

This meeting is chaired by the PMO SPL. 

The participants should include the CPM and the design team members involved 
in project programing 

The goal of the meeting would be to establish a project registration, rating system 
and number for the project on LEED Online from LACCD pre-registered projects.  

Confirm timeline and registration info for team member to accurately complete 
LEED online registration. Invite PMO and CPM to LEED Online with PM level 
access. 

 

Meeting #4 

OPR-BUG Meeting  

The Owner Project Requirements (OPR) –Building User Group (BUG) meeting is 
mandatory. This meeting establishes the system requirements for the project. 
Each project shall have its own OPR tailored to the program of the project. The 
meeting shall occur after program has been established but prior to RFQ/RFP for 
design services so the requirements developed in this meeting may be included 
in the RFP. 

This meeting is chaired by the CPM and CxA (or the party preparing the OPR 
document for the project). Note that the OPR cannot be prepared by the design 
team. 

This meeting shall include the AE involved in project programming, campus 
facilities director, key members of the building user group, the PMO Whole 

Building Commissioning Agent (WCxA). The SPL may attend this meeting as 
required.   

The goal of this meeting is to develop key parameters and feedback that will 
inform the making of the OPR. A key element of this meeting is to define training 
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requirements based on the complexity of the systems required to meet the needs 
of the programs. 

  

Design Build RFQ-RFP-NTP 

Lease-Leaseback RFQ-RFP-NTP 

-SPL and EOP will attend meetings at this stage as requested to provide 
feedback on sustainability policy requirements and EOP procedures. 

 

Design Phase: 

At Project Design Milestones: 

100% Schematic Design,  

50% DD (Prior to FMP&OC Meetings),  

100% DD,  

DSA Documents 

 

Meeting #5- Energy & Asset Modeling Review 

This meeting is chaired by the CPM. 

Participants attending this meeting include the PMO-SPL, VDC and BIM 
Manager, the AE energy modeler and the E7 studio representative. 

Goal of this meeting is to review the energy modeling cover sheet, associated 
assumptions and obtain clarifications on asset modeling requirements moving 
forward. (each applicable milestone) 

 

At Project Design Milestones: 

100% Schematic Design,  

50% DD,  

50% & 95% CD,  

 

Meeting #6- Sustainability Review 

This meeting is chaired by the CPM. 
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The participants include the architect and engineering team including MEP, civil, 
landscape and sustainability consultant (if applicable), Facilities management for 
O&M review and input of technologies being discussed, the PMO SPL, EOP, 
CxA, BIM/VDC Manager as applicable to meeting and stage. 

Goal of this meeting, depending on various stages of design shall be to:  

a) Validate design goals  

b) Perform milestone status check  

c) Confirm sustainability requirements are incorporated into the drawings 

d) Coordinate O&M and safety issues and requirements with facilities 
management  

e) Coordinate CxA review comments and issues with owner and facility 
management (if applicable)-Enhanced Cx 

f) Coordinate and confirm central plant connections and metering 
specification with EOP and facility management 

g) Confirm facilities training needs for proposed technologies and 
solutions 

 

Construction-  

Meeting #7- LEED Kick Off, Cx Kick-off and Asset Modeling Meeting: 

This meeting is chaired by the CPM. 

The participants include the project sustainability consultant or architect 
representative, project’s CxA, construction team, including all MEP, BAS and 
renewable energy sub-contractors, PMO SPL and VDC. 

Goal of this meeting is to: 

a) Convey contractor LEED credits roles, responsibilities and requirements with 
critical milestones 

b) Convey Commissioning Plan and coordination with Sub-contractors 

c) Confirm systems to be commissioned with sub-contractors 

d) Review Cx activities at pre-functional and functional testing, including air 
testing or flushout procedure and incorporate it into the construction schedule 

e) Kick off asset modeling criteria, requirements and roles and responsibilities 
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Construction-Milestone Meetings 

Meeting #8- Construction Asset Tracking Milestone Meeting. 

This meeting is chaired by the CPM. 

The participants include the VDC manager, construction team, facilities 
management, Cx Agent, ME consultant and energy modeler, sustainability 
consultant on the design team (as needed). 

Goal of this meeting is to review status of the energy model and asset tracking 
and resolve coordination issues. 

 

Construction-Substantial Completion 

Meeting #9- Building Flush-out meeting. This can be concurrent with a CxA 
coordination meeting 

This meeting is chaired by the CPM. 

The participants include the CxA, the construction team members responsible for 
building flushout, the ME consultant, the sustainability consultant. 

Goal of this meeting is to confirm flushout duration, responsibilities, schedule and 
LEED deliverables. 

 

Construction- Handover Process 

Meeting #10- CxA Training Review  

This meeting is chaired by the CPM. 

The participants include the CxA, all the building facilities manager and staff 
involved in maintenance and operation of the building, the construction team 
representative, and the PMO-Warranty  

Goal of this meeting is to conduct training as specified in the specifications to 
fulfill LEED Cx and District Cx requirements. 

 

 

Construction- Post Occupancy 10 months 

Meeting #11- CxA post occupancy review 

This meeting is chaired by the CPM. 
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The participants should ideally include the CxA, building facilities director and 
building manager, construction team representative, and PMO-CxA (optional) 

Goal of this meeting should be conduct a building performance review and 
report, coordination with building performance model, coordination with energy 
model and asset tracking. 

 

Construction-Post Occupancy Warranties 

Meeting #12- 11 month Post Occupancy Warranty walk 

This meeting is chaired by the CPM. 

The participants include PMO - post construction group, facilities manager and 
construction team. 

Goal of this meeting is to create the 11 month warrantee list, address outstanding 
warrantee issues, confirm all training material has been provided in formats 
requested and ask questions on training material provided as applicable.  

 

4.3.2  Facilities Master Planning & Oversight Committee (FMP&OC) Approval of 
LEED Projects 

All LEED™ and Non-LEED™ projects in excess of five million dollars are reviewed and 
approved in concept by the Facilities Master Planning & Oversight Committee 
(FMP&OC) for their sustainable elements and design features. The FMP&OC is a 
subcommittee of the LACCD Board of Trustees (BOT). The committee convenes 
monthly to give approval on buildings that incorporate sustainable design features, 
among other project approvals. Once sustainable features of LEED projects are 
approved by the FMP&OC, the project teams can continue on to the next phase of 
design. 

The FMP&OC approval of LEED projects is similar to FMP&OC approval of all projects.    

 

4.3.3 Green Building Certification Institute Coordination: 

 The PMO will assign registration numbers for all LEED projects on LEED Online 
at project initiation when LEED certification requirement for the project is 
established.  

 GBCI certification process will be managed by the design team. The design team 
will provide access to the CPM and PMO SPL to the LEED online project as the 
project is setup in the GBCI database. 
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 The LEED consultant should obtain campus specific information for project setup 
from CPM. 

 Issuance of a Credit Interpretation Request (CIR) to GBCI must be approved by 
the SPL. SPL should be advised of situation and copied on all communication to 
the GBCI/USGBC as related to LACCD projects.  

 The use of the ‘sustainable education’ innovation credit is at the discretion of the 
design team. This would give the user, visitor, a summary of sustainable features 
of the project. Methods to display this information include a computer console at 
the entrance of the building with a looped PowerPoint presentation that would 
continuously display, cut away models of the building showing the sustainable 
features and signage describing the sustainable features.  

 Throughout the design and construction process the Design Sustainability 
Consultant is responsible for managing the LEED certification process and 
submits all documentation to the GBCI/USGBC for evaluation.  

 The CxA on the project is responsible for submitting the prerequisite and 
enhanced Cx credit (if applicable) to GBCI/USGBC. 
 

4.3.4. Energy Modeling for New Construction and Major Renovation LEED 
Projects 

The Energy model plays an integral part in confirming the project design is achieving 
sustainability and energy requirements at each phase of design. Confirmation of 
sustainability goals at each phase is required. Refer to the sustainability and energy 
model review sub-process flow chart for milestones and deliverables related to the 
energy model at each phase of the design deliverables. Please also refer to  the IDM for 
energy modeling, and Section 5 for more information on energy modeling requirements. 
Review the 4D energy modeling and asset tracking requirements. 

 

Criteria on LEED project energy modeling requirements and process: 

The design team should complete the Title 24 energy model and cover sheet and 
submit to CPM for review at each milestone deliverable. Confirm compliance with 
sustainable design requirements. 

Refer to the following Design Management Sub-Process: 

Energy Modeling Sub-process 

BIM and Energy Modeling Sub-Process 

1. Energy Modeling Approvals 

2. Energy Modeling IDM (Reference IDM) 

3. Energy Modeling Cover Sheet 
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4.3.5. Commissioning  

All LEED™ projects have a third party Commissioning Authority (CxA) firm, hired by the 
CPM, to oversee the commissioning process. Commissioning is a systematic process of 
ensuring that all equipment or systems have been properly installed and function in 
tested modes according to contract documents. Commissioning also verifies that 
building systems perform interactively according to Basis of Design and Owner project 
Requirements (OPR) i.e. Building User Group’s operational needs. 

The Commissioning process encompasses and coordinates traditionally separate 
functions of system documentation, equipment Startup, Control System Calibration, 
testing and balancing, and performance testing and training. 

The Commissioning Authority performs the following: 

 Ensures the Owner Project Requirements are complete and reviews the OPR 
and BOD.   

 Performs all LEED related Commissioning. 

 Completes LEED related documentation on LEED Online and attests to 
successful commissioning efforts for the project. 

 Continues commissioning activities approximately 10 months after beneficial 
occupancy. The contractor is required to be available for warranty issues and the 
design consultant is required to be available for clarifications on design issues. 

  

Additional commissioning is coordinated through the CPM and the Design Consultant. 
Any disputes, etc. are to be brought to the attention of the SPL/RDL/RPL, through the 
CPM for resolution.  

See LACCD General Requirements Technical Specification on Commissioning and the 
Commissioning process Flowchart for further clarifications. 
 
The Owner Project Requirements (OPR) is generated for all LEED Projects with the 
assistance of the CxA. This document is used by the CxA for review of all Basis of 
Design Narratives generated by the design/design build teams. The OPR should be 
developed early in the project.  
 
The CxA is also integral to review design drawings for compliance with BOD and OPR.  
The CxA also monitors the submittals during construction if enhanced Cx is pursued for 
the project. This is recommended to provide a quality review of the submittals during 
construction. 
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4.4 Sustainable Design Deliverables by Project Phase 

Below is an outline of documents related to sustainable design and construction 
deliverables. At various stages of programming, pre-planning, design, 
construction and post construction, the CPM is responsible to ensure that quality 
sustainable design deliverables are produced by the design team. Timely review 
and comment on the sustainable submittals will ensure a quality project. 

 

Programming 

1. Document Name: Sustainable Design Criteria for project- included as part of 
Project Program 

This document establishes the scope of sustainability and EOP coordination for 
the project. 

This document is prepared by the Programming Architect, reviewed by the CPM 
and PMO-SPL, RDL and EOP. The PMO provides input to the Programming 
architect as requested. 

 

2. Document Name: Owner Project Requirements 

This document establishes the system design criteria and requirements  

This document is prepared by the commissioning agent or other responsible 
party for the building user group (BUG). It is reviewed by the CPM, BUG, and the 
PMO SPL and EOP. 

 

Design- Schematic 

4. Document Name: Sustainability Narratives, Systems Narratives and Basis of 
Design, LEED Checklist, Schematic Energy Model cover sheet 

This document establishes the sustainability criteria for the project, Design 
response to the OPR and identifies the sustainability features for the project. 
Energy model review should establish preliminary targeted energy compliance 
for the project. This will be accomplished by delivering the energy model cover 
sheet applicable to the project. (see more in the energy modeling section) 

This document is prepared by the design team and reviewed by the CPM. 
(See design management sub-process) 

 

Design- 50% and 100% Design Development 
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1. Document Name: Sustainability Narratives, Systems Narratives and Basis of 
Design, LEED Checklist, Design Development Energy Model cover sheet 

This document tracks status of sustainability. Show incorporation of 
sustainability features, how sustainability objectives are accomplished. 
Provide an updated LEED scorecard that reflects the status of sustainability 
objectives of the project. Provide updated energy modeling cover sheet + title 
24 documentation to show energy modeling compliance with LACCD board 
policy requirements. 

This document is prepared by the design team and reviewed by the CPM. 
PMO SPL to assist as applicable.  

 

2. Document Name: Energy modeling cover sheet + Model + asset tracking 

This document confirms the energy model is in line with the design progress and 
has incorporated the sustainable design goals of the project. It will establish the 
baseline and proposed case modeling parameters. 

This document is prepared by the design team energy modeler and reviewed by 
the CPM and the PMO-VDC 

 

Design- Construction Documents 

1. Document Name: Sustainability Narratives, Systems Narratives and Basis of 
Design, LEED Checklist, Progress Energy Model, renewable energy 
allocation from campus bank and/or project renewable energy 

This document tracks the status of sustainability. Show incorporation of 
sustainability features and LEED requirements in documents. This document 
confirms the energy model is in line with the design progress and has 
incorporated the sustainable design goals of the project in this phase. Provide 
the energy modeling cover sheet and Title 24 documentation showing 
compliance of energy requirements. Confirm CxA and Training requirements. 
Coordinate central plant and metering requirements with EOP. Coordinate 
campuswide LEED credits, including renewable energy bank as applicable 
with SPL.  

This document is prepared by the design team and reviewed by the CPM and 
SPL as requested. 

 

GBCI Design Submission 
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1. Document Name: Green Building Certification Institute (GBCI) LEED Online 
Design Submission 

Completes the design phase GBCI LEED submission. 

CPM and PMO SPL to provide any input requested by design team.  

Construction- Kick Off 

1. Document Name: Contractor Project Plans for credits: MRc2, MRc4, MRc5, 
MRc7, EQc4.3 

This document establishes projection plans for targeted construction credits 
on the LEED scorecard. 

These should be prepared by the contractor and submitted to the CPM and 
design professional for review and conformance of LEED overall scorecard 
goals. 

 

Construction-Progress 

1. Document Name: Contractor credit status for all construction related 
sustainability items 

Ongoing contractor progress updates provides status on contractor tracked 
credits such as MRc2, MRc4, MRc5, MRc7, EQc4.1-4.4 (as applicable) 

The updates are provided through an updated LEED template and back-up 
documentation showing percentage compliance of LEED goals. 

This document prepared by the contractor is reviewed by the CPM and design 
team professionals tracking the performance of the overall LEED scorecard. 

 

2. Document Name: 4D Milestone deliverable 

3. This document tracks the energy model and asset management deliverable 
during construction. It is prepared by the contruction team and reviewed by 
the CPM and PMO-VDC. 

 

EOP M&DR 

1. Document Name: EOP M&DR Review 

This document reviews the construction drawings for compliance with District 
M&DR and requests additional documentation or information related to 
metering and demand response for the project. Coordinate all requirements 
with the facilities director and contractor. 
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This document is a review prepared by PMO-EOP for coordination with CPM 
and Director of Facilities. 

 

Construction-Substantial Completion 

1. Document Name: CxA Training Manuals and Schedule 

This document confirms training is in accordance with OPR and Specification 
requirements. This document is prepared by the construction team and 
reviewed by the CPM and PMO. 

 

GBCI Construction Submission 

1. Document Name: Green Building Certification Institute (GBCI) LEED 
Online Construction Submission 

Completes the construction phase GBCI LEED submission. 

CPM and PMO SPL to provide any input requested by design and 
construction team.  

 

Construction- DSA Closeout 

Document Names: Final OPR, Basis of Design, Construction Manual, Training 
Manuals, LEED Online documentation , Energy model cover sheet, energy native 
model + Title 24 documents 

This is the final sustainable design documentation to be prepared and submitted by 
design and construction team  and reviewed by the CPM, CxA, Facilities Director, PMO- 
SPL, CxA, Post Construction and EOP. 

 

Construction- Post Occupancy 10 months 

1. Document Name: CxA report 

This document provides a review report on post occupancy information on the 
building, possible corrections in system and action items. It is prepared by the 
CxA and reviewed by the CPM, construction team, facilities director, and 
PMO warranties and PMO WCxA 

4.5 Energy Optimization Program (EOP) 

The  EPO is responsible for planning and execution of all districtwide energy related 
projects, utility coordination and management for Renewable Energy projects, Demand 
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Side management (ESCO contracts, energy review and audit, retrofits), Monitoring and 
Demand Response (in RFP currently) and Retro Cx (future planned). This program is 
primarily funded through the 40J Energy Fund.   
 

The EOP is managed by PMO.  Refer to the Energy Optimization Program sub-
section for more information on this. 

 

4.6   Campus Renewable Energy 

Each campus has a certain amount of renewable energy constructed as part of the 
bond program. This is refered as the existing renewable energy bank in this document.    

For new LEED projects, decision on incorporating a new renewable energy project will 
be made at project initiation by the Shared Governance and College President. The 
CPM and design team shall consult with PMO on existing renewable energy bank and 
its availability to meet policy requirements at a campuswide level. A portion of the 
renewable energy bank will be allocated to the new project and pertinent documentation 
to aid the LEED submission process will have to be generated by responsible parties.  

Availability of Renewable energy at the campus and its allocation to the project will help 
achieve LEED credits/points for certification.  

Also reference EOP section 13. 

 

5.0 Terms and Definitions 
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7.0 Revision History 

This page is a record of all revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the 
procedure is changed, the nature of this change is noted under the description and/or 
by revision lines in the procedure. 

Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are welcome, and should 
be emailed to procedures-comments@build-laccd.org.  You must include the following 
in the body of your email: 

 Your Name/Firm/Contact Telephone Number 

 SOP Volume 

 Section Name and Number 

 Sub-section 

 Description of Concern/Comment 

 Reason/Suggested Resolution 
  
Procedure revision requests will be reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis.  

 

 

Revision 
Effective 

Date 

Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of 

Revision 

(Editorial/ 

Technical) 

Update 

Required 

Reading? 

0 10-15-2013 All Original Issue Initial Issue Yes 

      

      

8.0 Records 

 None 

https://mail.pacificaservices.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=995937f9c70049bc9e6b7084400ead87&URL=mailto%3aprocedures-comments%40build-laccd.org
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9.0 Attachments 

Attachment 

Number 
Title 

Attachment 

Identifier 

 

Sustainable Design Policies 

-LEED Certification 

-Energy and Renewable Energy 

 

 Sustainable Design Standards- May 2009  

 
LACCD Sustainable Checklist for Renovation 
Projects- Non LEED Projects 

 

 

Building Process work flow 

-Design Build 

-Lease Lease Back 

 

 Design Management Sub-Process: 

a) Sustainable Design Review 

b) OPR and BOD Review 

 

 Critical Coordination for sustainable design 
process by phases- reference chart 

 

 Sustainable Design Deliverables by project 
phase- reference chart 

 

 Design Management Sub-Process: 

BIM and Energy Modeling Sub-process 

Energy Modeling Cover Sheet 

1. Energy Modeling Approvals 

2. Energy Modeling IDM (Reference 
IDM) 

 

 Sustainability KPIs 

-CPM 

-PMO 

 

 College Climate Action Plan Summaries 
(CAP) 

 

 

 

 

 

Critical Coordination for sustainable design process by phases- reference chart 
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Procurement 

It is understood that a large part of the building 3D modelling can be completed 
by the design-build team during the RFP process. Outline of the BIM/Energy 
model requirements prior to this exercise will provide the competing teams with 
critical information that will enable them to set up their modeling requirements 
correctly from the beginning and substantially reduce their labor costs of 
remodeling the design if they were the winning design build team for any 
inaccuracy. 

 

Meeting #1 Energy Modeling IDM Overview 

Chaired by PMO-IDM/BIM team 

Participants and responsibilities Shortlisted teams for design build 
proposal 

Goals and Outcomes Preview of energy model and BIM 
project requirements 

 

Pre-Planning/ Planning 

Meeting #1 Project Initiation 

Chaired by CPM 

Participants and responsibilities AE involved in project initiation  

Building User Group 

Facility Manager 

PMO- RDL SPL and EOP 

Goals and Outcomes Confirm sustainability and EOP scope, 
central plant connectivity and metering 
requirements for Project Initiation 

 

Programming 

Meeting #1 USGBC Registration 
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Chaired by PMO SPL 

Participants and responsibilities CPM 

AE involved in project programming 

 

Goals and Outcomes Establish a project registration, rating 
system and number for the project on 
LEED Online from LACCD pre-
registered projects.  

Confirm timeline and registration info 
for team member to accurately 
complete LEED online registration  

Invite PMO and CPM to LEED Online 
with PM level access. 

 

The Owner Project Requirements (OPR) meeting is mandatory. This meeting 
should establish the system requirements for the project. Each project should 
have its own OPR tailored to the program of the project. The meeting should 
occur after program has been established. 

 

Meeting #2 OPR BUG Meeting 

Chaired by CPM/CxA 

Participants and responsibilities CPM to coordinate meeting invitation 
list and logistics 

CxA 

AE involved in project programming 

Campus Facilities 

Building User Group 

PMO WCxA 

Optional-SPL 
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Goals and Outcomes CxA to develop an OPR based on this 
meeting with BUG 

Define training requirements overview 
based on building needs. 

 

Design Build RFQ-RFP-NTP 

Lease Lease Back RFQ-RFP-NTP 

-SPL and EOP can attend meeting at this stage as requested 

 

100% Schematic Design, 50% DD (Prior to FMP&OC Meetings), 100% DD, DSA 
Documents 

Meeting # Energy & Asset Modelling Review 

Chaired by CPM 

Participants and responsibilities PMO- SPL ,BIM, VDC 

E7 

AE Energy Modeler 

Goals and Outcomes As needed , when compliance is not 
achieved, conduct a status meeting to 
confirm progress at the energy 
modeling milestones 

 

100% Schematic Design, 50% DD, 50% & 95% CD, DSA Documents 

Meeting # Sustainability Review 

Chaired by CPM 

Participants and responsibilities AE 

Design Team members as appropriate 

Facilities Management- for O&M and 
design input 
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Construction Team as applicable to 
delivery process 

Optional- PMO-SPL, EOP, CxA, 
BIM/VDC 

Goals and Outcomes -Validate design goals, status check, 
confirm sustainability requirements are 
incorporated into the design drawings. 

 

-Confirm facilities training needs   

-Coordinate with Project CxA 

 

 

Construction- Kick Off 

Meeting # LEED Kick off, Cx Kick-off and Asset 
Modelling Mtg 

Chaired by CPM 

Participants and responsibilities Design Team sustainability consultant 

Cx Agent 

Construction Team, including all MEP, 
BAS and renewable energy 
subcontractors 

PMO- SPL, VDC  

Goals and Outcomes Convey contractor LEED credits roles 
and responsibilities 

Convey Commissioning Plan and 
coordination with Sub-contractors 

Review construction schedule wrt to Cx 
activities at pre-functional and 
functional testing 

Goals and Outcomes Convey contractor LEED credits roles 
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and responsibilities and requirements 

Convey Commissioning Plan and 
coordination with Sub-contractors 

Review construction schedule wrt to Cx 
activities at pre-functional and 
functional testing 

Kick off asset modeling criteria, 
requirements and roles and 
responsibilities 

 

 

 

Construction-Milestone Meetings 

Meeting # 4D Milestone Meeting 

Chaired by VDC 

Participants and responsibilities Construction Team 

Facilities Management 

CxA 

ME Consultant energy modeler 

LEED consultant (As needed) 

 

Goals and Outcomes Status review of the energy model and 
asset tracking 

 

Construction-Substantial Completion 

Meeting # Building Flushout- This can be 
concurrent with a CxA coordination 
meeting 

Chaired by CPM 
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Participants and responsibilities CxA 

Construction Team 

ME Consultant 

LEED consultant 

 

Goals and Outcomes Confirm the flushout duration, 
responsibilities, schedule and LEED 
deliverables. 

 

 

Construction- Handover Process 

Meeting # CxA Training 

Chaired by CxA 

Participants and responsibilities CPM 

Building Facilities 

Construction Team representative 

Optional- PMO Warranty 

Goals and Outcomes Conduct training as specified in the 
specifications to fulfill LEED Cx and 
District Cx requirements. 

 

 

Construction- Post Occupancy 10 months 

Meeting # CxA Review LEED 

Chaired by CxA 

Participants and responsibilities Building Facilities 
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Construction Team representative 

CPM 

Optional-PMO-CxA 

Goals and Outcomes Building performance review and report 

Coordination with building performance 
model 

Coordination with energy model and 
asset tracking 

 

Construction-Post Occupancy Warranties 

Meeting # 11 month Post Occupancy Warranty 
walk 

Chaired by CPM 

Participants and responsibilities PMO- post construction group 

Facilities manager 

Contruction Team 

Goals and Outcomes Create 11 month warrantee list  

Address outstanding warrantee issues 

Review training information and 
questions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sustainable Design Deliverables by project phase- reference chart 
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Programming 

Document Name: 

 

Sustainable Design Criteria for project- 
included in project program 

 

Prepared by: Programming Architect 

Reviewed by: CPM 

PMO- SPL, EOP 

Scope and Goal Establishes final scope of sustainability 
and EOP for the project  

 

Document Name: 

 

Owner Project Requirements  

 

Prepared by: Commissioning Agent for 

Building User Group (BUG) 

Reviewed by: CPM 

BUG 

PMO- SPL, EOP 

Scope and Goal Establishes system requirements for 
the project  

Design- Schematic 

Document Name Sustainability Narratives, Systems 
Narratives and Basis of Design, LEED 
Checklist, Schematic Energy Model 

Prepared by: Design Team 

Reviewed by: CPM (See Design Management Sub-
Flow) 
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Scope and Goal Establishes the sustainability criteria for 
the project, Design response to the 
OPR and identifies the sustainability 
features for the project. Energy model 
review should establish preliminary 
targeted energy compliance for the 
project. 

 

Design- 50% Design Development 

Document Name: Sustainability Narratives, Systems 
Narratives and Basis of Design, LEED 
Checklist, Schematic Energy Model 

Prepared by: Design Team 

Reviewed by: CPM (See Design Management Sub-
Flow) 

Scope and Goal Tracks status of sustainability. Show 
incorporation of sustainability features 
and LEED requirements in documents 

 

Design- 50% Design Development 

Document Name: Energy modeling cover sheet + Model 
+ asset tracking  

Prepared by: Design Team 

Reviewed by: CPM (See Design Management Sub-
Flow) 

VDC 

Scope and Goal Energy model in line with design 
progress and incorporating sustainable 
design goals 
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Design- Construction Documents 

Document Name: Sustainability Narratives, Systems 
Narratives and Basis of Design, LEED 
Checklist, Progress Energy Model, 
renewable energy allocation from 
campus bank and/or project renewable 
energy 

Prepared by: Design Team 

Reviewed by: CPM (See Design Management Sub-
Flow) 

Scope and Goal Tracks status of sustainability. Show 
incorporation of sustainability features 
and LEED requirements in documents 

Confirms CxA and Training 
requirements 

 

GBCI Design Submission 

Document Name: LEED Online 

Prepared by: Design Team 

Reviewed by: CPM 

Scope and Goal Completes GBCI submission 

 

Construction- Kick Off 

Document Name: Contractor Project Plans 

MRc2, MRc4, MRc5, MRc7, EQc4.3 

Prepared by:  Contractor 

Reviewed by: CPM 
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Scope and Goal Establishes projection plan for targeted 
credits on construction LEED scorecard 

 

Construction-Progress 

Document Name: Contractor credit status for all 
construction related sustainability items 

Prepared by:  Contractor 

Reviewed by: CPM, project LEED consultant 

Scope and Goal Establishes construction LEED 
scorecard status 

 

Construction-Progress 

Document Name: 4D Milestone deliverable 

Prepared by:  Construction team 

Reviewed by: CPM 

VDC 

Scope and Goal Tracking energy model and asset 
management document 

 

EOP M&DR 

Document Name: EOP M&DR Review 

Prepared by: PMO-EOP 

Reviewed by: CPM 

Facilities Director 

Scope and Goal Confirms compliance with District 
M&DR and requests additional 
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documentation or information related to 
metering and demand response for the 
project 

 

Construction-Substantial Completion 

Document Name: CxA Training Manuals and Schedule 

Prepared by Construction Team 

Reviewed by: CPM,  

PMO 

Scope and Goal Confirm training is in accordance with 
OPR and Specification requirements 

 

 

GBCI Construction Submission 

 

Document Name: LEED Online 

Prepared by: Design  and Construction Team 

Reviewed by: CPM 

Scope and Goal Completes GBCI submission 

 

 

Construction- DSA Closeout 

Document Name: Final OPR, Basis of Design, 
Construction Manual, Training 
Manuals, LEED Online documentation , 

Energy model, imodel,  
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Prepared by: Design and Construction Team 

Reviewed by: CPM 

Facilities Director 

PMO- SPL, CxA, Post Constr., EOP 

E7 

CxA 

Scope and Goal Establishes final documentation from 
Design and Construction Team 

 

Construction- Post Occupancy 10 months 

Document Name: CxA report 

Prepared by: Cx Agent 

Reviewed by: CPM 

Construction Team 

Facilities Director 

PMO- WCxA 

Scope and Goal Review report on post occupancy 
information on the building, possible 
corrections in system 

 

 



Building Information Modeling and Energy Modeling SUB-Process: Quality Assurance, Design Review and Digital Document Deliverable workflow for projects requiring the use of Building Information Modeling 
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Planning Programming RFQ RFP SD DD CD Construction Sub. Completion Final Completion / Turnover

PROJECTWISE

QA SUPPORT

BIM Requirements 

Review

Energy Modeling 
Requirements 

Review

BIM KICKOFF MEETING

RFP Response

*3D Model

*Draft BEP
25-50% SD

Update based on 

comments

TECHNICAL 

REVIEW

CPM & PMO 

Comments on BIM 

Execution Plan 

100% SD

QC 

REVIEW

Space and OPR 
Validation 

Basis of Design

ANIMATION

QA SUPPORT
BIM Best Practice

PW Support

BIM Standards

Model Walk #1

(FM,CM, Safety)

QC HARD

CHECK

REVIEW

Basis of Design

Energy 

50% DD

BIM EXECUTION 

PLAN

PASS

PASS

100% DD

QC

REVIEW
Design Data

System Coord

Envelope

Energy

DSA SUBMITTAL 

(95% CD)

REVIEW AND 

COMMENTS

PASS

QC HARD 

CHECK

REVIEW

Constructability  

Details

Energy

QA SUPPORT
BIM Best Practice

PW Support

BIM Standards

4D Review

Model Walk #3

(FM, CM, Safety)

i-MODEL for M&O

PRE-CON

*Schedules

*Trade 

Coordination

*LEED/Energy

QC

REVIEW

Scheduling

Submittals

DSA vs. 

As-Built 
M&O Data

AS-BUILT 

(FINAL)

PASS

RECORD 

DOCUMENTS 

(FINAL)

QA SUPPORT
BIM Standards

M&O Data Check

100% CD

(DSA comments 

updated)

QC

REVIEW
DSA Updates

Constructability

Energy

FAIL

QA SUPPORT
BIM Best Practice

PW Support

BIM Standards

Model Walk #2

(FM,CM,Safety)

QA SUPPORT
Model Set Up

PW Support

BIM Standards

AWARD

PW:
Record CAD / BIM

Master Plan

Campus 

Standards

PW:

RFP Documents:

Program/Criteria 

Docs

DB Team proposal

Prelim Drawings

Prelim Model
Prelim Schedule

Basis of Design

PW:

BIM Execution 

Plan

PW:
BIM Native Files

BIM QA Report

Design Analysis

Prelim Energy 

Model

Energy Cover 

Sheet
Title 24 Report

PW:

Native BIM/CAD

Progress Drawings

Outline Specs

Coordination 

Model
Prelim Energy 

Model

Energy Cover 

Sheet

Title 24 Report

PW:

Native BIM/CAD

Progress Drawings
Outline Specs

Coordination 

Model

BIM QA Report 

Energy Model

Energy Cover 

Sheet
Title 24 Report

PW:

Native BIM/CAD

Drawings

Specs

Coordination 

model
BIM QA Report

Energy Model

Energy Cover 

Sheet

Title 24 Report

PW:

Native BIM/CAD

DSA Approved 

Drawings

Specs

Schedule

Coordination 
Model

Energy Model

Energy Cover 

Sheet

Title 24 Report

PW:

RFIs

Submittals

Progress Drawings

Fabrication Models

Coordination 
Models

O+M Data 

Checklist

Native BIM/CAD

As Built Mark ups

Energy Model

Energy Cover 
Sheet

Title 24 Report

PROJECTWISE 

WORKSHOP

FAIL

PW:

RFIs

Submittals

Shop Drawings
Commissioning 

Reports

Progress Drawings

Fabrication Models

Coordination 

Models

O+M Data 
Checklist

Native BIM/CAD

Energy Model

Energy Cover 

Sheet

Title 24 Report

QA SUPPORT
PW Support

BIM Standards

QA SUPPORT

PW Support
BIM Standards

4D Review

BIM Data Check

i-MODEL for M&O

SCORING/

SELECTION

FAIL 

START PROJECT

PROJECT

START UP

PROGRAM 
DEVELOPMENT

INITIATE CCC 

PROCESS

DESIGN INPUT 

FOR CCC 

SUBPROCESS

CCC 

PRESENTATION

SLIDESHOW

DRAWINGS

PASS

RECORD 

DOCUMENTATION 

(PROGRESS 

TRACKING)

FAIL

AS-BUILT 

(PROGRESS 

TRACKING)

RECORD 

DOCUMENTATION

(FINAL DRAFT)

PW:

Progress BIM 

Tracking

Bulletins

Submittals

O+M Data 

Checklist
Warranty Data

Energy Model

Energy Cover 

Sheet

Title 24 Report

e7:

FM MODEL 

CHECK

e7:

FM MODEL 

UPDATE

PW SET UP

User names

Security

Training Prep

ENGAGE 

MASTER PLAN 

ARCHITECT

REVIEW MASTER 
PLAN

PW:

Owner Project 
Requirements:

Basis of Design

Program and 

Criteria Docs

PW:

Master Plan 

Update

RFQ DOC 

DEVELOPMENT

QA SUPPORT

BIM Contract 
Language

ISSUE RFQ
SHORT LIST 

SELECTION

RFQ Submittal

QA SUPPORT

BIM Project Team 
Experience

RFQ Selection

RFQ Proposal RFP Proposal

NOTICE TO 

PROCEED

PASS

QC

REVIEW

DSA vs. 
As-Built

M&O Data 

PW SUPPORT
Update Security / 

Access Settings 

for O+M

PW ADMIN

User ID / Group

Assignments

LACCD password

PMO Input

CPM Input

e7:

DEVELOP CCC 

ANIMATION

PW:

CCC Submittal –

Presentation 
Slideshow & 

Animation

PW:
i-Model

PW:

USGBC Design 

Doc Submission

4D Model

PW:

i-Model

BIM WEBINAR for 

Short List Teams

CPM Input

OPR 

DEVELOPMENT

IDM ENERGY AND 

WATER MODELING 

KICKOFF MEETING

IDM ENERGY 

PROCESS 

WORKSHOP:

1. Design 

Workflow 

Subprocess

2. Energy 

Performance 

Modeling 

Subprocess

BUG OPR 
Input

Energy 

Performance 

Modeling 

Subprocess

Energy 

Modeling 

Review 

Subprocess

50% CD

QC

REVIEW
Constructability

Energy

FAIL

PW:

Native BIM/CAD

DSA Approved 

Drawings

Specs

Schedule

Coordination 
Model

Energy Model

Energy Cover 

Sheet

Title 24 Report

QA SUPPORT
PW Support

BIM Standards

Energy 

Modeling 

Review 

Subprocess

Energy 

Modeling 

Review 

Subprocess

Energy 

Modeling 

Review 

Subprocess

1A & 1B

Energy Modeling Review Flow 

Subprocess

2

Energy Performance Modeling 

IDM Subprocess

PASS

FAIL

Energy 
Performance 

Modeling 
Subprocess

Energy 
Performance 

Modeling 
Subprocess

Energy 
Performance 

Modeling 
Subprocess

Energy 

Performance 
Modeling 

Subprocess

Energy 

Performance 
Modeling 

Subprocess

Energy 

Performance 
Modeling 

Subprocess

Energy 

Performance 
Modeling 

Subprocess

Energy 

Modeling 

Review 

Subprocess

RECORD 

DOCUMENTS 

(FINAL)

QA SUPPORT

BIM Standards

M&O Data Check

PW:

RFIs

Submittals
Shop Drawings

Commissioning 

Reports

Progress Drawings

Fabrication Models

Coordination 

Models
O+M Data 

Checklist

Native BIM/CAD

Energy Model

Energy Cover 

Sheet

Title 24 Report

i-MODEL for M&O

e7:

FM MODEL 

UPDATE

end

PW SUPPORT

Update Security / 

Access Settings 

for O+M

PW:

i-Model

Post Occupancy

Energy 

Modeling 

Review 

Subprocess

Energy 

Modeling 

Review 
Subprocess

Energy 

Performance 

Modeling 
Subprocess

1A 1A 1B 1B

Energy 

Modeling 

Review 

Subprocess

1A 1B

1A

2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2

1



Off Page 

Reference

A/E BIM and 

Energy Modeler

Energy Modeling 

Cover sheet + 

Native Model + 

Title 24 document

1A.  Energy Modeling Review/Approval Flow  (Sub-Process)

For Phases:  

100% SD

50% DD

DSA Approved Drawings-Design

10 months Post Occupancy

PMO 

BIM/VDC

Audit of native file 

Review of cover sheet

SPL/RDL/EOP

Review of cover sheet for 

target/goals/ LEED goals,

connection with central plant 

and district tracking

PMO

Review 

Comments

CPM

Validate 

targets & 

Record 

assumptions

CPM

Review

Comments

PASS

CPM

Project 

documented 

in Projectwise

FAIL

1B.  Energy Modeling Review/Approval Flow  (Sub-Process)

For Phases:  

100% SD

50% DD

DSA Approved Drawings-Construction

A/E BIM and 

Energy Modeler

Energy Modeling 

Cover sheet + 

Native Model + 

Title 24 document

PMO

Audit of 

native file & 

Review of 

cover sheet

CPM

Validate 

targets & 

Record 

assumptions

CPM

Review

Comments

PASS

CPM

Project 

documented 

in Projectwise

FAIL

1



ENERGY MODELING COVER SHEET
Standard Operation Procedure (SOP) Vol II Sec 3.0 

GENERAL ENERGY MODELING
Project Name: Project Code:
Point of Contact: Name: Phone: Email: Company:
Project Phase: 
Total SF of project:
List and Attach the below related documents:
Energy Modeling Simulation Program: (drop down)
If other, list energy modeling program: 
LEED Certification 
LEED Project? (Y/N): 
LEED version (e.g. NCv2.2)
Certification Level Targeted
Energy performance targeted (energy cost)

Occupancy Schedule:

Schedule Profile:

Exceptional Calculations:

Renewable Energy:
(provide renewable energy design specification)

Is building connected to Campus Central Plant?

List systems supplemented by central plant:

List backup building systems

Prepared by: BuildLACCD, Program Managment
Revision No.: 0



ENERGY MODELING COVER SHEET
Standard Operation Procedure (SOP) Vol II Sec 3.0 
IDM: ENERGY  Project:
Point of Contact: Name: Phone: Email: Company:
Project Management data contact:
Title 24 data contact:
DOE‐2 Analysis contact:

Project Code: 08V000 Bldg Type: higher education Energy Use Intensity (EUI) Proposed : EUI Baseline:
Location Zip Code: 91401 50% DD Electricty EUI 10 kWh/sf/yr 10 kWh/sf/yr
Weather Station: 7780 Construction Type: Fuel EUI 50 kBtu/sf/yr 50 kBtu/sf/yr
Gross Sq Ft: 77000 Primary Structure: Total EUI 85 kBtu/sf/yr 85 kBtu/sf/yr
Assignable Sq Ft: 40000 Primary Exterior Skin:
Average Lighting Power: 1.20 W/sqft Construction Percent Life Cycle Energy Use/Cost: Life Cycele Baseline:

Exterior Window Ratio: 40% New Construction: 25 Energy Use (kWh)
Electricity Cost (kWh): .12 / kWh Renovating: 25 Fuel Use (Therms) 1000000
Fuel Cost (Therm): .80 / Therm Existing to Remain: 50 Energy Cost
Title 24 Summary Data:                         
PERF‐1 Energy Component

Standard 
Design

Previous 
Design

Proposed 
Design

Percent 
Savings

Compliance 
Margin

Project Data:              
Area or Volume

Proposed 
EUI

Baseline 
EUI

Source File 
Name & Type

Regulated/ 
Unregulated

Space Heating (kBtu/sqft‐yr) 3 1 2 0 08V000M/E
Space Cooling (kBtu/sqft‐yr)E 300 150 150 0 08V000M/E
Indoor Fans (kBtu/sqft‐yr) 100 95 5 0 08V000M
Heat Rejection (kBtu/sqft‐yr) 0 0 0 0 08V000M
Pumps & Misc (kBtu/sqft‐yr) 0 0 0 0 08V000P
Domestic Hot Water (kBtu/sqft‐yr) 20 20 0 0 08V000P
Outdoor Lighting (kBtu/sqft‐yr) 50 ‐50 0 08V000A/L/I
Indoor Lighting (kBtu/sqft‐yr) 65 ‐65 0 08V000A/L/I
Lighting (kBtu/sqft‐yr)        Subtotal: 0
Receptacle (kBtu/sqft‐yr) 65 65 0 0 08V000A/L/I
Elevators (kBtu/sqft‐yr)
Service Water Heating (kBtu/sqft‐yr)
Auxilary 1 (kBtu/sqft‐yr)
Auxilary 2 (kBtu/sqft‐yr) 65 65 0 0 08V000A/L/I
Process (kBtu/sqft‐yr) 150 150 0 0

Totals: 703 661 42 0
% > Standard 5.97%
% >  exclude Process 7.59%

Project Code:

Project Phase:

$1,000,000

200000000

Prepared by: BuildLACCD, Program Management Revision No.: 0



DOE‐2 Project Data                                  
Electricity to Fuel Energy Use

Estimated 
Cost

Schematic 
Massing

Proposed 
Design

Percent 
Savings

Compliance 
Margin

Calculated                  
Area or Volume

Specific 
Source

Identified 
Zones

Source File 
Name

Source File 
Type

Electricity (kBtu/sqft‐yr) $85,000 210 08V000M/E rvt
Fuel (Therms‐yr) $13,000 13000 08V000M/P rvt

Totals: $98,000 13210

Fuel Energy Use
Estimated 
Cost

Schematic 
Massing

Proposed 
Design

Percent 
Savings

Compliance 
Margin

Calculated                  
Area or Volume

Specific 
Source

Identified 
Zones

Source File 
Name

Source File 
Type

HVAC (Therms‐yr) $6,000 210 08V000M/P rvt
Domestic Hot Water (Therms‐yr) $4,000 6000 08V000P rvt

Totals: $10,000 6210

Electricity Energy Distribution
Estimated 
Cost

Schematic 
Massing

Proposed 
Design

Percent 
Savings

Compliance 
Margin

Calculated                  
Area or Volume

Specific 
Source

Identified 
Zones

Source File 
Name

Source File 
Type

HVAC (kBtu/sqft‐yr) $37,000 315 08V000M/P rvt
Lighting (kBtu/sqft‐yr) $24,000 210 08V000E/L rvt
Receptacle (kBtu/sqft‐yr) $22,000 190 08V000A/LV/L rvt

Totals: $83,000 715

System Breakdown                              
by Zone & Code

Zone 
Description Code

Energy 
Source Fans

Project Data:              
Area or Volume Cooling Heating

Source File 
Name

Source File 
Type

Space Heating (kBtu/sqft‐yr) 1,2 W PTAC Gas CV DX Boiler rvt
Space Heating (kBtu/sqft‐yr) 1,2 W PTHP Electric CV DX HP rvt
Space Cooling (kBtu/sqft‐yr)E 1,2,3 SE PVAV‐RH Gas VAV CW Boiler rvt
Space Cooling (kBtu/sqft‐yr)E 1,2,3 SE VAV‐RH Electric VAV CW Electric Resist rvt

Building System:                               
(Component Family‐ UNI‐2)

Energy                         
‐ Building Services

Mass Exterior Wall ‐ UG ‐ B2010 HVAC D3010
Mass Interior Wall ‐ C1010 References
Mass Exterior Wall ‐ UG ‐ B2020 Lighting Spec:
Mass Roof ‐ B3010 Envelope Spec:
Mass Slab ‐ B1010 Operations Req:
Mass Glazing ‐ B2020 Energy Code:
Mass Skylight ‐ B3020 Additional Code:Single Pane ‐ Tinted

Lightweight Construction ‐ No Insulation
High Mass Construction ‐ Typical Mild Climate Insulation
No Insulation ‐ Cool Roof
High Mass Construction ‐ No Insulation 
Single Pane Clear ‐ No Coating

12 SEER/0.9 AFUE Split/Packaged Gas, 5‐11 TonLightweight Construction ‐ Typical Mild Climate Insulation

Prepared by: BuildLACCD, Program Management Revision No.: 0
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1.0 Purpose 

The purpose of this procedure is to define the document control and records 
management processes for managing documents on the LACCD Program Management 
Office (PMO) in a consistent, orderly, secure and accessible manner. 

2.0 Scope 

This LACCD Document Management Plan applies to the LACCD PMO and College 
Project Managers (CPM).   

3.0 Responsibilities 

PMO Document Control Manager 

The PMO Document Control Manager is responsible for: 

 Daily Incoming Documents:  sort, scan (in local P Drive) and deliver document to 

the appropriate department. 

 Historical Documents: organize outside vendor scanning of documents, closeout 

and document for District Bond. 

 Current Documents:  DocView/Scan, code and file all executed document 
(including historical document).  Maintain vendor list, project number, names, and 

coding for DocView. 

 Document Control: create practices and train department staff in how to archive 
documents.  Create location system for in-house document and off-site storage 
document.  Coordinate scanning and coding of specific project documentation. 

 District Projects: research needed documents and coordinate closeout projects.  

Organize and do upload for record requests. 

 Web DocView & DocView:  New employee training.  Maintain user name and 

passwords for Web Doc. 

CPM Document Control Manager 

The CPM Document Control Manager is responsible for: 

 Ensure all documents are on the CPM’s server 
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 Maintaining the local file servers in compliance of the standard directory and file 

naming conventions 

 

4.0 Procedure 

4.1 Document Controls 

The Document Control Management Plan governs the management, filing, storage, 
release, maintenance and distribution of technical and contractual documents. The goal 
is to ensure that the status and location of all documents is known at all times and that 
current revisions of program documents are available to key and appropriate personnel 

in a timely manner. 

 All incoming and outgoing documents are to be routed through Document 
Control. Logging and or scanning of documents by Document Control is required 
to ensure that all records are captured.  

 All documents are assigned an applicable file number as taken from the Master 
File Archives Index.  This is done by the CPM Document Control only. 

 Central files are maintained, both electronic and hard-copy, by the Document 
Control Manager, PMO and CPM for all correspondence and documentation 
relating to the overall Bond Program.  

 Upon completion of each campus project and closeout of those project files, 
certain non-controlled documents are purged and discarded from project files 
while other Controlled Documents are delivered to the PMO and scanned for 
archiving at the District storage location. 

4.2 Controlled Documents 

A Controlled Document is defined as any document designated by Bond Program 
procedure, Bond Program management, the District or other sources that carry specific 
historical project importance. They are subject to prescribed control requirements. 
These documents include but are not limited to the following: 

1. Request for Information (RFI) 

2. Request for Proposal (RFP) 

3. Request for Contracts (RFC)  

4. Contracts– PMO retains fully executed document 

5. Submittals 

6. Bid Documents– PMO retains fully executed document 
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7. Change Orders (CO’s) – PMO retains fully executed document 

8. Procurement documents 

9. Plans and Specifications 

10. Correspondence 

11. Meeting minutes 

12. Invoices– PMO retains fully executed document 

13. Reports 

14. Forms and logs 

15. Record documents identified in the Program Management, College Project 
Manager and Design Consultant Agreements 

16. Record Documents identified in Bid Documents, General Conditions, General 
Requirements and Contracts 

17. Incoming and outgoing correspondence logs or electronic files for the program 
files 

Controlled Documents are identified and their distribution specified as follows: 

 A personnel name and document control number is assigned and documented 
for the issue of each controlled document. The document control number and 
personnel name are printed on the issued document as a minimum. Other 
Controlled Document identification criteria may be specified. 

Recipients of Controlled Documents record their documents into Proliance’s 
Office Management Applications and/or DocView. 

 Title pages of Controlled Documents contain the following elements, as a 
minimum: 

1. Title 

2. Name of issuing organization 

3. Have received the appropriate review, approval, or authentication (signature).  
Verify that the documentation is complete, including attachments or exhibits and 
the materials are legible 

4. Document identification number and revision 

5. Document Control issuing number 

6. Other minimum document elements may be specified in implementing specific 
types of controlled documents 
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Documents designated as controlled that are issued by sources other than the PMO or 
CPM are submitted to Document Control and distributed internally as controlled project 
records.  

The recipient of the Controlled Document performs the requested action on the 
Controlled Document Transmittal/Receipt and Read Acknowledgement instructions and 
returns to the Document Control Manager. 

Controlled Documents received by Document Control are distributed per this plan with 
originals archived in the central files.  

 The Design/Pre-Construction Department uses ProjectWise for information and 
document sharing with Design Consultants. 

 CPM use Proliance to manage all collaborative documents including but not 
limited to RFIs, Drawings, Submittals and Meeting Minutes. This includes routing 
of documents for approval, identification, release, distribution, maintenance, 
revision, and status reporting.  

The PMO has issued the “IT Applications Implementation Guide”, which contains a 
comprehensive Users Guide. This guide defines step-by-step procedures necessary to 
implement a variety of applications. Please refer to the Document Location Matrix for 
access to various IT application guides and manuals. 

4.2.1 Working Documents  

Working documents such as rough notes, drafts, duplicates, working files, calculations, 
and non-record material of staff involved in the Bond Program team operations and/or 
College project teams are maintained at individual, project team locations.  These 
documents are not subject to control as defined in this Procedure, are excluded from 
the DocView database and should be purged on a regular basis, unless required for 
litigation, investigation or audit.  Certain preliminary or draft versions of documents may 
be considered a Controlled document and retained within the DocView.  An example of 
this would be a design submittal at 30% completion which, although preliminary in 
nature, is distributed for review as part of a milestone for payment.  

4.3 Document Control Structures 

4.3.1 Folder & File Naming Standard 

Naming of electronic files consists of a combination of the WBS and Master File Archive 

Index list, developed by the Program Controls Document Controller.  It is to be utilized 
by all people working on Bond Program project including the PMO and CPM staff.  The 
standard is consistent with File Servers, Project Wise, Proliance and Doc View. This 
standard provides the numbering for the project file naming starting with the WBS 
Codes (level 2,3,4) followed by the structure as defined in the Master File Archive Index. 
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The standard system numbering structure uses a string identifier.  The WBS strings 
must be separated by an underscore followed by a hyphen and then the Master File 
Index Code.  

The first three characters identify each of the nine campuses as follows:   

 Prop. A Prop. AA Prop. J 

Los Angeles City College 01C 11C 21C 

Northeast Campus ----- 21N 31N 

Los Angeles East College 02E 12E 22E 

Southgate Campus ----- 22G 32G 

Los Angeles Harbor College 03H 13H 23H 

Los Angeles Mission College 04M 14M 24M 

Los Angeles Pierce College 05P 15P 25P 

Los Angeles Southwest College 06S 16S 26S 

Los Angeles Trade-Technical College 07T 17T 27T 

Los Angeles Valley College 08V 18V 28V 

West Los Angeles College 09W 19W 29W 

 

A next 3 digits identifies the project from a pre-developed list of project number. The 
following is a sample from one of the campus 

206  Fitness Center 

207 Performing and Fine Arts Complex 

208  Parking Structure Lot 2 - Pool 

210 Languages Arts Center 

212 Bailey Library 

 

The next two digits identifies the type of work being performed by codes as follows: 

Master Planning/EIR 01 

New Construction 02 

Renovation Construction  03 

Temporary Construction 04 

Other 05 

 

The next two digits identifies the sub project under the project.  If there work has no sub 
project the value should be 00.  If a project is to be completed in separate phases, this 
last two digit number should match the subproject defined in Costpoint.  

Baily Library – Learning Center Modernization 00 

Baily Library – Campus Conference Center 01 

Baily Library – Mechanical and Electrical Upgrades 02 

Baily Library – Roof Replacement 03 
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The next string uses the 3 digit code at level 2 of the Master File Index List.  This list 
can be found  http://www.build-laccd.org/bidding_and_contracting/index.asp?pg=prr_tfc  

 

The following is an example of some of the codes. If additional codes are needed they 
must first be approved by the PMO’s Program Control Manager. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The final string of the file name consists of a brief description of the file.  It must not be 
longer than 21 characters. No special characters may be included in the name such as 
!@#$%^&*() etc …. 

  

An example of a contract for a project at city is: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.build-laccd.org/bidding_and_contracting/index.asp?pg=prr_tfc
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The PMO’s Document Control Manager is responsible for maintaining the Master File 
Archive Index structure. 

4.3.2 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 

Document Control follows the established coding system known as the Work 
Breakdown Structure (WBS) which has been established by the PMO. It is a 
hierarchical coding system that divides projects into successively smaller and more 
detailed elements. The WBS identifies the location of the project, the assigned project 
number, the type of project and a subproject, if any.  Longer numbers simply indicate 

lower levels of more detailed information and/or tasks.  Refer to Volume 1 Section 6 
Schedule Management for a detailed WBS description. 

4.4 Receipt of Incoming Documents 

All incoming mail is processed as follows: 

1. All vendor, consultant and sub-consultant invoices are to be opened, date 
stamped and route stamped. The original is forwarded to the 
Financial/Accounting Department; a copy to be retained in Document Control, 
and assigned an applicable file number. No further distribution is made. The 
PMO will scan all incoming document to the network “Incoming Docs”  folder. 

2. Any mail marked "Personal/Confidential" is date stamped and delivery made 
to individual’s personal mailbox location or hand delivered as needed. 

3. Project related mail is opened, dated stamped, scanned, electronically filed in 
network “Incoming Docs”   and distributed as necessary. 

4. All project related facsimiles must be delivered to recipient and a scanned 
copy electronically filed by the department of the sender. 

4.5 Outgoing Correspondence 

When outgoing correspondence is completed, the department administrative assistant 
insures that correct project and file numbers are on the document and are then 
distributed with a copy forwarded to Document Control. 

4.6 Electronic Filing System 

All records are numbered per the Master File Archives Index system, coded by DocView 
filing indices: Type, Project/Department, Category, Category 2 and Subject and 
uploaded into the document management system Doc View which will automatically 
generate a tracking identification number. 
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Document Control has delegated the filing and maintenance of specific documents. This 
delegation requires that the College Project Managers maintain these records in 
accordance with program policies and procedures. Document Control performs an 
annual assessment of this process for compliance. All program records must be 
electronically filed.  

4.7 Original Records 

When permitted, the original document should be retained as the master record. Where 
not permitted (i.e. Invoices, Contracts and RFCs, etc.) an electronic copy shall then be 
maintained.   The PMO will retain Invoices, Contracts and RFC’s, etc documents. 

Copies of records are to be legible. Original records are to be suitable for copying and 
scanning. No whiteout, scribbling, or other obliteration is acceptable. 

4.8 Document Storage 

Document Control maintains a central storage area for all documents associated with 
the project (DocView). All requests for copies of documents are processed by 
Document Control personnel only. Document Control personnel retrieve and re-files all 
documents maintained on the project. Document Control provides a check out system 
for use in retrieving documents from their central file area. 

The filing system for records on the Bond Program is as follows: 

1. Records are filed in folders and stored in file cabinets. 

2. All relevant records are filed in Document Control or the District assigned 
storage location after being scanned into Doc View at the earliest possible 
opportunity and remain until the end of the project. 

5.0 Terms and Definitions 

Document Control – the process of handling documents in such a way that information 

can be created, shared, organized and stored efficiently and appropriately. 

Controlled Document – A document is considered "controlled" when its distribution is 
identified. This identification may be by means of a written list or log that gives the 
document title and the identities of the location where it is situated (which may be a 
list of names or physical locations).  The purpose of "control" is to assure that 
documents used in more than one location are a) properly situated where needed, 
and b) can be withdrawn and re-issued when changed, assuring that only current, 

non-obsolete versions of the documents are in place. 
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6.0 Approvals 

Prepared By: 

                         Functional Lead – David Wood 

Date: 

 

Reviewed By: 

                        Quality Manager – Kathleen Copus 

Date: 

Approved By: 

                        Program Director – Terri Mestas 

Date: 

 

7.0 Revision History 

This page is a record of all revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the 
procedure is changed, the nature of this change is noted under the description and/or 
by revision lines in the procedure. 

Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are welcome, and should 
be emailed to procedures-comments@build-laccd.org.  You must include the following 
in the body of your email: 

 Your Name/Firm/Contact Telephone Number 

 SOP Volume 

 Section Name and Number 

 Sub-section 

 Description of Concern/Comment 

 Reason/Suggested Resolution 
  
Procedure revision requests will be reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis.  

 

 

Revision 
Effective 

Date 

Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of 

Revision 

(Editorial/ 

Technical) 

Update 

Required 

Reading? 

0 10-15-2013 All Original Issue Initial Issue Yes 

      

      

https://mail.pacificaservices.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=995937f9c70049bc9e6b7084400ead87&URL=mailto%3aprocedures-comments%40build-laccd.org
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8.0 Records 

 Training records 

 Employee performance evaluations 

 KPI reports 

 Corrective Action Reports 

 Audit Nonconformity Reports 

9.0 Attachments 

Attachment 

Number 
Title 

Attachment 

Identifier 

 Document Transmittal  
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1.0 Purpose 

This section of the LACCD Bond Program Standard Operating Procedures defines the 
requirements for the Energy Optimization Program (EOP) for the LACCD Bond Program 
(hereafter referred to as Bond Program). 

2.0 Scope 

This LACCD Design procedure applies to the nine LACCD colleges, satellite colleges 
and the Educational Services Center for the Los Angeles Community Colleges District 
(District Headquarters building). The EOP includes; District Wide Energy Efficiency 
Projects, Renewable Energy Projects, Demand Side Management Projects, 
Measurement And Data Collection Program, Peak Energy Demand Response Program, 
Prop 39 Projects, Campus Electrical Substation Upgrades, and Central Utility Plants. 

3.0 Responsibilities 

3.1 College Project Managers (CPM) 

LACCD CPM responsibilities 

 Provide the PMO with documents and drawings as necessary for the District to 

submit and obtain Interconnection Agreements. 

 Provide the PMO with documents and drawings as necessary for the District to 
submit and obtain solar incentives based upon the California Solar Initiative. 

 Ensure the energy goals and processes of the Energy Optimization Program 

have been incorporated into the design and construction documents. 

 Hire and work with the master plan architect for development of the college 

master plan  

 Hire and work with the project architect for development of the plans and 
specifications, including DSA approval  

 Manage the design phase and construction phases of the project after award 

 Provide document control utilizing ProjectWise 

 Provide Management of Renewable Energy and Demand Side Management 
Projects as necessary 
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 Coordinate with the EPL regarding projects impacting M&DR Projects 

3.2 Program Management Office (PMO) Energy  

The LACCD PMO Energy Team is responsible for: 

Energy Procurement: 

 Manage the 4217, 5956 and Design/Build procurement process for District Wide 
Energy Efficiency Projects 

 Facilitate meetings with proposers and scoring sessions for District Wide Energy 
Efficiency Projects 

 Issue 4217, 5956 or Design/Build agreements after BOT approval 

 Formulate Proposed Board Actions to obtain BOT Authorization for Energy 
Efficiency Projects 

 Coordinate with District General Counsel and District Energy Counsel as 
necessary to obtain BOT approval, craft contract language and address District’s 
energy related concerns 

Energy Incentives: 

 Investigate and research and author applications for all federal, state and local 
agencies and other providers of grants, rebates, incentives and donations 

 Compile, process and track all Utility Service Provider Incentive Submittals 
related to new photovoltaic installations applying for the California Solar Initiative 

 Compile, process and track all Utility Service Provider Interconnection 
Agreements related to new and existing photovoltaic installations 

 Compile, process and track all Federal Incentives related to 
Design/Build/Finance Photovoltaic Projects 

Energy Meetings / Coordination: 

 Facilitate and Attend the Energy Oversight Committee and Energy Adhoc 
Committee review of potential and existing District Wide Energy Efficiency 
Projects 

 Coordinate with Shared Governance Committees and College Facilities and 
Administration Officials 

 Coordinate and provide reports as necessary  with Department of Energy (DOE), 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Energy Information Administration 
(EIA), California Community Colleges and Investor Owned Utilities Statewide 
Energy Efficiency Partnership (CCC-IOU), California Center for Sustainable 
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Energy (CCSE), California Air Resources Board (CARB), California Public 
Utilities Commission (CPUC), California Energy Commission (CEC), and South 
Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) as necessary 

PMO Energy Management: 

 Provide Management and/or oversight of all Renewable Energy and Demand 
Side Management Projects  

 Provide Management and/or oversight of Measurement & Demand Response 
Program 

 Provide Program Management and/or oversight of all Central Utility Plant 
Optimization 

 Assist with the formulation and updating of Energy Optimization Plans (EOP’s) 
for each college. 

 Evaluate new technology for implementation in EOP’s 

 Oversight and monitoring of college energy profile & Analyze baseline college 
demand profile  

 Determine Time-Of-Use (TOU) demand for energy required to undertake normal 
day-to-day college operations 

 Monitor energy initiatives including the metering and data-logging of energy 
supply to each building 

 Review historical data in the form of Utility bills, population registries and weather 
data to formulate a correlation between outside air and cooling to determine 
what, if any, adjustments should be made to the theoretical baseline demands 

 Recommend to the District what potential projects can be implemented to 
optimize existing energy demands by implementing various shifting, shedding 
and shaving protocols 

 Analyze campus Building Automation Systems (BAS) and their interconnection 
with a centralized Energy Management Systems (EMS) for energy efficiencies  

 Provide project support services as needed 

3.3 Regional Program Liaison (RPL) 

The LACCD Regional Program Liaison (RPL) is responsible for: 

 Coordinate with EPL and CPM’s to ensure that knowledge is being transferred to 
all appropriate parties. 

 Oversight and Quality Assurance with the CPM and EPL after contract award 
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3.4 Regional Design Liaison (RDL) 

The LACCD Regional Design Liaison (RDL) is responsible for: 

 Oversee compliance of design standards and procedures 

 Participate in Design Management sub-process, or incorporation of standards 
and policies into the drawings 

4.0 Procedure 

4.1 Identifying Energy Related Projects 

Both the RPL and each CPM shall notify the PMO Energy Team for their college upon 
identifying an energy related project. Upon doing so, they should arrange to discuss the 
design and construction process with the PMO Energy Team. Among factors that 
should be discussed include the following: 

 PV / Solar Panel Systems 

 Demand Side Management (DSM) Scope 

 Energy Efficiency Scope 

 MicroTurbine (MT) Systems 

 Solar Thermal System 

 Thermal Energy Storage (TES) Systems 

 Energy Models 

4.2 New Construction Projects 

The Board of Trustees has established that any new building project over 7,500 square 
feet shall have 10% of the total anticipated energy demand for the building in 
Renewable Energy systems. Some colleges have elected to use the carport PV 
structures to offset the 10% mandate. If a new PV system is anticipated to be installed, 
the PMO Energy Team must be notified during the design process for coordination with 
the Utility Service Provider (USP) and modification to the college’s Interconnection 
Agreement. It is recommended that the college not exceed 1 MW AC as this will initiate 
USP upgrade requirements that are cost prohibitive. 

4.3 Demand Side Management (DSM) Projects 

The District has performed a prequalification for Energy Savings Companies (ESCO’s). 

The ESCO’s selected by each college performed a preliminary Investment Grade Audit 
(IGA) on the college under the direction of the CPM’s. Some colleges elected to 
proceed with a DSM Project based upon a selection of Energy Cost Measures 
suggested by the ESCO’s. The PMO Energy Team must be notified during the design 
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process for coordination with the Utility Service Provider (USP) and updating to the 
college’s single line diagram and EMS. 

4.4 Measurement & Demand Response (M&DR) Projects 

Under the Management of the PMO Energy Team, the M&DR project is to address the 
District’s Peak Demand costs from Southern California Edison and the Los Angeles 
Department of Water and Power. The installation of a sub-metering system and demand 
response system at each of the District’s nine (9) college campus buildings, as 
prescribed by the Request for Proposals (RFP), will allow LACCD to accurately track 
the expenditure of energy on a per building / per campus basis; assess the collected 
data in order to eradicate inefficiencies; mitigate the peak demand utility charges at 
each of the colleges; and plan for future consumption.  With this data,  the District seeks 
to improve college buildings’ energy performance with the lowest possible impact to the 
environment 

4.5 MicroTurbine (MT) Projects 

Should the college elect to install a MicroTurbine system on the campus, the PMO 
Energy Team must be notified during the design process for coordination of energy 
standards, Utility Service Provider (USP), and updating to the college’s single line 
diagram and EMS. 

4.6 Solar Thermal Projects 

Should the college elect to install a Solar Thermal system on the campus, the PMO 
Energy Team must be notified during the design process for coordination of energy 
standards, Utility Service Provider (USP), and updating to the college’s EMS. 

4.7 Thermal Energy Storage (TES) System Projects 

Should the college elect to install a Thermal Energy Storage system on the campus, the 
PMO Energy Team must be notified during the design process for coordination of 
energy standards, Utility Service Provider (USP), and updating to the college’s EMS. 

4.8 Gas Related Projects 

Should the college elect to implement a Gas savings project on the campus, the PMO 
Energy Team must be notified during the design process for coordination of energy 
standards, Utility Service Provider (USP), and updating to the college’s EMS. 
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4.9 Water Related Projects 

Should the college elect to implement a water savings project on the campus, the PMO 
Energy Team must be notified during the design process for coordination of energy 
standards, Utility Service Provider (USP), and updating to the college’s EMS. 

4.10 Central Utility Plant Projects 

Should the college elect to implement a central utility plant project on the campus, the 
PMO Energy Team must be notified during the design process for coordination of 
energy standards, Utility Service Provider (USP), and updating to the college’s EMS. 

 

5.0 Terms and Definitions 

EOP – Energy Optimization Program 
PMO – Program Management Office 
RPL – Regional Program Liaison 
TOU – Time Of Use Demand 
BAS – Building Automation Systems 
EMS – Energy Management Systems 
PV – Photovoltaic 
DSM – Demand Side Management 
MT – MicroTurbine Systems 
TES – Thermal Energy Storage 
USP – Utility Service Provider 
IGA – Investment Grade Audit 
CSI – California Solar Initiative 
LADWP – Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 
SCE – Southern California Edison 
SCG – SoCal Gas Company 
DOE – Department of Energy 
EPA – Environmental Protection Agency 
EIA – Energy Information Administration  
CCC-IOU – California Community Colleges and Investor Owned Utilities Statewide 

Energy Efficiency Partnership  
CCSE – California Center for Sustainable Energy  
CARB – California Air Resources Board  
CPUC – California Public Utilities Commission 
CEC – California Energy Commission 

SCAQMD – South Coast Air Quality Management District 
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6.0 Approvals 

 

Prepared By: 

                      Functional Lead – Daynard Tullis 

Date: 

          

Reviewed By: 

                        Quality Manager – Kathleen Copus  

Date:  

 

Approved By: 

                        Program Director – Terri Mestas 

Date:  

 

7.0 Revision History 

This page is a record of all revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the 
procedure is changed, the nature of this change is noted under the description and/or 
by revision lines in the procedure. 

Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are welcome, and should 
be emailed to procedures-comments@build-laccd.org.  You must include the following 
in the body of your email: 

 Your Name/Firm/Contact Telephone Number 

 SOP Volume 

 Section Name and Number 

 Sub-section 

 Description of Concern/Comment 

 Reason/Suggested Resolution 
  
Procedure revision requests will be reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis.  
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8.0 Records 

 None 

9.0 Attachments 

Attachment 
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1.0 Purpose 

The purpose of this procedure is to define the Budget and Cost Management processes 
the Los Angeles Community College District (LACCD or District) Program Management 
Office (PMO) uses to facilitate and verify sufficient Bond Program funds to finish each 
project successfully, through the use of timely and accurate development and analysis 
of estimates, budgets, and cash flow projections.  

2.0 Scope 

The standard operating procedure (SOP) for Budget and Cost Management applies to 
the PMO and the Bond Program team, including but not limited to the College Project 
Directors (CPDs) and College Project Teams (CPTs), PMO Account Managers, 
Regional Design Liaisons (RDLs) and Regional Program Liaisons (RPLs), PMO 
Program Controls staff, Finance and Accounting staff, Information Technology staff, and 
to their respective internal reporting structures. 

3.0 Acronyms, Terms and Definitions 

3.1 Acronyms 

Refer to the Titles, Terms and Acronyms Supplemental Procedure posted on 
http://pmo.build-laccd.org for a complete list of acronyms used in the Bond Program.  
Acronyms are explained with their first use in this document. 

3.2 Terms and Definitions 

• Baseline Budget – initial, authorized budget (a.k.a., original budget)  against 
which performance will be measured and tracked at project level within the 
Program Management Information System (PMIS)  

• Cost Principles – guidelines for validating allowable Bond Program expenses 
(cost objectives, documentation, reasonableness, unallowable, etc.) 

• Current Budget – current, authorized budget which signifies all approved 
changes in Baseline Budget 

• Dashboards – easy-to-read progress reports graphically representing current 
status and historical trends 

• Forecast Budget – pending or not yet approved changes to the Current Budget 
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• Master Baseline Budget – Bond Program roll-up of individual project baseline 
budgets  

4.0 Responsibilities 

Under the oversight of the Program Director and Deputy Program Director, PMO 
Program Controls manages, oversees and allocates global program budgets, and 
monitors Bond Program compliance.  PMO Program Controls also tracks all District 
reserves, program-wide budgets, and budgets for all bond-eligible special initiatives, 
and it provides regular financial, schedule, and program status reports.   
 
See sections 4.9 and 8.0 for detail on Bond Program Compliance responsibilities and 
activities. 
 
4. 1 Regional Program Liaisons (RPLs) and Regional Design Liaisons (RDLs) 
are broadly responsible, for purposes of this SOP, for reviewing all college cost and 
budget management issues on a monthly basis, recorded in meeting minutes.  RPLs 
and RDLs will routinely coordinate with CPTs and be engaged continuously with 
forecasting additional work anticipated or anything outside the sustained scope which 
will impact budgets and estimates.    
 
4. 2 The PMO Program Controls Manager is responsible for controls systems 
implementation, program budget and cost management and continuous oversight. 
Under the supervision of the PMO Program Controls Manager,  PMO Program Controls 
staff validates categories of budgets and related costs, including contract authorization 
amounts, change orders, and other program expenditures.  
 
4. 3 PMO Program Controls Cost Management staff consists of Cost Managers, 
Cost Engineers and Cost Estimators working with the PMO Program Controls Manager 
to: 

• Coordinate, prepare, edit and publish dashboard status reports 
• Review contractual obligations, task orders, purchase orders, Proposed Board 

Actions (PBAs), and invoices 
• Verify appropriate sources of funds and budget adequacy 
• Review and evaluate field orders and COs to monitor contingency drawdown 
• Approve and establish new projects 
• Assist with performance reporting and financial audits 

 
4. 4  Document Control and Records Management staff collects, controls, retrieves 
and assists with archiving controlled documents in the web-based DocView system.  
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For a complete responsibilities description, refer to PMA SOP 4.0, Document Control 
and Records Management. 
 
4. 5  Schedule Management staff oversees program-level master schedule logic and 
targets schedules through proactive planning and remedial handling.   
 
For a complete responsibilities description, refer to PMA SOP 6.0, Schedule 
Management.  
 
4. 6  Business Systems Analysts in the Information Technology Department: 

• Develop and implement standard reports for integrated project management 
systems 

• Maintain existing project tracking and reporting systems 
• Develop standard reports for internal and external stakeholders 
• Design, develop, integrate, test, deploy and maintain integrated project 

management systems   

4. 7 College Project Teams (CPTs, which include College Project Directors, or 
CPDs) are responsible for: 

• Managing college-level project budgets in alignment with the specific project 
scope and project requirements  

• Documenting college-level project budgets, cost and scheduling information and 
coordinating among RDLs, RPLs, and the PMO Program Controls Manager and 
Cost Engineers 

• Contributing to PBA preparation 
• Working closely with and reporting to PMO Program Controls to anticipate and 

resolve college-level budget and schedule issues  
• Initiating college-level budget adjustments and transfers  
• Performing change order (CO) and trending analysis and validating 

contingencies 
• Maintaining frequent communication with RDL, RPL, and PMO on estimate and 

design changes, owner requests during design that impacts project budgets, 
DSA, construction field order changes, anticipated claims, and other college-level 
issues that must be addressed on an as-needed basis 

• Requesting task orders 
• Reviewing bid amounts, procurement costs, and contractor invoices  
• Documenting and coordinating information from consultants and contractors 
• Submitting all appropriate vendor invoice packages according to Bond Program 

guidelines 
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• Maintaining and verifying Project Management Information System (PMIS) 
updates and compliance with college-level central filing system requirements 
 

4.8 PMO Account Managers 
   
PMO Account Managers perform many of the same functions as CPDs but prepare, 
manage, approve and oversee budgets for Central Services and District-wide (40J) 
projects focused on such areas as information technology; warranty and whole building 
commissioning; move management; furniture, fixtures, and equipment (FF&E), storm 
water, energy, or the Americans with Disabilities Act.  In some cases the PMO Account 
Managers may also perform some project management. 
 
PMO Account Managers advise the Program Director of the status of 40J Central 
Services and District-wide Initiative budgets and changes thereto; each PMO Account 
Manager works continuously with PMO Program Controls to verify adherence to budget 
projections. Either the Program Director or Deputy Program Director reviews and 
approves budgets and budget transfers for these accounts.  
 
4.9   Program Compliance Manager 
 
Bond Program compliance is a shared activity within the PMO between the Deputy 
Program Manager and the Risk Manager.  This activity verifies compliance with the 
Bond Program by:  

• Reviewing new project requests to verify Bond Program compliance 
• Conducting regular bond compliance reviews for Bond Program activities 
• Acting as subject matter experts on Bond Program compliance issues 
• Coordinating with internal departments and external stakeholders to identify and 

reduce compliance risks 
• Coordinating with the Bond Monitor, District and external auditors regarding 

requests related to Bond Program compliance 

5.0 Systems of Data Collection, Tracking and Reporting for 
Budget and Cost Management 

The PMO provides an integrated budget and cost management system to meet the 
objectives of the Bond Program, known as PMIS.  PMIS incorporates three different 
software systems: 

1) Oracle Primavera Project Planner (also known as P6) for baseline scheduling 
and current scheduling 
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2) Meridian Proliance to generate and maintain budgets, contracts, and 
expenditures and to forecast cost information 

3) Deltek Costpoint accounting system to encumber contracts, change order 
(CO)  and amendment values; pay all vendor invoices; and maintain the 
General Ledger (GL), including chart of accounts  

Each system tracks information, according to the following phases in each project’s life-
cycle, to verify that all cost and schedule elements are incorporated into the Bond 
Program. These elements include: 

• Environmental Impact Reporting (EIR) 

• Facilities Master Planning 

• Programming, Design, and Department of State Architect 

• Bid and Award 

• Construction 

• Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment (FF&E) 

• Commissioning 

• Closeout  

These systems are linked to provide executive-level summary information.  Individual 
systems remain unchanged yet provide the necessary depth of information to analyze, 
forecast and manage the Bond Program.  

The PMO is responsible for producing various management reports that disclose 
ongoing financial results for all projects.  Such information is reported by various 
methods including dashboards, cost reports, registers, and many other outputs from the 
PMIS system. 

6.0 Budget and Cost Management Process 

The Budget and Cost Management function provides cost-effective and forward-looking 
guidance to facilitate project completion on time and within budget and to verify that the 
Bond Program has sufficient funds for projects. 

6.1 Work Breakdown Structure 

The starting point for Budget and Cost Management at the Bond Program is the Work 
Breakdown Structure (WBS). The WBS is established by the PMO and continuously 
maintained within PMIS and the P6 schedule at each college. 
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The WBS is a hierarchical coding system that divides projects into successively smaller 
and more detailed elements of work. The WBS identifies the project location, the 
assigned project number, and type of project (and subproject, if any). The longer the 
WBS number, the more detailed the information and/or task described. 

Once each project is coded within the WBS structure with assigned numbers, tasks are 
defined by a summary reporting structure to promote efficient planning, scheduling and 
financial reporting.  Electronic linkage and well-defined coding protocol facilitate 
accurate and precise planning, monitoring, data collection, financial tracking, data 
analysis, variance identification, status updates and corrective plan reporting. 

All Bond Program participants, including the PMO Account Managers, CPTs, design 
consultants and construction contractors, are required to conform and align with the 
PMO’s WBS structure for all active projects. Consultants and contractors are further 
required to develop the WBS structure and their respective financial systems to 
sufficient levels of detail as appropriate to control their respective work, while also 
maintaining the ability to consolidate planning and actual/accrual progress data to 
successively higher levels of reporting in a coordinated and consistent manner, allowing 
for uniform reporting across the program as a whole. 

Refer to PMA SOP 6.0, Schedule Management, for additional detail on the work 
breakdown structure. 

6.2  Strategic Execution Plan and Cost Management Reviews 

The Strategic Execution Plan (SEP) is a project implementation plan that defines the 
budget and schedule baseline for all prioritized projects at each college.  Colleges and 
the PMO work collaboratively to establish project priorities. The PMO Account 
Managers lead 40J Central Services and District-wide projects, and the CPTs, RPLs, 
and RDLs lead college-level projects, engaging the PMO Program Controls Manager, 
Cost Management staff, and college staff members.  The same are also responsible for 
performing regular, formal budget and cost management reviews and for making 
recommendations in the context of the Strategic Execution Plan (SEP) at monthly 
reporting milestones.  These reviews address budget and cost variances at each 
college, reports and updates to PMIS, and other issues as warranted.   

6.3 Dashboard Reports  

Dashboard-style reporting is used by PMO Program Controls staff, CPTs, and the 
Finance and Accounting Departments to: 

• Produce posting alerts for the Bond Program  
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• Update data and reports metrics with regard to project costs, budget 
variances, Estimates at Completion (EAC) and Estimates to Complete (ETC), 
budget transfers, and schedules 

Upon District approval, monthly dashboard reports are uploaded to the District’s public 
website.  Dashboard reports are accessible to internal and external audiences. 

Dashboard updates and reports are a shared responsibility among the PMO Account 
Managers, CPTs, the PMO Finance and Accounting Department, and PMO Program 
Controls.  These responsibilities revolve around the financial closing calendar at the end 
of each month: 

• CPTs initiate report preparation each month by updating project costs, 
reconciling budget variances, adjusting EAC/ETCs, preparing budget 
transfers, assisting the PMO’s scheduler with monthly scheduling updates, 
cost-loading P6 schedule updates, preparing schedule variance reports, and 
reviewing reports with the RPL/RDL. 
 

• PMO Finance and Accounting suspends updates to Costpoint while 
Information Technology snapshots a dashboard at 4 p.m. on the closing day 
of the reporting month. No updates or transactions from PMO Finance and 
Accounting occur on this day. 
 

• The PMO Program Controls processes all budget transfers for District 
approval, coordinates with CPTs on draft snapshots for final adjustments, 
reconciles Central Services budgets, updates EAC/ETCs, reviews the 
monthly report and conducts quality assurance/quality control on dashboard 
data. 

 
• Once PMO Program Controls obtains District approval for a dashboard, the 

update is prepared for public release; the PMO submits College Project Team 
(CPT) reports to the District and compiles cost loading data to prepare cash 
flow forecasts. 
 

Refer to Attachment 1 (Monthly Update – Dashboard and Cost Load Schedule) for the 
process workflow that describes the standardized Estimate at Completion (EAC) 
reporting cycle which the PMO Account Manager, the CPT and other stakeholders 
engage in each month.   

6.4 Budget and Cost Management Policy 

Budget and cost management policies related to the Proposition A, Proposition AA and 
Measure J Bond Program, applicable to all staff, are summarized here:  
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• College-level project budgets are prepared collaboratively by CPTs and the 
PMO.  The PMO Program Controls Manager approves the budget and forwards it 
to the District’s Chief Facilities Executive for approval. 
 

• Central Services and District-wide (40J) budgets are prepared by the PMO 
Account Manager. The PMO Program Controls Manager approves the budget 
and forwards it to the District’s Chief Facilities Executive for approval. 
 

• No contract or expenditure of Bond Program proceeds is authorized for any 
purpose or on any Bond Program project unless there is sufficient, approved 
budget to cover the expenditure. 
 

• Consolidated cost information related to the Bond Program is tracked monthly 
against budgets. The following cost categories are tracked by PMIS: 
‒ Original budgets 
‒ Current approved budgets 
‒ Forecasted budget 
‒ Commitments 
‒ Encumbrances 
‒ Expenditures 
‒ Estimates at Completion and Estimates to Complete 
 

• Forecasted information is used to develop cash-flow projections in order to 
monitor projected costs and regularly measure against actual expenditures. 
Regular and accurate forecasts can also be used to assist the District in 
maximizing alternate funding sources where needed.  
 

• College-level budget and cost reports are prepared and managed by their 
respective CPTs.  The PMO Account Managers prepare and manage Central 
Services and District-wide (40J) budgets. These budgets include 
recommendations to distribute the contingency funds to projects in need of 
additional funding, while staying within the overall financial budget allocated to 
each college and each District-wide project. 

 
• Executed project change orders (COs) are managed by the respective 

CPTs/PMO Account Manager and incorporated into PMIS to identify funding 
strategies and impacts to cash flow. These are proactively compared against 
approved budget baselines to assess any variances. 

 
• PMO Budget and Cost Management staff generate and summarize project 

budget, cost, cost forecast, and detailed cash flow data based on project data 
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received to date to assist CPTs, RDLs, RPLs, and the PMO Account Managers 
and other PMO staff in measuring and analyzing financial performance as a 
basis for decision-making in a monthly review meeting.  The monthly review 
meeting is intended to identify solutions early on when budgets and schedules 
deviate from the baseline. Project metrics for analysis include: percent complete, 
milestones achieved, start/finish dates, planned budgets, costs, and detailed 
cash flows.  
 

• Actual expenditures serve as a basis for identifying historical trends and cost 
forecasting. Integrated cost/schedule management systems are used to 
consolidate cost forecast with schedule priorities. Actual costs are compared to 
budgeted costs and used to adjust cash flows to track against a budget baseline. 
 

• The PMO Budget and Cost Management staff develops “what-if" studies to 
analyze various project delivery options and impacts to cash flow. Project funding 
is optimized by analyzing multiple cash flow forecasts to select the most cost-
effective project delivery options.   

6.4.1 Master Baseline and Project Initiation Budget  

The Bond Program’s Master Baseline Budget establishes the initial basis for planning, 
managing and controlling costs at all of the college or District-wide projects. In this way, 
the baseline budgets at each of the individual projects roll up to the Master Baseline 
Budget for the overall Bond Program.  

The first step in establishing a budget is for the CPT or PMO Account Manager to 
prepare a PMA-0043, New Project Request‒Name Change Request and have the CPT 
obtain the RPL’s signature; the PMO Account Manager is able to approve 40J projects. 
This same PMA-0043 will be used for subsequent changes to the project name or other 
key information. 

Next, a Project Budget Establishment Form (PMA-0041) is prepared for all Bond 
Program projects. The PMO Account Managers and CPTs use the Project Budget 
Establishment Form, according to the guidelines established by the PMO, to determine 
project budgets by estimating, evaluating, and providing sufficient backup, including but 
not limited to: scope of work, gross square footage, assignable square footage, unit 
rates, contingency, fees and markups.   

After the PMO Account Manager/CPT prepares a budget, the Project Budget 
Establishment Form (PMA-0041, with supporting documentation) is validated by the 
PMO, reviewed by the Program Director, and approved by the College President.  In the 
case of District-wide projects, PMO Account Managers have final approval in lieu of the 
College President.  The approved budgets are assigned for input into PMIS. 
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The Bond Program Master Baseline Budget is changed only with the approval of the 
Program Director and the District’s Chief Facilities Executive. 

6.4.2 Budget Transfers 

Budgets are amended only by the development and approval of budget transfer forms, 
accessible in the PMO systems. The Budget Transfer Form provides the mechanism to 
transfer budget allocations between projects, cost line items, or phases of a project. 
PMO policy prohibits transfers between Bond Program funds.  
  
All budget transfers must include documentation that sufficiently describes for the PMO 
staff all of the issues and justifications to validate the transfer amount.   
 
If the transfer is due to a Bond Program re-baseline, the PMO Account Managers/CPTs 
must provide backup documentation for each transfer.  In addition, the PMO Account 
Managers/CPTs must complete a Project Estimate Worksheet, available from Budget 
and Cost Management Department staff, that guides project budget analysis whether or 
not the project budget requires re-baselining.   
 
See Attachment 2, Project Estimate Worksheet, and Attachment 3, Project Budget 
Transfer Form Sample. 
  
Inter-project budget transfers are the movement of budget monies between projects 
which are rolled up to the work breakdown structure (WBS) Level 3. Sufficient backup is 
defined as estimates, quotes, PBAs, task orders, and clear justification. Each budget 
transfer must be accompanied by a memo explaining the purpose of the budget transfer 
and sufficient justification to support a decision. 
  
Intra-project budget transfers are the movement of budget monies within a project 
rollup at WBS Level 3. Again, budgets are amended via budget transfer forms and 
require adequate backup as previously described.  
 
The level of authorization is determined by: 1) type of budget transfer and 2) dollar 
value for the budget transfer.  
  

 
Budget Transfer Type 

Budget Transfer Levels 
Up to $1 million $1 million to 2.5 million Above $2.5 million 

Inter-project Level 2 Level 3 Level 3 

Intra-project Level 1 Level 2 Level 2 
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Initially the PMO Account Manager/CPT determines the type and the approval level; 
PMO Program Controls may require a higher level of approval depending on the nature 
of the budget transfer.  
  
Approval authority for budget transfers by level is: 

• Level 1 ($1 million and below) budget transfers are validated by PMO Program 
Controls, reviewed for bond compliance, validated for funding source, and 
approved by the College Project Director (CPD) or PMO Account Manager and 
PMO Program Controls Cost Management staff.  

• Level 2 budget transfers require the same level of review as Level 1 and must 
also be approved by the College President. 

• Level 3 budget transfers require the same level of review as Level 2; in addition, 
Inter Project Level 3 transfers must also have District-level (Chief Facilities 
Executive, or CFE) approval. Level 3 will not be processed without the CFE 
signature. 

  
PMO Program Controls Cost Management staff review, enter and post budget transfers 
after the approval process is completed. 

Attachment 4 is a Budget Transfer Process Workflow. 
Refer also to PMA SOP 7.0, Financial/Accounting Management for information on Multi-
Funded Project Budget Transfers. 

6.4.3 Cash Flow and Project Schedules 

Cash flow projection reports are generated each month to facilitate the sizing and 
sequencing of the general obligation bond issuances.  These reports are supplied to the 
District’s Chief Financial Officer. The purpose is to verify adequate funding for projected 
project and program expenditures. Cash flows are prepared by the PMO using 
information derived from PMIS.  

The CPT/PMO Account Manager and PMO staff cost-load all active and future project 
schedules, soft costs, as well as related project and program overhead costs. Project 
schedules realistically reflect current conditions with regard to project delays and other 
known project and program issues.  The CPT/PMO Account Manager also adjusts the 
schedule to reflect historic spending trends and known issues which impact forecasted 
expenditures. 

Month-to-month variance reports (actual versus forecasted expenditures) are also 
produced by the CPT/PMO Account Manager to provide feedback to those who manage 
the cost-loading of schedules for corrective adjustments to the cash flow projections.  
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(Refer to Attachment 5, Cash Flow Process Workflow and to PMA SOP 6.0, Schedule 
Management, for additional detail.) 

7.0 Estimates at Completion (EAC) and Estimates to Complete 
(ETC) 

EACs and ETCs provide stakeholders with current financial status indicating a forecast 
of final project costs and remaining costs to complete. This data is used to help maintain 
budget and schedule integrity.  Timely and accurate updates provide valuable 
information that is used to prepare cash flow projections to the District. 

7.1  EAC and ETC1 Definitions and Components  

A project-level EAC defines the total cost at the completion of the project. It includes all 
of the required hard and soft costs for the entire duration of the project. EACs are 
defined using a baseline and an approved budget to analyze performance and to 
determine if there are sufficient funds for the project.  An EAC variance is generated 
each month to verify that the budget to complete the project is sufficient.   
 

EAC Variance = (BUDGET – EAC) 
 
If the EAC variance is negative, the project budget will be deemed insufficient and 
recovery actions must be taken immediately.  Recovery actions include but are not 
limited to: 
  

• Schedule recovery plan 
• Value engineering   
• De-scoping 
• Budget transfer from contingency 
• Budget transfer from lower priority project 
• Project cancellation 

 
The EAC consists of two components.  Part 1 contains the Total Current Contract 
Commitments.  Part 2 describes the Estimate to Complete (ETC), which represents 
uncommitted costs or work yet to be put into a contract or CO: 
 

EAC = (Total Commitments) + (Estimate To Complete) 
The EAC/ETC forecasts determine how much additional funding is required to complete 
any given project. The ETC is performed by developing a bottoms-up estimate, or by 
consulting work package owners, team members, or vendors for revised estimates. 
The EAC/ETC includes the following components: 
                                            
1 ETC or Estimate to Complete replaces the prior term ”Additional Anticipated Costs” (AAC) 
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• Claims and potential claims 
• Estimates 
• Issues 
• Potential COs 
• Risk costs 
• Schedule delays 
• Unassigned budgets for planned work 

7.2  EAC Analysis  

The Program Controls Manager analyzes the EAC/ETC analysis according to: 
• College  
• Project 
• Sub-project 
• Cost breakdown elements 
• Bond Program Funds: Proposition A, Proposition AA and Measure J  
 

CPTs/PMO Account Managers will include all known costs in the PMIS cost system.  
For an EAC/ETC not in the original or current budget, the project budget contingency 
must be moved to the appropriate cost element for which the EAC/ETC will be 
executed. If no budget or contingency exists for the EAC/ETC, the EAC/ETC may be 
entered without budget, causing the variance to go negative.  This serves as a trigger 
for the CPT/PMO Account Manager to develop a recovery plan for that project and to 
submit it in monthly reports to the PMO for review. 
 
The CPTs/PMO Account Managers analyze EACs and, when warranted, provide 
recovery plans to achieve zero or positive variances.  The CPTs/PMO Account 
Managers access and produce reports directly and the PMO Program Controls reviews 
the data.  The CPTs/PMO Account Managers and PMO Program Controls staff will use 
recovery plans jointly to realign and maintain project budgets. 
 

7.3 EAC Updates 

 
Baseline and Project Initiation 
 
During the early stages of the project, the EAC is developed for the baseline budget 
(which remains intact for the project duration).  Industry standard percentages for hard 
and soft costs are used to create budgets from sources such as RS Means, American 
Institute of Architects (AIA) Best Practices, and recent history. These may include items 
such as owner-controlled insurance program (OCIP) fees, commissioning, and project 
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management fees.  A standard range will apply for the initial EAC, with any variations 
documented. 
 
Baseline estimates (and all subsequent estimates) are then validated by PMO 
estimators.  Depending upon the size and complexity of the project and the magnitude 
of the estimate, a third-party estimate—in additional to in-house validation and the AE’s 
consultant—may be required for independent assessment.2  
 
The estimated industry ranges provided below are incorporated into standard college 
estimating templates, and the percentage range allows for a degree of latitude in 
pricing, depending on actual project conditions. 
 

Category 
Percentage Range  

(as a function of 
construction cost) 

Construction Contingency 5%‒15 % 
Owner-Initiated CO Contingency 2% 
Commissioning 1% 
Programming Architect 1%‒3% 
Architect of Record or Architect-Engineer (AE) Design Fees 6%‒15% 
Design Fee Contingency  5%‒10% (of design fee) 
Pre-Construction / Lease-Leaseback Design Assist 1%‒3% 
Specialty Consultant 0.5%‒4% 
Project Management 6% (of project budget) 
Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment (FF&E) 2%‒9% 
Move Managers 2%‒4% 
Asset Management 1%‒3% 
Testing and Inspection 4% 
Owner-Controlled Insurance Plan (OCIP) 1% 
Permits and Division of State Architect (DSA) Fee 0.5%‒3% 

Legal/Audit 
Additional risk, assigned 

as needed 
Master Planning/EIR 1%‒2% 

 
Program management fees are based on 4% of the overall construction fee. 
 
Pre-Construction 
The CPT/PMO Account Manager updates all EACs as programming and design phases 
are completed.  Prior to construction, the project cost and schedule is reviewed and 
evaluated against the current EAC.  If the EAC variance is negative, the EAC or budget 
is adjusted using one of the methods described in Section 6.4.1, Master Baseline and 
Project Initiation Budget. 

                                            
2 The specific threshold criteria are under assessment. 
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Lower-priority projects will serve as contingency funding sources as necessary, and 
using these funds as contingency requires a revised, approved SEP along with the 
College President’s approval.    
 
At each phase of college-level projects, the CPT or RPL and RDL will conduct reviews 
and file the outcomes in the centralized storage system. At each phase, the CPT and 
the PMO Program Controls Manager will review the items listed by bullets in the sub-
phases described in the following sections.   
 
The EAC is reviewed at sub-phases of the pre-construction process described here: 
 
Master Planning 
During this phase the CPTs/PMO Account Managers use: 
 

• Form PMA-0041, Project Budget Establishment, located at 
http://www.build-laccd.org.  This form requires: 
‒ Architect and Engineers, CPT/PMO Account Manager and PMO to provide 

preliminary estimates in dollars per square foot 
‒ CPT/PMO Account Manager to complete budget by cost element categories  
‒ Establishes contingencies 
‒ Review process 

 
Refer to Attachment 6 for the Project Budget Establishment/New Project Request‒
Name Change Request Process Workflow for 40J and District-wide Projects; 
Attachment 7 outlines the same processes for college-level projects. 
 
Programming 
During this phase the PMO Program Controls staff, working with the PMO Account 
Managers, CPTs, RPLs and RDLs: 

• Reviews project scope 
• Develops programming estimate in Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) 

format based on programming space and dollars per square foot of each space 
(using form DES-010-A, Programming and Schematic Design Estimate) 

• Provides independent estimates based on previous bullet information 
• Reviews contingencies 
• Updates project schedules  
• Reviews/updates Risk Log 
• Reviews issues/claims , as warranted  
• Reviews milestone deliverable to make sure the designed facility is within budget 

 
 

http://www.build-laccd.org/
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Schematic Design (SD) 
During this phase the PMO Program Controls staff, working with the CPT/PMO Account 
Managers, RPLs and RDLs: 

• Obtains and updates architect/engineer (AE) construction estimates as provided 
in the programming phase (DES-010-A, Programming and Schematic Design 
Estimate)  

• Provides independent estimates  
• Reviews project scope 
• Reviews contingencies 
• Updates project schedule 
• Reviews/updates Risk Log 
• Reviews issues/claims as warranted 
• Review milestones deliverable to make sure the designed facility is within budget 
• As applicable, reconciles Design Assist cost estimate and comments provided by 

Lease-Leaseback contractor and identifies variance 
 
Design Development (DD) 
The PMO Program Controls staff, working with CPTs/PMO Account Managers, RPLs 
and RDLs: 

• Updates AE’s construction estimate in CSI format with dollars per square foot for 
each division and for subcategories within that division (using summary-level 
DES-010-B Design Development Estimate)  

• Provides independent estimates  
• Reviews project scope 
• Obtains and reviews an updated construction estimate 
• As applicable, reconciles Design Assist cost estimate and comments provided by 

Lease-Leaseback contractor and identifies variance 
• Reviews contingencies 
• Updates project schedule 
• Reviews/updates Risk Log 
• Reviews issues/claims, as warranted 
• Reviews milestone deliverable to verify designed facility is within budget 

 
50% Construction Documents (CD) 
The PMO Program Controls staff, working with CPTs/PMO Account Managers, RPLs 
and RDLs: 

• Obtains updated AE construction estimate in CSI format with dollars per square 
foot for each division and for subcategories within that division (using summary-
level DES-010-C 50 Percent Construction Document Cost Estimate)  
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• Provides independent estimate  
• Reviews project scope (to prevent scope creep) 
• Obtains new construction estimate 
• As applicable, reconciles Design Assist cost estimate and comments provided by 

Lease-Leaseback contractor and identifies variance 
• Reviews contingencies 
• Updates project schedule 
• Reviews/updates Risk Log 
• Reviews issues/claims 
• Reviews milestone deliverable to verify the designed facility is within budget 

 
100% Construction Documents (Pre-DSA) 
The PMO Program Controls staff, working with CPTs/PMO Account Managers, RPLs 
and RDLs: 

• Obtains updated AE construction estimate with detailed line items for each 
subcategory within the CSI divisions including descriptions and unit prices for 
each line item (DES-010-D 100 Percent Construction Document Cost Estimate)  

• Provides independent estimate 
• Provides new construction estimate 
• Reviews contingencies 
• Updates project schedule 
• Reviews Risk Log 
• Reviews issues/claims 
• Reviews milestone deliverable to verify designed facility is within budget 

 
100% Construction Documents (DSA-approved) 
Construction documents are 100% when they are DSA-approved or post-DSA 
comments have been incorporated. The PMO Program Controls staff, working with 
CPTs/PMO Account Managers, RPLs and RDLs: 

• Obtains updated AE construction estimate, incorporates DSA review comments, 
updates line items and unit costs (DES-010-D Cost Estimate 100% CD Form)  

• Provides independent estimate 
• As applicable, reconciles Design Assist cost estimate and comments provided 

by Lease-Leaseback contractor and identifies variance 
• Reviews contingencies 
• Updates project schedule 
• Reviews Risk Log 
• Reviews issues/claims 
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• Reviews milestone deliverable to verify the designed facility is within budget 
 

Construction—Post-Bid Award 
After the project is awarded for construction, the CPTs/ PMO Account Managers 
update the EAC each month.   
 
A coordinated review is conducted by the CPTs/PMO Account Managers, RPL, RDL 
and PMO Cost Engineers, and the EAC is modified by the CPTs/PMO Account 
Managers to reflect the current cost of the project.  Monthly project status review 
meetings are conducted with workshops and documentation of the review process at 
each phase. Established EAC/ETC costs are reviewed by PMO Budget and Cost 
Management staff, PMO Account Managers/CPTs, RDLs, and RPLs during the 
workshop process for: 
 

• Project budget estimates, with all uncommitted activities itemized 
• Uncommitted activities estimated, with price proposals, pending purchase orders, 

and an updated cost estimate calculation with scope detail 
• All potential COs, field orders and claims, considering whether the total exposure 

can be covered by the assigned contingency within the project budget. Recovery 
plans or alternative measures will be considered according to the EAC/ETC 
review and corrective action status 

• Schedule update and identification of any schedule delay which has potential 
cost impact 

• Inspection reports with monitoring of any quality deficiency which has potential to 
result in re-work (to control cost and schedule impact) 

• Assessment of the risk elements at the reporting month to determine whether the 
project contingency must be adjusted accordingly 

• Compilation of the EAC/ETC data, assumption and supporting documentation to 
substantiate the EAC/ETC estimate update 
 

As risks are mitigated or the schedule passes critical construction milestones, the 
project construction contingencies are reduced and used for other projects costs or 
moved to reserves, provided that sufficient contingencies remain to cover unforeseen 
project conditions.  
 
The CPT/PMO Account Manager updates the risk log on a monthly basis and performs 
a risk analysis at the project level.  The CPT/PMO Account Manager compares the 
current budget to the EAC/ETC to verify that there is sufficient contingency. This critical 
effort will verify that: 
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• All claims/potential claims are identified and documented in the EAC with a 
reasonable estimate 

• All potential and pending COs are identified and documented in the EAC/ETC 
• Estimates for CO proposals and costs are included in the EAC/ETC  

 

7.4 EAC/ETC Review - Roles and Responsibilities 

7.4.1 The PMO Program Controls Manager leads the PMO’s budget and cost 
management process. The PMO Program Controls Manager: 
• Provides SOP training to CPTs/PMO Account Managers and CPT Program 

Controls teams and oversees PMO Cost Engineer activities 
• Reviews and monitors all EAC/ETC items, amounts, and levels of supporting 

documentation reported in the monthly dashboard and keeps records of such 
review   

• Reviews EAC/ETCs for every college project periodically throughout each 
fiscal year to verify that estimates represent current, justified and 
substantiated EAC/ETCs and keeps records of such reviews 

• Validates estimated and forecasted costs for project budgets to confirm 
sufficient supporting documentation and justification for EAC/ETCs is 
maintained 

• Establishes consistent cut-off date for Build Program Monthly Progress 
Report (dashboard) to achieve consistent, fixed “data dates” for dashboard 
reporting, and verifies that “data date” on front page of dashboard report is 
clearly defined if other than the month-end period 

• Requires CPTs/PMO Account Managers to maintain EAC/ETC supporting 
documentation to substantiate amounts reported, specifically source 
documents, calculations, claims, quotes, contracts, price sheet hourly rates, 
rental rates, etc. and (or) memos documenting the assumptions, logic, 
justification and analysis performed to support the EAC/ETCs 

• Facilitates access to supporting documentation for CPTs/PMO Account 
Managers and auditors 

• Oversees PMO Program Controls staff activities 

The PMO Program Controls Manager works within the EAC/ETC review process as 
described in Attachment 1: Monthly Update—Dashboard and Cost Load Schedule.  The 
PMO Program Controls Manager also validates the EAC/ETC entries made by the 
CPTs/PMO Account Managers while conducting or overseeing dashboard testing.  
Validation includes: 

• Verifying that EAC = Commitment Balance + Total Expenditures + EAC/ETC 
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• Verifying that EAC/ETCs are supported by documentation including 
assumptions, calculations, independent estimates, and justification for costs 
as reported in the dashboard 

• Verifying that the EAC/ETCs and their various components fall within the 
dashboard reporting period 

• Participating in monthly meetings with CPTs/PMO Account Managers, RPLs, 
RDLs, and PMO Cost Management staff to review budgets using a formal 
process at the end of the reporting period, that reviews dashboard variances, 
cost management team responsibilities at each college, reports and updates 
to PMIS, and other issues as determined   

7.4.2 The PMO Program Controls Cost Management staff has roles and 
responsibilities that are separate from those of the CPTs/PMO Account 
Managers, including:   

• Overseeing cost tracking activities and database input, including but not 
limited to Deltek, Proliance, and other systems used by the LACCD Program 
Management Office, and the PMO’s central information repositories such as 
PMIS for cost management records  

• Monitoring and controlling budgets  
• Conducting quality assurance and quality control  
• Validating the supporting documentation for each college that is placed by the 

CPTs/PMO Account Managers into a central filing system  

7.4.3 Regional Program Liaison (RPL) and Regional Design Liaison (RDL) Roles and 
Responsibilities  

As previously noted, the RPLs and RDLs review all college issues on a regular basis 
and are engaged continuously with forecasting anticipated additional work as well as 
other scope that will impact budgets and estimates.   The RPLs and RDLs pro-actively 
promote the EAC/ETC process by: 

• Meeting regularly with PMO Program Controls Manager, PMO Cost 
Management staff  and the CPTs to review budgets in the context of SEPs via 
regimented monthly reporting milestones, including dashboard variances, 
cost management team responsibilities at each college, reports and updates 
to Proliance, and other issues as determined 

• Keeping abreast of anticipated budget adjustments and transfers so that all 
stakeholders are included and appropriate approvals are obtained   

• Conducting frequent communication and coordination with the PMO on 
project issues, both routine and unforeseen 

• Reviewing and reporting additional scope changes (facilitating PMO Cost 
Management staff projecting changes/re-planning issues)  
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• Reviewing PBAs during all phases of drafting and editing and preparation for 
submission  

7.4.4 The roles and responsibilities of the PMO Account Managers and the College 
Project Teams, including College Project Directors, include:  

• Reviewing contractor invoices 
• Documenting all EAC/ETC supporting details in an accurate and timely 

manner in order to validate and substantiate EAC/ETC amounts shown on 
dashboard reports  

• Coordinating project information among the RPLs, RDLs, and the PMO 
Program Controls Manager and Cost Engineers 

• Initiating budget adjustments and transfers 
• Assisting with Proposed Board Action (PBA) preparation, which affects EACs 

via COs, task orders, purchase orders, professional services contracts, and 
construction contracts) 

• Assisting with monthly scheduling and cash flow forecasts and addressing the 
relationship between EACs and schedules 

• Anticipating upcoming budget impacts 
• Performing CO and trending analysis and validating contingencies  
• Maintaining frequent communication with RDL/PMO on design changes, 

owner requests during design that impact project budgets, DSA and other 
issues that must be addressed on an as-needed basis 

• Maintaining frequent communication with RPL/PMO on construction field 
order changes and other issues that must be addressed on an as-needed 
basis  

• Requesting task orders 
• Maintaining and verifying PMIS updates and compliance with college-level 

central filing system requirements 

8.0 Bond Program Compliance 

The purpose of Bond Program Compliance administration is to implement and uphold 
compliance of the framework for the Bond Program, as it relates to the regulations 
required by the California State Constitution, California Education Code, California 
contract law and individual bond issuances.  

The Bond Program Compliance team will: 
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1) Be responsible for upholding a strong compliance framework for the Bond 
Program as relates to the requirements of Proposition 39 and the implementing 
legislation and the Cost Principles 

2) Monitor all projects' scope for compliance with the ballot Project List as defined in 
the Proposition 39 implementing legislation and consequent case law 

3) Provide oversight to the CPTs/PMO Account Managers on development and 
record all project mapping issues from the college project scope to the Ballot 
Project List 

4) Work together with the District personnel and the Bond Program Accounting and 
PMO/CPT Program Controls teams to identify and reduce, as far as possible, 
any areas of compliance risk 

5) Provide compliance advice, interpretation and support such as acting as the 
educator to the teams regarding compliance issues as issues change and (or) 
are relevant 

6) Provide oversight to verify that all relevant business/projects by CPTs/ PMO 
Account Managers are undertaken in compliance with internal and external 
policies and practices 

7) Conduct regular compliance reviews of the Bond Program activities  

8) Coordinate with the Bond Monitor, the District, and all external auditors regarding 
requests related to Proposition 39 issues/compliance and Cost Principles 

9) Provide oversight to CPTs/PMO Account Managers to comply with Proposition 
39 requirements 

The Bond Program Compliance team will oversee bond compliance policy, processes 
and responsibilities. 

Policy  

The ultimate source of all Proposition A, Proposition AA, and Measure J Bond Program 
proceeds is the taxpayers of the State of California and the County of Los Angeles. All 
participants in the Bond Program have the responsibility to see that the faith of the 
voters is justified. Proposition 39 passed on November 7, 2000 along with amendments 
to the California Constitution including Article 13A and amendments to the California 
Education Code. It states the following as it relates to any Community College utilizing 
general obligation bonds: 

1) Authorizes the use of bond funds for Capital Construction and Improvements if 
approved by 55% of local voters 

2) Requires an annual performance and financial audit 
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3) Prohibits the use of bond funds for District employee salaries or operating or 
maintenance expenses 

4) Requires a specified school facilities Project List 

The policy reflects the colleges’ obligation to align all campus project budgets with 
compliance to the ballot's Project List. Each CPT/PMO Account Manager is responsible 
for the verification of the usage of the correct bond funding when submitting the project 
budget.  

Process and Responsibilities 

See Attachments 6 and 7 for Project Budget Establishment and New Project Request‒
Name Change Request process workflows, which include: 

1) New Project Request‒Name Change Request (PMA-0043) 

• The CPT or PMO Account Manager verifies that the new project is a listed 
project on the corresponding Ballot Measure Project List used to fund the 
project. 

‒ Project name and scope must be consistent with the corresponding 
Ballot language 

‒ If the project has a name change or any other deviation from the ballot 
language, then the CPT or PMO Account Manager will submit a white 
paper to the Program Compliance Manager outlining the variance and 
the justification of any variance 

‒ The Program Compliance Manager will review the white paper. If there 
are any potential legal issues related to mapping the project to the ballot 
language, the Program Compliance Manager will direct the issue to the 
District's Construction Counsel. 

• CPT/PMO Account Manager submits PMA-0043 to the PMO Program 
Controls Manager for review 

• CPT/ PMO Account Manager obtains Program Director’s approval 

• CPT obtains College President's approval for college-level projects (PMO 
Account Managers approve 40J Central Services and District-wide projects) 

• PMO Program Controls and Program Compliance Manager review PMA-
0043  for budget and compliance, and PMO Program Controls Manager 
signs after validation 

• Finance and Accounting Manager approves PMA-0043  
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• Finance and Accounting staff approves and verifies financial identification 
number; number is assigned and approved project is opened 

2) Project Budget Establishment (Form PMA-0041) 

• Concurrent with processing PMA-0043, the CPT/PMO Account Manager 
submits PMA-0041 to the PMO Program Controls Manager 

• CPT or PMO Account Manager obtains Program Director’s approval 

• CPT obtains College President's approval for college project budgets 

• PMO Account Managers approve 40J Central Services and District-wide 
projects 

• CPTPMO Account Managers obtain Program Manager’s approval 

• PMO Program Controls validates funding source  

• PMO Program Controls and Program Compliance managers review the form 
for budget and compliance; both sign the PMA-0041 

• Finance and Accounting Manager approves and signs PMA-0041  

• Finance and Accounting staff reviews and assigns financial identification 
number and project number, opening the project 

3) Design-Bid-Build 

• Form BA-0025 Request for Bid submitted by CPT/PMO Account Manager 

• PMO Program Controls validates funding source and scope of services 

• CPT/ PMO Account Manager will complete white paper to document scope 
and (or) naming change 

‒ White paper is approved by Bond Program Compliance Manager 

4) Proposed Board Action (PBA) 

• CPTs/ PMO Account Managers assist with technical content of PBAs for any 
Board of Trustees (BOT) action 

• PMO Program Controls reviews all PBAs for available funding 

• Compliance Manager reviews all items requiring BOT approval for Project 
List compliance 
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9.0 Attachments 

Attachment 
Number 

Title Version/Revision Date 

ATT 1 Monthly Update —Dashboard and Cost Load Schedule v.1,  3/31/2015 
ATT 2 Project Estimate Worksheet v.0, 10/17/2014 
ATT 3 Project Budget Transfer Form Sample System-generated 5/8/2015 
ATT 4 Budget Transfer Process Workflow v.0, 4/3/2015 
ATT 5 Cash Flow Process Workflow  v.1, 4/19/2015 
ATT 6 Project Budget Establishment/New Project Request‒

Name Change Request Process for 40J & District-wide 
Projects 

v.0, 5/19/2015 

ATT 7 Project Budget Establishment/New Project Request‒New 
Name Change Request Process for College-level 
Projects 

v.0, 5/19/2015 

  

10.0 Records 

• Monthly Project Review Minutes 
• SEPs 
• Dashboard reports 
• Project Budget Establishment form 
• Budget transfer records 

11.0 Revision Process 

This section records revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the procedure 
is changed, the nature of the change is noted under the description, including cases 
where extensive revisions occur throughout the document.   
 
Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are encouraged and may 
be sent via a change request form located on the SOP SharePoint site. See the link 
entitled “Comments on the SOPs, Click Here” on the right side of the SOPs site to 
access the form. 
 
Procedure revision requests are reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis. 
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Revision 
Effective 

Date 
Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of Revision: 
Minor/Formatting 

and (or) 
Major/Procedural 

Required 
Reading

? 

0 10/15/2013 All Original Issue Initial Issue 
 

Yes 

1 11/11/2014 All Updated terminology and 
format; edited for accuracy 
and clarity; added section 
addressing EACs and 
ETCs to procedures, added 
additional procedural and 
responsibilities text 

Major/Procedural Yes 

2 6/26/2015 All Added PMO Account 
Manager responsibilities 
and related text throughout; 
corrected interchangeable 
use of PMA-0041 and 
PMA-0043; clarified project 
budget establishment and 
new project processes and 
signatory requirements; 
minor edits to text and 
workflows to conform with 
current editorial standards; 
reorganized workflows; 
added Project Budget 
Transfer sample and 
Project Estimate Worksheet 
sample forms; provided 
additional detail in section 
7.0 cost estimating 
procedures, including 
references to four newly 
named and posted forms; 
de-emphasized Dashboard 
noun and provided generic 
description for dashboard 
reporting; distinguished 
PMO Program Controls 
from college-based 
program controls teams 
(CPT Program Controls) 

Major Yes 

 



ATTACHMENT 1 - rev.1, 3/31/2015 Monthly Update - Dashboard and Cost Load Schedule

Typical Month Based on Financial Close Calendar

Item Activities -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

A. Dashboard Update (CPT Responsibility)

A10 Start Reporting Preparation for the current month    Start Reporting Preparation for the current month

A20 Project Cost Monthly Update

A20.1 Updates Monthly Report Updates Monthly Report

A20.2 Reconcile Budget variance and adjust ETC items  Reconcile Budget variance and adjust ETC items

A20.3 Complete reconciliation and ETC adjustment by 4 pm  Complete reconciliation and ETC adjustment by 4 pm

A20.4 Prepare Budget Transfer  Prepare Budget Transfer

A20.5 Budget Transfer required District Approval due to PMO  Budget Transfer required District Approval due to PMO

A30 Assist PMO Scheduler to prepare (P6) Monthly Update

A30.1 P6 Monthly Schedule Update Input P6 Monthly Schedule Update Input

A30.2 Save pdf report (9B Report)  Save pdf report (9B Report)

A30.3 Cost load P6 schedule update    Cost load P6 schedule update

A30.4 Prepare Schedule Variance Report  Prepare Schedule Variance Report

A30.5 Review Variance Report with RDL/RPL Review Variance Report with RDL/RPL

B. Dashboard Update (Finance Responsibility)

B10 Financial Closing Day - No update or transaction Financial Closing Day - No update or transaction 

B20 Take a snapshot of the database for Dashboard Report at 4 pm Take a snapshot of the database for Dashboard Report at 4 pm  

C. Dashboard Update (PMO Responsibility)

 Process Budget Transfer for District Approval 

Coordinate with CPT on the draft snap shot for final adjustment 

40J Ctrl. Servcs.. & District-wide,Reconcile Bdgt., Update ETC  

Review Monthly Report and QA/QC Dashboard data  

Obtain District Approval for Dashboard update release  

C10 Project Cost Monthly Update

C10.1 Process Budget Transfer for District Approval

C10.2 Coordinate with CPT on the draft snap shot for final adjustment 

C10.3 40J Central Services & DIstrict-Wide- Reconcile Budget/Update ETC 

C10.4 Review Monthly Report and QA/QC Dashboard data

C10.5 Obtain District Approval for Dashboard update release

C10.6 Publish Dashboard & Submit CPT Report to District Publish Dashboard & Submit CPD Report to District 

C20 Project Schedule (P6) Monthly Update

C20.1 PMO compile cost loading data to prepare cash flow forecast PMO compile cost loading data to prepare cash flow forecast 

Reporting Month

Report Month - Week 3 
Dashboard Update Begins 

Week 4 / Week 5 
 Financial Closing Week 

Week 1 
 Start of Following Month 

Week 2 
Complete Reports 



Project Name: Project A School Name:

Project No: Address:

Status:
Renovation: Fund Source: Project Budget
New: Prop A

Prop AA
Bond Est. Constr. Budget: State

Measure J
PM Name:

BUDGET ITEMS %  NOTES 

A. Construction Hard Cost
A.1 Construction Cost - Ref. Detail Cost Estimate $0 Enter the construction Estimate in Cell E9
A.2 Partnering $0 Allowance in estimate ($75,000 divided across TLS, WT2, SMA, SC)

Base Const. Cost: $0
A.3 Construction Contingency 10% on Base Const. Cost: $0 5% - 15% depends upon complexity. (eg. Parking lot, new const & Renovation) Enter % in highlighted cell
A.4 Contingency for Owner Initiated CO 2% on Base Const. Cost: $0 Use 2%

Total Const. Hard Cost: $0
A.5 Commissioning 1.0% on Const. Hard Cost $0 Up to 1%

Total Construction Bucket Budget : $0

B. Design Cost
B.1 Programming Architect 0.70% on Base Const. Cost $0 0.5% - 6% depends upon complexity. Enter % in highlighted cell
B.2 AOR - Architect & Engineer Design Fee 7.0% on Base Const. Cost $0 6.25% - 11% depends upon complexity (See Design Fee Guide). Enter % in highlighted cell
B.3 Design Fee Contingency 10% on  Design Fee $0 5% - 10% depends upon complexity. Enter % in highlighted cell
B.4 Design Assist 2% on Base Const. Cost $0 1% - 3% depends upon complexity. Enter % in highlighted cell
B.5 Specialty Consultant 0.40% on Base Const. Cost $0 0.1% - 4% depends on requirements (Hazmat, Survey, Geotech, Estimating etc.)  

Total Design Budget: $0

C. Other Soft Costs
C.1. Project Management 6% on Total Budget $0.00 Use 6%
C.2 Program Management 0% N/A $0.00 N/A
C.3 Furniture, Fixture & Equipment FF&E 3% on Const. Hard Cost $0.00 2% - 9% depends on Requirements. Enter % in highlighted cell
C.4 Move Managers 0% on Const. Hard Cost $0.00 2% - 4% depends upon complexity. Enter % in highlighted cell
C.5 Assets Management 0% on Const. Hard Cost $0.00 1% - 3% depends upon complexity. Enter % in highlighted cell
C.6 Testing & Inspection 4% on Const. Hard Cost $0.00 Use 4%
C.7 OCIP 0% on Const. Hard Cost $0.00 Use 1%
C.8 Permits & DSA Fee 1% on Const. Hard Cost $0.00 0.5% - 3% of Construction Hard Cost. Enter % in highlighted cell
C.9 Legal/Audit Consulting Fees 2% on Const. Hard Cost $0.00 Additional Risk/Contingency. Enter % in highlight cell
C.10 Master Planning/EIR 0% on Const. Hard Cost $0.00 1% - 2% depends upon complexity. Enter % in highlighted cell

Other Soft Costs Budget: $0

Estimated Budget $0

Creation Date:

PROJECT ESTIMATE WORKSHEET
WLAC PROJECT INFORMATION
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Project Budget Transfer Form
Multi-Campus Projects

Fund ID: MeasureJ

40J-901.03 project is cancelled.  Available funds being moved to Energy Efficiency project 40J-901.04.  This will also make these projects 
aligned to the WLAC Priority List.

Justification:

PBTF #: ENERGY_WLAC_2015

Rollup IDLine: Project ID Financial ID

Project Name

Transfer Amount

Bucket

GL ID

40J.5901.02.03  
ConstructionWest - Parking Lot 7 PV 

40J-J01.03 40J-901.03 -$4,084,788.86

40J.5901.02.03  
Project ManagementWest - Parking Lot 7 PV 

40J-J01.03 40J-901.03 -$301,624.55

40J.5901.02.03  
Speciality ConsultingWest - Parking Lot 7 PV 

40J-J01.03 40J-901.03 -$78,239.90

40J.5901.02.04  
Project ManagementWest - Energy Efficiency Project

40J-J01.03 40J-901.04 $43,847.47

40J.5901.02.04  
ConstructionWest - Energy Efficiency Project

40J-J01.03 40J-901.04 $3,333,618.00

40J.5901.02.04  
Construction ContingencyWest - Energy Efficiency Project

40J-J01.03 40J-901.04 $399,359.66

40J.5901.02.04  
DesignWest - Energy Efficiency Project

40J-J01.03 40J-901.04 $297,838.00

40J.5901.02.04  
Design ContingencyWest - Energy Efficiency Project

40J-J01.03 40J-901.04 $25,800.00

40J.5901.02.04  
Inspection and TestingWest - Energy Efficiency Project

40J-J01.03 40J-901.04 $144,878.00

40J.5901.02.04  
Speciality ConsultingWest - Energy Efficiency Project

40J-J01.03 40J-901.04 $161,248.00

40J.5901.02.04  
Program ManagementWest - Energy Efficiency Project

40J-J01.03 40J-901.04 $58,064.18

Uncommited Budget by Rollup_ID:

Rollup_ID Uncommited Budget Amount

$4,464,653.31

$0.00

Budget Transaction Amount:

Total Transfer Amount

$29,443,71340J-J01.03

$29,443,71340J-J01.03

Page 1 of 25/8/2015 1:34:47 PM PBTF # ENERGY_

Attachment 3,  PMA SOP 5.0, Rev. 2, Project Budget Transfer Form Sample, v.0, 5/18/2015
(system-generated form)



Project Budget Transfer Form
Multi-Campus Projects

Approved by: 

DateSignatures

Prepared  By: (Project Controls)

Approved  By: (CPD)

(Project/Construction Manager)

Validated by: 

(Program Manager or Program Contols)

Thomas Hall

Director
Facilities, Planning  Development

Dr. Francisco Rodriguez

Chancellor
Los Angeles Community College District
(Optional)

(Director)

(President)

Approved  By: (CPD)
(Designee 1)

Approved  By: (CPD)
( Designee 2)

Validated by: 
(Designee 1)

Validated by: 
(Designee 2)

James O'Reilly

Executive Director
Facilities, Planning  Development

Page 2 of 25/8/2015 1:34:48 PM PBTF # ENERGY_



Attachment 4, PMA SOP 5.0, Rev. 2 Budget Transfer Process Workflow, v.0, 4/3/2015 
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ATTACHMENT 5,  PMA SOP 5.0, Rev. 2 Cash Flow Process Workflow, Rev. 2, 4/20/2015 
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Cost Engineer Checks 
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corresponding actuals & analyze differences;
generate variance report for team review

2. Develop assumptions; confirm with CPTs &
document

3. Flag any forecasts that are trending abnormally &
adjust

4. Check remaining cost against remaining approved
ETC (active projects)

5. Review funding source total remaining funds

Scheduler Checks 
1. Check grand totals of Budget Cost (Dashboard)
2. Check grand totals of Remaining Cost (Dashboard)
3. Check grand totals of At Completion Cost (Dashboard)
4. Check grand totals of Actual Cost (Dashboard)
5. Check for phases that are completed but have remaining cost
6. Check construction phases & timelines
7. Check phases’ cost curves for excessive frontloading
8. Check for abnormal cost spikes
9. Check EAC = Committed + ETC

PCM  Checks 
High-level review of final draft & approval for QA/QC 
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Attachment 6, PMA SOP 5.0, Rev. 2 Project Budget Establishment/New Project Request‒Name Change Request Processes for 40J and District-Level Projects, v.0, 5/19/2015 
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Attachment 7, PMA SOP 5.0, Rev. 2 Project Budget Establishment/New Project Request‒Name Change Request Processes for College-Level Projects, v.0, 5/19/2015 
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1.0 Purpose 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and other construction-related accessibility 

standards (such as the California Building Code and standards referenced by the 

Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Unruh Civil Rights Act of 1959, the Disabled Person’s Act 

of 1990) ensure that buildings and facilities (including fixed or built-in elements)  are 

accessible to individuals with disabilities (as do other codes related to fire life safety, 

structural integrity, and weather protection); and directly affects the ability of the District 

to ensure equal access to programs, services and activities. 

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) District-wide funds included in Measure J are 

for the completion of ADA Transition Plans for the Educational Services Center of the 

Los Angeles Community College District (District Headquarters), the nine campuses 

and satellite campuses. The ADA Transition Plans address the removal of existing 

barriers that will remain after the completion of Propositions A, AA, and J and form the 

final piece of a District-wide initiative to ensure that no qualified individual with a 

disability be excluded from participation in, or be denied the benefits of the services, 

programs, or activities offered, or be subjected to discrimination thereto because 

facilities are inaccessible to or unusable by individuals with disabilities.  

2.0 Scope 

District-wide accessibility documents are available on the program website 

(http://www.build-laccd.org/bidding_and_contracting/index.asp?pg=prr) are: 

 ADA Access Compliance Memorandum dated May 27, 2010. 

 Designing for Accessibility Bulletin updated October 20, 2011. 

 Designing for Accessibility in Employee and Staff Areas Memorandum dated 

October 30, 2012. 

  

http://www.build-laccd.org/bidding_and_contracting/index.asp?pg=prr
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3.0 Responsibilities 

3.1 College Project Managers (CPM) 

LACCD CPM responsibilities: 

 The CPM will work with the ADA Analyst to complete the Campus Transition 

Plan for their respective campus by: developing the scope of work based 

upon the budget established for the campus; provide a detailed cost estimate 

for all phases of work; and a detailed implementation schedule with the 

prioritization of barriers according to criteria established by the United States 

Department of Justice (USDOJ) - reference ADA Access Compliance 

Memorandum dated May 27, 2010. These deliverables shall be submitted to 

the PMO for approval prior to implementation.  

 The CPM will update the Campus Transition Plan to reflect work completed, 

and upon completion of any project on the campus. 

 The CPM will work with the PMO to establish the most efficient and cost 

effective project delivery method (i.e. Design-Build, Lease-Leaseback, or 

Design-Bid-Build) for each ADA project. 

 The CPM will procure the services of a design professional to establish the 

program and criteria documentation; and based upon the Campus Transition 

Plan. Generally, the document package is developed into site barrier 

removal and building interior barrier removal. 

 The CPM is responsible for full compliance with the Campus Transition Plan 

criteria; and any listed on the LACCD website with regard to design 

deliverables and the results of the construction effort.   

3.2 Regional Design Liaison (RDL) 

LACCD RDL responsibilities: 

 Provide oversight to the CPM in the development of the construction 
documents, DSA submittal and approval of the construction documents. See 

Design Procedures 11 – DSA. 

 Provide oversight to the CPM for the CCD process during the construction 
phase. 
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3.3 Regional Program Liaison (RPL) 

LACCD RPL responsibilities: 

 Provide oversight to the CPM during the contractor selection process and 
project execution phase; and confirm compliance with the DSA approved 

construction documents. 

3.4 ADA Analyst 

LACCD Analyst responsibilities: 

 Tracking progress of the ADA Transition Plans, including verification of 
program access architectural barrier removal identified in prior databases 

prepared by ADAAC & BOA, identification and documentation of observed 
non-compliant conditions for incorporation into updated ADA Transition Plan 

databases. 

 Assist the college official responsible for implementation of the plan and 
responsible for plan oversight.  In prioritizing the barriers to ensure, that when 
viewed in their entirety, the programs and services of the District shall be 

readily accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities. 

 Report findings to the CPM and the District’s ADA Compliance Officer. 

 Assist the CPM in developing the scope of work for achieving program access 
through barrier removal to be included in the professional services 
procurements and review professional detailed construction cost estimates 
obtained by the CPM for conformance to the prioritization with break down by 

priority. 

 Review construction documents for access compliance at milestones 
(Schematic Design, Design Development, and Construction Documents 

Phases). 

 Review of shop drawings and submittals for access compliance. 

 Review of FF&E for access compliance. 

 Periodic review of construction progress to assist District Inspectors-of-

Record and others. 

 Participation in the punch list process. 
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4.0 Terms and Definitions 

ADA Transition Plan: A comprehensive list of campus’ architectural barriers to access, 
inclusive of method of mitigation, time frame for mitigation, and person(s) responsible 
for plan oversight.  This plan also serves as a Section 504 Transition Plan  

ADA Access Analyst: Access analyst are provided and assigned by the PMO, they are 
CASp certified, licensed design professionals assigned to the District Headquarters, 
nine campuses and satellites.  

CASp: Certified Accessibility Specialist is an individual who has achieved a certification 
issued by the California Division of the State Architect.  

5.0 Approvals 

Prepared By: 

                      Functional Lead – Daynard Tullis 

Date: 

Reviewed By: 

                        Quality Manager – Kathleen Copus  

Date: 

Approved By: 

                        Program Director – Terri Mestas 

Date: 

 

6.0 Revision History 

This page is a record of all revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the 
procedure is changed, the nature of this change is noted under the description and/or 
by revision lines in the procedure. 

Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are welcome, and should 

be emailed to procedures-comments@build-laccd.org.  You must include the following 

in the body of your email: 

 Your Name/Firm/Contact Telephone Number 

 SOP Volume 

 Section Name and Number 

 Sub-section 

 Description of Concern/Comment 

 Reason/Suggested Resolution 

https://mail.pacificaservices.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=995937f9c70049bc9e6b7084400ead87&URL=mailto%3aprocedures-comments%40build-laccd.org
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BIM Standards – The LACCD BIM Standards (LACCD BIMS) is a document which 
identifies standards for design and construction teams to follow for creating Building 

Information Models. The Standards are based upon the National Building 
Information Modeling Standards (NBIMS), and reference the current technology 

Standards developed by the General Services Administration (GSA), the US Army 
Corps of Engineers (USACE), and Industry Foundation Class (IFC) by the 
International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI), and OmniClass Construction 

Classification (OmniClass) as developed by the Construction Specifications Institute 
(CSI). 

 
Building Information Modeling (BIM) model - A Building Information Model (BIM) is a 
digital representation of physical and functional characteristics of a facility. As such it 

serves as a shared knowledge resource for information about a facility forming a 
reliable basis for decisions during its lifecycle from inception onward. 

 
BuildingSMART Alliance - Organization established to coordinate the profound 
constructive changes coming to the fragmented real property industry in North 

America.  
The organization’s collective goal is to establish open interoperability and full 

lifecycle implementation of building information models. 
 

Charrette - An intensive process that involves the collaboration of all project 
stakeholders at the beginning of a project to develop a comprehensive plan or 

design.   
  

Component - In Triforma, components are materials that make up a part. For 
instance, a base plate part may consist of grout and steel plate components. A 

single component may be tied to many different parts.  In Revit, components refer to 
model objects.   

Component data can be used for quantity take-offs, specification sections based on 
CSI format and even cost data.

1.0 Purpose 

This section of the Los Angeles Community College District Bond Program Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOP) defines the requirements for the BIM Submittals process 
for the LACCD Bond Program (hereafter referred to as BuildLACCD). 

2.0 Scope 

This BuildLACCD Design procedure applies to the nine LACCD colleges, satellite 
campuses, and any Design-Build, Design-Bid-Build, and Lease Lease-Back project on 
the campuses.  Projects with construction costs exceeding five million dollars 
shall utilize BIM. The determination of BIM utilization is established within the RFP for 
the project.  

3.0 Acronyms, Terms and Definitions 

BIM Standards – The LACCD BIM Standards (LACCD BIMS), located at 
BuildLACCD.org/Contractors & Bidders/Standards & Guidelines, is a document which 
identifies standards for design and construction teams to follow for creating Building 
Information Models. The Standards are based upon the National Building Information 
Modeling Standards (NBIMS), and reference the current technology Standards 
developed by the General Services Administration (GSA), the US Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE), and Industry Foundation Class (IFC) by the International Alliance 
for Interoperability (IAI), and OmniClass Construction Classification (OmniClass) as 
developed by the Construction Specifications Institute (CSI). 

 

Building Information Modeling [model] - A Building Information Model (BIM) is a 
digital representation of physical and functional characteristics of a facility. As such it 
serves as a shared knowledge resource for information about a facility forming a reliable 
basis for decisions during its lifecycle from inception onward. 

 

BuildingSMART Alliance - Organization established to coordinate the profound 
constructive changes coming to the fragmented real property industry in North America. 
The organization’s collective goal is to establish open interoperability and full lifecycle 
implementation of building information models. 

 

Charrette - An intensive process that involves the collaboration of all project 
stakeholders at the beginning of a project to develop a comprehensive plan or design.   
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Component - In Triforma [modeling software], components are materials that make up 
a part. For instance, a base plate part may consist of grout and steel plate components. 
A single component may be tied to many different parts.  In Revit [modeling software], 
components refer to model objects. Component data can be used for quantity take-offs, 
specification sections based on CSI format and even cost data.   

 

CMMS - Computerized Maintenance Management System (also known as 
Computerized Maintenance Management Information System - CMMIS). CMMS is the 
system used by facilities for management of asset data (Warranty and O&M 
information) related to building equipment. 

  

Deliverable – In context of this SOP, a Deliverable is the product of engineering and 
design efforts. Typically, this would be the concept submittal and the corrected final 
design. A deliverable may have multiple phases.  

  

Digital Data - Digital Data is defined as information, communications, drawings, or 
designs created or stored for the Project in digital form.   

  

DSA - Division of State Architect - provides design and construction oversight for K–12 
schools, community colleges and state-owned essential services buildings. The DSA 
specifically regulates State of California Building Code and Education Code compliance, 
and it incorporates lessons learned from past projects for: Structural Safety (SS), Fire 
and Life Safety (FLS), and Accessibility (ACS). 

  

FF & E - Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment - FF&E are movable furniture, fixtures, or 
other equipment that have no permanent connection to the structure of a building or 
utilities.  Examples of FF&E include chairs, desks, filing cabinets, computer equipment, 
copiers, fax machines, and telephone equipment. 

 

G.I.S. - Geographic Information System - integrates hardware, software, and data for 
capturing, managing, analyzing, and displaying all forms of geographically referenced 
information.  

  

GSA - General Services Administration is an independent agency of the United States 
government, established in 1949 to help manage and support the basic functioning of 
federal agencies. The GSA supplies products and communications for U.S. government 
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offices, provides transportation and office space to federal employees, and develops 
government-wide cost-minimizing policies, along with other management tasks. 

  

Industry Foundation Class (IFC) - IFCs are data elements that represent the parts of 
buildings, or elements of the process, and contain the relevant information about those 
parts. IFCs are used by computer applications to assemble a computer-readable model 
of the facility that contains all the information of the parts and their relationships to be 
shared among project participants. The project model constitutes an object-oriented 
database of the information shared among project participants and continues to grow as 
the project goes through design, construction, and operation. The International Alliance 
for Interoperability (IAI) has created this IFC data exchange format.   

  

IAI - International Alliance for Interoperability software companies, building product 
manufacturers, information publishers, owners, designers, and builders—in 
Architecture, Engineering, Construction and other industries whose goal is to develop a 
universal standard for information sharing. 

  

IDM - Developed by Georgia Tech University, IDM (Information Delivery Manual) is a 
means for documenting an integrated process data and analysis required by BIM. It 
describes how to identify and describe the processes undertaken within construction, 
the information required for their execution and the results. It also describes how the 
information can be further detailed to support solutions provided by building information 
system providers in a form that enables its reuse and how it can be configured to meet 
national, local and project needs.  

  

Interoperability - refers to the exchange of information among project participants 
throughout the lifecycle of a facility by direct communication between software 
applications.   

 

Library - a repository tool for organization, location, and managing of BIM content  

  

LOD - Level of Detail as it pertains to BIM  

  

MEP - Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing   
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Model File - pertains to any building information model where spatial or data 
information is stored  

  

OmniClass Classification System - otherwise known as OmniClass or OCCS, this is 
an enterprise strategy for classifying the entire built environment. It is a multi-table 
classification system designed for use by the capital facilities industry.  

  

Phase - A portion of work that arises from sequencing work in accordance with a 
predetermined portion of a Stage.  

 

ProjectWise - is the district file sharing system used for the digital archival of Milestone 
Submittal Drawings, DSA Approved Drawings, BIM / CAD files and GIS Drawings. 
ProjectWise also contains digital Facilities Maintenance and Operations-Related Files, 
such as O&M Manuals, Warranties, Specifications and Construction Photos. 

  

SDSFIE - Spatial Data Standards for Facilities, Infrastructure, and Environment- 
developed for facilities, infrastructure, environment, and civil works by the SDSFIE 
Steering Group, which is comprised of members from the Armed Forces and the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers. 

 

4.0 Responsibilities 

4.1 College Project Teams (CPTs) 

The BuildLACCD College Project Teams (CPTs) are responsible for: 

 In collaboration with the PMO BIM team, coordinating access for Design Teams 
and Construction Teams to the ProjectWise district file sharing system used for 
BIM Submittals. The ProjectWise software application is used by LACCD, the 
Campuses, and the PMO.  

 Tracking Design Team’s and Construction Team’s BIM and CAD submittals (in 
addition to PDF and other Submittals) at every scheduled milestone - to assure 
all provided deliverables are complete. The specific required submittals are 
determined within the contract, in the “Design Document Submission Process 
and Standards” Contract Form, and in Form DES-0002-B which is available on 
the BuildLACCD.org/Contractors & Bidders website. 
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 Reporting to the PMO the Progress and Acceptance of the submittal documents 
at every scheduled milestone. During construction, more frequent tracking of As-
Built and record documents may be required. 

 Verifying the files received at each submission have been uploaded to the district 
file sharing system (ProjectWise). It is not the sole responsibility of the CPT to 
upload the files, but it is the CPT’s responsibility to assure they have been 
uploaded – either by the CPT, by the Design Team, or by the PMO. 

 In coordination with the PMO BIM team, monitoring the Design Team’s and 
Construction Team’s BIM process, ensuring project teams are in compliance with 
LACCD BIM standards, and if necessary, withholding payments for submittals 
found unacceptable or incomplete. 

4.2 Program Management Office (PMO) 

The PMO BIM Manager is responsible for: 

 Working with the District, the Campuses, the Design Teams and Construction 
Teams to set up and administer access to file sharing systems used for BIM 
Submittals (ProjectWise). 

 Assisting and verifying the tracking (by the CPT) of the upload process for project 
BIM submittals to the LACCD file sharing system (ProjectWise). 

 Working with the VDC (Virtual Design and Construction) Coordinator and CPTs 
to ensure proper submission reviews and acceptance of BIM submittals following 
the LACCD BIM Standards.  

 Providing oversight of CPT tracking reports, such as Form DES-0002-B 
(available on the BuildLACCD.org/Contractors & Bidders website), to track 
accepted and outstanding items of each Submittal in accordance with BIM 
Standards, located at BuildLACCD.org/Contractors & Bidders/Standards & 
Guidelines . 

 Reporting the progress and status of each campus’s BIM projects as well as BIM 
and CAD submittals to the PMO. 

 Writing and updating the BIM Standards and other related contract language. 

 Coordinating with RPLs (Regional Program Liaison) and RDLs (Regional Design 
Liaison) for project specific approvals and updates as required. 

The PMO VDC (Virtual Design and Construction) Coordinator is responsible for: 

 Reviewing BIM submittals at every phase of design and throughout construction 
for model compliance with the LACCD BIM Standards, model best practices, and 
model coordination (clash reports) between trades. Reviewing As-Built 
documentation related to BIM and CAD submittals for completeness and 
coordination with models and drawing files. 
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 Monitoring and Reconciling the Design Team’s and Construction Team’s 
submittal data related to spatial validation and asset tracking.  

 Generating spatial validation reports to be archived with the associated submittal 
files.  

 Monitoring the model breakdown structure with baseline project schedule.  

 Generating check schedules of model objects to verify model asset data for 
linking to the facilities CMMS. 

5.0 Procedure 

5.1 BIM Submittals Principles, Standards, and Processes 

Coordination and Planning Policy 

 Coordination and Planning Policies are defined in the LACCD BIM Standards 
and project contracts. It is important to note that the CPT/PMO team shall be 
invited to the coordination meetings of the designers or contractors - as needed 
or at the request of the CPT/PMO team. 

 
 The CPT will coordinate on-site meetings with the appropriate PMO and CPT 

team members. These include, but are not limited to, a Design BIM kick-off 
meeting (at the start of Design Development), a Construction BIM kick-off 
meeting (at the start of Construction), and general BIM review meetings. 

 

Standards 
Current BIM Standards are located in the “Standards & Guidelines” section at 
BuildLACCD.org/Contractors & Bidders/Standards & Guidelines. DES Forms are 
available at the BuildLACCD.org/Contractors & Bidders/Forms & Templates section.  
 
The Design and Construction teams shall follow the LACCD BIM Standards. These 
standards are enforced by the CPTs and RDLs, with support from the PMO BIM team. 
LACCD BIM Standards have been developed by the PMO to define a process and 
establish requirements, procedures, and protocol for the utilization of BIM in the various 
stages of BuildLACCD projects.   

 
The main objectives of the LACCD BIM Standards are as follows: 
 

 Develop high performance buildings using sustainable design concepts. 
 Facilitate a collaborative project environment between all stakeholders from 

project inception to completion.  
 Execute coordinated project documents using the 3D modeling and parametric 

features of BIM.  
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 Improve system coordination and the execution of design intent in the field to 
streamline construction processes and minimize change orders.  

 Utilize 4D Technology and Process to better manage transition from design to 
construction and virtually simulate construction processes with various trades to 
avoid conflicts in the field.   

 Incorporate as-built BIMs, including infrastructure and building systems, in to 
District-wide Geographical Information System (GIS).   

 Collaborate with District-wide Facility Management to incorporate as-built 
information into facility management tools and software.  

 Incorporate submission of the BIM as a requirement for Division of the State 
Architect (DSA) electronic review and approval.  

 Utilize real life projects and current BIM technology as tools and case studies to 
establish education curriculum, and prepare students for the current job market.   

 Establish a technology platform and provide continuous support to incorporate 
future technologies.  

 Use BIM as Information and Communication tools for students, facility managers, 
staff, and the community. 

 
The LACCD BIM Standards Document is also supported by additional Standards 
documents included in the table, below:  
 

Document Name      Document Location 
LACCD CADD Standards 3.1 BuildLACCD website 
Sustainable Design Standards BuildLACCD website 
Owner Project Requirements (if part of the Contract) Contract for the Project 
DES-0002–B ProjectWise Upload / Validation Report and 
BIM Standards Validation Report 

BuildLACCD website 

DES-0002-D BIM Asset Data for Design and As-Built 
Documentation - New Construction and Renovation

BuildLACCD website 

DES-0002-E Parameter ID Definitions for the BIM Asset 
Data Matrix DES-0002-D Spreadsheet

BuildLACCD website 

BIM-Specific Requirements and Matrices (Two-Page BEP 
Summary, Uses of BIM Matrix, Quality Control Strategy 
Matrix, Roles And Responsibilities Matrix)

Contract Proposal from Design / 
Construction Team(s) 

 
Document upload and Storage 

Design teams and Construction teams are required to upload design milestone 
submittals to ProjectWise for all BIM projects - as described in the LACCD BIM 
Standards and the Design Document Submission Process and Standards. The CPT is 
responsible for verifying the upload of files at submission milestones by the Design 
Teams and Construction Teams. 
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As-Built Documents 
 
The as-built model and record documents serve three functions: 
 

 As an archive representing the built environment at project completion. 
 As a living document in support of lifecycle facilities management and operations 

(M&O). 
 As a foundation for future renovations or alterations to the building. 

 
As-built documentation must be uploaded to ProjectWise and verified by the CPT 
similar to other design and construction submittals described in section 4.1.  All DES 
Forms are located in the “Forms & Templates” section on the BuildLACCD/Contractors 
& Bidders Site. 

5.2 Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

All submittals at every milestone will be reviewed by the PMO VDC Coordinator to 
ensure adherence to the requirements specified in the BIM Standards for each 
respective milestone. The VDC Coordinator uses the BIM Quality Assurance 
Validation Checklist (QAVC) as a guide for checking submittals at every milestone. 
The BIM Quality Assurance Validation Checklist (QAVC) is available from the VDC 
Coordinator or the BIM Manager if needed. Any completed BIM Quality Assurance 
Validation Checklist (QAVC) forms are filed in the “BIM QA” folder in the ProjectWise 
“70 Project Reviews” folder. 
 
In the event the submittal does not meet the QAVC criteria, the VDC Coordinator will 
either “approve as noted” or reject the submittal – in both cases notifying the BIM 
Manager, the CPT and PMO. The PMO BIM Team and CPT will provide comments to 
the Design Teams and Construction Teams to clarify milestone submittal items which 
do not comply with LACCD BIM Guidelines and Standards.  
 
Note: Completion of the BIM Quality Assurance Validation Checklist (QAVC) is not 
required - it is used as a guide for the bottom portion (BIM Standards Compliance 
Metrics) of form DES-0002-B, described below.  
 
The CPT is required to complete the top portion (ProjectWise Document 
Compliance Metrics) of Form DES-0002-B ProjectWise-BIM Standards Validation 
Report and submit Form DES-0002-B to the PMO.  Form DES-0002-B verifies receipt 
of required documents at each submittal phase. Once completed, Form DES-0002-B 
will be archived with any corresponding submittal files in the “BIM QA” folder in the 
ProjectWise “70 Project Reviews” folder. 
 
As part of completing Form DES-0002-B, the CPT will also verify the upload of 
additional project-related files into ProjectWise as described in Form DES-0002-B. 
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5.3 Error Reports 

The PMO has established a BIM quality verification procedure at every project phase: 

 BIM reviews, including spatial validation and building program errors found in 
submitted files are identified and highlighted in a report by the BIM Manager or  
VDC Coordinator. These reports are archived with the associated ProjectWise 
files for review by the CPT, BIM Manager, Design Teams and Construction 
Teams. 

5.4 IDM (Information Delivery Manual) 

The PMO has established the Energy and Title 24 compliance summary procedure: 

 IDM process clarification will be followed by the Design Teams and Construction 
Teams to complete required calculations. 

 Design Teams and Construction Teams will archive the Summaries and Reports 
with the associated ProjectWise files for review by the CPT and PMO. 

5.5 Milestone Coordination 

From the project milestone exports: 

 The BIM Manager and VDC Coordinator will coordinate the BIM review process 
of the model breakdown structure established in the coordinated trade models. 

5.6 Milestone Planning 

From the project milestone reports: 

 The CPT will maintain the project milestone report for campus/local vehicle 
traffic, pedestrian traffic, access, and safety risks. 

 The PMO will provide technical support to the CPT. 

5.7 Close-out 

At project completion, the CPT is responsible for ensuring the Design Teams and 
Construction Teams submit an as-built model and submit all record documents in 
compliance with the requirements of the contract. The specific required submittals are 
determined within the LACCD BIM Standard, in the “Design Document Submission 
Process and Standards” Contract Form, and in Form DES-0002-B. 

The as-built model and record documents must be verified by the PMO and CPT as an 
accurate digital depiction of the completed building. As-built model and record 
documents must also contain as-built asset data in the native authored BIM files for 
export to the Program Management Information System as defined in the LACCD BIM 
Standards. Further definition of the asset data for export is defined in Form  
DES-0002-E: Parameter ID Definitions for the BIM Asset Data Matrix DES-0002-D 
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BIM Asset Data for Design and As-Built Documentation for New Construction and 
Renovation spreadsheet. 

As-built asset data must be part of, and contained within, the native authored BIM files, 
or contained partially within the BIM and partially within a BIM-exported spreadsheet. 
Definitions of the requirements for Asset Data are found in forms DES-0002-D: BIM 
Asset Data for Design and As-Built Documentation for New Construction and 
Renovation and Form DES-0002-E: Parameter ID Definitions for the BIM Asset 
Data Matrix DES-0002-D Spreadsheet. 

Reference CP 2.0 Project Closeout SOP, for additional guidance on BIM documentation 
closeout procedure. 

6.0 Revision History 

This section records revisions to this implementing procedure. Each time the procedure 
is changed, the nature of the change is noted under the description, including cases 
where extensive revisions occur throughout the document. In cases where changes are 
less extensive, revision lines (“change bars”) may be added to identify places where 
changes are made. Previously published versions of SOPs are available for reference 
only at http://pmo.build-laccd.org (see links at right side of page). 
 
Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are encouraged and may 
be sent via a change request form located on the SOP SharePoint site. See the link 
entitled “Comments on the SOPs, Click Here” on the right side of the SOPs site to 
access the form. 
  
Procedure revision requests will be reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis.  
 

Revision 
Effective 

Date 
Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of 
Revision  

Update 
Required 
Reading? 

0 10-15-2013 All Original Issue Initial Issue Yes 
1 09-30-2016 All Updated for current BIM and 

Submission Standards V4; 
updated section 3.0 
Responsibilities; section 4.2 
Quality Assurance/Quality 
Control; deleted Capital 
Construction Committee 
(CCC) preparation; re-
ordered section 5.0 Terms 
and Definitions; revised 
section 5.7 Closeout; minor 
formatting changes and 
added Table of Contents  

Editorial/ 
Technical 

Yes 
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7.0 Records 

 LACCD Building Information Modeling Standards, Version 4.1 Design-Build 
 LACCD Building Information Modeling Standards, Version 4.1 Design-Bid-Build 
 Referenced DES Forms 

8.0 Attachments 

Attachment 
Number 

Title Attachment Identifier 

1 Building Information Modeling and Energy 
Modeling SUB-Process 

Rev 0, Dated 10/15/2013 

   

 



Building Information Modeling and Energy Modeling SUB-Process: Quality Assurance, Design Review and Digital Document Deliverable workflow for projects requiring the use of Building Information Modeling 
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1.0 Purpose 

The purpose of this procedure is to define the Finance/Accounting Management 
processes on the BuildLACCD Bond Program including responsibilities specific to the 
Los Angeles Community College District, Program Management Office (PMO), and 
College Project Teams (CPT). 

2.0 Scope 

This BuildLACCD Finance/Accounting Management Standard Operating Procedure 
applies to the PMO and CPT.   

3.0 Acronyms, Terms and Definitions 

Acronyms are spelled out with their first use in this document. For additional assistance 
with acronyms, refer to the Supplemental Procedure for Bond Program Titles, Terms 
and Acronyms posted on the SOP landing page (pmo.build-laccd.org). 

Multi-funded project – a project which uses multi bond and/or non-bond proceeds. 

Budget – An estimate of costs, revenues and resources over a specified period, 
reflecting a reading of future financial conditions and goals. 

Funding – Providing financial resources to finance a need, program or project approved 
by the Board of Trustees (BOT).  

Project Management Information System (PMIS) – Web-based Infrastructure 
Lifecycle Management (ILM) solution that allows organizations to optimize the Plan-
Build-Operate project lifecycle for complex capital projects, construction and real estate 
programs and extensive facility portfolios. 

4.0 Responsibilities 

4.1 District 

4.1.1 Proposition A/AA/J Bond Projects Eligibility Lists  

It is the District’s primary responsibility for providing and identifying funding 
sources for construction projects on the Proposition A/AA/J Projects Eligibility Lists or 
from other sources. Periodically it is necessary for the Bond Program to disperse total 
project funding for those projects with multiple funding sources. Ultimately the Bond 
Program portion is then reimbursed by the alternate sources (i.e. State and Federal 
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programs). On these occasions the supporting documentation is submitted by the 
District to the entity controlling the funding source for replacement of such funding to the 
Bond Program. The District is responsible for informing the PMO of all replacement 
funding. 

4.1.2 Transfer of Projects to Proposition A/AA/J Bond Program Funding  

From time to time, the District approves the transfer of an existing project or addition 
of a new project to the Proposition A/AA/J Projects Eligibility Lists. The primary criteria 
designating a Bond Program project is that funding provided by the Bond Program must 
exceed 50% of the project costs. These include all the project costs inclusive of design 
and construction in total. 

When such transfer of an existing or new project occurs, the District fills out a Project 
and/or Funds Transfer Form CP–0195 clearly indicating all funding sources and a 
funding total where 50% of funding is to be provided by Proposition A/AA/J Bond 
proceeds. Other information is provided including project identification/scope, College 
and District signature approvals and all existing files/documentation accompanying the 
transfer. This form is accompanied by the Historical Data Sheet for Project/Funds 
Transfer CP–0196 listing all documentation being provided.  

4.1.3 Proposition A/AA/J Bond Funding to Other Projects 

On District managed projects with less than 50% bond funding, the District may from 
time to time provide permanent or replacement funding through the issuance of “District” 
generated Bond Program checks. The District is responsible to inform the PMO of these 
types of transactions. 

4.2 Program Management Office 

The PMO Accounting/Finance Department maintains auditable financial records 
which track costs by campus, project and general ledger account codes that have been 
budgeted, encumbered, and paid. This is the mechanism that allows for standard 
reporting of financial results and also allows for identifying costs at the detailed 
transactional level.  

It is the responsibility of the PMO Accounting/Finance Department to report the 
continuous financial condition of the Bond Program producing periodic financial reports 
that are intended to reflect the results of the current Bond Program’s financial 
operations. The frequency of the standard reports is on a monthly, quarterly, and 
annual basis depending on the specific report. These include the Monthly Project 
Financial Reports by fund, project, and by college, Accounts Payable and Open 
Commitments Reports, General Ledger Detail Reports, Trial Balance Report and 
various other project reports. The PMO Finance/Accounting Department also 
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interfaces with Program Controls by providing on-going financial reports to assist in 
budget analysis and the comparison of forecasted expenditures over the 
program/project timeline. In most cases the Deltek Costpoint/Proliance/PMIS automated 
data content management systems permit real time reporting.  

The PMO Finance/Accounting Department provides training to CPTs and others as 
necessary in the specific procedures relative to the payment of Bond Program invoices. 

4.3 College Project Team (CPT) 

The CPT adjusts all campus Proposition A/AA/J Bond budgets and schedule 
requirements to incorporate all transfers directed by the District. 

5.0 Procedure 

The District is required to maintain consistent and accurate recording and tracking 
of all financial transactions related to the Proposition A/AA/J Bond Program. 
California Community College Districts are also mandated to comply with various 
reporting requirements to government entities and other stakeholders. The PMO is 
responsible for all financial accounting functions. The Finance/Accounting Department 
uses the Deltek Costpoint Accounting system, the Proliance/PMIS system and other 
systems as deemed necessary in order to fulfill these requirements. 

5.1 Deltek Costpoint [Proliance/PMIS] Accounting 
System 

The Deltek Costpoint [Proliance/PMIS] Accounting System incorporates both project 
accounting and organizational accounting features. These software systems serve as 
the official accounting system of record that the District utilizes to report actual program 
results.  

For purposes of the Bond Program only a portion of the available features are utilized. 
The main features utilized are the general ledger, accounts payable and purchasing 
modules that allows for encumbering and payment of invoices against contracts. The 
general ledger module includes the official project Chart of Accounts; these accounts 
are defined and implemented by the PMO Finance/Accounting Department. The 
standard numbering convention includes three levels of characters; this information is 
periodically distributed to the PMO and CPT.  
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5.2 Electronic Funds Transfer (“EFT”)  

Electronic Funds Transfer will be implemented to the degree and at the timing 
the District allows.  Until such time, paper checks will continue to be issued by 
the PMO Finance/Accounting Department on behalf of the District. 

 

5.3 Budget Management 

Project budgets are maintained by the college CPT.  The CPT is ultimately 
responsible for ensuring budget integrity once each project budget is approved by PMO 
Contracts and PMO Program Controls. The PMO Finance/Accounting Department shall 
however validate that there is sufficient funding available prior to encumbering contracts 
or making payment of CPT approved invoices.  

The PMO (Program Controls and Accounting Department) make all adjustments to the 
overall Bond Program budget and individual budgets and schedules as a result of any 
project transfers or funding changes. Such adjustments must be approved by the 
District’s Chief Facilities Executive for all Program level changes and by the College 
Presidents for all campus level changes. In addition, an accounting of the overall 
changes to the funding and project totals is accumulated by the PMO for future 
reference and is to be recorded to maintain a consistent audit trail. 

5.4 Encumbering Funds 

California Education Code §85230, §85231, and §85232 requires Board of Trustees 
authorization of a contract or purchase order prior to the commitment or 
payment/expenditure of Bond Program funds. When this approval is granted, the 
PMO Accounting Department encumbers those funds and enters into the accounting 
software system. By definition encumbering is the specific commitment/recording of 
funds for an approved project/amount to ensure those funds are available when 
payment is requested of the Finance/Accounting Department. The process for 
encumbering funds is as follows: 

 Board approved agenda containing applicable contract award actions are 
forwarded to PMO Accounting by PMO Communications 

 Approved PBA’s must contain all critical data including: vendor name, period of 
service, amount, project name/number, funding source (Bond/measure) and a 
brief description of scope 

 PMO Accounting Commitment Administrators verify contracts in the Doc View 
Database and input data into Costpoint [Proliance/PMIS] based on contract 
values represented for each level of service as reflected in the General Ledger 
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Chart of Accounts (e.g., 6200-100-00 -  Construction Renovation, 6200-150-00 – 
Construction New, etc.), and the applicable project number/funding source. 
Project listings and funding source numbering convention is maintained by PMO 
Program Controls in concert with the PMO Finance/Accounting Department. 

 Encumbrance log and UII / PMIS updates are implemented by the PMO 
Commitment Administrator. 

 

5.5 Applications for Payment (Invoicing) 

PMO Accounting is responsible for providing timely payment to all District-
approved and directed consultants, designers, contractors, subcontractors, vendors and 
suppliers in accordance with California contracting law.  

The Applications for Payment (of invoices) policy is summarized as follows: 
 

 Original invoices are to be submitted directly to the CPT/PMO by the vendors 
 Invoices are reviewed to ascertain they are true, accurate, and correct 

representations of work performed and in no way violate the False Claims Act 
 
 If invoices are submitted by vendors with errors, 

misstatements, or insufficient supporting documents the CPT 
or PMO may reject application for payment and submit a 
“Notice of Correction” 

 
 All efforts are made to comply with the prompt payment statutes for undisputed 

invoices 

The Applications for Payment (of invoices) procedure is summarized as follows: 

 CPT (or PMO for District invoices) conducts the initial review and approval of all 
invoices, including examination of all documentation to determine that amounts 
are valid and all supporting evidence is attached. This includes, but is not limited 
to, the review of the invoice, release documents, certified payroll documentation 
(when applicable), timesheets, designer’s certification, and reimbursable 
documentation 
 

 CPT prepares form CP – 0160 Payment Approval Form along with a form CP-
0165 Invoice Payment Checklist and submits to the PMO Finance/Accounting 
Department 
 

 Invoice packets are first scanned by Document Control into the Doc View 
database and delivered to the Accounting Invoice Inbox 
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 Accounting Administrators conduct a final review then release the commitment 

line to allow issuance of payment 
 
 Line items must be identified on Form CP – 0160 Invoice Payment 

Approval form by the CPT to allow for proper alignment of costs to 
obligation 
 

 All approved invoices are entered directly into the Proliance/PMIS System. All 
invoices are submitted for payment utilizing standardized forms and procedures.  

 
 Cash Disbursements: 

 The printed checks are reviewed and approved by the PMO 
Finance/Accounting Manager for final signature. 

 PMO Program Director, PMO Deputy Program Director and the PMO 
Finance Manager may sign for checks below $50K, two signatures are 
required for checks over $50K and two signatures plus District CFO 
signature are required for checks over $1M. 

 Completed checks are mailed to vendor(s), or held for pickup by vendor. 
 

5.5.1.1 Retention 

As a standard routine the District retains a percentage of total contract fee (typically 
10% for pre-2012 contracts and 5% subsequent to January 1, 2013) until final work is 
accepted by the owner (District). Such acceptance may include final work related to 
punchlist items, commissioning of critical systems, etc. Once all work is approved and 
accepted by the applicable CPT, final fees can be released via written authorization 
from the authorized CPD. The Bond Program allows for a reduction of the retention 
below 10% at the discretion of the CPT prior to the completion of all work. Any reduction 
of this nature should be carefully considered to avoid any increased risk to the District. 

5.5.2 Escrow in Lieu of Retention 

Section 22300 of the California Public Contract Code allows for a Contractor to have the 
option to deposit securities with an Escrow Agent in lieu of retention required to be 
withheld by the District. Alternatively, upon written request of the Contractor, the District 
may make payments directly to the escrow agent. 
When the Contractor deposits the securities as a substitute for Contract earnings, the 
Escrow Agent shall notify the District within 10 days of the deposit. The market value of 
the securities at the time of the substitution shall be at least equal to the cash amount 
then required to be withheld as retention under the terms of the Contract. 
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The District shall make progress payments to the Contractor for those funds which 
otherwise would be withheld from progress payments pursuant to the Contract 
provisions, provided that the Escrow Agent holds securities in the form and amount 
specified above. 
 
When the District makes payment of retention earned directly by the Contractor to the 
Escrow Agent, the Escrow Agent shall hold them for the benefit of the Contractor until 
such time that the escrow created under this contract is terminated. Upon receipt of 
written notification from the Owner certifying that the Contract is final and complete, and 
the Contractor has complied with all requirements and procedures applicable to the 
Contract, Escrow Agent shall release to Contractor all securities and interest on deposit 
less escrow fees and charges of the Escrow Account. The escrow shall be closed 
immediately upon disbursement of all moneys and securities on deposit and payments 
of fees and charges. 
 

5.6 Bond Funds Drawdowns 

Proper sizing and sequencing of Bond Program funds drawdowns keeps remaining 
bond proceeds intact maximizing interest earnings and ensuring that tax commitments 
to the voters are met. A Funds Drawdown Request addressed to the Chief Facilities 
Executive and the District CFO is submitted by the Program Director or 
Finance/Accounting Manager on a regular basis detailing actual invoices due and 
payable. Typically, this is done on a biweekly basis and batched by the PMO 
Accounting Department as the invoices are received from the CPT. The PMO 
Finance/Accounting Department is notified by the District once funds are confirmed in 
the bond bank account. Monthly bank reconciliations are performed by the PMO 
Finance and Accounting team and forwarded to the District. 

5.7 Year-End Closing 

Preparation: 
 
The Los Angeles Community College District is on the “Modified Accrual” basis of 
accounting as are all California community colleges. This system divides available funds 
into separate entities within the organization to ensure that the money is being spent 
where it was intended. Under the modified accrual basis, revenues are recognized only 
when they are earned, measurable, and available and with a few exceptions, 
recognizes expenditures when liabilities are incurred. In other words, at each year end 
any costs incurred prior to an entity’s year end must be recognized in that fiscal year 
whether or not the invoice has been paid. The fiscal year end for LACCD is June 30, 
and the books of account must reflect actual financial results for the applicable fiscal 
year (e.g., financial activity through June 30, 2016).  A major task for year-end closing is 
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accrual of all costs for services and goods received by June 30 of each fiscal year. The 
Modified Accrual basis of accounting requires that these costs are recognized in the 
fiscal year where the liability was incurred.  
 

 Example: ABC Vendor provided services from June 1 thru June 30, 20xx. 
The invoice is received during the subsequent month of July. Even if the 
payment will not be made until after the final books are closed; the amount 
must be accrued (recognized) in the prior fiscal year (year being closed). 

Typically, the final deadline for making all accruals and other financial adjustments is in 
early August of the applicable year. In order to properly reflect all financial activity based 
on the Modified Accrual basis and disclose the financial statements fairly, the PMO 
Finance and Accounting Team must work in concert with the CPT firms (and the 
District) to ensure that all expenditures are properly accounted for at the end of the 
fiscal year. This entails many tasks being performed over “the closing months” (June, 
July, August). Each year, the PMO Finance and Accounting Team work with each 
campus to facilitate the year-end closing process. Below is a listing and description of 
tasks and tools utilized by both the PMO, CPT, and District to facilitate year end closing: 
  

 During the first or second week of May each year the Finance and Accounting 
Manager sends a letter to all program vendors that costs for all goods and 
services rendered on or before June 30 must be received no later than July 12 - 
either by actual invoice or expected costs; (date may change slightly depending 
on day of the week). Vendors are advised to work through the respective college 
CPT on this initiative as they do throughout the year 
 

 During the final week of May each year the Finance and Accounting manager 
sends email to the CPTs alerting their financial teams to begin preparation for 
year-end activities 
 

 In mid-June of each year the CPTs will receive notification of the Finance and 
Accounting Team closing schedule. The CPTs will also receive “data” 
worksheets and files to be utilized, including: 
  
 Contracts to Projects Excel file (or other tools deemed necessary) 
 Open Commitments & Payment History file 
 Accruals worksheet 

Note: The District office also pays and incurs Bond program costs that must be accrued; 
the PMO Accounting team provides the details and related documentation required for 
year-end booking of these accruals. 
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The Finance and Accounting Team meet with the CPTs in early July to discuss the 
following types of topics: 
 
The Project Controls and Accounting teams meet with each CPT to: 
  Review status update(s) 
  Align PM’s with projects 
  Hold review meetings with all PM's 
  Hold review meetings with RPM's 
  
Identify: 
  Invoices rejected by CPT 
  Ratified work 
  Claims / Settlements (gather information from CPT/refer to PMO Legal Dept.) 
  Change Orders which have not been encumbered 
  Unbilled work performed in prior years 
  Short pays (disallowances) 
  Commissioning update status 
  40J Invoices mailed directly to CPT 
  Invoices which may be in desk drawers, behind desks and cabinets 
  
Contractors / Vendors: 
  Contact Professional Services firms -  as they tend to procrastinate on billing 

 
 Confirm with Professional Services expected amount of reimbursables to be 

billed 
  Contact Contractors - as their invoices are high value 
  CPT invoices 
  Review Missed Accruals Log and focus on these Contractors and Vendors 
  
Not Accrued: 

 Escrow 
 Prepaid Expenditures 
 Middle College (Southwest) 
 Invoices which can be paid prior to mid-July 

 
The PMO Finance and Accounting Team typically conclude these meetings within 
two weeks (in late July). Once completed there are a number of final reviews that 
take place at the PMO office with communication among the CPTs continuing until 
the final deadline. The final deadline to provide the District all accruals is typically the 
last week of July. 
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Final Review 

 
The PMO Finance and Accounting Team will conduct final review of all college 
worksheets and other files submitted. This final activity will consist of validating 
actual amounts per invoices versus those amounts accrued based on estimate of 
costs incurred as provided by the college Project Managers. Validation steps 
include: 

 
 Any invoices included on accrual log that are to be paid will be removed from 

accrual log 
 PMO Finance and Accounting adds other centralized service costs to be 

accrued not tracked at the CPT office (i.e., builder’s risk, OCIP, claims, etc.) 
 Review worksheets for unpaid GC retentions  

 Escrow payments are not independently accrued as they should be 
already accounted for by CPTs as part of the total aggregate cost 
incurred 

 Identify any Change Orders or Task Orders that may not have been a part of 
college worksheets 

 Return worksheets to CPT for final review 
 CPT may still add additional information or revise items as they 

deem necessary 
 CPD will initial and date file final worksheets  
 Final files will be saved as a non-editable pdfs along with corresponding Excel 

file 
 As new requests for payments come in, the CPTs will indicate on revised 

Form CP-0160 whether the invoice was previously accrued or not and also 
reference an index number corresponding to the Excel file accrual worksheet 
if it was accrued 

 
 
Accrual Data Entry 
 

 After final acceptance by the CPT the accruals will be entered into the 
Costpoint/Proliance/PMIS accounting system by the Accounting 
Administrators and Accounts Payable Clerks 

 All entries will be segregated by Proposition A, Proposition AA, and Measure 
J for each college 

 All entries are approved by the Accounting Accounting Manager prior to final 
posting to the system  
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Annual Follow-up 
 

 Conduct training at CPT offices early in new fiscal year on the fiscal year-end 
closing process 

 Implement “early” alert for vendors behind on invoicing throughout the year 
 CPTs will contact vendors when they reach 60 days in arrears 

invoicing 
 Regularly review open commitments & payment history file with 

CPTs 

Final Statement of Expenditures (SOE) 
 

 The District Accounting Team will provide their preliminary Statement of 
Expenditures that includes BuildLACCD transactions managed by the District 
not accounted for by the PMO team. 

 These payments and journal entries will be booked on 
BuildLACCD records 

 The PMO Accounting Team will include transactions occurring in 
June not yet booked by the District including accruals, and any 
other transactions requiring entry. 

 The final Statement of Expenditures is reconciled to both systems 
(District, PMO) and approved by the District CFO. 

 This final statement for the Bond Program is utilized to present the 
unaudited Bond Program expenditures on the District’s year-end 
Financial Statements. 
 

5.8 Stop Notices, Releases & Waivers 

Stop Notices 

All Stop Notices filed against the Bond Program need to be cured with a proper and 
acceptable release.  

 The Release of Stop Notice (Form CP-0641) preserves the District’s rights under 
the law. 

 The Release of Stop Notice is the legal document used by a Contractor or 
subcontractor to waive their claim to the monies withheld by the Stop Notice.  
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Note: Waivers may also be used for Stop Notices as well as for progress payments 
& final payments. Discussion on waivers on progress payments and final payments 
are in the sections that follow. 

 
All Stop Notices are maintained, logged, reviewed, and managed at the PMO office; 
CPT are not responsible for resolving Stop Notices via negotiations or any other means. 
If CPT personnel receive Stop Notices directly; they are encouraged to forward them to 
the PMO office immediately. The program office also assists with the coordination of the 
District’s response to stop notice claims/disputes including communications with 
claimants, contractors, counsel and the CPT. 
 
A claimant may reduce the amount of, or release in its entirety, a stop payment notice. 
The reduction or release shall be in writing and may be given in a form as required by 
the owner. The writing shall identify whether it is a reduction of the amount of the stop 
payment notice, or a release of the notice in its entirety. If the writing is a reduction, it 
shall state the amount of the reduction, and the amount to remain withheld after the 
reduction. Again; all actions directly related to release of stop notices are administered 
at the PMO office and in concert with District directives. 
 
 
Unconditional/Conditional Waivers 

The District requires that claimants (vendors) execute waivers and releases for all 
progress payments and final payments. These will include both conditional and 
unconditional waivers depending on the status of previous progress payments.  

The appropriate forms for each scenario (CP-00600 Conditional Waiver Release on 
Progress Payment, CP-00610 Unconditional Waiver Release on Progress Payment, 
CP-00620 Conditional Waiver Release on Final Payment, CP-00630 Unconditional 
Waiver Release on Final Payment), are contained on the BuildLACCD Website 
Templates, Forms & Checklists Section. 

The CPT is responsible for ensuring that all waivers required to accompany 
payment requests are included in the invoice package submission. 

CPT are required to verify that the Contractor has submitted, or is submitting 
simultaneously with payment, the appropriate waivers upon progress or final payments 
accordingly in the form required by the owner (listed above) as long as such form meets 
the requirements of the related statute.  
 

5.9 Multi-Funded Projects/Transfers 

It is common in the educational community that construction projects are funded 
through multiple sources. Such sources may include: 
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 District Certificates of Participation 
 Other Bonds or Proposition Funds 
 FEMA Funds 
 State Capital Outlay 
 Scheduled Maintenance Program 
 Hazardous Mitigation Grants  

The Bond Program is implemented in an environment of extremely tight budgets for the 
State of California and hence for the District. As a result, many non-bond projects are 
underfunded or delayed. Further, the best use of scarce funds is in many cases, to 
combine a State allocation with a Bond Program project. Any project which uses both 
bond and non-bond proceeds, regardless of the percentages of each, are considered 
a “multi-funded” project and is administered pursuant to this Multi-Funded Policy and 
Procedure. 

5.9.1 District Multi-Funded Policy & Procedure 

It is District policy that primary responsibility for management of a project is determined 
by the funding source that provides the majority (i.e., greater than 50%) of the funding. 
Thus, 

 If the Bond Program provides greater than 50% of the funding, the project is 
managed by the PMO and CPM.  

 If the project is funded by greater than 50% of any source other than bond 
proceeds, then it is managed by the District’s Facilities Planning & Development 
Department. 

It is District policy to recognize the challenges in handling multi-funded projects, and to 
see that they are administered as efficiently as possible with the goal of reducing or 
eliminating any delays in financial management as a result of multiple funding sources. 
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5.9.2 Basic Multi-Funded Project Types  

MULTI-FUNDED PROJECT TYPE PARAMETERS 

Type 1 Projects which from inception to 
completion are designed and built with 
funding that is less than 50% of 
Proposition A/AA Bond proceeds and 
may be supplemented with other funds. 

Type 2 Projects which from inception are 
designed and built with funding that is 
less than 50% of non-Bond related 
sources that are supplemented with 
Proposition A/AA Bond proceeds. 

Type 3 Projects originally intended to be built 
with funding that is less than 50% of non-
Bond related funds, which are transferred 
by the District to the Bond Program. 

NOTE: A Bond Program project could be removed from the Projects Eligibility List due 
to lack of funds. 

5.10 Financial Closeout 

In anticipation of Financial/Contractual closeout activity at the contract level, any and all 
project Change Orders are to be reported by category (unforeseen, owner initiated, 
additional requirements), with additional requirements to be further categorized by type: 
i.e., design/errors and omissions, government/agency regulation, etc. 

Financial closeout of Bond Program projects will include Claims Manager review of the 
project’s change order history, to include but not be limited to claim status, claim 
causation, 3rd party liability attributed to each claim and resulting final cost impact to the 
District. 

For additional detail regarding project Financial Closeout at the project level, 
reference the Project Closeout CP 2.0 SOP, Section 5.3. Financial and Contractual 
Closeout.   
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5.11 Bond Program Compliance                                                                                         

For questions regarding Program Compliance, including Proposition 39 Compliance, 
reference the Budget and Cost Management PMA 5.0 SOP, Section 8.0 Bond Program 
Compliance.   

5.12 Audit Liaison 

The PMO serves as the point of contact for all BuildLACCD audits whether 
internal or external. The District will typically notify the PMO of upcoming audit 
engagements and will schedule entrance conferences with the respective firms. At that 
meeting all parties will discuss scope and schedule for the actual audit engagement.  

The PMO Finance and Accounting Manager will make every attempt to make available 
all necessary records and files requested by the audit firms. The audit firms will try to 
the best of their ability to schedule their tasks to be as least disruptive as possible to 
ongoing PMO operations. The PMO will communicate as necessary anything significant 
that arises during the course of the audit engagement. Furthermore, the PMO Finance 
and Accounting Manager will assist the district in coordinating responses to any 
resulting audit findings and will facilitate any corrective actions agreed to by the district. 
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6.0 Records 

 CP-0160 Invoice Proposition A, AA, Measure J Payment Approval Form 
 CP-0641 Release of Stop Notice Form  
 CP- 0165 Invoice Payment Checklist 
 CP–0195 Project and/or Funds Transfer to Proposition A & AA Bond Program 
 CP–0196 Historical Data Sheet for Project/Funds Transfer 

 

7.0 Revision History 

This section records revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the procedure 
is changed, the nature of the change is noted under the description, including cases 
where extensive revisions occur throughout the document.  In cases where changes are 
less extensive, revision lines (“change bars”) may be added to identify places where 
changes are made.  Previously published versions of SOPs are available for reference 
only at http://pmo.build-laccd.org/Procedures/Pages/default.aspx (see links at right side 
of page). 

Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are encouraged and may 
be sent via a change request form located on the SOP SharePoint site. See the link 
entitled “Comments on the SOPs, Click Here” on the right side of the SOPs site to 
access the form. 

Procedure revision requests are reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis. 
 

Revision 
Effective 

Date 
Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of 
Revision 
(Editorial/ 
Technical) 

Update 
Required 
Reading? 

0 10-15-2013 All Original Issue Initial Issue Yes 
1 7-29-2016 All Updated: minor formatting; 

Added Table of Contents; 
Expanded Terms and 
Definitions;  added Section 
5.10 Financial Closeout; 
revised Attachment 1 
Workflow 

Minor/  
Formatting 

Yes 
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8.0 Attachments 

Attachment 
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Revision Date 
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1.0 Purpose  

The purpose of this procedure is to define the Program Management Office (PMO) Contracts 
department processes and personnel responsible to accomplish Bond Program contracting and 
procurement activities for the nine Los Angeles Community College District (LACCD) colleges and 
their satellites in the LACCD Bond Program (Bond Program).   
 
Contracts and procurement services are provided in accordance with District policies and procedures, 
assuring compliance with relevant local, state and federal statutes, regulations, and Board of 
Trustees policies. BuildLACCD projects using Federal funding must be reviewed with the Contracting 
Officer to make sure Federal procurement requirements are observed. 
 
The PMO implements rigorous, but open and transparent procurement procedures.  This is achieved 
and enforced through collaboratively developed Bond Program Standard Operating Procedures 
(SOPs).  This Contract Management SOP includes but is not limited to: 

 Industry-standard and non-restrictive procedures regarding solicitation, evaluation and 
selection of consultants and contractors 

 Strict adherence to conflict of interest guidelines 

 Incorporating District policies and statutory requirements. 

Applicable statutes and District policies have been incorporated into the Bond Program bid and 
contracting documents to inform all participants, including PMO, College Project Teams (CPTs), 
bidders and proposers of their responsibilities.  These requirements as summarized in this SOP must 
be reviewed and carefully followed by the PMO and College Project Teams (CPTs) and by the 
Regional Program Liaison (RPL), who is the primary communicator between the CPT and the 
Construction Contract Liaison (CCL).  Following the requirements in this SOP allows the team to 
determine the most favorable bid strategy, to develop proper bidding documents, to issue bid 
documents properly, to determine the lowest responsive and responsible bid award or the best value, 
and to verify compliance with the statutory and District policy requirements.  Code requirements 
included or referenced in this SOP include: 

 Public Contract Code Sections—20112 for Manner of Advertisement for Bids, 20103.8 for 
Alternate Bid Rules, 20111 for Bid Bonds, 20116 and 22000 for Informal Bidding Rules, 3400 
for “Or Equal” Requirements, 6610 for Pre-Bid Conferences, 1103, 4107 and 20111.5 for 
Prequalification, and 1103 for Responsible Bidder Determinations 
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 Education Code Sections—17605 for Delegation of Authority 17019.3 and 17070.9 for 
Construction Management, 17210 for Hazardous Materials, 17603 for Contractor Payments 
and 17307.5 for Stop Work Notices  

 Labor Code Sections—1777.5 for Apprenticeship Standards and 1720 and 1770 for Prevailing 
Wages  

 Government Code Sections 53068 for Opening Bids, 53097 for Drainage, Grading and Offsite 
improvements, and 53069.85 for Liquidated Damages 

The District has elected to be governed by the terms of the California Uniform Public Construction 
Cost Accounting Act (CUPCCAA) set forth in Public Contract Code sections 22000-22045, et seq.  
Adherence to CUPCCAA allows the District to use streamlined bidding procedures as outlined in 
this SOP.  As a provision of CUPCCAA, the District is required to maintain a contractor database 
and to update it on a yearly basis. The District, during November of each year, mails a written 
notice to all construction trade journals inviting all licensed contractors to submit the name of their 
firm for inclusion on the District’s list of bidders for the following year. 

The District is also bound by a Project Labor Agreement (PLA) that the District has reached with 
local unions.  The District has a PLA with the Los Angeles/Orange County Building and Trades 
Council and Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters, first effective Dec 19, 2001 and 
subsequently amended which establishes the labor relations policies and procedures for LACCD 
and the contractors and craft employees engaged in the Bond Program 

 
In the event of a conflict between this SOP and statute, the statute prevails.  Because the particular 
nature of interpreting procurement and contracting may sometimes be different than the apparent 
meaning in colloquial English, the following order of precedence regarding interpretation of imperative 
language is offered to harmonize between this SOP and our procurement documents: 
 

Precedence Imperative Contracting Officer’s Discretion 

1 Must Mandatory, not waivable by the Contracting Officer absent 
concurrence by Lead Construction Counsel 

2 Shall Mandatory, generally not waivable by the Contracting Officer 
absent concurrence by Lead Construction Counsel 

3 Will Mandatory, may be waived by Contracting Officer   

4 Should Discretionary, may be waived by the Contracting Officer 

5 May Discretionary, may be waived by the Contracting Officer 
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2.0 Scope 

This Standard Operating Procedure applies to the PMO and the entire BuildLACCD team, including 
but not limited to PMO Contracts staff, CPTs, RPLs, Regional Design Liaisons (RDLs), PMO BOT 
Communications, PMO Program Controls, Design Consultants, contractors and subcontractors, and 
to their respective reporting structures. 
 
It provides definitions, procedures, and process workflows addressing: 

 Professional Services Master Agreements, including Multiple Award Task Order Contracts 
(MATOC)  

 Construction Contracts, including Design-Bid-Build, Design-Build, and Lease-Leaseback  
delivery methods  

 Master Procurement Agreements for procurement of goods; materials; furniture, fixtures, and 
equipment (FF&E) and information technology (IT) 

 Proposed Board Actions (PBAs) 

 Conflict of interest documentation 

3.0 Acronyms, Terms and Definitions 

3.1 Acronyms 

Refer to the Supplemental Procedure for Bond Program Titles, Terms and Acronyms posted on SOP 
landing page (pmo.build-laccd.org) for a complete list of acronyms and terms used in this SOP.  
Acronyms used in this document are spelled out the first time they are used. 

3.2 Terms and Definitions 

For definitions of procurement and project delivery methods, refer to sections:  

 6.0 Professional Services 

 7.0 Design-Bid-Build (DBB) Construction 

 8.0 Design-Build (DB) Construction 

 9.0 Lease-Leaseback (LLB) Agreements 
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 14.0 Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment (FF&E) and Information Technology 

For definitions not included in the following list, refer to contract General Conditions.  Note that in 
case of any conflict, the General Conditions definitions prevail. 

Board of Trustees—the governing board of the Los Angeles Community College District  

Bond Program—Funded Los Angeles Community College District Propositions A and AA and 
Measure J Bond Program 

Contract—legal agreement that may include one or many projects, as defined in General Conditions 
(see General Conditions list of Contract Documents in section 1.1.50) 

Evaluation panels—groups of individuals who review and score qualification packages or proposals 
submitted in response to requests for qualifications (RFQs) and requests for proposals (RFPs) 

Executive Management (PMO)—Program Director and Deputy Program Director 

Facilities Planning—addresses building use and programming, design, construction, maintenance, 
building conditions, systems conditions, infrastructure, and space allocation for existing and new 
facilities 

Formal Bid—for projects over $175,000 before advertising for bid; requires advertising in a 
newspaper of general circulation; bid opening may not occur less than 15 days after the initial 
publication  

General Conditions—document which sets forth the general terms and conditions governing 
performance of the Work (incorporated into Contract) 

Individual Procurement—specific project for which the scope is defined and the budget is fixed 

Informal Bid—competitive procurement performed under conditions different from those required for 
formal bidding, such as reduced need for advertising and length of time between advertising and bid 
opening and closing 

Online Vendor Portal―web-based public bidding site for displaying and managing all requests for 
bids and proposals (PlanetBids.com, as of SOP posting date). The vendor management module 
allows for vendors to register, review upcoming opportunities and manage vendor profiles.  
Procurements (i.e., Requests for Qualifications, Requests for Proposal, and Invitations for Bid) are 
uploaded by the Contract Administrator as portable document format (pdf) files.   Requests for 
clarification, addenda, line items to be priced by the bidders and proposers, interested firm 
registrations, and bid results are accessible to registered vendors at the Online Vendor Portal.  
Vendors can find the Online Vendor Portal at www.build-laccd.org.  

PMIS—Project Management Information System 

Project―the totality of improvements comprising, or necessary and appurtenant to the use of, the 
work of improvements described generally in the Bidding/Proposal Documents, of which the Work 
may be only a part. 
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Proposed Board Action (PBA)―the vehicle for requesting consideration by the BOT of a need to 
issue a contract, purchase order, or amendment for goods or services.  The PBA also serves as the 
document recording required approvals from college, District, the PMO, Program Controls.  A “non-
board PBA” performs the same function as a BOT PBA for approvals but does not require additional 
BOT approval for FF&E purchase orders that reference procurement agreements previously 
approved by the BOT as the authority for purchases of FF&E.  

SAP―real-time business software application (acronym stands for systems, applications, products) 

Sole Source (single source)―procurement or contract entered into without a competitive process, 
based on a justification that only one known source exists or that only one single supplier can fulfill 
the requirements  

Sources Sought― solicitation of interest or request for information to determine capability and 
interests; not an actual proposal or bid solicitation; may or may not be followed up with actual 
proposal or bid solicitation; includes specific instructions for responders 

Strategic Execution Plan (SEP)―project implementation plan defining the budget and schedule 
baseline for all prioritized projects at each college, as defined by the college and the PMO 

Subject Matter Expert (SME) ―an advisor (from CPT, PMO, or external resources) assisting with 
developing the scope of work 

Technical Lead―assists the SME and Contract Administrator with answering technical questions 
from proposers 

Technical Team―those assisting with procurement that are not part of the PMO Contracts Team or 
District personnel, such as design and construction experts and other non-PMO Contracts 
department and non-District actors involved with the procurement 
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4.0 Responsibilities 

The Public Contract Code, California Code of Regulations, Government Code, Civil Code, Business 
and Professions Code, Labor Code, Health and Safety Code, and the Education Code govern public 
construction procurement. Community college districts are specifically subject to the bid provisions in 
the Public Contract Code, Section 20651.  PMO Contracts is responsible for verifying that all 
governing codes, policies, and practices are strictly followed. 

4.1 Program Management Office 

The PMO oversees the procurement and award of Bond Program contracts. A broad definition of this 
oversight is listed first, followed by the responsibilities of individual PMO departments. 

 Assuring compliance with the District’s Policies and Procedures, as approved by the Board of 
Trustees, and with all related federal, state and local statutes 

 Promoting fair, inclusive, transparent and cost effective procurement processes, including 
initiating practices to guard against favoritism, corruption, and fraud in the procurement 
process  

 Preparing all Board-authorized contract actions and monitoring the documents until they are 
fully executed and filed 

 Providing project support services for PMO Contracts, including coordination with Program 
Controls, Accounting, Lead Construction Counsel, FF&E, Move Management, and other teams 
such as Building Information Management, or BIM, Energy, and Sustainability 

 Managing and documenting conflict of interest reviews and issues with PMO personnel and 
consultants, with reports to District representatives 

4.1.1 PMO Contracts  

This section provides an overview of the PMO Contracts departmental responsibilities.  Detailed 
responsibilities are described in the sections which follow.  

a) Manages procurement, contracts and coordination with other PMO departments (Program 
Controls, Accounting, Construction Management, et al) 

 
b) Assigns Contract Administrators  
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c) Verifies that all official procurement-related documentation and communications contain 
accurate project identification names and numbers approved by PMO Program Controls before 
proceeding with any construction or professional service procurement 

 
d) For procurements with multiple projects (campus improvement projects, for example), verifies 

that procurement documents contain subproject names and identification numbers 
 

e) Provides procurement and contract guidance and assistance to the College Project Teams 
 

f) Prepares and issues bid documents 
 

g) Conducts public opening of bids 
 

h) Assists PMO BOT Communications with preparing Proposed Board Actions, in coordination 
with the Lead Construction Counsel, CPT and PMO-designated Technical Lead 

 
i) Prepares and monitors all Task orders issued under master service agreements 

 
j) Procures master plan architect for college master plan development and Programming & 

Project Criteria Architect to develop project program and criteria 
 

k) Procures AE design consultant(s) to develop design documents for Division of the State 
Architect (DSA)  approval  

 
l) Prepares and issues procurement documents after BOT approves delivery method  

 
m) Prepares and issues requests for qualifications and proposals (RFQs and RFPs) 

 
n) Manages Design-Build (DB), Design-Bid-Build (DBB), and Lease-Leaseback (LLB) 

procurement processes (may include pre-construction processes)  
 

o) Oversees and approves bid package components, including 

 Non-technical review of CPT-submitted plans and specifications for general conformance to 
bid requirements  

 Overseeing and incorporating those parts of the bid and specification packages tailored by 
the CPT and Technical Team into the procurement package 
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p) Processes design-build entity honoraria 

 
q) Assembles evaluation committees for District approval  

 
r) Facilitates meetings with proposers and scoring sessions  

 
s) Issues contracts after BOT approval 

 
t) Issues NOITA, award, and post-award administration  

 
u) Issues Notices to Proceed (NTPs) for all contracts in coordination with CPT 

 
v) Coordinates with RPL and (or) RDL to prepare for project kick-off meetings 

 
w) Facilitates Project Labor Agreement post-award meetings  

 
x) Provides complete procurement packages (requests for proposals, requests for services, 

requests for task orders, etc.) with selection materials and scoring sheets to Document Control 
for uploading into DocView 

4.1.2 PMO Contracting Officer1  

The PMO Contracting Officer oversees PMO Contracts staff and operations, including developing and 
maintaining Contracting Officer’s Directives for PMO Contracts staff and approving task orders, 
Notices of Intent to Award and Notices to Proceed, and implementing quality assurance and quality 
control procedures. 

4.1.3 PMO Contract Administrator  

Reporting to PMO Contracting Officer, the PMO Contract Administrator conducts the procurement 
process from invitation through receipt of bids or proposals.  This position: 

                                            
1 Note that the PMO Contracting Officer has carried several titles during the life of the Bond Program.  Those titles 
have varied between the different entities that have held the Program Management Agreement with the District 
(currently AECOM, formerly URS and DMJM/JGM) and the title of the position as stated in the contract itself.  To 
resolve these differences, the term PMO Contracting Officer is used in a generic sense for the occupant of the 
position currently specified as Contract Procurement Manager in Exhibit A of the Program Management Agreement 
and currently known as Director, Contract Administration.   
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 Advertises projects for bid  a)

 Manages and oversees project competitive bid packages with inputs from RPL and CPT, b)
including: 
1) Evaluates and approves submitted projects for conformance with the applicable laws, rules, 

codes budgets, and Bond Program compliance  

2) Tailors and packages complete bid documents, including Notices and Instructions to 
Bidders, standard District specifications and General Conditions, combined with technical 
specifications, plans and ancillary information provided by the CPT and Design Consultant, 
such as geotechnical, hazardous materials (HAZMAT) and other reports 

3) Conducts project-specific prequalification if required  

4) Obtains independent quality assurance/quality control review for all bid documents by 
Project Delivery (Construction & Design) and Lead Construction Counsel 

 Verifies that bid packages (and all subsequent bid information) are received by, posted, and c)
issued by LACCD’s online plan room through its Online Vendor Portal 

 Prepares draft PBAs in coordination with PMO BOT Communications  d)

 Conducts pre-bid meetings (providing agendas, sign-in sheets, etc.) and notifies participants of e)
meeting dates and times  

 Receives bidder questions and relays applicable questions to CPT  f)

 Prepares and disseminates addenda, with approval and input from CPT and design g)
professionals  

 Evaluates the lowest apparent bidder and bid for responsibility and responsiveness, with input h)
from the CPT  

 Drafts and disseminates a Notice of Intent to Award (or rejection of bids), as applicable  i)

 Drafts bid protest responses and processes for Contracting Officer review or further j)
processing; coordinates response with District Lead Construction Counsel  

 After BOT approval, assembles contract documents including reference documents and k)
obtains Contractor signature 

 Receives and evaluates post-award bidder-submitted documents  l)
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 Obtains District signature on contract and archiving contract in DocView m)

 Issues NTP following full execution of the contract by the contractor and the District in n)
coordination with the CPD  

4.1.4 PMO BOT Communications  

The Proposed Board Action (PBA) process is managed by PMO BOT Communications in 
coordination with PMO Contracts and CPTs.  The CPT identifies a project need, acquires college-
level approvals, and initiates a procurement process through PMO Contracts. 

In collaboration with PMO Contracts, PMO BOT Communications staff assigned to Board of Trustee 
(BOT) communications reviews the PBA and backup documentation. PMO BOT Communications is 
responsible for reviewing and approving the PBA for accuracy and completeness, placing the PBA on 
the BOT agenda, obtaining approval, communicating approval to the CPT and PMO Contracts, and 
archiving the approved PBA. 

4.1.5 Regional Program Liaison  

The RPL assists CPTs with developing project requirements, monitors and facilitates clear 
communication between the PMO and the CPTs, and streamlines approvals for CPT-provided 
information. In addition the RPL:   

 Serves as primary communication conduit between the CPT and the Contract Administrator a)

 Advises, facilitates and assists CPT and District with project delivery method process, b)
including referencing design procedures for design-build 

 Participates in Evaluation Panel processes and tracks proceedings  c)

 Provides project oversight in coordination with CPT and PMO from NTP to project completion d)

 Tracks proceedings for design documents and DSA approvals e)

 Assists in formal reviews of program criteria, cost estimates, and special project requirements f)

 Assists with design-build procurement process g)

 Primary coordinator for Proposed Board Actions (PBAs) that originate at the College Project h)
Team; coordinates efforts of PMO-initiated PBAs 

 Leads project kick-off meeting i)
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 Oversees preparation of project budget and schedule by CPT j)

 Supports the CPT in the project/procurement initiation process and in accessing related project k)
documentation (i.e. as-built, record documents, etc.) 

 Participates in contractor selection and oversees project execution to confirm compliance with l)
applicable codes and statutes and the procedures defined in the contract documents 

4.1.6 Regional Design Liaison  

In conjunction with the CPT and RPL, the RDL coordinates with PMO Contracts on aspects of 
procurement and notices to proceed.  In addition the RDL: 

 Advises, facilitates and assists CPT and District with project delivery method selection process  a)

 Participates in the program development process, preparing project architect procurement b)
documents, and selection of Contractor 

 Supports the CPT and District in project/procurement initiation processes and in accessing c)
related project documentation (i.e. as-built, record documents, etc.)  

 Assists in formal reviews of program criteria and special project requirements  d)

 Assists Programming & Project Criteria Architect and CPT with research and development of e)
technical documents required for procurement  

 Participates in RFQ and RFP process, contractor selection process, and project execution f)
(project execution role is to confirm compliance with DB procedures set forth in procurement 
documents)  

 Oversees CPT after contract award through design completion g)

 Oversees and facilitates DSA approval process, construction change document (CCD) process h)
through construction, and DSA close-out upon project completion 

4.1 .7 College Project Teams (CPTs) 

CPTs provide technical project information for bids, project/procurement initiation detail such as 
Project Budget Verification forms, project estimates, tailored technical specifications, etc. and 
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coordinate project/procurement initiation information with PMO Construction and PMO Contracts.  
CPTs also:  

 Initiate project delivery method selection for a project and submit through PMO to Chief a)
Facilities Executive (CFE) for approval  

 Provide a project budget and prepare a Project Budget Verification Form ) b)

 Meet with the RPL and Contract Administrator to evaluate and discuss specific project-related c)
bid requirements, such as appropriate licensing classification for requested contractor, any 
additive/deductive alternates, site-specific requirements, etc. 

 Work with the master plan architect to develop the college master plan  d)

 Work with the Programming & Project Criteria Architect to develop the project program and e)
criteria 

 Request the project RFQ and RFP from the PMO  f)

 Assemble technical information to be included in RFQ/RFP documents g)

 Assist with preparation and approval of RFQ/RFP addenda h)

 Provide the Contract Administrator with timely responses to contractor Requests for i)
Clarification 

 Participate in proposal evaluations, scoring and selection  j)

 Review and approve price proposals for responsiveness to scope k)

 Manage the validation, design and construction phases of the project after award  l)

 Provide document control coordinating access to appropriate file-sharing systems used for m)
design submittals and deliverables 

 Participate in the Mandatory Pre-bid Conference and Job Walk n)

 Participate in the Pre-job Meeting if project is subject to the PLA o)

 Coordinate with PMO Program Controls, Accounting, FF&E, Move Management, and other p)
PMO support teams as required 
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4.1.8 College Project Director  

Each college has a CPD who oversees the CPT to manage construction activity and provide field-
level management at a given college, consistent with the project delivery method.  The CPD works 
with the master plan architect to develop the college master plan and with the project (design) 
architect to develop the project program and criteria and reference documents, including completion 
of plans and specifications through DSA approval.  The CPD provides document control coordinating 
access to appropriate file sharing systems used for design submittals and deliverables and manages 
the project construction phases after award. 

4.1.9 PMO Account Managers 

PMO Account Managers perform many of the same procurement functions as CPDs but for Central 
Services and District-wide (40J) projects focused on such areas as information technology; warranty 
and whole building commissioning; move management; furniture, fixtures, and equipment (FF&E), 
storm water, energy, or transportation and accessibility projects related to/based on the Americans 
with Disabilities Act.  In some cases, the PMO Account Managers may also perform some project 
management duties. 

4.1.10 PMO Document Controls  

PMO Document Controls manages DocView, the PMO document records and storage system used 
by all Bond Program participants. 

4.1.11 Relocation Project Manager  

RPMs (also known as Move Manager) align tenant interests with project planning, design, and 
construction through services such as bidding of office and modular furniture, IT, telephone, security, 
audio/visual equipment planning and acquisition and installation oversight, punch list monitoring, 
meeting participation, schedule preparation and implementation, contractor or vendor bid review and 
analysis for completeness and accuracy, payment requisitions, and contractor change orders. 

4.1.12 PMO Bond Program Compliance Manager 

Bond Program compliance is the responsibility of the Risk Manager.  This individual verifies 
compliance with the Bond Program by:  

 Reviewing new project requests to verify Bond Program compliance a)

 Conducting regular bond compliance reviews for Bond Program activities b)

 Acting as subject matter experts on Bond Program compliance issues c)
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 Coordinating with internal departments and external stakeholders to identify and reduce d)
compliance risks 

 Coordinating with the Bond Monitor, District and external auditors regarding requests related to e)
Bond Program compliance 

4.1.13 Construction Contracts Liaison  

The CCL coordinates procurement-related activities between PMO Contracts, PMO Design and PMO 
Construction and CPTs.  The CCL: 

 Reviews SEP for stakeholder priorities and requirements a)

 Works with PMO Contracts group to develop and monitor lists of requirements b)

 Facilitates understanding between CPTs and PMO Contracts to assure that unique project c)
parameters are identified in the Supplemental Conditions 

 Moderates procurement kickoff meetings for major projects and coordinates attendees, d)
schedules, agendas, and minutes with the Contract Administrator, and the CPT 

 Tracks procurement and contract status in conjunction with the Contract Administrator and the e)
PMO Contracting Officer 

 Assists with answering technical Requests for Information relative to DBB, DB, and LLB f)
requests for proposals 

4.2 Design Consultant 

The Design Consultant provides bid-ready drawings and technical specification Divisions 02 through 
50 and, in consultation with the CPT, provides recommended modifications to the district standard 
00800 Supplementary Conditions and a completed 011000 Summary, with all information necessary 
for the specific project.  The Design Consultant provides all stamped and signed plans (electronic and 
hard copy) with specifications, in conformance with prevailing codes. 

4.3 Programming & Project Criteria Architect/Engineer 

 
The Programming Criteria architect or engineer is the architect or engineer retained by the PMO on 
behalf of the District  to prepare conceptual plans and specifications, to assist the PMO  in connection 
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with the establishment of the design criteria for a design-build project, and, if requested by the PMO, 
to serve as the representative of the PMO and provide, during the design-build project, other design 
and construction administration services on behalf of the PMO including but not limited to, confirming 
that the design prepared by the design-build firm reflects the original design intent established in the 
design criteria package. 
 
The Programming/Criteria Architect for a Design Build (“DB”) Project: 
 

a) Works with the CPT Manager and the BUG team to prepare and develop a comprehensive 

and accurate Building Programming Report representing the campus project requirements,    

M & O Campus Facility Standards, District requirements and Owner Project Requirements 

(OPR), provided by Commissioning Agency. 

b) Develops and/or reviews the District’s Design Standards and Guidelines.  

c) Establishes Renewable and Sustainable Energy requirements and goals for the project. 

d) Develops and delivers the Programming Report within the timeline established by the CPD. 

e) Reports to the CPT (in written, numerical, and graphic form) programming and criteria issues, 

status and issues resolutions on a biweekly basis. 

f) In conjunction with the PMO, validates that the Programming Criteria Report is in alignment 

with the established project budget. 

g) Obtains Campus project stakeholders’ approval and sign-off on the Programming Criteria 

Report.  

h) Ensures the approved Program and Criteria Report is the project information to be used during 

solicitation of the Request for Proposal by the Design-Build Team (DBT). 

4.4 Contractor 

The Contractor executes the final contract documents as approved by Lead Construction Counsel 
when provided by the PMO.  The Contractor returns the required number of signature pages with 
original signatures to PMO Contracts. The Contractor performs all work in accordance with terms of 
the contract documents. 
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4.5 District Board of Trustees 

The District Board of Trustees considers all requests for contract award.  No contract may be 
executed without Board approval with the exception of emergency contracts and those contracts 
approved under the authority of the Chief Facilities Executive to be ratified by the Board at a later 
date certain.  

 

 

5.0 Procurement Methods and Evaluation Overview  

5.1 Delivery Methods 

 
The procurement and delivery methods listed here are described in more detail in the following 
sections of this SOP. 

 Professional Services: individual procurements and Multiple Award Task Order Contracts 
(MATOC)  

 Design-Bid-Build (DBB) construction contracts  

 Design-Build (DB) construction contracts 

 Lease-Leaseback (LLB) agreements (for Architect of Record, plus three with the LLB entity 
(Contractor):  site lease from District to LLB entity; facilities leaseback agreement; and 
Construction Services Agreement(s) for pre-construction if required and for construction 
services) 

 Master service agreements and task orders for furniture, fixtures, and equipment (FF&E) and 
Information technology systems and services (IT) 

Decisions regarding procurement and delivery method types are illustrated in the SOP. Generally, 
the project decision process starts with the CPT and college administration; it is developed further 
by PMO Construction or PMO Contracts before PMO executive management approval, then 
finally approved by the CFE and BOT as appropriate. 

A summary of the Attachments and general guidelines for procurement methods follows.  Please 
refer to SOP sections 5.2 through 13.0 for narrative descriptions and to the listed attachments 
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following section 19.0 for graphic depiction of processes and additional detail on specific 
procedures.  

ATT 
# 

SOP Attachment Title $ Amount/Description per SOP Procurement Type,  as shown in 
Table of Contents and Contracts 

SOP Section 2.0 Scope 

1 Professional Services Agreements 
greater than $87,800 (in 2016) 

Individual procurement exceeding 
$87,800 (in 2016) 

Professional Services Agreements 

2 Professional Services Agreements 
less than $87,800 (in 2016) 

Individual procurement less than $87,800 
(Informal, 2016 threshold) 

Professional Services Agreements 

3 Professional Services Agreement or 
Amendment Execution Overview 

n/a n/a  

4 Professional Services Master 
Agreements & Task Orders (not 
MATOC or Bench Agreements) 

Task orders based on master service 
agreements 

Professional Services Agreements 

5 Multiple Award Task Order Contract 
(MATOC) Staffing Process 

Task orders based on Multiple Task Order 
Award Contract (MATOC) 

Professional Services Agreements 

6 Design-Bid-Build (DBB) Informal 
Contracting Overview -$175K and 
below 

Below $45K 3-quote (mini-informal 
process).  Informal process is same as 
formal process except for defined 
advertising requirements (less rigorous) 
and defined tender periods after 
advertising. 

Construction Contracts: DBB 

7 Design-Bid-Build (DBB) Formal 
Contracting Overview - exceeding 
$175K 

Formal process same as informal except 
for defined advertising requirements 
(more rigorous) and defined tender 
periods after advertising. Above $2.5 
million option is to use an alternative 
delivery method or DBB process outlined 
in workflow. 

Construction Contracts: DBB 

8 Design-Build (DB) Contracting 
Overview 

$2.5 million and over Construction Contracts: DB 

9 Lease-Lease-back (LLB) Contracting 
Overview 

n/a Lease-Lease-back Agreements / 
Contracts 

10 Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment 
(FF&E) Procurement Contract 
Initiation and Methodology  

Catalog, traditional, and publicly bid 
(CMAS) Master Procurement 
Agreements; formal bids for 
purchases $87,800 and over (2016 
threshold); 3 quotes for purchases 
under $87,800 

Procurement of goods, materials, 
FF&E and IT 
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ATT 
# 

SOP Attachment Title $ Amount/Description per SOP Procurement Type,  as shown in 
Table of Contents and Contracts 

SOP Section 2.0 Scope 

11 Establishing Furniture, Fixtures & 
Equipment (FF&E)  Authorized 
Master Procurements Accessible by 
Bond Program/District Staff 

No statutory limit, piggy backable Procurement of goods, materials, 
FF&E and IT 

12 Existing Furniture, Fixtures & 
Equipment (FF&E)  Master 
Procurement Agreements 

No statutory limit, piggy backable, 
time-saving  with opportunities for 
discounted pricing and extended 
warranties 

Procurement of goods, materials, 
FF&E and IT 

13 Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment 
(FF&E)  Procurement Purchase 
Order Initiation and Approval (BOT 
and non-BOT PBAs) 

  Procurement of goods, materials, 
FF&E and IT 

 

5.2 Evaluation Team Overview  

PMO Contracts staff assembles evaluation teams for all formal procurements, prepares a letter for 
the District CFE with details of the procurement status and evaluation team, and obtains the CFE’s 
approval before proceeding with a formal evaluation.  Participants in a formal evaluation team are to 
be approved by the CFE and use standard scoring criteria delineated in the procurement documents 
for each type of contract award and project delivery method.   
 
Evaluation teams are composed of 3-5 individuals representing the PMO, colleges, and CPTs, as 
appropriate.  Evaluation teams (especially for construction projects) comprise voting members and 
technical experts to assist the voting members.  The voting members generally comprise: 

 1 College Representative, generally the Facilities Director or Vice President of Administration 
 1 PMO Construction Department Representative, usually the Regional Program Liaison 
 1 PMO Design Department Representative, usually the Regional Design Liaison 
 1 College Project Director or College Project Team member 
 1 District Representative or designee 

Each of these members should have an alternate in case of illness or unavailability, but the 
procurement will not be halted if we must proceed with fewer than five members.   
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Members of the evaluation team who provide scoring on specific technical items but do not score the 
qualifications or technical proposal as a whole are: 

 PMO Safety Manager (scores the safety plan and reviews the resume of the proposed safety 
officer)  

 PMO Community & Economic Development and Labor Compliance team (scores the LSEDV 
goal compliance) 

 
Subject matter experts (SMEs) may be designated to support evaluation teams.  SME’s may be 
asked technical questions by the voting team members but do not participate in interviews or 
presentations.  Note that in general, only voting members of the evaluation team may participate in 
scoring of technical proposals and interviews with proposers.  Outside partner agencies may also 
contribute members to evaluation teams, both as voting members and as technical support. 
 
The proposed evaluation team generally is proposed by the PMO Contracting Officer for approval by 
the Chief Facilities Executive or designee. Other particulars of the evaluation process vary according 
to the procurement and delivery method. 
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Professional Services 

6.0 Professional Services 

This section addresses specific types of professional services agreements and procedures for 
initiating such agreements. 

6.1 Professional Services Request for Proposals (RFP) 

All procurements for Professional Services are initiated by the CPT or District and submitted to 
PMO Contracts for confirmation of Scope of Work and scoring criteria. 

PMO Program Controls confirms the available and allocable budget for the service to be 
procured, and the CPT coordinates with PMO Contracts to develop the Request for Proposal 
(RFP) package. 

PMO Contracts develops the RFP package and, with the project manager, evaluates the best 
procurement method for the service needed.  Determining the procurement method involves a 
combination of factors:  scope of work, whether or not appropriate services are available under 
existing agreements, and whether or not the dollar value of the service requires a formal 
procurement.  

Professional services procurement is described in the following sections.   

 [Reference Attachment 1, Professional Services Agreements >$87,800, Attachment 2, 
Professional Services Agreements <$87,800, and Attachment 3, Professional Services 
Agreement or Amendment Execution Overview.]                             

a) Professional Services: Individual Procurement Exceeding $87,800 

PMO Contracts collaborates with the initiating party through the CCL to define the Scope of 
Work, develop scoring criteria, and identify appropriate Evaluation Committee members.  

PMO Program Controls confirms the available budget for the scope of work before PMO 
Contracts proceeds with procurement activities.  In addition: 

 PMO Contracts works with the RPL, RDL, and CPT to draft and finalize the RFP, obtain a a)
quality control/quality assurance review and Lead Construction Counsel review of the 
package, including evaluation criteria and scoring. 

 PMO Contracts and posts all necessary addenda including written questions and answers b)
on the Online Vendor Portal and conducts pre-proposal conferences 
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Professional Services 

 All proposals received are then reviewed by PMO Contracts to determine the responsive c)
and nonresponsive submittals. 

 PMO Contracts facilitates evaluation committee recommendations to the District for d)
approval  

 PMO Contracts secures all Conflict of Interest Supplemental Forms from evaluation e)
committee. 

 PMO Contracts facilitates the evaluation and scoring to determine the best-qualified f)
proposers. 

 Interviews and negotiations (as appropriate) are facilitated by PMO Contracts with the g)
evaluation committee to complete the scoring and ranking process. 

 The Notice of Intent to Award (NOITA) is then issued by PMO Contracts to the selected h)
proposer.  Protests (if any) follow the published LACCD Bond Program Protest Procedure 
PP-04-21 or subsequent revisions, available from PMO Contracts.  [Refer to section 7.5.8 
Bid Protests for additional detail on this procedure.] 

 PMO Contracts coordinates with PMO BOT Communications to prepare a PBA and i)
secure Board of Trustees authorization for the Professional Service Contract.  If there are 
any exceptions to the requirement for District approval, such as sole source or a default 
choice of a single proposer, these exceptions are to be documented by PMO Contracts. 

b) Professional Services: Individual Procurement Process <$87,800 (Informal) 

The individual procurement process differs from the formal procurement process described 
previously. 

 After the PMO Contracting Officer approves the informal delivery method, the Contract a)
Administrator documents the delivery method and the scoring criteria.  

 PMO Program Controls confirms the available budget for the procurement. b)

 A Pre-proposal Conference may or may not be held depending upon the complexity of the c)
work, special work conditions present, and the cost/benefit balance.   

 Three quotes are requested from qualified firms, to be submitted via the Online Vendor d)
Portal. 
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 Proposals are evaluated based on the scoring criteria. e)

 PMO Contracts facilitates the evaluation and assists the best-qualified proposal. f)

 
This individual procurement method should be used for small, non-complex scopes of work.  In 
general, the preferred method of professional services procurement is to follow the requirements 
of a formal procurement as specified previously in this SOP. The Contract Administrator is to 
seek approval from the PMO Contracting Officer before initiating individual professional services 
procurement under the Informal Procurement rules.   

6.2 Professional Services Task Orders 

Task orders authorize a consultant to perform specific task or tasks under the terms of a Master 
Service Agreement.  Task orders define scope of services, performance schedule, and task order 
amount.  Firms will be required to furnish evidence of current, adequate insurance coverage and 
to follow the Conflict of Interest procedures in section 17.0.  

Task order request or revision forms, related correspondence and supporting documentation are 
emailed to:  task.order@build-laccd.org, following this guidance: 

 Use Task Order Request Form CP-0007 and obtain signature approval for the request a)

 Title e-mail submittals using this format: b)
‒ Subject:  Request (Type) / Task Order # / Contract # / College / Project Name  
‒ Note that Request (Type) consists of a three-letter code shown on Request for Task 

Order form, shown in this sample:: Subject:  Request ENV/ P001 / 50351 / LAPC / 
Horticulture Facility (Environmental, Task Order #1, Contract #, College, Project Name 

 Submit only one request per e-mail for review.   c)

 Task order requests are processed in the order in which they are received. d)

 Delays in processing will occur when requests are not sent to this address or when e)
appropriate detail and backup information is missing from the request.  

 Two types of task order processes are described in this section: f)

 Standard task orders for services  

 Task orders for specialized services 
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Professional Services 

c) 6.2.1 Standard Task Orders for Services 

Standard task order for services, including Asset Management, Cost Estimating, Claims, IT 
Support Services, Move Management, Moving and Storage and any other professional consulting 
services require these steps: 

 Consultants are selected from previously approved master service agreements.  a)

 Requests for task orders or task order revisions are initiated by the District, PMO, or CPT b)
and submitted via e-mail to PMO Contracts with Task Order Request Form CP-0007, 
including signature approval of the request  

 Requests for task orders must contain complete, accurate information related to c)
consultant, college, project name, project number, scope of work, effective start and end 
dates, project number, and project name. For complete form requirements, refer to form 
CP-0007 Task Order Request. 

 PMO Contracts may reject the Request for Task Order or task order revision for reasons d)
which include, but are not limited to: incomplete or missing information, an effective date 
not within the contract period, requirement for additional information or clarification, and 
(or) budget information not completed in the electronic accounting system. 

 PMO Contracts prepares and routes the document and coordinates with PMO Program e)
Controls to verify the budget, general ledger coding, and funding availability. If a Request 
for Task Order or task order revision is rejected by PMO Program Controls, the task order 
is discussed with the initiating party for correction. 

 When the task order has been approved by PMO Program Controls, PMO Contracts f)
conducts an independent quality assurance/quality control process for the document and 
sends the document to the vendor/firm for signature. 

 After a signed copy is returned by the firm, PMO Contracts verifies its content.   g)

 The Contracting Officer signs the task order and forwards it to PMO Document Control for h)
scanning and storage; an additional copy is sent to PMO Finance and Accounting for 
encumbrance, and a fully executed copy is sent to the firm for its records. 

d) 6.2.2 Task Orders for Specialized Services 

AOR, Whole Building Commissioning (WBCx), Environmental (ENV), Inspector of Record (IOR) 
or (for DSA) Project Inspection (PI), and Laboratory of Record (LOR) require specific steps. 
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Professional Services 

Step	One	–	Request	for	Services	Preparation	

The requestor initiates an Online Vendor Portal Request CP-0008 (WBCx, ENV, IOR and LOR) 
by providing the information listed here to PMO Contracts. 

a) Scope of Work (SOW) –include all pertinent project information, clearly defining the details 
and parameters of the project as well as clearly defining the services required.  

b) Timing – include schedule timeline and milestones of preferred award date and anticipated 
period of performance 

c) Budget – for services/level of effort (this budget will align with the budgets set forth in the 
approved Strategic Execution Plan and is to be reviewed by PMO Contracts with PMO 
Program Controls before proceeding with the procurement) 

d) (IOR or PI, AE and Whole Building Commissioning) Relevant questions to score the 
Request for Services categories, to include: 
1) Firm’s ability to effectively perform requested services, such as specific relevant 

experience with the project type or at the specific college 
2) Firm’s capability to fulfill the defined scope of work within budget and schedule 
3) Clarity and specificity of firm’s responses related to the project   
4) Qualifications of firm’s staff identified within their proposal to perform the tasks 

assigned  
5) Scoring matrix for interview questions 

All firms will be solicited through the PMO’s Online Vendor Portal unless noted in the Exceptions 
section below.  

Step	Two	– 	Request	for	Services	Posting	and 	Submittal	Process		

PMO Contracts will offer the approved Request for Services to all approved vendors via the 
PMO’s Online Vendor Portal. The time line (from open to award) defined within the Request for 
Services is to be published and adhered to.  

Submissions received after the stated deadline will generally not be eligible for consideration.  

Step	Three	‐	Request 	for	Services	Review	and	Selection 		
	

a) Shortlisting: 	
1) AE: number of firms to be shortlisted should generally be a minimum of three;  
2) All others: shortlist should be created by an Evaluation Committee of at least three 

members representing LACCD PMO, College, and CPT, as appropriate; Committee 
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Professional Services 

members should have a working knowledge of the technical aspect of the services 
defined in the Request for Services 

a)  

b) For AE services evaluation, all submissions should be scored based on: 
1) Firm’s ability to effectively perform requested services  
2) Firm’s capability to fulfill the defined scope of work   
3) Clarity and specificity of firm’s responses as they relate to this project   
4) Qualifications of firm’s staff identified within their proposal to perform the tasks 

assigned  

c) Interviews:   
1) Shortlisted firms may be requested to participate in an interview process.  
2) The interview panel should consist of the same members as the evaluation 

committee barring absence due to illness or other unavoidable unavailability-. 
3) The interview panel will be provided a copy of the Request for Services, copies of 

the submittals and the scoring matrix. 
4) Interviews will be scheduled and organized. 
5) The selected shortlisted firms are notified to submit their fee proposals prior to 

interview.  The fee proposals are secured by the Contract Administrator and are not 
to be opened until after the interviews and scoring have been completed. 

d) Firm Evaluation and Selection:  
1) Firms are to be ranked by the scoring results with the best qualified/or highest- 

ranked firm being considered for award 
2) Fee proposals of the best qualified/or highest-ranked firm are to be opened, 

reviewed, and negotiated, if necessary 
3) If an agreement on the fee proposal from the best qualified or highest-ranked firm 

cannot be reached between PMO Contracts and the best qualified or highest- 
ranked firm, the PMO Contracts will proceed to the next best qualified or highest- 
ranked firm and open, review and negotiate fee proposals, if necessary.  This 
procedure will continue until all shortlisted firms have been exhausted. 

4) Once an agreement is reached between the PMO Contracts and the selected firm, 
the task order can be awarded in accordance with the PMO Contracts SOP 

5) PMO Contracts will post the firm awarded the task order via the Online Vendor 
Portal 
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6) PMO Contracts will verify copies of all documents associated with this posted 
Request for Services (i.e. RFS, notifications, questions and answers , scoring 
results, task order, etc.) are submitted to PMO Document Control for uploading to 
DocView  

When the request has been submitted properly, PMO Contracts will: 

a) Print and review the request and its attachments   

b) Generate the task order and route for approvals before e-mailing it to the firm 

c) IOR or PI and LOR task orders require approvals from the Design Manager  

d) Task order request and award tracked in an internal system and submitted to PMO 
Document Controls for filing 

6.3 Professional Services: Multiple Award Task Order Contracts (MATOC)  

The MATOC model allocates task orders to contracted firms to provide staff augmentation for the 
Bond Program, based on proposed individuals’ qualifications. The process for initiating, 
evaluating, and executing task order contracts is described in this section.  

[Reference Attachment 4, Task Order Process for Professional Services Agreements (not 
MATOC or Bench Agreements) and Attachment 5, Multiple Award Task Order Contract (MATOC) 
Execution Process.] 

6.3.1 Task Order Initiation 

A Bond Program requestor works with PMO Human Resources Specialist to develop staffing 
requests, including scopes of work (job description), budgets (standard MATOC rates and 
positions that fit within the department or college’s approved staffing plan), and proposed 
duration (also in accordance with an approved staffing plan). 

The HR specialist obtains approvals for the duty statement and staffing needs from the Program 
Director and (or) Executive Management, which includes PMO Program Controls review and 
approval based in staffing plans and budgets. The HR Specialist posts duty statement via an 
Online Vendor Portal invitation-only message to MATOC firms.  

Firms can submit Request for Clarification(s) via the question and answer (Q&A) function in the 
Online Vendor Portal. Questions and answers are posted to the Online Vendor Portal by the due 
date indicated.  Prime firms submit resume packets through the Online Vendor Portal, sending 
packets that include completed qualifications templates, cover sheets with required signatures 
from the candidates and the prime firms, and formal resumes attached. 
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The HR specialist acknowledges timely resume submittals, screens resumes for minimum 
requirements, completeness, relevant experience, and sufficient qualifications. 

6.3.2 Candidate Evaluation  

PMO Contracts assembles an Evaluation Committee which uses standard evaluation criteria 
developed by a PMO Department Lead or College Project Director, then reviewed and approved 
by the Human Resources Specialist and (or) Executive Management. 

On receipt of resumes, the PMO Human Resources Specialist and (or) Evaluation Committee 
and (or) Contracts Administrator screens submittals and may disqualify candidates who do not 
offer: 

 Minimum requirements 

 Completeness 

 Relevant experience 

 Sufficient qualifications 

If a qualified candidate is submitted by more than one firm to the same job posting, the candidate 
is disqualified, or a letter of commitment may be requested by the PMO. 

If an existing Bond Program member submits a resume through a new firm, the program member 
will be subject to a 60-day lockout period from the Bond Program. This lockout period can be 
reduced or waived at the discretion of the District. 

6.3.3 Shortlist and Interview Evaluation 

Qualified candidates are then shortlisted by the Evaluation Committee, and the Human 
Resources Specialist contacts firms via the Online Vendor Portal to notify them of candidate 
shortlists and to provide interview scheduling instructions.  

The PMO Human Resources Specialist facilitates candidate interview scheduling through the 
prime firm and, after interviews, issues resumes of shortlisted candidates and an evaluation 
packet to the Evaluation Committee. All interview evaluation packets include standardized, 
position-specific questions. 

The Evaluation Committee scores candidate responses against evaluation criteria. 

6.3.4 Task Order Award 

Evaluation Committee results are tallied and reviewed by the PMO Human Resources Specialist, 
who then confirms candidates with the Evaluation Committee. 
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The Human Resources Specialist notifies prime firms via e-mail of the candidate(s) selected and 
position title(s), start date(s) and time(s), location(s), and contact information. 

Prime firms confirm the start dates with Human Resources.  

The Human Resources Specialist issues “Position Filled” notifications to all prime firms via the 
Online Vendor Portal. 

The Human Resources Specialist drafts approval memos outlining the steps described previously 
and indicating candidate(s) selection. Firms will be required to furnish evidence of current, 
adequate insurance coverage and to follow the Conflict of Interest procedures in section 17.0.  

The memos and procurements are signed and approved by the Program Director and the Chief 
Facilities Executive. 

The Human Resources Specialist routes candidate information including names, prime firms, sub 
consultant firms if applicable, MATOC position title, and work locations to PMO Contracts to 
initiate the task order process. 

PMO Contracts finalizes the task orders and routes the documents to firms for signature and 
execution. After the originals are signed by the firm(s) and returned, PMO Contracts verifies the 
content. 

The Contracting Officer signs the originals.  A copy is sent to the firm and an original is sent to 
PMO Document Control for archiving.  A copy is given to PMO Accounting for encumbrance of 
funds.   

PMO HR conducts an on-boarding process for the selected candidate(s). 
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Design-Bid-Build 

7.0 Design-Bid-Build Construction Contracts 

[Reference Attachment 6, Design-Bid-Build (DBB) Informal Contracting Overview--$175K and 
below, and Attachment 7, Design-Bid-Build (DBB) Formal Contracting Overview—exceeding 
$175K] 
 
This section of the SOP defines the requirements for the design-bid-build (DBB) process for the 
Bond Program. DBB is a project delivery method wherein the general contractor (Contractor) is 
selected solely on the basis of the lowest responsive and responsible bid.  A variant of this 
process incorporating a prequalification step is also used.  In both cases, the District will have a 
contract with an AOR who designs the project and obtains Division of State Architect (DSA) 
approval if applicable, and it will have a separate contract with the contractor who constructs the 
project according to the approved design documents.   

7.1 Design-Bid-Build Overview 

 
DBB should generally be limited to projects that are below the statutory limit for Design-Build 
procurement ($2.5 million and higher), as well as for relatively small, simple projects where the 
technical requirements of the project potentially makes DBB advantageous to the District.  Larger 
projects above the $2.5 million cutoff, a prequalification step should be used. 
 
Factors to consider include:  

 Potential advantages including delivery process simplicity and familiarity; straightforward 
selection process 

 Potential disadvantages including the possibility of an adversarial, non-collaborative 
relationship with the general contractor; strong potential for added costs due to change 
orders often resulting in legal claims 

 Quality of the design documents 
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7.2 Design-Bid-Build: Thresholds1 

District policy is to provide bid and award procedures that are fully aligned and coordinated with 
State of California statutes and District policies and further controlled and bidder-friendly.  This 
section provides the specific thresholds of the bid and award process for construction contract 
procurements.  

7.2.1 Projects of $45,000 or less 

Pursuant to the District’s participation in the requirements of CUPCCAA (PCC Section 22032) 
and the District’s policy (Board Rule 7103.08), contracts of $45,000 or less:  “when such work is 
contracted out, to the extent possible by law, at least three written quotes should be sought.” 
Quoted contracts will be procured by the following procedure, with the responsible party indicated 
in parentheses for each activity: 

 Scope of work is defined and estimated to be less than or equal to $45,000 (CPT, a)
confirmed by the RPL) 

 Budget Transfer or Project Budget Verification Form, signed, with transmittal copied to b)
College President (or other verification of College President’s knowledge) (CPT) 

 Project name/number, etc. (CPT, RPL) c)

 Date, time, place for job walk (confirmed with the Contract Administrator) d)

 Detailed Scope of Work, with drawings and specifications (as required) (CPT) e)

 Geotechnical, Hazardous Material Survey or other relevant reports (CPT) f)

 A Request for Price Proposal under $45,000 project package is created and posted to the g)
Online Vendor Portal. (Contract Administrator) 

                                            
1 The California Uniform Public Contract Cost Accounting Act (CUPCCAA, Public Contract Code Sections 22032-22032 et seq.) 

provides: (a) Public projects of $45,000 or less may be performed by the employees of a public agency by force account, by 
negotiated contract, or by purchase order. (b) Public projects of $175,000 or less may be let to contract by informal procedures as 
set forth in this article. (c) Public projects of more than $175,000 shall, except as otherwise provided in this article, be let to 
contract by formal bidding procedure. 
 
Note, however, that the District’s adherence to CUPCAA provides that these limits change over time as determined by the Office 
of the State Controller.  The Bond Program adheres to the limits as provided by CUPCCAA while the District’s purchasing office 
adheres to smaller limit amounts. 
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 A minimum of 3 appropriately licensed contracting firms are invited to submit proposals. h)
(Contract Administrator) 

 Pre-bid Conference1 and Job Walk are conducted. (CPT and Contract Administrator) i)

 Quotes are received and reviewed, and the award recommendation is made for the low j)
responsive and responsible contractor. (CPT and Contract Administrator) 

 A PBA is drafted and submitted to the PMO BOT Communications group. (Contract k)
Administrator and RPL work with CPT to prepare draft) 

 PMO BOT Communications processes the PBA, adding the project to the appropriate BOT l)
agenda. (PMO BOT Communications). 

 Upon BOT approval, Contract Administrator obtains BOT-approved PBA from PMO BOT m)
Communications.  

 Post-award documents are prepared and sent to the awarded contractor: these include the n)
contract, W-9 Payee Data Record and enrollment forms for Owner Controlled Insurance 
Policy (OCIP) and payment and performance bonds for quotes of $25,000 or more 
(Contract Administrator) 

 Executed contract and post-award documents are obtained from the contractor, reviewed o)
for completeness, and provided to the District for counter-signature. (Contract 
Administrator) 

 Fully executed contract is provided to the awarded contractor and PMO Document p)
Control.  Scanned contract is provided to the CPT. (Contract Administrator) 

 In close collaboration with the CPT and the RPL, the Contract Administrator issues NTP to q)
the contractor after receipt of verification of OCIP enrollment, approved schedules, and 
any other documentation required prior to the start of construction. 

 An exception to this procedure is allowed for emergency resolution contracts as approved r)
by the District (see section 13.0) and for procurements < $15,000. 

                                            
1 Note that while per Board Rule 7103.17.F, Pre-Bid Conferences “shall generally be mandatory,” but it is 
within the discretion of the PMO Contracting Officer to determine that it is in the District’s best interest (i.e., to 
increase competition, to obtain better qualified bidders, to obtain better pricing, etc.) to make a Pre-Bid 
Conference non-mandatory or to hold more than one mandatory Pre-Bid Conference. 
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7.2.2 Projects over $45,000 but less than or equal to $175,000 (Informal Bids) 

According to the provisions of CUPCCAA, projects estimated to be less than or equal to 
$175,000 are eligible for informal bidding.  Under CUPCCAA, “Informal Bids” refers to a reduced 
need for advertising and length of time between advertising and bid open-close. 
The CPT and PMO Construction will initiate the project procurement by collecting scope 
documents and ensuring that sufficient funds are available.  The CCL will notify the PMO 
Contracting Officer that the procurement should be scheduled using the Procurement 
Requirements Checklist (PRC) and the Procurements Requirements Approval Checklist (PRAC).   
 
The CPT PM, PMO Contracts and PMO BOT Communications will draft a Proposed Board Action 
(PBA) for the award. 
 
The Contract Administrator will prepare the Notice to Bidders for dissemination to the District’s 
Bidders’ List and specified trade publications (per PCC 22034).1  The Notice to Bidders process 
includes confirming pre-procurement construction documents with the CPT Project Manager 
(CPT PM), including but not limited to: 

 Summary of work 

 Supplementary Conditions 

 Reference Documents 

 Division 01 Specifications 

 Campus Standards. 

 Construction Bid Schedule, including relevant bid dates and times and unit price detail 

 
The Notice to Bidders process also involves CPT/Construction Contracts Liaison (CCL) 
confirmation that estimates are aligned with the PMO Program Controls Budget. 
The Contract Administrator uses the District’s Bidder’s List (CUPCCAA-defined contractor 
database) for posting construction bid packages and related updates. The Contract Administrator 
will post the construction bid packages and addenda to the Online Vendor Portal at least 14 

                                            
1 This statutory requirement is fulfilled by advertisement in the Daily Journal, the local newspaper of general 
circulation, and transmitted to the bidder’s list by emails sent through the Online Vendor Portal. 
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calendar days before responses are due, facilitate requests for clarification (RFCs) and material 
substitution requests, and issue addenda to respond to RFCs with clarifications.  
 
The Contract Administrator, with the assistance of the CPT, will schedule and conduct the pre-bid 
conference and job walk, bid opening, bid evaluation, and coordinate the pre-job meeting with 
PMO Community Economic Development (if project is subject to the PLA) for each contract 
estimated above $45,000; in addition the Contract Administrator will prepare and publish the bid 
tabulation. 
 
The Contract Administrator, with the assistance of the CPT, will evaluate the low bid for 
responsiveness and responsibility, facilitate evaluation input from PMO Community Economic 
Development (CED), PMO Safety, coordinate financial and performance evaluation factors, and 
confirm each bidder’s Experience Modification Rating (EMR).  If the low bidder is not deemed 
responsive and responsible, the next lowest bidder will be evaluated.  The process continues 
until a bidder has been deemed responsive and responsible. 
 
The PMO Contracting Officer then recommends the award to the Chief Facilities Executive for 
approval.  The PMO Contracting Officer then issues the Notice of Intent to Award (NOITA), and 
monitor the 5-day protest period. In the event of a protest, , the Contracting Officer and the 
Contract Administrator will provide information to support the LCC’s response denying or 
affirming the protest and any actions required for a resolution of the protest. 
 
The PMO BOT Communications will send the PBA to the BOT for approval.  After the BOT 
approves the contract award, the Contract Administrator will prepare/send post-award documents 
including, but not limited to contracts, payment and performance bonds, and payee data record to 
the successful DBB firm. 
 
After receipt of all required post-NOITA documents, the Contract Administrator will transmit the 
contractor-signed contract to the District offices for final execution and provide originals or copies 
of the executed contract to the awarded contractor and the CPT. 
 
The Contract Administrator will maintain and archive the District’s originals of the subject project, 
including all plans, specifications, notes, and writings. 
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The Contract Administrator and CPT will verify that Notice to Proceed (NTP) with construction will 
not be issued until the contract has been fully executed.1   Finally, the PMO Contracts will 
facilitate procurement file delivery to Document Control for entry into DocView. 

7.2.3 Projects over $175,000 (Formal Bids) 

Projects over $175,000 are subject to formal bid procedures.  The formal bid procedure requires 
advertising in a newspaper of general circulation. Bid opening may not occur less than 15 days 
after the initial publication in trade publications or 14 days in a paper of general circulation.  In 
addition, the Board of Trustees must adopt plans and specifications projects over $175,000 
before advertising for bid.  All other provisions are identical to projects valued of $45,001 to 
$175,000 (Informal Bids). 

7.2.4 Project Labor Agreement Thresholds 

The PLA, as it pertains to construction contracts, is applicable to “A-General Engineering” or “B-
General Building” licensing (per State of California contractor licensing regulations) for projects 
valued at $225,000 or above.  The Project Labor Agreement (PLA) applies to “C” Specialty 
License contracts valued at $25,000 or above. 

7.4 Design-Bid-Build: Bid Packaging Procedures and Documentation 

This section describes the procedures for preparing and submitting bidding documents and the 
bid and contract award processes for all informal and formal, competitively bid construction 
projects.  PMO Contracts, supported by Lead Construction Counsel, has prepared standard 
documentation to implement the DBB process, including DBB contracts and General Conditions 
forms.  
 
The entire Bid and Award process is divided into two major phases: 

 Bid Packaging 

 Bid (Tender), Award, and Post Award 

                                            
1 An exception to this requirement might be a District-approved emergency contract. 
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7.4.1 Bid Packaging 

The procedure for preparing and submitting bidding documents for projects subject to informal or 
formal bidding applies to CPTs, RPLs, the Contract Administrator and other PMO Contracts 
personnel. 
 
Bid packaging procedures are designed to verify that all applicable statutes and regulations of the 
State of California and the LACCD Board of Trustees policies pertaining to the bidding of 
construction contracts will be strictly followed; to foster fair and cost-effective competitive bidding; 
to provide security and safety in the construction of District facilities; and to protect the public 
interest. 

7.4.2 Procurement Documents 

Procurement documents consist of the advertisement, General Conditions and General 
Requirements (the latter is also known as Specifications), design drawings, any and all attached 
reports, reference drawings, OCIP requirements, and addenda.  The CCL maintains a set of 
template folders and files on a shared PMO drive, including instructions for populating each 
folder.   

a) CPT Procurement Documents  
When preparing a project for bid, the CPT is responsible for: 

 Populating a standard set of folders on a shared PMO drive, pre-populated by PMO with 
instructions and pre-procurement construction documents, as appropriate  

 Reviewing and recommending modifications to pre-procurement documents for the 
specific procurement, with modifications to be reviewed with and confirmed by the CCL 
and Director of Project Delivery before documents are made available for use by PMO 
Contracts 

 Coordinating final pre-procurement documents and further updates with CCL, copying the 
Director of Project Delivery, RPL, RDL and PMO Contracting Officer  

Plans and specifications for projects estimated to be more than $175,000 must have prior 
acceptance by the Board of Trustees. 
 
The CCL will provide PMO Contracts with any exhibits, attachments, geotechnical or other 
reports and reference documents in electronic format, for inclusion in the bid documents. 
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All CPT-initiated changes to non-highlighted portions of the standardized specifications must be 
approved by the PMO and by the District’s Lead Construction Counsel.  PMO Contracts works 
with the CCL to attach the latest version of the General Conditions (Division 00) and General 
Requirements (Division 01), except non-standard Division 01 additions required by design 
professionals. 

b) General Conditions (Division 00)  
This division contains the required documents for the contractor’s submittal of a formal 
competitive bid on a construction project. Division 00 is provided by PMO Contracts, with the 
exception of District standard 00800 Supplementary Conditions, provided by PMO Contracts with 
recommended edits provided by the design professionals and CPT. 

c) General Requirements (Division 01)  
The Division 01 General Requirements are adapted to serve the needs of specific projects. 
Design professionals may require additional specifications (such as surveying) and are to provide 
such specifications to PMO Contracts for inclusion in the bid documents. The District standard 
section 011000 Summary is provided by PMO Contracts and edited by the design professionals 
and CPT. 

d) Technical Specifications (Divisions 02‒50)  
Divisions 02 through 50 follow the Construction Standards Institute (CSI) Master Format 
specifications structure and contain the technical details for the project’s design.  All technical 
specifications are provided by design professionals to the CPT for inclusion in the procurement 
documents. 

e) Supplementary Conditions and Summary 
The CPT will be responsible for completing and editing the highlighted sections of 00800 
Supplementary Conditions and 011000 Summary, including but not limited to: 

 Working hours permitted on a college-specific basis  

 Required governmental fees, permits and licenses, and (or)  

 Laydown area location and parking at the college 

CPTs are to review the 00800 Supplementary Conditions and the 011000 Summary of Work, 
editing and changing according to the specific projects, and submit the revised documents to the 
PMO Contracting Officer.   
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f) Cost Estimates 
The CPT and the PMO Program Controls estimating staff work collaboratively to create budgets 
for design-bid-build construction proposals. Cost estimates must be performed for each 
procurement action.  

 For projects under $1 million, an architecture–engineering (AE) estimate and a CPT/PMO 
Project Controls estimate must be provided. 

 For projects over $1 million, an AE estimate and the CPT/PMO Project Controls estimate 
should be supplemented by an independent estimate.  

The PMO Design and Construction departments have the option to validate estimates. 

g) Request for Bid Submittal to PMO Contracts  

The CCL will review the Strategic Execution Plan and work with the PMO Contracts group and 
the CPT to develop and monitor project requirements lists.  In particular the CCL will facilitate 
understanding between the CPT and PMO Contracts to make sure that unusual or unique project 
parameters are identified in the Supplemental Conditions.   

h) The CCL will organize and moderate a pre-procurement project kickoff meeting.  The 
CCL’s role includes: 

 preparing an agenda that addresses all deliverables required for the specific procurement 

 coordinating attendees   

 coordinating schedules, agendas, and minutes 

 leading follow-up activities after the meeting 

The kickoff meeting will include an extensive discussion of strategy, deliverables, risks, schedule, 
legal, and budgetary issues and typically includes the RPL and RDL, CPT (including College 
Project Director), the Program Director and other PMO leadership, and representatives from the 
PMO’s Construction, Design, Lead Construction Counsel, Program Controls, 
Finance/Accounting, and Contracts departments. 

The CPT with the CCL will conduct a technical review of the project package documents before 
submission to PMO Contracts to assure accuracy and completeness, and then meet with the 
Contract Administrator to review the procurement package.  The Contract Administrator will then 
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develop a procurement schedule to be approved by the PMO Contracting Officer with a projected 
Board of Trustees award date.   
 
After review of the package, PMO Program Controls, PMO Bond Compliance, PMO Contracts, 
and PMO Design Management representatives will document approval for the procurement 
package in pre-procurement project kick-off meeting minutes. 

7.5 Design-Bid-Build: Bid, Bid Award, and Post-Award Procedures 

This section provides procedures for soliciting bids, awarding contracts, and post-award 
activities, in accordance with District policy, applicable codes, and SOP guidance for bidding, 
contract award and post-award for projects estimated to be over $45,000. These procedures 
guide compliance with applicable statutes and regulations of the State of California and the 
LACCD Board of Trustees policies pertaining to the bidding of construction contracts.  
District policy requires compliance with all regulations and definition of the public notice process 
for competitive bids on a construction or procurement contract, as required by statute, 
regulations, and industry best practices. PMO Contracts will: 

 provide a process for obtaining competitive bids  

 provide a process for selecting the contractor  

 provide a process for award of the contract  

7.5.1 Public Contract Code 

The District is governed by CUPCCAA.  In this regard, the State of California, Office of the 
Controller, Division of Accounting and Reporting, has issued “Procedures for Establishment and 
Maintenance of List of Qualified Contractors” per Section 22034 of the Public Contract Code.  
PMO Contracts will develop and maintain such a list and conform to all procedures required 
under the Code. 

7.5.2 Advertising 

Upon full approval of the RFB and receipt of all documents required with the RFB, the Contract 
Administrator will prepare a Notice to Bidders and issued it according to CUPCCA provisions. 

For Informal Bids, the Notice to Bidders will be posted on the District’s Online Vendor Portal and 
e-mailed to the District’s List of Qualified Contractors and Trade Journals via the Portal as 
indicated in PCC section 22036. 
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For Formal Bids, the Notice to Bidders will be posted on the District’s Online Vendor Portal and 
advertised in a newspaper of general circulation.  In addition, the Notice to Bidders will be e-
mailed to required trade journals and the District’s List of Qualified Contractors, according to PCC 
section 22036.   

PMO Contracts has the option to publish the Notice to Bidders in other publications if project 
complexity dictates a need for wider dissemination.  A proof of advertisement certificate will be 
obtained from each publication.  The advertisement should contain: 

 Project title and contract number (if any) 

 Cost range 

 Location of site 

 Location of bid submission, with due date and time  

 District’s address and phone number  

 Brief description of work to be done 

 Location where plans may be obtained or viewed 

 Procedures for the receipt of bids and the bid closing deadline 

7.5.3 Pre-bid Conference  

The Contract Administrator will collaborate with the CPT as to time and location of the Pre-bid 
Conference.  The CPT will verify that the Pre-bid Conference location has appropriate facilities to 
conduct the meeting.  The list of attendees may vary depending on the type of project (i.e. PLA, 
non-PLA).  Representative attendee candidates include: 

 Director of College Facilities  

 CPT Project Manager 

 Regional Program Liaison 

 PMO Staff as required 

 Health and Safety program representative 
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 PLA representative, if applicable 

 Architect and engineers, as required 

The Contract Administrator should prepare a Pre-bid Conference Agenda to use as a guide in 
conducting the Pre-bid meeting, with items including: 

 Bid information and process 

 Required bidder qualifications 

 Location and deadline for the submittal of bids, including online bid submittal details 

 Date and time of bid opening 

 Pre-bid clarifications 

 Names of OCIP, Health and Safety program, and Project Labor Agreement (if required) 
representatives 

All attendees must sign in at the Pre-bid Conference to obtain credit for attendance.  The Sign-In 
Sheet will be posted at the Online Vendor Portal for the specific project. 

7.5.4 Addenda 

PMO Contracts is the only office authorized to issue addenda of any kind; there are no 
exceptions.  Pre-bid Requests for Clarification (RFCs) must be submitted through the Online 
Vendor Portal, questions and answers (Q&A) tab, within the prescribed timeline prior to bid 
opening. Bidders must submit one per box on the online form with no attached lists or other 
documents.  

No other format is acceptable, and no verbal inquiries will be entertained.  In case of technical 
malfunction of the Online Vendor Portal or other similar issue, the Contracting Officer may 
approve receipt of a verbal Request for Clarification that will be followed up by the issue of a 
written addendum by the Contracts Administrator. 

If questions are received within the required time frame or as indicated in the Instructions to 
bidders, responses will be provided in the form of written addenda.  Pre-bid questions and 
answers, or any other notice of a change in the bidding documents, will be issued only in the form 
of written addenda posted for each project at the Online Vendor Portal.  Prime contractor receipt 
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of addenda must be acknowledged via the Online Vendor Portal at the time of submitting a bid.  
Any other purported addenda not published via the Online Vendor Portal are void. 

7.5.5 Bid Opening 

PMO Contracts follows District policy to: 

 obtain bids from as many qualified contractors as possible  

 process bids in a timely, fair and accurate manner  

 evaluate bids for conformance with the Instructions to Bidders, including all required 
documents and proper and complete execution 

 select the lowest qualified, responsible and responsive bid   

 recommend a contract award along with a formal Notice of Intent to Award 

Generally, unless otherwise directed in the notice, bid openings are conducted by PMO Contracts 
through physical bid openings in accordance with California Public Contract Code. Electronic 
“sealed” bids entered at the Online Vendor Portal will be issued an e-bid confirmation number 
with a time stamp from the bid management system indicating that the bid was successfully 
submitted.  After the advertised bid open/close time, the bid amounts will be made publicly 
available at the Online Vendor Portal. 

7.5.6 Bid Evaluations 

The District may request the CPT’s assistance in analyzing and evaluating additional bidding 
requirements during the evaluation process. When evaluating bids, the Contract Administrator 
will consider: 

 Bidder compliance with all the requirements of the bid documents 

 Bidder’s licensing to perform the work 

 Bonding company meets District’s minimum requirements 

 Bidder meets minimum Experience Modification Rate (EMR) requirements 

If the apparent low bidder is deemed non-responsive or non-responsible, PMO Contracts should 
communicate via a post-award debriefing the reasons at the earliest mutually convenient 
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opportunity after the Board approves the award to the lowest responsive and responsible bidder.   
If no bids are received, the CPT and Contract Administrator will generally contact the general 
contractors to inquire as to why they did not submit bids before re-advertising and in coordination 
with the CPT, make necessary corrections, if applicable. 

7.5.7 Rejection of Bids 

The District has the right to reject any and all bids.  The District also has the right to deem any bid 
not accompanied by all items required by the bidding documents, or a bid which is in any other 
way deemed materially incomplete or irregular, as a non-responsive bid.   
 
If the bids exceed the project budget and additional funding cannot be secured, all bids should be 
rejected as soon as possible.  
 
Causes sufficient to reject a bid include: 

 Forms and affidavits incomplete or not properly executed  

 Omissions, alterations of form, additions not called for, unauthorized alternatives in the bid 
forms and bid documents  

 Bids submitted on a form other than that furnished by the bid documents 

 Submission of more than one bid for the same work by one entity using the same or 
different names  

 Evidence of bid collusion or previous participation in bid collusion  

 Inconsistency in the pricing of bid items when compared with other items of the bid  

 Incomplete bid   

Note that it is within the Contracting Officer’s discretion to request clarification from bidders or to 
waive minor errors of form.  Items that may be waived by the Contracting Officer are those items 
in the procurement documents that are not prefaced “must” or “shall.”  For example, an item that 
may not be waived by the Contracting Officer is the requirement that every bid or proposal must 
be accompanied by a letter signed by an officer of the firm binding the firm to the proposal.  The 
Contracting Officer may not waive either the letter or the signature, but may request clarification 
from a firm if the letter is not submitted or if the letter is not signed. 
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PMO Contracts will send requests for rejection to the Chief Facilities Executive for approval and 
is responsible for providing notification of the rejection of bids to all bidders. 

7.5.8 Bid Protests 

The PMO will facilitate, review and process bid protests in accordance with established Board of 
Trustees rules which are more fully described in the District’s policy PP-04-21 LACCD Bond 
Program Protest Procedure.  PP-04-21 is included as an exhibit in all major procurements and is 
available to all bidders and proposers. 
 
Bid protests must be submitted in writing within five business days after PMO Contracts issues 
the Notice of Intent to Award in accordance with PP-04-21.  Any protest received after the five-
day timeframe will not be considered. Protests will be considered only from those who have 
submitted a bid for the applicable project.  
  
PMO Contracts will thoroughly review all bid protests.  It may request the CPT's assistance in 
responding to bid protests and will base the decision on the merits of the protest.  Every bid 
protest received will be directed to the attention of the Chief Facilities Executive and copied to the 
PMO Contracting Officer. 
 
The PMO Contracting Officer will provide the Lead Construction Counsel with the facts of the 
procurement and basis for recommendation to deny the protest or to consider its merit. The Lead 
Construction Counsel provides written responses to protests and informs PMO Contracts of the 
legal position and any resolution that may be required. 

 7.5.9 Notice of Intent to Award (NOITA) 

The NOITA is drafted by the Contract Administrator and reviewed by the PMO Contracting Officer 
and Lead Construction Counsel. The NOITA is issued to all bidders, naming the apparent low 
responsive and responsible bidder.  This notification triggers the 5-business-day bid protest 
period. 
 
The Contract Administrator, CPT and RPL will ascertain that the contractor has complied with all 
pre-award and post award requirements.   

7.5.10 Post-NOITA Submittals 

During the period after the Notice of Intent to Award, the Contractor is directed to submit the 
following items to the CPT or the PMO (as detailed in the Instructions to Bidders):  
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Within seven days: 

 Evidence of Insurance, to CPT a)

 Forms “A” and “B” OCIP Enrollment Application, to CPT b)
 
Within 15 days: 

 Executed performance and payment bonds, to Contract Administrator c)

 Letter of Organization, to Contract Administrator d)

 Payee Data Record, to Contract Administrator e)

 90-Day Construction Schedule, if required, to CPT f)

 Community Economic Development Contractor Form OR-0140 and Local, Small, g)
Emerging, and Disabled Veteran (LSEDV) Subcontractor Utilization Schedule (to Contract 
Administrator and CED Manager) 

Within 30 days: 

 Letter of Assent (for PLA only), to Contract Administrator h)

 Public Works Apprenticeship Info (DAS-140), to Contract Administrator i)

 Programming & Project Criteria Architect Schedule of Values (to CPT) j)

 Scheduling Personnel Qualifications (per Section 013250 of the specifications, to CPT k)

 Workers’ Compensation Certificate, to CPT l)

 Construction Solid Waste Management Plan, to CPT m)

 Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan, if required, to CPT  n)

 Project Health, Safety and Environmental Plan, to CPT o)

 Declaration of Sufficiency of Funds (non-PLA only), to Contract Administrator p)

 Any other submittals that the PMO, CPT or Contract specify as required by the bid q)
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7.5.11 Pre-job Conference 

For construction projects subject to the PLA, the Community Economic Development 
Representative will coordinate with the CPT, the Contractor, and any subcontractors to 
participate in a Pre-job Conference with union representatives as required by the PLA.  In 
addition, a PMO Health and Safety Representative and OCIP Administrator representative should 
attend to detail contractor and subcontractor obligations under the Contract.  
Additionally, the Contractor must sign and submit the PLA Letter of Assent (PLA-0011).  

7.5.12 Award and Contract Issue 

In coordination with the CPT and the Contract Administrator, PMO BOT Communications will 
finalize the Board of Trustees PBA requesting approval of the contract award.  After BOT PBA 
approval, the Contract is sent to the Contractor for signature.  When the Contract is returned, the 
Contract Administrator verifies CPT and PMO Contracts receipt of all post-NOITA submittal 
requirements and forwards the Contractor-signed copies to the CFE for execution.   After 
obtaining the fully executed signature pages, PMO Contracts provides one fully executed original 
Contract to the Contractor with notification and a copy to the CPT PM.  The second fully executed 
original contract is submitted to Document Control for scanning and posting to DocView. 
 
PMO Contracts prepares the Notice to Proceed (NTP) in collaboration with the CPT.  The NTP 
may be reviewed by Lead Construction Counsel.  The Contract Administrator issues the NTP to 
the Contractor. 
 
Within 15 days of receiving the NTP and before commencing work, the Prime Contractor will  
submit the project’s Community Economic Development Contractor Form OR-0140 and Local, 
Small, Emerging, and Disabled Veteran (LSEDV) Subcontractor Utilization Schedule to the CPT 
PM or designee and to the CED Manager for approval.  The form is to include a list with the 
name of each LSEDV subcontractor and non-LSEDV subcontractor to be used and their 
corresponding subcontract award amount, contact information, contractor’s license number, 
Federal Tax Identification number, union affiliation, craft or service to be performed, and contract 
start and end dates.  
 
The LSEDV Subcontractor Utilization Schedule should reflect the Prime Contractor’s forecasted 
LSEDV participation, based on contract value, to meet or exceed the LSEDV Participation Goal. 
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8.0 Design-Build Construction Contracts 

This section of the SOP defines the requirements for the Bond Program Design-Build (DB) 
process. 
 
[Reference Attachment 8, Design-Build (DB) Contracting Overview] 
 
DB is a collaborative project delivery method in which a single contract is utilized for both design 
and construction of a project. The DB approach is authorized by Education Code Section 81700, 
et seq. The college administration and user groups interact comprehensively with the 
Programming & Project Criteria Architect during the programming phase and, to a lesser degree, 
with the design-builder and its design consultant throughout the design process after award. 

8.1 Identifying and Approving a Design-Build Project 

Each CPT should become familiar with the DB process. The selection of any procurement 
method must ultimately be approved by PMO upper management, the District Chief Facilities 
Executive, and the Board of Trustees, in that order.  
 
Factors to consider include but are not limited to: 

 The DB process has potential advantages (such as, single-point responsibility for design a)
and construction, shifting of the design risk from the District to the design-build entity, 
improved design efficiency and economy, improved coordination between design and 
construction functions and faster delivery). 

 Potential disadvantages include key participants’ unfamiliarity, lack of commitment, or lack b)
of experience with the DB process. 

 The DB delivery method involves contracting with one firm that both designs and builds c)
the project. As such, the DB method differs from the usual Design-Bid-Build delivery 
method in that separate contracts are not entered into with an architectural firm which 
produces plans and a construction firm that builds the structure. 

 Projects must be no less than $2,500,000 in total construction cost to be eligible for the d)
District’s DB program. 
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 Because the Designer and Contractor are retained at the same time, the DB process e)
requires college administration to make design and user decisions earlier and at a faster 
rate than stakeholder may be accustomed to; once made, decisions cannot be easily 
revised or revisited without significantly affecting cost and time parameters. 

 DB is appropriate both for simple structures, such as a parking buildings or classroom f)
buildings, or for more complex structures, such as a library or technology building if the 
program and criteria are well-defined.  

 DB program and criteria development issues must be managed by the CPT, RDL, and, if g)
part of the design management team after award, the Programming & Project Criteria 
Architect, when applied to a structure that involves multiple user groups with diverse and 
competing demands on space and building systems.  

 The Education Code provides different ways to select DB providers that place varying h)
degrees of emphasis on cost and non-cost factors, ranging from competitions based 
exclusively on the lowest price to competitions based on best value.   

 Unsuccessful proposers may receive an honorarium or stipend for their design efforts. i)
 
The basic procedures for prequalifying, soliciting, evaluating and selecting offers are governed by 
Education Code 817000 et seq. This procedure should be should be followed carefully to ensure 
that the process is fair and to avoid protests. 

8.2 Project/Procurement Initiation Activities 

The CPT and PMO Construction provide scope and project financial information to the CCL.  The 
CCL obtains confirmation from PMO Program controls that sufficient funds are available.  The 
CCL then coordinates with PMO Contracts to schedule the procurement. The CCL utilizes a 
Procurement Requirements Checklist (PRC) and the Procurements Requirements Approval 
Checklist (PRAC) to coordinate and track the pre-construction procurement process. 

8.3 Design-Build RFQ and RFP Process Documentation 

Once the DB project delivery method has been approved by an authorized District representative, 
and PMO Program Controls has confirmed that the project estimates are aligned with the PMO 
Program Controls budget for the scope, PMO Contracts will implement the design-build process. 
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The PMO procures the Programming & Project Criteria Architect and Program Architect.  When 
the program and criteria are complete and the CPT is ready to commence procurement, the CPT 
will prepare a presentation to the PMO (and potentially to the District). After review and approval 
of this presentation, PMO Contracts will issue the RFQ and RFP. 
 
PMO Contracts, supported by District’s Lead Construction Counsel, has prepared standard 
documentation to implement the DB process, including Request for Qualification (RFQ) 
documents, Request for Proposal (RFP) documents, evaluation, scoring and selection 
documents, rules and procedures for discussions and negotiations and DB Contract and General 
Conditions forms. All such documents and forms have been submitted for review and approved 
by the Chief Facilities Executive and the District’s Lead Construction Counsel. DB projects must 
be presented to the Facilities Master Planning and Oversight Committee (FMP&OC) for review 
and approval, coinciding with 100% design development. 
 
The CPT will be responsible for providing program, criteria and reference documents for the 
procurement process in coordination with PMO Construction and the CCL, and for contributing to 
the evaluation panel process.  The RDL will participate in the evaluation panel process, and the 
RPL will be informed and track proceedings. 

8.4 Qualifying and Selecting a Design-Builder: Request for Qualifications (RFQ) 

The District procedure to prequalify Design-Builders is based on a standard questionnaire 
developed by the Department of Industrial Relations. Information relevant to the prequalification 
for this specific project must be included in the questionnaire. Proposers must have sufficient 
bonding capacity to cover the contract amount for non-design services (using a standard bond 
contract set forth in Government Code Section 14661) and must also provide sufficient errors and 
omissions insurance as defined by PMO Risk Management and Lead Construction Counsel for 
all architecture and design services. 
 
PMO Contracts prepares and issues the RFQ, manages and responds to requests for 
clarification, and facilitates the evaluation of the prequalification submittals.  The evaluation 
panel, which must be approved by the District, evaluates and ranks the submittals.  PMO 
Contracts issues the shortlist notification and then issues the RFP to the shortlisted design-build 
entities. 
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8.4.1 Solicitation and Selection of the Design-Builder Request for Proposal (RFP) 

The RFP solicitation will follow the RFQ qualification phase.  There may be a gap in time 
between the release of the shortlist and the issue of the RFP.  Such gaps in time should be 
minimized to the extent possible. 
 
The RFP will include program and project criteria documentation, which must be prepared by a 
design professional licensed or registered in California, who thereafter is precluded by statute to 
participate with the design-build entity or as a subcontractor on the specific project.  The RFP will 
include the size, type and design character of the proposed buildings and site and any other 
information necessary to describe adequately the needs of the District in relation to the proposed 
project.  The RFP includes, in addition: 

 The expected cost range or budget amount for the project. a)

 The sample contract. b)

 All significant factors that the District reasonably expects to consider in evaluating the c)
proposals, including cost and non-cost factors.  These include but are not limited to the 
design, design approach, life cycle costs, project features and project functions, provided 
the following minimum factors must each represent at least 10% of the total weight of all 
factors: price, technical expertise, life cycle costs over 15 years or more, skilled labor force 
availability, and acceptable safety record. 

 The RFP must state whether proposals are rated according to a weighted best value d)
numeric or qualitative value. Alternatively, a statement of either (1) describing the weight 
to be given to each of the factors identified in the RFP, or (2) disclosing whether all 
evaluation factors, other than cost, when combined are considered significantly more 
important than price, or equal with price, or significantly less important than the price, may 
be utilized. 

 Whether or not the District engages in discussion or negotiations, and if so, identification e)
of the published rules and procedures governing such discussions or negotiation to 
achieve fairness and impartiality. 

PMO Contracts receives and reviews Requests for Clarifications from shortlisted entities, issues 
addenda, facilitates confidential interim interviews with shortlisted entities, and receives 
proposals. During the course of the tender, the evaluation team may opt to develop confidential 
comments for each shortlisted design-build entity, based on a review of the team’s efforts part-
way through the tender period by the Evaluation Team.  These comments are developed to 
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ensure that a team is not producing a design that is outside the parameters of the procurement 
and are issued for the benefit of each team to prepare their final proposals.  The confidential 
comments are issued to each team similar to an addendum. 

At the date and time specified in the RFP, PMO Contracts receives proposals from the shortlisted 
design-build teams. PMO Contracts conducts the evaluation of the proposals with the Technical 
Team and then facilitates final presentations by design-build teams.  The Evaluation Team must 
evaluate the proposals using the criteria set forth in the RFP. 

PMO Contracts then assembles the final scores.  If the pricing comes in high, or if there are other 
anomalies in the proposals that come to light during the evaluation, PMO Contracts may request 
clarifications from the proposers or issue a request for Best-and-Final-Offers (BAFO).1  

If pricing is final (either no BAFOs needed or BAFOs have been received) and no clarifications 
from the proposers are pending, the Contracts Administrator compiles the scores.  Scoring may 
be reviewed by the PMOs audit team as a quality assurance check.  After compilation of the 
scores, the scores and pricing are reviewed by senior staff, the CPD, and the RPL (generally in a 
meeting or conference call) to determine which of the shortlisted design-build teams will be 
recommended to the District to receive the award. 

In general, the award is made to the proposer with the highest aggregate score and the lowest 
price.  However, the District may award to ANY of the shortlisted proposers.  The District will 
generally opt to award to the lowest priced proposal assuming the scores on the technical portion 
(proposal and interview) are relatively close together. The PMO will make a recommendation for 
the award to the District. 

8.4.2 Design-Builder Award and Execution of Contract 

The Contracting Officer generally seeks approval of the award from the Chief Facilities Executive.   
The Contract Administrator drafts a letter to recommend the award to the District.  That letter 
generally is initialed by the Chief Facilities Executive or designee.  The District’s approval may 
also be verbal or sent via email, but should be documented in the procurement file.  PMO 
Contracts then issues the Notice of Intent to Award, triggering the protest period. 

 

                                            
1 Note that a request for BAFOs gives the proposers the opportunity to revise their pricing.  The pricing 
submitted in a BAFO may be higher than the  
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PMO Contracts will coordinate with PMO BOT Communications to submit a PBA regarding the 
recommendation of award to the Board of Trustees for approval and ratification of the delivery 
method choice. The PBA will include the following information, which is required by statute: 

 Identity of the successful design-build entity  

 Proposed price 

 Overall combined rating on the RFP evaluation factors  

 Ranking of the successful design-builder in relation to all other responsive design-builders 
(standardized approach with project-specific factors and interview questions) 

 Price proposals of all other responsive design-builders  

 Summary of the rationale for the award 

 
The public announcement of the award will include the written notice of award, which should 
include the ranking of the successful design-builder entity in relation to all other responsive 
design-builders, its price proposal, and a summary of the rationale for the award contained in the 
PBA approved by the Board. 

After the Board approves the award, the PMO Contract Administrator will: 

 Prepare the contract documents in hard copy and transmit to the Design-Builder to 
execute and return. 

 Send the signature pages of the contracts signed by the Design-Builder to the District for 
final execution. 

 Upon District execution of the contract, deliver one original fully executed contract to the 
Design-Builder and one original fully executed contract to PMO Document Control for 
scanning and archiving, with a copy to the CPT PM. 

8.4.3 Project Design 

The project design will be the responsibility of the Design-Builder and its AOR, in conformance 
with RFP documents.  The CPT will be responsible for tracking the progress of the design and 
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reporting status to the RDL, who will track and report progress.  The RPL is to be kept informed 
and track progress. 

8.4.4 Project Construction 

Project construction is the responsibility of the Design-Builder.  The CPT will provide construction 
management services consistent with the design-build project delivery method.  The RDL will 
participate in any DSA-related matters from award through DSA closeout.  The RPL will monitor 
the construction phase from NTP through project completion. 

8.4.5 Design-Build Labor Compliance 

The District has established a labor compliance program (LCP) for the project in accordance with 
California Labor Code §1771.5.   
 
See PMA SOP 12.0, Labor Compliance at pmo.build-laccd.org for detail.
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9.0 Lease-Leaseback Agreements 

NOTE:   This section is in abeyance due to the uncertainty created by the Davis v. Fresno 
decision.  Pending the enactment of clarifying legislation, the District has decided 
to suspend further procurements via Lease-Leaseback until further notice.  When 
the District decides to use Lease-Leaseback in future, this section will be 
updated and released.  The following is presented as information only.  

This section of the SOP defines the requirements for the Lease-Leaseback contracting process 
for the LACCD Bond Program. 

[Reference Attachment 9, Lease-Leaseback (LLB) Contracting Overview] 

Lease-Leaseback (LLB) is a project delivery method wherein a LLB entity is chosen through 
competitive qualification and shortlist methods, and a contract is awarded based on a weighted 
best-value selection process that includes price, past performance, management plan, 
interviews, and other factors as determined by the PMO and CPT.  

LLB involves one separate contract agreement with the AOR (the design consultant), and three 
agreements with the LLB entity (the Contractor): 1) Site Lease of District-owned property to the 
LLB entity, and 2) Facilities Lease, a leaseback agreement with the LLB entity, and 3) a 
Construction Services Agreement for pre-construction services (if required) and construction of 
the facility.  At the end of the lease period, which extends beyond the completion of construction, 
the leases are terminated and the District owns the improved property.   

A LLB preconstruction agreement that may commence at any point in the design process may 
be included in the Construction Services Agreement.  The Site Lease, Facilities Lease and 
Construction Services Agreement are entered into at the time of contract award.  The pre-
construction portion of the Construction Services Agreement will commence upon execution of 
the agreement, however, the construction portion of the Construction Services Agreement does 
not become activated until documents have been approved by DSA. The use of LLB is authorized 
by Education Code Section 81335.  College administration and user groups interact with the 
design consultant throughout the design process in a similar manner as they would in a Design-
Bid-Build procurement. 

LLB project delivery can have advantages due to its flexibility, award based on “best value” 
method, and possible inclusion of pre-construction services.  LLB is not used if the procurement 
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is for a standalone project of very low value or the technical requirements of the project lend 
themselves to another project delivery method.   

9.1 Identifying a Lease-Leaseback Project 

Lease-Leaseback has various contracting options such as: Design-Assist, Design-Bid-Build and 
Best Value/Low Bid. A two-step process comprising separate RFQ and RFP in sequence may be 
used.  Alternatively, the RFQ and RFP may be issued simultaneously or combined in one 
document.  The first RFQ step qualifies and ranks the proposers. The second RFP step involves 
submission of a technical proposal and individual interviews with each of the firms on the 
approved shortlist, and possible negotiations with any or all of the shortlisted firms.  

California Education Code 81335 et Seq. provides the legislative authority for Lease-Leaseback 
procurement but does not specify a particular method.  The Bond Program uses a competitive 
process similar in structure and sequence to a Design-Build procurement. The LLB procurement 
process as practiced on the Bond Program follows many of the basic procedures for soliciting, 
prequalifying, evaluating and selecting proposals as outlined in the section on Design-Build 
above to achieve a fair and impartial process that provides an open, competitive process.  This 
competitive process is intended to provide the District good pricing, superior contractors, and to 
avoid protests and other challenges. 

Factors that should be considered when choosing the LLB project delivery method include: 

 The LLB delivery method involves contracting separately with an Architect of Record that a)
designs the project and obtains DSA approval, with and a general contractor that builds 
the project.  The general contractor may also provide pre-construction or design-assist 
services prior to DSA approval. If so, a pre-construction services agreement may be used 
prior to DSA approval; however, Education Code Section 81335 requires that DSA-
approved plans and specifications are issued to the general contractor prior to activating 
the construction portion of the Construction Services Agreement.  

 The LLB method differs from the usual design-bid-build delivery method in that, although b)
separate contracts are entered into with an architecture firm which produces plans and a 
construction firm that builds the structure, the general contractor is selected via a best 
value procurement process. In addition, the District leases the project site to the general 
contractor who then subleases the project, as it is completed, back to the District until final 
completion is achieved and the lease period has expired. 

 There is no statutory dollar value threshold for LLB procurements.  c)
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 The process has potential advantages (such as control over the design, selection of d)
prequalified general contractors, and an opportunity for design-assist services from the 
general contractor who will build the project) and potential disadvantages (such as owner’s 
unfamiliarity with the LLB process, potential protests related to the use of Education Code 
81335, and the general contractor possessing a temporary lease of District property). 

 The college administration and user groups interact with the design consultant in a similar e)
manner as they would in Design-Build. 

LLB is appropriate for all types of structures, including parking structures, classroom buildings, or 
more complex structures, such as a library or technology building.  LLB may also be used to 
procure demolition.  LLB may also be appropriate for District-wide projects such as Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA) barrier removal projects. 

Best practices for LLB include collaboration among the District, project designer, and contractor, 
and it is preferable for the contractor to be procured at or near the beginning of design.  

California Education Code 81335 provides wide latitude as to how to select LLB providers.  The 
District and the PMO have elected to select LLB providers based on a competitive best value 
process, which includes cost and non-cost factors. 

9.2 Project/Procurement Initiation  

After review and approval of project/procurement initiation information provided by PMO 
Construction, PMO Contracts procures and procures the architect. After review and approval of 
project information and financial details, the CCL will coordinate with the Contracting Officer to 
schedule the procurement.  The Contracting Officer will assign a Contracts Administrator who will 
prepare the procurement documents with the project team and the CCL.   

9.3 Lease-Leaseback RFQ and RFP Process and Documentation 

PMO Contracts, supported by the District’s Lead Construction Counsel, will prepare standard 
documentation to implement the competitive LLB procurement process, including:  

 RFQ and RFP documents a)

 Evaluation, scoring and selection documents b)

 Rules and procedures for interviews and negotiations  c)
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 LLB Construction Services Agreement and General Conditions forms with other Lease-d)
Leaseback agreements  

PMO Contracts will prepare the appropriate contract documents: 

 Separate or combined Request for Qualification and Request For Proposal (RFQ/RFP) a)
documents 

 The expected cost range amount for the project  b)

 Preliminary project milestone schedule c)

 Evaluation, scoring and selection documents d)

 Preconstruction services agreement, if applicable   e)

 LLB Construction Services Agreement and General Conditions forms f)

 Supplementary Conditions  g)

 Site Lease (right to work at college) h)

 Facilities Lease (for improvements to be made on site)  i)

 Rules and Procedures for discussions and negotiations as outlined in the Request for j)
Proposal 

9.3.1 Qualifying and Selecting a LLB Entity: Step 1 (RFQ) 

The District has established a procedure to prequalify LLB entities based on a standard 
questionnaire developed by the State of California Director of the Department of Industrial 
Relations. Information relevant to the prequalification must be included in the questionnaire.  In 
addition to those questions, Proposers must also submit project references, relevant project 
experience and qualified key personnel as part of their responses to Step 1 of the RFQ/RFP.  
Proposers must have sufficient bonding capacity to cover the contract amount (using a standard 
bond contract set forth in Government Code Section 14661). 

The PMO issues the RFQ and facilitates the evaluation of the Statements of Qualifications, 
scoring and selection of the shortlist. Once the PMO evaluates and ranks the submittals a 
shortlist recommendation is made to the District.  PMO Contracts then authorizes the shortlisted 
general contractors to proceed to Step 2 of the RFQ/RFP process. 
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9.3.2 Solicitation and Selection of LLB Entity: Step 2 (RFP) 

Step 2 of the procurement is the Request for Proposal.  The contractor may be procured at any 
time, during or after the design process. The timing of the selection of the contractor will influence 
the type of contract to be utilized.   

Two common types of contracts are: 

 Open Book Buyout converted to Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) contracts are 
generally procured prior to completion of design and DSA approval of the construction 
documents, with pre-construction services.  These are not “cost plus” contracts. 

 Best value, lump sum contracts are generally procured after DSA approval of the 
construction documents. 

 
The RFP generally includes: 

 The expected budget amount for the project. a)

 The anticipated milestone schedule completion dates. b)

 Defining significant factors that the District reasonably expects to consider in evaluating the c)
proposals, including cost and all non-cost factors: price, management plan, presentation and 
acceptable safety record.   

 The sample contract. d)

 Whether or not the District engages in discussion or negotiations, and if so, identification of e)
the written rules and procedures governing same that have been prepared and published to 
achieve fairness and impartiality. 

Proposals may be rated according to a weighted best value numeric or qualitative value. 
Alternatively, either a statement defining weight assigned to the RFP factors or a statement 
disclosing whether all evaluation factors, other than cost, when combined, are more important 
than price, equal to price, or significantly less important than the price, may be utilized.  The 
method used must be specified in the RFP package and followed by the Evaluation Team.  PMO 
Contracts receives and reviews Requests for Clarifications from the shortlisted proposers via the 
Online Vendor Portal and forwards them to the appropriate technical experts.  The Contracts 
Administrator issues addenda as needed through the Online Vendor Portal. 
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At the date and time specified in the RFP, PMO Contracts receives proposals from the shortlisted 
proposers. PMO Contracts conducts the evaluation of the proposals with the Technical Team and 
then facilitates final presentations by proposers.  The Evaluation Team must evaluate the 
proposals using the criteria specified in the RFP. 

PMO Contracts then assembles the final scores.  If the pricing comes in high, or if there are other 
anomalies in the proposals that come to light during the evaluation, PMO Contracts may request 
clarifications from the proposers or issue a request for Best-and-Final-Offers (BAFO).1  

If pricing is final (either no BAFOs needed or BAFOs have been received) and no clarifications 
from the proposers are pending, the Contracts Administrator compiles the scores.  Scoring may 
be reviewed by the PMOs audit team as a quality assurance check.  After compilation of the 
scores, the scores and pricing are reviewed by senior staff, the CPD, and the RPL (generally in a 
meeting or conference call) to determine which of the shortlisted proposers the PMO will 
recommend to the District to receive the award. 

In general, the award is made to the proposer with the highest aggregate score and the lowest 
price.  However, the District may award to ANY of the shortlisted proposers.  The District will 
generally opt to award to the lowest priced proposal assuming the scores on the technical portion 
(proposal and interview) are relatively close together. The PMO will make a recommendation for 
the award to the District. 

9.3.3 Lease-Leaseback Award and Execution of Contract 

The Contracting Officer generally seeks approval of the award from the Chief Facilities Executive.   
The Contract Administrator drafts a letter to recommend the award to the District.  That letter 
generally is initialed by the Chief Facilities Executive or designee.  The District’s approval may 
also be verbal or sent via email, but should be documented in the procurement file.  PMO 
Contracts then issues the Notice of Intent to Award, triggering the protest period. 

PMO Contracts recommends to the District to award the contract to the responsive and 
responsible proposer whose proposal is determined to provide the District the best value under 
the rules outlined in the RFP.  

The Board of Trustees must authorize award of the contract(s) to the successful contractor. 

                                            
1 Note that a request for BAFOs gives the proposers the opportunity to revise their pricing.  The pricing 
submitted in a BAFO may be higher than the  
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PMO Contracts coordinates with the CPT and PMO BOT Communications to submit a PBA 
recommending the award to the Board of Trustees for approval.  The PBA includes the identity of 
the successful contractor, its price proposal, and its overall combined rating on the RFP 
evaluation factors.  
 

After the Board approves the award, the PMO Contract Administrator will: 

a) Prepare the contract documents in hard copy and transmit to the Contractor to execute 
and return. 

b)  Send the signature pages of the contracts signed by the Contractor to the District for final 
execution. 

c) Upon District execution of the contract, deliver one original fully executed contract to the 
Contractor, one original fully executed contract to PMO Document Control for scanning 
and archiving, and one copy to the CPT PM. 
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10.0 Subcontractor Selection / Substitutions  

Subcontractors are selected by one of two methods, depending on the timing of procurement of 
the general contractor: 

 If the general contractor is procured prior to completion of design and DSA approval of the 
construction documents (e.g., for design-assist services), then the subcontractors are 
selected after award, when the design is sufficiently completed for pricing. 

 If the contractor is procured after DSA approval of the construction documents, then all 
subcontractors must be selected and named in the proposers’ bids. 

In either case, the CPT will inform PMO Contracts and the RPL when a prime contractor requests 
replacement of a listed subcontractor.  A listed subcontractor is one that is documented on the 
prime contractor’s Designation of Subcontractors form per the requirements of PCC Section 
4104.    

The prime contractor forwards a Request for Substitution letter on its firm’s letterhead through the 
CPT to the Contract Administrator.  The letter must include scope of work, current subcontractor 
information, proposed subcontractor information, and one of 9 reasons for requesting the 
substitution, as identified in PCC Section 4107 (a).  

Upon receipt of the request letter, PMO Contracts will: 

 Send a 5-day certified mail notification to the subcontractor stating that the Prime has a)
requested to replace it in accordance with PCC Section 4107.  

 Verify the proposed subcontractor’s license is current and active on the California State b)
License Board website.  

 Verify the proposed subcontractor’s Experience Modification Rating (EMR) is 1.24 or c)
below.  

If the proposed subcontractor’s license or EMR does not comply, the Contract Administrator 
notifies the CPT that the Prime must propose another subcontractor.  

If no objection to the substitution request is received from the current subcontractor within 5 days, 
then Contract Administrator will: 
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 Confirm that the proposed replacement subcontractor enrolls in OCIP unless exempt.  d)

 Notify the CPT in writing when OCIP enrollment is verified to allow the replacement e)
subcontractor to begin work. 

 Notify the college Labor Compliance representative of the subcontractor change. f)

 Process a PBA to PMO BOT Communications for the substitution action to be a ratified by g)
the Board of Trustees. 

 
If the current subcontractor objects to the substitution, PMO Contracts will: 

 Coordinate with Lead Construction Counsel to assign a hearing officer. h)

 Schedule a location for the hearing, giving current subcontractor at least 5 working days’ i)
notice.  

If the hearing officer finds in favor of the current subcontractor, PMO Contracts notifies the CPT 
that the substitution has been denied and to continue performing work with the current 
subcontractor. 

If the hearing officer finds in favor of the Prime, PMO Contracts will: 

 Verify the proposed replacement subcontractor enrolls in OCIP unless exempt.  j)

 When OCIP enrollment is verified, notify the CPT to allow the replacement subcontractor k)
to begin work. 

 Notify the college Labor Compliance representative of the subcontractor change. l)

 Process a PBA for the substitution action for Board of Trustees ratification, if necessary. m)
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11.0 No-Bid-Splitting Policy 

Bid Splitting is the separation of work orders or projects into smaller work orders or projects for 
the purpose of evading statutory procurement requirements.  
 
Bid Splitting is NOT ALLOWED.  See Public Contract Code sections 10116, 20657, 22032, and 
22033.  In short, de-scoping parts of a project to take advantage of the shorter procurement time 
for a project of lesser cost is a violation of statute that may carry serious penalties.   
 
An example of Bid Splitting would be to split a project estimated to over $175,001 (and thus to be 
procured under the rules of a formal procurement) into three smaller projects: 
 
 1 Project is split off to $44,000 in scope (under $45,000 and thus may be procured under the 

3-quote rules) 

 1 project is split off to $31,000 in scope (under $45,000 and thus may be procured under the 
3-quote rules) 

 1 project is split off to $100,001 in scope (under $175,000 and thus may be procured under 
the informal bid rules) 

The overall value of the three projects is still $175,001.  If they are procured separately but 
simultaneously to take advantage of the 3-quote and informal bid processes, this is a prima facie 
instance of Bid Splitting and not allowed.  When de-scoping parts of a project, great care must be 
taken to ensure that the de-scoped work is not procured in parallel. This is a hallmark of Bid 
Splitting. 
 
Note that it is in the sole discretion of the PMO Contracting Officer to determine if a proposed 
procurement is a product of bid splitting.  If the Contracting Officer makes such a determination, 
the procurements in question may be recombined to one procurement or adjusted by other 
remedy to comply with the requirements of statute and Board policy.  The Contracting Officer 
may seek advice of Lead Construction Counsel or others if there is a possibility of preserving the 
procurements. 
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12.0 Ratifications 

Requests for Ratifications are generally discouraged. However, in the event of an emergency (as 
defined by Board policy and the Education Code) the CPT will submit a request for ratification 
and all relevant information to the RPL for review, time permitting.  The CPT should also submit 
the request to the Chief Facilities Executive or his deputy via email.  The Chief Facilities 
Executive has authority to approve emergency contracts.  
 
In non-emergency situations, the CPT should consult with the RPL and request permission from 
the Chief Facilities Executive or his deputy to place the proposed ratification on the Board 
agenda for approval.  The Chief Facilities Executive will approve or disapprove placing the item 
on the Board agenda.  Email confirmation should be requested.  Non-emergency ratifications, 
such as change orders for amounts above the Chief Facilities Executive’s approval authorization, 
or increases in contract authority or time, may also be approved.  The CPT should coordinate 
closely with PMO Contracts and PMO BOT Communications before seeking approval from the 
District to ensure that this is a proper course of action. 
 
All requests for Ratifications must be approved by the Board of Trustees. 

13.0 Emergency Contract Definition and Procedures 

An emergency is defined in LACCD Board Rule 7103.08 and Public Contract Code 20654 as 
occurring:  

“..when repair or replacements are necessary to permit the continued conduct of existing 
college classes or the operation of services of the District Office or College or to avoid 
danger to life or property, the Board of Trustees by majority vote may proceed at once to 
replace or repair any public facility without adopting plans, specifications, strain sheets, work 
details, or giving notice for bids to let contracts. The work may be done by day labor under 
the direction of the Board of Trustees or its designee, by contract, or by a combination of the 
two. The Board of Trustees delegates to the Chancellor or his/her designee(s) the power to 
declare a public emergency subject to confirmation of the Board of Trustees, by four-fifths 
vote, at its next meeting.” 
 

There is no dollar threshold for new contracts resulting from an emergency, however, the new 
emergency contract scope should be limited to the minimum amount of work required to mitigate 
the emergency, restore a safe environment, and return the site to a useable condition.  
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In an emergency situation, the CPT will: 

 Gain District Facilities approval of the emergency declaration and concurrence from a)
college president. 

 Obtain Chief Facilities Executive or designee approval for the emergency work.   b)

 Authorization to proceed with emergency work must be in writing or, if approved verbally, c)
obtain official documentation of the approval (e.g. follow-up approval letter or meeting 
minutes).  

 Contact an appropriately licensed1 contractor who is willing to begin work immediately. d)

 Select a contractor with documentation of the reasons for selection if the CPT/PMO makes e)
the selection. 

 Confirm the license status of the chosen contractor on the California Contractors State f)
License Board website to make sure that the license is current and active. 

 Obtain a copy of the contractor’s general liability, auto insurance coverage and workers g)
compensation if applicable, prior to submission of the contractor’s first invoice.  Contractor 
and any subcontractors are to enroll in OCIP; if for any reason there is consideration of 
accepting the Contractor’s insurance, PMO Contracts and PMO Risk Management are to 
review it for completeness and to avoid contractors with high EMRs.  

 Notify contractor that prevailing wage applies if project value exceeds $1,000.00 (Note:  h)
PLA is generally not required for emergency work but can apply in certain cases.  CPT is 
to provide project information and background to PLA Administrator for a case-by-case 
determination). 

 Issue Notice to Proceed.  A verbal or written NTP issued by the CPT should be followed i)
up with a written confirmation from PMO Contracts at the earliest opportunity.  

 Determine final pricing for work as Time and Materials work and establish a fair markup on j)
the actual incurred costs for overhead and profit.2  

                                            
1 Note that as a public agency, the District may not contract with an unlicensed contractor. 

2 Note that bonding is typically not an emergency issue or can be waived in an emergency:  bonding 
companies typically do not tender bonds after work begins and will not issue a bond unless the Contractor can 
produce a copy of a contract with the client. 
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 Note that emergency work can include the need for services from a Laboratory of Record k)
or Inspector of Record. 

 Assist contractor with pay application process as needed l)

 Provide final price and exhibits to PMO Contracts.  m)

 
The Contract Administrator will: 

 Obtain accurate project identification name and numbers and project financial identification a)
numbers (provided by PMO Program Controls 

 Obtain a contract number from PMO BOT Communications b)

 Assemble short form contract or Construction Order with exhibits and final pricing and c)
include 

 State of California Department of Finance STD. 204 Payee Data Record d)

 Copy of insurance certificate e)

 Assist CPT to draft Ratify PBA and Resolution in coordination with RDL/CPT and submit to f)
PMO BOT Communications 

 Coordinate execution of the agreement with the Chief Facilities Executive g)

 Submit executed contract PMO Document Controls to upload to DocView h)

 Archive hard copy of contract and supporting documents i)
 

14.0 Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment and Information Technology 
Procurement 

This section describes the processes for purchasing eligible goods, materials, furniture, fixtures, 
equipment (FF&E) and information systems (IT) for the Bond Program. The following guidelines 
apply: 

 All newly constructed, expanded and (or) renovated facilities qualify for initial furnishings, a)
fixtures, equipment and IT purchases. 
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 Equipment purchased to replace existing equipment should have a minimum 5-year life b)
expectancy. 

 Items generally may not be purchased with any intent of relocation within or removal from c)
beyond the college after the initial purchase. Exceptions are maintenance-type equipment 
intended for shared use between colleges. 

 Maintenance equipment may be purchased for only newly constructed, expanded and (or) d)
renovated facilities using Bond Program funds. 

 FF&E items purchased may not be in conflict with general terms of the California e)
Education or Public Contract Codes. 

14.1 FF&E Procurement Methods 

Five procurement methods are authorized by the District/California Code and offered by the PMO 
team: 

 Master Procurement Agreements (Catalog) a)

 Master Procurement Agreements (Traditional) b)

 Publicly Bid Master Agreements (Cooperative/”Piggyback”), i.e. California Multiple Award c)
Schedule (CMAS) etc. 

 Formal Bids for purchases over statutory limit ($87,800, 2016; increases annually) d)

 Three quotes for purchases under statutory limit ($87,800, 2016; increases annually)  e)
 

14.1.1 Master Procurement Agreements (Catalog) 

Catalog master procurement agreements provide District-wide access to an entire catalog of 
items at a discounted price. 

Process: The sponsoring college, through the Relocation Project Manager (RPM), provides a list 
of 10-20 benchmark items that represent a wide range of products the college intends to 
purchase. Contract awards are determined by the combined pricing for the benchmark items and 
the highest catalog discount, along with other criteria. The remaining catalog items are made 
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available at a discounted cost. The original bidding process and contract issuance take 
approximately 8 weeks plus a subsequent 8-week BOT process. 

Advantages: 

 Allows awards to be made to multiple vendors a)

 Provides access to the entire catalog, not just individually bid items b)

 Includes shipping and setup as applicable in the bid c)

 Large-volume purchases are allowed by large monetary maximums  d)

 “Piggyback-able” and combined with other District departments, or other agency e)
procurements and (or) contracts  

 Extended warranties available f)

 No subsequent BOT action for purchases, saving approximately 11 weeks  g)

14.1.2 Master Procurement Agreements (Traditional) 

Traditional master procurement agreements provide District-wide discounted pricing on select 
items and balance of series. 

Process: The sponsoring college, through the RPM, provides the complete list or required items 
for bidding.  The low bid is determined based on the combined pricing for the minimum quantity 
of required items.  An original agreement takes approximately 8 weeks plus a subsequent 8-week 
BOT process. 

Advantages: 

a) Discounted pricing for required items. 

b) Usable for a limited amount of items that do not meet the “benchmark” threshold of catalog 
master procurement Agreements. 

c) Large monetary maximums allow large volume purchases 

d) Piggyback-able by District and other agencies 

e) Bid includes shipping and setup as applicable 
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f) Extended warranties available 

g) No subsequent BOT action for purchases, saving approximately 11 weeks  

14.1.3 Publicly Bid Master Service Agreements (Cooperative/”Piggyback”) 

Publicly bid Master Service Agreements may be piggybacked through a variety of public 
agencies. 
 
Process: The sponsoring college or procurement agent requests quotes from established publicly 
bid master service agreements such as Western States Contracting Alliance (WSCA), California 
Multiple Award Schedules (CMAS), National Joint Powers Alliance (NJPA), University of 
California (UC) Contracts, the County of Los Angeles, and others.  Once a quote is received, the 
college generates a PBA, followed by BOT approval and subsequent Purchase Order execution.  
The total process time is approximately 12 weeks. 
 
Advantages: 

 Only one quote required. a)

 Services can be piggybacked if available in contract, i.e. assembling work stations b)

14.1.4 Formal Bids 

This procurement type is generally reserved for one-off purchases that are not practical for the 
development of a master agreement, such as one-time purchases for a single college. Formal 
bids are for purchases of items valued in excess of statutory limit ($87,800, 2016) and must be 
advertised before bid. 

Process: The sponsoring college, through the RPM, provides the Procurement Group with the 
technical specifications and any applicable plans and/or submittals for the unique items. A formal 
bid package is published and advertised in a newspaper of general circulation for 2 consecutive 
weeks with bids due later. Bids are evaluated, and a Notice of Intent to Award is issued to the low 
responsive bidder.  The PBA and BOT process occurs, then the PO is executed. Total process 
time is approximately 14 weeks. 

Advantage:  Bid price includes shipping and set up, as applicable. 
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14.1.5 Three Quotes 

This procurement type is for the purchase of items under statutory limit ($87,800, 
2016). 

Process: The sponsoring college develops technical specifications and either solicits 3 quotes 
from known vendors or requests the Procurement Group to solicit quotes. A PBA/BOT action is 
generated based on the low responsive quote.  Once the BOT approves the action, a PO is 
generated and issued to the vendor. 

Advantages: 

 No formal process time line; approximately 12 weeks until issuing PO a)

 No requirement to develop detailed bid packages b)

 Quote can include shipping and set up as applicable c)

Nothing precludes a college from quoting an item under statutory limit ($87,800, 2016), even if 
the item is available on a catalog or traditional master agreement, provided minimum contract 
purchases have been met. The college should, however, verify that the quoted price includes 
freight, setup, services, warranties and sales tax when comparing it to master agreement pricing. 

14.1.6 Existing Master Catalog Agreements (Traditional and Catalog) and Repetitive Purchases 

Existing agreements for repetitive purchases include procurement processes for existing master 
procurement agreements, whether catalog or traditional. The procedures are: 

 PMO Contracts or the RPM obtains lists of FFE and IT from the user and reviews to a)
determine which existing agreement to utilize for the purchase. 

 Quotes are requested from existing master agreement suppliers, either by the RPM or by the b)
PMO Contracts procurement team.  College Administration reviews final proposals for 
approval. Once the proposal is approved by the College Administration, CPD, PMO 
Contracts, RPM, and PMO BOT Communications coordinate to create a non-board version of 
the PBA.  The PBA form and processes provide the PMO and the District Board of Trustees 
with the information required to issue a contract, purchase order, or amendment for goods or 
services.  A “non-board PBA” performs the same function as a BOT PBA for approvals but 
does not require additional BOT approval for FF&E purchase orders that reference master 
procurement Agreements previously approved by the BOT as the authority for purchases of 
FF&E. 
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The RPM coordinates with the PMO Contracts procurement team to process the requested 
Purchase Order in an online business application (SAP or most current system) and issue it to 
the vendor. 

 The Procurement and RPM teams report to the PMO and all activities are tracked and a)
monitored utilizing the following systems: 

 All bids are managed and tracked the Online Vendor Portal.  b)

 PMO Contracts procurement staff attends weekly meetings to track all issues related to c)
FF&E, procurement, move management, asset tagging and disposition, and related issues 

 PMO Contracts procurement staff meets with RPMs weekly to track all outstanding FF&E d)
procurement items.  A web-based system (INDIGO or most current system) tracks the FF&E 
PBA through purchase order issuance. 

 A web-based system (Widget or most current system) tracks the Master and Catalog e)
Agreements and the associated contract minimum and maximum dollar amounts. 

 RPM, procurement, and asset management metrics are tracked and reported to the PMO. f)

 High-value assets are tracked by the District for depreciation and warranty. g)

[Reference Attachment 10, FF&E Procurement Contract Initiation and Methodology; 
Attachment 11, Establishing Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment (FF&E) Authorized Master 
Procurements Accessible by Bond Program/District Staff; Attachment 12, Existing 
Establishing Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment (FF&E) Master Procurement Agreements; and 
Attachment 13, Fixtures & Equipment (FF&E) Procurement Purchase Order Initiation and 
Approval (BOT and “non-Board” PBAs) 

14.2  Lease Agreements 

Lease agreements have been used for used for temporary structures and modular buildings 
(“swing space”) and have, at times, also been used storage facilities, parking spaces, solar 
panels, vehicles, and real estate.  Construction lease agreements are disfavored and master 
agreements are now used more frequently for this type of procurement and contract.   
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15.0 Proposed Board Action (PBA) 

District policy establishes contracting as a centralized function carried out by the PMO. Many 
activities needed to implement the approved projects of the Bond-funded construction program 
require consideration by the Board of Trustees (BOT).   

As noted before, the PBA form and processes provide the PMO and the District Board of 
Trustees with the information required to issue a contract, purchase order, or amendment for 
goods or services.  A “non-board PBA” performs the same function as a BOT PBA for approvals 
but does not require additional BOT approval for FF&E purchase orders that reference master 
procurement agreements previously approved by the BOT as the authority for purchases of 
FF&E. This procedure identifies PMO Contracts processes for assisting PMO BOT 
Communications with PBA information and processes related to contracts and procurement. 
 
PBAs follow an established template for the particular request for consideration and are managed 
by the PMO BOT Communications.  PBAs generated must be in accordance with the Board of 
Trustees guidance. 
 
The CPT and PMO Contracts work with the PMO-designated Technical Lead to draft technical 
and procurement detail and supporting documentation.  
 
PMO BOT Communications reviews the PBA and documentation for accuracy and completeness 
and approves it, tracks the submittal to the BOT, communicates approval to the CPT and PMO 
Contracts, and archives approved PBAs. 
 
When the PBA has been signed by an authorized District representative, the PMO Contracts 
prepares an appropriate contract, purchase order, or amendment based on its contents.  

 15.1 PBA Required Information  

While every entry on the PBA form is to be completed in full, certain items of information are 
particularly important and require careful consideration before the form is forwarded to PMO 
Contracts. 

15.1.1 Project Number/Financial ID Number(s) 

The execution of a contract, purchase order, or amendment is delayed by incorrect project 
names or project number/financial ID numbers. PMO Contracts will require clarification from the 
initiating party, and the process will be delayed until the additional information is provided. 
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CPTs are responsible for verifying the correct project name and project number/financial ID 
numbers for CPT-generated PBAs.   
 
For PMO-generated PBAs, project funding for the purchase/task order/contract/amendment is 
determined by who is requesting it, and the project number/financial ID number used is 
determined by request type.  For 40J projects, authorization must be obtained from the manager 
in charge of the project. 
 
When PMO Contracts receives PBAs, it coordinates budget review with PMO Project Controls 
and Bond Program compliance with the PMO Bond Program Compliance Officer. 

15.1.2 Fee/Cost 

The total amount of fees and (or) costs of a proposed contract, purchase order, or amendment 
must be entered on the PBA form with such fees and costs identified properly by project and 
account numbers.  

15.1.3 Funded Budget Item 

A funded budget is essential for the proposed work.  The CPT is to verify that the amount stated 
on the PBA form is an approved, funded budget item and identify the funding source (Proposition 
A or Proposition AA, Measure J).  If there is no funded budget for the proposed work, the PMO 
deems the PBA form to be improper and seeks clarification from the CPT.  

15.1.4 Proper Allocation of Bond Program Funds  

The College President is responsible for the proper allocation of Bond Program proceeds for 
each college.  The CPT, in conjunction with the RPL, assists the College President in 
understanding the options and making appropriate decisions for the allocation of Bond Program 
proceeds. 

15.1.5 Specific Description, Purpose, and Justification  

Under the Specific Description, Purpose, and Justification heading, the CPT is to enter core 
information required to develop an agenda item for the Board of Trustees consideration.  Two 
specific points of information must be included:  
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15.1.6 Summary Description of Work to be Performed 

An accurate description of the work to be performed or the product to be acquired is necessary. If 
the proposed work is an amendment to a professional service contract, provide a declaration 
giving the reason additional services are necessary. If the proposed work is a change order to a 
construction contract, a declaration giving the reason the change order is necessary is required. 
If the space provided for these descriptions are insufficient, additional pages may be attached, 
with a statement referencing where in the backup documentation the remaining reasons are 
located. 

15.1.7 Summary Statement of the Procurement Method Utilized  

A concise summary statement of the procurement method used is necessary. State if a 3-quote 
process, informal bid, or formal tender process was used, and the method of project delivery (i.e., 
design-bid-build, design-build, or lease-leaseback). 

15.2 PBA Routing 

PMO Contracts reviews the PBA information and coordinates with PMO BOT Communications to 
prepare BOT Board Agenda items. The PBA is routed to: 

 PMO Program Controls, for confirmation of available and allocable budget and verification of a)
contract capacity. 

 PMO Contracts procurement staff, for contract compliance with PBA Checklist (applicable b)
only to FF&E and purchase orders; if Professional Services, PBA Routing Sheet, also known 
as “Green Sheet,” is used). 

 PMO BOT Communications, to review the PBA for language or other items that is likely to be c)
rejected by the Board of Trustees. 

Once all three departments have approved the PBA, PMO BOT Communications places the PBA 
on the next BOT agenda for authorization. 

15.3 Contract or Amendment Preparation and Execution 

After the Board of Trustees approves the PBA, it is PMO’s Contracts’ responsibility to prepare the 
appropriate contract, FF&E master agreement, purchase order, or amendment. 

Document routing includes these steps: 
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 PMO Contracts sends agreements or amendments in PDF format via e-mail to the consultant a)
or contractor for printing, signature and return 

 Upon receipt of signed contracts or amendments, PMO Contracts reviews to verify that no b)
exceptions have been taken, then promptly delivers it to the District for signature by an 
authorized representative. 

 PMO Contracts sends two originals of the contract or amendment to the District for signature, c)
obtains executed copies, and sends the fully executed agreement or amendment to the 
vendor or firm.  

 Upon execution of the contract or amendment by the District, PMO Contracts promptly mails d)
one originally executed contract or amendment to the consultant or contractor, delivers one 
original to PMO Document Control for scanning and filing, with a copy to the CPT PM. 

15.4 Authorization by Ratification 

15.4.1 Ratification after the Commencement of a Contract, Purchase Order or Amendment 

Under the guidelines of the State Education Code Section 81655, no consultant, contractor, or 
vendor can be paid any money before a contract, purchase order, or amendment has been 
authorized by the Board of Trustees.  The District has, however, allowed certain limited contracts, 
purchase orders, or amendments to be entered into with work commencing or orders placed 
before the action is reviewed by the Board of Trustees.  

In such emergency conditions, limited value contracts, purchase orders, or amendments placed 
on the Board of Trustees’ agenda for approval after they have been signed are referred to as 
being ratified, hence "ratification after the commencement of a contract, purchase order or 
amendment.” Such ratifications are highly discouraged and should be used only in emergency 
circumstances, subject to approval by the Chief Facilities Executive or Designee before PBA 
submittal. 

15.4.2 Advance Authorization of a Request for Contract, Purchase Order, or Amendment 

In accordance with California State Law and District Policy, all contracts, purchase orders, or 
amendments are placed as an item on the agenda for the Board of Trustees’ approval before 
they can be signed and therefore “authorized," hence, "advance authorization." The contracts, 
purchase orders, or amendments which are required to be authorized in advance are: 

 Professional service contracts more than $50,000 in value  a)
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 Construction contracts more than $130,000 in value  b)

 Purchase orders over $87,800 in value (the 2016 California State Comptroller annual c)
threshold)  

 Emergency Construction or Service Contracts are exempt from this requirement. d)

15.5 Commencing Work 

Work commences under the various agreements or amendments in accordance with the 
provisions of the specific form of agreement. 

 

16.0 Contract Closeout 

Refer to CP SOP 2.0 Project Closeout for guidance on closing and archiving contract documents. 
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17.0 Conflict of Interest (COI) 

This process identifies potential conflicts of interest and the actions necessary to achieve public 
trust and confidence in the procurement and contracting process. “Conflict of Interest” (COI) is 
any interest that might affect or may reasonably appear to affect the judgment or conduct of any 
person in a manner inconsistent with the practice of fair and open competition. The purpose of 
the pre-award COI review is to identify any potential COI between any District or Bond personnel 
and any proposed awardee.  This process allows the District to resolve any such potential 
conflicts prior to BOT final approval of the board agenda.   

17.1 Conflict of Interest Review Forms 

PMO Contracts is to alert all applicable PMO personnel and consultants performing on the Bond 
Program to the filing requirements regarding the Statement of Economic Interest Form 700. As 
designated by the District, PMO personnel and consultants are required to complete and submit 
a Form 700 when assuming office, annually and when leaving office. PMO Contracts will notify 
the District General Counsel by providing an updated PMO personnel list within 5 working days of 
any change.  

17.1.1 Conflict of Interest Supplemental Forms 

In addition to the Form 700, Subject Matter Experts (SMEs), Technical Leads and Evaluation 
Panel participants are required to complete a COI Supplemental Form.  

17.2 Pre-award Conflict of Interest Process 

Subject to the agreement of the Chief Facilities Executive, the PMO will appoint a COI Analyst as 
the point of contact  (POC)1 for processing of COI Review Forms.  Upon release of Draft II of the 
Board of Trustees Agenda, the Contract Administrator will collect and submit the completed COI 
Review Form and the COI Supplemental Form for all procurements to the PMO COI Analyst 
POC. The PMO COI Analyst POC will review all names listed in the COI Review Form against 
the District Disclosure Docs Database and return an executed copy of the COI Review Form to 
the PMO Contract Administrator. PMO Contracts will provide Document Control with an executed 
copy of each completed COI Review for DocView. 
 
 
                                            
1 The COI Point of Contact also referred to as the Conflict of Interest Analyst in several forms and documents. 
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If the PMO COI Analyst POC is unable to locate a Form 700 in the District Disclosure Docs 
Database or identifies a potential COI, he or she will forward the COI information to the Contracts 
Manager for direction on whether to recommend approval or deny the award action. The 
Contracts Manager will notify the District Lead Construction Counsel in writing (via e-mail) of any 
potential Conflict of Interest identified.  

In the event that a potential COI is identified for the Chief Facilities Executive, the Chancellor or 
Chancellor’s designee will assume the Chief Facilities Executive’s duties under this procedure. 

17.2.1 Construction Contracts and RFQs/RFPs 

The Contract Administrator is to complete and submit a COI Review Form to the PMO COI 
Analyst POC after the receipt of Statements of Qualifications or proposals. If the procurement 
requires an evaluation panel, the Contract Administrator may submit the COI Review Form after 
the evaluation panel has been approved by the District and Statements of Qualification or 
Proposals have been received. 

The Contract Administrator will complete the COI Review form  and provide: 

a) Names and positions of all RFQ/RFP evaluators in Section A of the form. If RFP evaluators 
differ from RFQ evaluators, the Contract Administrator will submit separate COI Review forms 
for each. 

b) Key personnel involved in the procurement process in Section B 

c) PMO Level: Contract Administrator, Contracting Officer, Project Manager, Technical Lead 
assisting with development of scope and any other applicable key program, college, and/or 
CPT personnel inclusive of those determining scope or responsiveness. 

d) CPT Level: Technical Lead assisting with development of scope, CPD, and any other 
applicable key program, college, and/or CPT personnel inclusive of those determining scope 
or responsiveness. 

The PMO COI Analyst POC is to process and return executed COI Review Forms to the Contract 
Administrator.  

In the event that the PMO COI Analyst POC is participating in a review panel or the procurement, 
the PMO Program Director or Deputy Program Director is to act in his or her place under this 
policy. 
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In the event that a potential Conflict of Interest is identified through the approval process with the 
Chief Facilities Executive, the Chancellor or designee will authorize the board award.  The PMO 
COI point of contact is to then return the executed COI Review Form and attach any 
correspondence regarding identified COI to the Contract Administrator.    

17.2.2 Formal and Informal Hard Bids and FF&E Procurements 

Contract Administrator is to complete and submit a COI Review Form to the PMO COI Analyst 
POC prior to issuing a Notice of Intent to Award (NOITA).  
 
The Contract Administrator is to complete the COI Review Form and: 

 provide key personnel involved in the procurement process in Section B  

 include, at minimum, Contract Administrator, Contracting Officer, and CPD  
 
The PMO COI Analyst POC is to process and return executed the COI Review Form to the 
Contract Administrator. 
 
If the PMO COI Analyst POC is unable to locate a Form 700 in the District Disclosure Docs  
Database or identifies a potential COI, he or she will forward the COI information to the Contracts 
Manager for direction on whether to recommend approval or deny the award action. The 
Contracts Manager will notify the District Lead Construction Counsel in writing (via e-mail) of any 
potential Conflict of Interest identified.  

In the event that a potential COI is identified for the Chief Facilities Executive, the Chancellor or 
Chancellor’s designee will assume the Chief Facilities Executive’s duties under this procedure. 
 
 
In the event that the PMO COI Analyst POC is participating in a review panel or the procurement, 
the PMO Program Director or Deputy Program Director will act in his or her place under this 
procedure. 
 
The Contract Administrator will provide Document Control with a copy of the executed COI 
Review Form.  
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17.3 Incomplete Statement of Economic Interest Form 700   

If the consultant does not complete the Form 700 within the required time frame outlined by the 
District, these actions occur: 
 

Day Notification/Action 

Day 0  
Initial Notification – The District notifies consultants by e-mail of 
required Form 700 filing. 

Day 30 

First Notice – Consultant is to be notified via e-mail by the PMO COI 
Analyst POC of the delinquent Form 700 documents required (after initial 
e-mail notification from District). 

Day 45 

Second Notice – The PMO COI Analyst POC and the District General 
Counsel are to notify the consultant via e-mail of the required, delinquent 
Form 700 documents. The Chief Facilities Executive and the Deputy 
Chancellor will be copied and provided with District General Counsel list 
of consultants who have not filed Form 700. 

Day 55 

Third Notice – The PMO COI Analyst POC calls the consultant and 
sends a notice via e-mail regarding the delinquent Form 700 documents 
required. The Chief Facilities Executive and the Deputy Chancellor will 
be notified and provided with District General Counsel list of consultants 
who have not filed Form 700. 

Day 60 

Fourth Notice – The PMO Program Director issues a formal letter to the 
employer notifying the principal of the delinquent Form 700 documents. 
The consultant may be unable to continue his or her work assignment 
due to non-submittal of Form 700 documents required.  The Chief 
Facilities Executive, Deputy Chancellor, and Chancellor will be notified 
by the District General Counsel and provided a list of consultants who 
have not filed Form 700. 

 

 

18.0 Revision History 

This section records revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the procedure is 
changed, the nature of the change is noted under the description, including cases where 
extensive revisions occur throughout the document.  In cases where changes are less extensive, 
revision lines (“change bars”) may be added to identify places where changes are made. 
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Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are encouraged and may be sent 
via a change request form located on the SOP SharePoint site. See the link entitled “Comments 
on the SOPs, Click Here” on the right side of the SOPs site to access the form. 
 
Procedure revision requests are reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis. 
 

Revision Revision Date 
Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of Revision 

(Minor/Formatting 
and (or) 

Major/Procedural 

Required 
Reading? 

0 October 15, 2013 
 
 

All Original Issue Initial Issue Yes 

1 August 19, 2015 All Revised to incorporate 
delivery methods 
originally posted in SOPs 
DP 7.0 Lease-Leaseback, 
DP 8.0 Design-Build, DP 
9.0 Design-Bid-Build, DP 
14.0 Procurement 
Strategies Furniture, 
Fixtures and Equipment  
(the SOPs listed 
previously will be removed 
to avoid duplication); new 
text added to address task 
order procurements and 
to address organizational 
and procedural changes 
for procurement post-
MATOC; Conflict of 
Interest section rewritten; 
developed bid evaluation 
criteria, etc.; changed 
SOP name and 
department name from 
Contracts & Procurement 
to Contracts; reformatted 
and edited to conform with 
latest SOP template 

  

Major and minor  

2 November 24, 2015 All Revised or replaced and 
re-inserted Rev.0 
attachments; edited or 
deleted workflow-related 
text to correct errors, 
update procedures, etc.; 
clarified bid protest text; 
corrected small errors 
from Rev. 1; updated 

Major and minor Yes 
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Revision Revision Date 
Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of Revision 

(Minor/Formatting 
and (or) 

Major/Procedural 

Required 
Reading? 

terminology and 
definitions  

3 March 11, 2016 All Added Federal funding 
alert; clarified 
prequalification process 
for project delivery 
sections; Updated 
references to bid 
thresholds in SOP and in 
attachments; added CED 
requirements for small 
business / LSEDV 
outreach and 
documentation; formatting 
updates   

Minor and major Yes 

4 May 24, 2016 All Added TOC, deleted 
Federal Funding alert, 
clarified Purpose, 
provided Evaluation Team 
criteria, DBB bid 
evaluation, rejection and 
protest clarification, DB 
Solicitation and Selection 
of DB RFP clarification, 
qualified LLB delivery 
method “hold”, and 
process detail, clarified 
No-Bid-Splitting policy, 
Ratifications, Emergency 
Contract provisions and 
Conflict of Interest policy; 
formatting updates 

Major/Procedural Yes 
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19.0 Attachments  

Attachment 
Number 

Document Title Version/Revision Date 

1 Professional Services Agreements >$87,800K Rev. 2, 1/18/2016  

2 Professional Services Agreements <$87,800K Rev. 2, 1/8/2016  

3 Professional Services Agreement or Amendment 
Execution Overview 

Rev. 1, 11/10/2015  

4 Professional Services Master Agreements & Task 
Orders (not MATOC or Bench Agreements) 

Rev. 1, 11/18/2015  

5 Multiple Award Task Order Contract (MATOC) 
Staffing Process 

Rev. 1, 10/28/2015  

6 Design-Bid-Build (DBB) Informal Contracting 
Overview -$175K and below 

Rev. 0, 11/10/2015  

7 Design-Bid-Build (DBB) Formal Contracting Overview 
- exceeding $175K 

Rev. 1, 2/03/2016  

8 Design-Build (DB) Contracting Overview Rev. 2, 2/03/2016  

9 Lease-Lease-back (LLB) Contracting Overview Rev. 1, 11/10/2015  

10 Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment (FF&E) Procurement 
Contract Initiation and Methodology  

Rev. 1, 11/10/2015  

11 Establishing Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment (FF&E)  
Authorized Master Procurements Accessible by Bond 
Program/District Staff 

Rev. 2, 1/8/2016  

12 Existing Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment (FF&E)  
Master Procurement Agreements 

Rev. 1, 11/18/2015  

13 Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment (FF&E)  Procurement 
Purchase Order Initiation and Approval (BOT and 
non-BOT PBAs) 

Rev. 1, 11/10/2015  
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Alternate Start

District initiates 
procurement & 
submits to PMO 

Contracts 

Most Frequent 
Starting Point

CPT/PMO 
Contracts initiate 

procurement 

PMO Contracts 
collaborates with 
initiating party to 
refine scope of 
work (SOW),  
incorporate 

standard scoring 
criteria, & identify 

appropriate 
Evaluation 
Committee 
members

PMO 
Program Controls 
confirms available 
budget for SOW

PMO 
Contracts 
prepares 
Request 

for 
Proposal 

(RFP) 
package 

District 
provides 
input as 

applicable

PMO Contracts 
posts RFP 

package on the 
online vendor 

portal

PMO Contracts 
preps evaluation 
packet & obtains 
District approval 

of Evaluation 
Committee before 

assembling 
Committee

District
approves or rejects 

Evaluation 
Committee

PMO Contracts 
conducts 

Pre-proposal 
Conference

Firms submit 
Requests for 

Clarification (RFCs) 
via online vendor 

portal

PMO Contracts posts 
addenda, responses to RFCs 
& other RFP communications 

via online vendor portal.

PMO  Contracts 
obtains proposals via 
online vendor portal

PMO Contracts 
conducts proposal 

responsiveness review

PMO Contracts   
obtains Conflict of 
Interest forms & 

confirms
Evaluation 
Committee

PMO Contracts 
facilitates 

evaluation & 
scoring

Approved

PMO LCC 
reviews 

RFP 
package 

Rejected

SE
E 

PA
G

E 
2

Independent 
auditor or peer 

reviewer 
conducts Quality 

Assurance/
Quality Control 
audit of RFP 

package

No 
revisions
required

Needs
revision

Approved

Rejected

Rejected

PMO Contracts & 
initiating party 

resolve any District 
objections to 

proposed Evaluation 
Committee 

Firms submit proposal 
responses to RFP via 
online vendor portal

Needs
revision

No revision required
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Evaluation 
Committee 

shortlists firms

PMO Contracts 
schedules and 

conducts 
interviews as 
appropriate

PMO Contracts 
issues Notice of 
Intent to Award 

(NOITA) 

PMO Contracts 
initiates protest 

period 

District reviews 
protest(s) if 
applicable

BOT approves 
or rejects

PBA

Restart RFP 
process or follow 

specific BOT 
direction

PMO 
Contracts 
prepares 

documents 
for execution

Independent 
auditor or peer 

reviewer conducts 
Quality 

Assurance/Quality 
Control audit of 

contract 
documents  

PMO Contracts 
transmits documents to 

selected firm 

Firm signs & returns 
2 original contract 

documents

PMO Contracts 
obtains 2 signed 

originals from firm 
& executes 

contract

PMO Contracts 
forwards 1 fully 

executed original 
contract to firm & 1 to 

PMO Document 
Control, with copy to 

CPD

Firm receives a fully 
executed original 

contract

PMO Contracts 
forwards executed 
contract copy to 
PMO Finance  & 
Accounting for 
encumbrance 

End process

No

Yes

FR
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M
PA

G
E 

1

G
o 

to
PA

G
E 

1
St

ar
t

PMO Contracts 
finalizes  placeholder 

PBA with PMO 
Communications for 

submittal to BOT

PMO Contracts 
conducts scoring 
quality review & 

determines highest-
ranked submittal

Yes

NOITA informs 
proposing firms & 
triggers protest 

period

Proposers initiate 
protest(s), if any 

A
TT
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SO

P 
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2
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PMO 
Contracts 
develops 

RFP Package 

PMO Contracts
requests 
3 quotes 

from 
qualified firms

PMO Contracts 
coordinates proposal 
evaluation process to  

determine 
best-qualified firm & 

pricing proposal

Evaluators 
recommend 

firm based on 
qualifications

& pricing

PMO BOT 
Communications 
adds PBA to next 

BOT Agenda
END

Alternate Starting 
Point

District initiates 
procurement and 
submits to PMO 

Contracts

START

CPT/PMO 
Contracts initiate 
procurement with 
scope of work and 

budget

PMO Contracts notifies 
selected firm & coordinates 

protests 
(as applicable) 

with LCC

Be
gi

n
C
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ct
 

Ac
tio

ns

PMO Program 
Controls confirms 
available budget 

PMO Contracts  
documents delivery 
method approval in 
procurement file, 
reviews scoring 

criteria 

Yes

No

Se
e 

pr
ot

es
t 

po
lic

y 
 in

 S
O

P 
se

ct
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n 
7.

4.
8 

Construction 
Protest 

Procedure

PMO prepares 
proposed board action 
(PBA) for District-wide 

contract actions for 
PMO BOT 

Communications

CPT prepares PBA for 
college-specific 
contract actions

BOT acts on PBA

End 

Rejected Approved

PMO Contracting 
Officer approves 
delivery method 

No

Independent 
auditor or peer reviewer 
conducts RFP quality 

review

Lead Construction
Counsel (LCC) reviews 

RFP package

Yes

Yes

District 
provides 

input

CPT 
provides 

input

No

No

Firms submit protests, if 
any

LCC manages valid 
protest; 

recommendation goes 
forward if protest  

determined invalid 

Follow 
specific BOT 
guidance if 
applicable 

1
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START  
contract 
actions

PMO Contracts 
logs PBA 

PMO Contracts notifies 
District or CPT initiator 
requesting corrections

PMO Contracts 
obtains 2 signed 
originals  from 
Vendor/Firm  & 

forwards to 
District

District receives 
signed Contract

District fully 
executes contract, 

returns to PMO
Contracts

PMO Contracts 
forwards 1 fully 

executed original 
to Vendor/firm,  
1 copy to PMO 

Document Control, 
& notifies PMO 

Finance & 
Accounting for 
encumbrance  

PMO Document 
Control scans 

contract action to 
DocView

End Process

BOT 
considers Proposed 

Board  Action
(PBA)

Approves Rejects End Process

PMO BOT 
Communications 

delivers BOT-
approved PBA to 
PMO Contracts

If complete & 
accurate 

PMO 
Contracts 
prepares 
contract 
action

Contract 
documents ready 

for action
PMO Contracts 

transmits contract 
action  to Vendor/

Firm 

Vendor/Firm signs 
2 original contract

copies

Vendor/Firm 
receives 1 fully 

executed original

PMO Document 
Control sends 

originals to off-site 
storage

PMO Contracts validates 
PBA completeness & 

accuracy

YesNo
PMO Contracts 
conducts quality 

assurance/quality 
control & obtains 

Lead Construction 
Counsel (LCC) 

review of contract 
documents 

1
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Start Process

PMO Contracts notifies 
College Project Team 

(CPT)  of available 
Master Service 

Agreements

PMO Contracts
receives TO request 

from CPT
or District

End 
Process

PMO Contracts returns 
request to request to CPT 

initiator

PMO Contracts 
prepares TO:

1) posts scope of 
work to online 
vendor portal

2) responds to 
requests for 
information

3) receives & 
reviews 

qualifications & 
proposals

4) conducts 
interviews as 

needed
5) documents any 

exceptions to 
requirement for 
District approval 
(sole source or 
default to single 

proposer)  

PMO Contracts 
transmits TO for 

Vendor/Firm 
signature

PMO Contracts obtains 
appropriate signatures to  
execute TO,  transmits 

1 original to 
PMO Document Controls & 
notifies PMO Accounting for 

encumbrance

PMO Document 
Control scans to Doc 
View & sends original 

to off-site storage

PMO Contracts sends  
fully executed 
Vendor/Firm

TO

CPT provides Request for 
Task Order (TO) CP-0007 

with 
Scope of Work 

& obtains approval 

Vendor/Firm sends 
PMO Contracts 2 

copies of signed TO 
for full execution

Yes

PMO Contracts obtains 
District approval for TO if 

no exceptions are 
documented

District provides Request 
for Task Order (TO) CP-
0007 with Scope of Work 

and obtains approval

PMO Contracts returns 
request to 

District TO initiator

No

No

Yes

Yes

Vendor/Firm receives 
fully executed TO 

No

PMO
Contracts obtains 

PMO Program Controls
Budget approval for

TO scope
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Selected 
candidate(s) 

starts

End ProcessPMO Dept. Lead/
College Project 
Director (CPD) 

work(s) with 
Human 

Resources (HR)  
to develop 

staffing request 
- Position title

- Scope of work     
- Budget

- Duration
or

Request for Task 
Order(s)

START

PMO Dept. Lead/CPD with 
HR confirms Evaluation 

Committee, to include subject 
matter experts, managers, 

senior executives

HR posts 
questions & 
answers on 

online vendor 
portal  HR notifies selected 

candidate firm(s) of 
proposed start date/

time/location 
through 

online vendor portal 

HR notifies firms 
through online 

vendor portal that 
submitted candidates 

have not been 
shortlisted

PMO Contracts 
generates Task 

Order(s) and routes  
for signature and 

execution 

Firm signs & returns 
2 original copies of 

Task Order

PMO Contracts 
transmits fully 
executed Task 

Order: 1 original 
to 

PMO Document 
Control

& 1 original to 
selected 

candidate’s firm

PMO Document 
Control scans 

original Task Order 
to DocView & 

arranges off-site 
storage for original

PMO Contracts 
forwards copy to Accounting 

for encumbrance 

PMO HR 
conducts on-

boarding 
process for 

selected 
candidate(s)

PMO Executive 
Management

reviews available budget 
with PMO Program 

Controls & approves
(based on staffing

plan & need)

HR prepares 
duty statement 

& requests 
staffing  

approval from 
Executive 

Management

HR posts duty 
statement to 
online vendor 

portal to initiate 
bidding process

MATOC firms submit 
requests for 

clarification, if any,  via 
online vendor portal

HR acknowledges 
timely resume 

submittals 

Firms submit 
candidate 

resumes via 
online vendor 

portal

Yes

HR notifies firms through online 
vendor portal that submitted 

candidate(s) have been 
shortlisted & 

schedules interviews 

Evaluation Committee 
conducts and scores 

standardized interviews with 
specific questions per

position

Evaluation Committee 
Chairperson tallies & 

reviews scores 

Candidate(s)
shortlisted

HR verifies scoring 
&  reviews
comments

Candidate(s)
not 

shortlisted

No

PMO Dept. 
Head/CPD 

identifies need 
for new &/or 
replacement 

staff

PMO Dept. Lead/CPD 
review(s) standard 
selection criteria & 

recommend(s) evaluation 
committee members

Return to 
initiating party

HR 
screens resumes 

for minimum requirements,
completeness, relevant 
experience, sufficient 

qualifications 

Evaluation Committee
recommends
candidate(s)

End Process
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CPT PM and PMO 
Construction 

initiate project 
using PIF process

CPT discusses 
DBB delivery 
method with 

college 
administration

START

Pa
ge

 2

PMO Contracts 
begins

IFB 
Preparation      

Acronym Key
AOR- Architect of Record (not Criteria Architect)

BOT – Board of Trustees
BUG – Building User Group

CCL- Construction Contracts Liaison
CED – Community Economic Development

CFE – Chief Facilities Executive
CPT – College Project Team
DBB – Design-Bid-Build(er)

IFB – Instructions for Bidders
LCC – Lead Construction Counsel
NOITA – Notice of Intent to Award

NTP – Notice to Proceed
PBA – Proposed Board Action
PIF – Project Initiation Form

RDL – Regional Design Liaison
RFC/RFI – Request for Clarification/Information

SMEs – Subject Matter Experts

CPT PM with CCL 
confirms PMO 
estimates are 

aligned with PMO 
Program Controls 

budget

CPT PM/Construction 
with CCL confirms 
Pre-Procurement 

Construction
Documents

including but not limited 
to:

Summary of Work
Supplementary 
Conditions
Reference 
Documents
Division 01 Specs
Campus Standards

CPT PM, PMO 
Contracts & PMO 
Communications 

begin drafting 
PBA

CED, Safety, 
Financial and 
Performance 

Evaluation input 
from PMO

PMO Contracts 
performs conflict 
of interest check

PMO Contracts 
prepares Notice to 

Bidders for posting to 
online vendor portal & 
in general circulation 

news & trade 
publications

PMO Contracts 
conducts         
Pre-bid 

Conference and 
Job Walk

PMO Contracts 
posts

IFB to online 
vendor portal  at 

least 10 days 
before responses 

are due

Shortlisted Proposers submit 
RFCs

PMO Contracts 
works with SMEs to 

respond to RFCs
and issues 

addendum to 
respond to RFCs with 

additional 
clarifications

Proposers 
submit

Bids

PMO Contracts 
performs 

responsiveness 
check

PMO Contracts 
develops 

proposed NOITA 
Recommendation 

Memo

PMO Contracts issues
award decision

CPT PM 
may recommend 3 or 

more pre-qualified 
bidders

1
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End Process

PMO BOT
Communications 

sends PBA to BOT 
for contract 

approval

PMO Contracts 
facilitates 

procurement file 
delivery to DocView  

PMA Contracts 
issues NOITA 

with 
basis of award

BOT approves
Contract Award

Page 1

CFE notified of 
NOITA 

recommendation 

NOITA triggers 5-
day Protest Period 

PMO 
Contracts 
assembles 

final Contract 
Documents 

(one contract 
per project)

PMO Contracts sends 
Contract(s) to Awarded DBB 

for signature

CFE
Signs and executes 

DBB Contract(s)

DBB signs and returns 2 original contract(s) and 
applicable supplementary documents to PMO 

Contracts

PMO Contracts 
sends signed 

Contract(s) to CFE 
for signature

PMO Contracts sends fully 
executed Contract(s) to 

DBB with copy                     
to CPT PM

PMO Contracts 
issues NTP to 

DBB

PMO 
Contracts 

prepares NTP 
in 

collaboration 
with CPT

PMO Contracts 
manages receipt 

of required  
delayed 

submittals 
(including but not 

limited to: 
Payment/

Performance 
Bond as 

applicable)

LCC approves
NTP

Reject Approve

Reject Approve

Contracting Officer 
award approval 

Acronym Key
AOR- Architect of Record (not Criteria Architect)

BOT – Board of Trustees
BUG – Building User Group

CCL- Construction Contracts Liaison
CED – Community Economic Development

CFE – Chief Facilities Executive
CPT – College Project Team
DBB – Design-Bid-Build(er)

IFB – Instructions for Bidders
LCC – Lead Construction Counsel
NOITA – Notice of Intent to Award

NTP – Notice to Proceed
PBA – Proposed Board Action
PIF – Project Initiation Form

RDL – Regional Design Liaison
RFC/RFI – Request for Clarification/Information

SMEs – Subject Matter Experts

2
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If no, return 
to start of 

DBB 
Process

CPT PM and PMO 
Construction initiate 
project  using PIF 

Form 
PMA-0050

CPT discusses DBB 
delivery method 

with college 
administration

START

PMO Executive 
Management
approves & 

facilitates DBB 
delivery method 

approval at
District level

Reject

Pa
ge

 2

PMO Contracts 
begins

IFB 
Preparation      
(may begin 
earlier in 
process)

CFE Approval of 
Shortlist 

Recommendation 
Memo

Acronym Key
AOR- Architect of Record (not Criteria Architect)

BAFO – Best and Final Offer
BOT – Board of Trustees

BUG – Building User Group
CCL- Construction Contracts Liaison

CED – Community Economic Development
CFE – Chief Facilities Executive

CPT – College Project Team
DBB – Design-Bid-Build(er)

IFB – Instructions for Bidders
LCC – Lead Construction Counsel
NOITA – Notice of Intent to Award

NTP – Notice to Proceed
PBA – Proposed Board Action
PIF – Project Initiation Form

QA/QC – Quality Assurance/Quality Control
RDL – Regional Design Liaison

RFC/RFI – Request for Clarification/Information
RFQ – Request for Qualifications
RPL – Regional Program Liaison

SME – Subject Matter Expert
SOQ – Statement of Qualifications

Independent 
auditors audit 

scoring/shortlist

CPT PM with CCL 
confirms PMO 
estimates are 

aligned with PMO 
Program Controls 

Budget

PMO Contracts 
develops proposed 

Shortlist 
Recommendation 

Memo

CPT PM/Construction with 
CCL confirms 

Pre-procurement 
Construction
Documents

including but not limited 
to:

Summary of Work
Supplementary 
Conditions
Reference 
Documents
Division 01 Specs
Campus Standards

CPT PM, PMO 
Contracts, 

Construction,
CCL &  

Communications 
continue drafting 

PBA

PMO submits 
District approval 
for Evaluation 

Panel  

Applicants 
submit RFCs

PMO Contracts works 
with SMEs to respond 

to RFCs
and issues 

addendum to respond 
to RFCs with 

additional 
clarifications

Applicants 
submit SOQs

PMO Contracts 
performs 

responsiveness 
check

All responsive 
SOQs evaluated 

by Evaluation 
Panel

CFE approval of 
Evaluation Panel

PMO Contracts 
Prepares 

Evaluation Panel 
Memo based on 

RPL- & CPD-
recommended 

Evaluation Panel

PMO CED, 
Safety, Financial 
and Performance 
Evaluation Input

PMO Contracts 
performs conflict of 

interest check

PMO Contracts 
conducts quality 

assurance/quality 
control

(QA/QC) & obtains 
Legal review 

before issuing RFQ

Reject Reject Approve

PMO Contracts 
conducts QA/QC & 

obtains LCC 
review before 
issuing IFB to 

short listed DBB 
teams

BOT approval of full DSA 
approved design 

package

PMO Contracts 
begins
RFQ 

preparation 

Approve

CPT PM, 
PMO Contracts, 

PMO 
Construction,
CCL &  PMO 

Communications 
begin drafting 

placeholder PBA

CPT PM, RPL, 
RDL and 

Communications
Coordinate 

Submission of 
DSA Approved 

Design Package

IF > $175K

IF < $175K

Approve

Reject Approve

PMO Contracts prepares 
Notice to Bidders for posting 
to online vendor portal and in 

general circulation news & 
trade publications & in 

general circulation news (at 
least 14 days before due 

date) & trade publications (at 
least 15 days before due 

date)

PMO Contracts 
prepares Notice 

to Bidders of 
shortlist for 

posting to online 
vendor portal 

Note: Contract $ 
threshold drives 

delivery method choice
per Contract Code 

Section 22032 a,b & c

$175K Threshold is determining factor: 
verify change(s) to tender period

+ note in narrative re: advertising req’mts
CFE Approval of DBB 

delivery method

PMO Contracts, 
Construction and CCL 

may determine pre-
qualification is not 

required

IF YES, proceed 
to IFB 

Preparation  
Process and 
disregard all 
RFQ/shortlist 

references

PMO Contracts 
conducts         
Pre-bid 

Conference and 
Job Walk

Contracting Officer 
shortlist approval 

IF NO, proceed to 
RFQ preparation  

process 

CPT PM with CCL 
confirms PMO 
estimates are 
aligned with 

Program Controls 
budget

CPT PM with 
Construction and CCL 

prepares 
Pre-procurement 

Construction
Documents

including but not limited 
to:

Summary of Work
Supplementary 
Conditions
Reference 
Documents
Division 01 Specs
Campus Standards

PMO Contracts 
conducts  pre-SOQ 
Conference and Job 

Walk

PMO Contracts 
posts

RFQ to online 
vendor portal

1
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End Process

PMO 
Communications 

sends PBA to 
BOT for contract 

approval

PMO Contracts 
facilitates 

Procurement file 
delivery to DocView  

PMA Contracts 
issues NOITA with 

basis of award

BOT Approves
Contract Award

Page 1

Independent auditors 
review process & 
proposed award

CFE Approval of 
NOITA 

Recommendation 
Memo

NOITA trigger 5-
Day Protest Period 

PMO Contracts 
assembles final 

Contract 
Documents 

(one contract 
per project)

PMO Contracts sends 
Contract(s) to awarded 

DBB for signature

CFE
Signs and executes 
DBBE Contract(s)

DBB signs & returns 2 original contract(s) & 
applicable supplementary documents to PMO 

Contracts

PMO Contracts sends 
signed Contract(s) to 

CFE for signature

PMO Contracts sends fully 
executed Contract(s) to 

DBB with copy                     
to CPT PM

PMO Contracts 
issues NTP to 

DBB

PMO Contracts 
posts

IFB to online 
vendor portal

Shortlisted 
proposers 

submit RFCs

PMO Contracts works 
with SMEs to respond 

to RFCs
& issues addendum to 
respond to RFCs with 
additional clarifications

Proposers submit
Bids

PMO Contracts 
performs 

responsiveness 
check

PMO Contracts 
develops proposed 

NOITA 
Recommendation 

Memo

PMO 
Contracts 

prepares NTP 
in collaboration 

with CPT

PMO Contracts 
manages receipt 

of required  
delayed submittals 
(including but not 

limited to: 
Payment/

Performance Bond 
as applicable)

Optional:
PMO Contracts  

may provide 
confidential 
technical 

comments to 
teams & may 

request
BAFOs

LCC Approves
NTP

Reject Approve Reject Approve

PMO Contracts 
conducts QA/QC 
& obtains LCC 
review before 

issuing contracts 
to awarded DBB 

teams

Contracting Officer 
award approval 

PMO Contracts, 
Construction & LCC 
issues Decision to 

Award

Optional:
PMO Contracts  
issues requests 

for clarification as 
needed

Acronym Key
AOR- Architect of Record (not Criteria Architect)

BAFO – Best and Final Offer
BOT – Board of Trustees

BUG – Building User Group
CCL- Construction Contracts Liaison

CED – Community Economic Development
CFE – Chief Facilities Executive

CPT – College Project Team
DBB – Design-Bid-Build(er)

IFB – Instructions for Bidders
LCC – Lead Construction Counsel
NOITA – Notice of Intent to Award

NTP – Notice to Proceed
PBA – Proposed Board Action
PIF – Project Initiation Form

QA/QC – Quality Assurance/Quality Control
RDL – Regional Design Liaison

RFC/RFI – Request for Clarification/Information
RFQ – Request for Qualifications
RPL – Regional Program Liaison

SME – Subject Matter Expert
SOQ – Statement of Qualifications

2
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PMO Contracts 
procures Criteria 

Architect for 
programming & 

criteria 
development

CPT assists  
Criteria Architect,  

college, and 
BUG(s)

with program & 
criteria 

development  

Approve

If no, return 
to start of 

DB 
Process

CPT PM and PMO 
Construction initiate 

project PIF Form 
PMA-0050

PMO Contracts 
begins
RFQ 

preparation 

CPT discusses DB 
delivery method 

with college 
administration

START

PMO Executive 
Management
approves & 

facilitates DB 
delivery method 

approval at
District level

CPT PM, PMO 
Contracts, 

Construction,
CCL &  PMO 

Communications 
begin drafting 

placeholder PBA

Reject

Pa
ge

 2

PMO Contracts 
begins

RFP 
Preparation      
(may begin 

earlier in 
process)

CPT PM with CCL 
confirms PMO 
estimates are 

aligned with PMO 
Program Controls 
budget for scope

CFE approval of 
Shortlist 

Recommendation 
Memo

PMO Contracts 
issues shortlist 

notification

Acronym Key
AOR- Architect of Record (not Criteria Architect)

BAFO – Best and Final Offer
BOT – Board of Trustees

BUG – Building User Group
CCL- Construction Contracts Liaison

CED – Community Economic Development
CFE – Chief Facilities Executive

CPT – College Project Team
DB(E) – Design Build (Entity)

LCC – Lead Construction Counsel
NOITA – Notice of Intent to Award

PBA – Proposed Board Action
PIF – Project Initiation Form

QA/QC – Quality Assurance/Quality Control
RDL – Regional Design Liaison

RFC/RFI – Request for Clarification/Information
RFQ – Request for Qualifications

RFP – Request for Proposal
RPL – Regional Program Liaison

SME – Subject Matter Expert

Independent 
auditors review 

process & 
proposed award

CPT PM with CCL 
confirms PMO 
estimates are 

aligned with PMO 
Program Controls 

Budget

CPT PM with PMO 
Construction &  CCL 

prepares 
Pre-procurement 

Construction
Documents

including but not limited 
to:

Summary of Work
Supplementary 
Conditions
Reference 
Documents
Division 01 Specs
Campus Standards

PMO Contracts 
develops proposed 

Shortlist 
Recommendation 

Memo

CPT PM/Construction with 
CCL confirms 

Pre-procurement 
Construction
Documents

including but not limited 
to:

Summary of Work
Supplementary 
Conditions
Reference 
Documents
Division 01 Specs
Campus Standards

CPT PM, PMO 
Contracts, PMO 

Construction,
CCL &  PMO 

Communications 
continue drafting 

PBA

PMO submits 
District approval 
for Evaluation 

Panel  

PMO 
Contracts 

posts
RFQ to 
online 
vendor 
portal

Applicants 
submit RFCs

PMO Contracts 
works with SMEs to 

respond to RFCs
and issues 

addendum to 
respond to RFCs 

with additional 
clarifications

Applicants 
submit SOQs

PMO Contracts 
performs 

responsiveness 
check

All Responsive 
SOQs evaluated 

by Evaluation 
Panel

CFE approval of 
Evaluation Panel

Approve

PMO Contracts 
Prepares 

Evaluation Panel 
Memo based on 

RPL- + CPD-
recommended 

Evaluation Panel

PMO CED, 
Safety, Financial 
and Performance 
Evaluation Input

Program Criteria 
Architect develops 

programmatic 
criteria

PMO Contracts 
performs conflict of 

interest check

PMO Contracts 
conducts QA/QC & 

obtains LCC 
review before 
issuing RFQ

Reject

Reject Approve

PMO Contracts 
conducts QA/QC & 

obtains LCC 
review before 
issuing RFP to 
shortlisted DB 

teams

PMO Contracts 
conducts       
Pre-SOQ 

Conference and 
Job Walk 

CFE Approval of DB 
delivery method

PMO Contracts 
conducts       
Pre-bid 

Conference and 
Job Walk

Contracting Officer 
shortlist approval 

1
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End Process

PMO 
Communications 

sends PBA to BOT 
for contract 

approval

PMO Contracts 
facilitates 

procurement file 
delivery to DocView  

PMO Contracts 
facilitates final DB 

Team 
presentations

(PBA 90% 
developed at this 

point)

PMA Contracts 
issues NOITA with 

basis of award

BOT ratifies delivery 
method & approves 

contract award

Page 1

Independent 
auditors review 

process and 
proposed 

award

CFE approval of 
NOITA 

Recommendation 
Memo

NOITA triggers 5-
Day Protest Period 

PMO Contracts 
assembles Final 

Contract 
Documents 

(one contract 
per project)

PMO Contracts sends 
Contract(s) to Awarded 

DBE for signature

CFE
Signs and executes 

DBE Contract(s)

DBE signs and returns 2 original contract(s) and 
applicable supplementary documents to PMO Contracts

PMO Contracts sends 
signed Contract(s) to 

CFE for signature

PMO Contracts sends fully 
executed Contract(s) to 

DBE with copy                     
to CPT PM

PMO Contracts 
issues NTP to 

DBE

PMO Contracts 
Posts

RFP to online 
vendor portal

Shortlisted 
proposers 

submit RFCs

PMO Contracts 
works with SMEs 

to respond to 
RFCs

and issues 
addendum to 

respond to RFCs 
with additional 
clarifications

Proposers 
submit 

proposals

PMO Contracts 
performs 

responsiveness 
check

All Responsive 
Proposals 

evaluated by
Evaluation Panel

PMO Contracts 
develops proposed 

NOITA 
Recommendation 

Memo

PMO Contracts 
prepares NTP 
in collaboration 

with CPT

PMO Contracts 
manages receipt 

of required 
submittals 

(including but not 
limited to: 
Payment/

Performance Bond 
as applicable)

Optional:
PMO Contracts  

may provide 
confidential 

technical 
comments to 

teams and may 
request
BAFOs

LCC Approves
NTP

Reject Approve Reject Approve

PMO Contracts 
conducts QA/QC & 

obtains LCC 
review before 

issuing Contract(s) 
to Awarded DBE 

for signature

Contracting Officer 
Award Approval 

Optional:
PMO Contracts 

issues request for 
clarifications as 

needed

Acronym Key
AOR- Architect of Record (not Criteria Architect)

BAFO – Best and Final Offer
BOT – Board of Trustees

BUG – Building User Group
CCL- Construction Contracts Liaison

CED – Community Economic Development
CFE – Chief Facilities Executive

CPT – College Project Team
DB(E) – Design Build (Entity)

LCC – Lead Construction Counsel
NOITA – Notice of Intent to Award

NTP – Notice to Proceed
PBA – Proposed Board Action
PIF – Project Initiation Form

QA/QC – Quality Assurance/Quality Control
RDL – Regional Design Liaison

RFC/RFI – Request for Clarification/Information
RFQ – Request for Qualifications

RFP – Request for Proposal
RPL – Regional Program Liaison

SME – Subject Matter Expert

2
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PMO Contracts 
procures AOR

Either from A/E 
Bench or 

independent 
procurement (pre-

determined by 
District with PMO 

Executive 
Management)

Approve

If No, 
return to 

start of LLB 
process

CPT PM with PMO 
Construction 

initiates project 
using PIF Form 

PMA-0050

PMO Contracts 
begins
RFQ 

preparation 

CPT discusses LLB 
delivery method 

with college 
administration

START

PMO Executive 
Management
approves & 

facilitates LLB 
delivery method 

approval at
District level

CPT PM,PMO 
Contracts, 

Construction,
CCL &  

Communications 
begin drafting 

placeholder PBA

Reject

P
ag

e 
2

PMO Contracts 
begins

RFP 
Preparation      
(may begin 
earlier in 
process)

CPT PM with CCL 
confirms PMO 
estimates are 

aligned with PMO 
Program Controls 

budget

CFE approval of 
Shortlist 

Recommendation 
Memo

PMO 
Contracts 

issues 
shortlist 

notification

Acronym Key
AOR- Architect of Record (not Criteria Architect)

BAFO – Best and Final Offer
BOT – Board of Trustees

BUG – Building User Group
CCL- Construction Contracts Liaison

CFE – Chief Facilities Executive
CPT – College Project Team

LCC – Lead Construction Counsel
LLB – Lease-Lease-Back

NOITA – Notice of Intent to Award
NTP – Notice to Proceed

PBA – Proposed Board Action
PIF – Project Initiation Form

QA/QC – Quality Assurance/Quality Control
RDL – Regional Design Liaison

RFC/RFI – Request for Clarification/Information
RFQ – Request for Qualifications

RFP – Request for Proposal
SME – Subject Matter Expert

SOQ – Statement of Qualifications

Independent 
Auditors review 
scoring/shortlist

CPT PM with CCL 
confirms PMO 
Estimates are 

aligned with PMO 
Program Controls 

Budget

CPT PM with 
Construction and CCL 

prepares 
Pre-procurement 

Construction
Documents

including but not limited 
to:

Summary of Work
Supplementary 
Conditions
Reference 
Documents
Division 01 Specs
Campus Standards

PMO Contracts 
develops proposed 

Shortlist 
Recommendation 

Memo

CPT PM/Construction with 
CCL confirms 

Pre-procurement 
Construction
Documents

including but not limited 
to:

Summary of Work
Supplementary 
Conditions
Reference 
Documents
Division 01 Specs
Campus Standards

PMO Contracts, 
PMO 

Construction,
CCL & PMO 

Communications 
continue drafting 

PBA

PMO submits 
District approval 
for Evaluation 

Panel  

PMO Contracts 
posts

RFQ to online 
vendor portal

Applicants 
submit RFCs

PMO Contracts 
works with SMEs 

to respond to 
RFCs

and issues 
addendum to 

respond to RFCs 
with additional 
clarifications

Applicants 
submit SOQs

PMO Contracts 
performs 

responsiveness 
check

All Responsive 
SOQs evaluated 

by Evaluation 
Panel

CFE approval of 
Evaluation Panel

PMO Contracts 
prepares 

Evaluation Panel 
Memo based on 

RPL- +CPD-
recommended 

Evaluation Panel

PMO CED, 
Safety, Financial 
and Performance 
Evaluation Input

PMO Contracts 
performs conflict of 

interest check

PMO Contracts 
conducts QA/
QC & obtains 
LCC review 

before issuing 
RFQ

Approve ApproveReject Reject

PMO Contracts 
conducts QA/QC 
& obtains LCC 
review before 
issuing RFP to 
short listed LLB 

teams

CFE Approval of 
LLB delivery 

method

PMO Contracts 
conducts       
Pre-SOQ 

Conference and 
Job Walk (not 
mandatory for 

emergency 
work)

Contracting Officer 
Shortlist Approval 

PMO Contracts 
conducts       
Pre-bid 

Conference and 
Job Walk

1
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End Process

PMO 
Communications 

sends PBA to BOT 
for award of 
contract(s)

PMO Contracts 
facilitates 

procurement file 
delivery to DocView  

PMO Contracts 
facilitates final LLB 

Team 
presentations

(PBA 90% 
developed at this 

point)

PMA Contracts 
issues NOITA with 

basis of award

BOT ratifies delivery 
method and approves  

Contract(s)
award

Page 1

CFE approval of 
NOITA 

Recommendation 
Memo

NOITA triggers 5-
Day Protest Period 

PMO Contracts 
assembles final 

Contract 
Documents 
(for multiple 
projects, one 
contract per 

project)

PMO Contracts 
conducts QA/QC 
& obtains LCC 
review before 

issuing 
Contract(s) and 

Lease 
Agreements

PMO Contracts sends 
draft Contract(s) and 
Lease Agreements to 

Awarded LLB 
Contractor for signature

CFE
signs and executes LLB 
Contract(s) and Lease 

Agreements

LLB Contractor signs and returns 2 sets of original 
contract(s), Lease Agreements and applicable 
supplementary documents to PMO Contracts

PMO Contract sends 
signed Contract(s) and 
Lease Agreements to 

CFE for signature

PMO Contracts sends fully 
executed Contract(s) and 
Lease Agreements to LLB 

Contractor

PMO Contracts 
issues NTP 

PMO Contracts 
Posts

RFP to online 
vendor portal

Shortlisted 
Proposers 

submit RFCs

PMO Contracts 
works with SMEs 

to respond to 
RFCs

and issues 
addendum to 

respond to RFCs 
with additional 
clarifications

Proposers 
submit 

Proposals

PMO Contracts 
performs 

responsiveness 
check

All responsive 
proposals 

evaluated by
Evaluation Panel

PMO Contracts 
develops proposed 

NOITA 
Recommendation 

Memo

PMO Contracts 
drafts NTP in 
collaboration 

with CPT

PMO Contracts 
manages receipt 

of required 
submittals 

(including but not 
limited to: 
Payment/

Performance Bond 
as applicable)

Optional:
PMO Contracts  

may provide 
confidential 

technical comments 
to teams and may 

request
BAFOs

LCC Approves
NTP

Contract Documents:
Pre-Construction & 
Construction Services 
Agreement
Site Lease
Facilities Lease

Independent 
auditors review 

process and 
proposed 

award

Contracting Officer 
award approval 

Reject Approve Reject Approve

Optional:
PMO Contracts  

issues request for 
clarifications as 

needed

Acronym Key
AOR- Architect of Record (not Criteria Architect)

BAFO – Best and Final Offer
BOT – Board of Trustees

BUG – Building User Group
CCL- Construction Contracts Liaison

CFE – Chief Facilities Executive
CPT – College Project Team

LCC – Lead Construction Counsel
LLB – Lease-Lease-Back

NOITA – Notice of Intent to Award
NTP – Notice to Proceed

PBA – Proposed Board Action
PIF – Project Initiation Form

QA/QC – Quality Assurance/Quality Control
RDL – Regional Design Liaison

RFC/RFI – Request for Clarification/Information
RFQ – Request for Qualifications

RFP – Request for Proposal
SME – Subject Matter Expert

SOQ – Statement of Qualifications

2
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CPT/RPM obtains 
proposal with:

- Lists by discipline & 
product category

- Manufacturer name, 
model # & cost
- Product specs

- Special service & 
maintenance requirements

CPT/RPM finalize 
BUG’s

proposed 
furniture & 
equipment
(FF&E) list

College Administration 
signature approval

CPT/RPM 
evaluates & 

value engineers 
FF&E  list, then 
strategizes with 

CPT and 
Contracts 

Procurement 
staff regarding 

purchasing 
methodology

PMO Contracts 
selects purchasing 

methodology

New Agreement
Repetitive Purchase

New Agreement
One-time Purchase

Existing Agreement
Repetitive Purchase

Existing Agreement
One-time  Purchase

End Process

PMO 
Contracts 

selects 
purchasing 

type

PMO Contracts procurement 
staff validates CPT/RPM/

BUG list & returns for 
clarification as required

PMO Contracts procurement 
staff researches available 
Master Agreements, then 

CMAS1, WSCA2, catalogs or 
other competitive bid 

contracts

CPT/RPM obtains 
college administration 

approval signature

CPT/RPM facilitate design 
firms concept 

presentations to college 
Building User Groups 

(BUG) 

START

Building User Group 
(BUG) meets with design 

firms before proposing 
furniture & equipment to 

College Administration for 
approval

College Project Team (CPT) 
provides oversight of process & 
PMO Program Controls verifies 

budget

1xxx 

1 California Multiple Award Schedule
2 Western States Contracting Alliance

Yes

No

College Project Team (CPT) 
populates project initiation form 

PMA-0050 (PIF) for college 
projects; PMO or District 

initiates PIF for District-wide 
projects

Three-quote process for
One-time Purchase
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START

New Agreement
One-Time Purchase

New Master 
Agreement

New Agreement
Repetitive Purchase

New Catalog 
Agreement

PMO Contracts 
qualifies 

vendors & 
compiles bid

requests

PMO Contracts 
advertises & 
conducts pre-
bid conference 

call

Informal 3-quote 
bid < $87,800

Formal one-time 
bid > $87,800

CPT secures quotes in 
3-quote process; PMO 

Contracts secures quotes 
for District office & District-

wide procurements

PMO Contracts 
advertises bid

opportunity
PMO Contracts 
team analyzes 
bids & reviews 
substitutions

PMO Contracts 
awards bid

Repetitive Purchase –
PMO Contracts works 

with PMO BOT 
Communications to 

develop PBA

Other publicly bid 
contracts 

(piggyback)

PMO Contracts:

- requests vendor quotes for specified items or equivalent 
(unless BOT-approved sole-source procurement)

- works with CPT/RPM PMO & BOT Communications to create 
Proposed Board Action (PBA) for one-time purchase

- routes documents to PMO Program Controls and College 
Administration for approvals before sending PBA to BOT

PMO Contracts 
prepares
contract

PMO 
Contracts 
manages 
contract 

execution & 
archiving

END
(or CPT & 

Building User 
Group revise & 

resubmit)

Board Action 

Yes

Pu
rc

ha
se

 O
rd

er
 

Pr
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es
s

A
TT

 1
3

Relocation 
Project 

Manager 
(RPM) reviews 
substitutions & 

obtains 
approvals from 
Building User 

Group (BUG) & 
College 

Administration

No

College 
Administration

one-time purchase
approval

PMO 
Program Controls 

approval for one-time 
purchase 

Yes

Yes

No

No

PMO Contracts 
determines 

purchase type

Piggyback optional
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End Process

RPM tracks FF&E 
order & delivery, 
oversees FF&E 

setup, configuration, 
procurement 
closeout, etc. 

START

Existing Agreement
One-Time Purchase

Existing Master 
Procurement
Agreement

Existing Agreement
Repetitive Purchase

Existing Catalog 
Agreement PMO Contracts & 

Relocation Project 
Manager (RPM) obtain 
proposal(s) for specified 

and equivalent items

PMO Contracts & 
Procurement &  

RPM create non-
board PBA (one-
time purchase, 
piggybackable)

Existing California 
Multiple Award 

Schedule (CMAS)  
and Western 

States Contracting 
Alliance (WSCA) 

contracts
CPT reviews 

proposals & any 
substitutions; 

obtains approvals 
from Building 
User Group 
(BUG) and 

College 
Administration

RPM works with PMO 
Contracts  to obtain 
purchase order (PO)

PMO Contracts  issues 
PO

PMO Contracts  &  
RPM create 

Proposed Board 
Action (PBA) with 

PMO BOT 
Communications 

for repetitive 
purchases

No

Yes

No

PMO Contracts 
determines type of 

purchase

College 
Administration 

approves 
procurement

Board Approval Yes
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Start Process

College Project Team (CPT) 
Relocation Project Manager 

(RPM) initiates PBA for 
college-specific projects

PMO Contracts assigns 
purchase order number 

(PO #)

BOT 
PBA approval

(for procurement)

PMO Contracts initiates PBA 
for 40J projects

Board 
PBA

“Non-
board” 
PBA

PMO Contracts takes draft 
PBA to BOT 

Communications as 
placeholder, checks for 

accuracy & completeness; 
enters into PO log

PMO Contracts routes PBA 
for approvals from 

authorized PMO signers; 
enters into PO log

CPT/RPM/PMO 
Contracts 

(individual who 
generated PBA) 

submits the 
partially approved 

PBA to PMO 
Document Control

CPT/RPM/PMO 
Contracts 

completes a 
reallocation form 

or other corrective 
actions needed

PMO Contracts 
completes PBA 
checklist from 
SAP upload & 

QA/QC checklist

PMO Contracts e-
mails vendor with 

PO # & details

PMO Contracting Officer
approves PO

PO Contracts 
issues PO in 

electronic 
system 

PMO Document Control 
forwards reallocation form to 
PMO Finance & Accounting 

PMO Document Control 
scans PBA & supporting 
documents, organized by 

vendor

PMO Contracts pulls PBA 
from incoming documents 

folder; enters in tracking log, 
& verifies contract 

compliance

PMO Document Control 
forwards BOT PBA to 

PMO BOT 
Communications; non-Board 
PBA goes directly to PMO 

Program Controls for 
approval

End 
Process

Board 
PBA

Non-board
PBA

PMO BOT
Communications places 

BOT PBA on BOT 
agenda & obtains BOT 

approval

PMO BOT 
Communications 

forwards to 
PMO Program Controls PMO Program 

Controls approves 
PBA budget

PMO Program Controls 
notifies CPT and PMO 

Contracts

PMO Contracts notifies 
RPM of any minor issues 
on quote, PBA, or quote 

cover sheet

PMO Contracts rejects 
PMO via e-mail notification 
to RPM, PMO Document 
Control & PMO Program 

Controls

No

No

If discrepancies, PMO 
Contracts intercepts PBA 
and notifies CPT/RPM so 

PBA revision is not required; 
updates PMO Document 

Control & PO log

BOT 
PBA
Yes

If discrepancies, PMO Contracts 
intercepts PBA and notifies CPT/RPM so 

PBA revision is not required; updates 
PMO Document Control & PO log

If no discrepancies, initiator 
moves PBA forward

No

Non-
BOT
PBA
Yes

BOT
PBA
Yes

Restart process 
as appropriate

Restart process 
as appropriate

End 
Process

If any content issues...
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1.0 Purpose 

Quality is an integral part of managing risks on projects.  The LACCD Bond Program 
(hereafter referred to as the Bond Program) is implementing an ISO 9001 compliant 
Quality Management System (QMS) based upon the current AECOM ISO 9001 certified 
quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) program.   

The Bond Program Management Office (PMO) is fully committed to the management 
principles underlying the ISO 9001:2008 standard and to AECOM’s Quality 
Management System (QMS). These principles emphasize the need to understand our 
clients’ needs and preferences and to strive to meet or exceed their requirements and 
expectations. By identifying, understanding and managing interrelated processes as a 
system, the PMO and Bond Program will increase its efficiency and effectiveness in 
meeting its organizational objectives. This approach includes continuous reassessment 
and improvement of the underlying processes and promotes decision-making based on 
factual information and data.  

Historically, compliance to a quality management system can improve project financial 
results and reduce the amount of claims received.  This is attributable to: 

 Client focus 

 Consistent processes that can be measured 

 Employees being responsible for the quality of their work while identifying and 
managing risks on a daily basis 

 Planning our work, performing according to the plan, checking our work, and 
getting feedback to improve the next plan. 

2.0 Scope 

This Bond Program Quality Management System applies to the PMO and College 
Project Managers (CPM).  
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3.0 Responsibilities 

3.1 PMO Quality Manager 

The PMO Quality Manager, or delegate, is responsible for: 

 Developing this Bond Program Quality Management System and a Bond 
Program QA/QC Plan in conjunction with the AECOM QMS.  

 Maintaining control of the procedures 

 Managing the internal quality audit program 

 Managing the Quality Council meetings 

 Managing the Quality Key Performance Indicators 

3.2 PMO Internal Quality Auditor 

The designated PMO Internal Quality Auditor is responsible for: 

 Supporting the PMO Quality Manager in planning, preparing, performing and 

reporting the results of internal audits 

 Using the Program Management Information System (PMIS) to document the 
results of the audit and monitor close-out of Audit Nonconformity Reports 
(ANRs), Corrective Action Reports (CARs), and Open Deviations/Non 

Conformance Reports (NCRs) 

3.3 AECOM Director of Quality 

The AECOM Director of Quality is responsible for: 

 Providing a quality management resource to the PMO and client to address 

issues or concerns during the implementation of the Bond Program QMS 

 Supporting the set-up and integration of the Bond Program QMS with the 

AECOM IMS and Americas QMS 

3.4 CPM Quality Point of Contact 

The CPM Quality Point of Contact is responsible for: 

 Working with the CPM Director and the PMO Quality Manager to help ensure 

quality processes are followed 

 Withholding approval of an inspection or test if needed 

 Attending special training to serve in this role 
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4.0 Procedures 

The  Bond Program QA/QC Plan details how the Bond Program Quality Management 
System works collaboratively with AECOM’s Integrated Management System (IMS), of 
which the Quality Management System (QMS) is one part.  In summary, procedures are 
grouped into four tiers of documentation, with the top tier (Tier I) for AECOM policy, and 
the lowest tier (Tier IV) for LACCD college-specific forms and guidance. 

4.1 Bond Program Web-enabled Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) 

The Bond Program web-enabled Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) platform is an 
interactive tool that provides access to all of the necessary procedures and other 
documentation to the Bond Program team members in a user-friendly manner.  This 
interactive tool will be maintained in a centralized, easily accessible location.   
 
The Bond Program team members will be added to the site with specific access to the 
procedures (read only, edit, etc.) depending upon their role on the program.   
 

 

Figure 1, LACCD Bond Program Web-Enabled Standard Operating Procedures 
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Procedures will be controlled through the site to comply with the appropriate Document 
Control and Records Management procedure.  The PMO Quality Manager, or delegate, 
will regularly update and maintain control of the procedures on this site. 

4.2 Quality Council – Best Practices and Lessons Learned 

Regular meetings will be held with stakeholders (CPMs, Regional Program Liaisons, 
College Presidents, District, as available) to discuss continuous improvements to the 
procedures and processes currently being implemented at the Bond Program.   

 These meetings are intended to be a forum where experiences, best practices, 
lessons learned, and face-to-face discussions for improvement of procedures 
and/or forms can be openly discussed.   

 Brainstorming and process improvement activities during the meeting will be led 
by the PMO Quality Manager. 

 The PMO Quality Manager, or delegate, will prepare meeting minutes and 
initiate/manage improvement activities that are identified during the meetings. 

 See also section 4.6 - Team Performance and Lessons Learned Reviews 

4.3 Quality Audit Program 

The quality control aspect of the QMS is the internal Quality Audit Program.  The 
customized Bond Program quality audit program procedure is based on the AECOM 
Tier III Americas Quality Audit Program Procedure, and will be available through the 
web-enabled SOPs as a separate procedure.  Training will be provided on the quality 
audit program.  The PMO Quality Manager will:  

 Work with the CPM Quality Points of Contact to schedule internal quality audits 
at each College, 

 Post the schedule on the LACCD SharePoint site calendar,  

 Prepare audit plans for each audit,  

 Perform or manage the performance of the college audits,  

 Prepare or manage the preparation of the reports for distribution by the AECOM 
Internal Audit Manager and PMO Quality Manager,  

 Work with the CPM Quality Points of Contact and Regional Program Liaisons 
(RPLs) to manage the ANR distribution, response, and closure process within 

PMIS,  

 Work with the AECOM Internal Audit Manager to schedule audits of the PMO by 
AECOM within the AECOM internal audit schedule, and 

http://my.aecomnet.com/deployedfiles/Intranet/Geographies/North%20America/Functions/Quality/Documents/NA%20Quality%20Audit%20Program%20_Final%2004-15-11.pdf
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 Prepare or manage the preparation of the quality metrics and reports. 

Audit finding trends will also be evaluated on a regular basis.  AECOM maintains an 
automated system called the Continuous Improvement System (CIS) into which internal 
audits are entered for tracking and trending.  The Bond Program will utilize the Program 
Management Information System (PMIS) in conjunction with CIS for this purpose.  Audit 
trends will be used to determine areas that need focused improvements above and 
beyond the ANR closure. 

4.4 Key Performance Indicators – Quality 

There are three key performance indicators (KPIs) for quality directly related to 
performance on conformance with the QA/QC Plan, as further detailed in the QA/QC 
Plan.  They are timeliness of Audit Nonconformity Report (ANR) closure, timeliness of 
Corrective Action Report (CAR) closure, and the overall College compliance to the 
management system identified through the internal quality audits.  These KPIs are a 
part of the Bond Program KPIs established to measure the performance of each of the 
college CPMs and the PMO management.  Detailed procedures for how to respond to 
ANRs, CARs, and Open Deviations/Nonconformance Reports (NCRs) in PMIS will be 
developed and training provided.  Reference the attached Internal Quality Audit, Audit 
Nonconformity Report, and Corrective Action Report workflows. 
 
ANRs are issued to document non-compliance with established procedures, as 
identified during internal quality audits.  ANR timeliness means the responsible party 
(person with non-compliance action) must provide a reply to the ANR (what they are 
going to do to fix) within 30 days of notification of the ANR, and then must perform and 
document the “fix” within 90 days, for a Level II (minor) ANR.  Level I (major) ANRs 
follow a similar but accelerated schedule – the plan to fix the finding is needed within 15 
days after notification, and evidence that the fix has been implemented must be 
uploaded within 60 days after notification.  
 

 

Figure 2, ANR Timeliness (based on Level II ANR) – ANR KPI 

 
Corrective Action Reports, issued to document non-compliances from client concerns, 
internal employee concerns, and/or external audit findings to identify the corrective and 
preventive actions, follow the same process as ANRs.  CAR timeliness means the 
responsible party (person with non-compliance action) must provide a reply to the CAR 

Audit Finding Score based on weighted average of days open,

range adjusted from previous score.

Icon Days Score

≥ 105 Days ≤ .75

91 - 104 Days .90 - .75

≤ 90 Days ≥ .90
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(what they are going to do to fix) within 30 days of notification of the CAR, and then 
must perform and document the “fix” within 90 days, for a Level II (minor) CAR.  Level I 
(major) CARs follow a similar but accelerated schedule – the plan to fix the finding is 
needed within 15 days after notification, and evidence that the fix has been 
implemented must be uploaded within 60 days after notification.  
 
QMS (College) compliance is measured by the overall audit score from the Quality 
Audits.  Audits will consider three attributes:  

 CPM, RPL, and PMO management commitment to the quality management 
system, to include training of staff, 

 Compliance to the quality management system procedures (Bond Program 
SOPs) including quality, design, and construction procedures, and 

 Risk management compliance for risk register and mitigation action maintenance 
and Subs management. 

 

 

Figure 3, Overall Audit Score – QMS Compliance KPI 

4.5 Client Satisfaction 

Client satisfaction involves continuous communication and discussions/surveys with our 
client(s) and the users in accordance with the AECOM Tier II procedure – Collecting 
and Monitoring Client Feedback.   

 A standard survey questionnaire (questions found in the above procedure) will be 
distributed on a regular basis to our client(s) and select user groups. 

 Face-to-face meetings will also be scheduled with our client and select user 
groups to inquire as to the satisfaction of our services being provided.   

 The results of these surveys, discussions, and metrics will be presented on an 
annual basis.   

 Throughout the process, any actions necessary to correct issues will be 
addressed through a Corrective Action Report (CAR) being entered into the 
PMIS by the PMO Quality Manager, or delegate. 

Overall Audit Score developed from our onsite internal audits and

interviews on the topics of Management Commitment, Adherence

to QMS System and adherence to risk management tools.

Icon Score

≤ .75

.90 - .75

≥ .90

http://sharepoint.aecomnet.com/sites/pds/Shared%20Documents/4%20Closure/4%20Client/Tier%202/Collecting_and_Monitoring_Client_Feedback_Procedure.pdf
http://sharepoint.aecomnet.com/sites/pds/Shared%20Documents/4%20Closure/4%20Client/Tier%202/Collecting_and_Monitoring_Client_Feedback_Procedure.pdf
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4.6 Team Performance and Lessons Learned Reviews 

 Performance and lessons learned reviews will be conducted as needed.. This 
review process may be combined with other project review activities. 

 The PMO and CPM shall meet with the project team during the project closure 
phase to conduct a team performance and lessons learned review as part of our 
continuous improvement process.  Unless the project size, complexity or client 
demands more, this should be kept to a simple process. 

 All major comments collected during the Project Team Performance and Lessons 
Learned review shall be compiled, results assessed, and any action items 
assigned and distributed as appropriate. The PMO and CPM leadership shall 
share lessons learned and provide information back to the team and discipline 
groups. 

 The PMO shall record lessons learned in accordance with the AECOM process 
and provide feedback in a project performance record. 

4.7 Client Reporting – Quality 

The LACCD contract deliverables consists of the QA/QC Plan, Quality Training Plan, 
and regular reports for: 

 Quality Program performance report 

 Quality Council report 

 Audit status report 

 Correction action summary report 

 Subs rating report 

4.8 Training 

Per ISO 9001, the PMO must be qualified, receive appropriate training for their job 
responsibilities, and receive regular performance assessments to confirm that their 
qualifications and training are effective.  The PMO will maintain a training matrix based 
on function, and training will be documented through online systems or sign-in sheets 
for on-site meetings.  Methodology for and list of training to be provided is documented 
in the Quality Training Plan, along with a schedule for implementation.  Training will be 
provided for quality activities and for other areas within the PMO.  Training may occur 
through in person workshops or through online tools with quiz functionality such as 
Brainshark for just-in-time training. 
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5.0 Terms and Definitions 

Quality Assurance – Refers to the systematic activities implemented in a quality 
system so that quality requirements for a product or service will be fulfilled. 

Quality Control – The inspection, analysis and other relevant actions taken to provide 
control over what is being done, manufactured or fabricated so that a desirable level 
of quality is achieved and maintained. For the Bond Program, Quality Control applies 
to the hands-on management actions of the PMO, Regional Program Liaisons and 

the CPMs pursuant to the QA/QC Plan, including internal quality audits. 

Quality Audits – The inspection/confirmation that the PMO is complying/implementing 

the IMS procedures. 

Quality Council – Regular meetings with key stakeholders to discuss/brainstorm 
methods to improve consistency across the District based on best practices currently 

being performed at the colleges. 

Quality Management System (QMS) – AECOM and the PMO approach quality 
management in alignment with the BS EN ISO 9001:2008 International Standard. 
The leadership team is fully committed to the management principles underlying the 
ISO 9001:2008 standard and to creating and maintaining an Bond Program QA/QC 
Plan (QMS). These principles emphasize the need to understand our clients’ needs 
and preferences and to strive to meet or exceed their requirements and 
expectations. To accomplish this goal, the Bond Program Program Director and 
Deputy Director provide leadership that engages the entire PMO in the quality 
processes. By identifying, understanding and managing interrelated processes as a 
system, the PMO increases its efficiency and effectiveness in meeting its 
organizational objectives. This approach includes continuous reassessment and 
improvement of the underlying processes and promotes decision-making based on 
factual information and data. Through consistent application of this QMS, the PMO’s 
opportunity to create mutually beneficial values is enhanced, which then enhances 
our clients’ ability to create value for their end users. 

Audit Nonconformity Report (ANR) — Report to document a non-compliance 
discovered during a PMO internal quality audit (audit finding), along with corrective 
and preventive actions to be performed to correct and prevent the non-compliance 
from occurring again. 

Corrective Action Report (CAR) — Report that documents non-compliances from 
client concerns, internal employee concerns, and/or external audit findings to identify 

the corrective and preventive actions. 
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6.0 Approvals 

Prepared By: 

                         Functional Lead – Kathleen Copus 

Date: 

Reviewed By: 

                        Quality Manager – Kathleen Copus 

Date: 

Approved By: 

                        Program Director – Terri Mestas 

Date: 

 

7.0 Revision History 

This page is a record of all revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the 
procedure is changed, the nature of this change is noted under the description and/or 
by revision lines in the procedure. 

Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are welcome, and should 
be emailed to procedures-comments@build-laccd.org.  You must include the following 
in the body of your email: 

 Your Name/Firm/Contact Telephone Number 

 SOP Volume 

 Section Name and Number 

 Sub-section 

 Description of Concern/Comment 

 Reason/Suggested Resolution 
  
Procedure revision requests will be reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis.  

 

 

Revision 
Effective 

Date 

Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of 

Revision 

(Editorial/ 

Technical) 

Update 

Required 

Reading? 

0 10-15-2013 All Original Issue Initial Issue Yes 

      

      

https://mail.pacificaservices.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=995937f9c70049bc9e6b7084400ead87&URL=mailto%3aprocedures-comments%40build-laccd.org
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8.0 Records 

 Training records 

 KPI reports 

 Corrective Action Reports 

 Audit Nonconformity Reports 

9.0 Attachments 

Attachment 

Number 
Title 

Attachment 

Identifier 

None   

   

 



Bond Program:  Internal Quality Audit:  This is a checking process to confirm that the LACCD Bond Program team members (PMO & CPMs) are complying with the Bond Program policies and procedures.    
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Develop Audit 
schedule and post 

on LACCD 
SharePoint Site 

Agree to 
timing of 

audit

Prepare and distribute audit 
plan and notification email – 
request audit # from AECOM 

Internal Audit Manager

Provide Audit 
Number  to PMO 
Quality Manager

Prepare agenda, 
sign-in sheet, 

facilitate meeting

Participate 
in meeting

Participate 
in meeting

Participate 
in meeting

Participate 
in meeting

Interview team 
members using 
checklist. Enter 
results in audit 

checklist

Determine findings 
based on interview 

discussions – 
present in meeting

Prepare audit report and 
issue ANRs in PMIS

LACCD PMIS 
respond to findings, 
perform corrective 
actions, document 

on PMIS

Follow-up 
with CPMs 
to ensure 
corrective 

actions

Review ANR responses and 
evidence of corrective 

actions for closure. 
Recommend close to 
AECOM Internal Audit 

Manager

Review audit 
report, as 
required

Review audit report and 
issue, as required



Bond Program:  Audit Nonconformity Reports:  This process is for addressing audit findings from internal quality audits   
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action plan

Review corrective 
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ensure 
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necessary develop action 
to prevent reoccurrence 

and submit in PMIS

Review objective 
evidence

Close ANR in PMIS

Reject/request
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Approve

Reject/request 
additional information

Approve



Bond Program:  Corrective Action Reports:  This process is for identifying, addressing and closing corrective action reports (CARs).    
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1.0 Purpose and Scope 

This section of the Los Angeles Community College District Bond Program Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOP) defines the requirements for the Risk Management 
Process for the LACCD Bond Program (hereafter referred to as BuildLACCD). 

The objective of the Los Angeles Community College District (LACCD), Risk 
Management Program (RMP) is to implement a proactive, systematic and disciplined 
process to manage risks throughout the LACCD Bond Program’s life cycle to ensure 
achievement of the District’s Program objectives. The RMP applies to the District, the 
Program Management Office (PMO), and the College Project Teams (CPT) and is 
managed by the PMO Risk Management Team (RMT). 
The application of this comprehensive RMP provides for the identification and 
measurement of risk, as well as ongoing development and management of risk 
mitigation strategies to minimize the loss of delivered value to the LACCD stakeholders. 
Specifically, the components of the RMP are as follows: 
  

 Identification - The comprehensive and continuous identification of Project 
and Program level risks that might impact the achievement of the Project 
and/or Program objectives.  

 Assessment  - The accurate assessment of the likelihood that the identified 
risks will happen, as well as the potential cost and schedule impacts of the 
identified risks if applicable (Qualitative Analysis). 

 Management - The formulation of appropriate risk mitigation measures for 
the identified risks and the assignment of due dates and owners for each 
measure. 

 Review - The review of the accuracy of the risk assessment and 
effectiveness of the mitigation measure. 

 The prioritization of the risk response. 

 Quantifying specific and appropriate cost and time impacts of each identified 
risk (Quantitative Analysis). 

The methods and mechanisms employed for the Bond Program RMP are derived from 
both risk management best practice and LACCD-specific requirements. To ensure 
accuracy, the RMT collaborates with the District, College Project Teams (CPTs) and the 
PMO to identify, analyze, mitigate, and closely monitor risk across the Bond Program. 
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2.0 Acronyms, Terms and Definitions 

2.1 Acronyms 

 
Acronyms are explained with their first use in this document. For a complete list of Bond 
Program acronyms and terms, refer to the Supplemental Procedure for Bond Program 
Titles, Terms and Acronyms posted at http://pmo.build-laccd.org. 
 

2.2 Terms and Definitions 

 

Risk - the potential occurrence of an event or condition, which, if it occurs, will 
negatively (threat) or positively (opportunity) impact the Program’s objectives. 
A risk consists of: 

 An event or condition that may or may not occur 
 A probability of the event occurring that is less than 100% and greater than 

0% 
 An impact if the event occurs, assessed in terms of its potential impact on 

specific project or program objectives, e.g. cost, quality and schedule 
 
Risk Identification Workshop – periodic collaborative risk identification work 
sessions facilitated by the RMT to ensure all risk registers adequately reflect the 
risk(s) within a particular department (PMO) or project (College). 
Risk Cost Model Workshop – bi-annual quantitative analysis sessions with the 
CPTs (at the college and project-level) and PMO Department Leads (at the Program-
level) to identify, analyze, and mitigate potential risk(s) at the college and project 
level. 
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3.0     Responsibilities 

3.1 PMO Risk Manager 

The PMO Risk Manager: 
 

 Provides a clear Risk Management Program and process to the District, PMO 
team, applicable college staff, and CPTs 

 Trains District personnel, PMO staff, applicable college staff and committees, 
and CPTs on the required risk management process and procedures 

 Oversees development and maintenance of Program and college risk registers 
 Oversees the ongoing development and maintenance of the SharePoint Risk 

Register platform 
 Manages bi-annual quantitative analysis sessions with the CPTs to identify, 

analyze, and mitigate potential risk(s) at the college and project-level 
 Manages bi-annual quantitative analysis sessions with the PMO team to identify, 

analyze, and mitigate potential risk(s) as it relates to the Program department 
level and Program-wide risks 

 Coordinates with PMO Design, Construction, Closeout, and Program Controls, 
as well as other PMO departments which may be impacted by college (project) 
level risks and risk exposure 

 Leads and manages the PMO Risk Analyst to prepare quantitative analysis and 
reports 

 Reports to the District, PMO, CPTs, and applicable college staff and committees 
on status of RMP, including monthly risk status reporting and semi-annual risk 
cost model briefings 

3.2 PMO Risk Analyst 

The PMO Risk Analyst:  

 Executes quantitative analysis for all risk registers developed by the PMO and 
CPTs 

 Assists in the production of reports required to support and inform the District, 
PMO, colleges, and CPTs of the outstanding Bond Program risks, probability of 
those risks, and contingencies necessary to plan for those risks 

3.3 CPDs and CPTs 

The College Project Director (CPD) at each college is responsible for overseeing the 
ongoing development and management of their respective college’s risk register.  
College Project Team (CPT) Project Managers are required to update their respective 
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project registers on a monthly basis and use the risk register as a daily management 
tool.  

During bi-annual quantitative analysis workshops, the CPD and his/her Project 
Managers are required to attend every session and provide the necessary data to 
inform the quantitative analysis/risk modeling effort performed by the Risk Management 
Team. 

3.4 PMO Department Leads 

Each PMO Department Lead is responsible for overseeing the ongoing development 
and management of their respective department risk register and/or to support the 
Program-wide risk register. The Department Leads are required to update their 
department registers on a monthly basis and use the risk register as a daily 
management tool.  

During the bi-annual quantitative analysis workshops, the Department Lead and his/her 
staff (as applicable) are required to attend every session and provide the necessary 
data required for the quantitative analysis/risk modeling effort performed by the Risk 
Management Team. 

3.5 Regional Program Liaisons (RPLs) 

 
The RPLs are responsible for supporting the CPD and CPTs at each college in the 
ongoing development of their assigned college’s risk registers. 
 
During the bi-annual quantitative analysis workshops, the RPLs are required to attend 
every session and to support the CPTs in developing the necessary data required for 
the quantitative analysis/risk modeling effort performed by the Risk Management Team. 
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4.0  Data Collection, Tracking, and Reporting Systems 

4.1 The Risk Register 

The Risk Register is the primary tool used to record, analyze, evaluate and report risk 
data to appropriate stakeholders. The RMT has implemented a centralized system for 
all risk owners (CPDs, CPTs, and PMO Department Leads) to manage their respective 
risk registers. 
All risk registers are maintained on the Program’s secured SharePoint site and are 
accessible to all risk register users by using their SharePoint username and password 
credentials assigned by the PMO IT Department.  Access levels for each user are 
managed by the RMT, to ensure security and confidentiality of all registers is 
maintained at all times. 

4.2  Risk Report Module 

The SharePoint system allows for comprehensive reporting and produces tailored 
reports for various stakeholders. Each college and PMO Department Lead user has 
access to the SharePoint Risk Report Module, which contains various standard reports 
available for their use. Report types available to CPDs, CPTs, and PMO Department 
Leads include: 

 Risk Status Report 
 Risk Register Summary Report 
 Program Risk Register Tracking Report 
 Campus Risk Register Tracking Report 

4.3 Risk Tracking & Trending 

The SharePoint system, with the use of the Program’s Data Warehouse, enables the 
Risk Management Program to track and trend various factors and show changes in one 
or more variables over time. These trending reports directly inform the Risk KPI and 
allow the PMO Risk Manager to uncover risk commonalities (or anomalies) across the 
Program.  
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5.0 Risk Management Process 

The PMO and CPTs are required to adhere to the risk management process.  The 
Bond Program’s risk management process is based on industry standard best practice 
and consists of the identification, assessment, management and review of Bond 
Program and project level risks.  
 
 

 

 
 

5.1 Risk Identification 

 
The purpose of Risk Identification is to search for and to locate sources of risk 
exposure, termed ‘risk events,’ before they are realized.  Risks should be identified 
using the established Risk Breakdown Structure (RBS), below, to ensure all project 
phase risks are captured and monitored.  
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5.1.1 BuildLACCD Risk Breakdown Structure 

 
No. Risk Category 
1 Management Structure  (i.e. adequate experience, number of personnel) 
2 Political / Perception  (i.e. college stakeholders, administration, community, District, PMO) 
3 Funding 
4 Planning  (i.e. CEQA, permitting, project approvals) 
5 Design (i.e. approvals, scope changes, E&Os) 
6 Procurement (i.e. delivery method, market conditions, procurement schedule, BOT approval) 
7 Construction (i.e. differing site conditions, approvals, inspections, scope changes, utilities, 

pedestrian/vehicle traffic, E&Os, work restrictions, change order processing, RFI’s)
8 Safety 
9 Closeout / Warranty / Archiving 

 
 
On an as-needed basis, and per the direction of the PMO Risk Manager, risk 
identification workshops are facilitated by the RMT to ensure all risk registers 
adequately reflect the risk(s) within a particular project (College) or department (PMO). 
 
Risks are identified and input by the responsible party into the respective risk register 
housed on the Program’s SharePoint site (http://pmo.build-laccd.org). See Section 5.0 
Data Collection, Tracking, and Reporting Systems, for detailed information on access, 
use, and reporting capabilities of the Risk Register SharePoint site.  
 
Basic risk identification components within the risk register include: 

 Contract Number 
 Sub-Project Number  
 Risk Description & Consequence (required) 
 Risk Category (RBS) (required) 
 Risk Likelihood, Cost Impact and Schedule Impact 
 Risk Level (Red, Orange, Yellow, Green) 
 Risk Owner (required) 
 Risk Status (Open, Closed) 
 Risk Comments (Notes Field) 

 
Risk “Raised Date” and “Risk Identifier” components are automatically generated by the 
Risk Register SharePoint system. 

5.1.2 Assessment (Qualitative Analysis) 

In addition to containing the basic components of a risk, each risk must be assessed or 
qualitatively analyzed.  Risk assessment allows risk owners to prioritize the response to 
identified risks by estimating the:  
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( 1 )  Probability of occurrence (likelihood)  
( 2 )  Associated cost impact of the risk event, if relevant 
( 3 )  Associated schedule impact of the risk event, if relevant 

To ensure consistent valuations across the Program, the use of the standardized 
matrices shown below is required by all risk owners. 
 
(1) Probability of Occurrence Matrix 

Risk owners are required to determine the likelihood of a particular risk occurring using a 
range of Very High (almost certain) to Very Low (extremely unlikely). 

Description Probability Description 
Very High > 75% Almost certain to occur 

High 51% – 75% More likely to occur than not
Medium 26% - 50% Fairly likely to occur 

Low 6% - 25% Unlikely to occur 
Very Low 0% - 5% Extremely unlikely  

 
(2) Cost Impact Matrices 

Risk owners are required to determine the cost impact of a particular risk occurring, 
when applicable, using a range of Very High to Very Low. The cost impacts are, in most 
cases, associated with the hard construction costs or additional professional services 
fees associated with the risk.  
Cost impact matrices for each college are developed and maintained by the RMT. The 
matrices are exclusive to each college and are based on the remaining project budgets 
of each remaining project. CPDs and CPTs are required to use their respective cost 
matrices in determining the qualitative valuation of their risk’s cost impact. 
An example of a college cost impact matrix: 
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COST RANGE 

DESCRIPTION OF EFFECT OF EVENT SCALE (IN THOUSANDS) 

Min Max 

Very High $1,300  $2,500  
Critical impact on the achievement of objectives and overall 
performance. Huge impact on costs and/or reputation. Very 
difficult and possible long time frame to recover. 

5 

High $650  $1,300  
Major impact on costs, objectives. Serious impact on output 
and/or quality and reputation. Medium to long-term effect 
and expensive to recover. 

4 

Medium $325  $650  
Reduces viability, significant waste of time and resources 
and impact on operational efficiency, output, and quality. 
Medium term effect, which may be expensive to recover. 

3 

Low $150  $325  Minor loss, delay, inconvenience or interruption. Short to 
medium term effect. 2 

Very Low $0 $150  Minimal loss, delay, inconvenience or interruption. Can be 
easily and quickly remedied. 1 
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The RMT also maintains a cost impact matrix for Program level risks as developed by 
the RMT. Each PMO Department Lead is required to use their respective Program cost 
matrix in determining the qualitative valuation of the risk’s cost impact. 
 
(3) Schedule Impact Matrices 

Risk owners are required to determine the schedule impact of a particular risk occurring, 
when applicable, using a range of Very High to Very Low. The schedule impact is, in 
most cases, associated with the day(s) of delay, associated with the risk inclusive of 
liquidated damages (LDs). 
Schedule impact matrices for each college are developed and maintained by the RMT. 
Schedule matrices are exclusive to each college and are based on the remaining 
project schedules of each remaining project. CPDs and CPTs are required to use their 
respective schedule matrices in determining the qualitative valuation of the risk’s 
schedule impact. 
An example of a college schedule impact matrix: 
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CONSEQUENCE 

SCHEDULE RANGE 

DESCRIPTION OF EFFECT OF EVENT SCALE (IN DAYS) 

Min Max 

Very High 84 126 
Critical impact on the achievement of objectives and overall 
performance. Huge impact on costs and/or reputation. Very 
difficult and possible long time frame to recover. 

5 

High 56 84 
Major impact on costs, objectives. Serious impact on output 
and/or quality and reputation. Medium to long-term effect 
and expensive to recover. 

4 

Medium 28 56 
Reduces viability, significant waste of time and resources 
and impact on operational efficiency, output, and quality. 
Medium term effect, which may be expensive to recover. 

3 

Low 7 28 
Minor loss, delay, inconvenience or interruption. Short to 
medium term effect. 2 

Very Low 0 7 
Minimal loss, delay, inconvenience or interruption. Can be 
easily and quickly remedied. 1 

In addition, one schedule impact matrix for the Program level risks was developed and 
is maintained by the PMO Risk Manager. Each PMO Department Lead is required to 
use this schedule matrix in determining the qualitative valuation of the risk’s schedule 
impact. 
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5.1.3 Risk Rating 

Cost and schedule [qualitative] valuations are input into the SharePoint Risk Register 
and an overall risk rating is calculated using a Heat Map concept (see graphic below). 
Qualitative analysis is utilized to define the risk’s status (i.e. red, orange, yellow, green) 
and allows for risk prioritization. 
By assigning the likelihood and consequence values (VL, L, M, H, VH), the result 
obtained from these values determines the risk’s expected value (“EV”). Each risk’s EV 
will fit into one of the 25 cells on the heat map shown below. Risks in the red zone have 
the most impact and critical mitigation measure(s) should be top priority. The objective 
is to move risks from red to green or to close them altogether. 
The risk rating provides for a means of ranking risks in descending order of severity on 
each register.  This rating also provides the means through which prioritization of 
mitigating risks can be established, as well as reporting and escalating risks from 
college (project) to Program level.  
 
Risk Rating Heat Map 

 
 
 

 

 

5.1.4 Risk Mitigation Development                                 

Once all risk components, likelihood, and impact values are assigned, the SharePoint 
Risk Register requires risk owners to develop risk mitigation measures and associated 
due dates for each risk identified.  
The objective of risk mitigation is to minimize the impact of risk to the Bond Program 
through identifying appropriate mitigation measures.   Appropriateness is defined both 
by the effectiveness of the response and the cost of implementation.  Effectiveness is 
the degree to which the implementation of the response will reduce the rating of the risk 
as measured by the Risk Rating (i.e. Heat Map).  In general, the cost of implementing a 
response to a specific risk will be less than the Expected Monetary Value (EMV) of the 
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risk. The EMV is calculated by multiplying the most likely cost impact of a risk event by 
its probability of occurrence. 
Ongoing management of each risk’s mitigation measures is required by the CPDs, 
CPTs, and PMO Department Leads. See Section 4.3, Risk Management & Review for 
more detail. 

5.2 Risk Assessment 

 
Risk assessment is used to reach consensus on the likelihood a risk will happen, and if 
it does, the consequence (impact) of that risk. Impacts are normally cost and/or 
schedule related.  They can however, also be related to quality, functionality, political, 
and/or perception factors. The PMO Risk Manager oversees risk assessment, the 
quantitative risk analysis, and works directly with the Risk Analyst, who is responsible 
for using the quantitative data to run risk models. The objective is to quantify adequate 
cost and time risk impacts on the Program in order to meet project time and cost 
objectives.   
The PMO Risk Manager facilitates risk cost and schedule workshops with the CPDs, 
CPTs, and PMO Department Leads on a bi-annual basis. The outputs derived from this 
analysis process are estimates of the probability of occurrence and the time and cost 
impacts of the risk events as identified, using the qualitative values as a basis. CPDs, 
CPTs, and PMO Department Leads use the established cost and schedule matrices 
developed as a guide in determining the estimated range of values (high, mid, and low 
value) for each risk.   
These estimates are then loaded into Qualitative Risk Analysis (“QRA”) models by the 
Risk Analyst and defined in cost and time impact simulation software packages which 
calculate a range of possible impacts.  These possible outcomes are then graphically 
depicted as time and cost impact distributions for District, PMO, CPD, and college-level 
review. 
Due to the forward-looking nature of the risk process, estimates of probability and 
impact have a certain degree of uncertainty.  This uncertainty is included in the 
estimates of impact by providing a spread of potential impacts, normally described by 
estimating the minimum, most likely, and maximum impacts.  This information is 
captured in the standard risk register against each risk event.   

5.2.1 Contingency Analysis 

Qualitative Risk Analysis is also the means through which the PMO Risk Manager 
informs the appropriate level of contingency for a project.  Due to the nature of the 
LACCD Bond Program, all project contingencies have been established based on 
industry standard best practice (reference Budget & Cost Management PM 5.0 SOP). 
QRA results inform whether or not a project has the appropriate level of contingency 
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based on the risks identified. The PMO Risk Manager works closely with the CPD, RPL, 
PMO Program Controls, and Program Executive Management on a bi-annual basis to 
review all Program and project-level contingencies against the risk model results. 

5.3 Risk Management & Review 

The risk management and review steps are a key component in demonstrating how risk 
management is a continuous and cyclical process. The success of the Risk 
Management Program is dependent upon the CPDs, CPTs, and PMO Department 
Leads’ effective: 

 Implementation of identified risk mitigation measures, 
 Identification of additional mitigation measures, 
 Continued review and adjustment (as needed) of the qualitative risk valuations, 
 Closure of risks that have been mitigated (or come to fruition), and  
 Identification of new risks throughout the Program’s and each project’s lifecycle  

Periodic reviews and updates (quarterly at a minimum) at the Program and college level 
must take place to verify that each risk register represents reality and is used as an 
active management tool to mitigate risks and encourage opportunities.  Monthly risk 
register reviews by the RMT and the PMO Risk Manager directly inform monthly risk 
KPIs.  

5.3.1 Risk Tolerance & Strategy 

Risk cannot be completely managed out of the Bond Program.  The management 
actions required to mitigate some risks may be more costly than the impact of those 
risks to the Bond Program (should the risks be realized). In such circumstances, the 
Program staff must make an assessment of whether or not the risks can be tolerated 
and (or) accepted.  The amount of risk LACCD is prepared to accept is set by a number 
of factors such as the culture within LACCD and the Bond Program, the objectives, the 
budget, the schedule, the experience of staff, and/or other external factors such as 
political or economic requirements. This is usually described as the “Risk Appetite” and 
is expressed in the risk process by establishing a tolerance level.  
At the Program level, the risk tolerance is used to determine the management actions 
and the ownership levels for risk.  The table below illustrates standard tolerance levels 
and corresponding management actions. 

Risk Rating Description Action Required 

Red Very severe and intolerable Must eliminate or transfer risk 

Orange Severe and highly undesirable Attempt to manage, avoid or transfer risk 

Yellow Material Retain and manage risk 

Green Manageable and negligible Must actively manage 
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6.0  Records  

The SharePoint Risk Register system serves as the main source of auditable records 
for all risk register data.  Key records maintained include: 

 Risk Registers (CPT and Program) 

 Risk KPI Reports 

 

7.0  Attachments 

Number Document Title 
Version / Revision 

Date 

 None  

 

8.0 Revision History 

This section records revisions to this implementing procedure. Each time the procedure 
is changed, the nature of the change is noted under the description, including cases 
where extensive revisions occur throughout the document. In cases where changes are 
less extensive, revision lines (“change bars”) may be added to identify places where 
changes are made. Previously published versions of SOPs are available for reference 
only at http://pmo.build-laccd.org (see links at right side of page). 
 
Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are encouraged and may 
be sent via a change request form located on the SOP SharePoint site. See the link 
entitled “Comments on the SOPs, Click Here” on the right side of the SOPs site to 
access the form. 

Procedure revision requests are reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis. 
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1.0 Purpose 

This section of the LACCD Bond Program Standard Operating Procedures will define 
the requirements for: 

 Facilities Master Planning (College President’s responsible) 

 Environmental Impact Reports (EIRs) 

 EIR Mitigation and Monitoring and Regulatory Compliance  

 Amendments to Facilities Master Plans and Subsequent EIRs 

 Local Permitting Requirements  

2.0 Scope 

This LACCD Facilities Master Planning, Environmental Impact Reports, Mitigation and 
Monitoring and Regulatory Compliance, Amendments to Facilities Masters Plans and 
Subsequent Environmental Impact Review, and Zoning Approval and Local Permitting 
Requirements apply to the College Presidents, College Project Managers (CPMs) and 
LACCD Program Management Office.   

3.0 Responsibilities 

3.1 College President 

The College President  

- provide information and direction to the College Project Manager (CPM),  

- oversee that the Facilities Master Plans are revised as necessary, in an accurate 
and timely manner,  

- makes request to the LACCD Chief Facilities Executive (CFE) to schedule the 
presentations for the Board meetings, make a presentation regarding the master 
plan and draft EIR to the Facilities Master Planning and Oversight Committee 
(FMP&OC), as well as hold the public hearing before the Board regarding the 
EIR, make a presentation to the Board to follow up on the public hearing/Board 
comments, and ensures compliance with long term College operational mitigation 
measures. 
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3.2 College Project Managers (CPMs) 

The CPMs are responsible to:  

 Procure the applicable Master Plan Consultant and CEQA Consultant to prepare 

the Campus Facilities Master Plan, EIR and the subsequent updates.  

 Supervising the Facilities Master Plan development and CEQA Consultants; 

 Ensure the Campus Facilities Master Plan, EIR and updates are reviewed by 
CEQA Counsel who will prepare resolutions, findings and determinations as 

needed. 

 Ensure that individual projects implemented under the Bond Program proceed 

only if they are 

o Consistent with the adopted Facilities Master Plan, and 

o Covered by a certified EIR and/or other appropriate environmental 
documentation;  

 Implement all mitigation measures related to the College Bond program; and 

 Ensuring sufficient budget to cover the cost of all mitigation measures. 

The CEQA Consultant and the CPM share joint responsibility for monitoring the 

progress of the EIR process and using reasonable efforts to meet the schedule. 

3.3 Program Management Office (PMO) 

The PMO is responsible to: 

 Coordinate the building program at the District level and is responsible for the 
contract processing and District-wide reporting. 

 Review and approve all master plan changes regarding space utilization ratio, 

project budget and project schedule.   

3.4 Master Plan Consultant 

The Master Plan Consultant prepares the Facilities Master Plan for the college in 
response to the college educational master plan. 

3.5 CEQA Consultant 

The CEQA Consultant prepares the EIR, related notices and documentation, provided 
support as necessary throughout the CEQA review process including make a 
presentation regarding the master plan and draft EIR to the Facilities Master Planning 
and Oversight Committee (FMP&OC), as well as hold the public hearing before the 
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FMP&OC regarding the EIR, and make a presentation to the Board to follow up on the 
public hearing/Board comments. 

3.6 CEQA Counsel 

The CEQA Counsel is assigned and supervised by Chief Facilities Executive; reviews 
EIR and notices; prepares resolutions and findings, and provides additional support as 
needed. 

3.7 Lead Agency 

The “lead agency” for the project will be the Los Angeles Community College District. 
The District’s Board of Trustees will decide on certification of the EIR and will adopt 

findings, mitigation measures and/or project alternatives as appropriate. 

4.0 Procedure 

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (California Public Resources Code 
sections 21000, et seq.) governs the EIR process. In addition, the District has passed 
Administrative Regulation B-24, CEQA Guidelines for Facilities Master Plans/EIRs see 
the attachment 2, and the attached LACCD Requirements for CCC Capital Outlay & 
CEQA Processes Flowchart.  

4.1 Facilities Master Plan 

For each of the nine colleges, Facilities Master Plans have been prepared, presented to 
and approved by the Board of Trustees concurrently with certification of the EIRs. As a 
result of revisions to some of the Colleges’ Educational Master Plans, the Facilities 
Master Plans have been revised, presented to, and approved by the Board of Trustees 
concurrently with certification of subsequent EIRs. 

In addition to the portion of the Facilities Master Plans that describe near-term 
development anticipated in the next several years, some of the colleges elected to 
include a long-range “vision” component examining concepts for additional development 
in subsequent phases of the college build-out. The long-range “vision” component is for 
study purposes only. Unless and until these long-term concept plans are analyzed in an 
EIR and adopted by the Board of Trustees of the District, they may not be implemented. 

A revised Facilities Master Plan must be prepared for any proposed college’s projects 
and development, rehabilitation and reconfiguration of college facilities not contained in 

the adopted Facilities Master Plan in accordance with Section 4.4 Amendments to 
Facilities Master Plans; Subsequent Environmental Impact Review below. 
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4.2 Environmental Impact Reports  

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (California Public Resources Code 
sections 21000, et seq.) requires that a complete environmental assessment be 
performed on all major projects. As stated above, separate EIRs and in some cases 
Subsequent EIRs have been certified by the Board of Trustees for each of the nine 

District colleges.  

Revisions to the EIR, in accordance with CEQA, must be prepared for any proposed 
college’s projects and development, rehabilitation and reconfiguration of college 
facilities not contained in the adopted Facilities Master Plan and certified EIR in 
accordance with Section 4.4 Amendments to Facilities Master Plans; Subsequent 
Environmental Impact Review below.  

4.3 Mitigation Monitoring and Compliance with 
Environmental Regulations 

Project implementation of mitigation monitoring and compliance with environmental 
regulations is conducted in accordance with the following: 
 

 The CPM shall ensure college projects budgets, contracts, and schedules 
incorporate all the requirements of the certified EIR including Bond program 
mitigation measures. The CPM shall monitor compliance with the Bond program 
mitigation measures. 
 

 The College President shall ensure college operational mitigation measures are 
adopted and implemented in accordance with the EIR. 

 

 The CPM shall submit and the Design and Construction Manager, or delegate, 
will ensure submission of required reports to Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) and/or other authorities such as the South Coast Air Quality Management 
District SCAQMD), and the Local Fire Department if specified quantities of 
regulated substances, which are not authorized to be released by permit, are 
released into the environment. The reporting duties are found in the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 
(CERCLA), Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), Federal Water Pollution and 
Control Act (Clean Water Act) (FWPCA), Resource Conservation and Recovery 
Act (RCRA), SCAQMD rules, The Clean Air Act, the Emergency Planning and 
Community Right to Know Act, and in the Department of Transportation 
regulations. Laws, such as RCRA and FWPCA, also specify spill prevention 
requirements. 
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 The PMO shall report to the District on compliance with environmental 
requirements. 

4.3.1 Contractors 

Contractors are responsible for compliance with the environmental regulations which 
apply to their work. These include, but are not limited to, regulations related to:  

 Implementation of EIR Mitigation Measures, 

 Hazardous material and hazardous waste management,  

 Air pollution prevention,  

 Storm water pollution prevention,  

 Proposition 65,  

 Proposition 39, 

 Underground storage tank removal environmental related requirements, and  

 Spill and/or air pollution. 

4.3.2  Design Consultants 

Designers are required to incorporate into project plans mitigation measures identified 
in environmental site assessments (such as asbestos abatement, lead base paint 
abatement, Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) abatement, animal and/or bird dropping 
abatement for buildings and soil remediation and groundwater protection measures in 
areas to be excavated) and applicable mitigation measures identified in EIRs and/or in 
Mitigated Negative Declarations. 

4.3.3 College Project Managers (CPMs) 

The CPM is familiar with the permitting, inspection, testing, reporting, bonding and 
insurance, health and safety, and/or other such site-specific requirement involved and 
properly manages these contracts. 

The CPM conducts periodic environmental audits to verify and/or enforce the 
contractual requirements of Contractor's compliance with applicable site-specific 
environmental regulations. . 

4.4 Amendments to Facilities Master Plans; 
Subsequent Environmental Impact Review 

The Facilities Master Plan and Mitigation Monitoring Plan adopted by the Board of 
Trustee are legal documents binding on the college for the building program and college 
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operations. The College does not have the legal authority to vary from these documents 
without an amendment by the Board. 
 
Any material revisions or additions to any proposed college’s projects and development, 
rehabilitation and reconfiguration of college facilities not contained in the adopted 
Facilities Master Plan and certified EIR must be reviewed by District CEQA Counsel and 
a specialized CEQA consultant prior to proceeding with such revision or addition.  
 
Depending upon the nature of the proposed revisions or additions, a Facilities Master 
Plan amendment and a supplemental EIR, addendum, or other CEQA required 
environmental documentation may need to be prepared and considered by the Board of 
Trustees. 
 
Examples of circumstances that may require a Facilities Master Plan amendment 
include:  
 

 Addition of projects. 

 Increase in size of facilities included in the college building program. 

 Revisions to the location of facilities. 

 Changes to college circulation elements including access from public right-of-
ways. 

 Implementation of long-term “vision” components of the Facilities Master Plan 
that analyzed in the current EIR. 

 
The type of CEQA document required in connection with a Facilities Master Plan 
amendment depends upon the extent of the changes. In conjunction with CEQA 
Counsel, the CEQA consultant will identify the appropriate form of documentation for 
subsequent environmental review: Subsequent EIR and Negative declarations, 
Supplemental EIR, Addendum to an EIR or Negative declarations, or Notice of 
Determination. 

4.4.1 Subsequent EIR and Negative Declarations 

If needed, the CPMs supervise the CEQA Consultant in the preparation of subsequent or 
negative declarations and processed for certification by the Board of Trustees where the 
proposed Facilities Master Plan changes: 
 

 Substantial changes are proposed in the project which will require major revisions of 
the previous EIR or negative declaration due to the involvement of new significant 
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified 
significant effects; 

 Substantial changes occur with respect to the circumstances under which the project 
is undertaken which will require major revisions of the previous EIR or Negative 
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Declaration due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or a 
substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects; or 

 New information of substantial importance, which was not known and could not have 
been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the previous EIR 
was certified as complete or the Negative Declaration was adopted, shows any of the 
following: 
 

o The project will have one or more significant effects not discussed in the 
previous EIR or negative declaration; 

o Significant effects previously examined will be substantially more severe than 
shown in the previous EIR; 

o Mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not to be feasible would 
in fact be feasible, and would substantially reduce one or more significant 
effects of the project, but the project proponents decline to adopt the 
mitigation measure or alternative; or  

o Mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different from 
those analyzed in the previous EIR would substantially reduce one or 
more significant effects on the environment, but the project proponents 
decline to adopt the mitigation measure or alternative. 

 
 

4.4.2 Supplement to EIR 

If needed, the CPMs supervise the CEQA Consultant in the preparation of a supplemental 
EIR and processed for certification by the Board of Trustees where the proposed Facilities 
Master Plan changes: 

 

 Any of the conditions described in above would require the preparation of a 
subsequent EIR, and 

 Only minor additions or changes would be necessary to make the previous EIR 
adequately apply to the project in the changed situation. 

4.4.3 Addendum to an EIR or Negative Declaration 

The CPMs will supervise the CEQA Consultant in the preparation of an EIR addendum or 
negative declaration to be adopted by the Board of Trustees along with any Facilities Master 
Plan amendment that is only minor technical changes or additions and does not result in 
environmental impacts that are new or substantially more severe than those analyzed in the 
original certified EIR or negative declaration. 
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No formal notice, circulation, or format requirements apply to an Addendum. It is simply a 
report describing the proposed Facilities Master Plan changes and explaining why the 
project changes do not involve significant impacts that are new or substantially more severe.  

4.4.4 EIR Schedule 

Both subsequent and supplemental EIRs require formal notice and public review in the 
same manner as a regular EIR. Preparation and processing of a supplemental or 
subsequent EIR can take five (5) to nine (9) months. 
 
In accordance with LACCD Administrative Regulations B-24, no later than two weeks 
after the execution of the contract for the CEQA Consultant, the CEQA Consultant 
should prepare a draft EIR processing schedule.  
 

4.4.4.1 The draft schedule should detail projected dates for the entire EIR 
process, including but not limited to Notice of Preparation, completion of 
technical studies, draft review, public review period, community meetings, Final 
EIR preparation, and Board certification. The draft schedule should be 
coordinated with the Master Plan Consultant and the College Project Manager to 
ensure that the EIR is processed and certified in time to allow the Master Plan to 
be approved and construction to proceed on the first phases of implementing 
projects at the earliest feasible date.  
 
4.4.4.2 The CEQA Consultant should distribute the draft schedule to the entire 
Project Team for review and comment.  
 
4.4.4.3 As much as possible without creating undue delay, the schedule should 
allow for and include the following:  

 
o FOUR WEEKS BEFORE PUBLIC EIR MEETINGS – The CEQA Consultant 

should send a draft list of groups to receive notices to Chancellor for 
distribution to the Board.  
 

o TWO WEEKS BEFORE PUBLIC EIR MEETINGS – The CEQA Consultant 
should send an announcement of public meetings regarding EIR to the 
Chancellor for distribution to the Board.  

 
 

o ONE MONTH PRIOR TO BOARD VOTE ON EIR – The CEQA Consultant 
should send the draft EIR to Chancellor for distribution to Board. The 
College President should make a request to the Executive Director of 
Facilities Planning and Development to schedule the presentations for the 
Board meetings.  
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o ONE BOARD MEETING PRIOR TO BOARD VOTE ON EIR – The 

College President and CEQA Consultant should make a presentation 
regarding the master plan and draft EIR to the Board, as well as hold the 
public hearing before the Board regarding the EIR.  

 
o CERTIFICATION – The College President and CEQA Consultant should 

make a presentation to the Board to follow up on the public hearing/Board 
comments; the Board should take an action regarding the certification of 
the EIR. 
 

4.4.4.4 General parameters for the forwarding of materials 
 

o There is a package of information sent to the Board members the Friday 
before each Board meeting. In order to have material included in that 
package, the material should arrive in the Chancellor’s Office by the 
Thursday morning prior to the Board meeting.  
 

o In the event that a regularly-scheduled package is not available within 
these time constraints, a special package may be sent on “off” Fridays if 
the College President or Vice President contacts the Executive Assistant 
to the Chancellor at least 48 hours in advance. 

 
4.4.4.5 No later than four weeks after the execution of the contract for the CEQA 
Consultant, the CEQA consultant should issue the final EIR processing schedule. 

4.4.5 Public Outreach 

 
In addition to all project scoping meetings, agency consultations, public notices and 
review opportunities required by CEQA, the Project Team shall hold at least two (2) 
public meetings at the college during the 45-day Draft EIR public review period. One 
meeting shall be held approximately 7-10 days into the review period, and the second 
meeting shall be held approximately 35-37 days into the review period. The purpose of 
the meetings will be to present the conclusions of the Draft EIR and receive comments 
from the college community and the public at large concerning the project impacts, 
mitigation measures and alternatives. Written comments and a summary of oral 
comments received at the meetings should be included, with a response, in the Final 
EIR.  
 

 Circulation of Draft Notices and Distribution Lists. The CEQA Consultant shall 
circulate the proposed notice and distribution list in draft form to the Extended 
Project Team and each member of the District Board of Trustees at least seven 
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days prior to the proposed public distribution, so that the Extended Team and 
Board may have an opportunity to identify additional groups and individuals that 
should receive notice.  

 

 Notice of Public Meetings. Notice of each public meeting and of the availability of 
the Draft EIR for public review should be widely circulated by mail, posting, 
publication, and other reasonable means, including but not necessarily limited to: 
(i) delivery to each member of the District Board of Trustees; (ii) mailing to 
residents and businesses located within 1000 feet of the college; (iii) posting 
flyers on the college campus; (iv) posting notices on the college and District 
websites; (v) publication in newspapers, including newspapers serving non-
English speaking 
 

 Presentation to the Board of Trustees. In addition to the public meetings at the 
college as described above, the CEQA Consultant should expect to make a brief 
informational presentation on the Draft EIR to the District Board of Trustees at 
the Board’s first available regular Board meeting following public release of the 
Draft EIR. College staff and the District Chancellor will confirm the meeting date, 
and will determine the scope and format of the presentation, which may be 
combined with a presentation on the progress of the Facilities Master Plan. 
Additional presentations to College and District committees and groups may be 
required. 

4.4.6 Document Review by CEQA Counsel and the Core Project Team  

The CEQA Consultant is responsible for making sure that CEQA Counsel and the Core 
Project Team review all notices and documents before being issued. For the Draft EIR, 
the CEQA Consultant should allow in the schedule at least seven days for internal 
review of a “” draft by CEQA Counsel and the Core Project Team. After the document 
has been revised in response to internal comments on the draft, CEQA Counsel should 
review the revised draft to verify that any material issues have been addressed before 
the Draft EIR is printed and circulated for public review. The schedule should also allow 
at least three days for review of the responses to comments and Final EIR before it is 
circulated to commenting agencies and the Board of Trustees. 

4.4.7 Certification by the Board of Trustees 

 
Before the Final EIR is placed on the Board of Trustees’ agenda for certification, a 
meeting of the Extended Project Team should be held to discuss anticipated issues in 
controversy and coordinate the presentation to the Board. 
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4.5 Zoning Approval and Local Permitting 
Requirements 

Guidelines for the applicability of Local Development Permits to the District are 
contained in the District’s Administrative Regulation B-20. It is the responsibility of the 
CPM, with the support of the PMO to ensure that the District's Administrative Regulation 
for Local Permitting is followed. 

4.5.1 Building Permits 

District facilities are subject to review and approval by the Division of the State Architect 
pursuant to the Education Code, and are not subject to local city or county building 
permit or building code requirements. Limited exceptions may apply for certain joint use 
(public-private) facilities not intended for occupancy by students. 

4.5.2 Grading Permits 

All District facilities are subject to local city or county review and approval of grading and 
drainage plans pursuant to Government Code section 53097. Generally this local review 
and approval will take place through the city’s or county’s normal grading permit 
process, initiated by application from the District. 

4.5.3 Onsite and Offsite Improvements 

Onsite Improvements. Onsite road improvements and the design and construction of 
onsite improvements that affect drainage, road conditions or grading are subject to local 
city or county ordinance under Government Code section 53097. Local review and 
approval of these items should be coordinated with the processing of grading permits 
wherever applicable.  

Offsite Improvements. Local city or county requirements for offsite improvements (traffic 
signal upgrades, etc.) should be followed in the absence of specific infeasibility findings 
by the District Board of Trustees. Local permits may be required (e.g. “B” permits in the 
City of Los Angeles) for curb cuts and offsite improvements located in public streets and 
rights-of-way.  

4.5.4 Demolition Permits 

Local city and county demolition permit requirements shall be followed prior to 
demolition of any District building, except for partial demolitions that are subject to 
review by the Division of the State Architect under 24 California Code of Regulations 
Sec. 4-312 (applicable to partial demolitions incidental to repair, rehabilitation or 
expansion of an existing building. 
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4.5.5 Zoning Approvals 

Conditional use permits, variances and other local city or county zoning approvals will 
be required per local zoning ordinance absent zoning exemption by the Board of 
Trustees pursuant to the District’s separate zoning guidelines.  

4.5.6 Applicable City or County Permit Jurisdiction 

All but three of the District’s nine colleges are subject to the zoning regulations of the 
City of Los Angeles. The exceptions are East Los Angeles College which is located in 
the city of Monterey Park and Los Angeles Southwest College and West Los Angeles 
College which are in unincorporated areas of Los Angeles County and thus subject to 
county zoning. 
 

5.0 Terms and Definitions 

Environmental Impact Report (EIR) – “Environmental impact report” means a detailed 
statement setting forth the matters specified in California Public Resources Code 
Sections 21100 and 21100.1; provided that information or data which is relevant to 
such a statement and is a matter of public record or is generally available to the 
public need not be repeated in its entirety in such statement, but may be specifically 
cited as the source for conclusions stated therein; and provided further that such 
information or data shall be briefly described, that its relationship to the 
environmental impact report shall be indicated, and that the source thereof shall be 
reasonably available for inspection at a public place or public building. An 
environmental impact report also includes any comments which are obtained 
pursuant to California Public Resources Code Section 21104 or 21153, or which are 

required to be obtained pursuant to this division. 

An environmental impact report is an informational document which, when its 
preparation is required by this division, shall be considered by every public agency 
prior to its approval or disapproval of a project. The purpose of an environmental 
impact report is to provide public agencies and the public in general with detailed 
information about the effect which a proposed project is likely to have on the 
environment; to list ways in which the significant effects of such a project might be 

minimized; and to indicate alternatives to such a project.  

In order to facilitate the use of environmental impact reports, public agencies shall 
require that such reports contain an index or table of contents and a summary. 
Failure to include such index, table of contents, or summary shall not constitute a 

cause of action pursuant to California Public Resources Code Section 21167. 
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LEAD AGENCY - “Lead agency” means the public agency which has the principal 
responsibility for carrying out or approving a project which may have a significant 
effect upon the environment. 

 
NEGATIVE DECLARATION - “Negative declaration” means a written statement briefly 

describing the reasons that a proposed project will not have a significant effect on 
the environment and does not require the preparation of an environmental impact 
report. 

 
PROJECT - “Project” means an activity which may cause either a direct physical 

change in the environment, or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in 
the environment, and which is any of the following: (a) An activity directly undertaken 
by any public agency. (b) An activity undertaken by a person which is supported, in 
whole or in part, through contracts, grants, subsidies, loans, or other forms of 
assistance from one or more public agencies. (c) An activity that involves the 
issuance to a person of a lease, permit, license, certificate, or other entitlement for 
use by one or more public agencies. 

 

6.0 Approvals 

Prepared By: 

                      Functional Lead – Daynard Tullis 

Date: 

Reviewed By: 

                      Quality Manager – Kathleen Copus  

Date: 

Approved By: 

                      Program Director – Terri Mestas 

Date: 

7.0 Revision History 

This page is a record of all revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the 
procedure is changed, the nature of this change is noted under the description and/or 
by revision lines in the procedure. 

Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are welcome, and should 
be emailed to procedures-comments@build-laccd.org.  You must include the following 
in the body of your email: 

 Your Name/Firm/Contact Telephone Number 

https://mail.pacificaservices.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=995937f9c70049bc9e6b7084400ead87&URL=mailto%3aprocedures-comments%40build-laccd.org
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1.0 Purpose 

The purpose of this Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) is to define the Program 
Management Office (PMO) Safety department processes and personnel responsible for 
general safety policies supporting the nine Los Angeles Community College District 
(LACCD) colleges and satellites under the Build LACCD Bond Program.  The PMO 
Safety Program is intended to create a culture of safety across the Bond Program, 
including among PMO and CPT staff and on project sites at all colleges.  As such, these 
procedures apply to all Bond Program participants, in particular PMO Construction 
Management and PMO Communications personnel, College Project Teams (CPTs), 
Regional Program Liaisons (RPLs), Regional Design Liaisons (RDLs), and all General 
Contractor and Subcontractor personnel providing services in support of the LACCD 
Bond Program.  IORs (Inspector of Records) are required to meet all site safety 
requirements and report observed safety non-compliances to the CPT Representatives 
or the Regional Safety Manager (RSM). 

This SOP summarizes safety requirements and procedures that are to be followed in 
addition to general contractor’s Injury and Illness Prevention Program and federal, State 
of California, and local requirements.  In addition to Cal/OSHA safety requirements, this 
SOP specifies Bond Program procedures for reviewing and monitoring general 
contractor safety programs and identifies specific procedures for communication when 
safety incidents occur. 

2.0 Acronyms, Terms and Definitions 

2.1 Acronyms  

Acronyms not listed here are explained with their first use in this document. For a 
complete list of Bond Program acronyms and terms, refer to the Supplemental 
Procedure for Bond Program Titles, Terms and Acronyms posted at http://pmo.build-
laccd.org.  

ANSI – American National Standard Institute 

OCIP – Owner-controlled insurance program 

CAL OSHA – California Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

PHSEP – Project Health, Safety and Environmental Plan 

PHSEIR – Project Health, Safety and Environmental Inspection Report 
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2.2 Terms and Definitions 

ANSI Z10– American National Standard Institute minimum standards for occupational 
health and safety management systems adaptable to organizations of all sizes and 
types, including contractors, and includes management tools and application guidance 

Competent Person – someone capable of identifying existing and predictable hazards 
in the surroundings or working conditions which are unsanitary, hazardous, or 
dangerous to employees and who has authorization to take prompt corrective measures 
to eliminate them. The competence may be achieved by training and (or) experience.  A 
competent person is knowledgeable of applicable standards, is capable of identifying 
workplace hazards relating to the specific operation, and has the authority to correct 
hazardous situations. 

General Conditions – is defined as the general terms and conditions governing 
performance of the Work under the BuildLACCD Bond Program and associated 
construction contract(s). 

Injury, Illness and Prevention Program (IIPP) – is a basic written workplace safety 
program. Title 8 of the California Code of Regulations (T8CCR) section 3203 requires 
every employer to develop and implement an effective IIPP to involve employees in 
improving workplace safety and health and reducing management costs. 

Incident – An unplanned, undesirable event, which disrupts or may disrupt work activity 
regardless if injury and/or property damage occurred. 

Job or Task Hazard Analysis (JHA/THA) –task-driven pre-planning document used to 
confirm that every task receives proper safety assessment and planning.  

OCIP – An owner controlled insurance program (OCIP) is an insurance policy held by a 
property owner during the construction or renovation of a property, which is typically 
designed to cover virtually all liability and loss arising from construction projects.  The 
OCIP policy package typically contains a Commercial General Liability Policy and 
Workers Compensation policy with employer’s liability. 

California OSHA - The California Occupational Safety and Health Program is 
administered by the California Department of Industrial Relations.  Cal/OSHA protects 
workers from health and safety hazards on the job in almost every workplace in 
California through its research and standards, enforcement, and consultation programs. 
Cal/OSHA also oversees programs promoting public safety on elevators, amusement 
rides, and ski lifts, and the safe use of pressure vessels (e.g., boilers and tanks). 

Pre-task Plan – See Job or Task Hazard Analysis (JHA/THA) Scope 
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Program Management Office (PMO) –The team housed at 1055 Corporate Center 
Drive, Monterey Park in Los Angeles providing Bond Program management services to 
the Los Angeles Community College District. 

Project Health, Safety and Environmental Plan (PHSEP) – site-specific plan 
compliant with ANSI Z10 prepared by the General Contractor and submitted to the 
College Project Director (CPD) 7 days prior to the Notice to Proceed for 
acknowledgement, review and approval by the PMO Regional Safety Manager.  

Safety Incident Telephone Notification Tree – Chart illustrating the flow of 
communication and contact information to use when incidents occur (PMO Safety 
Notification Tree is updated regularly by PMO Executive Management and available at 
http://pmo.build-laccd.org/Procedures).   

Section 013150 – Health, Safety and Environment Requirements and procedures that 
conform to LACCD Department of Facilities Planning and Development Sustainable 
Building Program guidelines. Section 013150 requirements and related documents are 
to be regularly reviewed and updated by the Program Safety Manager and used in 
request for proposal and formal contract documents. 
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2.3 Safety Guideline Resources  

Guideline/Resource Resource Description File Location 

LACCD 
Safety/Incident+Telephone 
Notification Tree 

An established campus 
notification plan to ensure all 
required campus, District and 
PMO personnel are notified of 

safety incidents. 

BuildLACCD internal 
Sharepoint Site, 
http://pmo.build-

laccd.org/procedures 

General Conditions 

Contractor Roles and 
Responsibilities as defined 

under Construction Contracts 

PMO internal drives: 
L:/Contracts, 

P:/Construction/        
Contracts Docs 

Division 1 Specifications (013150) 

Summary of safety 
requirements and procedures 

followed in addition to the 
Contractor's IIPP and Federal, 
State and local requirements 

PMO internal drives: 
L:/Contracts, 

P:/Construction/          
Contracts Docs 

Division 1 Specifications (012120) 

[LEGACY CONTRACTS] 
Summary of safety 

requirements and procedures 
followed in addition to the 

Contractor's IIPP and Federal, 
State and local requirements 

PMO internal drives: 
L:/Contracts, 

P:/Construction/          
Contracts Docs 

Safety SOP CP 3.0 

General safety policies and 
procedures followed by 
PMO/CPT in support of 

BuildLACCD Bond Program 

BuildLACCD internal 
Sharepoint Site, 
http://pmo.build-

laccd.org/procedures 

BuildLACCD Website - Safety 

Project Resources: LACCD 
Construction Inspection 

Checklists, Safety Bulletins and 
Safety Forms 

BuildLACCD public 
website, www.build-

laccd.org/Contractor & 
Bidders 

Cal OSHA Standards & Guidelines 

The Division of Occupational 
Safety and Health (DOSH), 
better known as Cal/OSHA, 
protects workers from health 

and safety hazards through its 
research and standards, 

enforcement, and consultation 
programs 

http://www.dir.ca.gov/dos
h/dosh_publications 

OCIP Reference Guide 

 A guide to Contractors, 
Subcontractors, CPTs and 

PMO staff for the administration 
of the District’s BuildLACCD 

Controlled Insurance Program 
for Propositions A and AA and 

Measure J–funded construction 

PMO internal drive 
P:/Construction/Safety; 
Contractors receive at 

OCIP enrollment 

Safety Best Practices 

A guide for Contractors to 
reference regarding key safety 

issues that are commonly 
observed on the Program 

construction sites 

BuildLACCD Website, 
www.build-

laccd.org/Contractor & 
Bidders/Project 

Resources 
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3.0 Scope 

This SOP applies to PMO Construction Management and PMO Communications 
personnel, College Project Teams (CPTs), Regional Program Liaisons (RPLs), Regional 
Design Liaisons (RDLs), and all General Contractor and Subcontractor personnel.   

The requirements set forth in this SOP are complementary to and do not supersede the 
safety requirements of the General Conditions or other provisions of the Contract 
Documents pertaining to safety. In the event of a conflict between or among provisions 
relating to safety or protection, the provision that requires the greater degree and higher 
level of action, care, caution or protection shall govern. In the event of a conflict 
between this SOP and federal or state safety regulations and requirements, the 
government code will prevail. 

4.0 Responsibilities 

4.1 PMO Executive Management 

PMO Executive Management (Program Director, Deputy Program Manager, and 
Director of Project Delivery) provides oversight for the Program Safety Manager, the 
Regional Safety Managers and Bond Program health, safety and environmental 
program activities. 

4.2 Regional Design Liaison (RDL)  

The RDL oversees and guides CPTs to verify that projects are successfully 
programmed, designed, and completed with DSA closeout/certification and within 
established project budgets and schedules.  The RDL may be consulted in the event of 
safety related issues impacting project contract, schedule or cost. 

4.3 Regional Program Liaison (RPL)  

The RPL guides CPTs and verifies that projects are executed successfully throughout 
each phase of the project lifecycle. The RPL serves as principal coordinator between 
the PMO and the CPT and routinely interfaces with College Presidents and Facilities 
Directors. The RPL ensures that design intent, standards and policies are adhered to 
during construction and monitors Environmental Impact Reports (EIRs) among other 
activities.  The RPL may be consulted in the event of safety related issues impacting 
project contract, schedule or cost. 
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4.4 PMO Safety Manager (PSM) 

The PMO assigns the PSM to supervise Regional Safety Managers.  The PSM has the 
authority to make final decisions regarding safety, environmental and health for the 
Bond Program and is responsible for: 

 Managing all Regional Safety Manager activity, particularly relating to project-
specific health, safety and environmental requirements oversight 

 Providing and updating safety requirement input for PMO Contracts use in 
requests for proposals and contract documents (Section 013150 DB or 013150 
DBB); and, supporting PMO Contracts with evaluating safety portions of 
construction team proposals as requested by PMO Contracts evaluation teams 
and selection committees 

 Overseeing approval process for  General Contractor’s site-specific Project 
Health, Safety and Environmental Plan (PHSEP) with the College Project 
Director and Project Manager, and Regional Safety Manager and participating in 
review and approval, before Notice to Proceed is issued to the General 
Contractor  

 Elevating decisions regarding safety compliance to ascending levels of program 
management 

 Overseeing RSMs and safety portion of initial post-NTP meeting(s) with GC and 
team 

 Coordinating College Project Team (CPT) safety staff orientation 
 Monitoring and verifying project delivery team, general contractor and 

subcontractor compliance with LACCD Section 013150 (Health, Safety, and 
Environmental Requirements) and contract-specific health, safety and 
environmental requirements 

 Monitoring adherence to safety related sections of the Owner Controlled 
Insurance Program (“OCIP”) requirements and procedures 

 Monitoring adherence to all existing federal, state and local OSHA regulations 
relating to specific construction projects 

 Establishing, monitoring and reporting to PMO executive management on leading 
and lagging safety KPI metrics, while setting targets and goals consistent with 
PMO safety excellence 

 Managing safety programs and safety meetings for PMO and CPT staff  
 Providing periodic Program Safety reporting/audits as required 
 Implementing and monitoring compliance with the LACCD Safety/Incident 

Telephone Notification Tree procedure 
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 Facilitate development of a business continuity plan for PMO and CPT office 
locations 

4.5 College Project Director (CPD) 

The CPD is a senior project manager retained by the District at each college campus 
responsible for completing construction activity on time and within budget in accordance 
with SOPs and project contract documents. The CPD provides on-site executive 
oversight of all project safety compliance, resolves safety issues escalated to them by 
CPT PM and RSM and refers safety related decisions to the PMO as required to resolve 
disputes. 

4.6 College Project Manager (CPT PM) 

The CPT Project Manager reports to CPDs at each college campus and is responsible 
for completing assigned construction projects on time and within budget in accordance 
with SOPs and project contract documents. The CPT PM monitors and upholds project 
safety compliance and coordinates approval of the General Contractors PHSEP with the 
Regional Program Safety Manager (RSM) and, in certain cases, the Program Safety 
Manager (PSM), before Notice to Proceed is issued.  The CPT PM: 

 Acts as the safety representative for the designated college project team  
 Provides coordination and supervision of site access and OCIP registration 

processes 
 With the RSM, provides safety inspection verification of job sites 
 Communicates safety non-compliances to contractors and sub-contractors and 

administers correction controls as required 
 Identifies and escalates safety concerns to the RSM and/or CPD, as required 

4.7  College Project Team (CPT) 

The CPT is composed of technical and administrative staff retained by the District at 
each college campus to execute design and construction activities successfully under 
the supervision of the College Project Director. CPT staff is to refer to and be well 
versed in the contract General Conditions and the Owner Controlled Insurance Program 
(OCIP), as well as the safety standards for LACCD and the Contractor’s safety program.  

4.8  PMO Regional Safety Manager (RSM)  

The RSM is a PMO-assigned field safety manager assigned to one or more colleges to 
oversee the CPT and onsite contractors’ safety, health and environmental performance. 
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This position reports directly to the Program Safety Manager (PSM) and verifies 
compliance with local, state, and federal safety standards and any safety standards 
established by LACCD for the project including, but not limited to, the Cal OSHA 
Construction Safety Standards as outlined in the in the site-specific Project Health, 
Safety, and Environmental Plan (PHSEP).   

Designated RSMs assist with site compliance by CPT team members, contractors, 
subcontractors and project team members regarding project safety issues in 
accordance with LACCD policies, project General Conditions and applicable codes and 
regulations.   

The RSM approves and monitors the General Contractor’s Site Safety 
Representative(s) and may bring to the attention of the General Contractor a possible 
hazardous situation in the field regarding the safety of the personnel on the site.   

In addition, the RSM monitors and continuously evaluates the impact of all construction 
activities on the respective campuses and surrounding communities, including 
establishing and maintaining proper safe and secure Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) transportation and accessibility paths of travel for students, faculty, staff, and 
other non-construction related personnel.  The RSM coordinates with the General 
Contractor regarding all construction paths of travel, including delivery routes, access 
and egress haul routes and verifies that these routes are addressed in the Contractor’s 
site-specific PHSEP.   

4.9 Risk Manager 

The Risk Manager oversees and evaluates the risks involved in BuildLACCD safety 
processes and is involved in decision-making regarding PMO response to safety non-
compliance. 

4.10 Director of Project Delivery (DPD) 

The Director of Project Delivery oversees Program Construction for all campuses and 
projects and is involved in decision-making regarding PMO response to safety non-
compliance. 

4.11 General Contractor (GC)  

This responsibility section is not meant to replace the Contract General Conditions, 
Section 013150 of Division 1 specifications or the OCIP Insurance and Safety 
Standards.   
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The GC has sole responsibility, on a 24 hour a day, 7 day a week basis, for initiating, 
maintaining and supervising all safety precautions and programs in connection with the 
performance of the Work. No actions, inspections or approvals by District, College, 
College Project Director or other entity acting on behalf of District shall diminish such 
Contractor responsibility. GC responsibilities also include but are not limited to: 
establishing safety programs compliant with all local, state and federal and LACCD 
safety standards, creating site-specific Project Health, Safety, and Environmental 
Plan(s) (PHSEP), assigning sufficient qualified safety personnel to accomplish the 
overall PHSEP goals for the project and bearing primary responsibility for the protection 
of the project jobsite, the adjacent areas, as well as all site personnel and visitors, 
including the means and methods for safe conduct of work.  For a comprehensive 
summary of GC responsibilities, reference the Contract General Conditions, Section 
013150 of the Division 1 specifications or the OCIP Insurance and Safety Standards.   

4.12 Contractor Construction Manager (CCM)  

The CCM plans and executes all site work to comply with the stated objectives of the 
LACCD Health Safety & Environmental Requirements and to comply with all the 
provisions of the contract dealing with safety and accident prevention. CCM activities 
include but are not limited to requiring project and job superintendents, safety 
representatives and project foremen to enforce the federal, state and local safety codes 
and regulations. Cooperating with the PMO Program Safety Manager, Regional Safety 
Manager or designee, the CCM authorizes necessary action to correct substandard 
safety conditions reported or observed, and as assigned, serves as the GC’s company 
representative to attend monthly safety meetings, or more frequently, as required by the 
applicable RSM or PSM. 

4.13 Contractor Safety Representative (CSR) 

The CSR is a General Contractor designated individual dedicated full-time to the project 
site, meets the qualification and competency requirements of Section 013150 1.4, 
performs and submits their routine safety inspections to the CPT while maintaining a 
process to enable timely corrections of non-compliance, and complies with Contract 
safety requirements by giving safety instructions, prevention of accidents and overall job 
site safety (including, without limitation, posting of OSHA 300 log information and other 
notices regarding safety that are required under occupational safety and health laws, 
compliance with the Contract safety requirements and compliance with reporting and 
other occupational safety requirements pertaining to the protection of the life, safety and 
health of the workers). 
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4.14 Subcontractor Safety Representative (SSR)  

SSRs are assigned to a project with the approval of the Contractor Safety 
Representative and PMO Regional Safety Manager, with PSM concurrence as needed, 
and perform the same activities as the CSR for the subcontractor’s team.  The SSR 
bears primary responsibility for the protection of the project jobsite, the adjacent areas, 
as well as all site personnel and visitors, including the means and methods for safe 
conduct of work.  Specific activities include but are not limited to complying with 
insurance claim reporting and safety procedures as established in the subcontract 
provisions, and reporting claims to the OCIP Safety Representative, PMO team and 
insurance carrier no later than 24 hours after knowledge of an incident or injury.  

 

 

DIAGRAM 1: Project Safety Leadership – Organization Chart 
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5.0 Procedures 

The procedures described in section 5.0 represent a high-level summary of activities 
described in greater detail in the project Contract General Conditions and Section 
013150.  As previously noted, the requirements set forth in this Section are 
complementary to and do not supersede the requirements of: 

 Articles 10.2 and 11.1 of the General Conditions  

 Section 013150 in its entirety 

 Other provisions of the Contract Documents pertaining to safety 

In the event of a conflict between or among provisions relating to safety or protection, 
the contract provision that requires the greater degree and higher level of action, care, 
caution or protection governs. PSM/RSM/CPT PM ensure that contractors and 
subcontractors of any tier comply with all requirements of this SOP and the project 
contract documents. 

PMO Safety, without assuming responsibility for directly supervising day-to-day matters 
relating to safety at the Sites and College campuses, provides safety performance 
oversight of safety programs including checking safety programs for compliance with 
the requirements of the Program Deliverables.  PMO Safety requires all Bond Program 
contractors and subcontractors to place the highest importance and priority on health, 
safety, and protection of the environment at each work and project site. 

This Safety SOP addresses PMO Safety work processes organized into three separate, 
but related areas: 

 

 Orientation and Site Access 

 Inspection and Compliance 

 Incident Reporting 

 

5.1 Orientation and Site Access 

Refer to Attachment 1, Safety: Orientation and Site Access Process 

Safety: Orientation and Site Access Forms in use: 

CPS-0250 New Project Kickoff – Safety Checklist 
CPS-0427 Project Health Safety and Environmental Plan 
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CPS-0010 Hold Harmless Agreement Form 
CPS-0470  Build Safe Task Planner 
CPS-0400 Safety Orientation Contractor 

Acknowledgement  
CPS-0440 Task Hazard Analysis (THA) 
CPS-0480  Site-Specific Fall Protection and Prevention 

Plan 
*College issued forms *Request for an Identification Badge  
 

The Safety Forms referenced above are located at www.buildlaccd.org/contractors-
bidders/forms-templates. In all instances, contractors are authorized to utilize equivalent 
industry standard safety forms necessary to support the work as described in applicable 
contract language. 

Within 7 days prior to Notice to Proceed, PMO Safety requires that the awarded firm 
submit to CPT PM/RSM a PHSEP Form CPS-0427 or equivalent, a Safety 
Requirements and Submittal Checklist, a contractor’s Safety Action Plan, a Contractor’s 
Management Statement of Policy, a Task Hazard Analysis Form CPS-0440 or 
equivalent and proof of on-line OCIP registration.  These forms/steps are reviewed for 
completeness and accuracy and approved by the RSM prior to the PMO issuing a 
Contractor Notice to Proceed (“NTP”). 

5.1.2 Safety and Site Access Orientation 

The Contractor Safety Representative (“CSR”) and supervisor (i.e., project 
superintendent, or project manager) must attend a comprehensive, site specific, safety 
orientation prior to mobilization or construction commencement.  Contractor is 
responsible for conducting subsequent and re-occurring project/site specific orientations 
for all workers and sub-trade workers as they begin work throughout the project’s 
lifecycle.  Copies of project specific safety program, plans and other documents are to 
reside with the CPT PM both in electronic and hard copy form.   

Conducted by the RSM and documented in Form CPS-0250, New Project Kickoff – 
Safety Checklist, items covered during this orientation include: 

o Health Safety & Environment Requirements document 013150 

o Project Health Safety and Environmental Plan (“PHSEP”) Form CPS-0427 
or equivalent 

o OCIP Reference Guide and Requirements  

o General Conditions (Safety) 
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o Contractor’s Air Quality Management Plan (Per applicable local, state and 
federal regulation) 

o BuildLACCD safety orientation video  

o BuildSAFE Task Planner Booklet 

o Site Specific Orientation/Job Walk 

o College Badging and Site Access Procedures 

o Site Specific incident reporting and emergency procedures 

o Site Specific Parking Provisions instructions 

o All CPT personnel and other individuals/entities covered under the 
BuildLACCD OCIP Plan are required to review the safety procedures in 
the LACCD Bond Program Standard Operating Procedures   

Upon completion of the project safety and site orientation, attending personnel are 
required to sign a Safety Orientation Contractor Acknowledgement Form CPS-0400 and 
obtain a college-issued Bond Program identification badge prior to entering any jobsite.  
Subject to campus specific requirements, site access requirements are summarized in 
table 1, below: 

  
 
 

Site Access Matrix* 
 
Access Requestor  

College Issued 
Identification Badge 

 
Hold         

Harmless 
Agreement  
CPS-0010

 
Sign-in at General 
Contractor Trailer 

 
Sign-in at 

CPT 
Trailer 

 
OCIP On-    

Line 
Registration 

 
       PPE 

General Contractor   N/A N/A  √

General Contractor 
Visitor

N/A   N/A N/A √

Escorted  Subcontractor N/A   N/A N/A √

Unescorted  
Subcontractor

  N/A N/A  √

Professional Service 
Provider (AOR IOR)

N/A    N/A √

Agency Representative 
(Utility Gov't )

N/A    N/A √

College Representative 
(Admin BUG)

N/A    N/A √

 
PMO Visitors  

N/A  
N/A  

N/A 
 

N/A √

Escorted Tour Group 
Member

N/A    N/A √

 

 
  
*Subject to campus specific requirements 
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The RSM conducts routine verification of contractor site identification badging, Hold 
Harmless Agreement Form CPS-0010 signatures and contractor site OCIP 
requirements acknowledgment form signatures.  The CPT PM retains Hold Harmless 
forms, and OCIP acknowledgement signature and sign-in sheets.   In the event that 
contractors are not in compliance with contractor site OCIP requirements, the RSM/CPT 
PM may stop work and immediately issue a Notice of Temporary Site Removal Form 
CPS-0436, and take further actions up to and including removing the non-compliant 
contractor from the job site until such time as correct OCIP documentation is verified by 
the RSM/CPT PM and filed by the contractor.  After work has commenced and in 
instances where Badging, Hold Harmless Agreement Form signatures or OCIP 
documentation are missing or incomplete, the RSM/CPT PM will notify the GC who is 
required to correct the non-compliance(s) prior to the next day’s work start. 

Should the CPT PM/RSM find that a Contractor’s Safety Plan or other critical required 
safety documentation (i.e. Crane Safety Plan, etc.), is missing, or out of date, the 
Contractor is to be notified immediately, and a current, approved Safety Plan must be 
submitted for review and approval by the RSM.  In the event that contractor’s Safety 
Plan or other critical required safety documentation remains deficient as identified by 
the CPT PM or RSM, the CPT PM or RSM may stop work and immediately issue a 
Notice of Temporary Site Removal Form CPS-0436, removing the offending contractor 
from the job site until such time as correct Safety Plan or critical required safety 
documentation is filed by the contractor, and signed and approved by the RSM (see 
Section 5.2 Inspection and Compliance section for additional guidance). 

5.1.3 Contractor Staffing  

General Contractors are to designate a full-time dedicated Contractor Safety 
Representative (CSR) who will meet qualifications and requirements for CPD and PMO 
approval as outlined in the contract General Conditions, Section 013150 or equivalent 
applicable to the contract, LACCD Health, Safety, and Environmental Requirements, 
section 1.4 Submittals.  The Contractor’s Safety Representative will be on site during 
any work activities, including off hours and weekend work, regardless of the number of 
workers involved at any given time in accordance with section 013150 1.5C.   

Each individual directly responsible for supervising workers on a daily basis is 
responsible for complying with the Job or Task Hazard Analysis (pre-task plan) when 
conditions or elements of the task change. The CCM or immediate supervisor and 
Contractor Safety Representative will review the task plan for completion and accuracy, 
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discuss deficiencies with the crew directly on a daily basis, and obtain their signatures 
acknowledging that they understood the safety requirements referred to in the plan.  
General Contractors are to maintain current task plans for review by the RSM or CPT 
PM, on request.   

5.1.4 GC Compliance with Minimum Safety 
Requirements for Jobsite Access  

Task Hazard Analysis Form CPS-0440 is completed by the GC in advance of the Notice 
to Proceed for planned work activities to identify potential health and safety concerns. 
The Task Hazard Analysis Form is then updated periodically as projects progress and 
hazards change.   

A Build-Safe Task Planner Booklet may also be used and is available from RSMs upon 
request. 

A General Contractor’s protective personnel equipment requirements may exceed 
LACCD standards.  At a minimum, all persons entering the jobsite will comply with the 
following requirements: 

 Attend a comprehensive site safety orientation focusing on the site’s potential 
hazards conducted by a qualified CPT representative as well as view the 
BuildSAFE  video before visiting the jobsite 

 Wear required Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) as set forth by the 
Contractor 

 Wear LACCD Safety Jobsite Access Standard PPE ANSI Z789.1 hard hat, ANSI 
Z87.1 safety glasses, Class III safety vest shirt with a minimum 4” sleeve, long 
pants, and ANSI Z74.1 safety toe boots 

 Wear ANSI/SEA 107 Class II vests as required for all personnel near any 
motorized vehicles or motorized construction equipment including earth working 
equipment, forklifts, loaders, back-hoes, cranes, scissor/boom lifts, concrete 
trucks, delivery trucks, or other tasks where high visibility will reduce risk of not 
being seen 

5.1.5 Contractor’s Site-Specific Safety Orientation  

All PMO and CPT staff will comply with the GC’s site-specific safety orientation 
requirements.  Additionally, Contractors will prepare and submit as needed a Site-
Specific Fall and Protection and Prevention Plan Form CPS-0480.  Additional plans will 
be required as needed to address other high risk operations. 
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For purposes of safety meetings and training verification, as required, the prime 
contractor is to collect weekly safety meeting/training signature sheets from all 
subcontractors confirming their foreman conducted appropriate safety meeting/training 
for their respective workers. 

5.1.6 Project Health, Safety and Environmental Plan 

The Contractor’s draft PHSEP as required upon contract award should be sent to the 
PMO Regional Safety Manager allowing sufficient time for review and acceptance prior 
to the issuance of the Notice to Proceed.  The CPT PM retains both an electronic and 
hard copy of the Contractor’s approved Safety Plan and evidence of RSM’s review and 
acceptance of the current Safety Plan.  It is the responsibility of the CPT PM to obtain 
and file updated Safety Plans from the Contractor, as they are updated throughout the 
lifecycle of each project. The Contractor’s Safety Program should be in full compliance 
with OSHA, other regulatory requirements, and Section of the applicable 013150 1.5 or 
contractual equivalent requirements including but not limited to: 

 Emergency Response Action Plan 
 Hazard Communication Plan 
 Emergency Action Evacuation Plan 
 Sub-Contractor PHSEP 
 Traffic Plans 
 Lead and Asbestos Sampling, Abatement, and Air Monitoring During Demolition 
 Injury, Illness and Prevention Program 
 Staffing that complies with certification and experience criteria 
 Compliant management procedures  
 Additional high operation risk plans as needed 

5.1.7 Group Tours of Job Sites  

Refer to Section 5.1.2 Site Access Matrix  

The CPT PM will coordinate and conduct any/all group tours.  

 Persons under the age of 18 are not permitted on project tours. 
 All visitors must be escorted by CPT staff, and must sign in either at the CPT or 

General Contractor’s site trailer. 
 All visitors must sign a Hold Harmless Agreement as designated by the 

Contractor or CPT PM. 
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5.1.8 OCIP 

The District has arranged for BuildLACCD projects to be insured under an Owner 
Controlled Insurance Program (“OCIP”).  OCIP coverages are “At Risk” policies 
meaning LACCD has a significant financial interest in reducing jobsite injuries and 
incidents.  LACCD essentially pays a premium for each injury resulting in a visit to a 
clinic and for each general Liability claim.  Not only is excellent jobsite safety a moral 
responsibility but a significant financial responsibility as well.  For this reason, the 
CPD/CPT PM/RSM each must be accountable for excellent job-site safety by ensuring 
each contractor has complete authority and responsibility for safety on the jobsites. 

The CPD/CPT Project Manager is accountable for verifying that the contractor is 
adhering to safety requirements referenced in the contract and applicable references 
including the OCIP Reference Guide and applicable OSHA Safety Regulations.  The 
contractor is solely responsible for safety as per the construction contract; 
however, all parties (employees, supervision and management) on a project site 
are obligated to verifying and reinforcing safety procedures and safe work 
conditions. 

Reference the General Conditions of the Construction Contract Article 11, Insurance 
and Bonds, section 11.1 Owner Controlled Insurance Program, and Construction 
Management CP 1.0 SOP, section 5.11 Owner Controlled Insurance Policy (OCIP) for a 
more detailed description of the BuildLACCD OCIP program and its requirements. 

 

5.2 Inspection and Compliance  

Refer to Attachment 2, Safety: Inspection and Non-Compliance Process 

Safety: Inspection and Compliance Forms in use: 

CPS-0200  Project Health, Safety & Environmental 
Inspection Report 

CPS-0440 Task Hazard Analysis 
CPS-0425  First Aid Register 
CPS-0430  Monthly Project Safety Performance Summary 
CPS-0410 Warning Letter for Safety Non-Compliance 
CPS-0435 Written Notice of Temporary Job Suspension 
CPS-0436 Written Notice of Temporary Site Removal 

(GC/Subcontractor) 
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The Safety Forms referenced above are located at www.buildlaccd.org/contractors-
bidders/forms-templates. In all instances, contractors are authorized to utilize equivalent 
industry standard safety forms necessary to support the work as described in applicable 
contract language.   

In order to monitor and continuously evaluate the impact of construction activity on each 
campus and in the surrounding community, the RSM conducts routine site visits per 
campus project, performs inspections and collects a Contractor issued Monthly Project 
Contractor Safety Performance Summary Form CPS-0430.   

In addition, the RSM utilizes: 

o PHSEIR Form CPS-0200 

o Task Hazard Analysis Form CPS-0440 

o First Aid Register Form CPS-0425 

Each of these completed forms is to be retained and centrally filed at the CPT PM site. 

Should an RSM observe evidence of safety non-compliance, the RSM notifies the CPT 
PM who issues a PHSIER Form CPS-0200 citing applicable CAL-OSHA and Program 
Safety Requirements to the non-compliant contractor.  The CPT PM, however, has the 
primary responsibility for notifying the general contractor of safety non-compliance.  
Contractor must correct safety deficiencies/non-compliance within a maximum of 48 
hours of notice, depending on the hazard severity, and document in electronic 
narrative/photos as appropriate.  CPT PM is to obtain copies of the correction reports 
from contractor and retain documentation with frequency dependent upon scope of work 
and related hazards.   Upon re-inspection, and if the Contractor fails to correct non-
compliance, the CPT PM submits a Warning Letter for Safety Non-Compliance Form 
CPS-0410 (“Action Level I”), with CPD signature. 

The Project Health, Safety, and Environmental Inspection Report Form CPS-0200 is 
located at www.buildlaccd.org under Contractor & Bidding, Templates Forms and 
Checklists, 07 CPS Construction Phase Safety.  The applicable forms on the 
BuildLACCD website at 07 CPS Construction Phase Safety are to be used by the RSM 
as a performance and compliance evaluation tool for Contractors and Subcontractors 
for all project-related work activities at the respective campuses.  

If the identified safety, health or environmental violation represents grave 
danger/and or immediate threat to contractor’s staff, CPT staff or to any campus 
students, faculty or employees, the CPT PM or RSM may require that the 
Contractor suspend work immediately. 
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If the identified safety deficiencies/non-compliance remains uncorrected, the Director, 
Project Delivery with the CPD will file a Written Notice of Temporary Job Suspension, 
Form CPS-0435 (“Action Level II”). If the Contractor corrects the safety 
deficiencies/non-compliance, the RSM may re-inspect and the CPT PM may then 
release the contractor to resume work. If the non-compliant Contractor continues not to 
conform, DPD, with CPD, Risk Manager and Program Director approval issues a 
Written Notice of Site Removal Form CPS-0436 (“Action Level III”), and removes the 
Contractor from the work site. 

Important Note: removal of 2nd Tier Sub-Contractor(s) from a job site may be 
authorized by the General Contractor, only. 

Once a contractor corrects a safety non-compliance, the RSM re-inspects, and the CPT 
PM verifies and accepts compliance.  The CPT PM/CPD may then authorize the 
contractor to return to the job site.  If applicable, the Contractor will update their PHSEP 
Plan Form CPS-0427, or equivalent to reflect any required upgraded/updated safety 
plan changes. 

Safety Audits 

PMO may conduct audits or assessments on BuildLACCD safety program activity as 
needed to assess and enforce compliance with this SOP and with all applicable contract 
documents.  

5.3 Incident Reporting Process 

Refer to BuildLACCD Safety/Incident Telephone Notification Tree, Attachment 3.1 
Incident Reporting Process (Contractor Job Site) and Attachment 3.2 Incident Reporting 
Process (CPT/PMO Site). 

Incident Reporting Process Forms in use: 

CPS-0420 Project Incident Report  
CPS-0422 Witness Statement  
CPS-0460  Incident Notification Report  
 

The Safety Forms referenced above are located at www.buildlaccd.org/contractors-
bidders/forms-templates. In all instances, contractors are authorized to utilize equivalent 
industry standard safety forms necessary to support the work as described in applicable 
contract language.    
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PMO policy stipulates that all near misses, incidents, accidents, or emergencies 
(collectively referred to here as “incidents”) will be reported immediately.  

In every case it is the responsibility of all individuals who witness or are present 
at the scene of an incident to render appropriate assistance immediately and to 
notify first responders as appropriate. 

The Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department maintains offices on each campus that 
are staffed 24 hours a day and 7 days per week.  These offices are to be contacted only 
if fire, paramedic, and (or) law enforcement services are needed. 

 

Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Offices are listed here by college: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comprehensive incident reporting is a proactive measure to provide incident victims 
with appropriate care as rapidly as possible and to notify CPT, PMO, and District 
management staff.  

The PMO has established a systematic process in the form of a PMO Safety/Incident 
Telephone Notification Tree to facilitate reporting incidents properly and in a timely 
manner. The PMO Safety/Incident Telephone Notification Tree is documented in a chart 
illustrating the flow of communication and comprehensive contact information to use 
when incidents occur.  Initial notification is by telephone.  E-mail notification alone 
is not considered sufficient.  The PMO Safety/Incident Notification Tree is updated 
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regularly by PMO Executive Management, and it is available for review and use via the 
PMO Safety Notification Tree link at http://pmo.build-laccd.org/Procedures.  

The Program Safety Manager is responsible for implementing and monitoring 
compliance with the PMO Safety/Incident Telephone Notification Tree procedure.  
CPTs, PMO Department heads, managers, supervisors and staff are responsible for 
properly reporting all incidents.  

 

5.3.1 Incident Reporting Process (Contractor Job 
Site) 

In the event of safety related incident at a college project site, and immediately after 
notifying first responders (if necessary), CPD/CPT staff will contact the Program Safety 
Manager or alternate contact by telephone as identified in the Safety / Incident 
Telephone Notification Tree. The communication steps that follow below are outlined in 
the most-recently posted Safety / Incident Telephone Notification Tree, with additional 
information provided in PMA SOP 2.0 Communications Plan. 

After notifying the Program Safety Manager, the CPD/CPT PM will then generate and e-
mail the initial report to the Program Safety Manager using Form CPS-0460 Incident 
Notification Report, located in section 07 of www.buildlaccd.org/contractors-
bidders/forms-templates. 

All incidents require immediate PMO (PSM/RSM) notification, whether or not 
emergency response agencies are contacted for assistance. LACCD representatives 
are to be notified at the discretion of the PMO. 

Per California OSHA section 29CFR 1904.7, contractors must consider an injury or 
illness to meet the general recording criteria, and therefore to be recordable, if the 
incident results in any of the following:  

 Death 
 Days away from work 
 Restricted work or transfer to another job 
 Medical treatment beyond first aid,  
 Loss of consciousness  

Contractors must also consider a case to meet the general recording criteria if it 
involves a significant injury or illness diagnosed by a physician or other licensed health 
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care professional, even if it does not result in death, days away from work, restricted 
work or job transfer, medical treatment beyond first aid, or loss of consciousness.  

Contractors must report out to OSHA directly for: 

1. All work-related fatalities within 8 hours. 

2. All work-related inpatient hospitalizations, all amputations and all losses of an 
eye within 24 hours. 

5.3.2 Key Steps for Sequential Safety / Incident 
Response 

A. Stabilize Incident Victim and determine response level needed based on 
observed severity of injury 

Notify the Campus Sheriff’s Department or dial 911 if an injury’s severity warrants, then 
contact sheriff’s office for assistance if required prior to making reports, and prior to 
proceeding with the LACCD Safety/Incident Telephone Notification Tree process. Less 
severe injuries can be addressed with First Aid and reported within 24 hours. 

B. Immediately Report Incident 

Contact CSM/CSR to contact CPT PM/PSM/RSM and refer to LACCD Safety/Incident 
Notification Tree via telephone. E-mail notification alone is not considered sufficient 
notification. 

C. Report Incident to Primary Contact  

If primary contact is unavailable by telephone, call to the secondary or if necessary to 
the tertiary contact on the Safety / Incident Telephone Notification Tree. 

D. Complete Incident Notification Report Form  

Use Form Incident Notification Form CPS-0460 to report by e-mail: 

a. Location of Incident  g. Medical treatment provided 
b. Name of injured h. Cause of injury 
c. Time of report and time of injury i.  Current location of injured 
d. Reported by whom j.  Other information as required  
e. First responders notified (LA Sheriff) k. Assistance required, if any 
f. Nature of injuries  
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E. Prepare Project Incident Reports, including near misses   

After the initial incident and notification by CPD to PMO PSM/RSM, within 8 business 
hours of the incident, the Contractor must prepare and submit the initial Incident 
Notification Report Form CPS-0460  (located on the www.build-laccd.org web site under 
Contracting & Bidding, Project Related Resources, Templates Forms and Checklists, 
section 07).  Within 48 business hours of an incident, CPD must follow up with the 
contractor to determine the details including causal factors of the incident.  Following a 
full investigation, the CPD must then transmit Incident Notification Report Form CPS-
0420 to the PSM. 

Contractor, if applicable, also must prepare and submit to the CPD a Witness Statement 
Form CPS-0422 within 8 hours of the incident. 

F. OCIP and OSHA Reporting Requirements 

The Contractor forwards the Incident Notification Report Form CPS-0460 to the OCIP 
carrier and the CPT PM/Program Safety Manager, per OCIP Manual requirement.  Note 
that Bond Program-level contact and reporting procedures do not circumvent the need 
for the Contractor to meet OSHA required reporting requirements. 

The General Contractor will report claims to the Bond Program safety program and 
comply with its own internal safety program.  Both programs should work in accordance 
with the OCIP Reference Manual for additional reporting requirements. 

The Contractor is responsible for reporting claims to the OCIP Safety Representative 
and to the CPT PM using the OCIP required claim forms no later than 24 hours after 
knowledge of the incident or injury.  This requirement is in addition to notification to 
the insurance carrier.  

5.3.3 Incident Reporting Process (CPT/PMO Site) 

In the event of safety related incident involving either a College Project Team staff or 
PMO team member, and immediately after notifying first responders (if necessary), CPT 
or PMO staff will contact the Program Safety Manager or alternate contact by telephone 
as identified in the Safety/Incident Telephone Notification Tree. The required 
communication steps are outlined in the most-recently posted Safety/Incident 
Telephone Notification Tree, with additional information provided in PMA SOP 2.0 
Communications Plan. 
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After notifying the Program Safety Manager, the CPD or PMO Manager will then 
generate and e-mail the initial report to the Program Safety Manager using               
Form CPS-0420 Project Incident Report, located in section 07 of 
www.buildlaccd.org/contractors-bidders/forms-templates. 

All incidents require immediate PMO (PSM/RSM) notification, whether or not 
emergency response agencies are contacted for assistance. 

Injured PMO/CPT members’ parent companies will be contacted by the PMO/CPT to 
determine if additional medical provider directions are needed. 
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6.0 Records  

 Contractor’s site-specific Program (or Project) Health Safety and Environmental 
Plan (PHSEP) or equivalent, including pre-task Planner (also known as Job or 
Task Hazard Analysis) and any updates to the plan 

 Safety training materials 
 Meeting minutes addressing safety issues or actions 
 Incident report and claim records 

 

 

7.0 Attachments 

 

Number Attachment Title 
Version / 
Revision Date 

ATT 1 Safety: Orientation and Site Access Process Workflow Rev. 0, 6/3/2016 

ATT 2 Safety: Inspection and Non-Compliance Process 
Workflow 

Rev. 0, 6/3/2016 

ATT 3.1 Safety: Incident Reporting Process (Contractor Job 
Site) Workflow 

Rev. 0, 6/3/2016 

ATT 3.2 Safety: Incident Reporting Process Workflow 
(CPT/PMO Site) Workflow 

Rev. 0, 6/3/2016 
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8.0 Revision History 

This section records revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the procedure 
is changed, the nature of the change is noted under the description, including cases 
where extensive revisions occur throughout the document.  In cases where changes are 
less extensive, revision lines (“change bars”) may be added to identify places where 
changes are made. 

Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are encouraged and may 
be sent via a change request form located on the SOP SharePoint site. See the link 
entitled “Comments on the SOPs, Click Here” on the right side of the SOPs site to 
access the form. 

Procedure revision requests are reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis. 

Revision Revision 
Date 

Pages 
Revised Description 

Type of Revision 

(Minor/Formatting 

and (or) 

Major/Procedural 

Required 
Reading?

0 10/13/2013 All Original Issue as 
part of CP 1.0 

Construction Mgmt. 
SOP 

Initial Issue Yes 

1 6/3/2016 All New stand-alone 
SOP with table of 

contents. Expanded 
sections 3.0 Scope, 
4.0 Responsibilities, 
5.0 Procedures, and 

New Workflow 
Attachments 1 – 3.2 

Major/Procedural Yes 
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End Process

Start Process

PMO issues Notice to 
Proceed (“NTP”) and 

conducts project 
kick-off meeting

Contractor Submits 
Request For 

Identification Badge to 
Sheriff’s Station

RSM completes 
monthly Safety 

Reporting noting 
incidents

RSM conducts Safety and Site 
Access KICK-OFF Meeting

Agenda includes:

Health Safety & 
Environmental 
Requirements 013150
review

PHSEP Form CSP-0427 or 
equivalent review

OCIP Reference Guide/
Requirements review

General Conditions (Safety)

013150 Safety Video

Written specific applicable 
safety plans per regulatory 
requirements

BuildSafe Task Planner      

Site Specific Orientation/Job 
Walk with Sign-in 

Badging and Site Access 
Procedures review  

Site Specific Parking 
Provisions

Contractor conducts re-
occurring project Kick-

offs and                
project/site specific

orientation for all 
workers and sub-trade 
workers referring to:

Health Safety & 
Environmental 
Requirements 

013150 and GC Rules

College Sheriff issues 
Contractors and Sub-

Contractors Site Access 
Identification Badges

If Not Verified

PMO Contracts issues 
Notice of Award

Within 7 days prior to 
Notice to Proceed, 

Contractor submits to CPT 
PM/RSM: 

PHSEP Form CPS-
0427 or equivalent
Safety Requirements/ 
Submittal Checklist
Contractor’s IIPP 
Plan and [Contractor] 
Management’s 
Statement of Policy
Task Hazard 
Analysis Form CPS-
0440
Proof of OCIP 
Registration

RSM 
Reviews submittals for 

completeness and 
accuracy; 

acknowledgement/
acceptance email 

forwarded to CPT PM

CPT PM receives/
reviews Forms

CPS-0010
CPS-0400 
CPS-0480

and
OCIP 

Registration 
verification

RSM OR CPT 
PM requests that 

subs not work 
until badged and 

GC notified of 
status

RSM OR CPT PM 
temporarily 

suspends work 
and  issues

Form CPS-0436 
Notice of 

Temporary Site 
Removal

If Verified

Acronym Key

ANSI – American National Standard Institute
OCIP – Owner-controlled insurance program
OSHA – Occupational Safety and Health Administration

RSM verifies Contractor
is providing 

weekly confirmation of correct 
contractor badging/Hold 

Harmless 
Signatures

RSM verifies Contractor 
OCIP compliance

Reference Site Access Matrix 
for site specific  

requirements relating to:

Identification Badge
Hold Harmless 
Agreement
OCIP Registration
PPE 

Approved

Not Approved

If Not Verified

BOT approves/signs 
Contract

General Contractor obtains 
signed Safety Orientation 

Contractor 
Acknowledgement sheets

Form CPS-0400 
or equivalent

Contractor reports
OCIP compliance 

with cc: RSM

Contractor reports out 
weekly/monthly 

incidents 

If Verified

1
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END

District informed of 
Contractor contract 

termination

CPD, CPT PM
with RSM/PSM determines:

CONTRACTOR 
CHOOSES 

[FINALLY] NOT TO 
CORRECT 

RSM conducts routine site 
inspections per campus 

project with frequency as 
determined by hazard level 

requirements 

Inspection/review includes 
utilizing:

PHSEIR                   
Form CPS-0200
Task Hazard Analysis 
Form CPS-0440
Build/Safe Tracking Log         
(as required by RSM)
GC OSHA 300 Log
(posting review by RSM)   

Contractor corrects 
Non-Compliance – ASAP 

as severity dictates  
(Documented 

electronically with photos)

START

CPT PM, RSM
verifies/

re-inspects as 
needed

YES

ENDCOMPLIANT

Contractor corrects 
Non-Compliance

YES

END

RSM/CPT PM observes 
Non-Compliance by 
Inspection utilizing 

PHSEIR 
Form CPS-0200

Contractor fails to 
correct 

Non-Compliance in a 
timely manner

NON-COMPLIANT

CPT PM with CPD submits: Action Level I
Warning Letter for Safety Non-Compliance

Form CPS-0410

IF IMMEDIATELY 
DANGEROUS TO 

LIFE AND HEALTH
CPD/CONTRACTOR 

STOPS WORK

Contractor submits
Monthly Project Contractor 

Safety Performance 
Summary             

Form CPS-0430

NO

Acronym Key

ANSI – American National Standard Institute
OCIP – Owner-controlled insurance program
OSHA – Occupational Safety and Health Administration

2. Suspend Job

3. Contractor removed from job site

1. Written Correction Notice
CPD with DPD submits: Action Level II

Written Notice of Temporary Job Suspension
Form CPS-0435

CPD+DPD+Risk Mgr. submits: Action Level III
Written Notice of Site Removal

Form CPS-0436

CONTRACTOR DOES NOT CORRECT

CONTRACTOR DOES NOT CORRECT

PMO Terminates 
Contract

RSM Re-Inspects;
CPT PM/verifies 

accepts corrections/
compliance

District informed        
of Contractor safety 

infraction

Program Director/     
Risk Manager notifies 
Program Director of 

contractor safety 
infraction

CPTPM or RSM
Communicates non-

compliance to 
Contractor

District informed      
of Contractor 
removal from 

job site

NO
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RSM/PSM  
Files Project 

Incident 
Report Form 

CPS-0420

End Process

CPD/RSM verifies 
condition corrections

Start Process

Refer to BuildLACCD 
Safety/Incident 

Telephone Notification 
Tree as Necessary

Incident 
Occurs 

First 
Responders 
notified as 
required

Immediate 
Supervisor 
determines 

Emergency Incident 
Severity Level

High

Low
First 

Responders 
transport injured 

to Hospital as 
required

Contractor notifies 
College Sheriff’s 

Office 

Contractor 
prepares 
Witness 

Statement 
Form 

CPS-0422 
or 

equivalent

Contractor 
prepares 
Incident 

Notification 
Form 

CPS-0460 
or 

equivalent

RSM oversees GC 
Incident Investigation 

Process

Contractor follows Incident 
Investigation Process and 

submits reporting to     
CPT 

within 24 Hours of 
Incident

CPD/RSM/PSM 
receives and reviews 
Incident Investigation 

Report

If Significant Incident/
Severe Injury

Impacted Contractor 
notifies

OSHA (with cc to: GC/
CPD/RSM)

If Significant Incident/
Injury Contractor notifies 

OCIP carrier via 
Insurance Claim Form 

within 24 Hours of 
incident

If NON-Emergency “Non-
Recordable” Incident

Director of Project 
Delivery notifies CFE at 
weekly PMO Touchbase

Contractor corrects/
resolves site condition 

issue(s)

IF NECESSSARY
CPD/CONTRACTOR 

STOPS WORK

Contractor notifies CPD 
of corrected conditions

YES

NO

CPD/DPD notifies 
College and CFE of 
corrected conditions

RSM reviews PSHEP 
Plan or equvalent with 

Contractor

Contractor updates 
PHSEP Plan 
or equivalent
as required

Contractor notifies their 
Insurance Carrier of 

Incident

Acronym Key

ANSI – American National Standard Institute
OCIP – Owner-controlled insurance program
OSHA – Occupational Safety and Health Administration

LEVEL OF MEDICAL 
RESPONSE 
determines 

Recordable vs. Non-
Recordable Incident

Incident occurs at 
college job site

Contractor 
transports injured 

to authorized 
OCIP Clinic

Contractor 
requests on-site 

First Aid

General Contractor 
notifies CPD/RSM of 

compliance with OSHA 
reporting and recording 

process                        
Per State and Local 

regulation

Contractor notifies 
CPD 

General Contractor 
completes 

OSHA 300 Log

Within 8 Hours         
of Incident

Low

Filed
post-

investigation

District informed        
of Contractor 

safety
infraction

1
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RSM/PSM  
Files Project 

Incident Report 
Form 

CPS-0420

End Process

CPD or RSM or PSM 
verifies condition 

corrections

Refer to BuildLACCD 
Safety/Incident 

Telephone Notification 
Tree as Necessary

RSM/PSM oversees 
Incident Investigation 

Process

RSM or PSM receives 
and reviews Incident 
Investigation Report

If NON-Emergency “Non-
Recordable” Incident

Director of Project 
Delivery notifies CFE at 
weekly PMO Touchbase

IF NECESSSARY
CPD/RSM STOPS WORK

DPD notifies CFE of 
corrected conditions

RSM/PSM oversee
CPT/PMO site safety 

plan updates
if necessary

Acronym Key

ANSI – American National Standard Institute
OCIP – Owner-controlled insurance program
OSHA – Occupational Safety and Health Administration

LEVEL OF MEDICAL 
RESPONSE 
determines 

Recordable vs. Non-
Recordable Incident

Begin Process

Incident 
Occurs 

First 
Responders 
notified as 
required

First 
Responders 

transport injured 
to Hospital as 

required

Incident occurs at 
CPT Trailer/PMO 

Office

Immediate 
Supervisor 
determines
Emergency 

Incident Severity 
Level

CPD notifies 
College Sheriff’s 

Office as 
necessary

CPD/RSM/PMO Manager 
follows Incident 

Investigation Process 

CPD/PMO Manager 
notifies Employer 

Insurance Carrier of 
Incident

CPD/PMO 
Manager requests 

on-site First Aid

Low

High CPD/PMO 
Manager 
prepares 
Witness 

Statement 
Form 

CPS-0422

CPD/PMO 
Manager 
prepares 
Incident 

Notification 
Form 

CPS-0460

If Significant Incident/
Severe Injury

staff employer notifies
OSHA

Within 8 Hours         
of Incident

RSM or PSM requests 
condition correction by 
CPD or RPL, if required

CPD/PMO corrects/
resolves site condition  

as required

PMO Director 
notifies Corporate 
Center Security as 

necessary

District informed        
of Contractor 

safety
infraction

Injured parties employer 
notified of incident to 
initiate their reporting 

process

Filed post-
investigation

1
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1.0 Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) is to define the schedule 
management process for the Los Angeles Community College District (LACCD, or 
District) Bond Program for projects receiving Bond Program funds. The process applies 
to the Bond Program Management Office (PMO) Program Controls, PMO Design and 
Construction, and for College Project Directors (CPDs) and their College Project Teams 
(CPTs) working with various delivery methods. The PMO has scheduling responsibilities 
for the broad lifespan of projects; specific schedule responsibilities for earliest stages of 
projects (EIR, programming, etc.) will depend on the delivery method for the project. 
The procedure describes responsibilities and associated procedures and mandatory 
guidance for working with other stakeholders such as contractors and professional 
service providers. Refer to the workflows attached to this document for step-by-step 
process workflows for procedures. 

2.0 Acronyms, Terms and Definitions 

Acronyms are spelled out with their first use in this document.  For additional assistance 
with acronyms, refer to the Supplemental Procedure for Bond Program Titles, Terms 
and Acronyms posted on the SOP landing page (pmo.build-laccd.org). 

Baseline Master Schedule—the schedule developed for project lifecycle planning at 
each campus.  It shows detailed breakdown and logical sequence of activities for 
various phases such as environmental impact reports (EIR), planning, programming, 
design, Division of State Architect (DSA) review and approval, procurement, 
construction, furniture, fixtures and equipment (FF&E), and closeout. After the Baseline 
Master Schedule is established, it is referred to as the Master Schedule, which is 
updated during project execution. 

Beneficial Occupancy—owner occupancy or use of any part of the work prior to 
Substantial Completion or Final Completion.  Beneficial Occupancy is subject to 
conditions set forth in the General Conditions.  

Master Schedule—the project planning, management and coordination schedule for 
each college. At the start and early stages of a project, the accepted baseline Master 
Schedule serves as the basis for all activities and milestones for individual college 
projects necessary to accomplish the agreed-upon scope, as stipulated in the Project 
Master Plan or in formal, relative Program scope documentation. As the project matures 
the Master Schedule is updated to track actual project performance against the 
established cost estimate and budget. See Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). 
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Construction Schedule— the detailed, critical path schedule prepared by Contractor 
showing Contractor’s plan for construction of the work within the contract time and in 
accordance with the contract documents and PMO oversight 

Corrective Action Plan—Corrective action plans are improvements to an organization's 
processes designed to eliminate causes of non-conformities or other undesirable 
situations.  Corrective action focuses on the systematic investigation of the root causes 
of identified problems or identified risks in an attempt to prevent their recurrence (for 
corrective action) or to prevent occurrence (for preventive action).  Corrective action 
plans are not recovery plans to gain time but potentially result in a new or adjusted 
schedule to complete. 

Critical Path—the sequence of activities that are tied together with network logic that 
have the longest overall duration from time now until project completion. 

Key Performance Indicators (KPI)—performance evaluation process.  Schedule KPIs 
are updated monthly in coordination with construction contractor and Master Schedule 
updates. 

Level of Effort (LOE)—effort of a general or supportive nature that does not produce 
definite end products. Examples include supervision, program administration and 
contract administration. 

Occupancy—owner or tenant occupation or use of facility   
Project Delivery Team—College Project Director, College Project Team, Regional 
Program Liaison, Regional Design Liaison, Director of Project Delivery, Program 
Controls Manager, PMO Scheduler 

Project Management Information System (PMIS) —Web-based Infrastructure Lifecycle 
Management (ILM) solution that allows organizations to optimize the Plan-Build-Operate 
project lifecycle for complex capital projects, construction and real estate programs, and 
extensive facility portfolios. 

Recovery Plan— projects substantial completion either by original contract completion 
date or another date earlier than the projected completion date in the most recent 
schedule; corrects Contractor-caused delays   

Substantial Completion—a stage of a construction or building project or a designated 
portion of the project that is sufficiently complete, in accordance with the construction 
contract documents, so that the owner may use or occupy the building project or 
designated portion thereof for the intended purpose.  

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) —The product-oriented hierarchical breakdown or 
division work tasks that organizes, displays, and defines the products to be developed 
and/or produced and relates the elements of the work to be accomplished to each other 
and the end products.  
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3.0 Responsibilities 

3.1 Program Management Office 

 
The PMO will establish and implement policy as applicable to Bond Program Schedule 
Management. 

3.1.1 The Program Director and Deputy Director are responsible for: 

• Overseeing development and implementation of, reviewing, and approving a 
logic-driven sequenced Master Schedule for the District Bond Program, which is 
a full composite of the work to be accomplished, combined together from each of 
the nine colleges, satellite colleges and District projects; the Master Schedule will 
include timelines for all events, such as EIR, master plans for each college, 
planning, design milestones, DSA design approval, bid and award, construction, 
occupancy and closeout of each project 

• Overseeing use of Master Schedule and accepted revisions to track overall Bond 
Program progress and trends  

• Supporting the evaluation of various alternatives and forecast schedule and cost 
scenarios  

• Submitting a Bond Program Strategic Execution Plan (SEP) Monthly Progress 
Summary to the District on a monthly basis―the highest level of schedule report 
to monitor the overall Bond Program, the report includes a bar chart summary for 
each approved project segregated by college and indicates variances at the 
project level for delayed completion dates  

3.1.2 The Program Controls Manager is responsible for: 

• Developing, implementing and managing the Bond Program’s Schedule 
Management process, including developing and maintaining the overall Master 
Schedule  

• Overseeing schedule and cost data collection from the CPDs and preparing 
monthly reports for the District, by college and project. The reports contain 
schedule, cost and resource analysis indices necessary for objective 
measurement of accomplished work and expenditures to date (see Attachment 1, 
Monthly Update―Dashboard and Cost Load Schedule―for schedule update 
process) 

• Overseeing periodic assessments of Bond Program college project schedules 

• Establishing scheduling standards pertaining to approved software and the 
configuration of that software; standards tie the cost to the schedule and provide 
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for rollup to the Bond Program level (Bond Program-approved software is Oracle 
Primavera P6 or other schedule management software as approved by the 
owner from time to time) 

• Setting up and facilitating the monthly cost and schedule review meeting with the 
college project teams (CPTs), project delivery teams and project controls staff   

3.1.3 The PMO Regional Scheduler is responsible for: 

• Using the  critical path milestones from the accepted contractor baseline 
schedule to develop the PMO’s draft construction schedule (also called 
construction KPI schedule because it is used at PMO’s discretion to assess 
KPIs)  utilizing Proliance scheduling module (or other approved software), with 
inputs from the CPT 

• With CPT, assessing that the draft construction (KPI) schedule is a realistic 
representation of the critical path milestones for the construction project and 
submitting it to the PMO Director of Project Delivery to obtain formal approval 

• Updating the construction schedule and KPIs with progress inputs from the CPT, 
based on the construction contractor’s monthly schedule updates. (The CPD is 
responsible for timely submissions of reliable and realistic construction contractor 
schedule updates per General Conditions.)  

• Using approved scheduling software to generate current monthly milestone 
variance to baseline reports for construction schedule and KPI reporting 
purposes  

• Implementing a standard for Primavera P6 or other scheduling software files 
approved by owner from time to time 

• Developing the Master Schedule and maintaining a monthly update and program 
summary tasks with the respective physical percent complete 

• Creating and updating (at least monthly) a Level 1 schedule for each project 
which contains summary-level activities that summarize the different phases for 
the project  

• Identifying, with input from the CPD/CPT, all tasks, milestones and deliverables 
required to accomplish the project scope 

• With CPT, developing durations assigned to activities and reflecting these 
durations in contractor schedules 

• Loading cost and schedule data into the approved software to each level of the 
structure, enabling roll-up or summary reporting at each level of the work 
breakdown structure (WBS), as shown in Attachment 2, Work Breakdown 
Structure 
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• Developing “what-if studies” to analyze various project delivery options and 

impact to the cash flow and Bond Program constraints as required 

• Balancing project bid schedules with local market availability of contractors to 
obtain an adequate response and appropriate level of resources to accomplish 
the work 

• Analyzing design, procurement, construction and occupancy/closeout activities to 
confirm that the entire scope of work has been clearly defined and coordinated 
with other Bond Program projects, ongoing District maintenance projects, and 
other District activities  

• Identifying potential delays and risks to on-schedule project delivery   

• Maximizing the use of Proposition A/AA and Measure J Series bond proceeds 
and alternate funding sources by verifying that work is completed within specific, 
required budgetary periods 

• Extracting critical path and milestone data on the progress of all work by all 
parties; providing timely Bond Program-level summary information on the 
schedule for each project, and indicating the status of the Bond Program against 
the Master Schedule to measure performance  

• Monitoring and mitigating the impacts of changes to determine schedule and 
cash flow impacts of both proposed and actual changes, using the scheduling 
system (“what if” schedules) to indicate possible solutions for scheduling 
recovery 

• Reviewing Contractor schedules for comparison and reconciliation with the 
Master Schedule 

• Attending project meetings and verifying that scheduling is a standing agenda 
item 

 

3.2 College Project Director  

CPDs are responsible for fully understanding and validating the work content prior to 
developing a valid schedule. The initial step in gaining this understanding is to conduct 
a thorough review of the project scope definition. CPDs will gather relevant data and 
documentation (e.g. requests for proposals, budget master plans, Bond Program 
language documentation, college master plans for the project, and relevant authorizing 
documents such as  approved change documents) and incorporate this information into 
schedule development. 

CPDs responsibilities include: 
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• Overseeing the General Contractor’s construction schedules and activities, 

approving the contractor schedules, and reinforcing the criticality of timely 
schedule submittals and key project milestones 

• Overseeing schedule during EIR, planning, programming, design, DSA review 
and approval, procurement, construction, FF&E, and closeout phases of all 
projects 

• Controlling programming and design (pre-construction), obtaining college 
acceptance, and working with the regional scheduler in advance of the 
construction contract stage 

• Providing oversight for development and timely submission of the monthly 
schedule update reports based on work breakdown structure (WBS) data (with 
support from the PMO scheduler, for submission to the PMO Program Controls 
Manager) 

• Developing and maintaining college project schedules in the approved 
scheduling database in close coordination with the Regional Scheduler. The 
project schedules are cost-loaded for each phase (i.e. programming, design 
process, construction, FF&E, and occupancy/closeout). CPD responsibility 
includes provision of timely monthly project status updates to the PMO Program 
Controls Manager.   

• Submitting college cost-loaded schedules to Program Controls Manager and 
Program Director or designee for approval and incorporation into the Master 
Schedule  

• Providing oversight for monthly schedule and cost variance reports and 
contractors’ recovery schedule reports (with the electronic schedule file) for the 
monthly schedule review meeting, with support from the PMO scheduler 

• Submitting milestone change requests appropriately (processing respective 
change management requests for revision to the Master Schedule) 

• Obtaining recovery schedules for approval when the contractor’s delay impact to 
the project completion date is 15 days or more:  as appropriate the CPD will 
obtain a recovery schedule from the contractor indicating the new completion 
date with all activities and (or) accelerated critical path activities and route it for 
required approvals (see section 4.8.12). The schedule submission must be 
supplemented by time and cost impact analysis that clearly states reasons for the 
delay. The accelerated critical path schedule must be cost-loaded based on 
resources required to meet the accelerated schedule. 

• Monitoring contractor schedules, including:  

‒ Enforcing scheduling specification requirements 

‒ Conducting monthly contractor schedule reviews 

‒ Checking critical path credibility  
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‒ Reviewing planned-versus-actual progress to date 

‒ Assessing scheduling integrity and schedule traceability for college project 
schedules 

‒ Checking proper activity codes and activity relationships  

‒ Checking for negative float and open-ended activities  

‒ Monitoring minimal use of constraints and lags 

‒ Checking for out-of-sequence tasks 

• Conducting contractor schedule risk analysis 

• Identifying and monitoring risks, mitigation strategies and corrective action plans 

• Verifying resource availability and capabilities to implement schedules 

• Obtaining recovery schedule approval from: 

‒ PMO Director of Project Delivery 

‒ PMO Program Controls Manager 

‒ PMO Program Director 

‒ Chief Facilities Executive 

•    Verifying that schedules contain activities and milestones to achieve contractual 
deliverables 

• Obtaining timely (monthly) submissions of contractor schedules  

• Maintaining proper adherence to Bond Program schedule change management 
processes 

• Tracking project progress and providing monthly variance reporting and 
correction action/mitigation plan reporting incorporated into mandatory Monthly 
Variance Report to PMO, including: 

‒ Variance from prior months and baseline critical paths (Total Float) 

‒ Variance from prior months and Master Schedule baseline start and finish 
milestone dates 

‒ Variance from prior months and Master Schedule start and finish dates 

‒ Variance from prior months and Program Master Baseline physical percent 
complete  

• Assessing project schedule progress with objective and tangible metrics:  
physical percent complete (backed by substantive and verifiable data), weighted 
milestones, units completed (duration percent complete will be used only for 
support-type activities such as meetings, project management support, etc.) 
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• Maintaining all documentation regarding schedule delays, including 

communication with the contractor and variance computation methodology, in a 
central and easily accessible location 

3.3 General Contractor 

The General Contractor (Contractor) is responsible, as defined in the General 
Conditions, to conform to specific schedule development, maintenance and reporting 
requirements.  The General Conditions address preparation, format, detail, updates, the 
governing schedule, submittal schedules, schedule responsibility, conditions of 
payment,  provision of recovery schedules, and the District’s rights to retain one or more 
schedule consultants to perform or supplement the scheduling services provided by the 
Contractor.  

The Contractor is responsible for college project resource-loading and cost-loading 
according to the contract’s General Conditions and CPT direction.  The Contractor will 
compile a list of the resources required to complete the entire scope of work. 

The Contractor will develop a resource library and calendars, identify and assign 
resources and costs  to activities, check for resources over-allocation, and make 
adjustments for availability of resources, varying skill sets, resource learning curves, 
and parametric estimation use. 

The Contractor is responsible for providing the CPD with regular, monthly submission of 
schedules and submissions at key project milestones.  Contractor schedules are subject 
to CPD approval. 

 

4.0 Procedure 

Schedule development and management occurs as an ongoing, joint effort shared by 
the Contractor, who is responsible for the original construction baseline schedule and 
subsequent updates; the CPD, who oversees the Contractor and works closely with the 
project delivery team throughout the project schedule development, management, and 
closeout; and the PMO Regional Scheduler, who is responsible for monitoring the 
contractor’s schedule and maintaining the construction (KPI) schedule and Master 
Schedule under the supervision of the Program Controls Manager. 
 
Section 4 describes the major elements of schedules and schedule development, 
performed by the key personnel, whose roles are described in detail in 3.0, 
Responsibilities.   
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Design project schedules generally follow this same process and are addressed in 
section 4.10 and in  

• Attachment 3, Design-Build Schedule Development, Review and Update 
Process 

 
• Attachment 4, Design/Construction Schedule Development, Review and Update 

Process 
• Attachment 5, Master Schedule Development, Review and Update Process 

4.1 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 

The Bond Program utilizes a standardized work breakdown structure (WBS) across all 
nine colleges (as previously noted, see Attachment 2, Work Breakdown Structure). The 
WBS reflects a deliverable-oriented hierarchical approach to the work needed to 
accomplish the project’s objectives in accordance with formal district-approved project 
documents. The WBS is aligned to the cost work breakdown structure.  Additions or 
modifications to the WBS must be approved by the Program Controls Manager.     

Schedule management and budget/cost management work as integrated systems along 
with finance and accounting management.  In addition, Schedule Management (PMA 
SOP 6.0, Rev.1) is to be reviewed along with Budget and Cost Management (PMA SOP 
5.0, Rev. 1) and Finance and Accounting Management (PMA SOP 7.0).  The WBS (in 
PMIS) and the schedule must align for the accurate reporting of cash flow and project 
performance.   

4.2 Master Schedule 

The Master Schedule is the basis for planning, managing and coordinating the projects 
for each college. The baseline Master Schedule provides the District Bond Program with 
a comprehensive composite of all the work to be accomplished at each of the nine 
colleges.  

The Master Schedule is a repository of schedule data provided by each CPD, based on 
actual data from the accepted Contractor baseline schedule and from schedule 
updates.  It includes timelines for all events, such as the requirement for a 
comprehensive environmental impact report and a master plan for each college; 
planning, design and design approval; and bid/award, construction and occupancy 
schedules. These projects contain WBS structures as stipulated by the Bond Program. 

The Master Schedule includes a logically sequenced, college-wide schedule for each of 
the nine colleges that clearly indicates the detailed breakdown of events for each and 
every project. The project scope is broken down to the activity level to enable schedule 
and cost performance tracking. This allows the Program Controls Manager and the CPD 
to monitor and track scheduled events, as they occur, in order to assess changes, 
delays, trends and variances to the Master Schedule. 
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The accepted Master Schedule serves as the basis for planning, scheduling, tracking, 
and measuring project performance against actual progress as well as the basis for and 
correlation with the established project cost and estimate and budget. 
The PMO Scheduler develops the baseline Master Schedule under the supervision and 
approval of the Program Controls Manager. It is updated monthly and routed by the 
CPD to the PMO Director of Project Delivery and the PMO Program Director (or Deputy 
Program Director) for review and approval on a quarterly basis.  The PMO Program 
Director routes it to the College President for review and approval, and afterward, sends 
it to the Chief Facilities Director for review and approval. 

• PMO Program Controls Manager 
• PMO Director of Project Delivery 
• PMO Program Director 
• College President 
• Chief Facilities Executive 

The Program Master Schedule is updated monthly throughout the progression of the 
bond program to reflect budget, project and contract changes accepted by the College 
President, PMO, and District, and it is used to track schedule and cost variances. Using 
subsequent updates, the Program Controls Manager compares those updates to the 
initial performance baseline and performs analytical studies such as trending, cost 
forecasting, project monitoring, performance measurement, change control, delay 
mitigation, what-if scenarios, and workaround solutions. 

4.2.1  The Master Schedule is broken down into two levels.  The Level 1 schedule 
summarizes the overall project for client and management. Level 1 schedules show 
start and finish dates for the major project phases and key milestones (such as design, 
procurement, construction, and commissioning and start-up). Significant contract 
milestones and project-specific milestones or activities are included in Level 1 
schedules as required by the project execution plan.  

Level 2 schedules contain more detailed activities for each of the summary phases 
previously identified in the Level 1 schedule. This often includes a breakout of the 
various trades or disciplines responsible for the activities in each phase, the critical 
procurement activities, the major elements of construction, and general commissioning 
and start-up requirements. Generally in the Level 2, this is the first level of scheduled 
detail where logical links or task relationships may be shown. 

4.2.1.1  The Level 1 schedule will contain activities (Primavera activity type=Task 
Dependent) for each major phase of the project according to delivery method and type. 
The activity representing the project management phase will be (Primavera activity 
type=Level of Effort ). The major phase activity for the project will be designated as the 
program summary task for that phase.  The project task dependent and activities will be 
coded with the program summary task for that phase (see Attachment 6, LACCD Bond 
Program Schedule Levels Example).  Colleges currently carrying LOE activities for 
program summary tasks are required to create additional activities to be designated 
program summary tasks. LOE activities are designated for cash flow exercises 
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separately from program summary tasks. (For a representative illustration of these 
tasks, see Attachment 7, Sample Bond Program Milestone & Program Summary Tasks 
Structure – Variance.) 

The Level 1 schedule will contain program milestones relative to the project delivery 
mechanism and will show start and finish dates for the respective major project phases. 
The progress percent complete type for all program summary level except project or 
program management activities will be physical percent complete (see Attachment 8, 
Sample Source of Phase Physical Percent Complete). 

4.2.1.2  The Level 2 schedule contains more detailed activities for each summary phase 
identified in the Level 1 schedule. This will include a breakout of the various phases into 
sub phases identifying major elements of the design, procurement, construction, and 
general commissioning and start-up requirements. The Level 2 schedule will include key 
milestones for different phases (such as design, procurement, construction, and 
commissioning up to the WBS Level 5).  The Level 2 schedule will be logically linked to 
the Level 1 summary schedule. 

4.3  Construction Contract Schedule  

The Construction Contract Schedule will be used to measure schedule management on 
all active construction projects.  In the case of information technology (IT) or other 
technology projects, “construction” means procurement, integration, implementation and 
testing of IT and (or) technology systems and capabilities.   

The schedule will consist of critical path milestones for a specific college construction 
project, starting with the Notice to Proceed milestone and continuing through the 
Substantial Completion and Project Closeout milestones. The selected milestones will 
be tangible, represent completion of measureable activities, and aligned to the 
construction contractor’s schedule. The Construction Contract Schedule will be the 
basis for the CPD’s schedule key performance indicators.  Construction projects 
pending litigation and surety construction projects will be excluded from the CPD’s 
monthly key performance indicator (KPI) milestone variance reporting. 
In the event that changes must be made to a milestone (also known as rebaselining),the 
CPD must submit a baseline change request to the PMO Director of Project Delivery in 
writing (PMA-0340, Schedule Baseline Change Request Form, located on 
http://www.build-laccd.org/bidding_and_contracting).   
 
Submissions will be accompanied by supporting time/cost impact analysis sufficient to 
support the baseline milestone change; a review of the project’s risk register may also 
be required.  Upon approval by the PMO Director of Project Delivery, Program Controls 
Manager, and the Program Director, the PMO scheduler will update the construction 
contract baseline milestones schedule to reflect accepted changes during construction, 
substantial and final project completion, and closeout milestones. (Refer to CP 1.0, 
revision 4, CP 2.0 Construction Closeout, and CP 3.0, Project and Client Closeout for 
additional closeout guidance.) 
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4.4 Schedule Development  

The project schedule development process encompasses defining activities, milestones 
and deliverables; estimating activity durations and related crew sizes for trade labor; 
sequencing of activities; and allocating costs to scheduled activities according to 
funding source codes and the correct bond fund allocation. 

4.4.1 Defining Activities, Milestones and Deliverables  

The task/activity level of detail will be sufficiently descriptive for a meaningful  measure 
of progress for milestones and deliverables. 

4.4.2 Activities 

All projects are to be cost-loaded.  On the program level, costs are assigned at WBS 
Level 5 for each project. 

• Programming 
• Design 
• Construction 
• FF&E 
• Project closeout 
• Program management, assets, move, legal and audit are each LOE activities for 

the entire project 
• The costs will be loaded by source of fund and by project phase (design, 

construction, etc.) 
 

For each phase, the appropriate curve is assigned to each resource: 
 

 
Phase Curve 

Programming Linear 
Design Linear 

Construction Bell 
FF&E Triangular increase 

Project Management Linear 
Program Management Linear 

Assets, Move, 
Legal/Audit 

As appropriate 

 

4.4.2.1 Sequence 

All activities are to be logic-driven and sequenced to reflect necessary steps needed to 
complete the scope of the project and critical path computation.  Important interface 
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points, phase conclusions, and “hand-offs” are to be designated with relative start or 
finish milestones.  Milestones are to be tied to or represent a specific product or event 
with clear, objective (quantifiable) criteria for measuring accomplishment. Milestones are 
to align with the construction phase completion points (see Attachment 9, Program 
Milestones P6 Activity Suffix Mapping Sample). 
 
 
4.4.2.2 Activity Duration Estimates 

Project risks and schedule uncertainty are  to be addressed and documented in the risk 
register when task duration estimates are developed as appropriate. 

4.4.3 Milestones 

Milestone tracking is an important indicator related to overall schedule management and 
status reporting.  Significant activities/milestones are established as part of the Master 
Schedule.  For each reporting period, activity progress leading to milestone 
achievement is assessed against the baseline milestone dates. Reports address not 
only variances from the Program Master Schedule but also corrective actions required 
to address the variances.  (See section 4.8.12, Recovery Schedule) 

4.5 Resources, Costs and Schedule Integration 

Resources include labor, material, equipment, services, and any other budget items 
required to perform the entire scope of work. The list is constructed and resides within 
the approved scheduling software. The list also indicates the cost of using the resource. 

Current budget and cost information established in the approved accounting system and 
PMIS accumulates expenditures on a monthly basis. CPDs have access to this 
information for use in adjustments to schedules and budgets that are reviewed and 
discussed in each monthly review meeting. 

Contract issuance begins a process of tracking cost expenditure against budgets using 
the approved accounting system with a bridge from PMIS.   

 

4.6 Schedule Rebaseline  

Schedule revisions will be considered when the scope of work is substantially altered 
and requires additional budget or significantly more time.  Rebaseline requests will be 
accompanied by supporting time and (or) cost  impact analysis sufficiently 
demonstrating how the current baseline schedule cannot be supported  
Project schedules identified as no longer representing the true conditions of the project 
require that the rebaseline process be initiated by the CPD in accordance with the 
Strategic Execution Plan projects for the campus and the Bond Program’s change 
management procedures.  Rebaseline requests require written approval by 

• PMO Director of Project Delivery 
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• PMO Program Controls Manager 
• PMO Program Director 
• Chief Facilities Executive 

4.7 Schedule Update Process 

The monthly updates to the Master Schedule are electronically consolidated by the 
PMO schedulers and analyzed against current forecasts, the performance baseline, the 
previous update, and historical schedule information to provide trending information. 

The PMO Scheduler is responsible for updating the College Level 1 Schedule monthly.  
The physical percent complete entered for the Program summary task will be the same 
as the Phase Percent complete entered into Widget (pending PMIS updates). 

On a monthly basis the PMO Scheduler will update the Level 1 Schedule Program 
Milestones (0% or 100%) and Program Summary tasks with the respective physical 
percent complete.  The percent complete will be measured objectively and must be 
supported by CPD evaluation of payment applications, construction contracts, general 
conditions, progress payments, contract schedules, and work performed in the field. 

Upon completion of updates, the PMO Scheduler will review the schedule updates with 
the Regional Design Liaison, Regional Program Liaison, Contract Administrator, and 
CPD and prepare monthly reports, including variance reports. All schedule variances of 
less than 30 days will be reported to the Director of Project Delivery.  The monthly 
schedule updates will contain sufficient detail to provide the Program Controls Manager 
the ability to determine that the schedule complies with project milestones, planned 
resource/cost loading, physical percent complete for every active task, and overall 
schedule goals. 

4.8 Construction Schedule General Requirements 

The CPT will require that each project Contractor develop a cost-loaded contract 
schedule utilizing Primavera P6 or other software that may be approved from time to 
time, per the General Conditions. This schedule must present the planned project 
approach in sufficient detail to be considered a usable management tool, i.e., no 
schedule activity will be longer than 15 days, and no more than 10% of the activities will 
be shown as critical, as required by the General Conditions.  Bond Program Contractors 
are  required to use the schedule activity coding convention provided by the PMO to 
ensure that all contract schedule formats are consistent with the WBS used for Master 
Schedule.  

4.8.1 Contractor Construction Schedules  

All projects require the submittal and maintenance of a Construction Schedule. 
Construction Schedules enable the CPT to gauge progress of the Project and validate 
Contractor pay applications.  The CPTs review, maintenance and reporting of the 
schedule updates is critical to monitor the actual project progress vs. the planned 
progress of project schedules.  Timely updating and submittal of the updated schedule 
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is essential to verify Contractor proposals for time extensions and compensable delay 
proposals/claims. This procedure outlines the required procedures, preparation, 
submittals, reviews, updates, and revisions to the Construction Schedule. 

In the event these provisions conflict with the project specific construction contract 
documents, the provisions of the contract documents will govern. 

4.8.2  Preliminary 90-Day Construction Schedules 

As detailed in Specification section 013250, within 14 calendar days of the Notice to 
Proceed (NTP), Contractor will submit a preliminary 90-Day Construction Schedule to 
the CPT. This schedule will include (as a minimum) all milestones defined in Division 
01, and it will identify the start dates and durations for each phase of work and 
associated activities. The schedule will be computer-generated using Bond Program-
approved software, based upon a Critical Path network organized by WBS phase and/or 
Activity Code, and reflect Contractor’s intended sequence of the work during the first 90 
calendar days following Notice to Proceed (NTP) or until the schedule is fully developed 
and accepted. 

The CPD will verify the schedule submittal conforms to Contract requirements and 
forward all review comments to Contractor for revision. The Contractor will incorporate 
the revisions, update the preliminary Construction Schedule and submit to CPD for 
further review, comment and/or approval. Contractor will meet all requirements of 
Division 01.  

Costs reflecting those in the Schedule of Values (when accepted) will be allocated to 
each activity cost account in the Preliminary Construction Schedule. The Contractor will 
submit the report required by the General Conditions, with the first monthly submittal 
following approval of the Schedule of Values. The CPD will review the proposed cost 
loading of the schedule. If the CPD determines costs to be “front loaded” or otherwise 
unreasonable, the CPD will return the schedule to the Contractor for revision and 
resubmittal within 5 days. 

Approval and payment of Contractor’s monthly pay application is predicated upon the 
submittal and approval of a preliminary Construction Schedule updated monthly to 
reflect current project status and CPT comments. 

4.8.3 Baseline Schedule  

As detailed in Specification section 013250, the Contractor will submit a fully detailed, 
cost-loaded Proposed Baseline Schedule for the duration of the project, based upon the 
accepted preliminary Construction Schedule. The Contractor will update and revise the 
Proposed Baseline Schedule as specified and submit until it is accepted by the CPT 
(see 4.8.4).   
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The CPD will verify that Contractor submits both the preliminary 90-Day Construction 
Schedule described in 4.8.2 and the Proposed Baseline Schedule as required and verify 
that both schedules: 

• Are in the form required by the Contract 
• Meet milestones required by Contract 
• Have milestone completion dates that support the overall project schedule 
• Are based upon accepted, site-specific work calendars, work hours and work 

rules, e.g., no double-shift or extended days if site is restricted to working one 
shift or Monday through Friday, etc. 

• Are coordinated with other work at the project site, if applicable 

CPD-generated schedules indicating work completed prior to the contract milestones 
and (or) contract time will not be accepted. The Contractor will indicate any available 
float. Any float identified will not be for the exclusive use or benefit of either Owner or 
Contractor. 

Schedules for projects which have multiple trades providing equipment, materials and 
other supplies will include activities for procurement, delivery, storing, rigging, 
installation, and startup including: 

• Time for submittals 
• Time for fabrication and delivery 
• Interdependence of procurement and construction activities 
• Dates for Mobilization, Start-Up of Equipment, Test and Balance, Substantial 

Completion, and Administrative Closeout 
• Any schedule with activities extending beyond milestone times and/or contract 

period will not be accepted 

4.8.4  Schedule Acceptance 

The CPT will obtain the initial Proposed Baseline Schedule described in 4.8.3 as 
detailed in Specifications section 013250. The CPT will advise Contractor of the need to 
submit a fully detailed, cost-loaded Proposed Baseline Schedule acceptable to the CPT 
within 120 days of the NTP or in accordance with the established milestone data. As the 
90-Day Construction Schedule is the basis for payment to Contractor during the first 90-
day period, submittal and CPT acceptance of a Baseline Schedule within 120 days 
following NTP is a condition precedent to accepting subsequent monthly Payment 
Applications after the initial 90-day period.  

The CPT will advise the Contractor that failure to develop and submit an accepted 
Baseline Schedule in the time required may result, upon notice to Contractor, in 
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withholding payment applications, in whole or in part.  The CPT has the option of 
engaging an independent estimating and (or) scheduling consultant to fulfill the Baseline 
Schedule requirement. Any costs incurred for these services will be assessed against 
Contractor. 

Upon final acceptance of the Proposed Baseline Schedule it will become the Baseline 
Schedule against which all subsequent schedule updates will be made, against which 
Contractor will report progress and/or variances and by which the CPT will measure 
Contractor performance and progress. 

4.8.5  Schedule Updates and Reviews 

Following submittal and acceptance of the preliminary Construction Schedule and 
Baseline Schedule, Contractor will submit monthly schedule updates that reflect actual 
project status and physical percent complete for each activity and other criteria detailed 
in this document. If the CPD determines that a schedule submittal does not reflect the 
actual project status, the CPD will reject the submittal as unacceptable.  (Reference 
Attachment 4, Design/Construction Schedule Development, Review and Update 
Process.) 

4.8.6 Schedule Review Meetings 

The CPD will conduct, at minimum, monthly schedule review meetings with Contractor 
and other parties concerned with schedule and performance.  The monthly schedule 
review meetings will occur at least 7 days prior to submittal of the Monthly Schedule 
Update. This meeting will establish actual physical percentages of completion, actual 
start and actual finish dates to be used in the pending Monthly Schedule Update. In 
general, items for review will include: 

• Critical path and near-critical path review 
• Planned-versus-actual progress to date 
• Compliance with submittal requirements 
• Critical procurement items status review 
• All impacts of added and/or deleted work, during the preceding time period and 

(or)  to date, which affect the work and schedule and require recovery plans 
and/or remedial actions in order to meet the milestones schedule and contract 
time 

• Revisions that must be integrated into the work plan by Contractor to meet the 
milestones schedule and contract time 

• Review of Contractor interface and coordination with separate work contracts 

4.8.7 Monthly Schedule Updates 

The CPT is to provide the PMO with a copy of all Contractor monthly payment 
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application schedule updates.  Copies of the Contractor schedule updates and 
associated files will be organized within the R: drive / Scheduling – All Campuses / and 
Campus folder, by:  

• Project number / project name 
• Contractor narratives and reports, organized by month/year 
• CPT schedule reviews and reports, organized by month/year 
• Contractor payment application electronic schedule files (P6-.XER), organized by 

month/year 
• Type of schedule (baseline, update, recovery, etc.) 

Contractor will deliver to the CPT a Four-Week Rolling Schedule derived from the 
accepted schedule, in bar chart format, at each weekly progress meeting.  The Four-
Week Rolling Schedule will depict the prior week’s actual activities and progress and 
upcoming three weeks of activities. This schedule will be based on the most recent 
accepted Monthly Schedule Update but updated to reflect the current progress of the 
Work. Contractor will clearly identify the critical path, near critical path, milestone status, 
and any variance from the most recent accepted monthly schedule update and baseline 
schedule.   

4.8.8 Reporting of Schedule Variances  

The Program Control Manager and PMO Scheduler will report, via monthly schedule 
review meetings with the project delivery team and quarterly reviews that include the 
Program Director and Director of Project Delivery, any schedules with baseline 
variances of more than 30 days on the project.   
 
In advance of these meetings, the PMO Regional Scheduler will run a variance analysis 
(construction schedule, Claim Digger, P6 Schedule Report, Current vs. Baseline vs. 
Current Variance Report / Gant Chart) and prepare a narrative report for each affected 
project for review by the PMO.  The information required is, at minimum: 

• Actual start and finish dates versus planned start and finish dates, finish 
variance. 

• The physical percent complete, remaining duration and actual duration  for each 
activity which is in progress 

• Activities that need to be re-sequenced, original duration changes, calendar 
changes, added, deleted, and/or modified to add clarification, reflect a change in 
plan of operation, or to maintain required schedule detail for proper monitoring 
and control 

• Areas and activities potentially having problems which impact the schedule 
• Resource expenditure vs. planned 
• A list of Requests for Information, submittals, Field Orders, Change Orders, 

Notices of Delay, Change Order Proposals, and Records of Change Order 
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Negotiation that affect or could affect the project  

4.8.9 Monthly Payment Application Schedule Review Process 

The Contractor will provide the CPD with regular progress updates to the Construction 
Schedule via the monthly payment application process outlined in the General 
Conditions Section 012000 - Segregation of Costs.  The interval between reporting 
periods will not exceed 30 calendar days.  The date on which the monthly progress 
update is due will be coordinated between the CPD and the Contractor. 

The Contractor will submit to the CPD an updated, cost-loaded Contract Schedule and 
narrative as part of the Contractor’s monthly payment application invoice.  All in-
progress and completed work stated in the schedule must be field verified by the CPD 
as a 30-day pre-requisite to approval of the payment application. 

The Construction Schedule will be updated with actual progress on all applicable 
activities, as well as actual cost and resource data.  Progress needs to be recorded for 
all activities which have actually started, actually finished or that have started, and are 
currently in progress.  Each update will conform to the schedule reporting criteria 
outlined in the General Conditions Sections 3.9 and Division 1 Specification Section 
013250.  

4.8.10  Schedule and Monthly Payment Review Process 

The CPD will review the Contractor’s schedule submittal and provide comments on the 
technical merit, structure and content.  The CPT will, at a minimum, run the following 
reports utilizing Primavera P6 or other approved software and keep them as part of the 
project record file:   

• Schedule Report – identifying schedule anomalies and Critical Path Method 
violations. 

• Claim Digger – comparing the current monthly payment application schedule 
update to the previous month’s schedule, looking for changes, variances, 
omissions, over-allocation of resources, etc. that may affect the integrity of the 
schedule. 

• Baseline Variance Report – comparing the current monthly payment application 
schedule to the accepted Project Baseline Construction Schedule.  Variances of 
greater than 15 calendar days will require a Recovery Schedule as described in 
Specifications section 013250. 

The CPD will utilize the data generated in these reports to assess the quality and 
validity of the Contractor’s schedule submittal.  Using the data, the CPD will generate a 
review narrative to identify issues and anomalies clearly, with required corrections 
returned to the Contractor with the reviewed monthly payment application.  Based on 
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the data and the overall quality and merit of the submitted schedule, the CPD will return 
the schedule review within 7 days of receipt of the payment application, with one of 
these notations: 

• Accepted – No issues or anomalies in the schedule.  Process payment 
application.  

• Accepted as Noted – Minor issues, anomalies, variances, etc. that can be easily 
corrected, and won’t affect the logic, phasing or critical path of the schedule.  
Process payment application. 

• Revise and Re-Submit – Contains issues with critical path method validity and 
compliance.  Numerous anomalies and variances that will require revisions to 
phasing, sequencing, logic / relationships, or that will change the critical path.  
Reject payment application. 

• Rejected – The submitted schedule does not follow the critical path method, 
contains falsified or inaccurate progress, requires major re-structuring to 
accurately represent scope and/or project conditions, schedule contains no 
credible critical path.  Reject payment application. 

4.8.11  Withhold Process 

In the event that the CPD returns the monthly payment application schedule submittal 
marked with either “Revise and Re-Submit” or “Rejected,” it is possible that the payment 
application may be rejected until the schedule has been re-submitted, reviewed for 
correction per the CPD comments, and marked Accepted or Accepted as Noted.   

Progress payments will be withheld for processing until the payment application has 
been accepted by the CPD.  Failure to make timely corrections to a rejected schedule 
submittal may require additional supplementary progress schedules as may be deemed 
necessary to demonstrate manner in which accepted progress Project Schedule will be 
regained.  Further failure to comply with specified corrective measures will be grounds 
for determination by the CPD that the Contractor is not performing Work with such 
diligence as will ensure timely performance of the Work within the Contract Time and 
may result in termination of Contractor’s right to proceed with the Work, or any 
separable part thereof, in accordance with applicable provisions of 013250, section 1.4. 

 4.8.12 Recovery Schedule  

When the Contractor’s detailed Construction Schedule projects a completion date that is 
15 or more days beyond the contract completion date, the CPD will implement these 
procedures: 

• If the delay is caused by the Contractor, the CPD will notify the Contractor to 
develop and submit a Recovery Schedule so that the slippage is recovered for 
the CPD’s approval, as specified in Specifications section 013250. The CPD will 
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review the proposed Recovery Schedule from the Contractor and, in consultation 
with the PMO, either accept or reject the Recovery Schedule submittal in writing. 

• If the delay is not caused by the Contractor (i.e., delays caused by Owner-
initiated Changes, Unforeseen Conditions/Differing Site Conditions, or Design 
Changes), the CPD will discuss possible delay mitigation plans with the 
Contractor. When the implementation of delay mitigation options is not feasible or 
is limited, the CPD will take one of these steps: 

‒ For a clear-cut situation where the Contractor is not responsible for the 
delay, follow the Change Order Process (including Time Impact Analysis 
Process) to evaluate and make a time extension settlement as soon as is 
practically possible 

‒ Seek required consultation from PMO Risk Management to come up with 
a best strategy for these situations:   

 Delays for which the Contractor is not responsible and  that affect 
more than one schedule update period  

 A combination of non-Contractor responsible delay is mixed with 
the Contractor-responsible delays, and significant dispute is 
anticipated in terms of merit and responsibility apportionment 

 When the CPD decides that a deferred delay settlement is more 
practical and beneficial for overall project success 

4.9 Design Project Schedule Control 

During the planning phase of the project, depending on the delivery method, the PMO, 
the Design Build Entity, or the CPT Project Manager will provide a preliminary design 
project schedule with reasonable durations addressing all required processes including, 
at minimum, planning, programming, design, DSA certification, bidding and 
procurement, construction and commissioning, FF&E, submittals and approval, and 
project closeout. 
 
The CPT Project Manager will submit the preliminary design project schedule to the 
CPD for Project Delivery Team review and CPD acceptance. Upon receipt of CPD 
approval, the PMO Scheduler incorporates the preliminary design project schedule into 
the master schedule. The accepted preliminary project schedule forms the baseline for 
the design project development.  
 
The Design Consultant will prepare and submit a detailed project schedule to the CPT 
Project Manager for review and acceptance. The detailed project schedule will show all 
design-related activities, including resources and duration, to satisfy negotiated contract 
requirements. In this work plan, the Design Consultant will identify potential schedule-
related risks, impacts on the project, and critical path activities. The Design Consultant 
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will update the project schedule throughout the duration of the project development on 
a monthly basis, at minimum.  
 
The CPT Project Manager and PMO Scheduler will incorporate any Design Consultant-
proposed schedule changes into the master schedule and revise the targeted project 
schedule as updates and changes are accepted. The CPT will route the adjusted 
project schedule with a variance report and justifications for acceptance as shown in 
PMA SOP 6.0, Rev. 1, Attachment 4, Design/Construction Schedule Development, 
Review and Update Process. Upon acceptance, the adjusted design project schedule 
will be issued as the final design project schedule and incorporated in the Design 
Consultant contract as a contract requirement. 
 
The CPT Project Manager will manage, track and report to PMO, RDL, RPL and CPD 
the status of project activities, issues and resolutions in real-time to verify that project 
development is on schedule. In this report, the CPT Project Manager will identify 
variances, issues with the causes and resolutions, and a recovery plan, at minimum on 
a monthly basis. 
 
The CPT Project Manager will manage and report to CPD, PMO RDL, RPL and Risk 
Manager any schedule- related risks throughout the development of the project on a 
weekly and monthly basis. 
 
The CPD, PMO, RDL, RPL and Risk Manager will monitor CPT project schedules and 
reports, and, as requested, provide resources to assist the CPT Project Manager in 
developing strategies and resolving issues if requested by the CPT Project Manager. 

Design project schedule review is a part of the Monthly Review meeting managed by 
the Program Controls Manager.  Refer to Attachment 3, Design-Build Schedule 
Development, Review and Update Process; Attachment 4, Design/Construction 
Schedule Development, Review and Update Process; and Attachment 5, Master 
Schedule Development, Review and Update Process, for additional details of the 
schedule development, review and update cycle. 

 

5.0 Reporting 

A summary schedule and cost report by each college will be submitted monthly. The 
report will include bar charts for each project, sub-project and phase. The report 
indicates variances at the project level for delayed completion dates.  The report is 
reviewed and discussed in the monthly schedule review meeting.  

A variance report will be prepared by each CPD each month, including a listing of all 
projects which have been delayed by more than 30 days as compared to the initial 
Master Schedule baseline.  The variance report template is an internal document stored 
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on the Program Controls shared drive. The narrative will include the number of days 
delayed, the reason/root cause for the delay (such as an error or omission in contract 
documents, unforeseen conditions, code changes, etc.), the impact on construction and 
occupancy of the building, and a recovery plan. In addition, these variance reports will 
contain supporting documents and electronic files to support and monitor schedule 
changes such as slippage or cost over- and under-runs.  

This report will be reviewed and discussed in the monthly schedule review meeting in 
conjunction with the monthly schedule updates. The monthly schedule review meeting 
is scheduled for each campus on the second week of the month or at least five working 
days after the financial month-end closing.  

Utilizing these schedule updates and variance narratives, the project delivery team—the 
Regional Design Liaison, Regional Program Liaison, College Project Team, Director of 
Project Delivery, PMO Program Controls, Contractor-- works with each CPD to identify 
potential problems and feasible resolutions. This helps to verify that schedule 
commitments to the colleges, the District and the community are met.  

The CPT documents monthly review meeting action items in formal minutes that 
become part of the project records.  The CPD coordinates College President sign-off on 
reports, and the Program Director or Deputy Program Director obtains District Chief 
Facilities Executive (CFE) acceptance of quarterly review documents detailing SEP 
updates caused by change orders, altered forecasts, or other issues.   

See Attachment 3, Design-Build Schedule Development, Review and Update Process; 
Attachment 4, Design/Construction Schedule Development, Review and Update 
Process; and Attachment 5, Master Schedule Development, Review and Update 
Process, for details of the schedule development, review and update cycle. 

5.1 Variance Documentation  

For project schedule changes of 30 days or more from the baseline schedule, the CPD 
will provide documentation to support both the cause for and the number of delay days.  
 
Documents required to support causes of delay include: 

• Correspondence(s) with the vendor where both parties acknowledge the issues 
related to the delays  

• Supporting documentation including e-mails, submittals, memos, meeting 
minutes, inspection reports, other third-party reports 

• Verbal explanations are NOT sufficient 
 
Documents required to support the number of delay days include: 

• In-house analysis of the delay(s) and, if warranted, a third-party review of the 
delay 

• Documented resources that address the issues 
• Documented constraints which affect the resources 
• Critical path time and impact analysis  
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The data dates for both the report and schedule update are the last day of the previous 
month indicating progress through the end of the month. 

6.0 Records 

• Master Schedule 

• Monthly Schedule Updates 

‒ Construction Contract Schedule 

‒ Cost Load Schedule 

‒ Bond Program Strategic Execution Plan (SEP) Monthly Progress 
Summary 

• Monthly Variance Reports 

• Contractor Recovery Schedules 

• Scheduling Delay Documentation 

• CPD KPIs  

• Master Schedule Change Form 

• Cash Flow Forecast 

 

7.0 Revision History 

This section records revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the procedure 
is changed, the nature of the change is noted under the description, including cases 
where extensive revisions occur throughout the document.  In cases where changes are 
less extensive, revision lines (“change bars”) will be added to identify places where 
changes are made. 

Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are encouraged and may 
be sent via a change request form located on the SOP SharePoint site. See the link 
entitled “Comments on the SOPs, Click Here” on the right side of the SOPs site to 
access the form. 

Procedure revision requests are reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis. 
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Revision 
Effective 

Date 
Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of Revision 

(Minor/Formatting 
and (or) 

Major/Procedural 

Required 
Reading? 

0 10/15/13 All Original Issue Initial Issue Yes 

1 3/31/15 All 

Updated acronyms and added 
definitions; ;   inserted 
scheduling text from 
Construction Management SOP 
1.0, Rev. 4; moved selected 
procedural text into 
Responsibilities section with 
clarification for responsibilities; 
expanded Contractor 
responsibility; deleted schedule  
KPI attachment and  added new 
process workflows in 
attachments 3,4, and 5); 
corrected references to General 
Conditions /Specifications; 
revised recovery schedule text 
and  added  design schedule 
text; clarified naming of various 
schedules and revised master 
/baseline / construction schedule 
text and workflow detail; clarified 
review processes and changed 
“approval” language to 
“acceptance” where related to 
contractor schedules; deleted 
“Bond Program Baseline 
Schedules” history; clarified 
timeline to produce preliminary 
90-day construction schedule  
and Baseline Schedule. 

Minor and Major Yes 

 
 

8.0 Attachments 

Attach-

ment 

Number 

Title 

 

Version and 

Revision Date 

1 Monthly Update―Dashboard and Cost Load Schedule V1, 2/13/15 

2 Work Breakdown Structure V2, 2/13/2015 
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Attach-

ment 

Number 
Title 

 

Version and 

Revision Date 

3 Design-Build Schedule Development, Review and Update 
Process V0, 3/26/2015 

4 Design/Construction Schedule Development, Review and 
Update Process V0, 3/26/2015 

5 Master Schedule Development, Review and Update 
Process V0, 3/26/2015 

6 LACCD Bond Program Schedule Levels Example V2, 2/2/2015 

7 Sample Bond Program Milestone & Program Summary 
Tasks Structure- Variance  V2, 2/2/2015 

8 Sample Source of Phase Physical Percent Complete  V1, 11/18/2014 

9 Program Milestones P6 Activity Suffix Mapping  (Sample) V2, 1/13/2015 
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ATT 1, PMA SOP 6.0, Rev. 1: Monthly Update - Dashboard and Cost Load Schedule

Typical Month Based on Financial Close Calendar

Item Activities -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

A. Dashboard Update (CPT Responsibility)

A10 Start Reporting Preparation for the current month    Start Reporting Preparation for the current month

A20 Project Cost Monthly Update

A20.1 Updates Monthly Report Updates Monthly Report

A20.2 Reconcile Budget variance and adjust AAC items   Reconcile Budget variance and adjust AAC items

A20.3 Complete reconciliation and AAC adjustment by 4 pm   Complete reconciliation and AAC adjustment by 4 pm

A20.4 Prepare Budget Transfer    Prepare Budget Transfer

A20.5 Budget Transfer required District Approval due to PMO    Budget Transfer required District Approval due to PMO

A30 Project Schedule (P6) Monthly Update

A30.1 P6 Monthly Schedule Update P6 Monthly Schedule Update

A30.2 Save pdf report (9B Report)  Save pdf report (9B Report)

A30.3 Cost load P6 schedule update    Cost load P6 schedule update

A30.4 Prepare Schedule Variance Report  Prepare Schedule Variance Report

A30.5 Review Variance Report with RDL/RPL Review Variance Report with RDL/RPL

B. Dashboard Update (Finance Responsibility)

B10 Financial Closing Day - No update or transaction Financial Closing Day - No update or transaction 

B20 Take a snap shot of the database for Dashboard Report at 4 pm Take a snap shot of the database for Dashboard Report at 4 pm     

C. Dashboard Update (PMO Responsibility)

C10 Project Cost Monthly Update

C10.1 Process Budget Transfer for District Approval  Process Budget Transfer for District Approval

C10.2 Coordinate with CPT on the draft snap shot for final adjustment Coordinate with CPT on the draft snap shot for final adjustment   

C10.3 40J Central Services - Reconcile Budget & Update AAC 40J Central Services - Reconcile Budget & Update AAC  

C10.4 Review Monthly Report and QA/QC Dashboard data Review Monthly Report and QA/QC Dashboard data   

C10.5 Obtain District Approval for Dashboard update release Obtain District Approval for Dashboard update release   

C10.6 Publish Dashboard Publish Dashboard 

C20 Project Schedule (P6) Monthly Update

C20.1 PMO compile cost loading data for prepare cash flow forecast PMO compile cost loading data for prepare cash flow forecast   

Rev. 1, Date: 2/13/15

Reporting Month

Report Month ‐Week 3
Dashboard Update Begins

Week 4 / Week 5
Financial Closing Week

Week 1
Start of Following Month

Week 2
Complete Reports
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51301.6
Commissioning

(LOE Cost 
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2/13/2105, v.2

ATT 2, PMA SOP 6.0, Rev. 1
 Work Breakdown Structure 



PMA SOP 6.0 Rev. 1, Attachment 3:  Design-Build Schedule Development, Review and Update Process, V.0, created 3/26/2015
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PMO issues
Notice to Proceed 
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mitigation & corrective 

action?

Assigned CPT member 
documents Monthly 

Review meeting actions & 
follow up tasks in minutes 

copied to Program 
Director and Director of 
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Within 45 calendar days 
after NTP, DBE submits 
Baseline P6 critical path 
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construction contract, 

to PM

Start Process

Repeat monthly 
review & acceptance 

cycle
through

project closeout

DBE incorporates 
updates into schedule 
on an ongoing basis 
and reports monthly 

to CPT

DBE generates 
recovery schedule

PM reviews
DBE preliminary design/

construction
schedule with Project 

Delivery Team & 
Scheduler

MONTHLY SCHEDULE REVIEW
PMO Program Controls Manager conducts 

reviews & analyzes schedule reports; accepts 
reports; conducts monthly review meeting with

1. Project delivery team 
2. PMO Scheduler, CPT & DBE

(Includes CPD participation/oversight)

CPD processes 
change order for

acceleration or time 
extension

PMO leadership approves course of 
action (change order documentation, 

recovery plan acceptance, risk 
management solution)

PM coordinates with Project Delivery 
Team and DBE

Scheduler reviews & analyzes 
DC/GC updates, notes variances 

& prepares reports 
for CPD/PM 

leadership briefings & 
review meetings

PM obtains 
preliminary DBE schedule 

acceptance from 
CPD

CPD manages 
recovery plan 

process

No

Yes

Risk Management 
reviews complex 

situations & advises 
CPD on resolution

No Yes

Owner-caused 
delay = 

change order 
process

Contractor-caused 
delay = 

recovery plan 
process

Complex situations 
require 

Risk Management 
guidance

PM = CPT Project 
Manager

Project delivery team 
= Director of Project 
Delivery, CPT, RPL, 
RDL 

Scheduler = Downtown
PMO Regional 
Scheduler

PM solicits 4-week 
rolling schedule updates 

for weekly meeting 
discussion with DBE; 
addresses variances; 
briefs PMO leadership 
on significant issues; 
disseminates weekly 
updates to Project 

Delivery/CPT

PM discusses items of concern with PMO 
leadership (Program Director, Deputy Director, 

Director of Project Delivery)
on an as-needed basis

Risk Management 
briefs

PMO leadership  
& client

PMO leadership 
guides or approves 

solution

`  

DBE issues 
Preliminary 
Milestone 

Schedule with 
DB proposal

1
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PMO issues
Notice to Proceed 

Variances requiring 
mitigation & corrective 

action?

Assigned CPT member 
documents Monthly 

Review meeting actions & 
follow up tasks in minutes 

copied to Program 
Director and Director of 

Project Delivery

Within 15 calendar days 
after NTP, DC/GC 

submit preliminary P6 
critical path schedule, 

per construction 
contract, 

to PM

Start Process

Repeat monthly 
review & acceptance 

cycle
through

project closeout

DC/GC incorporates 
updates into schedule 

on an ongoing
basis and reports 
monthly to CPT

DC/GC generates 
recovery schedule

PM reviews
DC/GC preliminary 
design/construction

schedule with Project 
Delivery Team & 

Scheduler

MONTHLY SCHEDULE REVIEW
Program Controls Manager conducts reviews & 

analyzes schedule reports; accepts reports; 
conducts monthly review meeting with

1. Project delivery team & DC/ GC
2. PMO Scheduler & CPT

(Includes CPD participation/oversight)

CPD processes 
change order for

acceleration or time 
extension

PMO leadership approves course of 
action (change order documentation, 

recovery plan acceptance, risk 
management solution)

PM coordinates with Project Delivery 
Team and DC/GC

Scheduler reviews & analyzes 
DC/GC updates, notes variances 

& prepares reports 
for CPD/PM 

leadership briefings & 
review meetings

PM obtains 
preliminary DC/GC 

schedule acceptancel from 
CPD

CPD manages 
recovery plan 

process

No

Yes

Risk Management 
reviews complex 

situations & advises 
CPD on resolution

No Yes

Owner-caused 
delay = 

change order 
process

Contractor-caused 
delay = 

recovery plan 
process

Complex situations 
require 

Risk Management 
guidance

PM = CPT Project 
Manager

Project delivery team 
= Director of Project 
Delivery, CPT, RPL, 
RDL 

Scheduler = Downtown
PMO Regional 
Scheduler

PM solicits schedule 
updates for weekly 

meeting discussion with 
DC/GC; addresses 

variances; briefs PMO 
leadership on significant 

issues; disseminates 
weekly updates to 

Project Delivery/CPT

PM discusses items of concern with PMO 
leadership (Program Director, Deputy Director, 

Director of Project Delivery)
on an as-needed basis

Risk Management 
briefs

PMO leadership  
& client

PMO leadership 
guides or approves 

solution

`  
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Start Process

Repeat 
Master Schedule

update & approval 
process 
through

project closeout

2014 Master 
Schedule based on 

approved SEP 
initiated by CPT 

working with
Scheduler 

2014 Master Schedule actuals, 
projections, trending & 

forecasting are reviewed by 
Project Controls Manager & 

Program Director

2014 rebaselined 
Master Schedule created by
Scheduler establishing key 
milestones, incorporating 

preliminary design/construction 
schedules, following Program 

Controls standards 

2014 rebaselined 
Master Schedule 

reviewed/ approved 
by Program Director or

Deputy

Rebaselined
2014 Master 

Schedule routed for 
approvals by CPD

Quarterly Update
review & approval

College President
Reviewed/
Approved

2014 rebaselined Master 
Schedule sent to CFE for 
approval, then routed to 
Scheduler for recording 

and maintenance

2014 
rebaselined Master 

Schedule approved by
CFE

Master Schedule
Quarterly Update
review & approval

Master Schedule update 
coordination and 
implementation 

coordinated by CPT with 
Project Delivery Team 

and GC

Master Schedule Quarterly 
Review submitted to District 
Level by Program Director

PM = CPT Project 
Manager

Delivery Team = 
Director of Project 
Delivery, CPT, RDL, 
RPL

Scheduler = Downtown 
PMO Regional 
Scheduler

SEP = Strategic 
Execution Plan

Scheduler creates record of 
rebaselined 2014
Master Schedule

Yes

2014 rebaselined Master 
Schedule approval from 

College President obtained by 
CPD 

No

2014 Master Schedule Quarterly 
Review Document consolidates 

monthly detail; CPD obtains 
College Level approval; Program 

Director obtains District Level 
approval

Master Schedule 
Quarterly Review 

submitted to District level 
by CPD

Master Schedule updates 
involving contractual change 
(change orders, changes to 

substantial or final completion, 
etc.)  require PMO leadership 

guidance

Master Schedule updates 
are approved 

by 
PMO leadership

No Yes

No
Yes

Approved 2014 Master Schedule
enters weekly, monthly, and quarterly 

review cycle

(See Attachment 7 for Design/
Construction Schedule Development, 

Review and Update Process)

No Yes

No Yes

Yes

No

2014 Basline (completed) Master Schedule Review and Update 

1
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SOP 6.0, Rev. 1, Attachment 9:  Program Milestones P6 Activity Suffix Mapping (Sample) 

Los Angeles City College 

Design-Bid-Build 

Program Milestone P6 Activity Suffix P6 Activity Date 

Printed on 10/2/2013  1 

  Program Start 

  Design Start 

  -0100 

-0300 

ES 

ES Official approval for the architect to start 
design of project 

  DSA Submission -0500 ES Division of State Architect (DSA) receives 
plans from architect 

  DSA Approval -0600 EF Construction plans are approved by Division 
of State Architect (DSA) 

  Bid Advertise -0700 ES Final bid documents are made public and 
ready for distribution to bidder 

  NTP Construction -0800 ES Official approval for the contractor to start 
construction of project 

  Substantial Completion -0900 EF Construction almost finished and ready for 
acceptance and punch list.  Work is 
sufficiently completed in accordance to 
contract 

  Bldg Occupancy/In-Use -1200 EF Building complies with all codes and 
regulations including asset depreciation 
(DISTRICT Milestone) 

  Final Completion -1100 EF Owner acceptance 

  DSA Closeout -1000 EF Project has been completed in accordance to 
DSA.  DSA certification letter is issued 

 Final Project Closeout & Archival Records  -1500  EF  All Closeouts completed and all records 

archived 

Design-Build 

Program Milestone P6 Activity Suffix P6 Activity Date 

Program Start -0100 ES 

Issue Design-Build RFP -0200 ES Invite Design-Build team to deliver projects 
through competitive process 

Award/NTP Design-Build -0400 ES Select winning design-build team and official 
approval for the design-build team to start 

DSA Submission -0500 ES Division of State Architect (DSA) receives 
plans from architect 

DSA Approval -0600 EF Construction plans are approved by Division 
of State Architect (DSA) 

NTP D-B Construction -0800  ES Start of Design-Build Construction 

Substantial Completion -0900 EF Construction almost finished and ready for 
acceptance and punch list.  Work is 
sufficiently completed in accordance to 
contract 

Final Completion -1100 EF Owner acceptance 

Bldg Occupancy/In-Use -1200 EF Building complies with all codes and 
regulations including asset depreciation 
(DISTRICT Milestone) 

DSA Closeout -1000 EF Project has been completed in accordance to 
DSA.  DSA certification letter is issued 

Final Project Closeout & Archival Records -1500  EF All Closeouts completed and all records 

archived 

Notes: 
1) The suffix identifies the corresponding program milestone . 
2) The activity date determines what date to pull for reporting.  ES will be pulled unless specified.
3) The activity codes identifies the project
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1.0 Purpose 

On October 17, 2001, the Los Angeles Community College District Board of Trustees 
established a Community Economic Development Program to maximize local economic 
benefits generated by the Los Angeles Community College District (LACCD, or District) 
Bond Program. This was subsequently reaffirmed on June 25, 2003 and January 15, 
2014.  To further its commitment, on January 15, 2014, the Board also modified Board 
Rule 7103.17, Opportunities for Local, Small and Emerging Businesses, to increase the 
goal to 30% minimum participation in facilities contracts by local, small, emerging and 
disabled-veteran owned businesses (LSEDV) businesses. 
 
The LACCD Program Management Office (PMO) Community Economic Development 
Program includes four key elements: 

• Community Business Enterprise Program geared to encourage the use of LSEDV 
businesses neighboring the colleges 

• Local Worker Hiring Program geared to involve local residents living in the areas 
neighboring the colleges in trade and non-trade opportunities 

• College Internship Program geared to involving District students at each college or 
in the PMO/Bond Program 

• Special Opportunities Program geared to involve the socio-economically 
disadvantaged and others in training and career opportunities 

 
The Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) provides direction for administering and 
managing the Community Economic Development (CED) programs and refers to the 
District Project Labor Agreement (PLA) with the Los Angeles/Orange County Building and 
Trades Council and Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters, effective December 19, 
2001, and subsequently amended on July 8, 2015.  The PLA establishes the labor 
relations policies and procedures for the District, contractors and craft employees engaged 
in the Bond Program.  For more detail on the PLA, see PMA SOP 12.0, Labor 
Compliance. 
 

2.0 Scope 

The purpose of this procedure is to define the PMO Community Economic Development 
Department activities and processes. The CED SOP applies to the PMO and the entire 
Bond Program team, including but not limited to various PMO departments (Community 
Economic Development, Contracts and Procurement, College Project Teams (CPTs), 
Regional Design Liaisons (RDLs), and their respective reporting structures; construction 
contractors; LACCD colleges, local trade unions, local pre-apprenticeship training 
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programs, WorkSource Centers, community and faith-based organizations, students, and 
community members. 

3.0 Acronyms, Terms and Definitions 

3.1  Acronyms 

For a complete list of acronyms used in the Bond Program, refer to the Titles, Terms and 
Acronyms Supplemental Procedure posted at: 
http://pmo.build-laccd.org/Procedures/Pages/default.aspx 
 
Acronyms are explained with their first use in this document.   

3.2  Definitions 

B2GNow – contract compliance online software application enabling the PMO to monitor 
prompt payment at all subcontractor tiers and the utilization of LSEDV-owned businesses 
on bond-funded projects/contracts 
 
Community Service Provider – any public agency or non-profit organization providing 
pre-apprenticeship construction training, trained local construction worker referrals to 
contractors, and (or) comprehensive employment support services  

 
Construction-Related Community-Based Organization – a non-profit organization that 
assists potential construction workers on public works projects or private development 
projects by providing access to training, support services, and career-readiness skills 

 
Craft Employee Request Form – the form used by contractors to request dispatch of 
craft workers who are Local Workers or Disadvantaged Local Workers from a union 
hiring hall; form is submitted by the contractor, completed and fulfilled by a union, 
and submitted to the Local Worker Hiring Coordinator as proof of compliance 
 
Disadvantaged Local Worker (DLW) – An individual who resides in a local residency zip 
code and possesses one or more of the barriers to employment listed: 

 
• Household income less than 50% of the area median income (AMI) 
• Homeless 
• Custodial single parent 
• Current public assistance from CalWORKs, GAIN, GROW, or unemployment 

benefits 
• No high school diploma or general equivalency degree (GED) 
• Criminal justice record 
• Unemployed for at least the last 90 days 

http://pmo.build-laccd.org/Procedures/Pages/default.aspx
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Disadvantaged Local Worker Certification Form – form completed by local workers to 
disclose their barriers to employment.  A community service provider or Local Worker 
Hiring Coordinator may certify an eligible local worker as a disadvantaged local worker.  
DLW certification requires the submittal of documentation that validates the risk factor(s) 
identified by the local worker on the DLW certification form. (See Attachment 1 for a 
sample form.) 

 
LCPtracker – LCP Tracker is an online, certified payroll system interfacing with the Bond 
Program server and used by the LACCD PMO Labor Compliance Department as a tool to 
monitor compliance with prevailing wage laws and produce reports for the Community 
Economic Development Program. 
 
Local Craft Worker Utilization Report – generated through LCP Tracker and then 
submitted on the first and third Monday of each month to the Local Worker Hiring 
Coordinator; the Local Craft Worker Utilization Report contains, at a minimum: 
 

• Total number of all workers (apprentices and journeymen), hours worked, 
and wages earned on the project 

• Total number of Local Workers (apprentices and journeymen), hours 
worked, and wages earned (by Primary and Secondary Residency 
Preference Areas) 

• Total number of Disadvantaged Local Workers (apprentices and 
journeymen), hours worked, and wages earned (by Primary and 
Secondary Residency Preference Areas) 

• Total number of hours worked by Local Workers and Disadvantaged 
Local Workers by subcontractor  

• Demographic profile of all worker categories (Local, Disadvantaged Local 
Worker, non-local), including race, gender, and veteran status  

 
Local Worker – an individual who resides in the Primary Residency Preference Area or 
the Secondary Residency Preference Area  
 
LSEDV – local, small, emerging and disabled veteran-owned businesses 
 
Craft Worker Utilization Plan – plan that contains the craft worker schedule for the hiring 
of Local Workers and Disadvantaged Local Workers to meet the Local Worker hiring goals 
and apprentice participation goal through the life of the project 
 
Pre-apprenticeship Training Programs – programs administered by a public agency or 
non-profit organization that provide pre-apprenticeship training using a government- 
approved curriculum. Trainees in these programs are provided an introduction to the 
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construction trades through hands-on construction and in-classroom training. Graduates of 
these programs are seeking a career in construction through union apprenticeship. 
 
Primary Residency Preference Area and Secondary Residency Preference Area – 
defines areas for Contractors’ first hiring focus as part of the effort to meet the Local 
Worker participation goal of employing qualified local workers.  The Primary Residency 
Preference Area includes all zip codes within the college community of the project.  The 
Secondary Residency Preference area is defined by zip codes within the LACCD 
geographic boundaries. 
 
Project Labor Agreement – establishes the labor relations policies and procedures for 
LACCD and the contractors and craft employees engaged in the Bond Program. The PLA 
prevents work stoppages or slowdowns, encourages contracting with LSEDV businesses, 
facilitates the hiring of local and disadvantaged local workers and veterans to provide a 
sufficient supply of skilled craft workers, facilitates and provides a pipeline to union 
apprenticeship, and establishes standardized grievance/dispute resolution procedure(s) 
when matters arise. 
 
Project Craft Worker Hours – includes all craft worker hours performed on project work 
 
Small Business Enterprise (SBE) – a small business certified by a California or Federal 
Government agency 

Veteran – an individual who served honorably on active duty in the United States armed 
forces as defined under Title 5, Section 2108(1) of the United States Code 

Veteran Worker Certification Form – Veteran Worker certification may be performed by 
the Local Worker Hiring Coordinator or a community service provider, or additional 
organization(s) approved by LACCD. Veteran Worker certification requires DD-214 
documentation to validate honorable discharge from a United States military branch. 
 
WorkSource Centers – network of public and private partners that support workers and 
businesses by serving their employment and training needs. Centers are funded by the 
Federal Workforce Investment Act (WIA) and most services are available at no cost. 
 

4.0 Responsibilities 

4.1 PMO Manager of Special Initiatives 

The PMO Manager of Special Initiatives directs and oversees the implementation of the 
Community Business Enterprise Program, the Local Hiring Program, and the College 
Internship Program.  In addition the PMO Manager of Special Initiatives oversees the 
Labor Compliance Officer and the Project Labor Agreement Administrator, whose activities 
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are separate from but related to certain activities of the Community Economic 
Development Program. 

The PMO Manager of Special Initiatives reports to the PMO Program Director and the 
PMO Deputy Program Director. 

4.2  Community Economic Development Manager  

The PMO Community Economic Development Manager (CED Manager) implements the 
Community Business Enterprise Program, the Local Hiring and Special Opportunities 
Programs, and the College Internship Program; in addition the CED Manager oversees the 
Small Business Coordinator, the Internship Coordinator, and the Local Worker Hiring 
Program (LWHP) Coordinators.   The CED Manager reports to PMO Manager of Special 
Initiatives and: 

• Manages the implementation of the LWHP to achieve the 35% local worker hiring 
goal and 10% disadvantaged local worker and veteran hiring goal; manages 
district-wide access to pre-apprenticeship construction training and union 
apprenticeship programs for local residents in partnership with contractors, unions, 
colleges, and community-based organizations 
 

• Develops and maintains partnerships with district-wide business and trade 
organizations, community-based organizations, faith-based organizations, local 
agencies, community leaders, and trade unions to maximize local worker 
participation 

 
• Monitors and reports contractor performance in achieving the 35% local worker 

hiring goal to the PMO or designee, and works collaboratively with the Labor 
Compliance Department and PLA Administrator to achieve coordination and meet 
the goal 

 
• Composes, edits, and coordinates the preparation of briefing and summary 

documents and reports for the LWHP as required by the PMO 
 

• Provides counsel regarding business, administrative, or management aspects of 
the LWHP; provides analysis and feedback on potential impacts of proposed 
policies on local worker participation 

4.3 PMO Local Worker Hiring Coordinator 

The PMO Local Worker Hiring Coordinator performs the daily jobsite and office tasks 
required to facilitate the participation of local and disadvantaged local workers and 
veterans on Bond Program projects by working collaboratively with the PLA administrator, 
RPLs, contractors, CPTs, unions, pre-apprenticeship training programs, colleges, and 
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workforce support service organizations.  The Local Worker Hiring Coordinator reports to 
the CED Manager and: 

 
• Monitors contractor compliance with the LWHP contract provisions 

 
• Promotes and facilitates local worker pathways into union apprenticeship 

 
• Attends job start meetings to facilitate contractor awareness of the LWHP goals 

 
• Collaborates with the rest of the PMO, PLA Administrator, contractors, and 

building trades to facilitate LWHP goals and apprenticeship goals achievement 
for PLA-covered projects 

 
• Organizes and maintains an integrated system of available support services and 

workforce development organizations to provide LACCD Jobs clients with 
resources to support their pursuit of a career in construction  

 
• Meets with workforce development partners to discuss LACCD Jobs clients’ 

readiness for union apprenticeship and (or) placement on Bond Program 
projects 

 
• Conducts, organizes and attends career fairs to promote construction career 

opportunities for local and disadvantaged local individuals; establishes and 
maintains relationships with pre-apprenticeship and union apprenticeship 
training programs; informs local workers about how to enroll in pre-
apprenticeship training or enter union apprenticeship programs; creates and 
distributes informational material regarding the LWHP 

 
• Establishes processes with community college faculty and staff to connect 

LACCD students to union apprenticeship opportunities  
 

• Conducts quarterly union apprenticeship orientations at LACCD community 
colleges, pre-apprenticeship training locations, and (or) community centers  

 
• Facilitates contractor access to Work Opportunity Tax Credits, On-The-Job 

Training incentives and other program services provided by state or federal 
programs to encourage placement of local and disadvantaged local workers 

 
• Generates and (or) reviews bi-monthly Local Craft Worker Utilization Reports to 

determine contractor compliance, and initiate contractor craft worker recovery 
plans as required  
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• Monitors and tracks contractor use of Craft Employee Request Form and union 
dispatches 

 
• Collects documentation from local workers to validate information contained in 

the DLW certification form  
 

• Conducts monthly survey of all current and past local worker and DLWs placed 
and not placed on Bond Program projects 

 
• Develops and maintains partnerships with District-wide public and private 

institutions, community-based organizations, faith-based organizations, and 
local agencies, to secure additional support services for local and 
disadvantaged local workers 
 

4.4  Small Business Coordinator 

The Small Business Coordinator verifies that Prime Contractors are completing and 
submitting required Community Business Enterprise forms to document the use of small, 
emerging and disabled veteran-owned enterprises located in the college vicinity. 

4.5 Internship Coordinator 

The Internship Coordinator creates and manages internship candidate pipelines, recruits 
candidates, conducts intern candidate outreach, initiates business partnerships with 
employers, and facilitates the approval process for grant approval and employer 
engagement with the College Internship Program. 

4.6 Regional Project Liaison (RPL) 

The PMO RPLs are provided with a Local Craft Worker Utilization Report for each project 
for their respective colleges so that they and the PMO CPTs are informed about the local 
worker hiring performance on each project.    

4.7 College Project Director (CPD) and College Project Teams (CPTs) 

The PMO CPDs help enforce compliance with the local hiring goal for their respective 
colleges.  The CPDs reinforce with the general contractor the importance of achieving, at a 
minimum, the 35% local worker hiring goal and 10% disadvantaged local worker and 
veteran hiring goals.  The CPTs work closely with the Local Worker Hiring Coordinator to 
coordinate meetings with the general contractor and subcontractors to verify their 
understanding of the LWHP and best practices to achieve the local hiring goals. 
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4.8  Contractors 

Prime Contractors and Subcontractors are required to make an effort to meet the local 
worker hiring goals that are stipulated in the PLA: 
 

• 35% of all skilled trade positions performing project work are to be:   
− First, from qualified workers residing within the Primary Residency 

Preference Area; 
− Second, from qualified workers residing within the Secondary Residency 

Preference area; and 
− Third, from qualified workers residing within Los Angeles County. 

• 10% of all skilled trade positions performing project work are to be 
Disadvantaged Local Workers and (or) Veterans 

 
Contractors will first attempt to meet the local worker hiring goals by employing qualified 
workers who reside in the Primary Residency Preference Area. This area includes all zip 
codes within the college community of the project.  If the Contractor is unable to meet their 
entire Local Worker need from this area, the Contractor must submit to the Local Worker 
Hiring Coordinator a statement on company letterhead certifying that it secured all 
available qualified local workers from this area during a 48-hour period before pursuing 
workers from the Secondary Residency Preference Area. 

4.9 PMO Human Resources Specialist  

The PMO Human Resources Specialist identifies PMO and PMO CPT intern needs, 
prepares intern job descriptions based on the identified need and input from subject matter 
experts, coordinates approvals, and works with CED Internship Coordinator on the 
administrative process for intern on-boarding and off-boarding. 

4.10  PMO Project Labor Administrator  

The PMO PLA Administrator is the individual assigned by the PMO or its designee to 
monitor the Contractor’s compliance with the terms of the PLA. 

 

5.0 Procedures 

5.1 Community Business Enterprise Program 

The Community Business Enterprise Program is designed to encourage the use of LSEDV 
businesses neighboring the colleges.   
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Design and construction work awarded to firms certified as Local, Small, Emerging or 
Disabled Veteran Business Enterprises by a federal agency or a California public agency 
count toward meeting the LSEDV business participation goal.  
 
The Prime Contractors and its Subcontractors are required to make a good faith effort to 
meet the 30% participation goal by Local, Small, Emerging and Disabled Veteran (LSEDV) 
businesses on the project. Prime Contractors each submit to the Small Business 
Coordinator verification of certification or proof of primary business location in the County 
of Los Angeles prior to commencing work. Proof of business location is established by 
submittal of articles of incorporation, current business license, tax permit, utility bill, and 
lease agreement. 
 
The Prime Contractor will require all its subcontractors and subconsultants to complete 
and submit the Community Economic Development Program Outreach Business 
Categories (Form OR-0150) to the Small Business Coordinator. Form OR-0150 is located 
at http://www.buildlaccd.org/contractors-bidders/forms-templates.    

5.1.1 LSEDV Outreach and Contractor Development 

Within 15 days of receiving the Notice to Proceed from PMO Contracts and Procurement, 
the Prime Contractor will provide the CPT Project Manager (CPT PM) with the LSEDV 
Outreach Plan.  The LSEDV Outreach Plan is to contain the methodology used to identify 
qualified, available local LSEDV subcontractors; notification processes and tools used to 
communicate with LSEDV subcontractors; and available resources to assist LSEDV 
subcontractors.   

5.2     LSEDV Administration and Compliance Requirements 

Within 15 days of receiving the Notice To Proceed and before commencing work, the 
Prime Contractor will submit the project’s Community Economic Development Contractor 
form OR-0140 and LSEDV Subcontractor Utilization Schedule to the CPT PM or designee 
and to the CED Manager for approval.  The form is to include a list with the name of each 
LSEDV subcontractor and non-LSEDV subcontractor to be used and their corresponding 
subcontract award amount, contact information, contractor’s license number, Federal Tax 
Identification number, union affiliation, craft or service to be performed, and contract start 
and end dates.  
 
The LSEDV Subcontractor Utilization Schedule is to reflect the Prime Contractor’s 
forecasted LSEDV participation, based on contract value, to meet or exceed the LSEDV 
Participation Goal.   
 
Any LSEDV subcontractor or non-LSEDV subcontractor the Prime Contractor intends to 
use, but has not specifically identified in the Community Economic Development Program  
Outreach Contractor/Consultant Identification Form OR-0140 at the time of submission, is 
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to be identified by craft or service to be performed, approximate subcontract amount, and 
approximate contract start and end dates. Form OR-0140 is to be updated and submitted 
to the CPT Project Manager or designee on a monthly basis, reflecting any additional 
LSEDV subcontractor or non-LSEDV subcontracts that have been awarded, as well as 
other changes in the LSEDV Subcontractor Utilization Schedule. 
 
Form OR-0140 is located at http://www.buildlaccd.org/contractors-bidders/forms-
templates.    
 
The Prime Contractor is to submit subcontractor contract award and monthly payment 
information using the Subcontractor Payment and Utilization Form (CP-0510).  The 
monthly Subcontractor Payment and Utilization Form is to be submitted as part of the 
monthly pay application to demonstrate progress and compliance with the approved 
LSEDV Subcontractor Utilization Schedule.   
 
The Prime Contractor will submit the Subcontractor Utilization Report generated through 
B2GNow, detailing all subcontractor contract award and monthly payment information.  
This report is submitted monthly with payment application and used to demonstrate actual 
LSEDV participation on the LSEDV Subcontractor Utilization Schedule. 
 
At the conclusion of the project, LACCD or its designee will conduct a final evaluation of 
the Contractor’s good faith effort to meet the LSEDV participation goal and will use that 
performance metric to evaluate future contract awards. 

5.3 Local Worker Hiring Program 

The Local Worker Hiring Program enhances hiring and training opportunities for local and 
disadvantaged and (or) veteran residents living in areas neighboring each of the colleges.  
It encourages employing local and disadvantaged craft workers for Bond Program projects 
to achieve the minimum 35% local worker and 10% disadvantaged local worker goals 
contained in the PLA. 

5.3.1 Local Worker Hiring Performance Review 

 
The CED Manager generates and reviews the bi-weekly local hiring performance report for 
each PLA-covered project in addition to the subcontractor local hiring performance 
summary to evaluate each contractors’ progress in meeting the 30% local worker and 6% 
disadvantaged local workers goal in the originally established PLA.  In addition the report 
addresses new construction projects that fall under the amended PLA specifying 35% 
local workers and 10% disadvantaged local workers and (or) veterans. 
 
Additionally, the CED Manager forwards the bi-weekly local hiring performance reports to 
the RPLs and CPDs for their review and appropriate action and to the general contractor 
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for reinforcement or corrective action.  The CED Manager tracks and manages project 
craft worker local worker utilization with support from the RPL and the CPT.  If a Prime 
Contractor fails to demonstrate a good faith effort, it may be asked to meet with the RPL, 
CPD and (or) the PMO team to develop a course of action for compliance which may 
require the submission of a local hiring performance recovery plan. 
 
On a weekly basis, the Local Worker Hiring Coordinator submits a project update that 
describes the current scope of work being performed on the project, timeline for craft 
worker needs, opportunities for new apprentice placement, and issues and actions needed 
to resolve the issue. 
 
Additionally, on a weekly basis, the Local Worker Hiring Coordinator visits project sites to 
meet with contractors to identify craft worker needs, to identify opportunities for new 
apprentice placements, and to support contractors to achieve the local worker hiring goals.   
The Local Worker Hiring Coordinator assists the contractor with placement of new 
apprentices to increase local worker and disadvantaged local worker participation.  The 
Local Worker Hiring Coordinator identifies LACCD construction students who are ready 
and willing to enter a union apprenticeship program to begin a career in construction. 

5.3.2 Local Worker Intake Process 

The Local Worker Hiring Coordinator will meet with college students and local community 
members who are interested in a career in construction and provide them with an intake 
form to complete.  The local worker hiring program contains information such as gender, 
education level, veteran status, prior conviction, employment status, and ethnicity.  
 
The local worker intake process is designed to respond to inquiries regarding the 
LWHP accurately and in a timely manner and to enroll interested candidates in a pre-
apprenticeship training program properly and successfully.  Intake forms are 
collected, maintained, reviewed for compliance with residency eligibility criteria, and 
examined to identify barriers to employment. 

5.3.3  Case Management  

College students and local community members who qualify as local workers are asked to 
meet with the Local Worker Hiring Coordinator for an individual assessment.  The Local 
Worker Hiring Coordinator will provide college students with the necessary resources to 
remove barriers that may prevent them from pursuing a career in construction: 

• The student may be required to attend a Record Expungement and/or Parking 
Issues Workshop to eliminate any barriers to employment caused by unresolved 
challenges with the judicial system or a public agency.  

• Students are tracked for short-term and long-term follow up opportunities. 
• Students are referred to a Work Source Center to obtain supportive services.  
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• The Local Working Hiring Coordinator performs continuous follow up with 
students after they complete their pre-apprenticeship training at the LACCD 
college to facilitate pathways into apprenticeships 

5.3.4   Union Presentation and Tour Coordination  

The Local Worker Hiring Coordinator coordinates presentations and tours with local trade 
unions to provide LACCD college students with an opportunity to learn about the various 
union apprenticeship programs and the union membership process.  
 
Additionally, the Local Worker Hiring Coordinator schedules tours of local union 
apprenticeship training facilities with LACCD college instructors and union representatives, 
as well as union classroom site visits and classroom question-and-answer sessions with 
students regarding union eligibility requirements, testing, and the union membership 
process. 

5.3.5 Disadvantaged Local Worker Certification  

The certification of Disadvantaged Local Workers may be performed by the Local Worker 
Hiring Coordinator or a community service provider, or additional organization(s) approved 
by LACCD.  DLW certification requires documentation that validates the risk factor(s) 
identified by the Local Worker on the DLW certification form provided by CED staff. The 
step-by-step process for certifying disadvantaged local workers is: 
 
Step 1: Confirm that the worker lives within an LACCD zip code by collecting a copy of his 
or her CA driver’s license and utility bill.  
 
 Step 2: Confirm that the worker possesses at least one of the following barriers to 
employment: 
 

• Household income less than 50% of the area median income (AMI). 
• Homeless 
• Custodial single parent 
• Current public assistance from CalWORKs, GAIN, GROW, or unemployment 

benefits 
• No high school diploma or general equivalency degree (GED) 
• Criminal justice record 
• Unemployed for at least the last 90 days 

 
Step 3: Once the local worker identifies the barrier(s) to employment, the Local Worker 
Hiring Coordinator will collect documentation that validates the barrier(s) disclosed by the 
local worker on the DLW certification form.  All information is maintained as confidential 
and secured at the PMO. 
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Step 4:  The CED Manager will review the DLW certification form, Veteran Worker 
Certification Form, and supporting documentation to confirm that the worker is qualified as 
a disadvantaged local worker and will sign the DLW certification form. 
 
Refer to Attachment 1 for a sample of the DLW certification form. 

5.3.6 Craft Employee Request Form  

Prime Contractors and subcontractors will use the Craft Employee Request Form (see 
Attachment 2 for sample form), as required by the PLA, to request dispatch of craft 
workers (including apprentices and journeymen), who are qualified Local Workers or 
qualified Disadvantaged Local Workers, from a union hiring hall. The local trade unions 
are responsible to dispatch craft local/disadvantaged workers that live within the primary or 
secondary residency area to the contractor on the college project site listed on the form. 

5.3.7 Craft Worker Utilization Plan 

The Prime Contractor, prior to commencing work on a project, submits for approval to the 
CED Manager a Craft Worker Utilization Plan `that contains the craft worker plan and 
schedule for the hiring of qualified Local Workers and qualified Disadvantaged Local 
Workers and Veterans to meet the Local Worker hiring and apprentice participation goal.  
The Contractor, thereafter, will submit updates to the Craft Worker Utilization Plan to 
reflect changes in project conditions, schedule, or subcontractors. The Prime Contractor’s 
Craft Worker Utilization Plan will be evaluated monthly by the CED Manager using the 
LCPtracker reports.   
 
See Attachment 3, Craft Worker Utilization Plan sample. 

5.3.8  Local Work Craft Utilization Report Submission  

The Prime Contractor submits a project Local Craft Worker Utilization Report on the first 
and third Monday of each month and submits a cumulative month-end Local Craft Worker 
Utilization Report with the monthly pay application to demonstrate progress in meeting its 
local hiring projections in the Craft Worker Utilization Plan. The Prime Contractor updates 
the Craft Worker Utilization Report to represent the actual craft worker utilization for each 
month. 
 
See Attachment 4, Local Craft Worker Utilization Report Sample. 

5.4 College Internship Program 

The College Internship Program goals are to: 
• Provide students with access to meaningful science, technology, engineering and 

mathematics (STEM)-related internship opportunities 
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• Develop work readiness to increase student success in the professional work 
environment 

• Provide students with an opportunity to contribute to the design, construction and 
operations of college facilities  

• Create long-term mentorship opportunities for students 
 
College Internship Program services include 

• Comprehensive workforce development support services to address barriers to 
student access and participation and to provide unique skills-building workshops 
(i.e., interview skills, time management, communications) that provide essential life 
skills for the workplace 

• An established network of workforce development or training collaborators that 
serve young adults and provide specialized services for special populations (e.g., 
veterans) attending LACCD colleges 

• Employer access to Work Opportunity Tax Credits, on-the-job training incentives 
and other program services funded through state or federal programs to encourage 
hiring of interns and to assist employers in leveraging local resources 

• Internship opportunities identified with firms conducting business with the Bond 
Program 

• Dedicated webpage with online application process for students and potential 
employers 

• Database ability to track and monitor enrollment, training, placement and internship 
completion rates, wages earned and program satisfaction evaluation for continuous 
process improvement 

• Internship hours ranging from 300-700 hours depending on students’ eligibility 
• Full-time or part-time internships  
• Paid internships (salary depends on individual firms) 
• Internships at a college CPT trailer, or with contractor currently performing work, or 

with a contractor that has previously performed work at any of the colleges  
• Industry Lecture Series Program 

‒ Industry professional lectures by discipline 
‒ Rotating from college to college 
‒ Creating exposure and awareness of STEM career opportunities 

5.4.1 College Internship Hiring Process 

College internship hiring is initiated by the PMO.  The Internship Coordinator creates and 
manages an internship candidate pipeline, recruits candidates, and conducts candidate 
outreach.  In addition the Internship Coordinator initiates business partnerships with 
interested employers and facilitates the approval process for grant approval and employer 
engagement with the Bond Program. 
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The Internship Coordinator and Human Resources Specialist work together to identify 
intern needs on CPTs and within the PMO. The Human Resources Specialist then 
prepares intern job descriptions based on the identified need and input from subject matter 
experts. 
 
The Program Director approves the job descriptions and headcounts, and the internship 
candidate and recruitment process continues as candidates are sourced through the 
internship pipeline, based on job description and qualifications.   
 
The Internship Coordinator:  

• identifies and tracks qualified candidates, then submits qualified candidate resumes 
to hiring managers for review and interviews. 

• organizes interview panels composed of subject matter experts, college and CPT 
representatives and (or) PMO representatives, dependent upon the types of 
positions 

• documents the interview process and, following interviews, the panel selections, 
and relays the information to the Human Resources Specialist 

 
The Human Resources Specialist prepares hire approval memos outlining the selection 
process and recommendations for intern hires. 

 
The Program Director reviews and approves hire decisions for intern selections and 
placement. The District Chief Facilities Executive Director approves hire decisions for 
intern selections and placement at LACCD colleges. 
 
Following hire approvals, the Internship Coordinator notifies intern employer partners of 
candidate selection. 
 
The Human Resources Specialist and Internship Coordinator manage administrative 
onboarding (parking passes, system access, badging, etc.) 

 
Intern performance is evaluated informally on an ongoing basis by the CPT and PMO.  

 
The Internship Coordinator and Human Resources Specialist conduct administrative off-
boarding at the end of the intern’s term, in the event of performance issues, or for any 
other reason deemed necessary. 
 

5.4.2 Intern Employer Partnership Process 

 
Interested employers are identified by the Internship Coordinator, who determines interest 
in partnership, eligibility requirements, availability of government grants and other grant 
opportunities.  
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Interested and eligible potential employer partners complete the documents required for 
intern sponsorship. 
 
The Internship Coordinator facilitates application and approval processes. 
 
Approved employer partners are granted a number of candidate slots for hire and are 
engaged by the Internship Coordinator for intern candidate pipelining. 
 
Potential intern employers participate in the intern interview process as needed. Once the 
Bond Program interview panel selects intern candidates, the employer partner completes 
aspects of employee onboarding. 
 
If necessary during the internship, the employer partner documents poor performance and 
termination. At the end of the internship, the employer partner completes an intern 
evaluation and conducts off-boarding, if necessary. 
 
Refer to Attachment 5, College Internship Process Workflow for additional detail. 

 

6.0 Records  

• Disadvantaged Local Worker Certification Forms (see Attachment 1) 
• Craft Employee Request Forms (see Attachment 2) 
• Craft Worker Utilization Plans (See Attachment 3) 
• Local Craft Worker Utilization Reports (see Attachment 4) 
• Internship panel interviews and hiring recommendation documentation 

7.0 Attachments 

Number Document Title Version / Revision Date 

ATT 1 Disadvantaged Local Worker Certification Form V. 0, May 1, 2015 
ATT 2 Craft Employee Request Forms V. 1, February 4, 2016 
ATT 3 Craft Worker Utilization Plans V. 0, May 1, 2015 
ATT 4 Local Craft Worker Utilization Reports V. 0, May 1, 2015 
ATT 5 College Internship Process Workflow V. 0, April 30, 2015 
ATT 6 Veteran Worker Certification Form V.0, February 25, 2016 
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8.0 Revision History 

This section records revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the procedure is 
changed, the nature of the change is noted under the description, including cases where 
extensive revisions occur throughout the document.  In cases where changes are less 
extensive, revision lines (“change bars”) will be added to identify changes. 
 
Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are encouraged and may 
be sent via a change request form located on the SOP SharePoint site. See the link 
entitled  “Comments on the SOPs, Click Here” on the right side of the SOPs site to access 
the form. 
 
Procedure revision requests are reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis. 

Revision 
Effective 

Date 
Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of Revision 

(Minor/Formatting 
and (or) 

Major/Procedural 

Required 
Reading? 

0 May 1, 2015 All Original Issue Initial Issue Yes 
1 February 29, 

2016 
1, 7, 13,10 Edits addressing PLA 

revisions that affect 
sections 1.0, 3.2, 4.8; 
5.2, added new ATT 6; 
updated website 
addresses and corrected 
one form name; 
numerous minor 
changes to text and 
punctuation  

Major and minor Yes 

 



__ Apprentice 
__ Journeyman 
__ Core Employee 
__ New Hire 

Union Local # ___________ 

_______________________ 
(Contractor Name) 

CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER & BOOK STORE 
  DISADVANTAGED LOCAL WORKER 

        CERTIFICATION FORM 

I, _____________________, reside at __________________, _____________, CA  ______ 
  (Print Full Name)          (Street Address)                (City)   (Zip code) 

and hereby declare that I currently experience at least one of the following circumstances: 

• I meet the income levels in the table below, or have a household income less than 50% of the area
median income (AMI).

• I am homeless
• I am a custodial single parent
• I currently receive public assistance (CalWorks, GAIN, GROW, or unemployment benefits)
• I do not have a high school diploma or general equivalency degree (GED)
• I have a criminal justice record
• I have been unemployed for at least the last 90 days

I understand that this certification is subject to audit by the Los Angeles Community College District or 
their designee, and that all statements made herein are true and correct.  Attached are copies of my 
California driver’s license or identification card as evidence of local residency and documentation to 
validate the statements made herein. I further understand that if I falsify or misrepresent information on 
this form, the County of Los Angeles may, in its sole discretion, disqualify me from participating as a 
Disadvantaged Local Worker on LACCD Build Projects.  

The foregoing is true and correct under penalty of perjury of the laws of the State of California. 

Signature________________________      Social Security #:  XXX-XX-__ __ __ __ 

Executed in the city of ________________, in County of Los Angeles on __________, 2015. 

            Poverty Guidelines 
   U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 

Persons in Family Poverty Guideline 
1 $10,830 
2 $14,570 
3 $18,310 
4 $22,050 
5 $25,790 
6 $29,530 
7 $33,270 
8 $37,010 
For families with more than 8 persons, add $3,740 for each additional person. 

The area median income (AMI) for the County of 
Los Angeles is $48,610. 

CERTIFYING OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

The applicant is approved for certification as a 
Disadvantaged Local Worker. 

____________________    Org:   ______________ 
  (Print Name) 

_____________________  Date:  ______________ 
   (Signature) 

Send signed copies to: 

Contractor:_______________  Fax: ____________ 

Local Worker Coordinator Fax:  ________________ 

Attachment 1, Disadvantaged Local Worker Certification Form, Rev. 0,  5/5/2015 



DISPATCH REQUESTOR: ___________________________ 
(Contractor Name) 

DATE: ___________________________ 

CRAFT EMPLOYEE REQUEST FORM 
 EAST LOS ANGELES COLLEGE 

Project Name Project 
The Los Angeles Community College District’s Project Labor Agreement (PLA) requires that contractors make a good faith effort to hire local workers to 
perform 30% of all skilled trade positions—and further that Disadvantaged Local Workers perform at least 6% of those skilled trade positions. Local 
Workers from the Primary Residency Preference Area shall be first referred for Project Work, followed by Local Workers in the Secondary Residency 
Preference Area, including journeypersons and apprentices. 

FAX FORM TO: 

Local Union Name: Tel: Fax: 

GC or Sub Compliance Office: Name: Tel: Fax: 

Local Worker Coordinator Name:  Tel: Fax: 

PRIMARY RESIDENCY PREFERENCE AREA ZIP CODES:  The following zip codes represent the campus community of the project site. Local 
workers in these zip codes shall be first dispatched to the Project Name Project. 

SECONDARY RESIDENCY PREFERENCE AREA ZIP CODES:  Local Workers from these zip codes shall be referred for project work after all 
available Local Workers in the Preferred Residency Preference Area have been dispatched to the Project Name Project. 

90001 90012 90022 90033 90043 90061 90077 90230 90275 90717 91042 91325 91351 91406 91601 91775 
90002 90013 90023 90034 90044 90062 90089 90232 90280 90731 91301 91326 91352 91411 91602 91776 
90003 90014 90024 90035 90045 90063 90094 90247 90290 90732 91302 91330 91356 91423 91604 91801 
90004 90015 90025 90036 90046 90064 90201 90248 90291 90744 91303 91331 91361 91436 91605 91802 

90005 90016 90026 90037 90047 90065 90202 90249 90292 90745 91304 91335 91362 91467 91606 91803 

90006 90017 90027 90038 90048 90066 90205 90255 90293 90746 91306 91340 91364 91501 91607 X 

90007 90018 90028 90039 90049 90067 90210 90258 90303 90802 91307 91342 91401 91502 91640 X 

90008 90019 90029 90040 90058 90068 90211 90270 90501 90803 91311 91343 91402 91504 91754 X 

90010 90020 90031 90041 90057 90069 90212 90272 90502 90810 91316 91344 91403 91505 91755 X 

90011 90021 90032 90042 90059 90071 90222 90274 90710 91040 91324 91345 91405 91506 91770 X 

CRAFT WORKER REQUEST: 

QTY# CRAFT POSITION 

JOURNEYMAN 
OR 

APPRENTICE 
LEVEL 

LOCAL WORKER 
(PRIMARY 

RESIDENCY AREA 
REQUIRED) 

LOCAL WORKER 
(SECONDARY 
RESIDENCY 

AREA) 

DISADVANTA
GED LOCAL 
WORKER 

DATE TIME 

Please have the worker(s) report to the following project site address indicated below: 

Project Name: Project Name Project 

Site Address: 1301 Avenida Cesar Chavez, Monterey Park, CA 91754 Report to: _______________________________ 

On-site Tel #: ________________________________________ ____________ On-site Fax: _________________________________________ 

Comment or special instructions: ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

90022 90023 90031 90032 90033 90040 90042 90063 90071 90089 90201 90202 90270 90280 90640 91754 

91755 91770 91775 91776 91801 91802 91803 X X X X X X X X X 

Completed by Union Dispatch 

Received By: __________________________ Date Received:  ____________           Dispatch Date:_____________          

Requested Dispatch  Available for Dispatch Unavailable for Dispatch 

Primary Preference Area Local Worker         *See instruction below . 
Secondary Preference Area Local Worker 

*Attach letter stating reason for not dispatching local worker(s) who reside in the Primary Residency Preference Area zip codes.

Print Dispatcher Name:  __________________________________________ Phone:  ____________________________

Attachment 2, Craft Employee Request Form, Rev. 1, 2/4/2016



DAYS: 180 CALENDAR DAYS 15-Jan 15-Feb 15-Mar 15-Apr 15-May 15-Jun 15-Jul 15-Aug 15-Sep TOTALS

LABOR HOURS (PROJECTED)

Total Hours (MH) 0 1432 4080 5448 5048 5582 3528 N/A N/A 25118

Local Primary Preference Area Zip Codes (5 mile radius) 0 40 120 160 40 268 268 N/A N/A 896

Local Secondary Prefernce  Area Zip Codes 0 632 1220 1524 1608 1498 920 N/A N/A 7402

Non-Local 0 760 2740 3764 3400 3816 2340 N/A N/A 16820

DATE:   April 7 - April 20, 2015 

CRAFT WORKER UTILIZATION PLAN

LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

PIERCE COLLEGE

LOCAL WORKER HIRING PROGRAM

Non-Local 0 760 2740 3764 3400 3816 2340 N/A N/A 16820

Total Local (Primary & Secondary) Hours (%) 0% 47% 33% 31% 33% 32% 34% N/A N/A 33%

Total Disadvantaged Local Worker Hours (%) 0% 7% 7% 7% 8% 6% 7% N/A N/A 7%

LABOR HOURS (ACTUAL)

Total Hours (MH) 811.00 551.00 504.00 1,866.00

Local Primary Preference Area Zip Codes (5 mile radius) 96.00 102.00 8.00 206.00

Local Secondary Prefernce  Area Zip Codes 420.00 334.00 234.50 988.50

Disadvantaged Local Worker Hours 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Non-Local 295.00 115.00 261.50 671.50

Total Local (Primary & Secondary) Hours (%) 64% 79% 48% 64%

Total Disadvantaged Local Worker Hours (%) 0% 0% 0% 0%

% Local Labor Actual 0% 64% 79% 48% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 64%

% Local Labor Projected 0% 47% 33% 31% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 33%

% Disadvantaged Labor Actual 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

% Disadvantaged Labor Projected 0% 7% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 7%% Disadvantaged Labor Projected 0% 7% 7% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 7%

ATTACHMENT 3, Craft Worker Utilization Plan Sample, Rev. 0,  5/5/2015, page 1.



LOCAL AND DISADVANTAGED LABOR TREND CHART

64%

79%

48%

64%

47%

33%
31%

33%

7% 7% 7% 7%

Note:  BBC has not received Local Disadvantaged Worker Certifications from LACCD as of this report. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%0%

7% 7% 7%

0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

7%

15-Jan 15-Feb 15-Mar 15-Apr 15-May 15-Jun 15-Jul 15-Aug 15-Sep TOTALS

ATTACHMENT 3, Craft Worker Utilization Plan Sample, Rev. 0,  5/5/2015, page 2.



AREA
Total Number 

of Workers
% of Total 
Workers

Total Hours 
Worked

% of Total 
Hours 
Worked

Wages w/ 
Benefits

Wages w/o 
Benefits

Number of 
Apprentices

Number of 
Apprentice 

Hours
Number of 

Journeymen

Number of 
Journeymen 

Hours

Number 
of 

Foreman

Valley College Primary 8 5.33 % 942.50 6.83 % $49,989.37 $31,339.63 1 152.00 7 790.50 0

LACCD Secondary 43 28.67 % 4,148.50 30.06 % $216,424.94 $140,186.13 14 1,666.00 26 2,347.50 3

Los Angeles County 91 60.67 % 8,380.25 60.72 % $472,698.22 $304,004.02 20 1,990.00 64 6,211.25 7

Outside of LA County 59 39.33 % 5,421.50 39.28 % $331,462.53 $222,689.46 4 102.00 44 4,209.00 11

LOCAL WORKERS

Local Worker (Primary + Secondary) 51 34.00 % 5,091.00 36.89 % $266,414.31 $171,525.76 15 1,818.00 33 3,138.00 3

Disadvantaged Local Worker 0 0.00% 0.00 0.00% $0.00 $0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE

African American 3 2.00 % 291.00 2.11 % $17,451.20 $11,217.84 0 0.00 2 265.00 1

Native American 2 1.33 % 776.00 5.62 % $54,085.32 $35,786.48 0 0.00 2 776.00 0

Asian 1 0.67 % 48.00 0.35 % $2,874.24 $1,608.00 0 0.00 1 48.00 0

Hispanic 90 60.00 % 7,938.75 57.52 % $431,058.29 $283,519.27 18 1,572.50 63 5,626.75 9

Caucasian 38 25.33 % 4,038.00 29.26 % $254,198.76 $165,861.86 3 445.50 31 3,352.50 4

Other 16 10.67 % 710.00 5.14 % $44,492.94 $28,700.03 3 74.00 9 352.00 4

Male 148 98.67 % 13,783.75 99.87 % $803,362.37 $526,197.80 23 2,082.00 107 10,412.25 18

Female 1 0.67 % 10.00 0.07 % $411.50 $218.40 1 10.00 0 0.00 0

Veteran 0 0.00% 0.00 0.00% $0.00 $0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

Veteran Spouse 0 0.00% 0.00 0.00% $0.00 $0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

First Period Apprentice 2 1.33 % 36.00 0.26 % $834.00 $640.80 2 36.00 0 0.00 0

PRE-APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM GRADUATE

LATTC - Apprenticeship Prep Program 0 0.00% 0.00 0.00% $0.00 $0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

LATTC - Certificate Program 0 0.00% 0.00 0.00% $0.00 $0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

We Build 0 0.00% 0.00 0.00% $0.00 $0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

Conservation Corps 0 0.00% 0.00 0.00% $0.00 $0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

Other 0 0.00% 0.00 0.00% $0.00 $0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

Youth Build 0 0.00% 0.00 0.00% $0.00 $0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

Total Employees 150 13,801.75 $804,160.75 $526,693.48 24 2,092.00 108 10,420.25 18

LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
LOCAL CRAFT WORKER UTILIZATION REPORT

Campus/Dept: Valley College
Project: Valley College Athletic Training Facility (LLB)
Project Code: 33833
Contract #: 
Contractor(s): Multiple Contractors
Craft(s): Multiple Crafts

From Date: 7/1/2014
To Date: 2/27/2015

Report Date: 4/30/2015

Attachment 4, Local Craft Worker 
Utilization Report, Rev. 0,  5/5/2015



Attachment 5, PMA SOP 11.0, Rev.0: College Internship Process Workflow, Rev. 0, 4/30/2015
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boarding (parking passes, systems access, badges)
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evaluations on performance compared to job 

description (no evaluation from PMO administration) 
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__ Apprentice 

__ Journeyman 

__ Core Employee 

__ New Hire 

Union Local # ___________ 

_______________________ 
(Contractor Name) 

   VETERAN WORKER  
 CERTIFICATION FORM 

I, _____________________, reside at __________________, _____________, CA  ______ 
 (Print Full Name)          (Street Address)                (City)    (Zip code) 

I certify that I am a Veteran of the U.S. Armed Forces. As proof of my veteran status, attached is a 
copy of the DD-214 form (military separation form) issued to me upon my honorable discharge from 
a U.S. military branch.  

Military Branch:__________________ Rank:__________________________ 

Release Date:___________________ 

I understand that this certification is subject to audit by the Los Angeles Community College District 
or their designee, and that all statements made herein are true and correct.  Attached are copies of 
my California driver’s license or identification card as evidence of local residency and documentation 
to validate the statements made herein. I further understand that if I falsify or misrepresent 
information on this form, the LACCD may, in its sole discretion, disqualify me from participating as a 
Veteran Worker or employment on LACCD Build Projects.  

The foregoing is true and correct under penalty of perjury of the laws of the State of California. 

Signature________________________   Social Security #:  XXX-XX-__ __ __ __ 

Executed in the city of ________________, in County of Los Angeles on __________, 2015. 

CERTIFYING OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

The applicant is approved for certification as a 
Veteran Local Worker. 

____________________    Org:   ______________ 
  (Print Name) 

_____________________  Date:  ______________ 
   (Signature) 

Send signed copies to: 

Contractor:_______________  Fax: ____________ 

Local Worker Coordinator Fax:  ________________ 

ATTACHMENT 6, Veteran Worker Certification Form , Rev. 0, 12/15/2015
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1.0 Overview 

On Oct 17, 2001, the Los Angeles Community College District (LACCD, or District) Board of 
Trustees established a Community Economic Development Program to maximize local 
economic benefits generated by the LACCD Bond Program. This was subsequently 
reaffirmed on June 25, 2003 and Jan 15, 2014.  To further its commitment, on Jan 15, 2014, 
the Board also modified Board Rule 7103.17 Opportunities for Local, Small and Emerging 
Businesses to increase the goal to a minimum 30% participation by Local, Small, Emerging 
and Disabled Veteran (LSEDV) businesses in facilities contracts. District Board Rule 7103.17 
is at www.laccd.edu/Board/Documents/BoardRules/Ch.VII-ArticleI.pdf. More detail about the 
Community Economic Development Program is in Standard Operating Procedure PMA 12.0 
on www.pmo.build-laccd.org.  

2.0 Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this standard operating procedure (SOP) is to define the processes of the 
PMO Labor Compliance Department as required by the California Labor Code Prevailing 
Wage Laws and the California Code of Regulations pertaining to Public Works projects.  In 
addition to describing how the Bond Program voluntarily complies with the legislation 
referenced, this SOP explains how the Labor Compliance Department supports the Program 
Management Office’s Community Economic Development (CED) team by verifying timely 
payroll submissions for CED reporting.   

The standard operating procedure for Labor Compliance applies to the Program Management 
Office (PMO) and the entire BuildLACCD team, including but not limited to the College Project 
Directors (CPDs) and College Project Teams (CPTs), contractors and craft employees 
engaged in the Bond Program, the PMO Labor Compliance Department staff, the Community 
Economic Development staff, and to their respective internal reporting structures. 

3.0 Acronyms, Terms and Definitions 

3.1  Acronyms 

Refer to the Titles, Terms and Acronyms Supplemental Procedure posted on pmo.build-
laccd.org for a complete list of acronyms used in the Bond Program.  Acronyms are explained 
with their first use in this document. 

http://www.laccd.edu/Board/Documents/BoardRules/Ch.VII-ArticleI.pdf
http://www.pmo.build-laccd.org/
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3.2 Terms and Definitions 

Prevailing Wages 

Labor Code §1720 defines public works that are covered by prevailing wage to include 
generally, “construction, alteration, demolition, installation, or repair work done under contract 
and paid for in whole or in part out of public funds.” All covered trade work performed under 
contracts over $1,000 is subject to California prevailing wage laws. 

Department of Industrial Relations(DIR)-Approved Labor Compliance Program (LCP) 

The Labor Compliance Department operates its DIR-approved LCP to enforce prevailing 
wage requirements on public works construction projects which were awarded prior to 
January 1, 2012 and fall under the Labor Compliance Program according to California Labor 
Code §1771 et seq. 
 
Following the adoption of Senate Bill 854, the District is no longer required to have a DIR-
approved LCP for projects beginning after January 1, 2012. The District will, however, 
continue to recognize prevailing wage violations and has elected to operate labor compliance 
monitoring and enforcement activities as described in this procedure. 

The Labor Compliance Department serves as a resource to contractors to promote 
compliance with the rigorous demands of public works prevailing wage requirements. For 
more information, see section 5.12, Training.  

Department of Industrial Relations (DIR)  

The Department of Industrial Relations is a State of California agency established to improve 
working conditions for California’s wage earners and to advance opportunities for profitable 
employment in California. 

Division of Apprenticeship Standards (DAS) 

The Division of Apprenticeship Standards is a DIR division established to administer 
California apprenticeship law and enforce apprenticeship standards for wages, hours, working 
conditions, and specific skills required for state certification as a journeyperson in an 
approved occupation.  

Division of Labor Standards and Enforcement (DLSE) 

The Division of Labor Standards and Enforcement is a DIR division established to administer 
and enforce California labor law. 
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LCPtracker 

LCPTracker is a Web-hosted software program designed to minimize paperwork and labor 
hours for public works construction project labor compliance programs.  It supports online 
database of certified payroll records (CPR); generates audits logs with standard letters, 
electronic documents, attachments, and contractor correspondence features; matches 
information submitted by contractors to information gathered during on-site interviews; verifies 
job classifications are listed correctly, apprentice stages are approved, and social security 
numbers match; reduces errors by standardizing data and alerting users to potential problems 
during data entry; and contains labor compliance forms. 

Project Labor Agreement (PLA)  

The PLA refers to the District’s agreement with the Los Angeles/Orange County Building and 
Trades Council and Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters, effective Dec 19, 2001. The 
PLA establishes the labor relations policies and procedures for LACCD and the contractors 
and craft employees engaged in the Bond Program. The PLA prevents work stoppages or 
slowdowns, encourages contracting with LSEDV businesses, facilitates the hiring of local and 
disadvantaged local workers, provides a sufficient supply of skilled craft workers, facilitates 
and provides a pipeline to union apprenticeship, and establishes standardized 
grievance/dispute resolution procedure(s) when matters arise. 

4.0 Roles and Responsibilities 

4.1 PMO Manager of Special Initiatives 

The PMO Manager of Special Initiatives oversees the Labor Compliance Officer, who is 
broadly responsible for labor compliance and performs activities that are separate from but 
related to other Community Economic Development Program activities. 

The PMO Manager of Special Initiatives reports to the PMO Program Director and the PMO 
Deputy Program Director.  

4.2 Labor Compliance Officer 

The PMO Labor Compliance Officer reports to the Community Economic Development 
Department Manager and is responsible for: 

 Supervising Labor Compliance Analysts and Labor and Community Economic 
Specialist to verify adherence to the Labor Compliance policy and procedures 

 Establishing and maintaining labor compliance monitoring procedures and training 
material 

4.3 Labor Compliance Analyst 

The PMO Labor Compliance Analyst is responsible for: 
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 Reviewing Labor Compliance documents to verify compliance with prevailing wage and 
labor compliance requirements 

 Conducting site visits, worker interviews and prevailing wage audits 

 Coordinating with contractors, College Project Teams (CPTs) and other PMO 
departments to expedite resolutions to labor compliance issues 

4.4 Labor and Community Economic Specialist 

The PMO Labor and Community Economic Specialist is responsible for: 

 Monitoring and reporting compliance with small and disadvantaged business 
requirements in Federally funded contracts 

 Reviewing Labor Compliance documents to verify compliance with prevailing wage and 
labor compliance requirements 

 Conducting site visits, worker interviews and prevailing wage audits 

 Coordinating with contractors, College Project Teams (CPTs) and other PMO 
departments to expedite resolutions to labor compliance issues 

 

4.5 Labor Compliance Administrative Assistant 

The PMO Labor Compliance Administrative Assistant is responsible for:   

 Processing and distributing all outgoing and incoming mail 

 Processing third-party requests 

 Preparing files for archiving 

 Providing general administrative assistance to the Labor Compliance Department team 

5.0 Labor Compliance Procedures 

Section 5.0 addresses the broad range of labor compliance issues managed by the Labor 
Compliance Officer and support staff.  See section 6.0 for details of the Project Labor 
Agreement, which is a specific and separate process. 

5.1. Pre-Bid Meetings 

Pursuant to California Labor Code Section 1771.5(b)(1) and California Code of Regulations 
Section 16421(a)(1), all bid invitations and public works contracts must contain language 
regarding California Labor Law and prevailing wage requirements.  The Labor Compliance 
Department assists the PMO Contracts Department in verifying that all applicable 

procurement and contract documents include the proper language pertaining to public works 
prevailing wage requirements.  
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For projects awarded after October 1, 2014, the District’s General Conditions will require all 
public works contractors to use an online certified payroll system (currently LCPtracker), 
monitored by the Labor Compliance Officer.   

5.2. Post Award 

Pursuant to California Labor Code Section 1771.5(b)(2) and California Code of Regulations 
Section 16421(a)(2), the Labor Compliance Department will participate in the project’s 
construction kick-off meeting in order to inform the contractor(s) of the obligation to comply 
with federal and state labor law requirements.   

A LC Analyst will provide the LCPtracker Account Set-up Form to the Prime Contractor and 
provide guidance on how to submit payroll through the online certified payroll system.  Upon 

receipt of the completed LCPtracker Account Set-up Form from the Prime Contractor, the LC 
Analyst will set up the contractor’s account on LCPtracker and assign contractor to the 
project.  The Prime Contractor is responsible for adding all lower-tier subcontractors to 
LCPtracker, a process monitored by the Labor Compliance officer. 

5.3. PWC-100 

Pursuant to California Labor Code Section 1773.3 and California Code of Regulations Section 
16451(a), the Awarding Agency (i.e., the PMO on behalf of the District) is required to notify 
the Division of Apprenticeship Standards (DAS) and the Division of Labor Standards 
Enforcement (DLSE) when a public works project is awarded.  

 When a construction contract over $1,000 is awarded, the PMO Contracts Department 
provides Labor Compliance Department the required information for the project and the 
Labor Compliance Department completes the following procedures as designated by 
the DIR: 

‒ Completing the PWC 100 online form 
(https://www.dir.ca.gov/pwc100ext/LoginPage.aspx) 

‒ Providing a copy of LACCD’s Project Labor Agreement (PLA) to the DLSE via 
email, as requested 

5.4 Certified Payroll Reports (CPRs) and other One-Time Filings: Reviews and 
Confirmations  

For projects not on LCPtracker, the following documents are submitted to the CPTs by the 
Prime Contractor, along with their pay application: the CPRs, DAS-140, Fringe Benefit 
Statement, Labor Law Check List and other applicable Labor Compliance documents. The 
CPT is responsible for forwarding these documents to the Labor Compliance Department for 
review.  

https://www.dir.ca.gov/pwc100ext/LoginPage.aspx
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For projects on LCPtracker, contractor(s) will upload CPRs and other one-time filings through 
their LACCD LCPtracker account.  The Labor Compliance Officer monitors these accounts. 

5.4.1  Certified Payroll Reports 

Pursuant to California Labor Code Section 1776, California Code of Regulations Sections 
16400 and 16401, and the District’s General Conditions, contractor(s) are required to maintain 
accurate CPRs on a weekly basis and submit them to the PMO within 10 calendar days of a 
request.1  

For projects on LCPtracker, contractor(s) are required to submit payrolls within 10 days of the 
payroll week-ending date. 

Upon receiving the CPRs the Labor Compliance Department reviews them for accuracy and 
completeness in accordance with the information required pursuant to Labor Code Section 
1776. CPRs may be rejected if completed incorrectly and will be returned to the contractor 
with instruction to submit a corrected document.  

Each CPR must be accompanied with “Words of Certification” or a “Statement of Compliance” 
to certify that all information provided within a CPR is true and correct (California Labor Code 
Section 1771.5(b)(3) and California Code of Regulations Section 16401(b). 

5.4.2 DAS-140 

Pursuant to California Labor Code Section 1777.5(e), “prior to commencing work on a 
contract for public works, every contractor shall submit contract award information to an 
applicable apprenticeship program that can supply apprentices to the site of the public work.”  
The proper completion of the DAS-140 form, available on the State’s website and in 
LCPtracker, fulfills this requirement.   

The form is to be submitted to all applicable Apprenticeship Committees located in the area of 
the public works site and for all craft/trades to be used by the contractor.  In addition, 
contractors are to submit a copy of the completed DAS-140 forms to the Labor Compliance 
Department as proof of compliance.   

5.4.3 Fringe Benefit Statement 

Pursuant to the California Code of Regulations Section 16421(a)(3), contractor(s) must 
complete and provide a “Fringe Benefit Statement” or “Statement of Employer Payments” 

                                            
1
 Older projects still using paper payroll will have a paper copy sent to the CPT, and the CPT forwards it to the 

PMO Labor Compliance team.  Newer projects use an online payroll reporting system monitored by the PMO 
Labor Compliance team. 
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along with CPRs in order to constitute presumptive compliance with the requirement for 
payment of prevailing wages.  

Upon receipt of the Fringe Benefit Statement, the Labor Compliance Department reviews it for 
accuracy, completion, and submission of benefits into an appropriate Union Trust Fund, if 
applicable. If incomplete or completed incorrectly, Fringe Benefit Statements will be returned 
to the contractor with instructions to submit a corrected document. 

5.5 Discrepancy Notices 

The Labor Compliance Department reviews CPRs and other Labor Compliance documents 
for completeness and adherence to the California Labor Code.  The assigned LC Analyst: 

 Verifies that all one-time submittals are submitted and properly completed  

 Performs payroll reviews to verify payment of prevailing wages, proper classification, 
etc.   

 Adds findings to the project’s Discrepancy Log, including issues found with one- time 
submittals, prevailing wage violations, discrepancies based on worker interviews, 
requests for payroll confirmations and status of Labor Compliance pending audits  

 Issues Discrepancy Notices on a monthly basis to Prime Contractor, CPT, and Labor 
Compliance Officer  

 Coordinates with contractor(s) and CPT to resolve outstanding issues on the 
Discrepancy Notices 

If a contractor is not cooperative in resolving the outstanding issues on a Discrepancy Notice 
or disagrees with the findings, the LC Analyst may recommend: 

 Initiating an audit for projects under the District’s DIR-Approved LCP   

 Forwarding findings to the DIR for investigation and assessment for projects without a 
DIR-Approved LCP 

Contractors will be given opportunities to mitigate issues before they are escalated to the 
State level. Issues may be resolved, for example, by a collection of back wages and a proof of 
payment, allowing the logged discrepancy to be closed out, resulting in a Labor Compliance 
Restitution Notice. 

5.6 Observations and Interviews 

Pursuant to California Code of Regulations Section 16432(d), the Labor Compliance 
Department performs in-person inspections at the project in order to corroborate prevailing 
wage payments reported on payroll records furnished by contractor(s). 
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The Labor Compliance Department will conduct unannounced, random site visits to verify the 
accuracy of payroll records. During these visits, LC Analysts will:  

 Follow all project site safety procedures and CPT protocols 

 Complete an observation form to record pertinent site visit information and to verify that 
the project site has displayed the prevailing wage determinations in accordance with 
California Labor Code Section 1773.2   

 Conduct worker interviews (while the worker is performing work) and complete a 
worker interview form  

 Compare completed observation and interview forms against the CPRs to confirm 
payment of prevailing wages and adherence to the California Labor Code.  If a 

discrepancy is found, the LC Analyst will investigate further by contacting the worker, 
requesting payroll confirmations, and logging findings on the Discrepancy Logs 

5.7 Prevailing Wage Investigations on DIR-Approved, LCP-Applicable Projects 

Pursuant to California Code of Regulations Section 16432 (e), the Labor Compliance 
Department is required to conduct an audit when it has determined that there was a violation 
of the Public Works Chapter of the Labor Code resulting in an underpayment of wages.  

5.7.1 Conducting an Audit 

The audit is a summary of the prevailing wage deficiencies gathered for each underpaid 
worker and any penalties to be assessed under California Labor Code Sections 1775 and 
1813. 

Upon receipt of a routine audit flagged by routine payroll review or receipt of a worker 
complaint, the Labor Compliance Department initiates an audit and:  

 Notifies the contractor(s) of the LCP audit pursuant to California Code of Regulations 
Section 16434(b) and requests payroll documents accordingly  

 Conducts a thorough audit to determine California Labor Code and prevailing wage 
violations 

 Upon completion of the audit, assesses California Labor Code 1775 and (or) 1813 
penalties as applicable 

Per California Labor Code Section 1775, penalties may be assessed for prevailing wage 
violations at a rate of $200 per worker per day. California Labor Code Section 1813 penalties 
are an additional $25 per worker per day for overtime violations.  

5.7.2 Audit Assessments Under $1,000 
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Pursuant to California Code of Regulations Section 16436(b), if the aggregate amount of 
forfeitures assessed against a contractor is less than $1,000, the forfeitures shall be deemed 
approved by the Labor Commissioner once the documents listed in this section are served. 
The Labor Compliance Department submits the following to the Labor Commissioner for 
review: 

 Notice of Withholding of Contract Payments, as authorized by California Labor Code 
Section 1771.6(a) 

 Summary of the audit findings, as defined in California Code of Regulations Section 
16432(e) 

 Narrative identifying the Bid Advertisement Date of the contract for public work and 
summarizing the nature of the violation, the basis of the underpayment and the 
factors considered in determining the assessment of penalties, if any, under 
California Labor Code Section 1775 

Upon serving the DIR Labor Commissioner and contractor(s) with the above documents, the 
Labor Compliance Department provides the contractor(s) with an opportunity to settle and pay 
restitution via a Payment Instruction Letter. If the contractor(s) contest the findings, the 
contractor is able to invoke its rights for a Settlement Meeting or Hearing, as detailed below, 
in 5.7.3. 

 

5.7.3 Audit Assessments Over $1,000  

Pursuant to California Code of Regulations Section 16436(c), all forfeitures over $1,000 
require approval by the DIR Labor Commissioner prior to issuance of a Notice of Withholding. 

5.7.3.1 Request for Approval of Forfeiture and Penalties  

The Labor Compliance Department will submit a Request for Approval of Forfeitures and 
Penalties to the DIR Labor Commissioner. The Request for Approval of Forfeitures and 
Penalties is to be requested not less than 30 days before the expiration of the Notice of 
Completion Statute of limitations, which is 18 months after the Notice of Completion of a 
project. 

5.7.3.2  Notice of Withholding (NOW) 

Pursuant to California Labor Code Section 1741 and 1771.6, the Labor Compliance 
Department will issue a NOW within ten calendar days of the DIR Labor Commissioner 
approval of a Request for Approval of Forfeitures and Penalties.  

The Labor Compliance Department prepares the NOW as follows: 
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 The NOW must be in writing, describe the nature of the violation and the amount of 
wages, penalties, and forfeitures due, and include the basis for the assessment. 

 The NOW must be accompanied by a Proof of Service pursuant to Section 1013 of the 
Code of Civil Procedure, delivered by first-class mail and certified mail to the Prime 
Contractor and affected subcontractor (if applicable). To the extent possible, a copy of 
the NOW must also be served on the bonding company. 

 The NOW must advise the Prime Contractor and affected subcontractor (if applicable) 
of the procedure for obtaining review of the NOW. 

The Labor Compliance Department provides a copy of the NOW to the PMO Legal 
Department for review before processing and distribution to the appropriate PMO 
departments.  

Occasionally, the DIR Labor Commissioner conducts prevailing wage investigations and 
issues Civil Wage and Penalty Assessments.  The Labor Compliance Department will process 
and distribute these assessments to the appropriate PMO Departments.   

5.7.3.3 Contractor Right to Settlement Meeting 

Pursuant to California Labor Code Section 1742.1(c), within 30 days of the NOW, the affected 
contractor(s) may make a request to settle the audit without the need for formal proceedings. 
The settlement meeting may be held in person or by telephone and is to take place before the 
60-day period for seeking administrative review expires.  

Upon receipt of a request for a settlement meeting, if special circumstances exist, the Labor 
Compliance Department will refer the audit to the PMO Legal Department and outside panel 
counsel the Legal Department may assign, as applicable.  

5.7.3.4 Request for Review (Hearing) 

Pursuant to California Labor Code Section 1742(a), affected contractor(s) may obtain a 
review by transmitting a written request to the Labor Compliance Department. If no hearing is 
requested within 60 days after service of the assessment, the assessment will become final.  

Upon receiving a Request for Review, if special circumstances exist, the Labor Compliance 
Department refers the audit to the PMO Legal Department outside panel counsel.  Outside 
panel counsel assists the Labor Compliance Department with the Hearing Process.   

5.8 Monitoring of Projects without a DIR-Approved Labor Compliance Program 

Pursuant to California Labor Code Section 1726, the District’s Labor Compliance Department 
shall take cognizance of California Labor Code and prevailing wage violations committed in 
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the course of the execution of the contract and report any suspected violations to the DIR 
Labor Commissioner.  

Upon finding a potential underpayment, the LC Analyst: 

 Provides information of the potential violation to the Project Labor Agreement (PLA) 
Administrator for review   

 Notifies the contractor(s) of the potential violation and requests payroll documents 
accordingly 

 Upon receipt of payroll documents and verification of prevailing wage violations, 
creates an underpayment summary and notifies affected contractor(s)   

‒ If the contractor(s) promptly corrects the underpayment and provides proof of 
payment, the restitutions collected will be logged and the issue closed. 

‒ If the contractor(s) does not promptly correct the underpayment, the LC Analyst 
collects the pertinent audit documents and transmits the information to the DIR 
Labor Commissioner’s office for further investigation.  

5.8 Labor Compliance Project Closeout Reports 

Closeout reports are prepared by the Labor Compliance Department once the Project Notice 
of Completion is filed and the Labor Compliance Department receives the Form 107, Final 
Certificate from the Prime Contractor, available in LCPtracker.  

The Labor Compliance Department completes the following steps: 

 The LC Analyst prepares Closeout Report detailing Labor Compliance activity 
throughout the life of the project and provides it to the Labor Compliance Officer for 
review and signature.  

 Once signed, the LC Analyst provides it to the PMO Document Control Department 
and the Labor Compliance File.  

5.9 Third-Party Requests 

The Labor Compliance Department frequently receives third-party requests for CPRs from the 
DIR, local unions, contractor(s), or as a part of a Public Records Act Request (PRAR).  Third-
party requests may include copies of certified payroll reports and various labor compliance 

records. District’s Lead Construction Counsel notifies the Labor Compliance Department of a 
CPR request or vice versa  

For requests referencing Labor Code 1776, the Labor Compliance Department processes 
pursuant to California Code of Regulations §16402, the Labor Compliance Department 
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provides the requestor an invoice for the total number of pages in the CPR request. Payment 
must be received prior to the release of documents. 

The Labor Compliance Department prepares the CPRs pursuant to California Labor Code 
§1776(e) as follows: 

 The worker(s) name, address, and social security number shall be obliterated for 
third-party requestors. 

 If a requestor is part of a Joint Labor Management Committee, the Labor Code 
Requires that the Labor Compliance Department obliterate only the worker(s) social 
security number(s). 

 If a requestor is a Taft Hartley Trust fund that requests the records for the purposes 
of allocating contributions to participants, the Labor Code requires that the PMO 
Labor Compliance Department prevent disclosure of an individual’s full social security 
number but provide the last four digits of the number. 

All PRARs will be processed through the PMO Legal Department. The Labor Compliance 
Department provides the redacted CPRs to the PMO Legal Department for distribution to the 
requestor.  

5.10  Local Hire and Disadvantaged Worker Database  

Pursuant to LACCD’s PLA, Article 3, § 3(c), LACCD has established a Local Worker Hire 
Program as a component of its Community Economic Development Program. LACCD uses 
certified payroll reports to track this data and the Labor Compliance Department supports the 
CED team with the following tasks:  

 Verifying prompt submission of certified payroll reports and notifying contractor(s) of 
delinquent payrolls and(or) missing information required for the PLA Local Hire 
Database 

 Entering the pertinent worker information into the PLA Local Hire Database upon 
receipt of CPRs 

5.11 Training 

As part of the PMO’s proactive monitoring approach, the Labor Compliance Department 
provides training courses and guidance materials to assist contractors.   

When a contractor is awarded a project that requires the use of the District’s online certified 
payroll system, LCPtracker, the Labor Compliance Department will schedule a mandatory 
LCPtracker training session for the Prime Contractor and all lower-tier subcontractors. 
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The Labor Compliance Department serves as a resource to contractors to promote 
compliance with the rigorous demands of public works prevailing wage requirements. The 
Labor Compliance Department will provide a Labor Compliance Training Class and present at 
the District’s Small Contractor Boot Camp, with training projected to occur annually. 

6.0 Records 

Labor Compliance Discrepancy Log2 
Labor Compliance Discrepancy Notice 
Labor Compliance Restitution Log3 

8.0 Attachments 

Number Document Title 
Version / Revision 

Date 

   

9.0 Revision History 

This section records revisions to this implementing procedure.  Each time the procedure is 
changed, the nature of the change is noted under the description, including cases where 
extensive revisions occur throughout the document.  In cases where changes are less 
extensive, revision lines (“change bars”) will be added to identify places where changes are 
made. 
 
Comments to the SOPs and associated forms and documents are encouraged and may be 
sent via a change request form located on the SOP SharePoint site. See the link entitled 
“Comments on the SOPs, Click Here” on the right side of the SOPs site to access the form. 
 
Procedure revision requests are reviewed and responded to on an ongoing basis. 
 

Revision Effective Date 
Pages 

Revised 
Description 

Type of Revision 

(Minor/Formatting 

and (or) 

Major/Procedural 

Required 

Reading? 

0 May 1, 2015 All Original Issue Initial Issue Yes 

      

                                            
2
 Excel workbook spreadsheet, kept by each analyst to track current and outstanding labor compliance issues, 

stored on shared PMO drive, periodically sent in pdf format to Contractors by Labor Compliance Analyst 
3
 Ibid. 
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	http://standards.build-laccd.org/projects/dcs/pub/Baseline%20Design%20Standards/released/content.html)
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	http://standards.build-laccd.org/projects/dcs/pub/ADA%20Standards/released/content.html)
	 Building Information Modeling (BIM)/ CADD Standard + Project Wise (PW) – Delineate project BIM requirements, process and submission requirements. (Refer to SOP- Vol 2, DP 7.0, http://bimlaccd.blogspot.com/p/standards.html)
	 IT Standards – Establishes District-wide uniform standards for building system criteria required for IT Infrastructure. (Refer to http://standards.build-laccd.org/projects/dcs/pub/IT%20Standards/released/content.html)
	 Campus Standards - Establishes campus-wide uniform design standards for consistent maintenance and operation. (Refer to http://www.build-laccd.org/bidding_and_contracting/index.asp)
	4.3 LACCD Memoranda (Refer to  http://www.build-laccd.org/bidding_and_contracting/index.asp?pg=prr)
	 Designing for Accessibility at LACCD.
	 ADA Access Compliance
	 Designing for Accessibility in Employee or Staff Access
	 Facility Director Transition Plan M&O List Review
	 LACCD LEED Interactive Display Kiosks Funding
	 Open DSA Application Numbers
	 Occupancy of Bond Projects without Resolution of All Fire & Life Safety, Structural and Accessibility Issues
	4.4 AE Bulletins (Refer to http://www.build-laccd.org/bidding_and_contracting/index.asp?pg=prr)
	 2008-001 35% Fly Ash
	 2008-003 Waterless Urinals
	 2009-001 LACCD LEED Interactive Display Kiosk
	 2011-001 Concrete Master Procurement Agreement
	 2011-002 Arc Flash Hazard Analysis and PPE Labeling
	 2011-003 Activities Prior to DSA Approval of Plans
	 2012-001 Flooring Implementation
	 2012-002 Projectwise Requirements
	4.5 LACCD Checklists
	 Sustainable Checklist for Renovation Projects – To be used for non-LEED projects. It delineates the key sustainable design measures for consideration if feasible. (Form DES-007 B, Refer to SOP- Vol 2, DP 3.0)
	 Building Design Feature Checklist – General design features to be considered and implemented if feasible. (DES-013 Form)
	 BuildLACCD DSA Submittal Checklist – Delineate the lessons learned, PMO requirements and the understanding with DSA on design and document submission for review and approval.
	 BuildLACCD CCD Policy and Submittal Checklist – Delineate the lessons learned and PMO CCD policy and submission requirements in conjunction with the DSA IR A-6 Construction Change Submittal and Approval Process.

	5.0 LACCD Bond Projects Delivery Methods
	5.1 Lease-Leaseback (Refer to SOP- Vol. 2, DP 7.0)
	5.2 Design-Build (Refer to SOP- Vol. 2, DP 8.0)
	5.3 Design-Bid-Build (Refer to SOP- Vol. 2, DP 9.0)

	6.0 Key Processes
	6.1 Introduction
	This section describes key processes and tools to identify  the Board policies and mandates,  the District processes, and the PMO design process requirements to provide consistency for project delivery and management.
	6.2 Innovations and Design Excellence
	 LACCD Board of Trustees is committed to create a high-performance learning environment to motivate and educate students and building users through the physical environment with design innovation, excellence, quality with respect to the existing camp...
	 The facilities shall be designed and constructed to support the long-term vision of the campus growth in accordance with LACCD’s sustainability requirements.
	 The design process uses Building Information Modeling (BIM) technology to inform the BUG and to further the understanding of building functions to develop a coordinated design and construction.
	6.3 Sustainable Building Design and Energy Initiatives
	 LACCD sustainable building design practices resulted from the Board’s policy adopting the USGBC LEED Rating System for new construction and major renovation projects that shall achieve LEED Certified rating. (Refer to the SOP- Vol. 2 DP 3.0- Sustain...
	 LACCD energy initiatives are also mandated by Board policy; stating that energy performance shall achieve 20% better than Title 24 for new construction and 10% better for renovation projects. In addition, 15% of the building energy should be supplem...
	 Projects that are exempted from the Board policy for LEED certification (Non-LEED Projects) are still required to achieve energy performance 10% better than the Title 24 requirements.
	 Non-LEED projects shall review the key sustainable design measures identified in the LACCD Sustainable Checklist for Renovation Projects (Form DES-007), and consider them for incorporation in the project design if feasible
	 Sustainable design practices and the incorporation of LACCD energy initiatives shall be an integral to the design methodology and practices that will result in energy efficient, high performance, as well as ease of maintenance and operation based on...
	 CPM shall follow the process and requirements indicated in the SOP- Vol. 2 DP 3.0- Sustainable Design Standard for LEED and Non-LEED project consideration, coordination and implementation.
	6.4 Facilities Master Planning and Oversight Committee (FMP&OC)
	 LACCD FMP&OC reviews and approves the design of any Bond project with a budget more than $5M at the completion of the 100% design development phase of a project.
	 Refer to the SOP- Vol. 2, DP 13.0- Facilities Master Planning and Oversight Committee (FMP&OC) for detailed process and requirements.
	6.5 DSA, Other Governmental Agencies and Jurisdictions
	 DSA is the governing agency for code-compliance of design and construction of Los Angeles Community College District projects in accordance with California Code of Regulations Title 24.
	 Other relevant governmental agencies include: City and County of Los Angeles Fire Department, City and County of Los Angeles Departments of Public Work, County Health Department, Los Angeles Department of Water and Power as well as Southern Californ...
	 AE shall submit the required design document at appropriate phases of development of the project to obtain agency approvals or coordination with the agencies for infrastructure connections requirements.
	 Refer to SOP- Vol. 2, DP 12.0- DSA for detailed process and requirements.
	6.6 Design Consultant Selection
	 CPM Project Manager (PM) shall prepare a comprehensive “Request for Qualification” (RFQ) to solicit and select professional service consultant from the PMO pre-qualified consultant listing for various consulting services.
	 These consultants include all professional services providers such as: master planners, CEQA consultant, program and criteria consultants, cost estimators, project schedulers, geotechnical engineering consultants, commissioning agents, A/E design co...
	 The RFQ shall include detailed scope of work; required relevant project experiences of the firm and the proposed key personnel with references; required design services; LACCD Design Standards and Campus Design Standard; estimated construction budge...
	 CPM PM shall develop the evaluation criteria emphasizing on relevant project experiences, project innovation strategies, past experiences on LACCD projects, local DSA office experiences, the ability to deliver a quality and sustainable project on bu...
	 CPM shall review the RFQ with PMO RDL to maintain the consistency of the PMO- Contract’s process and requirements prior to issue the RFQ.
	 CPM shall develop the project “Selection Committee” that consists of  PMO RDL, or RPL, Facility Director or representative, BUG representative and CPM PM and/or Project Engineer .
	 Within 3 days of receipt of the “Statement of Qualification” (SOQ) from the proposers, CPM shall invite the project Selection Committee to evaluate the SOQs.
	 After tabulation of the scores, CPM PM shall invite the high score teams for an interview presentation.
	 After interview presentations of shortlisted proposers, the project Selection Committee will score the final evaluation based on the presentation and the interaction with the proposer team.
	 CPM PM will inform the AE team with the combined highest score and start to negotiate with the team and come to a tentative agreement.
	 The proposed selection of the design consultants shall be submitted to the PMO for approval prior to submission to the Board approval for contract award. If the PMO disapproves the proposed selection, the PMO will provide CPM PM a list of concerns a...
	 If CPM PM cannot resolve the concerns and comments of the PMO on the proposed selection, CPM PM shall immediately engage with the second highest scored team with the same PMO expectations prior to submission to the Board approval for contract award.
	 CPM shall request the approval of PMO RDL in writing enumerating the merits and a face-to-face meeting, if necessary, to justify the need for voidance of this selection process prior to proceeding with a sole source contracting process.
	 PMO RDL will invite PMO Contract Manager and RPL to the sole-source contracting meeting with the CPM PM to discuss if the request can be considered due to the merits or rejected due to insufficient justification. After a decision is reached, RPL wil...
	6.7 Design Services Agreement, Design Related Task Order Master Agreement, Additional Design Services Requests and Amendments
	 All design services related consultants for LLB and DBB projects and task order based projects shall be selected through the process indicated in the Section 6.2 by CPM.
	 After selection of the design consultant is approved PMO, CPM shall prepare and submit the design consultant’s proposal with all the required contract preparation document as an agenda item to PMO for Board approval. CPM shall submit the contract pr...
	 The Design-Related Task Order Master Agreement
	 CPM shall utilize the task order services contract on a limited scope of work that is applicable throughout the campus buildings. CPM shall follow the selection process for the conventional design consultants.
	 Prior to initiating the task order master agreement process, CPM shall prepare a detailed and itemized scope of work with a Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) estimate.
	 CPM shall submit the scope of work of the task order master agreement to PMO RDL for approval. Upon receipt of approval, CPM shall submit the master agreement to PMO as an agenda item for Board approval with all the associated contract related docum...
	 Upon Board approval, CPM will issue task order, according to the PMO approved itemized scope of work indicated in the master agreement, to the selected services providers.
	 CPM will maintain and update the task order master agreement report and submit it to PMO for monitoring and tracking.
	 The task order master agreement review shall be a part of CPM and PMO monthly project status update meeting.
	 CPM shall request PMO approval prior to deviate from the PMO approved scope of work of master agreement.
	 Additional Design Services and Amendments:
	Additional design services may occur during the development of the design and also during construction. This process applies to all additional design services and amendments.
	 Early in the development of the schematic design, BUG may request some design changes or added scope. CPM shall evaluate these requests and the impact on the project development in terms of additional ROM design services, project cost, and project s...
	 CPM shall report these requests and the impacts to PMO RDL for approval. Within 5 days of receipt of the PMO approval, CPM shall initiate the process with the AE consultant to obtain an additional services proposal from the AE consultants.
	 Within 10 days of RFP, AE consultant shall submit a fair-value and good-faith additional services proposal showing itemized activities, estimated hours with resource’s hourly rates, estimated work duration and completion. If AE consultant fails to p...
	 Within 14 days CPM shall submit the negotiated proposal to PMO for approval before submitting this amendment as an agenda item to PMO for Board approval.
	 CPM shall submit to PMO an agenda item with a complete amendment documentation and the contract submission checklist and PMO RDL approval. PMO will not advance the agenda item without a complete package documentation.
	 The additional services and amendment review shall be a part of CPM and PMO monthly project status update meeting.
	6.8 Project Cost Control
	 To maintain the consistency of the project budget throughout the program, PMO Cost Control Manager has established and published a project cost template defining how the project cost are to be developed including general conditions, overhead & profi...
	 Prior to initiate a RFP, CPM PM shall prepare a project-specific estimate for budgetary purposes using the PMO project cost template and make any necessary adjustments based on the unique project conditions; and this budget shall be used by AE consu...
	 Throughout the development of design, AE shall prepare and provide a real-time construction cost model using BIM technology and this cost model will be a part of the regular design review meeting discussion items.
	 At each design milestone submittal, CPM will validate AE’s cost model and provide comments to AE for incorporation. The validation effort shall be 3D model based and uploaded into Projectwise.
	 If a significant cost variance occurs (more than 3%) between CPM and AE’s cost models, AE will take actions to reconcile the cost model in alignment with the CPM’s cost model and Design-to-Budget upon receipt of CPM’s comments. AE will appraise CPM ...
	 The cost adjustment design strategies or options shall be presented to BUGs for review and approval prior to CPM’s approval.
	 CPM shall report the project cost control status to PMO RDL on a monthly basis. The real-time cost model shall be uploaded into Projectwise for monitoring and reporting purposes to ensure the project cost is in alignment with the Design-To-Budget.
	 PMO will randomly audit the cost model to ensure the CPM’s validation effort is performed, complete, accurate and effective; and that the project cost is on target. If PMO’s audit shows a deficiency in CPM’s validation effort, PMO will immediately i...
	 All design changes shall be incorporated in the cost model during design phase and DSA approval phase to ensure the project cost is on target.
	 AE shall inform and apprise the CPM if a significant change occurs that will result in the project cost exceeding the Design-to-Budget prior to implement the change. AE shall also provide the cost adjustment strategies or options for CPM to consider...
	 PMO RDL shall be in general familiarity with the project design development status to assist the PMO BIM team in auditing the project Cost Model and providing understanding of the project design.
	 Project cost review is a part of the CPM and PMO team monthly project status update meeting.
	Lease-Leaseback (LLB) projects:
	 To maintain the consistency of the project budget throughout the program, PMO Cost Control Manager has established and published a project cost template of how the project cost is to be developed including general conditions, overhead & profit, bond...
	 Prior to initiate a RFP, CPM PM shall prepare a project-specific estimate for budgetary purposes using the PMO project cost template and make any necessary adjustment based on the unique project conditions; and this budget will be used to evaluate t...
	 To maintain the consistency of the project budget throughout the program, PMO Cost Control Manager has established and published a project cost template of how the project cost is to be developed including general condition, overhead & profit, bonds...
	 Prior to initiating a RFP, CPM PM shall prepare a project-specific estimate for budgetary purposes using the PMO project cost template and make any necessary adjustment based on the unique project conditions; and this budget will be used to evaluate...
	 Within 30 days of contract award, DB shall provide CPM a reconciled 5D cost model for approval. CPM shall validate and approve the 5D cost Model and provide comments for DB to incorporate if any. This 5D cost model will be the basis for payapp and f...
	 DB shall maintain and submit the updated 5D cost model as a part of the milestone submissions.
	 Project cost review is a part of the CPM and PMO team monthly project status update meeting.
	 At the completion of construction, DB shall submit the final 5D cost model as a part of the Record Document.
	6.9 Project Schedule Control
	 During planning phase of the project, CPM shall provide a preliminary a project schedule that includes all the required processes, approvals, submittals, contracts, bidding, construction, commissioning, DSA certification, and project closeout with r...
	 CPM will submit the project schedule for PMO RDL, RPL, and Project Control (PC) for review and approval. Upon receipt of PMO approval, CPM shall upload this target project schedule into the Program Management Information System (PMIS).
	 CPM will use this project schedule as the baseline of the total project development.
	 AE consultant will prepare and submit to CPM for review and approval a detailed work plan showing all design related activities along with resources and duration as a part of negotiated contract requirements. In this work plan, AE shall identify pot...
	 CPM will incorporate the AE proposed schedule changes and make the adjustments to the targeted project schedule. CPM shall submit this adjusted project schedule with a variance report and justifications to PMO for approval. Upon receipt of the PMO a...
	 CPM will manage, track and report to PMO, RDL, RPL and PC the status of project activities, issues and resolutions in real-time to ensure project development is on schedule. In this report, CPM shall identify variances, issues with the causes and re...
	 CPM will manage and report to PMO RDL, RPL and Risk manager any schedule related risks throughout the development of the project on a bi-weekly basis.
	 PMO RDL, RPL and the Risk Manager will monitor CPM project schedules and reports, and provide resources to assist CPM in developing strategies and resolving issues if requested by CPM.
	 Project schedule review is a part of the CPM and PMO team monthly project update meeting.
	6.10 Quality Assurance Quality Control (QAQC)
	 The success of the LACCD project delivery is a combination of (5) components.
	 It starts with the experienced CPM PM who leads, guides, and assists the AE and other design services providers by Owners throughout the project development process.
	 The selection of an experienced design professional team with commitment and accountability for the success of the program.
	 A built-in system to ensure the quality of the project delivery. The AE team’s in-house QAQC process and the documentation demonstrating the implementation of the in-house QAQC process.
	 CPM’s QAQC effort shall be ongoing throughout the project development and especially at milestone review meetings with AE consultants and CPM’s quality review team that could be either from CPM’s in-house team or an outside review team. These review...
	 All projects will be subject to a quality audit by the PMO QAQC team at the DSA-ready phase.

	7.0 Procedures
	7.1 Facilities Master Plan/EIR Updates
	 Refer to SOP- Vol. 2, DP 10.0 – Facilities Master Planning/EIR Updates for detailed process, procedure and requirements.
	 The Facilities Master Plan is revised as the result of change of College Education Master Plan over the years.
	 CPM will solicit and select a qualified master planner with the support of a California Environment Quality Act (CEQA) consultant to provide campus master plan update, EIR, and develop mitigation measures in accordance with regulatory procedures and...
	 The revised college facilities master plan needs to be presented and adopted by and approved by the Board of Trustees concurrently with certification of the EIR.
	 With the Board approval, CPM can proceed with the proposed Bond projects in alignment with the approved Facilities Master Plan and EIR mitigation measures.
	7.2 Planning Phase
	 CPM shall identify a qualified Project Manager (CPM PM) with the relevant experiences to the new project and submit the qualification to PMO for approval.
	 CPM shall develop the scope of work based on the approved campus facilities master plan and the approved Bond project list.
	 CPM shall develop a campus-wide project strategy in terms of new construction, renovation, modernization, utilities infrastructure update, renewable energy,  sustainable design performance, landscape and hardscape,  swing space and project execution...
	 CPM shall carefully consider and coordinate all aspects of the campus requirements and Board policies and expectations that would affect the development of the project scope. These considerations shall include, as a minimum, the new project needs ba...
	 Refer to the DSA-related scope of work consideration in SOP- Vol. 2, DP 12.0 – DSA.
	 CPM shall develop a campus-wide baseline cost model and project schedule using the developed project scopes and the customary associated project costs. CPM shall submit this campus-wide cost model and schedule to PMO for review and approval. This ca...
	 The CPM shall identify all potential design risks and report it with a mitigation plan to the PMO Risk Manager prior to the start of the design phase; maintain and update the mitigation plan through the completion of the design process to the PMO Ri...
	 In the planning phase, CPM shall also develop and select the project delivery method. CPM shall submit the recommended project delivery method with justifications to PMO for review and concurrence. PMO shall review and provide comments to District C...
	 Upon District CFE’s approval of the project delivery method, CPM will proceed with the project initiation based on the selected project delivery method, LLB or DB or DBB.
	7.3 Programming Phase
	 If design-build is the approved project delivery method, CPM shall select an experienced and qualified Programming/Criteria Architect to develop the Programming Report.
	 If either Lease-Leaseback (LLB) or Design-Bid-Build (DBB) is the selected project delivery method, CPM shall proceed to select an experienced and qualified AE design team to perform the building design and the space programming effort shall be a par...
	 The Programming and Criteria Report, in concept, is a document compilation of the prescribed functions and space requirements, adjacencies, system criteria, massings, contextual considerations of placement and orientation of the building, the confir...
	 Concurrent with the selection of Programming/Criteria Architect, CPM shall select an experienced and qualified Commissioning Agent (CxA) who has the expertise in developing the Owner Project Requirements (OPR) with the understanding of LACCD Whole B...
	 The OPR shall include the building system requirements, commissioning procedures throughout design and construction phases, and commissioning requirements.
	 CPM shall review and approve the Programming Report and OPR at increments of development. CPM shall submit the Programming report and the OPR to PMO RDL for review and approval.
	7.4 Project Initiation and As-Built Documents and Records Access
	 Refer to the detailed process in SOP- Vol. 2, DP 11.0 – Project Initiation and As-built Documents and Records Access.
	7.5 Design Phase
	 Following the “PMO Design Consultant Selection Process”, CPM shall select a qualified design team with a successful history of working with the local DSA regional office on LACCD projects.
	 The proposed selection of the design consultant shall be submitted to the PMO for approval prior to contract award.
	 If the PMO disapproves the proposed design consultant, PMO will provide CPM a list of concerns to CPM to address and resolve.
	 Program Overview and Project Kick-off Meeting:
	 Within 2 days of receipt of executed Design Consultant Services Agreement, CPM shall coordinate with Program Architect, Commissioning Agent (CxA) AE, PMO team, Campus BUG, and Campus Facility Director to schedule a program overview meeting at PMO of...
	 PMO team includes: RDL, RPL, QAQC Manager, Risk Manager, Program Control Engineer, Safety Manager, Contract Lead, and Accounting Lead.
	 Standard program overview and project kick-off meeting agenda: SOW, applicable LACCD standards (Sustainable design, BIM, ADA, WBCx), General Support (accounting, warranty, RPM, RPL, RDL, safety, QAQC, Risk), DSA and certification, and CCC.
	 This meeting is to provide all the stakeholder representatives an opportunity to understand the program standard operating  procedures, key personnel, requirements, issues, budgets and schedule controls, tracking and report requirements and timeline...
	 Project Report and Resolution Meeting
	 CPM shall coordinate with the same project team and schedule monthly or semi-monthly meetings, depending on the project complexity, to review all project related issues, report the project progress comparing to the project baseline for cost, schedul...
	 PMO RDL and RPL will provide project progress updates to PMO Senior Management in the monthly meeting and highlight the progress, issues and resolutions, and issues for assistance.
	 CPM shall provide the A/E the DSA Submittal Checklist to become familiar with lessons-learned and the understanding established between PMO and DSA throughout the collaborations. The CPM shall monitor the AE compliance with the checklist and report ...
	 DSA Process
	 During development of design, starting from 100% SD, AE with CPM shall engage DSA in either informal or formal Collaborative Process (CP) for consultation and clarification of design approaches, design issues, interpretation of code requirements, co...
	 Facilities Mater Planning and Oversight Committee (FMP&OC) Process
	 At the completion of 50% Design Development Phase, AE, CPM, PMO and e7 Studio will be actively engaging in FMP&OC process. (Refer to SOP- Vol. 2, DP 13.0 – Facilities Mater Planning and Oversight Committee)
	 Throughout the design phase, A/E will use its established in-house QA/QC process to ensure the design development and milestone document submissions are in compliance to the project program, project budget and delivery schedule along with LACCD Proj...
	 CPM will assess and evaluate the design document submission at all milestones by either utilizing an in-house team or a 3rd party outside team who is qualified to evaluate the percent complete of the design document submittal and provide the evaluat...
	 In case that the design document is not at the scheduled level of completion to meet the design schedule, the CPM and the A/E shall develop and implement a schedule resolution plan. The RDL shall be made aware of the schedule discrepancy and the res...
	 The A/E team will continue the design effort and incorporate the CPM’s assessment comments throughout the completion of 95% CD.
	 Upon finalizing 95%CD submission, the A/E will prepare the complete DSA-ready package to DSA for review and approval.
	 Refer to the detailed DSA process in SOP- Vol. 2, DP 12.0, section 4.3 – DSA Review and Approval.
	 The A/E shall identify potential design and construction risks to the CPM throughout the life the project. The CPM shall work with the A/E on all mitigation strategies. The CPM shall report all project risks and mitigation strategies to the PMO Risk...
	7.6 Post- DSA Approval
	 For LLB project, upon receipt of DSA approval, CPM shall submit a request to initiate the PMO Request for Qualification (RFQ) process to pre-qualify the General Contractors and follow with the PMO Request for Proposal (RFP) process to select the Gen...
	 For DBB project, upon receipt of DSA approval, CPM shall submit a request to initiate the PMO RFB process to award the construction contract to the responsive low bidder. (Refer to SOP- Vol. 1, DP XXX- RFB, Bid/Award Process for DBB)
	 For Design-Build Project, upon receipt of DSA approval, CPM shall issue a Notice-to-Proceed (NTP) for Construction to DBT if a NTP for construction was not previously issued.   (Refer to SOP- Vol. 1, DP XXX- NTP for construction and the follow on co...
	7.7 Construction Phase
	 Refer to the SOP- Vol. 3 – Construction Procedures
	 Refer to the detailed design related DSA process in SOP- Vol. 2, DP 12.0 – DSA.
	7.8 Final DSA Closeout/Certification
	 Refer to the detailed DSA process in SOP- Vol. 2, DP 12.0 – DSA.
	7.9 Project Closeout
	 Refer to the SOP- Vol. XXX – Project Closeout

	8.0 Terms and Definitions (This section will be edited pending final strategy if a master “Terms and Definitions” will be used for the entire SOP)
	9.0 Approvals
	10.0 Revision History
	11.0 Records
	12.0 Attachments

	01_Vol_III_SOP_CP_1_0_Construction_Management
	CP 1.0 Construction Management Rev 5 to post
	1.0  Purpose
	2.0 Scope
	3.0 Definitions, Terms and Acronyms
	4.0 Responsibilities
	4.1 Regional Program Liaisons
	4.2 Regional Design Liaisons
	4.3 Regional Design Liaison (RDLs)
	4.4 College Project Director
	4.5 Architect of Record (AOR)
	4.6 Project Inspector (also known as Inspector of Record)

	5.0 Safety
	5.1 Safety Program Policies and Procedures
	5.2 Program Management Office (PMO) Health and Safety Manager Responsibilities
	5.3 CPT Safety Roles and Responsibilities
	5.3.1 Regional Safety Representatives

	5.4 Contractor’s Safety Responsibilities
	5.5 Minimum Safety Requirements for Jobsite Access (General Contractor’s PPE Requirements May Exceed LACCD Standards)
	5.5.1 Project Health, Safety, and Environmental Plan
	5.5.2 Group Tours of Job Sites

	5.6 Program Management Office Safety Orientation
	5.7 Safety Orientation by Contractor
	5.8 Project Hazard Analysis Form
	5.9 Health and Safety Reporting Forms
	5.9.1 Project Health Safety and Environmental Inspection Report

	5.10 Incident Reporting Process
	5.11 Owner Controlled Insurance Policy (OCIP)

	6.0 Document Control
	6.1 Responsibilities
	6.1.1 PMO Document Control Manager Responsibilities:
	6.1.2 CPT Responsibilities:

	6.2 General Procedures and Routing
	6.2.1 Document Routing From the Campus to the PMO
	6.2.2 PMO Department Distribution (In-house) of Received Documents
	6.2.3 Document Routing From the PMO to the Campus
	6.2.4 Web DocView


	7.0 Procedures
	7.1 Meetings
	7.1.1 DSA Construction Kick-off Meeting
	This section is covered in PMA SOP 12.0, 4.4.2.
	7.1.2 Monthly Project Status Reports
	The CPT is required to input valid data to produce Monthly Project Status Report to the PMO for each project.

	7.1.3 Monthly Progress Photos
	CPTs will record progress of work including progress photos on at least a monthly basis. Collectively these photos from all construction sites represent the progress from beginning of construction through completion. At a minimum, different views will...

	7.1.4 Weekly Progress Meetings
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